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Preface
Welcome to the 24th Conference on Computational Linguistics and Speech
Processing at Yuan Ze University. Sponsored by the Association for Computational
Linguistics and Chinese Language Processing (ACLCLP), ROCLING is the oldest
and most comprehensive conference to focus on computational linguistics and speech
processing. This year we received 45 valid submissions, each of which was reviewed
by at least two experts on the basis of originality, significance, technical soundness,
and relevance to the conference. In total, 15 papers were accepted for oral
presentation and 19 for poster presentation. These papers cover a broad range on
topics in natural language processing and speech technology and maintain the
consistent quality of papers presented at ROCLING. The publications of these papers
represent the joint effort of many researchers, and we are grateful to the efforts of the
review committee for their work.
We are honored to have two distinguished invited speakers: Dr. Kenneth Church
(President of ACL), speaking on “Towards Google-like Search on Spoken Documents
with Zero Resources”, and Dr. Li Deng (Principal Researcher, Microsoft Research),
speaking on “Deep Learning and A New Wave of Innovations in Speech Technology”.
In addition, Prof. Jhing-Fa Wang will be organizing a panel discussion on “Research
& Application of Speech & Language Technology for Orange Computing”.
We would also like to thank our sponsors, including the Ministry of Education, the
National Science Council, the Academia Sinica (Institute of Information Science),
Chunghwa Telecom Laboratories, the Institute for Information Industry, the Industrial
Technology Research Institute (Information and Communications Research
Laboratories), Cyberon Corporation, and Behavior Design Corporation.
Finally, we appreciate your active participation and support to ensure a smooth and
successful conference.

Richard Tzong-Han Tsai
Liang-Chih Yu
ROCLING 2012 Conference Chairs
Chia-Ping Chen
Cheng-Zen Yang
Shu-Kai Hsieh
ROCLING 2012 Program Chairs
September 2012
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Invited Speaker: Kenneth Church
How Many Multiword Expressions do People Know?

Abstract
What is a multiword expression (MWE) and how many are there? What is a MWE?
What is many? Mark Liberman gave a great invited talk at ACL-89 titled “How
many words do people know?” where he spent the entire hour questioning the
question. Many of these same questions apply to multiword expressions. What is a
word? What is many? What is a person? What does it mean to know? Rather
than answer these questions, this paper will use these questions as Liberman did, as an
excuse for surveying how such issues are addressed in a variety of fields: computer
science, web search, linguistics, lexicography, educational testing, psychology,
statistics, etc.

Biography
Kenneth Church was a researcher at Microsoft Research in Redmond, before moving
to Hopkins, and before that he was the head of a data mining department in AT&T
Labs-Research (formally AT&T Bell Labs). Prof. Kenneth Church received BS,
Masters and PhD from MIT in computer science in 1978, 1980 and 1983, respectively.
He enjoys working with very large corpora such as the Associated Press newswire (1
million words per week) and larger datasets such as telephone call detail (1-10 billion
records per month). He has worked on many topics in computational linguistics
including: web search, language modeling, text analysis, spelling correction,
word-sense disambiguation, terminology, translation, lexicography, compression,
speech (recognition and synthesis), OCR, as well as applications that go well beyond
computational linguistics such as revenue assurance and virtual integration (using
screen scraping and web crawling to integrate systems that traditionally don't talk
together as well as they could such as billing and customer care).
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Invited Speaker: Li Deng
Deep Learning and A New Wave of Innovations in Speech Technology
Abstract
Semantic information embedded in the speech signal manifests itself in a dynamic
process rooted in the deep linguistic hierarchy as an intrinsic part of the human
cognitive system. Modeling both the dynamic process and the deep structure for
advancing speech technology has been an active pursuit for over more than 20 years,
but it is not until recently that noticeable breakthrough has been achieved by the new
methodology commonly referred to as “deep learning”. Deep Belief Net (DBN) and
the related deep neural nets are recently being used to replace the Gaussian Mixture
Model component in the HMM-based speech recognition, and has produced dramatic
error rate reduction in both phone recognition and large vocabulary speech
recognition while keeping the HMM component intact. On the other hand, the
(constrained) Dynamic Bayesian Net has been developed for many years to improve
the dynamic models of speech while overcoming the IID assumption as a key
weakness of the HMM, with a set of techniques and representations commonly known
as hidden dynamic/trajectory models or articulatory-like models. A history of these
two largely separate lines of research will be critically reviewed and analyzed in the
context of modeling the deep and dynamic linguistic hierarchy for advancing speech
recognition technology. Future directions will be discussed for the exciting area of
deep and dynamic learning research that holds promise to build a foundation for the
next-generation speech technology with human-like cognitive ability.

Biography
Li Deng received the Ph.D. from Univ. Wisconsin-Madison. He was an Assistant
(1989-1992), Associate (1992-1996), and Full Professor (1996-1999) at the University
of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. He then joined Microsoft Research, Redmond, where
he is currently a Principal Researcher and where he received Microsoft Research
Technology Transfer, Goldstar, and Achievement Awards. Prior to MSR, he also
worked or taught at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, ATR Interpreting Telecom.
Research Lab. (Kyoto, Japan), and HKUST. He has published over 300 refereed
papers in leading journals/conferences and 3 books covering broad areas of human
language technology, machine learning, and audio, speech, and signal processing. He
is a Fellow of the Acoustical Society of America, a Fellow of the IEEE, and a Fellow
of the International Speech Communication Association. He is an inventor or
co-inventor of over 50 granted patents. He served on the Board of Governors of the
IEEE Signal Processing Society (2008-2010). More recently, he served as
Editor-in-Chief for IEEE Signal Processing Magazine (2009-2011), for which he
received the 2011 IEEE SPS Meritorious Service Award. He currently serves as
Editor-in-Chief for IEEE Transactions on Audio, Speech and Language Processing.
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㓡列⺷䴙妰⚾䫱⊾㱽㕤⻟⿏婆枛彐嬀ᷳ䞼䨞
Improved Histogram Equalization Methods for Robust Speech
Recognition
嫅㫋㰅 Hsin-Ju Hsieh1, 2, 㳒⽿ Jeih-weih Hung2, 昛㝷䏛 Berlin Chen1
1
⚳䩳冢䀋ⷓ䭬⣏⬠屯妲ⶍ䦳⬠䲣
2
⚳䩳㙐⋿⚳晃⣏⬠暣㨇ⶍ䦳⬠䲣
hsinju@ntnu.edu.tw, berlin@ntnu.edu.tw, jwhung@ncnu.edu.tw

㐀天
䴙妰⚾䫱⊾㱽(Histogram Equalization, HEQ)[1]㗗ᶨ䧖㤪⾝䯉╖ᶼ㚱㓰䘬婆枛䈡⽝嗽䎮
㈨埻炻役⸜Ἦ塓⺋㲃⛘䞼䨞冯ㅱ䓐㕤⻟⿏婆枛彐嬀䘬柀➇ˤ⛐㛔婾㔯ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ⺞临䴙
妰⚾䫱⊾㱽䘬䞼䨞炻㍸↢ᶨ䲣↿ἧ䓐婆枛䈡⽝䘬䨢攻炼㗪攻ᷳ㔯傰䴙妰屯妲
(Spatial-Temporal Contextual Statistics)䘬婆枛䈡⽝⻟㕡㱽炻忁ṃ㕡㱽ᷣ天䘬㝞㥳㗗⇑䓐
ᶨᾳ䯉㖻䘬ⶖ↮(Differencing)⸛⛯(Averaging)䘬嗽䎮㕡⺷炻⮵婆枛ᷳᾺ柣嬄䈡⽝䘬䨢
攻➇冯㗪攻➇≈ẍ↮√炻ẍ㒟⍾↢婆枛䈡⽝⛐䨢攻➇冯㗪攻➇ᶲᶵ⎴柣䌯ㆸ↮ᷳ䴙妰屯
妲⼴炻⮯℞↮⇍ἄ䴙妰㬋夷⊾嗽䎮᷎䳸⎰炻Ἦ忼⇘旵Ỷ暄妲⮵婆枛䈡⽝忈ㆸ䘬⼙枧ˤ
℞䓐䘬ⶖ↮⸛⛯䘬℔⺷⤪ᶳ䣢:

x(d , t )
x(
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(d , t ) ↮⇍堐䣢⽆⍇⥳婆枛䈡⽝ᷳ䨢攻➇ᶲ㒟⍾↢䘬檀柣Ỷ

柣䘬䴙妰屯妲ˤ⎴㧋⛘炻⮯㬌嗽䎮㕡⺷ἄ䓐㕤⎴ᶨ䵕⹎ᷳảシℑᾳ䚠惘䘬枛㟮炻Ṏ⎗⼿
⇘⍇⥳婆枛䈡⽝⛐㗪攻➇ᶲᷳ檀柣 xt diff (d , t ) Ỷ柣 xt avg (d , t ) 䘬㔯傰䴙妰屯妲ˤ㬌⢾炻
㛔婾㔯⎎⢾㍸↢ᶨᾳ嬲✳䘬㕡㱽炻⮯䨢攻➇㗪攻➇ᶲ㯪⼿䘬檀柣䈡⽝ xdiff (d , t ) ⍲Ỷ
柣䈡⽝ xavg (d , t ) ẍ䶂⿏≈㪲䘬㕡⺷䳸⎰炻Ἦ奨⮇彐嬀䌯㗗⏎㚱忚ᶨ㬍㍸⋯䘬䨢攻ˤ
㚱⇍㕤⁛䴙忳䓐㕤婆枛䈡⽝㗪攻⸷↿ᶲᷳ⎬⇍䵕⹎䌐䩳㬋夷⊾(Dimension-Wise)䘬
㕡㱽ἳ⤪:Ὰ柣嬄⸛⛯ῤ㴰⍣㱽(Cepstral Mean Subtraction, CMS)[2]ˣᾺ柣嬄⸛⛯ῤ冯嬲
䔘㔠㬋夷⊾㱽(Cepstral Mean and Variance Normalization, CMVN)[3]䫱炻㛔婾㔯㍸↢䘬
ᶨ䲣↿㕘㕡㱽傥忚ᶨ㬍⛘㬋夷⊾ᶵ⎴䨢攻冯㗪攻ᷳ攻䘬䈡⽝↮ⶫ屯妲炻傥㚜㚱㓰䘬旵Ỷ
ᶵ⎴倚⬠䑘⠫䓊䓇䘬ῷⶖ᷎ᶼ▿娎㴰昌⁛䴙ᷳ䴙妰⚾䫱⊾㱽䃉㱽墄䘬⓷柴炻Ṏ⌛晐
㨇⿏暄妲⮵婆枛䓊䓇䘬⼙枧ˤῤ⼿㲐シ䘬㗗炻⮵㕤婆枛䈡⽝ᷳ㗪攻➇ㆾ䨢攻➇ᶲ䘬㬋
夷⊾嗽䎮㕡⺷炻忶⍣㚱⬠侭㍸↢㤪⾝栆Ụ䘬婆枛䈡⽝ᷳ╖ᶨ➇䘬㬋夷⊾嗽䎮㈨埻[4-5]炻
1
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侴㛔婾㔯㍸↢ᷳ䳸⎰⺷䴙妰⚾䫱⊾㱽ἧ䓐婆枛䈡⽝䘬䨢攻炼㗪攻ᷳ㔯傰䴙妰屯妲䘬
㈨埻炻㕤䚖⇵䁢㬊⇯㗗䚠⮵庫⮹塓䞼䨞冯㍊妶䘬嬘柴ˤ
㛔婾㔯䘬彐嬀⮎槿㗗ἄ䓐㕤⚳晃忂䓐䘬婆枛婆㕁⹓ Aurora-2[6]ᶲ炻ㆹᾹ槿嫱Ḯ㍸
↢ᷳ㕘㕡㱽傥⣈⣏ⷭ㍸⋯⎬䧖暄妲䑘⠫ᶳᷳ婆枛彐嬀䘬䱦䡢⹎ˤ℞彐嬀㓰傥悥㖶栗檀㕤
姙⣂⁛䴙ἄ䓐㕤婆枛䈡⽝ᷳ㗪攻⸷↿ᶲ䘬㬋夷⊾嗽䎮㈨埻冯⎒╖䌐㬋夷⊾婆枛䈡⽝ᷳ
㗪攻➇ㆾ䨢攻➇䘬䳸㝄ˤ㬌⢾ẍ䶂⿏≈㪲䨢攻➇冯㗪攻➇ᶲ㯪⼿䘬檀柣䈡⽝ xdiff (d , t )
⍲Ỷ柣䈡⽝ xavg (d , t ) 䘬䳬⎰㕡⺷炻ἧ⼿彐嬀䌯⽆⍇⥳㛒≈㪲䘬 83.33%忚㬍军 85.05%炻
℞䳽⮵拗婌旵Ỷ䌯䁢 1.72%ˤ㚨䳪忚ᶨ㬍⛘䳸⎰忚昶⺷⇵䪗㧁㸾(Advanced Front-End
Standard, AFE)[7]⻟⿏婆枛䈡⽝炻嵛嵛傥ἧ彐嬀䌯⽆⍇⥳䘬 87.17%㍸⋯军 88.22%炻䚠
⮵拗婌旵Ỷ䌯䲬㚱 8%炻嵛灘忁ṃ㕘㕡㱽傥㚱㓰㍸⋯婆枛䈡⽝䘬⻟⿏ˤ
斄挝娆烉冒≽婆枛彐嬀炻暄妲⻟⿏炻䴙妰⚾䫱⊾㱽炻䈡⽝㔯傰䘬䴙妰
Keywords: automatic speech recognition, noise robustness, histogram equalization, feature
contextual statistics.
农嫅烉㛔婾㔯ᷳ䞼䨞㈧呁㔁做悐炼⚳䩳⎘䀋ⷓ䭬⣏⬠怩⎹枪⮾⣏⬠妰䔓炷101J1A0900 
101J1A0901炸冯埴㓧昊⚳⭞䥹⬠⥼⒉㚫䞼䨞妰䔓(NSC 101-2221-E-003 -024 -MY3  NSC 99
-2221-E-003 -017 -MY3)ᷳ䴻屣㓗㊩炻嫡㬌农嫅ˤ
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㐀天
➢㕤 GMM ⮵㗈ᷳ婆枛廱㎃㕡㱽ⷠ忯⇘䘬ᶨᾳ⓷柴㗗炻廱㎃↢䘬柣嬄⊭䴉㚫䘤䓇忶㕤⸛
㹹 (over smoothing) 䘬 䎦 尉 炻 ⚈ 㬌 㛔 婾 㔯 ▿ 娎 ẍ 䶂 ⿏ ⣂ 嬲 慷 徜 㬠 (linear multivariate
regression, LMR)Ἦ⺢㥳⎎ᶨ䧖柣嬄⮵㗈䘬㕡㱽炻ⶴ㛃傥⣈㓡忚柣嬄忶⸛㹹䘬⓷柴ˤ椾
⃰炻ㆹᾹ㍐⮶Ḯ LMR ⮵㗈䞑昋䘬妋㜸㯪妋℔⺷炻䃞⼴ㆹᾹ抬墥⸛埴婆㕁炻㍉䓐暊㔋Ὰ
柣嬄Ὢ㔠ἄ䁢柣嬄䈡⽝炻↮√婆枛ᾉ嘇ㆸ倚ˣ枣㭵ᷳ枛㭝炻ℵἧ䓐 LMR ⮵㗈㕡㱽Ἦ⺢
忈↢ᶨᾳ婆枛廱㎃䲣䴙ˤㅱ䓐㬌䲣䴙炻ㆹᾹ⯙⎗忚埴ℏ悐ˣ⢾悐ᷳ⸛⛯廱㎃婌ⶖ䘬慷㷔炻
᷎ᶼ⁛䴙 GMM ⮵㗈㱽慷㷔↢䘬婌ⶖ嶅暊ἄ㭼庫炻慷㷔䘬䳸㝄栗䣢炻㛔婾㔯䞼䨞䘬
LMR_F ⮵㗈㱽炻ᶵ婾㗗⛐ℏ悐ㆾ⢾悐ᷳ㷔娎ね㱩炻悥⎗ẍ䌚⼿㭼⁛䴙 GMM ⮵㗈㱽庫
⮷䘬⸛⛯廱㎃婌ⶖˤ㬌⢾炻ㆹᾹḇ忚埴Ḯᷣ奨䘬婆枛⑩岒倥㷔ᷳ⮎槿炻倥㷔⮎槿䘬䳸㝄
栗䣢炻ㆹᾹ䞼䨞䘬 LMR_F ⮵㗈㱽炻℞廱㎃↢䘬婆枛⑩ῤ炻傥⣈㭼⁛䴙 GMM ⮵㗈㱽䘬
䦵⤥ᶨṃˤ
斄挝娆烉婆枛廱㎃炻䶂⿏⣂嬲慷徜㬠炻檀㕗㶟⎰㧉✳炻暊㔋Ὰ柣嬄Ὢ㔠

ᶨˣ䵺婾
婆枛廱㎃(voice conversion)䞼䨞䘬䚖㧁㗗炻天㈲ᶨᾳἮ㸸婆侭(source speaker)䘬婆枛廱㎃
ㆸ⎎ᶨᾳ䚖㧁婆侭(target speaker)䘬婆枛ˤ忁䧖婆枛廱㎃䘬嗽䎮炻⎗ㅱ䓐㕤扄㍍婆枛⎰
ㆸ嗽䎮炻ẍ䌚⼿⣂㧋⿏䘬⎰ㆸ婆枛枛刚炻㬌⢾Ṏ⎗ㅱ䓐㕤ἄ㇚∯惵枛䘬嗽䎮炻ẍ嬻ᶨᾳ
惵枛⒉⎗ẍ䁢⣂ᾳ奺刚惵枛ˤ忶⍣⛐婆枛廱㎃柀➇炻⃰⇵䞼䨞侭㍸↢䘬廱㎃㕡㱽⊭㊔Ḯ:
柣嬄䈡⽝ᷳ⎹慷慷⊾(VQ)⮵㗈(mapping)[1]炻ℙ㋗Ⲙ(formant)柣䌯⮵㗈[2, 3]炻➢㕤檀㕗
㶟⎰㧉✳(Gaussian mixture model, GMM)ᷳ⮵㗈[4, 5]炻➢㕤栆䤆䴻䵚嶗(artificial neural
network, ANN)ᷳ⮵㗈[6]炻➢㕤晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳(hidden Markov model, HMM)ᷳ⮵㗈[7,
8]䫱ˤ
㚨役⸦⸜㚱ᶵ⮹䞼䨞侭㍉⍾➢㕤 GMM ⮵㗈ᷳ㕡⎹Ἦἄ婆枛廱㎃炻᷎ᶼ▿娎⍣妋㰢
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⍇⥳ GMM ⮵㗈㕡⺷[4]䡘⇘䘬⓷柴炻ἳ⤪廱㎃↢䘬柣嬄⊭䴉(spectral envelope)㚫↢䎦
忶㕤⸛㹹(over smoothing)䘬䎦尉炻ᶨᾳἳ⫸⤪⚾ᶨ䣢炻嘃䶂㚚䶂ẋ堐䚖㧁婆侭ᶨᾳ枛
㟮䘬柣嬄⊭䴉炻⮎䶂㚚䶂⇯ẋ堐䓙Ἦ㸸婆侭枛㟮廱㎃↢䘬柣嬄⊭䴉炻㖶栗⎗䚳↢嘃䶂㚚
䶂䘬 F2ˣF4ˣF6 䫱ℙ㋗Ⲙ(formant)䘬柣⮔嬲⮔Ḯ⼰⣂炻ḇ⯙㗗Ⱉ扺军Ⱉ察䘬㶙⹎㷃⮹
Ḯ炻忁䧖忶㕤⸛㹹䘬柣嬄⊭䴉炻⮯ἧ⼿㒂ẍ⎰ㆸ↢䘬婆枛ᾉ嘇炻䘤䓇婆枛⑩岒堘徨䘬ね
㱩炻ḇ⯙㗗婆枛倥崟Ἦ炻㚫嬻Ṣ奢⼿ぞぞ䘬ˣᶵ⣈㶭㘘ˤ

⚾ᶨˣ忶㕤⸛㹹ᷳ廱㎃↢䘬柣嬄⊭䴉
䁢Ḯ性䘤䓇柣嬄忶㕤⸛㹹䘬ね㱩炻侴忈ㆸ枛岒䘬堘徨炻⛐㬌婾㔯墉ㆹᾹ忪㰢⭂㍉
⍾ẍ㚨⮷⛯㕡(least mean square, LMS)婌ⶖ䁢㸾⇯炻⍣䞼䨞䶂⿏⣂嬲慷徜㬠(linear
multivariate regression, LMR)㕡⺷䘬柣嬄⮵㗈㕡㱽炻ⶴ㛃䓐ẍ㍸⋯廱㎃↢婆枛䘬枛岒ˤ
䶂⿏⣂嬲慷徜㬠⮵㗈(䯉䧙䁢 LMR ⮵㗈)䘬奨⾝㗗炻⛐妻䶜昶㭝ἧ䓐⸛埴婆㕁炻ẍ妻䶜
↢ᶨᾳ d×d 䘬䶂⿏⮵㗈䞑昋 M炻 d 堐䣢ᶨᾳ枛㟮柣嬄䈡⽝Ὢ㔠䘬䵕⹎炻䃞⼴⛐廱㎃昶
㭝炻⯙⎗⮯Ἦ㸸婆侭䫔 k ᾳ枛㟮䘬柣嬄䈡⽝⎹慷 Sk (䵕⹎䁢 d×1)炻ἄ LMR ⮵㗈侴⼿⇘
廱㎃↢䘬柣嬄䈡⽝⎹慷 Vk炻⌛Ẍ Vk = M炽Skˤ晾䃞 Valbret 䫱Ṣ㕤 1992 ⸜㍸↢ἧ䓐
LMR ⮵㗈Ἦἄ柣嬄廱㎃䘬゛㱽[9]炻Ữ㗗ṾᾹ⮵㕤⇵徘䞑昋 M 䘬㔠ῤ䘬㯪妋炻⎒㍸↢Ḯ
ᶨᾳ忤役䘬ἄ㱽炻⚈㬌⛐㛔婾㔯墉炻ㆹᾹ忪⍣䞼䨞ˣ㍐⮶䞑昋 M 䘬妋㜸(analytic)㯪妋
℔⺷炻娛䳘ね⼊⛐䫔Ḵ䭨墉婒㖶ˤ
⎎⢾炻ㆹᾹ䓙⇵Ṣ䘬䞼䨞⼿䞍[5, 10]炻㍉⍾䘬柣嬄⮵㗈㨇⇞炻⤪㝄ᶵ⃰ὅ㒂婆枛
ℏ⭡(⤪枛䳈ㆾ枛䭨)Ἦ⺢䩳↮㭝⺷(segmental)䘬⮵㗈㧉✳炻⇯⭡㖻䘤䓇ᶨ⮵⣂(one to
many)⮵㗈䘬⓷柴[10]炻侴忈ㆸ㝸ṃ䚠惘䘬枛㟮ᷳ攻炻䚠惘枛㟮廱㎃↢䘬柣嬄⌣↢䎦
∯䁰䘬柣嬄⼊䉨ⶖ䔘(⌛柣嬄ᶵ忋临)炻ẍ农㕤⿒枛(artifact sound)塓⎰ㆸ↢Ἦˤ䁢Ḯ㷃⮹
䘤䓇⿒枛䘬㨇㚫炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹ㰢⭂ẍ倚ˣ枣㭵䁢╖ỵ炻⮵妻䶜䓐䘬婆枛ἄ枛㭝↯√炻᷎ᶼ
⎬枛㭝(segment)墉䘬婆枛枛㟮⯙Ṍ䓙Ⱄᷳ倚ˣ枣㭵⍣㓞普炻䃞⼴ἧ䓐⎬ᾳ倚ˣ枣㭵
㓞普⇘䘬枛㟮炻⍣↮⇍妻䶜↢⮰Ⱄ䘬 LMR ⮵㗈䞑昋ˤ军㕤⛐廱㎃昶㭝炻ᶨᾳ廠ℍ䘬婆
枛枛㟮⤪ỽ䞍忻⬫㗗Ⱄ㕤恋ᶨᾳ倚ˣ枣㭵䘬烎忁㧋䘬⓷柴㗗ᶨ䧖婆枛彐嬀䘬⓷柴炻ᶵ忶
⬫ᶵ暨天⁷婆枛彐嬀恋㧋♜⍚⛘塓⮵⼭炻⚈䁢怠⍾⇘拗婌Ữ役Ụ䘬倚ˣ枣㭵㗗⎗ẍ⭡⽵
䘬ˤ忶⍣炻ㆹᾹ䞼䨞↮㭝⺷ GMM ⮵㗈ᷳ婆枛廱㎃㕡㱽[5]炻㚦㍸↢ᶨ䧖冒≽㊹怠枛㭝
GMM 䘬㺼䬿㱽炻娚㺼䬿㱽ḇ⎗ẍ㏔忶Ἦἧ䓐ˤ
斄 㕤 柣 嬄 Ὢ 㔠 䘬 怠 㑯 炻 ㆹ Ᾱ ṵ 䃞 ㍉ ⍾ ⃰ ⇵ 䞼 䨞 忶 䘬 暊 㔋 Ὰ 柣 嬄 Ὢ 㔠 (discrete
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cepstrum coefficients, DCC)[11, 12]炻昶㔠姕䁢 ĵı 昶炻⌛ᶨᾳ枛㟮天妰䬿↢ c0, c1, c2, …, c40
䫱 41 ᾳὪ㔠炻Ữ㗗⎒㊧ c1, c2, …, c40ġ ⍣ἄ柣嬄廱㎃䘬嗽䎮炻ẍ䵕⹎ ť 䘬ῤ㗗 ĵıˤ䔞
廱㎃↢⎬ᾳ枛㟮䘬 DCC Ὢ㔠ᷳ⼴炻ㆹᾹ⯙⎗ὅ㒂⎬枛㟮䘬 DCC Ὢ㔠⍣妰䬿↢柣嬄⊭
䴉[11, 12]炻䃞⼴ℵὅ㒂柣嬄⊭䴉ˣ廱㎃↢䘬➢柣ῤ炻⍣姕⭂娚枛㟮䘬媏㲊≈暄枛㧉✳
(harmonic plus noise model, HNM)ᷳ媏㲊⍫㔠暄枛⍫㔠[12, 13]炻ᷳ⼴⯙⎗㊧忁ṃ⍫㔠
⍣⎰ㆸ↢婆枛ᾉ嘇 [12, 13]ˤ

ḴˣLMR ⮵㗈䞑昋
⛐妻䶜昶㭝炻㈲⸛埴妻䶜婆㕁⎬枛㟮䬿↢ DCC Ὢ㔠ᷳ⼴炻ℵ䴻䓙≽ン㗪攻㟉㬋
(DTW)炻⯙⎗⼿䞍ᶨᾳἮ㸸婆侭枛㟮(Ἦ㸸枛㟮)⮵ㅱ䘬䚖㧁婆侭枛㟮(䚖㧁枛㟮)ˤ⛐
㬌Ẍ㝸ᶨᾳ倚ˣ枣㭵栆⇍㓞普⇘䘬 N ᾳἮ㸸枛㟮㗗: S1, S2, Ƀ, SN炻侴℞⮵ㅱ䘬 N ᾳ䚖
㧁枛㟮㗗: T1, T2, Ƀ, TN炻ḇ⯙㗗 d×1 ⣏⮷ᷳ DCC ⎹慷 Tk 䴻䓙 DTW 塓⋡惵⇘ DCC ⎹慷
Skˤ䁢Ḯ㕡ὧ㍐⮶炻ㆹᾹ⛐㬌Ẍ䞑昋 S = [S1, S2, Ƀ, SN]炻侴䞑昋 T = [T1, T2, Ƀ, TN]炻⼰
㖶栗⛘䞑昋 S  T 䘬⣏⮷悥㗗 d×Nˤ䎮゛ᶲ炻ㆹᾹⶴ㛃㈦↢ᶨᾳ⣏⮷䁢 d×d 䘬 LMR ⮵
㗈䞑昋 M炻Ἦ嬻⤪ᶳ䘬斄Ὢ⺷䌚⼿ㆸ䩳炻
MɀS = T .

(1)

⮎晃ᶲ炻䓙㕤 N 䘬ῤ忂ⷠ悥㭼 d ⣏⼰⣂炻ẍᶵ㚫⬀⛐䎮゛䘬 M 䞑昋炻ḇ⯙㗗㚫
↢䎦⮵㗈䘬婌ⶖ炻⛐㬌Ẍ E 堐䣢⣏⮷䁢 d×N ᷳ婌ⶖ䞑昋炻℞⭂佑㗗
E = MɀS ȸ T .

(2)

劍天㈦↢㚨Ἓ䘬⮵㗈䞑昋 M炻⯙䚠䔞㕤天㈲䞑昋 E 䘬㚱⃫䳈䘬䳽⮵ῤ悥≈ẍ㚨⮷⊾ˤ
䓙㕤䞑昋 E 㚱 d×N ᾳ⃫䳈炻侴䞑昋 M ⎒㚱 d×d ᾳ⃫䳈炻ẍㆹᾹ㍉⍾ LMS 㸾⇯炻⃰
⍣妰䬿婌ⶖ⸛㕡䞑昋 ε 炻℞⭂佑㗗:

ε = E ⋅ E t = ( M ⋅ S − T )( M ⋅ S − T ) t , t: transpose.
(3)
䃞⼴㊧ ε 䘬嶉㔠(trace)炻⌛ tr(ε ) = ε1,1 + ε 2,2 + ... + ε d ,d 炻⍣⮵ M ἄῷ⽖↮炻᷎ᶼẌῷ⽖
↮䘬䳸㝄䁢 0 䞑昋 [11, 12]炻℔⺷⤪ᶳ炻
∂ ( tr(ε ) )
= 2( M ⋅ S − T ) ⋅ S t = 0 ,
∂M

(4)

ᶲ⺷ᷕ䞑昋⼊⺷ᷳ ∂ ( tr(ε ) ) / ∂M ℞⮎㗗堐䣢 ∂ ( tr(ε ) ) / ∂M i , j 炻j=1, 2, …, d炻i=1, 2, …, d炻
ḇ⯙㗗↮⇍㊧ M 䞑昋䫔 i ↿䫔 j 埴䘬⃫䳈 M i , j ⍣⮵ tr(ε ) ἄῷ⽖↮ˤ℔⺷(4)䴻忶䦣枭㔜

䎮⼴炻⯙⎗妋↢ M 䘬㔠ῤ炻℔⺷⤪ᶳ炻

M ⋅ S ⋅ St = T ⋅ St ,

(5)

M = T ⋅ S t ⋅ ( S ⋅ S t ) −1 .

(6)

䎦⛐炻ㆹᾹ⎗ἧ䓐℔⺷(6)Ἦ㈦↢ LMS 㸾⇯ᶳ⯨悐㚨Ἓ䘬 M 䞑昋炻婒⬫㗗⯨悐
㚨Ἓ炻℞⍇⚈⎗ẍ⚾Ḵ(a)䣢䘬╖嬲慷䶂⿏徜㬠䘬ἳ⫸Ἦ婒㖶炻ḇ⯙㗗⤪℔⺷(1)䘬 M
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䞑昋䘬⭂佑炻䚠䔞㕤㗗⛐╖嬲慷䶂⿏徜㬠ね㱩ᶳ炻旸⭂徜㬠ᷳ䚜䶂⽭枰忂忶⍇溆炻⚈㬌
徜㬠⮶ℍ䘬婌ⶖ炻㚫㭼⚾Ḵ(b)ね㱩ㆾ⚾Ḵ(c)ね㱩䘬悥⣏ˤ劍天ἄ㓡┬炻䫔ᶨ䧖ἄ㱽
㗗炻姕㱽㈲⚾Ḵ(a)䘬ね㱩廱嬲ㆸ⚾Ḵ(b)䘬ね㱩炻⤪㬌℔⺷(6)⇯ṵ䃞⎗两临ἧ䓐炻ἄ廱
m
m
嬲䘬⮎晃㕡㱽㗗炻⃰妰䬿↢Ἦ㸸枛㟮 S1, S2, Ƀ, SN 䘬⸛⛯⎹慷 S 炻ℵẍ Sk ȸS ⍾ẋ⍇
m
⃰䘬 Sk炻⎴㧋⛘⮵㕤䚖㧁枛㟮 T1, T2, Ƀ, TN炻ḇ天⍣妰䬿⸛⛯⎹慷 T 炻䃞⼴ἄ栆Ụ䘬⍾
m
m
ẋˤ㍉䓐㬌䧖ἄ㱽㗪炻⸛⛯⎹慷 S 冯 T ⽭枰⃚⬀ᶳἮ炻⤪㬌⛐廱㎃昶㭝ㇵ⎗㊧↢Ἦἧ
䓐ˤ
y

y
y=mx
y=mx

x
x

(a) y = m · x

(b) y = m · x
y
y=mx+c

x

(c) y = m · x + c
⚾Ḵˣ╖嬲慷䶂⿏徜㬠ἳ⫸
⛐㛔婾㔯墉炻ㆹᾹᶵⶴ㛃⎎⢾ἄ⃚⬀⸛⛯⎹慷䘬≽ἄ炻⚈㬌䞼䨞Ḯ㈲⚾Ḵ(a)ね㱩
廱嬲ㆸ⚾Ḵ(c)ね㱩䘬ἄ㱽炻ḇ⯙㗗天⮶ℍⷠ㔠枭ˤㆹᾹ゛⇘䘬ᶨᾳἄ㱽㗗炻⃰ὅ䄏ᶳ
↿℔⺷㈲⍇⃰℔⺷(1)墉䘬䞑昋 MˣSˣT 䘬⭂佑ἄ㒜⃭炻

M

ª
«
«
= «
«
«
« 0, 0, ..., 0,
¬

M

º
»
M 2,d +1
»
»,
:
»
M d ,d +1 »
1 »
¼
M 1,d +1

S = ª« S1,1
¬

T = ª«T

1

¬ 1,

S2 ... S N º
,
... 1 »¼
1,
(7)
T2 ... TN º
»,
1, ...
1 ¼

䫔ᶨ㬍㈲ M 䞑昋㒜⃭ㆸ⣏⮷䁢(d+1)×(d+1)ᷳ M 䞑昋炻Ṏ⌛⛐⍇⃰䘬 M 䞑昋墉≈ℍ䫔
(d+1)↿䫔(d+1)埴炻侴㕘⡆䘬⃫䳈⤪℔⺷(7)䣢烊䃞⼴⛐ S 䞑昋ℏ≈ℍ䫔(d+1)↿炻᷎
ᶼ㈲娚↿䘬⃫䳈ῤℐ姕䁢ⷠ㔠 1炻⚈㬌㒜⃭⼴䘬 S 䞑昋⣏⮷䁢(d+1)×N烊㍍叿ẍ栆Ụ䘬
㒜⃭㕡⺷ḇ㈲ T 䞑昋㒜⃭ㆸ T 䞑昋ˤᷳ⼴炻⯙⎗ẍ㈲㒜⃭⼴䘬 M ˣ S ˣ T 䞑昋ẋℍ℔
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⺷(6)炻⍣㯪⍾ M 䞑昋䘬㔠ῤˤ⤪㬌炻䔞ㅱ䓐㯪⼿䘬 M 䞑昋㕤℔⺷(1)㗪炻⯙⎗ẍ嬻䶂⿏
徜㬠⮶ℍ䘬婌ⶖ㷃⮷ˤ

ᶱˣ䲣䴙墥ἄ -- 妻䶜昶㭝
ㆹᾹ墥ἄ䘬婆枛廱㎃䲣䴙炻⛐妻䶜昶㭝ᷣ天䘬嗽䎮㬍樇⤪⚾ᶱ䣢ˤ椾⃰ㆹᾹ怨婳ḮḴ
ỵ䓟⿏Ḵỵ⤛⿏抬枛侭炻℞ᷕḴỵ䓟⿏炻⛐㬌ẍ M_1  M_2 ἄẋ嘇炻侴⎎Ḵỵ⤛⿏炻
⇯ẍ F_1  F_2 ἄẋ嘇ˤㆹᾹ婳⚃ỵ抬枛侭↮⇍⇘昼枛抬枛⭌⍣抬墥 375 ⎍(ℙ 2,926
ᾳ枛䭨)ᷳ⚳婆⸛埴婆㕁炻⍾㧋䌯姕ㆸ 22,050Hzˤ⛐㛔婾㔯墉炻ㆹᾹ⮎槿Ḯ⚃䧖婆侭惵
⮵㕡⺷炻↮⇍㗗(a)M_1 军 M_2ˣ(b)M_1 军 F_1ˣ(c)F_1 军 M_1ˣ(d)F_1 军 F_2炻忁⚃
䧖惵⮵㕡⺷墉炻⇵侭⯙䔞Ἦ㸸婆侭炻侴⼴侭⇯䔞䚖㧁婆侭ˤ
Training sentences of
target speaker

Training sentences of
source speaker

Labeling

Labeling

Segmenting to
57 classes

Segmenting to
57 classes

Framing

Framing

Computing
DCC

Computing
DCC
DTW
alignment

Estimating
pitch param.

Pitch param.
of source

Training
segmental LMR
matrix
Mapping
matrices

Estimating
pitch param.

Pitch param.
of target

⚾ᶱˣ妻䶜昶㭝ᷳᷣ天嗽䎮㬍樇
3.1 㧁枛冯↯√枛㭝
⮵㕤⎬ᾳ婆侭抬䘬妻䶜婆⎍(⌛⇵ 350 ⎍ᷳ⸛埴婆⎍)炻ㆹᾹ⃰㑵ἄ HTK (HMM tool kit)
庇橼炻䴻䓙⻟⇞⮵滲(forced alignment)Ἦἄ冒≽㧁枛炻㈲ᶨᾳ婆⎍䘬⎬ᾳ倚㭵ˣ枣㭵䘬
怲䓴㧁䣢↢Ἦˤ䓙㕤冒≽㧁姀䘬倚ˣ枣㭵怲䓴㚱姙⣂㗗拗婌䘬炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹℵ㑵ἄ
WaveSurfer 庇橼炻ẍṢⶍ㩊㞍冒≽㧁姀䘬怲䓴㗗⏎㚱拗炻㚱拗⇯≈ẍ㚜㬋ˤ
㍍叿炻ὅ㒂⎬ᾳ倚ˣ枣㭵䘬㊤枛䫎嘇㧁姀怲䓴ỵ伖炻⯙⎗ἄ枛㭝↯√↮栆䘬≽
ἄˤ⮵㕤⎬ᾳ妻䶜婆⎍炻ὅ㒂℞Ⱄ䘬㧁姀㨼㟰炻ᶨᶨ嬨↢⎬ᾳ枛㭝(⌛倚ˣ枣㭵)䘬屯
妲炻⯙⎗ὅ㊤枛䫎嘇⮯娚枛㭝ἄ↮栆炻ㆹᾹᶨℙ↮ㆸ 57 栆(21 栆倚㭵 36 栆枣㭵)炻↮
栆⼴ℵ⮯娚枛㭝⛐䘬婆⎍䶐嘇ˣ㗪攻怲䓴屯㕁⮓↢军↮栆姀抬㨼㟰ˤ
3.2 DCC Ὢ㔠妰䬿
⛐㛔婾㔯墉炻ㆹᾹ㍉䓐暊㔋Ὰ柣嬄ᷳ柣嬄⊭䴉Ộ妰㕡㱽[11, 12]炻᷎ᶼẍ DCC Ὢ㔠ἄ䁢
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柣嬄⍫㔠ˤ⮵㕤ᶨᾳ婆枛枛㟮炻ㆹᾹἧ䓐⃰⇵䘤⯽䘬 DCC Ộ妰䦳⺷[12]Ἦ妰䬿↢ 41 䵕
䘬 DCC Ὢ㔠ˤ⛐㬌ᶨᾳ枛㟮䘬攟⹎姕䁢 512 ᾳ㧋㛔溆(23.2ms)炻侴枛㟮ỵ䦣⇯姕䁢 128
ᾳ㧋㛔溆(5.8ms)ˤ
3.3 DTW ⋡惵 LMR 䞑昋妰䬿
䓙㕤⸛埴婆㕁䴻忶枛㭝↯√↮栆炻ẍ⛐㬌⯙徸ᶨ⮵⎬ᾳ倚ˣ枣㭵栆⇍㓞普䘬⸛
埴䘤枛枛㭝ἄ DTW ⋡惵炻ℵὅ⋡惵↢䘬枛㟮⮵ㅱ⸷↿⍣妰䬿⎬栆⇍䘬 LMR ⮵㗈䞑昋ˤ
䓙㕤Ἦ㸸婆侭䚖㧁婆侭䘬䘤枛忇⹎㚫㚱ⶖ䔘炻⚈㬌⮵㕤ℑṢ䘤枛⎴ᶨᾳ⎍⫸⍾↢䘬
⸛埴枛㭝(⤪/a/)炻⽭暨⃰ἄ DTW ⋡惵炻ẍὧ䁢Ἦ㸸婆侭枛㭝↯↢䘬⎬ᾳ枛㟮 Sk炻⍣
䚖㧁婆侭ᷳ⸛埴枛㭝ℏ㈦↢㬋䡢䘬枛㟮Ἦ⮵ㅱˤ⤪㬌炻䴻䓙⸛埴枛㭝ᷳ攻ἄ DTW ⋡惵炻
⯙⎗⺢䩳ℑ婆侭䘬⸛埴枛㭝ℏ䘬枛㟮⮵ㅱ斄Ὢ(Sk, Tw(k))炻k=1, 2, Ƀ, Kn炻Kn 堐䣢䫔 n ᾳ
⸛埴枛㭝ᷳἮ㸸婆侭䘤枛䘬枛㟮㔠慷ˤ㍍叿炻㈲⎬ᾳ⸛埴枛㭝䘬枛㟮⮵ㅱ斄Ὢἄᷚ㍍炻
⯙⎗㯪⼿ᶨᾳ倚ˣ枣㭵栆⇍䘬ᶨ⸷↿䘬Ἦ㸸枛㟮䚖㧁枛㟮䘬⮵ㅱ䳬⎰ˤ
斄㕤 LMR 䞑昋䘬㯪⍾炻⛐㬌ḇ㗗徸ᶨ⮵⎬ᾳ倚ˣ枣㭵栆⇍⍣妰䬿炻⃰㈲⎬栆⇍㯪
⼿䘬ᶨ⸷↿䘬Ἦ㸸枛㟮䚖㧁枛㟮䘬⮵ㅱ䳬⎰炻㊧⍣⺢忈⤪℔⺷(1)墉䘬 S  T 䞑昋炻
䃞⼴ẋℍ℔⺷(6)ẍ妰䬿↢➢㛔✳ LMR ⮵㗈暨䘬 M 䞑昋ˤ㬌⢾炻ㆹᾹḇὅ㒂℔⺷(7)炻
㈲䞑昋 S  T 㒜⃭ㆸ S  T 炻ℵẋℍ℔⺷(6)炻ẍ䬿↢⬴㔜✳ LMR ⮵㗈暨䘬 M 䞑昋ˤ
3.4 枛檀⍫㔠
ㆹᾹ⃰妰䬿暞Ṍ崲䌯(ZCR)炻ẍ㈲ ZCR ⼰檀䘬䃉倚(unvoiced)枛㟮”㷔↢Ἦ烊ℵἧ䓐ᶨ
䧖➢㕤冒䚠斄↥㔠⍲ AMDF (absolute magnitude difference function)䘬➢忙”㷔㕡㱽
[14Ş炻Ἦ”㷔∑检枛㟮䘬枛檀柣䌯ˤᷳ⼴炻㈲ᶨᾳ婆侭䘤枛ᷕ㚱倚(voiced)枛㟮”㷔↢䘬
枛檀柣䌯ῤ㓞普崟Ἦ炻㒂ẍ䬿↢娚婆侭枛檀䘬⸛⛯ῤ⍲㧁㸾ⶖ炻侴⸛⛯ῤ⍲㧁㸾ⶖ⯙㗗
㛔婾㔯ἧ䓐䘬枛檀⍫㔠ˤ

⚃ˣ䲣䴙墥ἄ -- 廱㎃昶㭝
ㆹᾹ墥ἄ䘬婆枛廱㎃䲣䴙炻⛐廱㎃昶㭝䘬ᷣ天嗽䎮㳩䦳⤪⚾⚃䣢ˤ䔞ᶨ⎍㷔娎婆⎍廠
ℍ⼴炻⬫椾⃰㚫塓↯√ㆸᶨ⸷↿䘬枛㟮炻军㕤枛㟮攟⹎ỵ䦣⇯ 2.2 䭨墉ἧ䓐䘬ᶨ㧋炻
↮⇍㗗 512 溆 128 溆ˤ䃞⼴炻⛐⚾⚃䘬ⶎ怲㳩䦳炻䲣䴙㚫⍣”㷔⎬枛㟮䘬枛檀柣䌯炻
⤪㝄ᶨᾳ枛㟮塓”㷔䁢䃉倚㗪炻⚾⚃ᷕ䘬ᶱᾳ䀘刚㕡⟲⯙塓䚜㍍嶛忶炻ḇ⯙㗗ᶵἄ枛檀
柣䌯䘬婧㔜炻ᶼ DCC 柣嬄⍫㔠ḇᶵ㚫塓廱㎃ˤ䚠⮵⛘⤪㝄ᶨᾳ枛㟮塓”㷔䁢㚱倚㗪炻
䲣䴙⯙㚫ἧ䓐⤪ᶳ䘬枛檀婧㔜℔⺷炻

qt = μ ( y ) +

σ ( y)
( pt − μ ( x ) )
( x)
σ

(8)

Ἦ婧㔜枛檀柣䌯炻℞ᷕ pt 堐䣢”㷔↢䘬枛檀柣䌯ῤ炻ȫ(x)ȱ(x)↮⇍堐䣢Ἦ㸸婆侭枛檀
柣䌯䘬⸛⛯ῤ㧁㸾㞍炻侴ȫ(y)ȱ(y)⇯㗗䚖㧁婆侭䘬ˤ
4.1 倚ˣ枣㭵枛㭝彐嬀ġ
䔞忚埴⮎槿ẍ㭼庫ᶵ⎴✳⺷䘬 LMR ⮵㗈䞑昋㗪炻慵溆㗗㓦⛐ LMR 䞑昋㛔幓炻ẍㆹ
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Ᾱ嶛忶㬌㬍樇(倚枣㭵枛㭝彐嬀)䘬嗽䎮炻侴䚜㍍ὅ㒂⎬婆⎍Ⱄ䘬㧁姀㨼㟰炻Ἦ嬨↢⎬
枛㭝䘬㊤枛㧁姀㗪攻怲䓴屯㕁ˤ
⤪㝄天嗽䎮ᶨᾳ䶂ᶲ⌛㗪廠ℍ䘬婆⎍炻恋湤”倚枣㭵枛㭝彐嬀”㬍樇⯙⽭枰⮎晃⛘➟
埴炻斄㕤忁ᾳ㬍樇䘬墥ἄ炻䚖⇵ㆹᾹ㗗德忶␤⎓ HTK ㍸ὃ䘬彐嬀␥ẌἮ忼ㆸˤᶵ忶炻
⛐傥⣈␤⎓ HTK 䘬彐嬀␥Ẍᷳ⇵炻天⃰㑵ἄ HTK 䘬 HMM 妻䶜␥Ẍ炻ẍὧ㊧ 350 ⎍
Ἦ㸸婆侭䘬妻䶜婆⎍⍣妻䶜↢⎬ᾳ倚ˣ枣㭵䘬 HMM 㧉✳ˤ

Test sentences
Framing
Compute
DCC

Detect
pitch freq.

Segment
recognition
LMR
mapping

Pitch
adjusting

HNM based
speech synthesis
Converted
voices

⚾⚃ˣ廱㎃昶㭝ᷳᷣ天嗽䎮㬍樇
4.2 ➢㕤 ŉŏŎ ᷳ婆枛ᾉ嘇⎰ㆸġ
⛐媏㲊≈暄枛㧉✳(HNM)ᷕ炻ᶨᾳ㚱倚枛㟮䘬柣嬄塓↮√ㆸỶ柣䘬媏㲊悐↮檀柣䘬暄
枛悐↮炻侴↮√忁ℑ悐↮䘬怲䓴柣䌯䧙䁢㚨⣏㚱倚柣䌯(maximum voiced frequency炻
MVF)[13]ˤ䁢Ḯ䯉⊾婆枛ᾉ嘇⎰ㆸ嗽䎮䘬䦳⸷炻⛐㬌ㆹᾹ㈲⎬ᾳ㚱倚枛㟮䘬 MVF ῤ悥
䚜㍍姕䁢 6,000Hzˤ
ἧ䓐 HNM Ἦ⮵廱㎃↢䘬柣嬄⊭䴉ἄ婆枛ᾉ嘇⎰ㆸ炻奨⾝ᶲ㗗↮⇍⍣⎰ㆸ↢媏㲊悐
↮䘬ᾉ嘇炻⍲⎰ㆸ↢暄枛悐↮䘬ᾉ嘇炻䃞⼴㈲ℑ悐↮䘬ᾉ嘇≈䷥炻⌛㗗⎰ㆸ䘬婆枛ᾉ
嘇ˤ䓙㕤ㆹᾹ⛐⃰⇵䘤堐䘬婾㔯墉[5, 12]悥婒㖶 HNM 婆枛ᾉ嘇⎰ㆸ㕡㱽䘬䳘䭨炻
ẍ⛐㛔婾㔯墉⯙ᶵℵ慵墯㔀徘ˤ

Ḽˣ㷔娎⮎槿
⛐䫔Ḵ䭨ᷕㆹᾹ婒㖶Ḯℑ䧖 LMR ⮵㗈䘬ἄ㱽炻䫔ᶨ䧖ἄ㱽㗗炻㍉⍾⤪℔⺷(1)⭂佑䘬 M
䞑昋Ἦἄ䁢⮵㗈䘬䞑昋炻忁䧖ἄ㱽䧙䁢➢㛔✳ LMR ⮵㗈炻⛐㬌ẍ LMR_B 堐䣢烊军㕤
䫔Ḵ䧖ἄ㱽㗗炻㍉⍾⤪℔⺷(7)⭂佑䘬 M 䞑昋Ἦἄ䁢⮵㗈䘬䞑昋炻忁䧖ἄ㱽䧙䁢⬴㔜✳
LMR ⮵㗈炻⛐㬌ẍ LMR_F 堐䣢ˤ
㬌⢾炻ㆹᾹḇ䞼䨞Ḯᶨ䧖㈲⎹慷慷⊾ LMR ⮵㗈ἄ䳸⎰䘬ἄ㱽炻䧙䁢 LMR_FC炻
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娚ἄ㱽䘬䳘䭨㗗炻妻䶜昶㭝㗪炻⛐⚾ᶱᷕ䘬”DTW alignment””Train LMR matrix”ℑ㕡
⟲ᷳ攻炻⡆≈ᶨᾳ”VQ clustering”㕡⟲炻⃰⮵ᶨᾳ倚枣㭵栆⇍㓞普⇘䘬 DCC ㍍⎰⎹慷
(joint vector, 䵕⹎ 80)ἄ K-means ↮佌䘬嗽䎮炻ẍ↮ㆸ L 佌䘬 DCC ㍍⎰⎹慷炻᷎ᶼ姀抬
L 佌⎹慷䘬ᷕ⽫⎹慷炻ᷳ⼴⮵⎬佌䘬 DCC ⎹慷↮⇍⍣妻䶜↢ᶨᾳ⮵ㅱ䘬 LMR ⮵㗈䞑昋
M 炻⛐㬌ㆹᾹ⎒⮯佌㔠 L 姕䁢 4炻⚈䁢姕⣒⣂佌㗪炻㚱ᶨṃ倚枣㭵㚫䘤䓇枛㟮㔠忶⮹
䘬ね㱩ˤ
㍍叿⛐廱㎃昶㭝㗪炻⚾⚃ᷕ䘬 ”LMR mapping” 㕡⟲ᷳ⇵⯙⽭枰⡆≈ᶨᾳ ”Select
mapping matrix”㕡⟲炻ẍ⽆ L ᾳ⮵㗈䞑昋ᷕ㊹怠↢ᶨᾳ炻ㆹᾹ㍉⍾䘬㊹怠㕡㱽㗗炻⮯廠
ℍ枛㟮䘬 DCC ⎹慷(䵕⹎ 40)妻䶜昶㭝姀抬ᶳἮ䘬 L ᾳᷕ⽫⎹慷䘬⇵ 40 䵕炻徸ᶨ慷㷔
⸦ỽ嶅暊炻䃞⼴㈲嶅暊㚨⮷䘬恋ᾳᷕ⽫⎹慷⮵ㅱ䘬⮵㗈䞑昋炻怠⍾↢Ἦℵ䓐ẍἄ LMR
⮵㗈ˤ
5.1 婌ⶖ嶅暊慷㷔ġ
䓙㕤 375 ⎍⸛埴婆⎍ᷕ炻⎒㚱⇵ 350 ⎍㊧⍣妻䶜 LMR ⮵㗈䞑昋炻⚈㬌⮵㕤廱㎃↢䘬
DCC ⎹慷䚖㧁 DCC ⎹慷ᷳ攻䘬婌ⶖ嶅暊炻ㆹᾹ↮ㆸℏ悐㷔娎(ἧ䓐⇵ 350 ⎍)⢾悐
㷔娎(ἧ䓐⼴ 25 ⎍ˣℙ 209 ᾳ枛䭨)ℑ䧖ね㱩↮⇍⍣慷㷔ˤ姕 R = R1, R2, Ƀ, RN 䁢ᶨ⸷↿
塓廱㎃↢䘬 DCC ⎹慷炻侴 T = T1, T2, Ƀ, TN 䁢 R ⮵ㅱ䘬䚖㧁 DCC ⎹慷⸷↿炻⛐㬌ㆹ
Ᾱẍ⤪ᶳ℔⺷,

Davg =

1
N

¦

dist ( Rk , Tk ) ,

(9)

1≤ k ≤ N

⍣慷㷔廱㎃婌ⶖᷳ⸛⛯嶅暊炻℔⺷(9)ᷕ dist( )堐䣢⸦ỽ嶅暊ᷳ慷㷔↥㔠ˤ
⮵㕤⇵徘ᶱ䧖⮵㗈㕡㱽炻ㆹᾹ↮⇍⛐ℏ悐㷔娎冯⢾悐㷔娎ℑ䧖ね㱩ᶳ炻⍣慷㷔⚃䳬
婆侭惵⮵⎬冒䘬⸛⛯廱㎃婌ⶖ嶅暊炻䃞⼴ℵ⍾⚃䳬婆侭惵⮵ᷳ⸛⛯廱㎃婌ⶖ䘬⸛⛯ῤ炻
䳸㝄⼿⇘⤪堐ᶨ↿䘬㔠ῤˤ⽆堐ᶨ⇵Ḵ㪬䘬㔠ῤ⎗䞍炻⬴㔜✳䘬 LMR ⮵㗈㕡㱽
(LMR_F)㭼崟➢㛔✳䘬⮵㗈㕡㱽(LMR_B)炻ᶵ婾⛐ℏ悐㷔娎ㆾ⢾悐㷔娎䘮⎗嬻廱㎃婌ⶖ
㷃⮷(↮⇍㗗 1.6% 1.7%)炻忁㧋䘬㓡忚ㆹᾹ枸㛇䘬ᶨ农烊ᶵ忶炻㭼庫堐ᶨ⼴Ḵ㪬䘬
㔠ῤ炻ㆹᾹ䘤䎦ℏ悐㷔娎⢾悐㷔娎↢䎦ᶵᶨ农䘬ね㱩炻䳸⎰ VQ  LMR ⮵㗈䘬㕡㱽
(LMR_FC) 炻⛐ℏ悐㷔娎㗪䌚⼿Ḯ朆ⷠ栗叿䘬㓡忚炻⸛⛯廱㎃婌ⶖ䓙 0.4956 旵Ỷ军
0.4672炻⌛㓡忚 5.7%炻䃞侴⛐⢾悐㷔娎㗪炻⸛⛯廱㎃婌ⶖ⌣䓙 0.5382 嬲⣏ㆸ 0.5493炻
⌛嬲ⶖḮ 2.1%ˤ⎎ᶨᾳ奨溆㗗炻ㆹᾹ奢⼿ LMR_FC 㱽ᷳℏ悐㷔娎䘬⸛⛯婌ⶖῤ 0.4672
㚱ᶨᾳ⏓シ炻⬫堐䣢⮯ἮㆹᾹ㚱㨇㚫㈲⢾悐㷔娎䘬⸛⛯婌ⶖℵ≈ẍ㓡忚军 0.5 ẍᶳ烊䚠
⮵Ἦ婒炻LMR_B 㱽ᷳℏ悐㷔娎䘬⸛⛯婌ⶖῤ 0.5038 䴻⼰⣏炻ㅱᶵ⎗傥䚜㍍䓐 LMR_B
㱽⍣㈲⢾悐㷔娎䘬⸛⛯婌ⶖῤ㓡忚军 0.5 ẍᶳˤ
⎎⢾炻䁢Ḯ GMM 䁢➢䢶䘬⮵㗈㕡㱽ἄ㭼庫炻⛐㬌ㆹᾹḇἧ䓐䚠⎴䘬婆侭惵⮵婆
㕁䚠⎴䵕⹎䘬 DCC 柣嬄Ὢ㔠炻⍣妻䶜↢⁛䴙 GMM ⮵㗈㧉✳[4]䘬⍫㔠炻ẍ⍲枛㭝⺷
GMM ⮵㗈㧉✳(Segmental GMM) [5]䘬⍫㔠炻℞ᷕ⁛䴙 GMM ⮵㗈㧉✳ἧ䓐 128 ᾳ檀㕗
↮Ự炻侴㭷ᶨ䧖枛㭝䘬枛㭝⺷ GMM 㧉✳⇯ἧ䓐 8 ᾳ檀㕗↮Ựˤ䃞⼴炻⛐ℏ悐㷔娎冯⢾
悐㷔娎ℑ䧖ね㱩ᶳ炻ㆹᾹ↮⇍⍣慷㷔⚃䳬婆侭惵⮵⎬冒䘬 GMM ⮵㗈㧉✳䘬⸛⛯廱㎃婌
ⶖ嶅暊炻䃞⼴ℵ⍾⚃䳬婆侭惵⮵ᷳ⸛⛯廱㎃婌ⶖ䘬⸛⛯ῤ炻䳸㝄⼿⇘⤪堐Ḵ↿䘬㔠
ῤ炻晾䃞⽆堐Ḵ䘬廱㎃婌ⶖ⸛⛯ῤ⎗䘤䎦炻枛㭝⺷ GMM ⮵㗈㧉✳䘬廱㎃婌ⶖ炻ᶵ婾⛐
ℏ悐ㆾ⢾悐㷔娎ね㱩炻悥㚫㭼⁛䴙 GMM ⮵㗈㧉✳䘬⮷炻Ữ㗗炻㛔婾㔯䞼䨞䘬⬴㔜✳
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LMR ⮵㗈㱽(LMR_F)炻⇯㚜忚ᶨ㬍⛘嬻廱㎃婌ⶖ⸛⛯ῤ㷃⮷Ḯ炻㭼庫堐ᶨ LMR_F 㱽䘬
婌ⶖῤ堐Ḵ↿↢䘬婌ⶖῤ炻⎗䞍 LMR_F 㱽⛐ℏ悐㷔娎ね㱩炻傥⣈⮯廱㎃婌ⶖ㓡忚
7.1%(㭼⁛䴙 GMM 㱽)ˣ 4.5%(㭼枛㭝⺷ GMM 㱽)炻侴⛐⢾悐㷔娎ね㱩炻⇯傥⣈⮯廱
㎃婌ⶖ㓡忚 1.5%ˣ 0.7%ˤ⚈㬌炻⮵㕤↮㭝⼴䘬婆枛枛㟮炻LMR 䁢➢䢶䘬⮵㗈㕡㱽炻
䡢⮎⎗䓐㕤㓡忚婆枛廱㎃䘬婌ⶖˤ
堐ᶨˣᶱ䧖 LMR ⮵㗈㕡㱽ᷳ⸛⛯廱㎃婌ⶖ
LMR_B
LMR_F
⸛⛯廱㎃婌ⶖ
M_1=> M_2
0.4890
0.4794
M_1=> F_1
0.4782
0.4705
ℏ悐㷔娎 F_1 => M_1
0.4967
0.4881
F_1 => F_2
0.5514
0.5443
⸛⛯
0.5038
0.4956
M_1=> M_2
0.5467
0.5331
M_1=> F_1
0.5174
0.5106
⢾悐㷔娎 F_1 => M_1
0.5388
0.5307
F_1 => F_2
0.5867
0.5782
⸛⛯
0.5474
0.5382

LMR_FC
0.4475
0.4451
0.4612
0.5149
0.4672
0.5398
0.5188
0.5413
0.5973
0.5493

堐Ḵˣℑ䧖 GMM ⮵㗈㧉✳ᷳ⸛⛯廱㎃婌ⶖ
GMM (128 mix.)
Segmental GMM (8 mix.)
⸛⛯廱㎃婌ⶖ
M_1=> M_2
0.5058
0.5096
M_1=> F_1
0.5012
0.4910
ℏ悐㷔娎 F_1 => M_1
0.5412
0.5095
F_1 => F_2
0.5853
0.5673
⸛⛯
0.5334
0.5194
M_1=> M_2
0.5346
0.5403
M_1=> F_1
0.5147
0.5146
⢾悐㷔娎 F_1 => M_1
0.5551
0.5361
F_1 => F_2
0.5806
0.5766
⸛⛯
0.5463
0.5419

5.2 婆枛⑩岒倥㷔ġ
ㆹᾹἧ䓐㛒⍫≈㧉✳妻䶜䘬Ἦ㸸婆侭婆⎍炻Ἦ㸾⁁ 6 ᾳἄ婆枛⑩岒倥㷔䘬枛㨼炻⬫Ᾱ䘬
ẋ嘇↮⇍㗗 X1ˣX2ˣY1ˣY2ˣZ1ˣZ2炻⛐㬌 X1 冯 X2 堐䣢ἧ䓐⁛䴙 GMM ⮵㗈㧉✳
[4]廱㎃↢䘬枛㨼炻Y1 冯 Y2 堐䣢ἧ䓐 LMR_F ⮵㗈㕡㱽廱㎃↢䘬枛㨼炻侴 Z1 冯 Z2
堐䣢ἧ䓐 LMR_FC ⮵㗈㕡㱽廱㎃↢䘬枛㨼烊㬌⢾炻ẋ嘇 X1ˣY1ˣZ1 ᷕ䘬 1 堐䣢ἧ
䓐 M_1 军 M_2 ᷳ婆侭惵⮵䘬婆㕁⍣妻䶜㧉✳⍫㔠炻侴ẋ嘇 X2ˣY2ˣZ2 ᷕ䘬 2 堐䣢ἧ
䓐 M_1 军 F_1 ᷳ婆侭惵⮵䘬婆㕁⍣妻䶜㧉✳⍫㔠ˤ忁 6 ᾳ枛㨼⎗⽆⤪ᶳ䵚枩⍣ᶳ庱娎
倥: http://guhy.csie.ntust.edu.tw/VCLMR/LMR.htmlˤ
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ἧ䓐忁 6 ᾳ枛㨼炻ㆹᾹ䶐㌺ㆸ⚃㫉䘬倥㷔⮎槿炻䫔ᶨ㫉⮎槿墉炻晐㨇㊯㳦 X1ˣY1
ㆸ䁢 A 冯 B 枛㨼炻䃞⼴ὅ⸷㑕㓦 AˣB 枛㨼䴎⍿㷔侭倥炻ℵ天㯪⍿㷔侭䴎ᶨᾳ姽↮炻
ẍ栗䣢 B 枛㨼䘬婆枛⑩岒㭼崟 A 枛㨼䘬㗗⤥ㆾ⢆烊䫔Ḵ㫉⮎槿墉炻晐㨇㊯㳦 Y1ˣZ1
ㆸ䁢 A 冯 B 枛㨼炻䃞⼴㑕㓦䴎⍿㷔侭倥烊䫔ᶱ㫉⮎槿墉炻晐㨇㊯㳦 X2ˣY2 ㆸ䁢 A 冯
B 枛㨼炻䃞⼴㑕㓦䴎⍿㷔侭倥烊䫔⚃㫉⮎槿墉炻⇯晐㨇㊯㳦 Y2ˣZ2 ㆸ䁢 A 冯 B 枛㨼炻
䃞⼴㑕㓦䴎⍿㷔侭倥ˤ⛐⚃㫉倥㷔⮎槿墉炻⍿㷔侭悥㗗⎴㧋䘬 15 ỵ⬠䓇炻ṾᾹ⣏悐↮
悥ᶵ䅇〱婆枛廱㎃ᷳ䞼䨞柀➇炻军㕤姽↮䘬㧁㸾㗗炻2 (-2)↮堐䣢 B (A)枛㨼䘬婆枛⑩岒
㭼 A (B)枛㨼䘬㖶栗⛘⤥炻1 (-1)↮堐䣢 B (A)枛㨼䘬婆枛⑩岒㭼 A (B)枛㨼䘬䦵䁢⤥ᶨ
溆炻0 ↮堐䣢↮彐ᶵ↢ AˣB ℑ枛㨼䘬婆枛⑩岒ˤ
⛐⚃㫉倥㷔⮎槿ᷳ⼴炻ㆹᾹ⮯⍿㷔侭䴎䘬姽↮ἄ㔜䎮炻䳸㝄⼿⇘⤪堐ᶱ䣢䘬⸛
⛯姽↮ˤ⽆堐ᶱ䫔ᶨ㪬䘬⸛⛯姽↮(⌛ 0.867 冯 0.467)⎗䘤䎦炻⁛䴙 GMM ⮵㗈㕡㱽㭼
崟Ἦ炻㛔婾㔯䞼䨞䘬 LMR_F ⮵㗈㕡㱽傥⣈廱㎃↢⑩岒䦵⤥ᶨṃ䘬婆枛烊⎎⢾炻⽆堐ᶱ
䫔Ḵ㪬䘬⸛⛯姽↮(⌛ 0.267 冯 0.000)⎗䘤䎦炻LMR_F ⮵㗈㱽 LMR_FC ⮵㗈㱽炻ℑ侭
廱㎃↢婆枛䘬⑩岒炻ᶵ傥塓デ奢↢㚱ⶖ䔘炻晾䃞ㆹᾹ冒倥枛㨼⼴奢⼿炻LMR_FC
⮵㗈㱽廱㎃↢婆枛䘬⑩岒天㭼 LMR_F ⮵㗈㱽䘬䦵⤥ᶨṃˤ
堐ᶱˣ婆枛⑩岒倥㷔ᷳ⸛⛯姽↮
⸛⛯姽↮
AVG

M_1 => M_2 (STD)
AVG

M_1 => F_1 (STD)

GMM (128mix.) vs LMR_F

LMR_F vs LMR_FC

0.867 (0.640)

0.267 (0.915)

0.467 (0.704)

0.000 (0.378)

⮵㕤⇵ᶨ㭝⼿⇘䘬婆枛⑩岒倥㷔ᷳ䳸㝄炻⛐㬌ㆹᾹ▿娎ẍ倚嬄⚾(spectrogram)Ἦ妋
慳℞⍇⚈ˤ䔞ἧ䓐⁛䴙 GMM ⮵㗈㱽Ἦ⮵ᶨᾳἮ㸸婆⎍ἄ廱㎃炻婆⎍ℏ䘬⚃ᾳ⫿(“妋㰢
㕡㟰”)廱㎃↢婆枛䘬倚嬄⯙⤪⚾Ḽ(a)栗䣢䘬烊侴䔞ἧ䓐 LMR_FC ⮵㗈㱽Ἦ⮵䚠⎴
䘬Ἦ㸸婆⎍ἄ廱㎃炻⇯⼿⇘⤪⚾Ḽ(b)䣢䘬倚嬄⚾ˤ㭼庫⚾Ḽ(a)(b)⎗䘤䎦炻⚾Ḽ(b)
墉䘬ℙ㋗Ⲙ(formant)㡅䲳㭼⚾Ḽ(a)墉䘬㶭㘘炻ἳ⤪䫔Ḵᾳ⫿“㰢”䘬ℙ㋗Ⲙ㡅䲳炻⛐⚾Ḽ
(b)墉䘬Ⲙˣ察⮵㭼(⌛湹ˣ䘥柷刚䘬⮵㭼)栗⼿庫⻟䁰炻侴⛐⚾Ḽ(a)墉䘬Ⲙˣ察⮵㭼炻⯙
䚠⮵⛘㭼庫䶑炻⚈㬌炻⚾Ḽ(b)⮵ㅱ䘬婆枛倥崟Ἦ㚫㭼⚾Ḽ(a)䘬㶭㘘ᶨṃˤ

(a) ⁛䴙 GMM 㱽廱㎃↢婆枛ᷳ倚嬄⚾
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(b) LMR_FC 㱽廱㎃↢婆枛ᷳ倚嬄⚾
⚾Ḽˣℑ䧖㕡㱽廱㎃/jie-3 jyei-2 fang-1 an-4/(“妋㰢㕡㟰”)ᷳ倚嬄⚾
ġ

ℕˣ䳸婾
㛔婾㔯▿娎ẍ䶂⿏⣂嬲慷徜㬠(LMR)ἄ䁢柣嬄⮵㗈ᷳ㨇⇞炻⍣⺢㥳↢ᶨᾳ婆枛廱㎃䘬䲣
䴙炻᷎ᶼㆹᾹ㍐⮶Ḯ LMR ⮵㗈䞑昋䘬妋㜸㯪妋℔⺷ˤ⛐ἧ䓐⸛埴婆㕁ˣDCC 柣嬄Ὢ㔠ˣ
婆枛ᾉ嘇⃰↮√ㆸ倚ˣ枣㭵枛㭝䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻ㆹᾹ䴻⮎槿㷔娎䘤䎦炻LMR_F ⮵㗈㱽忚
埴婆枛廱㎃⮶ℍ䘬⸛⛯婌ⶖ嶅暊ῤ炻ᶵ婾⛐ℏ悐ㆾ⢾悐㷔娎ᷳね㱩炻悥⎗ẍ䌚⼿㭼⁛
䴙 GMM ⮵㗈㱽㚜⮷䘬婌ⶖ嶅暊ῤ炻ℏ悐㷔娎㗪炻⸛⛯䘬廱㎃婌ⶖ㭼崟⁛䴙 GMM ⮵㗈
㱽䘬㓡忚Ḯ 7.1%炻侴⛐⢾悐㷔娎㗪炻⸛⛯䘬廱㎃婌ⶖ⇯㭼⁛䴙 GMM ⮵㗈㱽䘬㓡忚Ḯ
1.5%ˤ㬌⢾炻ㆹᾹḇ忚埴Ḯᷣ奨䘬婆枛⑩岒倥㷔ᷳ⮎槿炻⮎槿䘬䳸㝄栗䣢炻ㆹᾹ䞼䨞䘬
LMR_F ⮵㗈㱽炻℞廱㎃↢䘬婆枛⑩ῤ炻⎗ẍ㭼⁛䴙 GMM ⮵㗈㱽䘬䦵⤥ᶨṃˤ
⎎⢾炻ㆹᾹ冒娎倥廱㎃↢䘬婆枛炻䘤䎦 LMR_F ⮵㗈㱽廱㎃↢䘬婆枛倥崟Ἦṵ㚱
ᶨṃ㧉䱲䘬デ奢炻ㆹᾹ娵䁢忁㗗⚈䁢廱㎃↢䘬柣嬄ṵ⬀⛐忶⸛㹹䘬䎦尉炻⯙⁷⁛䴙
GMM ⮵㗈㱽忯⇘䘬ˤᶵ忶炻䔞ἧ䓐 LMR_FC ⮵㗈㱽㗪炻忁㧋䘬㧉䱲デ奢⎗ẍ㷃⮹
ᶨṃ炻LMR_FC ⮵㗈㱽傥⣈廱㎃↢㭼庫㶭㘘䘬婆枛炻ㆹᾹ奢⼿⬫䘬妋慳㗗炻LMR_FC
⮵㗈㱽墉天⃰ἄ⎹慷慷⊾↮佌炻侴↮佌⎗ẍ嬻柣嬄䚠役䘬枛㟮倂普⛐ᶨ崟炻⤪㬌⯙⎗ẍ
㷃⮹䘤䓇柣嬄忶⸛㹹䘬䎦尉ˤLMR_FC ⮵㗈㱽⮶ℍ䘬廱㎃婌ⶖ炻ℏ悐㷔娎㗪㚫㭼 LMR_F
⮵㗈㱽䘬⮷姙⣂炻Ữ㗗⢾悐㷔娎㗪⇯㭼 LMR_F ⮵㗈㱽䘬⣏ᶨṃ炻⚈㬌炻⮯Ἦ⎗ℵ两临
䞼䨞⮵ LMR_FC ⮵㗈㱽ἄ㓡忚ˤ
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ኴʳ
ءઔߒᛀီࠟኙᄣᆰࢤᅤ࿙ࡉإൄ࿙ऱዌଃᜢᖂ᧢ฆࢤΔઔߒႈئܶץؾ
ଃ़ၴΕᜢᓳࡉຒΖઔߒறۯ࿙ऱ࠴ᙕଃᚾΔփ୲࿙ऱቹആࡉټፖ
ՕԳऱ۞ྥኙᇩΖ։࣫࣠᧩قΚ˄ʼʳ ئଃ़ၴΚᆰࢤᅤ࿙ऱئଃ़ၴֺإൄ࿙
՛Δ٥᙮։܉ለཋ႖լࡳʳΙ˅ʼʳ ଃΚᆰࢤᅤ࿙ೈԱڇ࿇ଃՂᄎक़
ለڍऱழၴ؆ΔࠡᜢᓳՈለإൄ࿙լࡳΙˆʼʳ ᎅᇩຒΚᆰࢤᅤ࿙ऱຒࡉ堚
ཐ৫ઃለ܅Ζຍࠄॣޡऱઔߒ࣠ױ٦ၞԫ᧭ޡᢞΔᆰࢤᅤ࿙ᜢᖂ᧢ฆࢤᐛ༼ױ
ࠎᜯݩߢए᛭֗ေ۷ऱֱٻەΖʳ
ᣂڗΚဎؔ࿙ΕᆰࢤᅤΕئଃ़ၴΕᜢᓳΕຒʳ

Abstract
This study examines the acoustic variability in four 4-year-old children: two with
cerebral palsy (CP) and two typically developing (TD). One recording from each child,
collected from the picture-naming task and spontaneous interaction with adults was analyzed.
Acoustic vowel space, pitch and speech rate in their production were investigated. Study
findings indicated the following: 1) children with CP have a smaller vowel space than TD
children, and there was a scattered distribution of the formant frequencies in CP; 2) children
with CP tend to spend more time producing the utterances and their production of tones was
unstable; and 3) both the speech rate and speech intelligibility in CP were lower. Future
studies are needed to verify these preliminary findings. The variability features in the
production of children with CP provide important references in speech therapy.
Keywords: Mandarin-speaking children, cerebral palsy, vowel space, fundamental frequency,
speech rate

1. Introduction
Cerebral palsy is a common speech motor disability in children, and an umbrella term to
indicate a neurologic developmental condition that affects individuals from early childhood
throughout their lifespan [1]. Due to the neurologic factors, children with cerebral palsy tend
to have several types of speech deficits. According to a previous study [2], 60% of children
with CP have some type of speech deficits, among which dysarthria, the most common
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speech disorder found in individuals with CP, has received more attention. This study focuses
on the acoustic aspects of dysarthria: vowel space, pitch, and speech rate. Vowel space is an
acoustic measure that indicates the jaw’s coordination and the tongue’s controlling ability [3].
Because of poor muscle coordination, individuals with dysarthria tend to have a smaller
vowel space, which influences the accuracy of articulation and reduces the intelligibility of
their speech. Moreover, because dysarthric speakers have a hard time controlling their
respiratory and the laryngeal mechanisms, it is difficult for them to produce correct tones,
which plays an important role in the intelligibility of tonal languages ([2], [4], [5]).
Furthermore, the stability of the speech rate affects listeners’ intelligibility, but dysarthric
speakers usually present a rate disturbance [6]. Therefore, these three acoustic measures are
vital to the speech of the individual with dysarthria. By analyzing these three measures, this
study provides a preliminary index of cerebral palsied speech and a direction for
speech-language intervention.

2. Literature review
2.1 Acoustic vowel space
Many researchers have used vowel space as an index for the size of the vowel
articulatory working space, the accuracy of vowel articulation, and the tongue’s controlling
ability ([3], [7]). Moreover, the influences of dysarthria and unclear speech on the sizes of
vowel areas and the relationship between vowel space and speech intelligibility were
investigated ([8], [9]). According to a previous study [3], vowel area formed by the 1st
formant (F1) and the 2nd formant (F2) can reflect the control ability and mobility of the
tongue. In other words, if the mobility of the tongue is abnormal, the F1-F2 area would be
reduced. In Higgins and Hodge’s [10] study with 12 participants, six children had been
diagnosed with dysarthria, and six were controls. They compared the vowel spaces of the
corner vowels /a/, /i/, /ª/ and /u/ produced by the two groups and found that the vowel space
of children with dysarthria is smaller. Jeng [9] indicated that the vowel quadrilaterals of the
controls are more uniform, while CP groups’ vowel quadrilaterals are variable because of the
non-uniform F1-F2 formant values. People with dysarthria tend to speak at a slower rate or at
a louder volume to make their speech intelligible, which may expand the vowel space [11]. In
clinical treatment, controlling the speech rate is widely employed by speech therapists, and
the effects of slowing the speech rate on vowel space and speech intelligibility was discussed
in the previous study ([5], [9], [11]). Therefore, it can be inferred that the abnormality of
vowel space is a critical reason for the inaccurate articulation and the reduced speech
intelligibility of people with CP.

2.2 Pitch
Dysprosody, where the control of prosodic variables such as fundamental frequency (Fo)
or pitch is impaired, is a common feature of dysarthria [12]. According to Ciocca et al. [2], in
tonal languages, such as Cantonese, tonal-level contrast was the second most problematic
phonetic contrast that influenced speech intelligibility.
In Mandarin Chinese, there are four dominant tones: high-level (tone 1), high-rising
(tone 2), low-falling-rising (tone 3), and high-falling (tone 4) [13]. According to Han et al.
[14], tone or pitch of each monosyllable makes meaningful contrasts. For instance, changing
the four tones of the same syllable, ma, will create meaningful contrasts: “mother” (tone 1),
“hemp” (tone 2), “horse” (tone 3), and “scold” (tone4). Therefore, pitch is central to the
intelligibility of tonal languages.
In order to produce different tones to make meaningful contrasts, speakers alter the
tension of the vocal folds and the amount of air flowing from the lungs [2]. However, because
dysarthric speakers have difficulty controlling the respiratory and the laryngeal mechanisms,
they cannot always produce correct tones ([2], [4], [5]). Bunton et al. [12] found that
English-speaking dysarthric adults tended to decrease the duration of their tone units, or
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produce fewer words in a tone unit. In addition, the range of Fo of dysarthric speakers is
restricted. Furthermore, Cantonese dysarthric speakers showed errors in Fo level and/or Fo
contour due to the lack of control of laryngeal mechanism [2].

2.3 Speech rate
Due to the neuromuscular factors, it is not surprising that individuals with dysarthria
tend to have a slower and more unstable speech rate ([3], [6], [15], [16]). Many researchers
have tried to associate speech rate and speech intelligibility to further discuss the complete
index of one’s speech performance [17]. The previous study [4] stated that slower speech rate
of individuals with cerebral palsy may contribute to higher speech intelligibility, which also
serves as an aid to their communication efficiency. In contrast, other studies have found no
significant correlation. Turner, Tjaden, and Weismer [8], by having dysarthric subjects read
the passages at habitual, fast, and slow speaking rate, concluded that there is no specific
correlation between these two issues. Therefore, there is still no agreement on the relationship
between speech rate and speech intelligibility. Whether the slower speech can be a
compensatory strategy to increase intelligibility remains unknown. This study explores the
relationship between speech rate and speech intelligibility in spontaneous speech production
in 4-year-olds with cerebral palsy, and answers the following questions: (1) Is the speech rate
of the children with dysarthria slower than that of typically developing children? (2) How is
speech rate related to speech intelligibility?

3. Methodology
3.1 The participants
Four children participated in this study: two with cerebral palsy (CP1 and CP2, mean age
52.3 months) and two with no specific medical history (TD1 and TD2, mean age 54.8
months). The tables provide background information of CP1 and CP2.
Table 1. Descriptive data of the two CP subjects
Subject

Gender

Months

Classification

Type of CP

CP1
CP2

Male
Male

48.3
56.3

Dyskinetic
Other

Quadriplegia
Quadriplegia

Severity of
impairment
Moderate
Severe

Table 2. Descriptive data of the two TD subjects
Subject

Gender

Months

TD 1
TD 2

Male
Male

54.5
55.1

All of the subjects are male, in order to avoid any potential gender differences in pitch,
and are have normal hearing and intelligence. The two CP subjects were recruited from a
hospital. CP1 has the medical diagnosis of dyskinetic quadriplegia with moderate CP. He has
been diagnosed with borderline language delay on the basis of Preschool Language
Scale-Chinese Version (PLS-C), and has received language therapy. CP2 has the medical
diagnosis of quadriplegia with severe CP. He received education in a special education center,
but he has never received language therapy. The data of TD subjects were taken from a
large-scale study of longitudinal phonetic development.

3.2 Data collection
CP1’s data were collected in lab with less noise disturbance, while the data of CP2 and
the two TD children were collected in their homes. Although the locations were different, the
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same recording equipment was used. A SHURE Wireless microphone system was linked to
TASCAM DR-100 recorders for the purpose of sound recording. During the 50-minute
observation period, speech productions in picture naming task were recorded, and the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised (PPVT-R) was used to provide a quick assessment
of the speech and language ability.

3.3 Data analysis – acoustic vowel space
The first 50 utterances with clear quality were transcribed and analyzed with the
time-frequency analysis software program, TF32. Vowel formant frequencies were
determined with reference to spectrogram, LPC, and FFT with Hillenbrand, Getty, Clark, and
Wheeler [18] as the range reference of formant frequencies. F1 and F2 values and bandwidth
were measured. Vowels with unrecognized formant patterns or with large bandwidth (larger
than 1000Hz) were discarded.
All F1 and F2 values of vowels were normalized. The procedure of normalization is
intended to reduce the differences caused by extrinsic vowel formant values and remaining
the phonological distinctions among different vowels ([19], [20]). The differences of vowel
productions of CP and TD were analyzed in three aspects: the F1 and F2 values of individual
vowels /i/, /a/, /u/, /ə/, /”/, and /—/, standard deviation of formant frequencies, and vowel space.
Overall F1-F2 vowel spaces were calculated to examine the data diversity, and the vowel
space formed by the three corner vowels /i/, /a/, and /u/ were captured to illustrate the
mobility and control ability of tongue and jaw.

3.4 Data analysis - pitch
Pitch values of bi-syllabic or tri-syllabic words were analyzed based on four dominant
tones in Mandarin Chinese: high-level (tone 1), high-rising (tone 2), low-falling-rising (tone
3), and high-falling (tone 4) [13]. However, in Mandarin spoken in Taiwan, the
low-falling-rising tone or dipping tone (tone 3) is always replaced by low-falling tone. The
first 50 intelligible and less disturbed utterances were selected for pitch analysis. The same
procedure was administered to all four children.
TF32, an acoustic analysis program, was used to estimate fundamental frequency (Fo),
mean standard deviation of Fo, mean tone duration (TU), mean slope (in Hz/ms), and the
maximum and minimum values of Fo. In addition, the beginning point (BP) and the end point
(EP) were measured for tone 1 and 4; the beginning point (BP), the inflectional point (IFP),
and the end point (EP) were measured for tone 2 and tone 3.
For slope of tones, two functions were used to measure.
Function 1: SLP1 (Tone1 and 4) = (EP-BP)/ ( െ )
Function 2: SLP2 (Tone2 and 3) = (IFP-BP)/ (  െ )
SLP3 (Tone2 and 3) = (EP-IFP)/ ( െ )
Note that in Slope Function 2, tone 3 was in fact the low-falling tone.

3.5 Data analysis – speech rate
In speech rate, the target data were the phrases and sentences produced by the four
children in spontaneous interaction. To examine speech intelligibility, the target data were 50
randomly chosen words from the picture-naming task in the same recordings. The following
principles are based on the data collection procedures in [4].
(1) Syllables per minute (SPM): one judge listened to the phrases and sentences, transcribed
the content syllable by syllable, and counted the number of the syllables. SPM is obtained by
calculating the total number of the syllables divided by the time duration, and multiplying the
quotient by 60. In the case of spontaneous speech, the intra-sentence pauses were included,
but the inter-sentences pauses were not.
(2) Intelligible syllables per minute (ISPM): ISPM is acquired by counting only the number
of the intelligible syllables divided by the duration, and multiplying the quotient by 60. Ten
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percent of the data were re-analyzed by the second judge. The inter-judge was allowed to
listen to the data again, and to the relevant context but no more than twice. The result of
inter-judge reliability is 86.2%, which exceeds the standard proposed by Kassarjian [21].
Speech intelligibility: Three judges were recruited to transcribe productions of 50 words of
each child in the picture naming tasks. The judges could only listen once and then transcribed
what they heard. All the judges worked alone, and at their own pace. The total number of
correctly transcribed syllables was divided by the total number of the syllables of the 50-word
list. Mean intelligibility from the three judges was calculated as speech intelligibility of each
child.

4. Results and discussion
4.1 Acoustic vowel space
Frequency of occurrence
The following results compare CP and TD group in vowel accuracy and the occurrence
of main vowels (/i/, /a/, /u/, /ə/, /”/, and /—/).
Table 3. The occurrence of main vowel in the four children
Vowels
/i/
/a/
/u/

/ə/
/”/
/—/

CP1
21.33%
22.67%
10.67%
22.67%
14.67%
8%

CP2
17.39%
21.74%
15.94%
24.64%
10.14%
10.14%

TD1
22.95%
22.95%
21.31%
11.48%
11.48%
9.84%

TD2
25.86%
29.31%
13.79%
8.62%
13.79%
8.62%

Table 3 shows that vowels /i/ and /a/ have a high frequency of occurrence, and vowel /—/
shows a lowest frequency in both CP and TD children. Furthermore, both CP1 and CP2 show
a high frequency of occurrence in vowel /ə/ during their picture naming task.
Table 4. The accuracy of each main vowel in the four subjects’ vowel production
Vowels
/i/
/a/
/u/

/ə/

CP1
100%
100%
100%
80%

CP2
80%
100%
100%
25%

TD1
100%
100%
100%
100%

TD2
100%
75%
100%
50%

Table 4 indicates high accuracy in corner vowels (/i/, /a/, and /u/), while a respectively
lower accuracy in vowel /ə/. Comparing to TD children, children with CP show a lower
accuracy of vowel production.

Overall vowel spaces
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the un-normalized and normalized F1 and F2 of the four
children. The dots in the figure represent each individual vowel production. In the figure of
normalized vowel formant values, the influences of extrinsic vowel formant values are
reduced during the normalization procedure.
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CP1

CP2

TD2

TD1

Figure 1. Vowel formant values of CPs and TDs.

CP2

CP1

TD1

TD2

Figure 2. Normalized vowel formant values of CPs and TDs.
As Figure 1 and Figure 2 show, the distribution of CPs’ individual vowel formant values
is scattered, while that of TDs is more concentrated and more easily recognized. Moreover,
the distinction of formant values distribution between central vowels and corner vowels was
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not clear in CPs.

Individual vowel spaces
CP1

CP2

TD1

TD2

Figure 3. Individual vowel spaces of CP1, CP2, TD1, and TD2.
Figure 3 illustrates that almost all individual vowel spaces in CPs are larger than in TDs,
especially in vowel /i/, /a/, and /”/. That is, the deviations of the formant values of CPs are
larger than those of TDs. Moreover, the overlapping of individual vowel categories looks
more obvious in CP children. Almost all individual vowels overlap with each other, and the
positions of vowel spaces gather to the central part, which reduces the distinction between
formant values of different individual vowels in CPs.
Table 5. Mean and standard deviation of F1 and F2 values of individual vowels and vowel
areas in 4 children
Vowels
CP1
CP2
TD1
TD2
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
497
2285
493
2623
406
2541
413
2333
/i/
†(35.1) (121.5) (73.5) (130.3)
(41)
(90.2)
(43) (110.1)
778
1532
814
1618
917
1608
838
1598
/a/
(134.8) (100) (106.7) (233.7) (88.4) (128.3) (84.9) (100.9)
539
1112
514
1141
504
1127
491
1142
/u/
(89.6) (150.9) (126.3) (104.7) (67.9) (110.6) (97.8) (132.6)
610
1477
539
1633
691
1503
578
1550
/ə/
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(70.7)
/””/
/——/

(166.6)

587
2095
(36.9) (102.9)
632
1435
(64.4) (209.3)
152761

(116)

(118.9) (101.4)

546
2330
(65.3) (162.2)
605
1504
(66.4) (78.2)
227608

Vowel
area (Hz²)
† Standard deviation reported in parentheses

(137)

(62.1) (142.9)

591
2023
(51.1) (61.3)
619
1664
(86.8)
(120)
315555

599
2042
(52.3) (43.5)
552
1525
(43.7) (75.8)
224572

Table 5 reveals the mean formant values of CP and TD groups. The CP group shows
higher F1 values in high vowels (/i/ and /u/) and lower F1 values in low vowel /a/. There is no
obvious difference between CP and TD group in F2 values. Moreover, the CP group shows a
larger standard deviation of vowel formant frequencies, which indicates the instability of
formant frequencies.

Figure 4. Overall vowel spaces of CP1, CP2, TD1, and TD2.
Compared with the TD group, the CP group shows a smaller overall vowel space. As
illustrated in Figure 4, both CP1 and CP2 show a limited range in F1 values, while in F2
values there is no obvious difference between the CP2 and TD groups.

Discussion
The findings indicate that children with CP show a wide and variable range of
distribution in individual vowel formant frequencies, while TD children’s data of formant
values are more concentrated and uniform. This is also found in previous study that the vowel
quadrilaterals of controls are uniform, while those of CPs are relatively variable [9]. The
deviation in vowel production might be attributable to CPs’ abnormal control of the tongue.
Moreover, the reduced distinction between corner vowels and other main vowels, and the
obvious overlapping of different individual vowel spaces in CP1 and CP2 also indicate a
reduced stability in vowel productions. Like what was found in the previous studies ([3], [7],
[10]), CP children show a smaller overall vowel space area than TD children.
F1 and F2 values are related, respectively, to the height and advancement of the tongue.
In this study, children with CP show a higher F1 in high vowel /i/ and /u/, while showing a
lower F1 in mid vowel /”/ and low vowel /a/. That is, they have limited mobility of tongue
height. There is thus less of a distinction of F1 values between high and low vowels in
children with CP than in TD children [9]. The difference in F2 is less obvious between CP
and TD groups. Therefore, the limited F1 range contributes to the smaller vowel space in CP
children. This finding is different from [10] which indicated that children with dysarthria
used a lower tongue and jaw position to pronounce vowel/a/, and the dysarthric children’s
smaller vowel spaces were resulted from the reduction of F2 extent instead of F1.

4.2 Pitch
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Figure 5 shows the frequency of occurrence of tones. Tone 3 appears to be the least in
both groups. In addition, both TDs and CPs produced relatively more tone1 than others.

Figure 5. Frequency of occurrence of tones in TD and CP children

The accuracy and substitution patterns
As shown in Table 6, in TD 1, the accuracy rate of tone 1 is the highest among the four
tones. The accuracy rate is 96.97% (32 words). The lowest accuracy rate was found in tone 3,
which is 54.17% (13 words). TD 1 used tone 1, tone 2 and tone 4 to substitute for tone 3.
Moreover, the accuracy rate of tone 4 is higher than tone 2. For TD2, his highest accuracy
rate is tone 4 (96.65%; 22 words); while his lowest is tone 2 (70%; 14 words). Moreover,
tone 1 appears to be more accurate than tone 3.
For CP1, tone 4 has the highest accuracy rate among the four tones (84.21%; 16 words).
The lowest accuracy rate can be seen in tone 3, which is 61.11% (11 words). He used both
tone 2 and tone 4 to replace tone 3. Moreover, the accuracy rate of tone 1 is higher than that
of tone 2. For CP2, tone 1 has the highest accuracy rate, which is 81.82% (18 words.) The
lowest accuracy rate is tone 3, which is 60% (9 words). He used tone 2 and tone 4 to replace
tone 3. Moreover, the accuracy rate of tone 2 is higher than that of tone 4.
Table 6. The accuracy and substitution patterns in TD and CP children
Substitution TD1 TD2 CP1 CP2
1→1*
32
30
27
18
1→2*
0
4
5
4
1→3*
0
0
1
0
1→4*
1
1
1
0
2→1*
2
0
0
4
2→2*
18
14
11
15
2→3*
4
6
2
0
2→4*
1
0
1
1
3→1*
3
0
0
0
3→2*
4
2
5
5
3→3*
13
8
11
9
3→4*
4
1
2
1
4→1*
2
0
0
6
4→2*
0
0
1
2
4→3*
2
1
2
1
4→4*
18
22
16
20
* one that substitute for the target tone

Mean duration
Figure 6 shows the mean duration of each tone of the four children. Both TD and CP
children’s tone 2 is the longest. For CP children, their tone 4 is the shortest; however, TD
children’s tone 3 is the shortest. Moreover, the mean duration of four tones in CP is about 1.3
to 1.8 times longer than in TD.
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Figure 6. Mean duration of TDs' and CPs' fundamental frequency (Fo)

Mean standard deviation
Table 7 shows the mean standard deviation (SD) of pitch values in each individual tone
category in the four children. The higher the SD is, the more unstable the pitch value. In
general, the SDs of the pitch values of each tone in CPs are all higher than the SDs of TDs.
CPs’ SD is about 1.5-1.6 times larger than that of TDs. Therefore, the results indicated that
CP children’s pitch is indeed more unstable than TD children’s, reflecting the lack of
speech-motor control of children with cerebral palsy. In addition, for CP children, the SD of
their tone 3 is the highest of all, 26.4 Hz, which implies that the pitch development of tone 3
is the most unstable among the four tones. The possible reason is that tone 3 is considered the
most complicated in Chinese. According to a previous study [22], tone 3 has a tone notation
of 214, which means that tone 3 initially falls from 2 to 1 and then rises from 1 to 4.
Therefore, it takes CP children extra energy to produce tone 3, the most difficult one, under
the condition that they lack mature speech-motor control. That is why CP children’s tone 3
appears to be the most different from that of TD children.
Table 7. Mean standard deviation of fundamental frequency (Fo)
Tone 1
Tone 2
Tone 3
Tone 4
TDs
13.8
14.6
20.8
20.9
CPs
16.2
22.2
26.4
24.5

Mean slope
In Table 8, we can see that the mean slope of tone 1 in TDs is -0.191 Hz/ms, while CPs’
is -0.162 Hz/ms. Both TDs’ and CPs’ tone 1 tends to go below the level, causing a slight fall
for this high-level tone. This lowering of high-level tone can also be found in dysarthric
speakers of Cantonese [2] and in hearing-impaired Mandarin-speaking children ([13], [23]).
Furthermore, CPs’ tone 1 tends to approach the level more closely than that of TDs. The
possible explanation is that tone 1 for CP children is actually not a difficult tone to master
compared to the other tones. Tone 2 in Chinese has two segments of slope. Tone 2 is a
high-rising tone [22]. Before raising the pitch, speakers must temporarily and quickly lower it.
Therefore, there are two segments of slope of tone 2. CP children’s pitch movement of tone 2
looks very similar to that of TD children. CP children, at first, lowered their tone 2 and then
rose up just as TD children did when they produced tone 2. Like the pattern of tone 2, tone 3
has two segments of slope. The duration of the falling-down of tone 3 is longer than that of
tone 2. CP children’s tone 3 is more monotonous than that of TD children’s because their
slope, either from BP to IFP or from IFP to EP is closer to the level. The mean slope of TD
and CP subjects’ tone 4 (the high-falling tone) are negative. There is no obvious difference
between TDs’ and CPs’ mean slope of tone 4. Compared to other tones, TDs’ and CPs’ tone 4
seem to be the most similar. Tone 4 for CP children is also a rather easy tone to master.
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Table 8. Mean slope of fundamental frequency (Fo)
Tone 1
Tone 2
Tone 3
Tone 4
TDs

-0.191

-0.710 0.308 -0.631 0.348

-0.388

CPs

-0.162

-0.795 0.262

-0.348

-0.534 0.212

Discussion
CP children’s pitch differs from that of TD children in mean duration and in mean
standard deviation. It was found that CP children tend to spend more time and make more
efforts in speech production due to the disorder of speech-motor control. In addition, the
results of SD indicated that pitch production of CP children is more unstable than TD
children’s, reflecting the lack of speech-motor control. As for the mean slope of each tone,
there is no obvious difference between TD and CP children.
In general, for both TD and CP children, tone 1 and tone 4 are easier to handle than the
other tones. Therefore, the accuracy rate of both tone 1 and tone 4 is the highest among the
four tones for both TD and CP children. The tone values of tone 1 and tone 4 are 55 and 51,
respectively [22]. The procedure involved in the production of these two tones is relatively
easy. In contrast, tone 3 for TD1, CP1 and CP2 is considered the most difficult tone to
produce because the accuracy rate is the lowest among the four tones. Although the most
difficult tone for TD2 seems to be tone 2, the accuracy rate of TD2’s tone 3 is also low
(72.73%; 8 words). The tone value of tone 3 is 214 [22], which is difficult for both TD and
CP children.

4.3 Speech rate
Speech rate: the results of both SPM and ISPM of four subjects are presented in figure 1.
Both SPM and ISPM of CP1 and CP2 are slower than TD1 and TD2.
(1) SPM: although CP1 performed the slowest SPM among the four, the rates of the four
subjects were actually close. If we take further examination of CP2, his rate of SPM
was 239 SPM, which could almost compete with the typically developing children,
which were 254 SPM and 272 SPM respectively.
(2) ISPM: the differences between the group of CP children and the group of TD
children are extended. While the rates of typically developing children remain
almost the same, the rates of the group with cerebral palsy dropped much more
slowly, especially in CP2. CP2 produced the rapid speech rate with a lower
intelligibility.

SPM& ISPM
300
200
100

178 163

239 217

254 254

272 270

CP2

TD1

TD2

SPM
ISPM

0
CP1

Figure 7. Speech rate in SPM (syllables per minute) and ISPM (intelligibles syllable per
minute) of the four children
Speech intelligibility: in the part of speech intelligibility, the results in CP1 and CP2 were
76% and 63%, and in TD1 and TD2 were 98% and 92%, respectively. Compared with the
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speech rate, there is an obvious difference between CP children and TD children. Both CP1
and CP2 showed a lower intelligibility. Moreover, CP2’s speech intelligibility was only 63%,
which is the lowest of the four children. Compared to the group with cerebral palsy, TD1 and
TD2 showed relatively high intelligibility, at 98% and 92% respectively. Furthermore,
combined with the result of ISPM, although CP2 is the rapid speaker, his intelligibility has
been affected by this rapidness and dropped more apparently than other three children. While
CP1 produced the slower speech rate, his speech intelligibility was higher than CP2.

Discussion
Compared to that of typically developing children, the speech rate of the children with
cerebral palsy group is slower. The findings in this paper that both SPM and ISPM of CP
children are slower than TD children are consistent with the dysarthria literature ([3], [15],
[16]). Moreover, group with cerebral palsy also demonstrated the lower speech intelligibility.
Nevertheless, there were individual differences in CP children, especially in the case of CP2.
CP2 showed similar speech rate as the TD group in SPM, which was much faster than CP1.
This might be due to the different type of cerebral palsy. In this study, although CP1 is less
severe than CP2 in cerebral palsy, CP1 is diagnosed with dyskinetic quadriplegia, and this
type of cerebral palsy usually affects the speech production more obviously. Ingram and Barn
[24] propose that the reason leading to dyskinetic dysarthria is generally because the motor
control of the voluntary articulator in dyskinetic speakers has been aggravated by their
involuntary movements, which leads to the disruption of the speech. Although there is
disagreement in some of the latter findings [25], the influences of involuntary movements on
the speech production of dyskinetic speakers merit investigation in future studies. As to CP2,
his rapid speech may result from the repetition of the target items in picture naming. Through
these repetitions, the duration of the repeated utterances became shorter. The repeated
utterances take up 15% of the whole data, which might explain the fast speech rate of CP2.
Furthermore, while examining the repeated utterances in CP2, it was found that even though
children with cerebral palsy have some speech defects, they have the ability to adjust their
speech rate at will. In the recording, when CP2 was mischievously playing with adults, he
obviously slowed down or sped up the rate of the target utterances. This finding confirms
previous literature that the dysarthric speakers can adjust their rate as needed, revealing that
they are capable of planning speech production. From this rate flexibility in CP children, we
can respond to the statement in LeDorze, Ouellet, and Ryalls [6] that the speech deficit in
dysarthric speakers is a matter of performance, not of competence.

5. Summary and further studies
Due to the deficit of speech-motor control, children with cerebral palsy show substantial
differences in speech production comparing with typically developing children. Regarding
vowel space, CP children have scattered and non-uniform formant values of each vowel,
which reflects that children with CP have a relative lack of ability to coordinate and control
the movements of the tongue. Furthermore, the vowel space of CP children is smaller than
that of TD children. This finding suggests that CP children have limited tongue mobility. As
to pitch features of CP children, the mean duration of each tone in CP children is longer than
that in TD children. This finding indicated that CP children tend to spend more time
producing speech because of their impaired speech-motor control. In addition, pitch
production in CP children tends to be more unstable than in TD children. With regard to
speech rate, CP children have slower rate and reduced intelligibility than children who do not
have CP. Moreover, a slower speech rate can improve the intelligibility of speech in children
with CP.
The limitations in this preliminary study suggest directions for future research. First, the
number of children included for analysis is limited. Future studies with more participants
would yield more objective results, and the correlation of CP children’s speech rate and their
speech intelligibility could be verified. Second, the findings of this study were just based on
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the observation of 4-year-old children. Extended longitudinal observation can provide more
complete data of the individual differences and the profile of the development in vowels,
pitch patterns, speech rate, and other speech and language characteristics. Third, the
background disturbance in the recording procedures compromised the quality of the
recordings. The background noises made the measurement of vowel formant frequency and
pitch values difficult.
Moreover, pitch production in CP children tends to be very inconsistent. Even within a
monosyllabic utterance, CP children make constant changes in pitch. For instance, CP
children pronounced “diàn” in “diànshì” (television) as “diàn én.” The pitch movement of
this utterance looked abnormal and changing (Figure 8). The change of pitch within one
monosyllabic utterance is very common in the data of CP children. Therefore, this also
created some difficulties in the transcription and later in pitch analysis.

Figure 8. CP children’s bumpy pitch movement due to pitch changes within one syllable
Furthermore, speech productions of CP children tend to be fractured and discontinuous,
just like grow pulse in [26]. It seems that CP children press the muscles too strongly in their
larynx while speaking. Thus, the pitch movement shown in Figure 9 appears to be unstable,
bumpy, and usually broken. The bumpy and unstable pitch movement makes the
measurement of fundamental frequency very difficult.

Figure 9. CP children’s bumpy pitch movement due to growl pulse
Last, in this study, the spontaneous speech data used in speech rate analysis, inevitably
introduces variables. During the recording procedures, when the children became bored about
the tasks they had to perform, they would produce faster and more unintelligible speech
because of their impatience. This affected the study results. Accordingly, if we could
minimize or eliminate these limitations in future or extended studies, the findings would be
valuable for clinical speech-language intervention.
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㐀天
ね䵺↮㜸ᷫ役⸜Ἦ䘤⯽彭忇ᷳᶨ䅙攨䞼䨞柀➇[1,2]炻㖐⛐德忶㔯㛔↮㜸㈨埻㍊妶ἄ侭ᷳ
シ夳⎹冯ね䵺䉨ンˤ℞ᷕ炻ẍね䵺娆冯ね䵺娆℠䁢➢䢶ᷳ⎬䧖㕡㱽⯌䁢䞍⎵ˤ䃞侴炻
ね䵺娆ᷳねデ⎹⍲℞埴䁢㕤ᶵ⎴柀➇㔯㛔ᷕᷳ埴䁢᷎ᶵ䚉䃞䚠⎴ˤ㛔䞼䨞倂䃎㕤ね䵺
娆⼁㕤ᶵ⎴柀➇㔯㛔ᷕᷳ埴䁢炻⮵⛘䓊ˣ㕭棐ˣ梸⺛䫱ᶱ䧖ᶵ⎴柀➇ᷳ㔯㛔忚埴↮
㜸炻᷎䘤䎦悐↮ね䵺娆⼁㕤ᶵ⎴柀➇㔯㛔ᷕ䘬ね䵺⎹朆Ữ㚱ⶖ䔘炻䓂军⼤㬌堅䨩ˤ㬌
⢾炻悐↮㛒㓞抬㕤ね䵺娆℠ᷕᷳˬ朆ね䵺娆˭炻⛐䈡⭂柀➇ᷕṎ⎗傥ㆸ䁢ˬ柀➇䚠ὅ˭
ᷳ娆⼁炻⼙枧ね䵺↮栆ˤ㛔䞼䨞两侴㍸↢ᶵ⎴娆⼁㪲慵妰䬿㕡⺷炻⮯㬌屯妲≈ℍ冲㚱ね
䵺↮栆䲣䴙ᷕˤ⛐ἧ䓐 LIBSVM 䘬䶂⿏㟠↥㔠㕡⺷炻⮵⛘䓊ˣ㕭棐ˣ梸⺛䫱ᶱ䧖
婆㕁ἧ䓐 5 㫉Ṍ⍱槿嫱㕡⺷忚埴↮栆ˤ⮎槿䳸㝄栗䣢㍸↢ᷳ TFSSIDF ↮栆㕡㱽炻䳸
⎰ TFIDFˣ冢䀋⣏⬠ねデ娆℠炻⍲妰䬿婆㕁ᷳ柀➇㤝⿏ねデ⎹䦳⹎(SO)炻⻟⊾柀➇䚠
斄⍲柀➇ᶵ䚠斄ᷳね䵺娆ᷳ㪲慵炻忂忶 t 㩊⭂㚱㓰㍸⋯⎬柀➇ᷕ㔯ẞ↮栆ᷳ㓰傥[3,4]ˤ
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Abstract
The researches of sentiment analysis aim at exploring the emotional state of writers. The
analysis highly depends on the application domains. Analyzing sentiments of the articles in
different domains may have different results. In this study, we focus on corpora from three
different domains in Traditional and Simplified Chinese, then examine the polarity degrees of
vocabularies in these three domains, and propose methods to capture sentiment differences.
Finally, we apply the results to sentiment classification with supervised SVM learning. The
experiments show that the proposed methods can effectively improve the sentiment
classification performance.
斄挝娆烉㔯ẞね䵺↮栆ˣ娆⼁㤝⿏↮㜸ˣ㨇☐⬠佺
Keywords: Document Sentiment Classification, Word Polarity Analysis, Machine Learning

⮎槿䳸㝄
ᶳ堐㗗㍉䓐╖ᶨ娆⼁ᶵ⎴娆⼁㪲慵ˣ⛐ᶱ䧖ᶵ⎴柀➇㔯ẞ䘬ね䵺↮栆䳸㝄炻姽Ộ䘬㧁㸾
㗗㸾䡢䌯ˤἧ䓐╖ᶨᷳ TFSO ㆾ TFIDF 䘬㓰㝄⼰㍍役炻Ữ㗗⮯ IDF 冯 SO 䚠Ḁ炻ḇ
⯙㗗 TFSOIDF炻℞㓰㝄㚜⤥炻TFSOIDF ⃒㕤℞Ṿℑ䧖ˤ劍䳸⎰ねデ录℠炻⎗⮯↮栆㓰
㝄㚜忚ᶨ㬍㍸㖯ˤ堐ᷕ⏰䎦 TFSSIDF ⃒㕤 TFSOIDF炻TFSDIDF ⃒㕤 TFIDFˤ䷥䳸炻
Unigram 䘬䳸㝄ẍ TFSSIDF 䁢㚨Ἓ炻TFSOIDF 冯 TFSDIDF 㫉ᷳ炻㍍叿㗗 TFIDF炻冯℞
Ṿ㕡㱽ˤ(姣烉TF: 娆⼁柣䌯炻IDF: 微⎹㔯ẞ柣䌯炻SO: ねデ⻟䁰䦳⹎炻SD: ね䵺娆℠)
婆㕁
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$WWDFKPHQW RI (QJOLVK 3UHSRVLWLRQDO 3KUDVHV DQG 6XJJHVWLRQV RI
(QJOLVK 3UHSRVLWLRQV
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&KLD&KL 7VDL

ᄸݲᝈ
&KDR/LQ /LX
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1DWLRQDO &KHQJFKL 8QLYHUVLW\ 7DLSHL 7DLZDQ
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Љᄰࡩé
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$EVWUDFW
7KLV SDSHU IRFXVHV RQ SUREOHPV RI DWWDFKPHQW RI SUHSRVLWLRQDO SKUDVHV 33V DQG
SUREOHPV RI SUHSRVLWLRQDO VXJJHVWLRQV :H WUDQVIRUP WKH SUREOHPV RI 33V DWWDFK
PHQW DQG SUHSRVLWLRQDO VXJJHVWLRQV LQWR DQ DEVWUDFW PRGHO DQG DSSO\ WKH VDPH FRP
SXWDWLRQDO SURFHGXUHV WR VROYH WKHVH WZR SUREOHPV 7KH FRPPRQ PRGHO IHDWXUHV IRXU
KHDGZRUGV LH WKH YHUE WKH ILUVW QRXQ WKH SUHSRVLWLRQ DQG WKH VHFRQG QRXQ LQ WKH
SUHSRVLWLRQDO SKUDVHV 2XU PHWKRGV FRQVLGHU WKH VHPDQWLF IHDWXUHV RI WKH KHDGZRUGV
LQ :RUG1HW WR WUDLQ FODVVLILFDWLRQ PRGHOV DQG DSSO\ WKH OHDUQHG PRGHOV IRU WDFNOLQJ
WKH DWWDFKPHQW DQG VXJJHVWLRQ SUREOHPV 7KLV H[SORUDWLRQ RI 33 DWWDFKPHQW SUREOHPV
LV VSHFLDO LQ WKDW RQO\ WKRVH 33V WKDW DUH DOPRVW HTXDOO\ SRVVLEOH WR DWWDFK WR WKH YHUE
DQG WKH ILUVW QRXQ ZHUH XVHG LQ WKH VWXG\ 7KH SURSRVHG PRGHOV FRQVLGHU RQO\ IRXU
KHDGZRUGV WR DFKLHYH VDWLVIDFWRU\ SHUIRUPDQFHV 7KLV VWXG\ UHFRQILUPV WKDW VHPDQWLF
LQIRUPDWLRQ LV LQVWUXPHQW IRU ERWK 33 DWWDFKPHQW DQG SUHSRVLWLRQDO VXJJHVWLRQV
NH\ZRUG  VHPDQWLF DQDO\VLV PDFKLQH WUDQVODWLRQ WH[W SURRIUHDGLQJ

 ႖ቈ

ࠡ́˒ԦඅϚ͔ʪ༬ӝူڄԴиગ·ݵգ՟˒Ԧඅ̕გӦႅᇧڄ༩࠽ʕʓ́ç
ࠡ́˒Ԧඅڄ՟·́ࠡؠგڄ՟·ږЩԵڇ݃ݵ᙭çѮ՟ࠡ́გڄ՟·ږʿڈ
ལ഻́ٗဟçː̣̈́ႅᇧϙڷཥგéѓྐؠ༃ЩԵ۸݃ᘗڈལგçϕЏʿࣅ
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أѥᔃᇧྟࡸڄඐé́ࠡۍؠგڄ՟·ږçб̝ᇧϙڷཥݵЉҍᘗڄé
Ϛˑཊ৮߰ӑୣмᖻڄइ̩çӍಭૻ௫ཫʨඹཊऄ̣˪ཊ৮ӑிգჩѪʆᘝ༱
ӿᖅçՓઅӍߧԥᏻ·ྐؠ༃бੂˢޟڄദé
˒Ԧඅɾ̳Ϛੂඅ̕გ༬çΊੂඅ̕გ഻ဟ̣̈́Ά̳գڄղࡴЉቝᖅçʛ
˒ݵ
˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тႩ˒
˒Ԧඅᕍé
˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тڄᖅݵ༱ӿ˒Ԧඅ̕გࡸྟඐੂݵඅϏඅ̕გç·ɾࡴճᝂ
ڄբʪਭიاç̣͔ բʪéϚӍ̟ᝳڄეڈˀ̍ཛࣅأᑷึڄგ࿏ݵíʮ
·ܫೢϑፉéघየࢉʼึྰڄგ࿏īZLWK D VSRRQĬࡴ˒Ԧඅ̕გࡸྟڄᏻ༳ݵ
īDWHĬࡴੂඅéѓݵմ͔ ʛ̣̈́Љ͏͙ɾၲึྰݵڏڄʮܫϑદݵअᘃЉ
؞ೢڄፉçइīZLWK D VSRRQĬࡸྟڄඐݵīWKH FDNHĬࡴϏඅ̕გé
͔  7KH FKLOGUHQ DWH WKH FDNH ZLWK D VSRRQ
˒Ԧඅᕍڄᖅݵະੂඅ̕გথ˲˒Ԧඅइçᏻ༳࠱ᕍщၲቱະ˒ڄԦඅé
́ࠡۍؠგڄ՟·ږգიথ˲ʄ̣̈́б՟·˒Ԧඅڇڄ᙭ç͐௫ཫ˒Ԧඅ̷ڄ
ࡒӿٗ·ڄ͟׆éЉ˒ԦඅϕϚ̷ࡒݵᘝђڄçբϨ LQèRQèDW Ϛइ·ڄ
௯ʕݵગூପެڄé́ࠡۍგڄ՟·͐ږ௫ཫʨୖڄຊ۱ѥᔃ˒Ԧඅڄ՟·é
ϕ˒Ԧඅڄ՟·ݵϨЏڄᅩ٤çѓݵྐ༃ᑈ༱გ֜́ࠡۍგڄ՟·ږգი
௲ݵЉߟະۃڄᔉç̣Ӎ˒ؠԦඅڄᙯᖅีռЉ፞ቝéʄ̣̈́Ӧႅᇧϙ՟·
˒ԦඅçӍઅʈૉ৫ʅၲ˒ԦඅڄᙯᖅéϨس੯༱ӿᙯᖅç̣̈́અЏ
ᏻ·ਭጅᔿᙲ੪Δ֜́ʹओ·௯é
Ӎߧڄԥ྾༵ӗ̳ʕʓ́ᘕăFRQWH[WIUHHĄڄ༱ӿ̄कéʅࡴᖅθڄ௰
ΰੂݵඅ̕გçմ഻ဟݵěੂඅ Ϗඅ̕გɾ ˒Ԧඅ Ϗඅ̕გʅĜڄ഻ဟçᔴˢ͗
ࡴˀ˻අěੂඅ Ϗඅɾ ˒Ԧඅ Ϗඅʅă9131ĄĜéˀ˻අ׆ڄඅஇˀఛऔ
˻ூࡸྟڄඅéӍڇૉ৫ੂඅ̕გ࠱̟ࡴ͗ڄ̳؏ˀ˻අՓ̣Џਭߧԥ̳ڄ
ചᓭéιѦ· :RUG1HW ᅞϷڄઅˀ˻අಏ˥ռཛ؏ඐڄგᅞঠçʛݵӗ̳
ʕтඅçՓѦ·ཊ৮ӑிનʨඹڄგऄˀӗݵѴЉɾࢭຊ۱׆т˒Ԧඅ̕გ֜
ᕍᇧ˒ڄԦඅé
ϚʹߧԥçӍઅ˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тᖅႩ˒Ԧඅᕍᖅ˜ѤਭʄɾਪႩᔴ
ˢé˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тᖅçϚΆޥˀç̈́Љڄളक̸҉íࡸྟੂඅèࡸྟϏඅè
ʅ̈́ߖږմ͟éӍᔴˢ͐ЉࡸྟੂඅႩࡸྟϏඅʅၲ̈́é˒Ԧඅᕍڄᖅç
Ϛ͐ಏաੂඅèϏඅɾ֜Ϗඅʅڄཊ৮ʓçളक̈́ʿ͐ɾࡴ˒ԦඅéϕЏӍઅ
ᖅᔴˢϾ͐Љɾࡴളकç͐ள͐Љɾࡴളकڄकբé͏͙ç͐ݪᆚඹཛϠ˒ڄԦ
අਭᝀé
˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тڄᖅ՜ʕ࠽ڄਪݵɾࡴʅ˜ᘝڄᖅç˒Ԧඅᕍڄᖅ۱ݵ
ɾࡴϠ˜ᘝᖅç̣çϙçӍ̣̈́ߡ̳ᕍᖅ̈́̍׆тᖅڄᘗܾ࠱ਢé
͏͙ç˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тڄᖅç்ϠዕږʨϠҹૻ੯Љ˒Ԧඅӗ̳ɾࢭ
ɾˢڄ۱éЩӍન 5DWQDSDUNKL മʆ >@ ฯዱڄˀ˻අგऄࣗçʛ ݵ555
გऄࣗ ç࠳ύࡴ˒Ԧඅᆚඹ˜ͥڄશٜç഻سϨ ڷΕçմˀ 133 ࡸྟϏඅڄ
˒Ԧඅ̕გçЩ 933 ࡸྟੂඅ˒ڄԦඅ̕გẹ́̈́ചӵɾࡴ˒Ԧඅ׆ڄтશٜ௲
ʿߟψçϕЏϚӍߧڄԥύࡴ˒Ԧඅᔏঢቱ·ڄຊ۱é
  ڷ555 გऄࣗç133 Ⴉ 933 ڄᆚඹ
˒Ԧඅ
DERXW
DV
DW
E\

133





933





ᑧᆚ





˒Ԧඅ
IRU
IURP
LQ
OLNH

133 933
 
 
 



ᑧᆚ





˒Ԧඅ
RI
RQ
WR
ZLWK

133





933





ᑧᆚ





ߧԥϾس༬çϚ˒Ԧඅ̕გڄ׆ᖅˀçʹߧԥ̍سंڄψᆟШᅱ͗ࡴˀ˻අڄఛ
 ̳б

&KULV 0DQQLQJ ֜ +LQULFK 6FKW]Hç)RXQGDWLRQV RI VWDWLVWLFDO QDWXUDO ODQJXDJH SURFKHVVLQJ एˀ  
 G 

 KWWSVVLWHVJRRJOHFRPVLWHDGZDLWUDWQDSDUNKLSXEOLFDWLRQVSSDWDUJ]"DWWUHGLUHFWV
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ʨ⦉ࡩٗă0D[ (QWURS\ĄϦçѓႩШᅱʕʓ́ ڄ6WDQIRUG ࢆؾ഻ࣔݵسʿϠéЩϚ
˒Ԧඅᕍڄᖅ༬çӍ̍ٗ̄ڄ৹ؠΑڄٗ̄ۮϾݵسЉɾʮࣔޗජé
˒Ԧඅߟڄᘕߧԥᙯᖅçɾ்ݵڇϠዕږѫʍߧԥڄΑᆤç%DOGZLQ മʆ >@  ؠ
϶इçϖᛐڻʏ϶ύϷύᆟ˒Ԧඅߟᘕڄᙯᖅçմˀ̸҉ʄʹߧԥЉ፞ቝڄʅࡴ˒Ԧ
අᙯᖅé
નЃಭළֻçЉʿ˲ዕږ·ጅ࠳̄ڄϷ༵࿌༱ӿ˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тᖅăϨ
+LQGOH ֜ 5RRWK >@è/LX മʆ >@ ֜ 5DWQDSDUNKL മʆĄéગ՟·દ੪ʹॐᅮཊ৮̸҉
ੂඅ̕გࡴ͗ڄˀ˻අíੂඅèϏඅɾè˒Ԧඅ֜Ϗඅʅé௫ཫ͗ࡴˀ˻අçιΊ
ጅ࠳ᆦ࠳ܓၼ˒Ԧඅ̕გ̈́׆ڄтéЩਪʵࡴ͗ڈˀ˻අç $WWHUHU ֜
6FKW]H >@ ̳ݣࡴਪʿݵዚڏЩգéѓʹߧԥ՜ᕄਪˀ˻අݵʵڈάçઅˀ˻
අ֊ڄદඁۮளڄɾ௰˜çӍ؏֊ˀ˻අߧڄԥ۱ݵ՜ኑ 6WDQIRUG ࢆؾ çЩ
6WDQIRUG ࢆؾ۱ܿݵΘϚ &ROOLQV >@ ߧڄԥ˃ʕé
Ϛʿ˲́ᙋˀç̣̈́ߡռӵࡴ˒ԦඅҔЉбʴڄॐиçϨ 6WHWLQD ֜ 1DJDR >@ ༵࿌
ӵɾࡴ˒Ԧඅѕϐቱ˜ڄᘝé̝ʨ௰˜˒ڄԦඅӦݵЉက·̄Ϸç̈́Ш ڷç
բϨ˒ԦඅīRIĬʨϠᆚڄइࡵ௲׆ݵтϏඅéϕЏ &RSSROD മʆઅგऄˀЉīRIĬڄ
कբ̓ਛé
ᕍᖅႩ׆тᖅڄገ͑ߟ̍ཛçݵᚙ̍ؠཛ϶ძڄᖅéΑ்ۮϠߧԥʨϠඁ
ݵგ́ዕᏻ·ç̝ඁݵě˒ԦඅओĜڄᖅçཛЃߟڄᘕߧԥЉ 'H )HOLFH ֜
3XOPDQ >@è*DPRQ മʆ >@ ֜ 7HWUHDXOW ֜ &KRGRURZ >@é
ओᘷतգი̣̈́˜Ͼʅޗí୶ɾࡴݵޗਲ਼Ꭴç୶ʅࡴݵޗӦé'H )HOLFH
֜ 3XOPDQ >@è*DPRQ മʆ֜ +HOSLQJ 2XU 2ZQ  6KDUHG 7DVNă:X മʆ >@ ֜ 4XDQ
മʆ >@Ą௲ݵʅࡴߖޗࡌé'H )HOLFH ֜ 3XOPDQ >@ ݵࡌږ݈ؠéʹߧԥʛݵ
ࡌږ݈ؠçᅩգიçӍઅᕍඁݵɾၲओçѓϕʹߧԥʿ̸҉ਲ਼Ꭴç̣
Ӎડቆ˒ݵԦඅᕍé
'H )HOLFH ֜ 3XOPDQ >@ ߧڄԥႩʹߧԥ˒ڄԦඅᕍݵཛߟڻçψᆟݵ՟·́ٗ
ᇧڄგऄࣗৰሀᆦܓç̝અᝀࡎᑠϚગ·˒ڄԦඅé

 გऄ˒ஂ
 გऄࣗ

ʹߧԥ՟· 3HHQ 7UHHEDQN ặʓᔴၳ 37%ĄႩ 555 գѕ˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тᖅ
ڄგऄࣗçЩ·бмႹූేڄཊऄգະѕ˒Ԧඅᕍڄგऄࣗé

555 555 გऄࣗݵΊ 5DWQDSDUNKL മʆ >@ Ί 37% ዱЩϾéմˀӵɾരཊऄ௲

ߺᎨ 37% ੂඅ̕გˀࡴ͗ڄˀ˻අႩ׆тᆤ৩çӍઅၲߺᎨ̄Ϸၳ˃ 555
तϷé

37% 37% ݵɾࡴઅбგԵ഻ဟˢڄཊऄࣗçϚ்ϠбგԵளߧڄԥ௲ூඁ

ݵ෦ہᆤຊéʹߧԥ՟·ݵʹٳڄм୶ʹٳʒٳçմˀ˖ࣅ̸҉ʄʒ϶ΰൡၒർ
̅ేθ  ᇺేçθЉ  ഻͔ဟˢ͔ڄʪçՓ̝અ͔ʪ˜Ͼ  é

ൡၒർ̅ేႩঞ߽इే Ӎનൡၒർ̅ే Ⴉঞ߽इే ڄႎওʕႹූʄ  ϶௰

˜ే˖ࣅçմˀ̸҉ʄൡၒർ̅ే͔֜  ڄঞ߽इే͔  ڄé˖ࣅᚙʕç
ൡၒർ̅ేݵᚙؠ৷ᘝేçЩঞ߽इేݵᚙؠႈϐᘝేڄéʅᘝే́ఈڄ
͔͔ٗܓ௲ݵᚙؠཛ̩ٗ·ڄé

 ۮள

ۮளڄ௰˜̸҉ʄ͔ʪڄᔃ͔Ⴉࢆؾèˀ˻අ؏֊èᕺ৮ཫᔓ̣˪ݪЉݪዢ
˒ڄԦඅമʳѕéޟദ࿌̈́Ш࿌ ç࿌ˀʕ̽௰ۮݵளޟڄദçʓ̽௰ڷΕݵڄგ
ऄࣗනʈۮளڄޗé՟·ൡၒർ̅ేႩঞ߽इేᄔ࠱નᔃ͔Ⴉࢆ͔ؾʪޟڄദළ
ֻளì՟· 37% გऄࣗç۱ݵન഻ဟዾˀ؏֊ˀ˻අޟڄദළֻளì՟· 555
გऄࣗڇનᕺ৮ཫᔓළֻளéఛ݈ЉგऄฯዱϾ 555 ڄཊऄतϷçιɾள
 6WDQIRUG

3DUVHU  ٳă ϶  ̇  ̅ĄçKWWSQOSVWDQIRUGHGXVRIWZDUHOH[SDUVHUVKWPO

 KWWSDVLDZVMFRPKRPHSDJH
 KWWSZZZQ\WLPHVFRP
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ᕺ৮éᕺ৮ཫᔓݵɾάࡌ࠱ڄʳѕçᕺ৮̸҉ʄˀ˻අ۪׆ݵඅè̩Ϗඅമશٜݵ
໋ᆆᖅമશٜé˒ؠԦඅ̕გ׆тᖅçݪݪዢ˒Ԧඅݵӗ̳ࡸྟੂඅႩࡸ
ྟϏඅጅߟ˒ڄڻԦඅéӵࡴგऄࣗ˒Ԧඅ˜ͥશٜʨࠓʕࣔʿϠçѓːЉ்ࣔ
çϕЏӍ̣ 555 გऄ̟ࣗé˒ؠԦඅᕍڄᖅç۱ݵӗռᆚඹཛϠࣔݵ
ʿϠ˒ڄԦඅé
ݪճݪዢ
ᔃ͔֜ࢆؾ
ˀ˻අ؏֊
ᕺ৮ཫᔓ
˒Ԧඅ
ൡၒർ̅ే
ঞ߽इే

555

37%

 ͔ʪࢆؾႩᔃ͔

࿌  ۮளޟദ࿌

ӍζѦ· 6WDQIRUG ࢆؾႩ /LQJSLSH અႹූڄგऄᔃ͔çʓգ෮ॡʓʅږᔃ
͔Љθᗰ͔ڄʪéιѦ· 6WDQIRUG ࢆؾࢆؾॡʓ͔ڄʪçࢆ݈̈́ؾદռ഻ဟዾé

 ˀ˻අ؏֊

ະგऄݵ഻ဟዾइçʼᄔ࠱ˀ˻අ؏֊éӍڄΑᆤݵન഻ဟዾˀ̍ࡸྟੂඅ
Ϗඅ˒ڄԦඅ̕გçϨ࿌ ֜࿌ ˜ѤڷΕࡸྟϏඅႩࡸྟੂඅ˒ڄԦඅ̕გ഻ဟç
Ӎ· 3HQQ 7UHHEDQN ࡘڄतڷΕéʅࡴ഻ဟఛʨڄʿψᓭϚ ؠ33 ࡴᓭݵ
Ϛ 13  ݵ93 ˃ʓéʅࡴ࿌ˀ 93 ʓ̄ఛͣᘃڄᓭڷΕݵʿψӁੂڄඅçϨཫ̓
Ϸèཫ̓˜අമì,1 ڷΕ˒ݵڄԦඅçīWRĬࡴ˒Ԧඅ͏͙ூڷΕϾ 72éӍ՟
· 6WDQIRUG 7UHJUH[ ̍࿌ ֜࿌ ڄᆟϷé

9%_
9%'_
9%*_
9%1_
9%3_
9%=

9%_
9%'_
9%*_
9%1_
9%3_
9%=

93
13

93
33

13

33
,1_
,1_
13
13
72
72
࿌  ੂඅ̕გ ࡸྟੂඅ
࿌  ੂඅ̕გ ࡸྟϏඅ
̣͔ բʪçנለݵӍ࠱؏֊ڄΑᆤç͟୷ϐ࿌ ഻ဟé̳̍͗ࡴඅஇϨ
̕ ڷგɾᚢΕéఛ݈Ѧ· 6WDQIRUG ࢆؾ ڄ6HPDQWLF+HDG)LQGHU ᘝѤઅ࠱̟ࡴ͗ڄ
අஇڄˀ˻අӗ̳çદռڄ഻سϨ ڷˀ˻අɾᚢΕé
͔ 

13

6 136%- '7 7KH -- 9HQH]XHODQ -- FHQWUDO 11 EDQN
93 9%' VHW 13 33 13 '7 D $'-3 &'  11  11 IORRU
,1 RQ 13 '7 WKH 11 ELGGLQJ

  ڷˀ˻අ؏֊

ੂඅ
Ϗඅ̕გɾ
˒Ԧඅ
Ϗඅ̕გʅ

̕გ
9%' VHW
13 13 '7 D $'-3 &'  11 
,1 IRU
13 '7 WKH 11 ELGGLQJ

11 IORRU

 ᕺ৮ཫᔓ

ˀ˻අ
VHW
IORRU
IRU
ELGGLQJ

ϚӍڄგऄࣗ༬çʛЉʿ˲͔ʪϕგٗʕڄᘕۢç̈́Љɾॐफ༙֜୷ڄ
ᆚϪூະϾݵˀ˻අçբϨíīĬéЩ୷༙֜ᆚϪϚӍٗ̄ڄˀ݃ݵᘗ؏ඐˢ
ڄçϕЏӍՖζઅ୷༙֜ᆚϪཫᔓé
 KWWSDOLDVLFRPOLQJSLSH
 6WDQIRUG

7UHJUH[  ٳă ϶  ̇  ̅ĄçKWWSQOSVWDQIRUGHGXVRIWZDUHWUHJH[VKWPO

 KWWSQOSVWDQIRUGHGXQOSMDYDGRFMDYDQOSHGXVWDQIRUGQOSWUHHV6HPDQWLF+HDG)LQGHUKWPO
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ਛʄʕ࠽શٜ˃͙çӍʛചᓛ 555 ڄგऄࣗΊ 5DWQDSDUNKL മʆዱཫç
ѓ 3DQWHO ֜ /LQ >@ Ϛ 555 გऄࣗ༬ӗռ  രϏඅɾϏඅʅīWKHĬç37% ༬ʛ
Љ̳īWKHĬڄூະϾݵϏඅڄकբé͏͙Ϛ 555 Ⴉ 37% გऄࣗʛҔЉɾϏඅݵ
īDĬīDQĬڄશٜéᘝђڄશٜçӍΠઅ˃ඁᕺ৮é
Џ͙çӍζѦ· :RUG1HW ਭඅหᒾࢍéçιൂ׆ᒾࢍ݈ڄඅฯ֜අçϨ
 س:RUG1HW ԅЉފ༿έщψඅූăV\QVHWĄçՊᄩʛூཫᔓé
&RSSROD മʆ >@ ಫಏռçϨسϏඅɾ̩ݵϏඅç۱˒Ԧඅ̕გЉཛਢڄጅ׆ݵт
ੂؠඅé͏ɾ̄ࡒç̩ϏඅʿூЂʈ ؠ:RUG1HW ˖çϕЏະϏඅ̩ݵϏඅڄશٜϚӍ
ڄʅࡴߧԥᖅˀʛཫᔓé
˒ؠԦඅ׆тᖅç໋ᆆݣݵະЉʅࡴ̣ʕੂڄඅ̕გճЉ͗ࡴߟψڄˀ˻අѓ
˒Ԧඅ׆т۸ʿߟψڄશٜé˒ؠԦඅᕍᖅç໋ᆆݣݵະੂඅèϏඅɾ֜Ϗඅ
ʅߟψçѓ˒ԦඅЉʅࡴ̣ʕڄશٜéʕ࠽ʅᘝڄकբçΑۮϚʹߧԥˀᆜʿளç
ϕЏʛઅ˃ඁᕺ৮é

 ݪճݪዢ˒ڄԦඅ

Ϛ˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тڄᖅˀçӍઅӵɾࡴ˒Ԧඅॐˢ˜ᘝçՓݪࡸྟϏ
අႩࡸྟੂඅᆚඹͦ፰ڄճݪዢ˒Ԧඅẹ́̈́ᏸѪӍ̓ਛ౦̢Љက·ٗڄ
˒ԦඅīRIĬç՟Ӎٌؠ౦ࡴཛᘗ˜ᘝ˒ڄԦඅéݪճݪዢ˒Ԧඅइçϕ݈
ᚮ՟·ጅዕူၼٗܿဟᆦܓç̣ʿҹૻᆚඹ˯˲éϕЏӍ· Entropy ϨϷ
 ֜Ꮑʅࡴݣᆤݪ˒ԦඅçӍڄΑݵڄӗͦ፰̝ᆚඹϠ˒ڄԦඅé

Entropy =
−P r(d) ORJ2 P r(d)

d∈D

Ϸ  ˀç̣īRIĬբç˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тᖅ Dç̝͐Љʅࡴ˜ᘝϕЏ D =
{V P P, N P P }çP r(d) ࡸྟϏඅႩࡸྟੂඅё̍ڄբéϕЏçӍ̣̈́ڈལ P r(N P P ) =
6553/6614èP r(V P P ) = 16/6614çఛ݈̣̈́࠳ၼ̳ Entropy éEntropy ᆚࡩඞʨڷΕ
ਸ਼ϦʅࡴᘝѤڄᆚඹඞͦ፰ඞճݪዢé
Ϛ˒ԦඅᕍڄᖅˀçӍનგऄࣗݪᆚඹཛϠ˒ڄԦඅé

 Αڄგऄ

ΑڄგऄݵӍΊ ۮளٗ̄ڄદռڄ഻سé˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тᖅڄგऄç
Ӎઅ̣ 555 ռ˒ڄԦඅ̟çᄑʕçϚӍ࠳ڄˀçӵࡴგऄࣗ˒ڄԦඅ
˜ͥ౦̢௲ࣔݵʿϠڄé˒Ԧඅᕍᖅ۱ݵ՜ࡴѤ˒ԦඅᆚඹϠʿψЩዪ˒ڄ
ԦඅéʅࡴᖅӍ׆ʄɾࡴ˜ͥለă'LVWULEXWLRQĄç˜ͥለڄำݵ෩̣̈́
ཥռఛ՞ڄႅຊܾé
˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тᖅçघየ˒ڄԦඅᆚඹ˜ͥڄશٜç˜ͥለ׆çϨϷ  éϷ 
 ڄP r(V P P ) Ⴉ P r(N P P ) ڷΕࡸྟੂඅႩࡸྟϏඅϚგऄࣗ༬ёદᑧඹ̍ڄբé
Distribution = M ax(P r(V ), P r(N ))

˒ԦඅᕍᖅçӍ̍ཛࡌؾ˜ؠύࡴ˒Ԧඅ˜ᘝڄશٜçϕЏ˒̣׆Ԧඅ
Ϛგऄࣗёદᑧඹ࠳ၼ˜ͥለçϨϷ  çմˀ |x| ڷΕ x ̳ڄᏁéЩᑧᝂͥ˜ڄ
ለç۱̣ݵవጤ˜ͥለཛਢږຊé
Distribution = |P reposition|/|T otal|


 ˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тგऄ

 ڷè ݵ ڷ֜ ڷ555 გऄΊፇཫᅱ݈ڄ഻سçӍ̳īIRUĬèīRQĬèīLQĬ
èīZLWKĬèīIURPĬ֜īWRĬçմˀۮʒࡴ˒Ԧඅ௲ݵᆚඹϠ̝ཛͦ፰ڄશٜçЩ݈ʒږ
۱ݵᆚඹϠѓཛʿͦ፰ڄશٜçପϐڷΕݵઅ˗ࡴ˒Ԧඅɾ৹ਭᝀéৰሀგऄè
ᝀᗱგऄ֜೦༵გऄͥ˜ڄʨࠓʕ௲ࣔݵʿϠé
 ڷè ݵ ڷ֜ ڷ37% ཫᔓ݈ڄ഻سç˜ͥڄશٜႩ 555 ʨࠓߟݵψڄéႩ
6WDQIRUG ࢆؾਭ̍ཛçӍ· 37%   ڄռ  ਭ೦༵გऄç ਭᝀᗱგऄç
èè ֜  ਭ೦༵გऄé
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 ߧԥ̄ٗ

ཫ୶გऄள݈ç̣̈́દռੂඅ̕გࡴ͗ڄˀ˻අíੂඅèϏඅɾè˒Ԧඅ֜
ϏඅʅéϚӍߧڄԥ༬çӍઅ͗ࡴˀ˻අඁݵʵڈάçϚᆟڄάʓç
˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тႩ˒Ԧඅᕍᖅܿဟɾˢڄᆦܓé

 ॐᅮள

ཫ :RUG1HW ފ༿ЩգڄψඅූூӍඁݵॐᅮçЩᆟڄॐᅮ͐ݵɾࡴ୷
༙çѓϚм்ϠጅዕူڄၼٗçʨϠ௲ݵᄔ࠱ඹˢ݈ڄᆚࡩçϕЏϨщઅॐᅮ
ඹˢݵɾࡴࡌ࠱ڄᙯᖅé
ʹॐᅮڄள̸҉ʄॐᅮඹˢႩॐᅮ̶ᛱçॐᅮ̶ᛱ̈́ඁݵᅩॐᅮඹˢཫڄ
ദçϕ̶ᛱʹԽʛݵઅॐᅮᆚࡩˢڄɾࡴཫദéЩʹॐᅮඹˢॐѤડቆϨщڷ
ॐᅮڄϫϚçӍၳ˃॒ॐᅮඹˢ׆ڄéॐᅮ̶ᛱ̟࠱ݵ੪॒ؠॐᅮඹˢ
ιൂ˅ʿψڄཀᙼࡒώé

 ॐᅮඹˢ

Ӎؠʒၲඹˢ̄ڄϷ௲ЉʿψڄཀᙼíϚɾࡴ௫ཫ :RUG1HW ފ༿ڄඅฯˀç
નފ༿ռ୶ڄɾࡴψඅූռघᓭЉڄψඅූçʅ˔ٗШᅱࡒڄώݵઅЉ
ᓭ௲ඁݵҔമڄϫϚìͦҔٗШᅱݵڄӵࡴᓭͦҔ࠷ዯڄგìஈ࠳ٗШᅱݵڄ
ӵɾвघཔࣜˀӵɾࡴᓭூ՟·ڄᏁéʓࡒӍઅɾɾ˒ஂӵɾၲඹˢ̄ڄ
Ϸí

ʅ˔ٗ ʅ˔ٗڷΕӍڄॐᅮࡩ͐Љ  Ⴉ ç̩ڷЉψඅූ௲ඁݵҔമڄϫ
Ϛéɾࡴඅฯ௫ཫ :RUG1HW ̣̈́ފ༿ڄψඅූ̣˪вघᓭЉڄψඅූçʘ
·ݵռڄψඅූҔ̣  ڷΕç˫˃ԅЉ·ռ̣  ڷΕé
ͦҔٗ ʅ˔ٗవঝ͐Шᅱʄψඅූ̳ႩѴçЩɾࡴψඅූ̈́Љʅࡴ̣

ʕڄʕтඅç՟દɾࡴψඅූռघᓭڄཔࣜʿ͐ɾçϕЏӍე˜ʣ
ڄཔࣜᏻ༳ͦҔ˜ዯࡴඅฯڄგç̩ڷӵࡴψඅූϚ༳අฯ༬ͦҔ࠷ዯڄგ
éઅࢍʹݵʅ˔ٗڄॐᅮࡩਛ̣པࣜᆚçࠜ˜ʣڄཔࣜЉߟψڄψඅූçՊᄩӍ
ιઅ༳ᓭڄॐᅮࡩϐզçఛ݈ιઅЉڄཔࣜ࠳ၼͦҔéᕉЏ፰ඹψඅූϚ
ɾࡴඅฯˀ࠱ࡌڄé
࿌  ڷΕ ੂ අ īHDWĬ Ϛ :RUG1HW  ڄ഻
URRW
ဟç ӵࡴᓭ௲ݵʕʓтඅڄᘕۢç {∗ ∗
FRQVXPH LQJHVW WDNH LQ WDNH KDYH
root ∗ ∗} ݵ൳ᐈᓭçϚ࿌ˀڄሆ༙ڷΕ


 ފ༿ :RUG1HW દ ռ  ڄඅ  ăVHQVHĄ ሆ ༙ç
IHHG HDW
HDW
࿌ ˀ ෮ λ  ࡴé ̣ අ  ሆ ༙  Ⴉ අ  ሆ

HDW
༙  ѕ բ ʪé པ ለ ඹ ˢ  ڄ഻  سϨ  ڷˀ
࿌  ̣ੂඅīHDWĬբ
 ʅ ᚢç අ  ሆ ༙   ڄཔ ࣜ { ݵeat} −
{consume, ingest, takein, take, have} − {∗ ∗ root ∗ ∗}ç ϕ  අ  ሆ ༙  ç ͐ Љ Ի
ཫ   པ ࣜ Џç ϕ Џ ӵ ࡴ ூ Ի ཫ  ڄ ᓭ ඹ ˢ ഻   ߖ سé අ  ሆ ༙   ڄཔ ࣜ ʅ
 ˜ Ѥ { ݵeat} − {eat} − {consume, ingest, takein, take, have} − {∗ ∗ root ∗ ∗} ֜
{eat} − {consume, ingest, takein, take, have} − {∗ ∗ root ∗ ∗}çइࡵӍӕ  ͦ
Ҕ˜ዯؠʅཔࣜçϕЏʅཔࣜʕڄӵࡴඹˢڄᓭύ ݵéӍϐզψ
ɾࡴඅฯˀߟψڄψඅූçϚඅሆ༙  ڄբʪ༬çʅཔࣜЉ  ࡴψඅූ {eat}è
{consume, ingest, takein, take, have} ֜ {∗ ∗ root ∗ ∗} ࡌݵሷڄçϕЏӍӕࢍʹ˜ዯ
ؠʅཔࣜʕ̶ߟ  ڄç՟˃Ͼ ç; ڄ௰˜ඁ ç഻سϨ͆ ڷᘃʅᚢΕé
ఛ݈çι࠳ၼӵࡴψඅූͦҔூཫڄЎᆚẹ́ ڷඅሆ༙  Ⴉඅሆ༙  ˀڄ
ʅࡴ {eat} բçཛ؏ඐ{ ڄeat} ூཫЎᆚ͐ЉɾЎçϕЏϐզӵࡴඅඹˢ݈ڄ഻
سιਛ̣ ìཛճᝂ{ ڄeat} ூཫڄЎᆚЉʅЎçϕЏඹˢڄ̶഻݈ߟسιਛ̣ é
ඹˢڄ഻سϨ ڷΕé
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  ڷཔለඹˢ
අሆ༙
པࣜ
{eat}
{eat}
{consume, ingest,
takein, take, have}
{∗ ∗ root ∗ ∗}

པለඹˢ





  ;
 ;


̶ᑧϐզ





;
 

 







 







  ڷϐզཔࣜඹˢ
ψ
අූ
{eat}
{eat}

̶ᑧ




ͦҔ
ٗ



ஈ࠳
ٗ



ஈ࠳ٗ ႩͦҔٗߟ̍ཛçஈ࠳ٗ̍ݵཛࡌඁʕтඅçඞݵʕтڄψඅූඞ؏ݵඐç

ʛڷΕூཫڄЎᆚඞϠЎçூӍඁݵཛճ̩ڄڷψඅූé
ψᆟ̣īHDWĬբçළֻཔለڄᆤ৩ψ ڷéఛ݈çઅЉψඅූ̶ᑧڄ഻سਭ
ைˢçைˢݵઅఛ݈ڄඹˢڄ഻سᕢಗռ  ռ  ˃çڄ ڷஈ࠳ٗ͵ைˢé

 ॐᅮ̶ᛱ

Ӎʛʅၲʿψڄॐᅮ̶ᛱٗ̄ڄύЉʿψཀᙼíψᆟݵШᅱ௫ཫ :RUG1HW ފ༿
ڄඅฯçનފ༿ռڄψඅූռघᓭЉڄψඅූçඅᏁШᅱࡒڄώݵӗ
̳ཛગூ՟·ռڄඅç̣̈́ᏸѪӍளɾგهڄᖅìგܾШᅱռ
:RUG1HW ݵᅞϷށڄဟçϚ ̣ݵᘝђඅெăEDJ RI ZRUGĄඹˢ̄ڄϷˀç
Ϡ̶ʈʄɾᅞϷڄéנʓӍ˜Ѥ˒ஂʅၲ̶ᛱ̄Ϸí

අᏁ Ꮑ֊ݵб ؠ:RUG1HW ৩ཛྷڄᏁçϚ :RUG1HW ৩ཛྷڄᏁʿ෮ݵ
ϪࡒڄᏁçЩݵЉШᅱඅڄᏁéᓛϚӍߧڄԥˀʿਭგهளçѓ
Ѧ·ᓭӍ̣̈́ത᎖ᗰગ·අщéગᏁඞਢڷΕඞગூ·ռé
̣ {eat} − {consume, ingest, takein, take, have} − {∗ ∗ root ∗ ∗} པࣜբç௫ཫ
:RUG1HW Ӎ̣̈́ފ༿ռ {eat} ࡴψඅූϚ :RUG1HW ڄᏁ ݵçϕЏӍ̣ 
̩ڷཔࣜϚࡴඅฯˀ࠱ࡌڄé
გܾ გڄܾ֊бؠ༳ᓭռघᓭཫڄᓭᆚඹçʛݵዾڄܾé
ະռघᓭڄཔࣜʿ͐ɾइç۱࠳ၼͦҔܾۂéະგڄܾඞç۱༳ψ
අූூӍඁඞʿࡌ࠱ç˫˃ඞଠ۱ඞࡌ࠱éϕЏӍઅგܾ̣ᆚڷΕçι
ʕψඅූϚ ˀඹˢڄ഻سé
ψᆟ̣ {eat} − {consume, ingest, takein, take, have} − {∗ ∗ root ∗ ∗} པࣜբç
ᓭܾ՜Һ 3 − 2 − 1é

 ॐᅮዪ

ɾࡴඅฯ̈́ϠçѓӍʿਭგهளçЩݵઅЉ̈́ڄგ˪մʿψᅞ
Ў؏ڄඐˢგҔঢʈॐᅮЖ IHDWXUH SRRO ç̣ॐᅮЖڄॐᅮᆚඹۍગڄϠçॐ
ᅮЖڷΕЉࡵڄψඅූéΊؠॐᅮЖۍગᖦʨçЩڄॐᅮݵન :RUG1HW ފ༿գç
̣ॐᅮשЏϫϚᅞϷڄᘕۢéϕЏӍ࠳ʄɾࢭᅞϷॐᅮዪٗ̄ڄç
Щ௫ཫᆟᅞϷڄዪ݈ç̣̈́۔ӗ̳ճ̩ڄڷॐᅮçᝳႩ˒Ԧඅఛߟᘕڄ
გᅞЎщçՓᑈ༱ӍߧԥڄᖅϚщၲგᅞЎʕ̣̈́ݵூ༱ӿڄé

 ᅞϷዪ

ᅞϷዪ̄ٗ̈́Шူၼٗ Εé࡛ζçӍઅЉकբˀڄʒࡴˀ˻අੂ
අèϏඅɾ֜Ϗඅʅă˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тᖅ׆ൂݵʵ˒ڄڈԦඅì˒Ԧඅᕍᖅڄ
˒Ԧඅ۱ݵളकĄ௫ཫ :RUG1HW ފ༿ψඅූ˪ռघᓭڄЉψඅූçՓ̝અ
ψඅූ௲؞ռॐᅮЖ༬é࡛ζçζનॐᅮЖ̳Љकբڄఛנᅞڄψඅූ
અ˃ඁڄֻڶॐᅮçѦ· ٗ̄ڄઅॐᅮᆚࡩˢéι௫ཫ ፇάཫᔓ
ʿճ̩ڄڷψඅූçூॡʓڄψඅූᙜᚮʓɾࡴ̛̩ڄᅞϷዪìூ
ཫᔓڄψඅූ۱ூ،ଈçϚʓࡴ̛̩ᅞϷዪˀç̣ʕтඅգ֊̩éூۘ
ॡʓڄॐᅮႩூ๘ʕڄψඅූʛݵூ،ଈڄψඅූڄʕтඅçιூᆚࡩˢç
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݈ࡌਭᅞϷዪçϨЏ˫ᕒڇռஉ̊άϾΘé༬Ӎڄ׆உ̊άݵະ
ॐᅮඹཫ˲Ѯ̊é͏ɾ̄ࡒçΊؠψඅූϚඞਢᅞЎॐᅮඹඞ˲çϕЏ௫ཫ
ᆟᅞϷڄዪç̈́ཥռᑠॐᅮڄΑڄé
Ӎઅ̣࿌ ᇷբ༱ᙼᅞϷዪޟദé࿌ ݵɾࡴᔴˢ ڄ:RUG1HW ഻ဟçӵɾ
ࡴᓭ௲̩ڷɾࡴψඅූçմˀ Si ̩ڷψඅූڄሆ༙éݵ ڷᔴˢڄგऄࣗçਪ
Ӎ͐Љʒരकբçઅʒࡴˀ˻අᔴˢϾɾࡴçӵɾࡴˀ˻අ௫ཫ :RUG1HW ފ༿݈ç
௲в˲Љɾન༳ᓭռघᓭ S4 ڄཔࣜéψඅූඹˢཫڄദçӍ̣ʅ˔ٗਭ
ᇷբé
୶  ࡴ̛̩ூඁ̛̩ڄֻڶݵé࡛ζӍ̳ݪЉकբఛנᅞڄψඅූѕ
୶  ̛̩ॐᅮçʕڄψඅූЉ S1 èS2 ֜ S5 çι̣ʅ˔ٗඹˢç഻سϨ̛̩ ڷ
é௫ཫ ॐᅮፇάཫᔓ݈çਪ S1 Ⴉ S5 ݵࡴ̛̩ூ̳ᄔ࠱ଲԁڄॐ
ᅮçՊᄩӍݪ S1 ڄʕтඅ S3 ֜ S5 ڄʕтඅ S6 ༩ʕéЏइ S3 ψइʛ ݵS2 ڄ
ʕтඅçϕЏ ؠ93 ڄकբЩԵç93 Ϡ̳ɾࡴ๘ڄॐᅮçιࡌ๘ඹˢ๘
̳ڄॐᅮϨ ̛̩ ڷéϚ୶ʅ̩ˀçϨسӍଲԁ S3 çι̣ S4 ༩
ʕϨ  ̛̩ ڷΕçՊ ؠ93 ࡴकբ S3 ூඁݵʿϫϚéϚ୶ʒ̩ڄ
ˀଲԁ S2 ۱ᏻ༩ʕ S4 çѓ S4 ʵϫϚç̣ࡴ̛̩ॐᅮ͐˲ʿ๘ᅍçϨ
 ̛̩ ڷé
S4
S3
S1

  ڷᔴˢგऄࣗकբ

S7
S2

ሆ༙
93
93
93

S6
S5

ψඅූвघᓭཔࣜ
{S1 } − {S3 } − {S4 }
{S2 } − {S3 } − {S4 }
{S5 } − {S5 } − {S7 } − {S4 }

࿌  ᔴˢ ڄ:RUG1HW ഻ဟ
  ڷᅞϷዪᇷբ ̛̩
̩༙
93
93
93

S1




̛̩ 
S2




S5




S3




̛̩ 
S2




S6




S4




̛̩ 
S2




S6




̛̩ 
S4
S6







 ፇά

ፇά̄ڄϷ̣̈́˜ʒၲíăɾĄ̣࠳ၼ༳ॐᅮ՟·ڄᏁՓཫᔓјᏁڄ௰
˜ç ăʅĄ࠳ၼ⦉̍բăJDLQ UDWLRĄՓ̝ཫᔓ⦉̍բമڄ  ؠॐᅮçăʒĄ࠳ၼθ
ăFROORFDWLRQĄψඅූéூཫᔓڄψඅූڷΕմ؏ඐˢڄദܾʿ੯ϕЏʿճ̩ڷç
̣Ӎઅմιܾ؏ඐˢՓ̣ʕтඅ֊̩é

අᏁ ϚӍॐᅮዪ̄ٗˀçਪඞ؏ඐˢڄψඅූᏻ༳ݵඞࡌ࠱̝ඞગூ՟·é
ϕЏӍ࠳ӵࡴ̛̩ڄॐᅮϚकբˀ̳ϚڄЎᆚçઅ༳ϖϐڄॐᅮڄᏁ՜Ϡ
λՓʅࡴۃᔉࡩçະॐᅮᏁјۃ  ؠᔉࡩइூཫᔓé

⦉̍բ ⦉ ̍ բ  ݵӍ  · գ ࠳ ၼ ༳ ॐ ᅮ ̩  ˃ ٗ ̄ ڄ  ڷɾç ̣ {entity}  բ ʪç

{entity} ࡴॐᅮݵϏඅ ڄψඅ ූఛ؏ඐˢ ڄç ЉڄϏඅڄघᓭɾ׆
{ ݵentity}çϕЏະࡴψඅූூʕਭॐᅮ݈çგऄࣗˀڄЉकբ௲Љ
{entity} ࡴॐᅮçᓛ͟ݵඅᏁఛਢڄॐᅮçѓϕ͟ਢռӵࡴकբ௲ЉçϕЏࡴ
ॐᅮ˫࠱ࡌڄЩʨʨࡑјç̣Ӎ௫ཫ⦉̍բӕ࠳ၼ  ڄॐᅮཫᔓé

θψඅූ ਛʄవࡴψඅූڄᏁ͙çӍʛ࠳ʄθψඅූᏁçʛ

ݵϚϖϐѕψඅූڄॐᅮˀçӵʅࡴψඅූɾ৹̳ڄᏁéΊؠӍݵઅ
ੂඅèϏඅɾႩϏඅʅڄψඅූପϐϚɾ৹ç̣ιӍ࠳θψඅූ݈çӍ
ʛ׆ʄɾை۱çઅཛʿϐٶڄٜ̓ਛéʿϐڄஇϐ̸҉íੂඅ  ੂඅèϏඅ
ɾ  ϏඅɾèϏඅʅ  Ϗඅʅஇϐé͏͙çӍʨᑿਪʄɾશٜçϨسϏඅʅႩ
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ူၼٗ  ᅞϷॐᅮዪ
᎔ʈí გऄࣗ
᎔̳í 1 ࡴ̛̩ճ̩ڷॐᅮ
ILQGBUHSUHVHQWDWLRQDOBIHDWXUHVBIRUBHDFKBJHQHUDWLRQ &RUSXV
^અგऄࣗӵࡴकբੂڄඅèϏඅɾ֜Ϗඅʅਭॐᅮள`
IRU DOO F ∈ &RUSXV GR
IScandidate ← IHDWXUHBSURFHVVLQJ F
HQG IRU
L  ^ ` ֻ̛̩ڶ
IRU DOO F ∈ &RUSXV GR
Ji ← ILQGBDOOBOHDYHVBLQBFDQGLGDWHBIHDWXUHBSRRO F
HQG IRU
ZKLOH WHUPLQDOB FRQGLWLRQVB FDQQRWB EHBVDWLVILHG GR
IW EXLOGBIHDWXUHBYHFWRU IScandidate  Ji
ISkeeped  ISabandoned VHOHFWBIHDWXUH IW
L L   ^ නʈʓɾࡴ̛̩ `
Ji ← ISkeeped
IRU DOO I ∈ ISabandoned GR
Ji ← ILQGBK\SHQ\PV I ISkeeped  ISabandoned
HQG IRU
HQG ZKLOH
UHWXUQ J
ူၼٗ  ӗʕтඅ
ILQGBK\SHQ\PV I ISkeeped  ISabandoned
FK ILQGBFDQGLWDQWHBK\QHUQ\PV I
IRU DOO K ∈ FK GR
LI K ∈ ISkeeped ∨ K ∈ ISabandoned WKHQ
K\SHUQ\PV ← K
HQG LI
HQG IRU
UHWXUQ K\SHUQ\PV
ϏඅɾϏඅʅႩੂඅڄᘕᑷཛડçՊᄩӍʛӕੂඅ  Ϗඅɾڄஇϐѧਛé௫ཫ
ʕ࠽ڄை۱çӍҹૻ̣̈́ι˲ɾʿճ̩ڄॐᅮé

 ᆦܿܓဟ

ॐᅮዪ݈çʓɾӴݵ՟·ጅዕူڄၼٗܿဟᆦܓç·̣ӿയᘝѤé

 ੪ຊᆦܿܓဟ

Ӎ˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тᖅ࠳ʄɾࢭᘝђ ؠ1DwYH %D\HV ူڄၼٗçၳ੪ຊᆦ
ܓçʛݵᆦܓӿയڄ഻سூӍඁݵ੪ለéϚॐ˒ڄ׆Ԧඅ˃ʓçӍШᅱڄ
ʿιݵవɾॐᅮЩੂݵඅèϏඅɾႩϏඅʅڄψඅූஇϐéϚШᅱψඅූஇϐڄ
શٜʓçӍЉጅڈལݎᆟڄஇϐݵཛЉጅ̣̈́༱ӿ˒Ԧඅ׆тᖅé
 = (V, N 1, N 2)
Шᅱੂඅ̕გࡴ͗ڄˀ˻අçࠜࡎ׆Ϛॐ˒׆Ԧඅ 3 ڄશٜʓç۱̣ W
ڷΕɾࡴੂඅ̕გçմˀ V èN 1èN 2 ˜ѤڷΕੂඅèϏඅɾ̣˪ϏඅʅéࠜӍึ࠱
༱ӿ˒ڄԦඅ̕გ׆тᖅ D ׆ݵтࡸྟੂඅྟࡸϏඅɾç۱ D = {V P P, N P P } é
 ) ֜ࡸྟϏඅڄጅ P r =
ӦනɾӴçӍ̈́࠳ၼࡸྟੂඅڄጅ P r = (D = V P P |W
 )é௫ཫ :RUG1HW ފ༿݈çੂඅڄψඅූڷΕ V = {sv1 , sv2 , · · · , sv }ç
(D = N P P |W
i
ϏඅɾڷΕ N 1 = {sn11 , sn12 , · · · , sn1j }çϏඅʅڷΕ N 2 = {sn21 , sn22 , · · · , sn2k }é
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 = {sv , sn1 , sn2 } ̩ ڷW
 ɾࡴ̈́ڄඅஇϐॐᅮç̣ R(S)
 ڷΕЉ̈́ڄඅ
̣S
i
j
k
இϐॐᅮé
 Ϛʵ ڈS
 ڄશӁʓݵ
ϕЏӍ̣̈́અᆦڷܓΕϾϷ  çϷ  Ӎਪ D Ⴉ W
 ࣉළ݈દռϷ  çࠜιਪϷ  ࡴѤඅฯϚგ࿏ˀ࠷ዯڄඅԴиႩ
άጤΘçS
մ͟අฯᘕç۱ఛ݈̣̈́દռϷ  é


 )=
W
 )=
W
 ) × P r(D|
 W
 , S)

P r(D|W
P r(D, S|
P r(S|



S∈R(
S)

=





S∈R(
S)

W
 ) × P r(D|
 S)

P r(S|



P r(svi , sn1j , sn2k |V, N 1, N 2) × P r(D|svi , sn1j , sn2k )



P r(svi |V ) × P (sn1i |N 1) × P r(sn2i |N 2) × P r(D|svi , sn1j , sn2k )





S∈R(
S)

=





S∈R(
S)

=





S∈R(
S)

घየʕ࠽Ϸʪçఛ݈દڄ഻سˀ P r(svi |V )è P (sn1j |N 1) ֜ P r(sn2k |N 2) ෛç̣
ੂඅբç̈́ΊϷ  Щદçմˀ W N (S) ڷΕɾࡴඅฯڄմˀɾࡴψඅූΊ
:RUG1HW ފ༿દռڄᏁéΊݿؠඅඅᏁ̈́ çϕЏӍ՟· /DSODFH HVWLPDWRU
ਭͦຉˢăVPRRWKĄçЩϷ  ˀ |V | ڷΕ 9 ࡴڄᆚé

P r(svi |V ) = (W N (svi ) + 1)/((
W N (Svm )) + |V |)

svm ∈V

P r(D|svi , sn1j , sn2k ) ෛç۱ݵιৰሀइçΊ࠳Щદé
P r(D|svi , sn1j , sn2k ) = |(svi , sn1j , sn2k , D)|/|(svi , sn1j , sn2k )|



Ϛ͐՟·ʒࡴˀ˻අڄશٜçӍߟۑგ؏ඐˢദਢइç̣̈́՟ᆦ˜ܓᘝ̳ʨ
Ϡᆚڄकբẹ́Ӎݪ̩ʈϏඅɾႩϏඅʅڄψඅූݵન :RUG1HW Ϗඅघᓭ
צʓᆚ୶ʒᅞڄψඅූéੂඅψඅූႩϏඅཛʿψڄ͟ݵዾٶ഻ဟܾଠç̝൳
ᐈघᓭʓɾᅞڄψඅූۍગϠçϕЏӍݪ൳ᐈघᓭʓɾᅞψඅූڄᘝѤ
ăOH[LFRJUDSKHUĄ̩ʈéઅʕڄψඅූ࠳࠳ၼ݈̩ʈϷ  é

 ෭ᆦܿܓဟ

෭ᆦڷܓΕӍ՟·ݵڄϚગ·ڄᇊူۃၼٗéӍθʄʒၲ 690è &
֜ 1DwYH %D\HV ူၼٗçմˀ 690 · ݵڄ/LEVYP ʹٳçЩ݈ʅ & ږႩ 1DwYH
%D\HV ՟·ڄʳճ ݵ:HND ʹٳé
690 Ӎ· ڄNHUQHO PHWKRG  5%)çᄔ࠱ቆዱᆚ γ ֜ cost ̣՟ᆚఛ՞ˢé
Ӎ՟· JULG VHDUFK ူၼٗቆዱᆚçѦ·ڄʳճ ݵOLEVYP  ڄJULGS\éઅ x ඪᏻռ
cost ᆚᇷు  ռ çӴᆚ éЩ y ඪݳռ γ ᆚᇷు  ռ ç\ ඪӴ
ᆚߖ éιઅ [ ඪႩ \ ඪࡩ̩ʈଯᆚ f (n) = 2n çՓ೦༵ f (x) Ⴉ f (y) ˜ᘝسंڄé
& ူڄၼٗᄔ࠱ቆዱʅࡴᆚíӵࡴᓭв˲̸҉ڄकբᆚ֜ conf idencef actoré
અږۮᆚ xçᇷు  ռ çӴᆚ é݈ږᆚ y çᇷు  ռ
çӴᆚ éఛ݈ڇઅ [ Ⴉ \ ࡩ̩ʈူၼٗ೦༵˜ᘝंسé
1DwYH %D\HV ۱ݵቆዱᝂڄᆚé

 ਢᆦܓăPHWD OHDUQHUĄܿဟ

Ϛ்ϠϾ̷˜ڄᘝࠌ݈௲ʿవ՟·ɾࡴ˜ᘝçЩݵ·Ϡࡴ˜ᘝዱϐЩϾé
ᘝђؠઅӵࡴᆦܓ௲ඁݵɾтࣁçӵтࣁ௲ചڷбʴٗߡڄé
Ӎψᆟ՟·୶ ಏռʒၲူၼٗí690è& ֜ 1DwYH %D\HV գܿဟਢ
ᆦܓéζѦ·ৰሀგऄܿΘ෭ᆦܓçιӿയᝀᗱგऄڄളकçઅӿയڄളकະѕਢ
 KWWSZZZFVLHQWXHGXWZ

FMOLQOLEVYP

 KWWSZZZFVZDLNDWRDFQ]POZHND
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ᆦڄܓৰሀཊऄç·̣ৰሀਢᆦܓçఛ݈ӕ೦༵გऄະѕఛஉʕለڄ೦༵ཊऄՓ
Ѧ·ৰሀϦڄਢᆦܓգਭఛ݈ӿയé
Ӎ׆ʄʿψڄάçݪ܇ཛ՞ڄ෭ᆦܓգܿဟਢڄᆦܓéά çݵ
અЉ෭ᆦܓ഻س௲·գৰሀਢᆦܓìά çڷΕζ࠳ၼЉᆦڄܓႅຊܾç
͐ݪਢͦؠҔڄᆦܓգৰሀਢᆦܓìά çψά çѓݵӍ͐ዪ෭ᆦܓ
ݵΊ 690 ူၼٗৰሀЩϾڄᆦܓçՖʕΊ 690 ৰሀЩϾ෭ᆦ̍ݵڷܓཛϦ
ڄé

 ᝀඹႩ˜ؾ

ʹઅ˜  ୶ؾܿΘᆦڄܓϾंé

 ᝀඹ

ʹߧԥˀçඹ̄ٗఛ݈̣Р˜̍̄ڄϷѺؠᝀ˜ؾˀé
Ӎ̣ႅຊܾăAccuacy Ąਭඹᆦܓᑧᝂ̄ڄϷéਪᆦ̣̈́ܓളڄकբᆚ
T çЩგऄࣗڄकբᆚ N ç۱ႅຊܾϨϷ  é
Accuracy = T /N

͏͙çӍ̣ຊᇧăP recisionĄè͇ϖăRecallĄ֜ႈϐඹăF1 measureĄ
ඹύࡴᘝѤڄӿയंسéࠜ˒ݵԦඅ̕გ׆тڄᖅçՊᄩӿയڄᘝѤ˜ളႩ
ളᎤéࠜݵඹ˒ԦඅओᖅçᘝѤݵύࡴ˒Ԧඅé
ႅᇧڷΕᆦܓؠ༳ᘝѤ˜ᘝڄᇧéਪݿɾᆦܓϚგऄࣗˀçӿയݿɾ
ᘝѤᆚඹ E çЩᆦ̣̈́ܓ༳ᘝѤᇧਭӿയڄᆚඹ Dç۱ຊᇧ̣̈́ಇ࠽Ϩ
Ϸ  é
P recision = D/E

͇ϖڷΕݵڄӍڄᆦܓؠ༳ᘝѤ˻ۑڄദܾéਪݿɾᘝѤЉ G ࡴकբᆚç
Պᄩ͇ϖ׆ϨϷ 
Recall = D/G

ੀʕçӍҹૻႅᇧ͇֜ϖ௲݃ਢéѓצצ഻ݵسਢႅᇧႩј͇ϖਢ
͇ϖјႅᇧéϚᆟڄશٜʓçᄔ࠱ɾࡴႈϐϐݣڄᆤçϕЏӍ·ႈϐ
ඹăF1 measureĄçϨϷ  é
F1 measure = (2 × P recision × Recall)/(P recision + Recall)


 ᝀ˜ؾí˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆т

ʹઅ˜ؾዱᝂ˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тڄᝀϾسéӍघየ è ֜ 
࠳  ၲʿψڄάஇϐਭᝀéᝀ഻سΕʿψඹˢ̶֜ᛱٗ̄ڄ഻سՓԅЉ˯
ʨࣔڄѤçЩፇॐᅮ̄ڄϷؠᝀ഻̍ݵسཛЉᅬᛏéӵࡴ̛̩ڄॐᅮፇ഻سç
ϚႅຊܾࣔʿϠڄશٜʓçШᅱθψඅූߟཛؠШᅱඅᏁ̍ݵཛЉ·ளéϕ
θψඅූݵᚙؠཛᘷ࠙ڄάç̣ࠓϚৰሀइ՟·ڄॐᅮඹ̍ݵཛ˲éЏ͙çඅ
ᏁႩθඅᏁۃڄᔉࡩʿ˯ਢçࠜઅӵࡴ̛̩՟·ڄψඅූຖᏁਢјҺçӍ
ചႩ =LSI¶V ODZ Їለݵɾᆟڄçიاગ·ڄψඅූݵЉූˀڄඐç˲·ψ
අූᆚඹཛϠçϕЏۃᔉࡩ˯ਢࣅأϚළֻइཫᔓʨϠᆚڄψඅූé͏͙ç
ᅞϷዪʨ߽Ϛ  ռ  ࡴ̛̩̣̈́ӗռЉ·ڄॐᅮç˃̛݈̩ڄႅຊܾළֻ
اצʓჳé
ӍનάஇϐˀçѦ·ᝀᗱგऄ̳ڷఛ՞ڄᆦܓçࠜЉʅࡴ̣ʕᆦڷܓ
ɾᆟϦç۱ͦҔ࠳ၼႅຊܾéЩ̳ఛ՞ڄᆦܓ౦̢௲ ̣ݵ690 ူၼٗৰሀЩϾé
ఛ݈೦༵გऄ·̣፰ඹఛஉႅຊܾé
Ϛ˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тᖅ༬çӍઅ෭ᆦܓι˜వɾᆦܓèପϐཊऄᆦܓéవɾ
ᆦڷܓΕӵࡴ˒Ԧඅॐˢ˜ᘝçପϐཊऄᆦܓ۱ݵઅӍݪ˒ࡴ  ڄԦඅପ
ϐৰሀé
 ݵ ڷ555 გऄڄႈϐ഻سç37% გऄࣗӍʛਭʄψᆟڄᝀçʅږ഻ࣔسʿ
Ϡé37% გऄࣗ̍ཛࡌؠႩ 6WDQIRUG ࢆؾਭ̍ཛé ڄ ڷ0D[ (QS ڷΕఛʨ⦉ࡩ
ٗçఛ՞ਢᆦڷܓΕݪӵࡴ˒ԦඅఛϦڄਢᆦܓçਢପϐཊऄ  690 ڷΕପ
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ϐཊऄڄਢᆦ ̣ݵܓ690 ৰሀ̝Ѧ·ά  ዪ෭ᆦܓéၼᆚͦҔڷΕઅЉ˒
Ԧඅ௲ඁݵɾᆟࡌ࠱çϕЏЉ˒ԦඅڄᛱࡌߟψìЩ̶ᛱͦҔڷΕШᅱռύࡴ˒
Ԧඅڄᆚඹçઅᆚඹඁݵᛱࡌé
̍ཛڄ ڷవɾᆦܓèପϐཊऄᆦܓႩ੪ለڄႅຊܾçవɾᆦܓႩପϐཊऄᆦڄܓ
ႅຊܾҔཛ੪ຊᆦܓਢéڷΕ௫ཫᅞϷڄॐᅮዪ̍৹֣͐׆ዪཛਢᅞЎڄॐ
ᅮЉंéవɾᆦܓèପϐཊऄᆦܓႅຊçʅࣔݵږʿϠéѓవɾᆦ̣̈́ܓЉंڄॐ
˒׆Ԧඅӗ̳ճ̩ڄڷψඅූਭॐᅮçݵପϐཊऄᆦܓٗਭռé̝ପϐཊ
ऄᆦڄܓგऄඹხཛవɾᆦܓʨç̈́ʛݵٗߴవɾᆦࢍڄسंܓϕ˃ɾéࠜ
ಏ˥వɾᆦܓგऄඹçՊᄩవɾᆦܓᏻ༳ᒾЉනӴڏڄéఛ՞ਢవɾᆦܓႩవ
ɾᆦܓçୖږۮఢɾìЩਢପϐཊऄႩପϐཊऄߟ̍ཛç഻ࣔسʿϠçዱᝂЩԵ
ਢᆦܓӢെڄౢܾЉࡎéఛ݈̍ཛӍٗ̄ڄႩఛʨ⦉ࡩٗçਛڷˀ੪ለႅຊܾႩ
ఛʨ⦉ࡩٗࣔʿϠ͙ç̣̈́ᝳӍӵɾஇᝀڄ഻سʿ෮ཛ˜ͥለ՞Щ̝ʛཛఛʨ
⦉ࡩٗϦé
  ڷ555 ᝀ഻س
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Ӎച 6WDQIRUG ࢆؾઅࢍʹʿੂݵඅ̕გڄ഻ဟთეੂݵඅ̕გì˫˃ʛ
Љ̈́ࢍੂݵඅ̕გڄ഻ဟçѓ 6WDQIRUG ࢆؾٗ᎖ᗰéӍઅ 37% ೦༵გऄࢍڄ
͔ 6WDQIRUG ࢆؾçՓઅളक˜ϾʅᘝളႩളᎤç഻سϨ ڷΕç 3 ڷΕႅຊ
ç5 ͇ݵϖç) ݵႈϐඹéϨسઅʅၲશٜڄकբ̓ਛç̈́દ ڷéइࡵ̍ཛ
Ӎٗ̄ڄႩ 6WDQIRUG ࢆؾڄ഻سç̣̈́ߡռʅڄږႅຊܾࣔʿϠé
  ڷ37% ᝀ഻س
  ڷ63 ളᖅٶٜ
˜ͥለ
ႅຊܾ 
˒Ԧඅ 3  5  ) 
˒Ԧඅ
ࡴᆚ

63
వɾ ପϐཊऄ
IRU
  
IRU

  

RQ
  

  

RQ
  
LQ

  

LQ
  
ZLWK

  

ZLWK
  
IURP
IURP

  

  
WR

  

WR
ᓛӍٗ̄ڄႩ 6WDQIRUG ࢆ
ၼᆚͦҔ




ؾࣔʿϠçѓʅၲ̄ٗύЉ
  

ᏟথᓭéϚШᅱგ࿏ཊ৮ʕç ̶ᛱͦҔ
ପϐཊऄ


Ӎٗ̄ڄШᅱڄგ࿏ཊ৮ཛ
˲ìѓ 6WDQIRUG ࢆؾШᅱݵڄη͔ç՟·ཊ৮ཛϠéӍٗ̄ڄᄔ࠱Ֆζൂࡴ͗׆ˀ
˻අì6WDQIRUG ࢆؾ͐࠱ЉҬዱ͔ڄʪ۔੯ࢆؾè׆тࡸྟඐé

 ᝀ˜ؾí˒Ԧඅᕍ

׆тႩᕍᖅ·ݵψᆟڄᆦܿܓဟ̄Ϸéਛʄൡၒർ̅ేႩঞ߽इే͙çӍʛ
̣ 555 გऄࣗࡌሷ୶ ޟദڄᝀéʿψஇϐڄά഻سçᅬᛏཛʨݵڄШᅱθ
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ψඅූڄάçʿ෮̣̈́Љंڄʨౢ˲ʿͫ࠱ڄॐᅮ̝ंس՜ᕄʿᎤéʒၲ෭
ᆦܓৰሀ഻سːᕄ ݵ690 ఢཫ & Ⴉ 1DwYH %D\HVç݈ʅږʑ̣ & ཛ՞é
ᆚඹʨგऄࣗçϚࡎഢᝂᐼ࿏ڄશٜʓçཛԅЉྰ᎖ٗ 555 გऄࣗઅЉάஇ
ϐɾɾඥཫɾЎçᕉ̣ݪఛϦڄᆦܓάéϕЏӍન 555 გऄࣗڄ഻سˀçݪ
ڷఛ՞ڄά·ؠʨგऄࣗʕé˒Ԧඅᕍ࠱̟ؾ˜ڄࡌϚൡၒർ̅ేႩঞ߽
इేஇϾڄʨგऄࣗʕé
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ݵ ڷᝀڄ഻سéవጤߡӵࡴ˒ԦඅंسçīRQĬڄႅᇧఛϦڄçīRIĬ͇ڄϖ
֜ႈϐඹݵఛϦéႩ ڷପଷॵਗăFRQIXVLRQ PDWUL[Ąɾ৹ᝳç̣̈́ߡռ˒Ԧඅ
౦̢௲ਸ਼ϦīRIĬç୶ʅϏݵīLQĬéႈϐϚ 555 გऄࣗᝳڄ഻سçӍചᆦܓ
ڄਸ਼Ϧ̈́Ⴉ˒ԦඅڄॐᘕۢཛʮçЩႩ˒ԦඅϚგऄࣗ༬˜ͥڄᆚඹϠ̍ཛЉ
ᘕçڷˀ͇ڄϖႩ˜ͥለ౦̢ݵѺߟᘕçϕЏӍΑۮ೦ڄᆦسंܓႩ˒Ԧ
අύᘝѤგऄڄᆚඹ̍ཛЉᘕۢé
Ϛ˒ԦඅᕍᝀˀçΑۮϖᛐቈ́ಏ˪ڄგऄ֊દཛҍᘗç՟દӍᘗႩ
մ̄ٗ̍͟ཛéЩ˒Ԧඅᕍ͐࠱੯֊દ́ఈç̣̈́Ѧ·Љڄʳճçбੂˢ
ڄள֊દӍᄔڄ௰˜ẹ́Ӎ̣̈́݃ࣅأʨඹ֊દგऄҬϾᝀçϕЏϚԼ
੯ʨඹڄგऄʓçӍߟۑѮ՟ʿҬηႩմ̄ٗ͟ߟ̍ཛçѓː̣̈́Шგऄࣗ
˒Ԧඅ˜ڄ௰ç̣ڈལΑߧۮԥڄϾंéࠜႩߧԥཛ́ڻᙋ̍ཛçΑڄۮϾسႩ
'H )HOLFH ֜ 3XOPDQ >@ ڄϾݵسЉɾࣔޗජçШ ڷéѓʹߧԥˀШᅱڄཊ৮ڄ
෮̸ʒࡴˀ˻අçЩ 'H )HOLFH ֜ 3XOPDQ ߧڄԥ۱ݵШᅱʄʕʓ́ڄგЩඁപʨʮ
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ăZLQGRZ VL]HĄ çʛΕӍߧڄԥᒾЉනӴڏڄé

 ഻ቈ

ʹߧԥ̣͗ࡴˀ˻අ̳ചç௫ཫ :RUG1HW ᅞϷڄგçܿဟɾˢڄᆦܓç
ψइ༱ӿʅࡴ˒ԦඅߟᘕڄᙯᖅéӍڄᝀ഻سΕçɾˢڄᆦܓ˒Ԧඅ̕გ
׆тᖅЉʿᎤڷڄçॐѤӍٌؠ౦ࡴཛճЉݪዢ˒ڄԦඅéѓ˒ؠԦ
අᕍᖅçႩмཛϦڄϾݵسЉɾʮࣔޗçЩΑڄۮᝀϾ͐سΕପଷॵਗأ
ਸ਼ϦგऄඹཛϠڄᘝѤçՊϚ͵գӍҹૻ௫ཫӦϠᝀૉԥ̈́ࢍڄϕéӍച
௫ཫ :RUG1HW ച્ʿψദܾ؏ڄඐგᇧЉѪؠӢെ˜ᘝंسçѓ :RUG1HW අ
ฯڄಇ࠽˜ᘝཫؠஅçϕЏҹૻ͵գ௫ཫ 6802 ιӢെᝀϾسéᏻ·̄ࡒçҹ
ૻ˒Ԧඅ̕გ׆тႩ˒ԦඅᕍϚ͵գጅᔿᙲ֜́ʹओЉᏸѪçՓಭૻʅ
ږϚ͵գ̣̈́ჩѪʆᘝ༱ӿᖅéմ͟ࡎؠᇺౢϕЏʿϚʹ́ˀηࡒΟ̩ߟᘕஅç
ߟᘕஅ̈́Ш 7VDL >@é

ࠓᒧ

ʹߧԥႱ߰ߧԥ࠳ഐ 16&(ڄ௰˜༩Ѫç෮ЏࠓᒧéӍ
ีᒧᅜڄ́ʹؠύෛݣႩݣé

Ш́ᙋ

>@ 0 $WWHUHU DQG + 6FKW]H ³3UHSRVLWLRQDO 3KUDVH $WWDFKPHQW ZLWKRXW 2UDFOHV´ &RPSXWDWLRQDO /LQJXLVWLFV YRO  QR 
SS ± 

>@ 7 %DOGZLQ 9 .RUGRQL DQG $ 9LOODYLFHQFLR ³3UHSRVLWLRQV LQ $SSOLFDWLRQV $ 6XUYH\ DQG ,QWURGXFWLRQ WR WKH 6SHFLDO
,VVXH´ &RPSXWDWLRQDO /LQJXLVWLFV YRO  QR  SS ± 
>@ 0 - &ROOLQV ³+HDGGULYHQ 6WDWLVWLFDO 0RGHOV IRU 1DWXUDO /DQJXDJH 3DUVLQJ´ 3K' GLVVHUWDWLRQ 8QLYHUVLW\ RI
3HQQV\OYDQLD 
>@ * ) &RSSROD $ %LUFK 7 'HRVNDU DQG 0 6WHHGPDQ ³6LPSOH 6HPLVXSHUYLVHG /HDUQLQJ IRU 3UHSRVLWLRQDO 3KUDVH
$WWDFKPHQW´ LQ 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH WK ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFH RQ 3DUVLQJ 7HFKQRORJLHV  SS ±
>@ 5 'H )HOLFH DQG 6 * 3XOPDQ ³$XWRPDWLFDOO\ $FTXLULQJ 0RGHOV RI 3UHSRVLWLRQ 8VH´ LQ 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH )RXUWK
$&/6,*6(0 :RUNVKRS RQ 3UHSRVLWLRQV  SS ±
>@ ²² ³$ &ODVVLILHUEDVHG $SSURDFK WR 3UHSRVLWLRQ DQG 'HWHUPLQHU (UURU &RUUHFWLRQ LQ / (QJOLVK´ LQ 3URFHHGLQJV RI
WKH QG ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFH RQ &RPSXWDWLRQDO /LQJXLVWLFV YRO   SS ±
>@ 0 *DPRQ - *DR & %URFNHWW DQG 5 .OHPHQWLHY ³8VLQJ &RQWH[WXDO 6SHOOHU 7HFKQLTXHV DQG /DQJXDJH 0RGHOLQJ IRU
(6/ (UURU &RUUHFWLRQ´ LQ 3URFHHGLQJV RI -RLQW &RQIHUHQFH RQ 1DWXUDO /DQJXDJH 3URFHVVLQJ   SS ±
>@ ' +LQGOH DQG 0 5RRWK ³6WUXFWXUDO $PELJXLW\ DQG /H[LFDO 5HODWLRQV´ &RPSXWDWLRQDO /LQJXLVWLFV YRO  QR  SS
± 
>@ &/ /LX -6 &KDQJ DQG .< 6X ³7KH 6HPDQWLF 6FRUH $SSURDFK WR WKH 'LVDPELJXDWLRQ RI 33 $WWDFKPHQW 3UREOHP´
LQ 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH 52& &RPSXWDWLRQDO /LQJXLVWLFV &RQIHUHQFH ,,,  SS ±
>@ 3 3DQWHO DQG ' /LQ ³$Q 8QVXSHUYLVHG $SSURDFK WR 3UHSRVLWLRQDO 3KUDVH $WWDFKPHQW 8VLQJ &RQWH[WXDOO\ 6LPLODU
:RUGV´ LQ 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH WK $QQXDO 0HHWLQJ RQ $VVRFLDWLRQ IRU &RPSXWDWLRQDO /LQJXLVWLFV  SS ±
>@ / 4XDQ 2 .RORPL\HWV DQG 0) 0RHQV ³.8 /HXYHQ DW +22 $ +\EULG $SSURDFK WR 'HWHFWLRQ DQG &RUUHFWLRQ
RI 'HWHUPLQHU DQG 3UHSRVLWLRQ (UURUV LQ 1RQQDWLYH (QJOLVK 7H[W´ LQ 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH 6HYHQWK :RUNVKRS RQ %XLOGLQJ
(GXFDWLRQDO $SSOLFDWLRQV 8VLQJ 1/3  SS ±
>@ $ 5DWQDSDUNKL - 5H\QDU DQG 6 5RXNRV ³$ 0D[LPXP (QWURS\ 0RGHO IRU 3UHSRVLWLRQDO 3KUDVH $WWDFKPHQW´ LQ 3UR
FHHGLQJV RI WKH :RUNVKRS RQ +XPDQ /DQJXDJH 7HFKQRORJ\  SS ±
>@ - 6WHWLQD DQG 0 1DJDR ³&RUSXV %DVHG 33 $WWDFKPHQW $PELJXLW\ 5HVROXWLRQ ZLWK D 6HPDQWLF 'LFWLRQDU\´ LQ 3URFHHG
LQJV RI WKH )LIWK :RUNVKRS RQ 9HU\ /DUJH &RUSRUD  SS ±
>@ - 5 7HWUHDXOW DQG 0 &KRGRURZ ³7KH 8SV DQG 'RZQV RI 3UHSRVLWLRQ (UURU 'HWHFWLRQ LQ (6/ :ULWLQJ´ LQ 3URFHHGLQJV
RI WKH QG ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFH RQ &RPSXWDWLRQDO /LQJXLVWLFV  9ROXPH   SS ±
>@ && 7VDL ³$WWDFKPHQW RI (QJOLVK 3UHSRVLWLRQDO 3KUDVHV DQG 6XJJHVWLRQV RI (QJOLVK 3UHSRVLWLRQV´ 0DVWHU¶V WKHVLV
1DWLRQDO &KHQJFKL 8QLYHUVLW\ 
>@ -& :X - &KDQJ <& &KHQ 67 +XDQJ 0+ &KHQ DQG - 6 &KDQJ ³+HOSLQJ 2XU 2ZQ 17+8 1/3/$% 6\VWHP
'HVFULSWLRQ´ LQ 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH 6HYHQWK :RUNVKRS RQ %XLOGLQJ (GXFDWLRQDO $SSOLFDWLRQV 8VLQJ 1/3  SS ±


 KWWSZZZRQWRORJ\SRUWDORUJLQGH[KWPO
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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a hybrid method to associate English collocations with sense class
members chosen from WordNet. Our combinational approach includes a learning-based
method, a paraphrase-based method and a sense frequency ranking method. At training time,
a set of collocations with their tagged senses is prepared. We use the sentence information
extracted from a large corpus and cross-lingual information to train a learning-based model.
At run time, the corresponding senses of an input collocation will be decided via majority
voting. The three outcomes participated in voting are as follows: 1. the result from a
learning-based model; 2. the result from a paraphrase-based model; 3. the result from sense
frequency ranking method. The sense with most votes will be associated with the input
collocation. Evaluation shows that the hybrid model achieves significant improvement when
comparing with the other method described in evaluation time. Our method provides more
reliable result on associating collocations with senses that can help lexicographers in
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compilation of collocations dictionaries and assist learners to understand collocation usages.
斄挝娆烉崭婆シ㧁䣢炻㏕惵娆↮栆炻娆⼁婆シ妋㬏炻娆䵚ˣ㚨Ἓ䅝ῤ㧉✳ˣ慵徘
Keywords: supersense tagging, collocation classification, word sense disambiguation,
WordNet, maximum entropy model, Paraphrase.

1 Introduction
A collocation is a pair of words that co-occur with more frequency than random. A
collocation usually contains a base word (e.g., “oil” in fuel oil) and a collocate (e.g., “fuel” in
fuel oil). In a collocations dictionary, we can find many collocates of a base word (e.g., fuel
oil, motor oil, peanut oil, salad oil). Some collocations dictionaries show the collocates for all
senses, while other collocations dictionaries present the collocates by senses of a base word
so learners can better grasp the usage of a collocation.
Determining the set of broad senses to classify collocations is not an easy task.
Researches have used thesaurus topics such as Roget’s (Yarowsky, 1992) or arbitrarily
top-level WordNet senses as classes. There are 44 semantic classes called lexicographer-files
and each synset in WordNet is assigned to one lexicographer-file. There are 26
lexicographer-files (or supersenses), which can be used to tag common nouns. Consider the
word “oil” which can be used as fuel/to make machines work smoothly, or as belonging to the
noun.substance supersense and used in cooking could be seen as belonging to the noun.food
supersense.
In this paper, we present a hybrid model that automatically associated a given
collocation with the corresponding supersense. The hybrid model is composed of a
learning-based method, a paraphrase-based method and a sense frequency ranking method.
The output supersense of a collocation is decided via majority vote of the above three
methods.
At training time, we need some collocations tagged with supersenses as seeds. There are
a huge number of collocations in WordNet, so we can use those collocation and supersense
pairs to train the model. Sentences containing the input collocations extracted from a large
corpus and Chinese translation of the collocations are used as features of the model. We will
descript the training process in more details in Chapter 3.
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Figure 1. An example procedure for associating the collocation of fuel oil with a supersense
noun.substance
An example procedure for associating the collocation of fuel oil with a supersense
noun.substance is shown in Figure 1. We extract sentences containing the input collocation
from a corpus and take the sentences and Chinese translation as features. Then, we use the
pre-trained machine learning model to predict the supersense. Second, we use the words
similarity and words dependency relations to paraphrase the base word. Then, we calculate
the WordNet similarity of base word and the paraphrases to identify the supersense. Third, we
simply list the lexicographer-files of the input collocation base word and choose the first one
as the supersense since the order of the list corresponds to the sense frequency of that word.
At last, a relative majority vote for the three results determines the final output.
The experimental results show that our hybrid method can automatically associate
collocations with supersenses with a higher performance than the baseline method. The
results can also be used to help lexicographers in compilation of a collocations dictionary.
Furthermore, learners could understand the usage of collocations in a specific sense.

2 Related Work
Associating collocations with supersenses in WordNet is similar to Word Sense
Disambiguation (WSD), the process of identifying the meaning of a specific word in a given
context. In this paper, we address a special case of disambiguating the headword of a given
collocation.
Previous work in WSD is mostly based on some kind of machine learning models.
Hearst (1991) uses a set of orthographic, syntactic and lexical features to train large text
corpora and disambiguates noun homographs. Yarowsky (1992) uses Naïve Bayesian model
to train large corpora to disambiguate words to Roget’s Thesaurus categories. Leacock,
Towell and Voorhees (1993) bases on Bayesian decision theory, neural networks and content
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vectors to train the knowledge about patterns of words co-occurrences and disambiguates
words to WordNet senses. The main disadvantage is that the demand of annotated training
data which are time-consuming and labor intensive to obtain.
In a work more closely to our research, Inumella, Kilgarriff and Kovar (2009) try to
assign the collocations for a word that automatically identified from a large corpus to its
distinct senses. Their short term goal is to generate a new English collocations dictionary
(Macmillan Collocation Dictionary). Most of the previous works focus on words level, while
this research focuses on collocations. We describe two of their automatic approaches:
Thesaurus method and Yarowsky’s method (1995). The thesaurus method works on the
promise that a sense shares its collocates with its thesaurus class members. For example,
consider a thesaurus class with six members {cricket, butterfly, leech, worm, bee, queen},
they extract collocates such as young, fly, feed, breed that at least appear in two class
members and insert them to that sense. Another method is Yarowsky’s method, which relies
on the heuristic of “one sense per collocation” (Yarowsky, 1993) and “one sense per
discourse” (Gale, Church and Yarowsky, 1992). The algorithm first collects some seed
collocations with senses by dictionary-parsing and uses supervised classification algorithms
for training and labeling. Then they add new labeled collocations to training set and repeat
labeling. Finally, they use a decision list algorithm to terminate.
In contrast to previous works in Word Sense Disambiguation and semantic classification,
we present a hybrid system that automatically associates collocations to supersenses using a
learning-based method, a paraphrase-based method and a sense frequency ranking method,
with the goal to help lexicographers in compilation of collocation dictionaries and help
learners to better grasp the usage of a collocation. We describe the method in more details in
the next chapter.

3 Method
Associating collocations (e.g., required course) with dictionary senses often does not work
very well. To obtain a better performance, we introduce a learning-based method using
context and cross-lingual features, a paraphrase-based method using words similarity relation
and dependency relation, and a sense frequency ranking method.

3.1 Problem Statement
We focus on automatically associating collocations with corresponding supersenses. The
output senses could be used by lexicographers to save effort in compile collocations
dictionaries and learners can better grasp the usage of a collocation. Supersenses are 26
lexicographer-files in WordNet noun hierarchy chosen by lexicographers and are believed to
be general enough for sense allocation.

3.2 Training Sense Assignment Models
In this section, we explain our approaches to find the supersense including a learning-based
method, a paraphrase-based method and a sense frequency ranking method. Figure 2
describes the processes of our methods.
(1) Generate collocation and supersense pairs from WordNet (Section 3.2.1)
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(2) Train machine learning model from corpus for collocations (Section 3.2.2)
(3) Obtain supersense using machine learning model (Section 3.2.3)
(4) Obtain supersense using similarity and dependency information (Section 3.2.4)
(5) Obtain supersense using sense frequency ranking from WordNet (Section 3.2.5)
Figure 2. Outline of the process for obtaining supersense in different approaches
fuel oil

noun.substance

electrical discharge

noun.event

busy day

noun.time

required course

noun.act

fitted sheet

noun.artifact

bus driver

noun.person

Figure 3. Example of collocation and supersense pairs extracted from WordNet

3.2.1 Generating Collocation and Supersense Pairs
In the first stage (Step (1) in Figure 2), we attempt to find a set of collocations and their
pre-tagged supersenses pairs

as seeds collocations to train a machine learning model  from WordNet. For example, the
supersense for a collocation fuel oil is noun.substance. Examples of collocation and
supersense pairs extracted from WordNet are shown in Figure 3.
We use two heuristics to achieve this goal. First, we go through each hyponyms of noun
synsets and examine their lemma names to find collocations. For example, consider a synset
Synset('discharge.n.01'), one of its lemma name is discharge and one of its hyponyms is
Synset('electrical_discharge.n.01') with a lemma name electrical_discharge. Since the base
word of electrical_discharge matches Synset('discharge.n.01')’s lemma name discharge, we
can take electrical discharge as a collocation and the lexicographer-file of
Synset('discharge.n.01')
noun.event
as
a
supersense
to
form
the
<  ,

> pair, (electronic discharge, noun.event).
Second, we search the collocations from definitions

and example sentences

each noun synset. We utilize a parser to generate part-of-speech and lemma for
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. For a noun synset
, one of its lemma name is
, and the definition or example
 as one of our selected <  ,

> pair. For example, a synset
Synset('day.n.05') has one lemma name day and one example sentence “it was a busy day on
the stock exchange”. So we can take busy day as a collocation and the lexicographer-file
noun.time as a supersense to form the <  ,

> pair, (busy day,
noun.time).

3.2.2 Training Machine Learning Model
In the second stage (Step (2) in Figure 2), we use the collocation and supersense pairs
obtained in section 3.2.1 to find sentences to train a sense classifier. First, a parser is used for
generating part-of-speech tag and lemma form for all sentences in the monolingual corpus
and search from on-line machine translating system  for Chinese collocation
translation.
For example, consider the collocation required course and its supersense noun.act. We can
find sentence such as “A required course for all students, to be completed before the end of
the third year, and to be examined by individual colleges” from  and its Chinese
collocation translation “⽭ᾖ婚” from on-line translation resource. The base word course has
6 different supersenses, but the words like students, third year, examined, colleges are highly
related to the collocation required course and the supersense noun.act rather than other
supersenses such as noun.food, noun.artifact or noun.object. The Chinese translation provides
cross-lingual information like “婚” to disambiguate the sense of course. The other translation
for course like “嶗䶂” or “梸” would lead to different supersenses.
The input to this stage is a set of features. The above example required course showed that
context words of a collocation may contain some words highly related to the corresponding
supersense and cross-lingual information for a collocation also helps to disambiguate the
supersense. So the features we use for one training event are

(1) unigram and bigram of a sentence extracted from

containing the collocation

(2) Chinese translation of the collocation from 
For each

pairs in

, we extract sentences containing

and obtain Chinese translation of  from  as 

from

as

. Then, for each

sentence   in    , we extract unigram   and bigram  from  . Note
that stopwords are filtered for both   and . The next step, we use  ,  and 
as features and  as the standard output supersense to append machine learning event to
   . Note that 
actually transforms to a list of unigram and bigram of Chinese
words while training. The output of this stage is a probability model  trained from a set of
training events   
for predicting the collocation supersenses using a machine
learning tool .

3.2.3 Obtaining supersense using machine learning model
In the third stage (Step (3) in Figure 2), we attempt to predict the supersense for the input
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collocation (, ) using the machine learning model  described in Section 3.2.2. The
runtime procedure is similar to the training algorithm.
as 

from

First, we extract sentences containing





(Step(1a) in

Figure 4) and use on-line machine translation system  to obtain Chinese translation of
(, ) as  (Step(1b)). For associating (, ) with a supersense, we only consider
 in    , we extract unigram   (Step (2a)) and bigram  (Step (2b)) from  .
Stopwords are filtered for both   and  similar to what is done at training time. Then,
 ,  and  are combined together to predict the supersenses using . The output
of  is a supersense probability list    that contains all supersenses and the
probability for (, ) (Step 3)).
Algorithm 2.

Obtaining supersense using machine learning model

PROCEDURE MachineLearningEvaluateSupersense(
(1a)

Sentences = extractSentences(

(1b)

Trans = getTranslation(

(1c)

Candidates = getLexFiles( )

,

)

)

)

topScore = , topSense = , freq = , totalProb = , avgProb = , outcome = 
in Sentences

for each
(2a)

Uni = extractUnigram(

(2b)

Bi = extractBigram(

(3)

predictList = M(Uni, Bi, Trans)
for each (

)
) in predictList

,

in Candidate and (

if
(4a)

=

(4b)

=

(5a)

= Max(

(5b)

=

)
)

+=

(5d)

+= 1
for each

(7)

> numProb)

that has Max(

(5c)

(6)

)

in
=(

,

)

rankedSenses = Sort outcome in decreasing order of freq, if more than 1 sense
share same frequency, sofrt those sense in decreasing order of
average probability

(8)

Return the top rankedSenses
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Figure 4. Algorithm for obtaining supersense using machine learning model
We go through each (

,

,

) if both

(

dictionary

and keep (
in

and

,

) as

higher than a

(Step (4a and 4b)). Then we choose maximum

probability threshold
as

) in

, the corresponding

as

is used to store the probability sum
, and another dictionary

(Step (5a) and (5b)). A
of each distinct

is used to store the frequency of each distinct

(Step (5c) and (5d)). For each
in , we store the frequency
 [
] and the average sense probability 
/ [
] to
  (Step (6)). Then, we sort   in decreasing order of frequency as
  
. If there is more than one sense in   that have the same frequency,
they would be sorted in decreasing order of the average sense probability. Finally, we output
 (Step (7)).
Corpus-based machine learning for associating collocations with supersenses can reduce the
sense dominance problem, since context words of different supersenses are generally
different and translations of a same base word in different senses tend to be different, too.
With this in mind, we use sentences of a collocation extracted from a corpus and the
collocation translation to disambiguate the supersenses of the base word of a given
collocation.

3.2.4 Obtain supersense using similarity & dependency information
In the fourth stage (Step (4) in Figure 2), we use a paraphrase-based strategy to determine the
supersense. A paraphrase is a restatement of the meaning of a text or passage using another
form. By calculating the similarity between a collocation and its paraphrases, we can
determine its supersense. This method is based on the assumption that original collocation
shares the same supersense with its paraphrases.
For example, consider an input collocation fitted sheet using the paraphrase method. The
word sheet has four supersenses: noun.object, noun.communication, noun.artifacrt,
noun.shape in WordNet. Paraphrase candidates of fitted sheet are coat, cloth, plate, pan, foil,
plastic identified base on similar words list of sheet and coat,
Table 1. Example similar words and dependent words of required course
Similar words of sheet

Dependency relation of fitted
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('plate', 0.16), ('sheeting', 0.15)

('jacket', 9), ('suit', 5)

('pan', 0.14), ('steel', 0.14)

('bodice', 3), ('less', 3)

('coat', 0.13), ('tube', 0.12)

('gown', 2), ('Top', 2)

('metal', 0.12), ('paper', 0.12)

('carpet', 1), ('cloth', 1)

('slab', 0.11), ('pipe', 0.11)

('coat', 1), ('leader', 1)

('layer', 0.11), ('cold-rolled', 0.11)

('plaid', 1), ('topper', 1)

('stainless', 0.11), ('surface', 0.11)

('version', 1), ('a little', 1)

('glass', 0.11), ('tubing', 0.11)

('long', 1), ('uniquely', 1)

('booklet', 0.11), ('cut-sheet', 0.11)

('around', 1), ('than', 1)

('cloth', 0.11), …
cloth, jacket, suit based on dependency relations list of fitted. The intersection of the two
candidate list contains coat and cloth. It means that coat and cloth are paraphrases of sheet
when collocating with fitted. The example similar words and dependency relations of fitted
sheet is shown in Table 1.
Subsequently, we compare the synsets similarity for both (coat, sheet) and (cloth, sheet). The
top-ranked similarity of (coat, sheet) is ((Synset('coating.n.01'), Synset('sheet.n.06')), 0.769)
and the lexicographer-file of Synset('sheet.n.06') is noun.artifact; the top-ranked similarity of
(cloth, sheet) is ((Synset('fabric.n.01'), Synset('sail.n.01')), 0.857) and the lexicographer-file of
Synset('sail.n.01') is noun.artifact. So the frequency of noun.artifact is 2, while other
supersenses are all 0. We then output noun.artifact as the supersense of input collocation
fitted sheet.
By using paraphrase-based method, words that related to the input collocation can be the
extracted. The collocation could be disambiguated since most of the words with other senses
tend not to share the paraphrases. So we can find the sense relation between input collocation
and extracted words to obtain the supersense.

3.2.5 Obtaining supersense using sense frequency ranking
In the last stage (Step (5) in Figure 2), we use the sense frequency to identify the supersense.
In many previous works on WSD, sense frequency plays an important role to indicate the
sense. A word may have different senses, but most of time, it tends to associated with the
dominant sense. So for disambiguating word senses, choosing the most frequent sense is
often used as a baseline.
Many sense frequency methods are based on sense estimation in a corpus. But here we use
the sense frequency information in WordNet. For any word in WordNet, there are one or more
synsets and the synsets are listed in decreasing order of frequency. So we can simply return
the first synset as the supersense. Sense frequency ranking method has the highest coverage,
and that is important since our goal is to disambiguate all collocations. We also use this
method as the baseline method to compare with our results. We will describe the details of
evaluation in Chapter 4.
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3.2.6 The Runtime Hybrid Process
Once the learning-based procedure, the paraphrase-based procedure and the sense frequency
ranking procedure produce the supersenses, a relative majority vote is carried out to
 are the three predicted supersense described in sections 3.2.2 to 3.2.4. Each supersense
has one vote and the supersense with the most votes is the final output . As shown in Figure
2, after running the three procedures for collocation fuel oil, we obtain noun.substance,
noun.artifact and noun.substance. The supersense noun.substance has 2 votes and
noun.artifact has 1, so the final output  is noun.substance.
Sometimes the three procedures produce 3 different supersenses without an agreement.
Moreover, the learning-based procedure or the paraphrase-based procedure produce no results,
because either the sentences containing the input collocation cannot be found in corpus ,
or the paraphrases of the input collocation cannot be found and leads the voting has no
agreement. In this case, we use back-off to find the supersense. When there is no agreement
. As long as the base word of the input collocation exists in WordNet, we can produce an
output.

4 Experimental Setting
We have proposed a hybrid model to associate collocations with broad sense classes, with the
goal of helping lexicographers in compilation of collocation dictionaries. The evaluation
focuses on the intended supersenses of a set of collocations produced by the proposed system.
We extracted a set of collocation and supersense pairs from WordNet, so the evaluation could
be done automatically.

4.1 Data set
In our experiment, we used WordNet, a large lexical database of English which contains
approximately 117,000 synsets and 155,000 sense-disambiguated words and collocations, to
generate the collocations for training, developing and testing. As we have described in
Section 3.2.1, collocations are extracted from WordNet using two heuristics:
(1) extract collocations from hyponyms of noun synsets
(2) extract collocations from definitions and examples sentences of noun synsets
We extracted 18,586 collocation and supersense pairs from (1) and 1,784 pairs from (2). The
extracted collocations were filtered through a collocation list. The collocation we used is a
list of base word/collocates pairs for the top 60,000 lemmas from the Corpus of
Contemporary American English (COCA) (Davies, 2008) which contains 4,200,000
collocations. After this step, the total number of collocations was reduced to 7,489. With
heuristic (2), we used GENIA tagger (Tsuruoka, 2005) which analyzes English sentences and
outputs the base forms, part-of-speech tags, chunk tags, and named entity tags to tag the
definitions and example sentences.
We randomly selected 829 collocations as development set and 6,660 for training and testing
from the collocation and supersense pairs. For training and testing, we split the 6,660
collocations into 10 parts that each part contains 666 collocations and we ran ten-fold
validation to evaluate the performance of each part.
In learning-based procedure, we employed Maximum Entropy (ME) model to associate input
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collocations with supersenses. ME is a flexible statistical learning model that aims to
maximize the entropy when characterizing some unknown events. The model estimates
outcomes according to a set of features with least possible bias. The ME model we used for
training and testing is Maximum Entropy Modeling Toolkit for Python and C++ (Zhang,
2004). The features we used for the ME model is extracted from British National Corpus
(BNC), a 100 million word collection of samples of written and spoken language from a wide
range of sources. We use GENIA tagger to tag the sentences in BNC and filtered the
stopwords in the sentences using Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK), a suite of open source
program modules written in Python (Loper and Bird, 2002). More specifically, we used the
stopwords in nltk.corpus and obtained the English stopwords list. Another feature, the
Chinese translation of the collocations, was obtained from Google Translate.
In the paraphrase-based procedure, we use a set of words with similar words which contains
100,000 words and about 24,000,000 similar words and words with dependency relations
which contains 20,000,000 dependency relations. The data is obtained using MINIPAR (Lin,
1993), a broad-coverage parser for the English language. The similarity comparison
algorithm for words used in this stage is JCN similarity (Jiang and Conrath, 1997). JCN
similarity bases on the information content (IC, a measure of the specific of a concept) of the
Least Common Subsumer (LCS, most specific ancestor node). According to (Sinha and
Mihalcea, 2007), JCN similarity tends to work best for nouns.

4.2 Methods compared
Our approach starts with an adjective-noun or noun-noun collocation given by a user, and
determines the corresponding sense to the input collocation using external resources related
to the input collocation. The output of our system is a supersense in WordNet associated with
the input collocation that can be used to help lexicographers in compiling collocation
dictionaries, or shown to English learners directly.
In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid model for associating collocations with supersenses,
in which we used a learning-based model, a paraphrase-based similarity comparison, and a
sense frequency ranking method. Therefore, we compare the results based on each method
and combination of the above methods for evaluating the system performance in more details.
We compare different methods to associating the collocation with supersense using the test
set described in Section 4.1. The methods evaluated for the comparison are listed as follows:
— FR: Sense frequency ranking method as we described in Section 3.2.5, using the
sense frequency information to determine the supersense of a collocation. This
method is also the baseline method in our experiment.
— LB: Learning-based method as we described in Section 3.2.3, using learning-based
method to determine the supersense of a collocation.
— LB+FR: Combinational method of learning-based method and sense frequency
ranking method, using FR as a back-off if LB cannot be applied.
— PB: Paraphrase-based method as we described in Section 3.2.4, using similarity and
dependency relations of a collocation to determine the sense of that collocation.
— PB+FR: Combinational method of paraphrase-based method and sense frequency
ranking method, using FR as a back-off if PB cannot be applied.
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— LB+PB: Combinational method of learning-based method and paraphrase-based
method, using PB as a back-off if LB cannot be applied.
— LB+PB+FR: Hybrid method of all methods we proposed. The running sequence is
LBPBFR that LB determines all the test set, then PB determines those LB
cannot solve, then FR determines those PB cannot solve.
— MV+BO: The most complete version of the system we proposed. First, we run the
test set using all three methods LB, PB and FR and use relative majority vote to
rank supersense results. The rest of collocations that cannot be determined run in the
following sequence LBPBFR.

5 Evaluation Result and Discussion
In this chapter, we report the evaluation results of our experiments using methodologies and
the settings we described in Chapter 4. We evaluated 8 different methods as described in
Section 4.2. We ran ten-fold validation on 6,660 random selected collocations. We report the
average performance of the 10 test results. For non-learning based method, we evaluated the
whole 6,660 collocations. Table 2 shows the performance for development dataset and test
dataset in 8 different methods based on precision, recall and F-measure.
Table 2. Performance for development dataset and test dataset in 8 different methods based
on precision, recall and F-measure
strategy

Development Set

Test Set

Prec.

Rec.

F-m.

Prec.

Rec.

F-m.

FR (baseline)
LB

.74
.80

.74
.61

.74
.69

LB+FR
PB
PB+FR
LB+PB
LB+PB+FR

.78
.79
.78
.80
.80
.81

.78
.57
.78
.72
.80
.81

.78
.66
.78
.76
.80
.81

.75
.80
.80
.76
.76
.80
.80

.75
.62
.80
.55
.76
.72
.80

.75
.70
.80
.63
.76
.75
.80

.81

.81

.81

MV+BO

For comparison, we used the baseline of sense frequency ranking method FR with 75%
precision, recall and F-measure. The learning-based method LB achieves the precision 80%
and recall 62% with 5% increases in precision. But the recall decreases since no sentences
containing the collocations are found in the corpus. Those collocations are not given a
supersense. If we add FR to the system as LB+FR, the precision, recall and F-measure
increases to 80%. The paraphrase-based method PB on development dataset has a 5%
increase on precision comparing with baseline, but on test dataset, the precision decreases to
76% with a low recall of 55%. The low recall is due to the fact that many collocations
paraphrases cannot be found. For this we also add FR to the system as a back-off and the
precision, recall and F-measure of PB+FR increases to 76%. The experimental result on
LB+PB shows that the precision maintains on 80%, and recall increases nearly 10%
comparing with LB and achieves the highest recall in all the methods without FR.
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The performance of LB+PB+FR reaches 80%, the same as LB+FR since the performance of
PB is not good as LB. We believe that using a relative majority vote to determine the
supersense would lead a better performance. MV+BO confirms our hypothesis and achieves
the best performance of precision, recall and F-measure 81%. The precision of majority vote
that has 3 votes is 95% with recall of 33% while the majority with 2 votes is precision 79%
and recall 34%. So with more than 2 votes, the precision reaches 87% with a recall of 67%
and F-measure of 76%.
Take a deeper look in the sense dominance problem we mentioned in Chapter 3.
Previous work suffered from that the collocations are often associated with dominant senses.
We show the performance of MV+BO when dealing with two different condition: (1) most
frequent sense collocations, (2) non-most frequent sense collocations. We could see that when
dealing with most frequent sense collocations, 93% of collocations can be correctly
associated with supersenses. When dealing with non-most frequent sense collocations, we are
still able to correctly associate 46% of collocations with supersenses. So we prove that the
sense dominance problem can be reduced by using our hybrid algorithm.

6 Conclusion
Many avenues exist for future research and improvement of our system. For example, in the
learning-based method, the recall could increase by using a larger corpus or the web data to
extract more sentences as collocations’ features. The cases where the sentences of the input
collocation are not found in a corpus could be reduced. Additionally, we could improve the
quality of collocation translations to improve the performance of the learning-based method.
In the paraphrase-based method, both precision and recall are not satisfactory, but we still
believe that the method has potential. By generating a new similar words list and dependency
relations list using a large corpus could produce better paraphrases for associating
collocations with supersenses and increasing the recall. Most of the 26 supersenses are
natural and reasonable. However, we still find that some supersenses are not very intuitive
and may cause problems in tagging. So finding more appropriate set of classes is worth
further study.
In summary, we have introduced a hybrid method to automatically associate collocations
with supersenses. Our goal is to help lexicographers in compilation of a collocation
dictionary and help learners to better grasp the usage of a collocation. Our method is
composed of a learning-based model, a paraphrase-based method, and a sense frequency
ranking method. In our evaluation, we have shown that the hybrid method is significantly
better compared with other methods described in this paper. And we also prove that our
model can partially reduce the sense dominance problem.
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Abstract
This study adopts a corpus-based computational linguistic approach to measure individual
differences (IDs) in visual word recognition. Word recognition has been a cardinal issue in
the field of psycholinguistics. Previous studies examined the IDs by resorting to test-based or
questionnaire-based measures. Those measures, however, confined the research within the
scope where they can evaluate. To extend the research to approximate to IDs in real life, the
present study undertakes the issue from the observations of experiment participants’ daily-life
lexical behaviors. Based on participants’ Facebook posts, two types of personal lexical
behaviors are computed, including the frequency index of personal word usage and personal
word frequency. It is investigated that to what extent each of them accounts for participants’
variances in Chinese word recognition. The data analyses are carried out by mixed-effects
models, which can precisely estimate by-subject differences. Results showed that the effects
of personal word frequency reached significance; participants responded themselves more
rapidly when encountering more frequently used words. People with lower frequency indices
of personal word usage had a lower accuracy rates than others, which was contrary to our
prediction. Comparison and discussion of the results also reveal methodology issues that can
provide noteworthy suggestions for future research on measuring personal lexical behaviors.
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Keywords: individual differences, lexical behaviors, word recognition, computational
linguistic approach, naturalistic data

1. Introduction
In the field of psycholinguistics, a major research interest is to investigate how people
recognize written words or access the corresponding word representations stored in their
mental lexicon. Psycholinguists usually undertake the investigation starting from isolated
words since less factors are involved, compared to words within sentences. Therefore,
research on the isolated word recognition is fundamental for understanding how lexical
access takes places. In general, the term ‘visual word recognition’ is used to simply address
the recognition of isolated written words.
Research of word recognition traditionally have concentrated on how characteristics of
words per se (e.g. word length, word frequency, or neighborhood size) affected the procedure
of recognition [1] [2] [3] [4] [5], taking the discrepancies between participants’ performance
as merely statistical deviation. Recently, however, there has been a growing interest in the
individual differences (IDs, henceforth) of experiment participants. Results of the ID studies
showed that the issue was noteworthy because personal experiences and knowledge of words
(e.g. print-exposure experience [6] [7], reading skills [8], or vocabulary knowledge [9] [10]
[11]) accounted for systematic variances between participants in word recognition. Even
when participants were homogeneous in their educational level, their IDs sufficiently resulted
in distinct performance in word recognition. Furthermore, [8] provided compelling evidence
that conflicting results of regularity effects 1 in the literature were attributable to lacking
control over participants’ IDs of reading skills.
To date, the studies of IDs, however, have focused on test-measured or self-rated ID
variables. In such approaches, the observed IDs were confined in the boundary of a test or
questionnaire design, and the uniqueness of each individual in real life was neglected. In an
attempt to examine the approximate real-life IDs, this research measures and analyzes IDs
based on each participant's own lexical behaviors. Lexical behaviors here refer to a person’s
word usage and preference in his/her daily life. Intuitively, language usage reveals one’s
vocabulary knowledge, such as the words the person knows and how to use those words
within context. Vocabulary knowledge was proved relating to word recognition [9] [10] [11];
hence, it is highly possible that IDs of lexical behaviors can explain the disparity of
participants’ performance in word recognition. The lexical behaviors mainly have two merits
over the measure of vocabulary tests. First, people’s lexical knowledge will be evaluated not
by a small set of vocabularies in a given test, but by the words used by themselves. In this
case, a variable’s value assigned to a given participant is personalized and not confined to the
scale or the total score of a test. The other merit resides in that the data of language usage can
provide a deeper insight into a person’s lexical knowledge, compared with a vocabulary test.
If a person is able to use or produce a given word naturally (and frequently), it suggests that
the word’s representation has been firmly established in his/her mental lexicon.
Besides, it is worth noting that the stance we take in measuring the ‘individuality’ is
naturalistic rather than natural, in that the lexical behaviors we describe are assumedly
anchored in the interaction as naturalistic situated interactions, rather than natural ones (like
using camera to collect data). A pitfall of the natural ones is that when observers and/or
cameras are present those interactions are not quite what they would be in our absence.
1

Regularity denotes that the extent to which the spelling-to-sound correspondence in words are invariant. The
effects of regularity are that a response is made slower to less ‘regular’ words (e.g. pint) than to ‘regular’
words (e.g. name).
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Therefore, the present study begins with a preliminary survey on the lexical behaviors of
participants’ naturalistic data on Facebook 2 Walls (Figure 1).

Figure 1. A snapshot of Facebook Wall
Our attention for lexical behaviors computed from participants’ Facebook data is
fastened upon the frequency index of personal word usage and the personal word frequency
calculated from participants’ language data. Whether the two variables are associated with
participant’s performance in a lexical decision task 3 will be explored respectively in two
experiments. More important, as a pioneer study on lexical behaviors and word recognition,
the other main objective of this research is to preliminarily explore its computational
methodology.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the procedure of our
data collection, including conducting a lexical decision experiment and extracting the
experiment participants’ language usage data from the Facebook. Section 3 demonstrates the
methods and results of two experiments, each of which computed a lexical behavior variable
and further examined the relationships between participants’ IDs of lexical behaviors and
lexical-decision responses. Section 4 concludes this study by giving a summary and
contributions of the current study. Section 5 provides potential research directions for future
work.

2. Data collection
2.1 Lexical decision task
2.1.1 Participants
Sixteen Chinese native speakers (10 females and 6 males; ages ranging from 21 to 29
years old) consented to participant in the task and were offered participant fees. For the
purpose of augmenting the possibility of finding individual differences (IDs) of personal
lexical behaviors, the participants were recruited from diverse backgrounds. They should be
right-handed, which was examined via a self-report handedness inventory [12].
2.1.2 Materials
Experiment materials included 456 Chinese words and 456 non-words. The word stimuli
2
3

http://www.facebook.com/
The lexical decision task is an extensively-used experiment of visual word recognition.
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were nouns selected from the Chinese Lexicon Profile (CLP) 4 , comprising 152
high-frequency, 152 mid-frequency, and 152 low-frequency words. In addition to word
frequency, the number of characters, the number of senses, and the neighborhood size of
words were collected from the CLP and will be treated as covariates at the stage of statistical
analysis because we intended to disentangle their impacts on the lexical-decision responses.
To equalize yes and no stimuli, 456 non-words were also subsumed into the stimuli.
These non-words were randomly generated by using characters of existing nouns in Chinese.
Take two-character non-words for example. The procedure of random generation is illustrated
in Figure 2. The first and second characters of existing nominal words were separately stored
into two vectors. Next, the first and second characters of a non-word were randomly selected
from the two vectors respectively and then combined altogether. If an automatically
generated non-word sounded like an existing word, it would be removed from the non-word
list.
The task is a within-subjects design; that is, a participant saw all of the 912 stimuli. The
non-words, high-, mid-, and low-frequency words were evenly divided into four blocks. The
order of four blocks was counterbalanced across 16 participants. Within a block, experimental
stimuli were administered in a random order.

Figure 2. The procedure for random generation of two-character
non-word stimuli in the visual lexical decision task
2.1.3 Procedure
Each participant was tested individually in a quiet room. The experiment was conducted
and presented on a laptop via E-prime 2.0 professional. Participants were instructed to judge
whether a visually presented stimulus was a meaningful word in Mandarin Chinese. They
were required to respond as quickly as possible but without expense of accuracy, and their
judgment were recorded as soon as they pressed the ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response button.
The procedure of a trial was initiated with a fixation sign (+) appearing in the center of
the monitor for 1000 ms. Next, a stimulus was presented. The presentation would be
terminated immediately when a participant responded. If no response was detected in 4000
ms, the given stimulus would be removed from the monitor. After termination of the stimulus
4

The Chinese Lexicon Profile (CLP) is a research project launched at LOPE lab at National Taiwan University.
The project purports to build up a large-scaled open lexical database platform for Chinese mono-syllabic to
tri-syllabic words used in Taiwan. With its incorporation of behavioral and normative data in the long term,
the CLP would allow researchers across various disciplines to explore different statistical models in search for
the determinant variables that influence lexical processing tasks, as well as the training and verification of
computational simulation studies. The number of Chinese words in CLP has been accumulated up to 204,922
so far.
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presentation, a feedback was provided on the monitor for 750 ms, along with the participant’s
accumulated accuracy rate in a block.
The entire experiment included four blocks and lasted approximately one hour. Prior to
the experiment, a practice session was given to familiarize participants with the experimental
procedure. The session contained 4 words and 4 non-words, none of which appeared in the
formal experiment.
2.2 Facebook data
The Facebook module in i-Corpus 5 was employed to gathering participants’ data of
language usage and preferences. The procedure is presented beneath. For the module was in
its rudimentary stage of development, it was still semi-autonomous; more specifically, the
initial steps in the procedure were manually accomplished.
[Step one]

Log in an APP to get a user's access token to Facebook

[Step two] Paste the access token in the i-Corpus program
[Step three] Type in a participant's Facebook ID
[Step four] Save the data on the participant’s Facebook Wall (JSON format)
[Step five] Extract each message in categories of post, photo, comment, and other
users' walls (One message was saved as a text.) In this study, the quantification of
participants’ lexical behaviors is based on only the category of posts given that other
categories of messages have context which is not shown in themselves.
[Step six] Pre-process the 'post' messages by the CKIP Chinese Word Segmentation
System 6. After the segmentation, we obtained the token number in each participant’ data
of language usage (see Table 1).
Table 1. The token numbers in participants’ Facebook posts
Subject

5

6

Chinese Token Number

Subject

Chinese Token Number

Subject01

12506 Subject09

7487

Subject02

2765 Subject10

7690

Subject03

2144 Subject11

4727

Subject04

3590 Subject12

4389

Subject05

8251 Subject13

5908

Subject06

3442 Subject14

18636

Subject07

4293 Subject15

985

Subject08

2960 Subject16

2260

i-Corpus is an on-going NSC-granted research project conducted at the LOPE lab, National Taiwan University.
This project envisions an effort to construct i-corpora so as to obtain and analyze a wide spectrum of
individual linguistic and extra-linguistic data. Considering the collected material is restricted by some
copyright issues, a set of iCorpus toolkits is proposed which performs the tasks of autonomous corpus data
collection and exploitation (by running an integrated software package) to extract, analyze huge volumes of
individual language usage data, and automatically provide an idiolect sketch with quantitative information for
the benefits of linguistic and above all, sociolinguistic studies.
http://ckipsvr.iis.sinica.edu.tw/
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Results of the automatic segmentation were not further checked and corrected by human
labor because the present study purports to explore and develop a methodology that is not
labor-consuming and rather feasible for future research to compute and control the IDs of
lexical behaviors. The segmented words from participants’ Facebook posts were prepared for
the computation of personal lexical behaviors proposed in the subsequent section.

3. Experiments on the individual differences of lexical behaviors
3.1 Experiment 1: The role of the frequency index of personal word usage in visual
word recognition
Word frequency in corpora was attested to have a high negative correlation with word
difficulty [13]. In this experiment, the Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus 7 frequency of a
word was analogously taken as the possibility that the word is generally acquired and used by
native speakers, thus being referred to for computing the frequency index of personal word
usage. A lower frequency index of word usage indicates that a person was apt to use
low-frequency words, which was preliminarily assumed to imply a person’s relatively
broader vocabulary knowledge. It was concerned that whether IDs of the frequency indices
across participants were capable of explaining their differences in response latencies and
accuracies.
3.1.1 Method
There were four steps to compute the frequency index per person, as shown in the
following.
[Step one] Produce a list per participant which contained all of the words he/she used
and the occurrence frequency of those words in his/her segmented Facebook data.
Examples are shown in the first and second columns of Table 2.
[Step two] Gather from the CLP the corresponding word frequency in Sinica Corpus of
each word on the list, as exemplified in the third column of Table 2. Note that a few
words were assigned a missing value “NA” in the column since they did not appear in
the Sinica Corpus. Those words, which possessed no Sinica frequencies, would be
excluded from the calculation of participants’ frequency indices. Given that some of
them were a string that was erroneously grouped as a word by the automatic
segmentation program (e.g. zai4 wuo3 nao3 (⛐ㆹ儎) ‘in my brain’), the exclusion
enabled this experiment to filter out the data noise procured by automatic segmentation,
thus diminishing the impact of segmentation errors on the calculation of individual
lexical behaviors.
[Step three] Compute the frequency index of personal word usage

of the participant

was the participant’s personal frequency of the ith word, and was
j by (1), where
the word’s frequency in the Sinica Corpus. In this equation, can be interpreted as the
mean Sinica frequency of words used by the participant j on the Facebook. The lower
the index was, the more rarely-seen words used by the participant were, which
assumedly meant the person had broader word knowledge.

7

http://db1x.sinica.edu.tw/kiwi/mkiwi/
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(1)

index of each participant was put along with his/her response
[Step four] The
latencies and accuracies in the lexical decision task for analysis.
The steps of computation introduced above applied to the complete word list of each
participant (called as “the Intact word list” hereafter). In addition to the list, this experiment
also made the other word list for each participant to calculate another index. This word list
(called as “the NV word list” hereafter) comprised only multi-character words tagged as
nouns and verbs by CKIP Segmentation System and was preliminarily considered to be less
affected by segmentation errors, compared with the Intact list.
Table 2. An example of a portion of one participant’s word list
Word
Personal word Sinica word
frequency
frequency
⯙ġ
忁㧋ġ
⬴ℐġ
㟼勞ġ
⿐ġ
⛐ㆹ儎ġ

12ġ
4ġ
2ġ
1ġ
1ġ
1ġ

48749ġ
7582ġ
3280ġ
NAġ
NAġ
NAġ

3.1.2 Results and Discussion
The data analyses were conducted by mixed-effects models in the lme4 package of R 8
since the models can precisely estimate by-subject differences. In both the latency and
accuracy analyses, experiment stimuli and participants were treated as random factors in the
models. Procedure variables (i.e. block number and trial number) as well as word variables
including types of word frequency, sense number, character number, and neighborhood size
were taken as covariates. The inclusion of covariates was intended to disentangle their
independent influences on the reaction latencies and accuracies. Provided that any covariate
did not reach significance, it would be dropped out of the analysis; afterwards, the other
variables would refit the models.
Ahead of the analysis of response latencies, incorrect responses (2.57%) were discarded
at first. Two frequency indices of personal word usage respectively fitted mixed-effects
models together with the above-mentioned random factors and covariates. Besides, note that
the response latencies put into statistical analyses were log-transformed so as to reduce
skewed distribution of reaction time. Inspection of the residuals of the models found notable
non-normality, as shown in the upper right panel of Figure 3 9. To improve the goodness of fit,
we removed outliers with standardized residuals outside the interval (-2.5, 2.5) [14, 15],
which were 2.54% of the correct-response data set in models of the Intact list and the NV list.
After the removal, the models were refitted; the residuals of the refitted models are displayed
in the lower right panel in the figure. As can be seen, the non-normality of the residuals was
8
9

http://www.r-project.org/
Figure 3 displays the residuals of the model fitted by the values computed from the Intact word list. The plot
of residuals in the NV list model is not demonstrated because it was the same as Figure 3.
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attenuated. In the final models, statistical results showed that the frequency indices from the
Intact list (p = .3638) and NV list (p = .4926) both did not significantly vary with
participants’ response.

Figure 3. Residual diagnostics for the models of the Intact list before (upper
panels) and after (lower panels) removal of outliers
Concerning the analysis of response accuracies, responses to all of the word stimuli in
the task were taken into the analysis. Correct responses were coded as ones, and incorrect
response as zeros. Seeing that the accuracy values were binomial, the analysis was carried out
by the logistic mixed-effect models. Results suggested that the index computed from
participants’ NV lists was found to affect response accuracies (p < .001). Its effect on the
accuracy, however, was opposite to our preliminary prediction that lower indices should
suggest a person had broader lexical knowledge, thus relating to higher accuracy rates.
Experimental results revealed that people with lower indices responded less accurately than
those with higher indices. The counter-prediction may be ascribed to our methodology of
computing the frequency index in two aspects.
The first aspect resides in that the personal indices were calculated by referring to an
external lexical resource (i.e. the Academia Sinica Balance Corpus), where word frequency
counts mainly came from written data rather than spoken data. When observing the
calculation, we found that low-frequency words in the Sinica corpus encompassed not only
rarely-used words but also words that were commonly used in daily-life conversation. Under
the circumstances, a participant might receive a low frequency index from our computation
because he/she utilized a number of ‘low-frequency’ words that are ubiquitous in spoken data,
which are certainly not associated with broad lexical knowledge. This problem would
become apparent when the frequency index was computed from the NV list of personal word
usage. Unlike the NV list, the Intact list contained function words in addition to nouns and
verbs. Function words, such as pronouns or conjunctions, are words that express grammatical
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relations between sentences and other words, so their occurrence in both written and spoken
data must be high. With the involvement of function words, the Intact list could relieve the
computation problem which was yielded by the huge discrepancy of word frequencies
between written and spoken data. This is the possible reason why our results depending on
the NV list showed that people with lower frequency indices had lower response accuracies
but the results relying on the Intact list did not.
The second aspect is that participants posted messages on their own Facebook Wall for
diverse main purposes. Facebook is a social network designed for users to convey themselves
and communicate with friends. Users can freely post any kind of messages they would like to
share on their own Facebook Walls. Some users favored confiding their feelings at one
moment; some preferred sharing anecdotes they experienced on a day; others often made
serious comments on news and social events to evoke friends’ or even the public’s awareness.
A skim over the Facebook data we collected could detect that the phenomena happened to
users participating in this study. Accordingly, modes of the collected personal language data
varied over a continuum illustrated in Figure 4. For instance, participants who were used to
casually express their feelings in the data would be closer to the “informal” and “spoken” end
of the continuum. A concern is raised about those who tended to take the Facebook Wall as
the space to share informal messages. Even if a person has broad vocabulary knowledge and
would use rarely-seen words when writing formal messages or articles, the possibility that
he/she uses those words in the informal/spoken mode might decrease. Furthermore, due to the
inconsistent modes across participants’ Facebook data, the seriousness of the problem caused
by the Sinica Corpus word frequency might vary from person to person. As mentioned above,
various commonly-used spoken or informal words were shown as low-frequency words in the
Sinica corpus. Those spoken vocabularies were the sources from which our computed
frequency indices were distorted. Consequently, if one’s Facebook posts were generally close
to the informal end of the mode continuum, his/her index would be largely affected by the
problem originated from the Sinica word frequency.

Figure 4. Continuum of modes in Facebook posts
According to the two forgoing aspects, our counter-hypothesis findings were
predominately accredited to the Sinica word frequencies. Thereupon, it is suggested that the
computation of frequency indices in future research should take a spoken corpus as the
reference of general word frequencies. With respect to the concern that people with broad
lexical knowledge may use informal register and extensively-used vocabularies on the
Facebook, it is a reflection we had when looking at the Facebook data. The extent to which it
impacted on the index computation was unsure. A future research may probe into the extent
by comparing the frequency indices calculated from people’s Facebook posts with those form
their compositions in an academic exam. The compositions in an exam would be scored. In
that case, people must write in the formal mode to show their competence as they can as
possible. Via a comparison with this formal data of language usage, the influence of the
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informal Facebook posts on the frequency index can be known.

3.2 Experiment 2: The role of personal word frequency in visual word recognition
This experiment investigates whether a subject’s personal word frequency of a certain
LDT 10 stimulus would influence his/her corresponding reaction latency. It was preliminarily
hypothesized that if he/she used a word more frequently than other words, the response to the
word would be more rapid. Besides, as shown in Table 1, each participant’s data differ in
length; to render frequency counts across the data sets comparable, two kinds of
normalization were conducted. A comparison on the effectiveness of the normalization
methods is also provided in the discussion on experiment results.
3.2.1 Method
The personal word frequency referred to the relative degrees to which a given LDT
occurred in one’s Facebook posts. Steps for its calculation are as follows:
[Step one] All of 16 participants’ Facebook data were joined altogether into a file at first.
If an LDT word stimulus appeared at least once in the file, it was chosen to be examined
in this experiment. In total, there were 218 LDT stimuli conforming to the criterion, thus
taken as the stimuli in this experiment.
[Step two] Personal word frequencies of the 218 stimuli were automatically counted.
[Step three] Two distinct methods were utilized to normalize the frequency counts. The
first method was to divide the each subject’s word frequencies by his/her own summed
was the participant j’s frequency count of
token numbers (see (2)). In the equation,
the ith word; the i was limited between 1 to 218 since only 218 words were selected as
stimuli in this experiment. However, note that the i in the denominator was not limited
within the range, but by n instead. The n was the number of word types in a participant’s
Facebook data. In other words, the denominator added up word frequencies of all word
types, thus representing the participant’s total token number. Consequently, the output of
, was the participant j’s frequency ratio of the ith stimulus.
the equation,
(2)
A potential problem of (2) was that the normalized figures were affected by each
participant’s token number. The token number was calculated according to the results of
automatic segmentation, so it certainly would be contaminated by segmentation errors.
Therefore, the other approach (i.e. the z-score approach) was also adopted. Like the
in (3) was the participant j’s frequency count of the ith word.
previous equation,
was the standard
was the mean of the participant’s 218 word frequency counts, and
deviation of those frequency counts.
(3)

10

LDT refers to the lexical decision task in this paper.
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[Step four] The two types of personal word frequency were respectively put along with
his/her response latencies in the lexical decision task for analysis. 11
3.2.2 Results and Discussion
Response errors in the lexical decision task (approximately 0.06% of the data set) were
first screened. Two types of normalized personal word frequencies (i.e. ratio and z-score)
were analyzed by mixed-effects models. Like the analysis in Experiment 1, in both models,
two random factors and six covariates were also included. Random factors encompassed
experiment stimuli and participants. Covariates were procedure variables (i.e. block number
and trial number) and word variables (i.e. types of word frequency, sense number, character
number, and neighborhood size). The covariates were subsumed in order to avoid
mis-attributing the variances caused by procedure and word variables to the effect of personal
word frequency. If there was any covariate not reaching significance, which meant it
statistically did not affect the lexical-decision responses, it would be removed from the
analysis and the other variables refitted the mixed models.
The residuals of the two models, however, showed marked non-normality, especially at
the end of long response latencies (see the upper right panel in Figure 5) 12. To attenuate the
unfitness, outliers with standardized residuals outside the interval (-2.5, 2.5) were removed.
The removed data in both the ratio and z-score models were 2.48% of the data set. After
trimming the outliers, we refitted the models. The residuals in the trimmed models were close
to normality, as shown in the lower right panel of Figure 5.
Statistical results showed that personal word frequency significantly accounted for
response latencies in both the analyses of frequency ratio (p < .001) and z-score (p < .05).
The estimates of them were negative, which are visualized in Figure 6. According to the
figures, the negative estimates indicated that participants responded faster to stimuli with
higher personal word frequencies. The experimental results revealed that IDs of frequencies
of stimuli could explain individual variances between participants in lexical decision.
Words that frequency occurred in one’s Facebook data revealed the things or issues
he/she paid closer attention, the words he/she got accustomed to use but was unaware of, or
his/her daily-life surroundings. Therefore, the effect of personal word frequencies in this
experiment was considered to result from people’s conscious or subconscious familiarity with
words or concepts. The familiarity with word form and meaning facilitated the access to
corresponding underlying lexical representations in the participants’ mental lexicon.
Another discussion brought up in this experiment is a methodological issue of
computing personal lexical behaviors. Among two types of normalization of personal word
frequency counts, the ratio method was assumed to be possibly problematic since
segmentation errors were involved, and the z-score method was hypothesized to be a better
one. Nevertheless, the analyses of word frequency ratio and z-score both reached significance.
This indicated that normalizing frequency counts by the token number in each personal
corpus is feasible even though there are segmentation errors and noise among the tokens.
Evidence can be found when we compare each participant’s total token number, which
includes segmentation errors, with his token number summed from the 218 stimuli in
Experiment 2, which includes no errors. The two categories of token numbers are highly
correlated (r = .95). The correlation suggests that although segmentation errors make the total
token numbers of Facebook data imprecise and inaccurate, the numbers still generally reflect
11

12

Unlike Experiment 1, the response accuracies were not analyzed in this experiment. It was because the
accuracy of the 218 stimuli here was extremely high (99.4%).
Figure 5 is the residuals of the model fitted by the personal word frequency ratios. The residuals of the
z-score model are the same as those of the ratio model, so its residual plot is not given here.
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the comparative differences between participants’ genuine token numbers.

Figure 5. Residual diagnostics for the model of personal word frequency
ratios before (upper panels) and after (lower panels) removal of outliers

Figure 6. Partial effects of personal word frequency (ratio and
z-score) in the analysis of Experiment 2

4. Conclusion
By integrating the approach of computational linguistics into a psycholinguistic
experiment, the current study sheds a new light on methods of capturing the nature of IDs in
word recognition. The interdisciplinary effort testified that the quantified personal lexical
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behaviors were associated with word recognition, thus uncovering a territory to be explored.
One promising prospect of this study is that as the methodology of measuring lexical
behaviors grows mature in the future, the readily available data of language usage, like
Facebook posts, can function as convenient and valid resources for researchers to control the
participant factors.
Furthermore, through the comparison of experimental results, the present study made a
preliminary exploration on the methodology of measuring lexical behaviors and suggests the
relatively appropriate methods. The counter-prediction finding in the frequency index
experiment was possibly attributed to that the Sinica Corpus mainly consists of written data;
therefore, it is suggested that similar experiments in future research resort to the frequency
counts in a spoken corpus. Additionally, according to our examination, a person’s total token
number is feasible for normalizing his/her frequency counts even though word segmentation
errors were contained within the tokens. Finally, when naturalistic data like the Facebook
posts are utilized for the measurement, it is recommend basing the computation on personal
preference or pattern of lexical usage (e.g. Experiment 2), instead of on every single word in
one’s language usage data (Experiment 1).

5. Future Work
The present study examines word recognition by only concentrating on the lexical
decision task. To obtain a clearer picture of the IDs in recognition, the future work can collect
converging evidence from other types of extensively-used tasks, such as the naming task
[16, 17]. Besides, this preliminary research recruited 16 participants. It is expected that when
the number of participants increases in future research, it might give us other or deeper
insight into the issue of individual differences (IDs). Moreover, in the Chinese Lexicon
Profile (CLP) corpus mentioned in Section 2.1.2, there provides a great number of
characteristics of words per se. Researchers may try to compute and explore individual
lexical behaviors from the available characteristics, aside from the word frequency which is
utilized in this study. In the respect of personal language usage data, we are constructing
i-Corpus, which will comprise individualized corpora. A corpus per person will include
various types of his/her language usage data, which can be looked into in the future so as to
uncover multiple facets of personal language usage.
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㐀天
役⸜Ἦ栆䤆䴻䵚嶗冰崟炻℞忳䓐⛐婆妨㧉✳柀➇㚱ᶵ拗䘬ㆸ㓰炻⤪⇵棳⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆
妨㧉✳ˤᶵ⎴㕤⁛䴙 N 忋婆妨㧉✳炻⇵棳⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳㗗⮯娆⸷↿㗈⮬军忋
临䨢攻ἮỘ㷔ᶳᶨᾳ娆↢䎦䘬㨇䌯炻ẍ妋㰢屯㕁䦨䔷䘬⓷柴ˤ㬌⢾炻㚜㚱⬠侭ἧ䓐怆徜
⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗Ἦ⺢㥳婆妨㧉✳炻㛇㛃啱䓙怆徜䘬㕡⺷⮯㬟⎚屯妲⃚⬀崟Ἦ炻忚侴䌚⼿攟
嶅暊䘬屯妲ˤ
㛔婾㔯㟡㒂怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗䘬➢䢶炻ἧ䓐斄倗屯妲Ἦ㋽㋱攟嶅暊屯妲烊⎎⢾炻ḇ
㍊妶Ḯ㟡㒂婆⎍䘬䈡⿏Ἦ≽ン⛘婧㔜婆妨㧉✳ˤ⮎槿䳸㝄栗䣢炻ἧ䓐柵⢾屯妲㕤怆徜⺷
栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳⮵㕤⣏娆⼁忋临婆枛彐嬀䘬㓰傥㚱䚠䔞䦳⹎䘬㍸㖯ˤ
斄挝娆烉婆枛彐嬀ˣ婆妨㧉✳ˣ怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗

ᶨˣ䵺婾
婆枛㗗Ṣ冯Ṣ㹅忂䘬➢㛔⨺ṳ炻⤪㝄䃉㱽德忶婆枛Ἦ⮵娙炻ὧ䃉㱽㬋䡢堐忼⼤㬌䘬゛
㱽ˤ⛐⮵娙ᷕ炻ṢᾹ啱䓙婆婧娆⎍炻Ḯ妋⮵㕡䘬ね䵺冯゛㱽䫱媠⣂䳘䭨炻侴倥ㅪ⮵㕡
゛堐忼䘬屯妲烊忁ṃṢ㑩㚱䘬⣑岎炻㗗䚖⇵屯妲䥹㈨䃉㱽忼⇘侴暨䞼䨞䘬烊⚈㬌炻
冒≽婆枛彐嬀䘬䞼䨞ḇ嬲⼿㚜≈慵天ˤ⛐冒≽婆枛彐嬀䘬忶䦳ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ暨⃰德忶䈡⽝㒟
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⍾(Feature Extraction)Ἦ嗽䎮婆枛妲嘇炻⼿⇘⎗ẍẋ堐㬌㭝婆枛妲嘇䘬䈡⽝⍫㔠烊㍍叿炻
⮯㒟⍾䘬䈡⽝⍫㔠廱㎃ㆸ婆枛䈡⽝⎹慷炻ẍ⇑婆枛彐嬀䲣䴙ἧ䓐ㆾ↮㜸ˤ⎎ᶨ悐↮炻
⇯ἧ䓐婆枛婆㕁㔯⫿婆㕁↮⇍⺢㥳↢倚⬠㧉✳(Acoustic Model)婆妨㧉✳(Language
Model)炻䓐ẍ堐䣢婆枛冯㔯⫿ᷳ攻䘬⮵ㅱ斄Ὢẍ⍲ẋ堐婆妨ᷕ⎬䧖娆⼁䘬↢䎦ね⼊ˤℵ
㟡㒂倚⬠㧉✳ˣ婆妨㧉✳ˣ娆℠䈡⽝⎹慷㍸ὃ䘬屯妲ẍ忚埴婆妨妋䡤(Linguistic
Decoding)炻䌚⼿㚨⼴彐嬀䳸㝄ˤ䁢Ḯ忼⇘暣儎傥䎮妋Ṣ栆䘬婆枛䘬䚖㧁炻㛔婾㔯䞼䨞
婆枛彐嬀ᷕ䘬婆妨㧉✳炻ⶴ㛃啱䓙婆妨㧉✳傥㋽㋱婆妨䘬夷⼳⿏ˤN 忋婆妨㧉✳㗗庫ⷠ
夳䘬婆妨㧉✳ᷳᶨ炻⬫㖻㕤䓊䓇ᶼ⭡㖻ἧ䓐䘬䈡⿏⺽䘤姙⣂⬠侭䞼䨞冯ἧ䓐ˤỮ㬌婆妨
㧉✳㚱屯㕁䦨䔷冯仢᷷攟嶅暊屯妲䫱⓷柴炻⚈㬌㚱ᶵ⎴栆✳䘬婆妨㧉✳塓䘤⯽↢᷎㛇㛃
妋㰢忁ṃ⓷柴炻⇵棳⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳(Neural Network Language Models, NNLM)
⇯㗗℞ᷕᷳᶨˤ⬫⮯㬟⎚娆⸷↿䘬屯妲㈽⼙⇘忋临䨢攻炻ῇẍ妋㰢屯㕁䦨䔷䘬⓷柴炻Ữ
⮵㕤攟嶅暊屯妲䘬⍾⼿ṵᶵ䚉䎮゛ˤ⚈㬌炻䁢Ḯ䌚⼿攟嶅暊䘬屯妲炻㚱媪怆徜⺷栆䤆
䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳(Recurrent Neural Network Language Models, RNNLM)塓㍸↢ˤ1994 ⸜
㚱䞼䨞[1]㊯↢炻怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗庫暋⍾⼿㚜攟嶅暊䘬屯妲炻℞䎮䓙㗗䔞⎍⫸崲攟㗪炻
崲怈嶅暊䘬屯妲德忶㨇䌯䚠Ḁ⼿⇘䘬ῤ㚫嵐役㕤暞ˤ㛔婾㔯⺞临⃰⇵⮵㕤怆徜⺷栆䤆
䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ᷳ䞼䨞炻▿娎ἧ䓐柵⢾䘬屯妲Ἦ⡆忚怆㧉✳䘬枸㷔傥≃炻㛇㛃⛐⣏娆⼁
忋临婆枛彐嬀ᷕ㚱䚠䔞䦳⹎䘬㓡┬ˤ!
㛔婾㔯䘬⬱㌺⤪ᶳ烉䫔Ḵ䪈䯉ṳ栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳烊䫔ᶱ䪈ṳ䳡怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚
嶗婆妨㧉✳㕤冒≽婆枛彐嬀ᷳἧ䓐炻᷎ᶼ婒㖶怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳䚠斄䎮婾⍲㝞
㥳烊䫔⚃䪈㍊䳊怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ᷳ㓡忚烊䫔Ḽ䪈ṳ䳡⮎槿婆㕁ˣ⮎槿姕⭂ẍ
⍲⮎槿䳸㝄↮㜸烊䫔ℕ䭨⇯㗗䳸婾⍲㛒Ἦ⯽㛃ˤ!

Ḵˣ栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳㕤冒≽婆枛彐嬀ᷳἧ䓐
(ᶨ)ˣ 栆䤆䴻䵚嶗䯉ṳ
栆䤆䴻䵚嶗(Neural Networks)崟㸸㕤Ṣⶍ㘢ㄏ(Artificial Intelligence)炻⍰⎗䧙䁢Ṣⶍ栆䤆
䴻䵚嶗(Artificial Neural Networks, ANN)ˤ冒 1940 ⸜攳⥳䥹⬠⭞攳⥳㧉ầ䤆䴻⃫(Neuron)
䘬忳ἄ㧉⺷炻娵䁢⤪㝄ℑᾳ䤆䴻⃫⎴㗪塓妠䘤炻⇯⬫Ᾱᷳ攻䘬忋䳸⯙㚫䌚⼿⡆⻟ˤ䚜⇘
役⸜Ἦ炻栆䤆䴻䵚嶗䳸⎰Ḯ⎬枭柀➇炻⤪屯妲ˣ慹圵䓂军⽫䎮⬠䫱悥㚱ᶵ拗䘬ㆸ㓰炻℞
ᷕ烊⁷㗗デ䞍☐㺼䬿㱽(Perceptron)㗗䫔ᶨᾳ⮎嶸↢栆䤆䴻䵚嶗䘬∝冱ˤ!
!
䚖⇵栆䤆䴻䵚嶗ᷣ天塓䓐㕤↮栆⍲枸㷔ᶲ炻⛐⼙⁷嗽䎮㕡朊炻⤪⚾㟰䘬彐嬀ㆾ暄妲
䘬嗽䎮䫱炻侴⛐婆枛嗽䎮ᷕ⇯㚱婆妨㧉✳ˣ婆枛⎰ㆸ冯⻟⿏婆枛彐嬀䫱烊⎎⢾⇯㗗㯋
尉枸㷔ˣ暣儎庼≑㔁⬠ˣㇳ⮓彐嬀ẍ⍲崭⣏䧵橼暣嶗䘬ㅱ䓐ˤ㛔婾㔯⇯㗗㍊妶婆枛彐嬀
墉䘬婆妨㧉✳悐ấ烊ẍᶳṳ䳡䚖⇵䘤⯽↢Ἦ⎬䧖ⷠ夳䘬栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ˤ!

(Ḵ)ˣ 栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳
⮯栆䤆䴻䵚嶗冯婆妨㧉✳䳸⎰⇯⎗堐䣢ㆸ⚾ᶨ炻䧙䁢⇵棳⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳[2]ˤ
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℞ᷣ天㝞㥳⊭㊔廠ℍⰌ(Input Layer)ˣ晙啷Ⰼ(Hidden Layer)廠↢Ⰼ(Output Layer)烊㚱
㗪㚫柵⢾≈ℍᶨⰌ㈽⼙Ⰼ(Projection Layer)炻䓐Ἦ⮯㬟⎚娆⸷↿䘬屯妲㈽⼙军㬌忋临䨢
攻炻᷎旵Ỷ廠ℍⰌ䘬䵕⹎ˤ
ᶵ⎴㕤N忋婆妨㧉✳㚫㚱屯㕁䦨䔷䘬⓷柴炻㈽⼙Ⰼ⎗ẍ㍍⍿㚱⎗傥䘬娆⸷↿䳬
⎰烊᷎ᶼ炻娆⸷↿ᷕ䘬㭷ᾳ娆傥⎬冒届䌣↢㪲慵ῤἮỘ㷔ᶳᶨᾳ娆↢䎦䘬⎗傥⿏ˤⰌ嶇
Ⰼᷳ攻䘬䤆䴻⃫月叿䨩妠(Synapse)Ἦ⁛怆妲〗ˤ⎬Ⰼ⎗ẍ⎹慷堐䣢炻Ⰼᷳ攻䘬䨩妠⇯ẍ
䞑昋堐䣢ˤ㍍ᶳἮ⃰ṳ䳡⎬Ⰼẋ堐䘬シ佑烉!

⚾ᶨˣ栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳㝞㥳


廠ℍⰌ冯晙啷Ⰼ!

廠ℍⰌ䁢㫚枸㷔娆䘬㬟⎚屯妲炻℞ᷕ㬟⎚屯妲ẍ h 堐䣢ˤ㭷ᾳ娆ἧ䓐 one-of-N 㕡⺷忚
埴䶐䡤炻ἳ⤪娆 wi 䁢娆℠ᷕ䘬䫔 l ᾳ娆炻⛐攟⹎䁢 N 䘬⎹慷ᷕ炻娆 wi ⎒㚱䫔 l 䵕㗗 1
℞检䁢 0ˤ廠ℍⰌˣ晙啷Ⰼ⍲廠↢Ⰼᷕ⊭⏓Ḯ姙⣂䭨溆炻廠ℍⰌᷕ䘬䭨溆ẍ嬲㔠 i 堐䣢炻
晙啷Ⰼ䘬䭨溆ẍ嬲㔠 j 堐䣢炻廠↢Ⰼ䘬䭨溆⇯ẍ嬲㔠 k 堐䣢ˤ⎬Ⰼ䘬䭨溆䳸⎰⼴⎗⼊ㆸ
ᶨᾳ⎹慷炻⺷(1)䁢⎬䭨溆⛐⎹慷ᷕ䘬堐䣢㕡⺷ˤxi(t)堐䣢廠ℍⰌᷕ㕤 t 㗪攻溆䫔 i ᾳ䭨
溆炻℞ᷕ i 䁢 1 ⇘ N ᷳ攻堐䣢廠ℍⰌ⣏⮷炻N 䁢娆⼁䘬㔠慷ˤ
⎧⎪1 if i ∈ ჹᔈޑຒ
x i (t ) = ⎨
⎪⎩0 ځд

(1)

ẍ⚾ᶨ䁢ἳ炻h ẋ堐Ḯ⇵ᶱᾳ娆(t=3)䘬㬟⎚屯妲炻䳸⎰Ḯᶱᾳ㬟⎚娆⎹慷炻ㆸ䁢⎎ᶨᾳ
攟⹎䁢 3N 䘬廠ℍⰌ⎹慷 x炻⎗夾䁢ᶨᾳ⚃忋䘬栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ˤ⛐⁛䴙⇵棳⺷栆
䤆䴻䵚嶗墉炻⎹慷 x ⇯㚫德忶㪲慵 V Ἦ⁛怆炻侴㪲慵 V 㚫ẍ䞑昋䘬㕡⺷Ἦ堐䣢炻㪲慵 V
ᷕ⊭⏓Ḯ姙⣂廠ℍⰌ䭨溆晙啷Ⰼ䭨溆攻䘬捰䳸㪲慵ῤˤ⺷(2)䁢廠ℍⰌ⎬䭨溆⁛怆军
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晙啷Ⰼᷕ䘬䭨溆 jˤvji 㗗䫔 j ᾳ晙啷Ⰼ䭨溆⮵䫔 i ᾳ廠ℍⰌ䭨溆䘬捰䳸㪲慵ῤ炻θj 䁢䫔 j
ᾳ晙啷Ⰼ䭨溆䘬ῷ㪲ῤ炻netj(t)䁢䫔 j ᾳ晙啷Ⰼ䭨溆㶐廠ℍῤ炻yj(t)⇯䁢䫔 j ᾳ晙啷Ⰼ䭨
溆ˤ

net j (t ) = ∑ v ji xi (t ) + θ j
i

(2)

y j (t ) = f (net j )
℞ᷕ炻 f(netj)䁢䵚嶗䘬㳣⊾↥㔠(Activation Function)ˤ䁢Ḯᾅ嫱廠↢ῤ傥ṳ㕤 0 ⇘ 1 ᷳ
攻炻㛔婾㔯ᷕἧ䓐䘬㗗暁㚚↥㔠(Sigmoid Function)炻⤪⺷(3)堐䣢烉

f ( x) =


1
1 + e−x

(3)

晙啷Ⰼ冯廠↢Ⰼ!

⤪⎴廠ℍⰌ冯晙啷Ⰼ炻晙啷Ⰼ䘬⎬ᾳ䭨溆㚫德忶㪲慵 W ⁛怆䴎廠↢Ⰼ炻⎗ẍ德忶⺷(4)
Ἦ堐䣢烉

net k (t ) = ∑ wkj y j (t ) + θ k
j

(4)

y k (t ) = g (net k )
℞ᷕ炻wkj 㗗䫔 k ᾳ晙啷Ⰼ䭨溆⮵䫔 j ᾳ廠ℍⰌ䭨溆䘬捰䳸㪲慵ῤ炻θk 䁢䫔 k ᾳ晙啷Ⰼ䭨
溆䘬ῷ㪲ῤ炻netk(t)䁢䫔 k ᾳ晙啷Ⰼ䭨溆㶐廠ℍῤ炻yk(t)䁢䫔 k ᾳ廠↢Ⰼ䭨溆ˤ䁢Ḯἧ廠
↢Ⰼ⎬䭨溆䘬ῤ䷥䁢 1炻㚨⼴䘬 g(netk)䁢庇⊾㚨⣏ῤ㳣⊾↥㔠(Softmax Activation
Function)炻ḇ㗗廱䦣↥㔠(Transfer Function)䘬ᶨ䧖ˤ⤪⺷(5)Ἦ堐䣢烉
g (netk ) =

e netk
∑k enetk

(5)

㚨⼴廠↢Ⰼ䘬䳸㝄⎗夾䁢ᶨᾳ N 䵕䘬⎹慷炻℞䫔 l 䵕䘬シ佑㗗⛐㬟⎚娆⸷↿ h 䘤䓇䘬ね
㱩ᶳ炻䚖⇵枸㷔䘬娆 wi 䘤䓇䘬㨇䌯炻℞㔠⬠堐䣢⺷䁢 P( wi = l | h) ˤ

ᶱˣ怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳
㚱⇍㕤⁛䴙栆䤆䴻䵚嶗炻怆徜⺷䘬栆䤆䴻䵚嶗㚜傥ⷞἮ庫⤥䘬妻䶜傥≃炻ᶨ凔ⷠ夳䘬㗗
㕤 1990 ⸜䓙 Elman 䘤⯽䘬刦䇦㚤䵚嶗(Elman Networks)[3]ˤ℞㤪⾝㗗⮯晙啷Ⰼ䘬廠
↢䔞ἄᶳᶨ㫉㗪攻溆晙啷Ⰼ䘬廠ℍ炻侴㟡㒂ᶵ⎴䘬暨㯪ḇ㚱姙⣂ᶵ⎴䘬䵚嶗⼊ㆸ炻⤪╔
ᷡ䵚嶗(Jordan Networks)[4]㗗⮯廠↢Ⰼ䘬廠↢ℵ⁛怆䴎ᶳᶨ㗪攻溆䘬晙啷Ⰼˣ暁⎹怆徜
⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗(Bi-directional RNN)[5]⇑䓐㬟⎚屯妲㛒Ἦ屯妲Ἦ 枸㷔炻ἧ䓐䘬㗗ℑᾳ
怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗Ἦ 䳸⎰⍲昶Ⰼ怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗(Hierarchical RNN)䫱ˤ㛔婾㔯⇯㗗
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ẍ刦䇦㚤䵚嶗Ἦ忚埴㍊妶ˤ!
怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳⁛䴙栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ᷣ天䘬ⶖ⇍昌Ḯ⮹Ḯ㈽⼙
Ⰼˣ⡆≈Ḯ⇵ᶨ㗪攻溆䘬晙啷Ⰼ⢾炻⎎ᶨᾳⶖ⇍⯙㗗廠ℍⰌ悐↮ˤ⛐妻䶜忶䦳㗪炻廠ℍ
Ⰼ㗗ᶨ㫉ẍᶨᾳ娆Ἦ堐䣢᷎妻䶜炻㭷ᶨᾳ娆䘬堐䣢㕡㱽⇯冯⁛䴙⇵棳⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨
㧉✳䚠⎴ˤ℞䵚嶗䘬䳸㥳㗗㈲廠ℍⰌ≈⣏炻⮯ᶲᶨ㗪攻溆䘬晙啷Ⰼ枸⃚⃰⬀崟Ἦ炻劍ẍ
㗪攻㕡⺷Ἦ昶Ⰼ⯽攳䘬娙炻⮯㚫㚜㶭㤂䚳↢℞怆徜䘬㤪⾝炻⤪⚾Ḵ䣢ˤ䓙㕤怆徜⺷栆
䤆䴻䵚嶗℟㚱㗪⸷嗽䎮(Temporal Processing)䘬傥≃炻侴ᶨ凔Ἦ姽Ộ㬌栆✳䘬䵚嶗ⷠ㚫㲐
シ⬫Ᾱ䘬䨑⭂⿏(Stability)ˣ⎗㍏⿏(Controllability)⍲⎗奨⮇⿏(Observability)ˤ䨑⭂⿏㲐
慵䘬㗗晐叿㗪攻㓡嬲炻䵚嶗廠↢䳸㝄暨㗗⍿Ὗ旸䘬ᶼ廠↢⼴䘬婧㔜慷ᶵ⎗忶㕤∯䁰炻ἳ
⤪䵚嶗ᷕ廠↢䘬悐ấㆾ㪲慵ˤ⎗㍏⿏⛐シ䘬㗗ˬ㗗⏎傥⣈㍏⇞䘬≽ン埴䁢˭
炻⤪㝄⛐㚱
旸䘬㬍樇ᷕ炻ᶨᾳ⇅⥳䉨ン㗗⎗㍏⇞军ảỽ㛇㛃䘬䉨ン炻⇯㬌怆徜⺷䵚嶗⎗塓䧙䁢℟㚱
⎗㍏⿏䘬ˤ⎗奨⮇⿏斄㲐䘬㗗ˬ㗗⏎⎗奨⮇↢㍏⇞ㅱ䓐䘬䳸㝄˭炻⤪㝄䵚嶗䘬䉨ン⎗ẍ
䡢⭂⽆ᶨ䳬㚱旸䘬廠ℍㆾ廠↢㷔慷炻⇯䧙 㬌䵚嶗㚱⎗奨⮇⿏ˤ
ᒡΕቫ

ᗦᙒቫ

ख़ V

ᒡрቫ

ख़ W

……

……

……
ख़ U

……

ፄᇙ
ԛਔ໔ᗺ
ϐᗦᙒቫ

⚾Ḵˣ怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗㝞㥳
Ữ Bengio 䫱⬠侭[6]䘤䎦炻⇑䓐㡗⹎ᶳ旵㱽(Gradient Descent Method)㕤怆徜⺷栆䤆
䴻䵚嶗ᷕ炻⮵㕤⬠佺攟嶅暊䘬屯妲㗗⋩↮⚘暋䘬ˤ侴天䌚⼿攟嶅暊屯妲⽭枰天℟㚱ảシ
㗪攻⬠佺᷎ᶼ㑩㚱㉝㈿℞⬫屯妲⸚㒦䘬傥≃ˤỮ⚈䁢晐叿㗪攻嬲⊾炻嶅暊庫怈䘬屯妲㚫
塓㭷ᶨ㫉㗪攻溆䘬廠ℍ屯妲⸚㒦炻⍵侴旵ỶḮ怆徜⺷䳸㥳䘬⤥嗽ˤ⚈㬌ᶳᶨ䪈⮯妶婾
⤪ỽ⮯怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳

忚ᶨ㬍䘬㓡忚ˤ
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⚃ˣ㍊䳊怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ᷳ㓡忚
(ᶨ)ˣ 䳸⎰斄倗屯妲㕤怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳
⁛䴙䴙妰⺷ N 忋婆妨㧉✳㗗⭡㖻ἧ䓐侴ᶼ㗗䚖⇵ⷠ夳䘬㕡㱽ᷳᶨ炻Ữ㬌㧉✳ṵ㚱仢᷷
堐䣢攟嶅暊屯妲䘬傥≃冯ẍ⍲㚫㚱屯㕁䦨䔷䘬⓷柴ˤἧ䓐栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳傥㚱㓰妋
㰢屯㕁䦨䔷ᷳ⓷柴炻⎗や⛐攟嶅暊屯妲ᶲṵ䦵⩴ᶵ嵛烊⚈㬌炻怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉
✳䘬䘤⯽㗗ⶴ㛃傥⍾⼿㚜⣂攟嶅暊屯妲ˤ姙⣂⚳⢾䞼䨞ḇ栗䣢怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉
✳䘬䡢傥㭼ᶨ凔栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ⷞἮ㚜⤥䘬ㆸ㓰炻忁ḇ㗗㛔婾㔯ἧ䓐怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻
䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳Ἦ㍊妶ᷳ⍇⚈ˤ怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ᷕ⚆棳䘬㕡⺷㗗ἧ䓐㗪⸷⿏Ὰ
⁛怆㺼䬿㱽烊䃞侴炻㬌㕡㱽塓嫱㖶↢㬌㧉✳䃉㱽㚱㓰䌚⼿攟嶅暊䘬屯妲ˤ⚈㬌炻㛔婾㔯
⮯㍊妶德忶≈ℍ斄倗屯妲(Relevance Information)Ἦ⸓≑枸㷔ᶳᶨᾳ娆䘬⎗傥⿏ˤ
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0

0

0

0
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Rw3
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1

1

1
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Rw3

Rw2

1

1

1
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1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

Rw2

⚾ᶱˣ婆⎍斄倗屯妲㤪⾝⚾

w1

w3

w5

⚾⚃ˣ娆斄倗屯妲㤪⾝⚾

斄倗屯妲⇯ẍ⎹慷Ἦ堐䣢炻⣏⮷⤪⎴⍇㛔䘬廠ℍⰌᶨ㧋炻⚈㬌㛔婾㔯⮯廠ℍⰌ㒜⡆
䁢ℑ炻⇵⋲㭝䁢⍇㛔妻䶜屯㕁䘬屯妲炻⼴⋲㭝䁢⮵ㅱ妻䶜屯㕁䘬斄倗⎹慷ˤ斄倗⎹慷
ᷣ 天 ⍰↮ 䁢ℑ 䧖 炻 ᶨ 䧖䁢 ⎍⫸ 攻䘬 斄倗 炻 䧙 婆⎍ 斄倗 屯妲 (Sentence Relevance
Information) 炻 ⎎ ᶨ 䧖 䁢 娆 嶇 娆 ᷳ 攻 䘬 斄 倗 炻 䧙 䁢 娆 斄 倗 屯 妲 (Word Relevance
Information)ˤ婆⎍斄倗屯妲䘬䓊䓇炻㗗⮯㫚㩊䳊䘬⎍⫸㓦忚妻䶜婆㕁ᷕ忚埴ᶨ㫉㩊䳊炻
㩊䳊⬴⎗⼿䞍⮵㚱妻䶜婆⎍䘬斄倗↮㔠炻㟡㒂㬌斄倗↮㔠ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ㰢⭂天ἧ䓐⣂⮹斄
倗婆⎍Ἦ䔞ἄ斄倗⎹慷ˤ⚾ᶱ䁢婆⎍斄倗屯妲䘬㤪⾝⚾炻ẍ⎍⫸ S1 䁢ἳ炻 S1 ᷕὅ⸷⊭⏓
Ḯ娆 w1 ˣ w3  w2 炻 R1 ⇯䁢⮵ㅱ S1 䘬婆⎍斄倗屯妲ˤỮ⛐妻䶜㧉✳㗪㗗ẍ娆䁢╖ỵ忚埴
妻䶜炻⚈㬌岎Ḱ㭷ᾳ娆䘬斄倗屯妲䘮䁢㬌⎍䘬婆⎍斄倗屯妲ˤRw1 ˣRw3  Rw2 ⇯䁢娆 w1ˣ
w3  w2 ⮵ㅱ䘬斄倗屯妲ˤ侴娆斄倗屯妲⇯㗗性ἧ㭷ᾳ娆⮵ㅱ⇘䚠⎴䘬斄倗屯妲炻
℞䓊䓇䘬㕡⺷㗗⽆妻䶜婆㕁ᷕ㓞普㭷ᶨᾳ娆ⶎ⎛䚠惘㔯㭝ᷕ炻䚠昼ᶨ⭂嶅暊ℏ℞⬫娆↢
䎦䘬柣䌯炻䳸㝄㚫⼿䞍㔠ᾳ斄倗䘬娆炻㭷ᶨᾳ娆䘬斄倗屯妲攟⹎ḇ䘮ᶵ⎴炻℞㤪⾝⤪⚾
⚃䣢ˤ
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⎎⢾炻㛔婾㔯⮯斄倗屯妲ẍᶱ䧖ᶵ⎴㕡⺷Ἦ堐䣢炻↮⇍䁢娆柣㔠ˣ㬋夷⊾⼴⍲ῤ姕
⭂䁢 1 ㆾ 0 Ἦ忚埴㍊妶炻奨⮇斄倗屯妲ⷞἮᷳ⼙枧ˤẍ娆柣㔠堐䣢⇯ẋ堐ㆹᾹἧ䓐⮎晃
䘬㫉㔠Ἦ⡆≈娆冯娆ᷳ攻䘬斄倗⿏炻℟㚱庫䛇⮎䘬屯妲ˤẍ㬋夷⊾堐䣢ἧ㚱斄倗屯妲
䘬䷥䁢 1炻㬌堐䣢㱽ẍ庫℔⸛䘬㕡⺷Ἦ䴎Ḱῤ炻届䌣⣏䘬炻ḇ⯙㗗㫉㔠庫⣂䘬⇯ῤ崲
檀烊⍵ᷳ炻届䌣Ỷ䘬⇯ῤ庫Ỷˤ侴ẍ姕⭂䁢 1 ㆾ 0 Ἦ堐䣢炻⇯㗗⮯㚱㫉㔠↢䎦䘬䵕⹎ẍ
1 Ἦ堐䣢烊⍵ᷳ炻㰺㚱↢䎦䁢 0炻⚈㬌㬌䧖堐䣢㱽ẋ堐娆冯斄倗娆ᷳ攻炻℞斄倗䦳⹎⛯
䚠⎴ˤ
昌㬌ᷳ⢾炻ḇ䘤⯽Ḯ≽ン娆斄倗䘬㕡⺷炻䓙㕤㭷ᾳ娆⮵ㅱ䘬斄倗⎹慷㗗⚢⭂䘬炻
⚈㬌ㆹᾹ⮯㬟⎚屯妲ᷕ䘬斄倗屯妲 䳸⎰炻⼿⇘㕘䘬斄倗屯妲ˤ℞ᷕ炻⚈䁢㭷ᾳ娆䘬㬟
⎚屯妲⣏悐↮䘮ᶵ⎴炻ẍ䳸⎰↢Ἦ䘬斄倗⎹慷ḇ䘮ᶵ⎴ˤ侴㟡㒂㬟⎚屯妲䘬怈役炻↮
⇍ἧ䓐ᶵ⎴㪲慵Ἦ 䳸⎰炻崲怈䘬㬟⎚屯妲⇯晐叿㗪攻崲Ἦ崲⮷炻ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ䓐怆徜䘬㕡
⺷ẍ⺷(6)Ἦ堐䣢ˤ
⎧⎪if t = 0,
Rt' = R0
!!
⎨
⎪⎩if 0 < t ≤ L, Rt' = (1 − α ) ⋅ Rt −1 + α ⋅ Rt

!

!

!

!

!

(6)

Rt 䁢⛐ t 㗪攻溆ᷳ⍇⥳斄倗屯妲炻 Rt' 䁢㕘䌚⼿䘬斄倗屯妲炻 L 䁢⛐娚婆⎍⏓娆䘬㔠
䚖炻 α ⇯䁢⎗婧㍏ᷳ⍫㔠ˤ
ᶨ攳⥳㗪炻娆䘬斄倗屯妲䁢⍇⥳䘬斄倗屯妲烊侴䔞㗪攻溆⣏㕤 0 ᶼ⮷㕤䫱㕤⎍⫸攟
⹎㗪炻㚫冯㚱㬟⎚娆䘬斄倗屯妲 䶂⿏䳸⎰ˤ⚈㬌嶅暊崲怈䘬娆炻℞斄倗屯妲䘬㪲慵
⯙崲⮷炻䚠⍵⛘炻嶅暊崲役䘬娆炻℞斄倗屯妲䘬㪲慵⯙崲⣏炻⚈侴忼⇘≽ン㓰㝄䘬娆斄
倗屯妲ˤ㛔婾㔯䘬 α ῤ䁢 0.6ˤẍ⚾Ḽ䁢ἳ炻⎍⫸ S1 ᷕ⏓㚱Ḽᾳ娆炻侴⚾ᷕ䁢娆 w4 䘬斄
倗屯妲ˤ⎗䚳↢℞斄倗屯妲䁢㚱㬟⎚娆䘬≈䷥炻㪲慵悐ấ⇯⍾㰢㕤娆䘬嶅暊ˤ

S1

w1

w2

w3

w4

w5

Rw' 4 = 0.064 Rw1 + 0.096 Rw2 + 0.24 Rw3 + 0.6 Rw4

⚾Ḽˣ≽ン娆斄倗屯妲䭬ἳ

(Ḵ)ˣ 婆⎍䚠斄ᷳ怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳
㛔䭨㍊妶啱䓙≽ン婆妨㧉✳婧㔜㕡⺷Ἦ⡆忚婆妨㧉✳枸㷔傥≃烊⚈㬌炻⮵㕤ᶵ⎴㷔娎婆
⎍ἧ䓐ᶵ⎴䘬怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ㆾ㗗䳸⎰ᶵ⎴佌䘬怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉
✳ˤ
ᶵ⎴㕤ᶲ徘䘬㕡㱽墉炻㚱㷔娎婆⎍䘮ἧ䓐䓙䚠⎴妻䶜婆㕁妻䶜↢䘬怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻
䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳炻㛔婾㔯ⶴ㛃憅⮵⎬⎍㷔娎婆⎍炻ẍ䶂⿏䳬⎰䘬㕡⺷䳸⎰ᶵ⎴妻䶜婆㕁
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妻䶜↢䘬怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳炻㛇㛃㈦↢庫怑⎰⎬⎍㷔娎婆⎍䘬怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚
嶗婆妨㧉✳ˤᶨ攳⥳炻⃰⮯㚱妻䶜婆⎍䘬㬋䡢廱⮓婆⎍ẍ╖忋娆⎹慷(Unigram Word
Vector)堐䣢炻᷎忚埴↮佌(Clustering)ˤ㛔婾㔯ἧ䓐䘬↮佌㕡㱽䁢 K ⸛⛯㺼䬿㱽
(K-means)[7]炻⛐德忶↮佌忶⼴炻ㆹᾹ⎗䓐⎬佌↮⤥䘬妻䶜婆⎍Ἦ妻䶜⎬佌䘬怆徜⺷
栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳炻`姕㚱妻䶜婆⎍⎗↮䁢 S 佌ˤ㍍叿炻⮵ S 佌ᷕ㭷ᶨ佌妻䶜婆⎍
↮⇍䬿↢⎬冒䘬䈡⽝㪲慵⎹慷炻シ⌛⸛⛯⎹慷(Mean Vector)炻㬌悐↮⎗䓙㭷ᶨ佌ᷕ⎬⎍
妻䶜婆⎍䘬╖忋娆⎹慷忚埴≈䷥᷎⍾⸛⛯㯪⼿ˤ
⎗ẍ䓐⺷(7)Ἦ堐䣢烉
Ls

vs =

∑v

s ,k

k =1

(7)

Ls

℞ᷕ vs ,k 䁢䫔 S 佌ᷕ䫔 k ⎍妻䶜婆⎍䘬╖忋娆⎹慷炻 vs 㗗䫔 S 佌䘬⸛⛯⎹慷炻 Ls 䁢
s 妻䶜婆⎍佌ᷕ⏓妻䶜婆⎍ᷳ⎍㔠ˤ⤪㬌ᶨἮ炻䔞㚱ᶨ㷔娎婆⎍暨天忚埴Ộ㷔㗪炻⎗

ẍ⇑䓐㬌㷔娎婆⎍ᷳ╖忋娆䈡⽝⎹慷䬿⤥䘬⎬佌䈡⽝㪲慵⎹慷Ἦ㯪⍾䚠Ụ⹎
(Similarity)炻᷎怠⍾㫚ἧ䓐䘬怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ㆾ䳸⎰ᶵ⎴佌䘬怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻
䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ˤ䓙㕤ㆹᾹ䃉㱽⼿䞍㷔娎婆⎍䘬㬋䡢廱⮓婆⎍ˤ⛐㬌炻㷔娎婆⎍ᷳ╖忋娆
䈡⽝⎹慷䘮ẍ℞ M 㡅㚨Ἓ彐嬀䳸㝄ᷕ䘬䫔ᶨ⎵Ἦ堐䣢ˤ
㛔婾㔯ᷣ天ἧ䓐ᶱ䧖怠⍾㕡⺷Ἦ怠⍾炻⛐妰䬿䚠Ụ⹎㗪炻ἧ䓐䘬㗗检⻎ῤἮ妰䬿烉
cos(U k , v s ) =

u k ⋅ vs
uk

2

vs

(8)

2

℞ᷕ Uk 堐䣢䫔 k ⎍㷔娎婆⎍炻u k 䁢㷔娎婆⎍䫔 k ⎍ᷕ M 㡅㚨Ἓ彐嬀䳸㝄䫔ᶨ⎵ᷳ╖忋
娆⎹慷炻 v s 䁢ἧ䓐䫔 s 佌妻䶜婆⎍䘬╖忋娆䈡⽝⎹慷ˤẍᶳ⇯ṳ䳡ᶱ䧖怠⍾㕡⺷烉
(1) 怠⍾䚠Ụ⹎㚨⣏㪲慵㱽烉㬌㕡㱽⎒怠⍾㷔娎婆⎍㚨䚠Ụ䘬妻䶜婆⎍佌炻ḇ⯙㗗
媪䚠Ụ⹎㚨⣏䘬ˤ⎗䓐⺷(9)Ἦ堐䣢烉

RNNLM U k = arg max cos(U k , v s )
s

(9)

℞ᷕ炻 RNNLM U k ẋ堐㊹怠↢Ἦ䘬怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳炻⚈㬌⺷(9)⇯堐䣢
㊹怠 P 佌ᷕ检⻎ῤ㚨⣏ᷳ怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ˤ
P (U k ) ≈ PRNNLM U (U k )
K

⚈㬌Ộ㷔 U k 䘬㨇䌯ὧ⎗堐䣢ㆸ⺷(10)ˤ
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(2) 䚠Ụ⹎䶂⿏䳬⎰㱽烉㬌㕡㱽ᷳ䳬⎰Ὢ㔠㗗䴻䓙妰䬿㷔娎婆⎍冯 S 佌妻䶜婆⎍攻䘬䚠
Ụ⹎Ἦ㯪⼿炻⚈㬌⤪㝄㝸㷔娎婆⎍㝸佌䚠Ụ⹎庫⣏⇯堐䣢娚佌庫䫎⎰㷔娎婆⎍ᷳ
䈡⿏炻ḇ⯙㗗娚佌㚫㚱庫⣏ᷳ届䌣ˤ侴㷔娎婆⎍冯⎬妻䶜婆⎍佌䘬䳬⎰Ὢ㔠 γ k , p 䁢烉

γ k ,s =

cos(u k , v s )

(11)

S

∑ cos(u

k

, vs ' )

s '=1

㍍叿⮯⎬佌ᷳ㧉✳↮㔠䓐㬌Ὢ㔠䶂⿏䳬⎰ẍ䌚⼿㕘䘬婆妨㧉✳㨇䌯烉
S

P(U k ) = ∑ γ k , s ⋅ PRNNLM s (U k )

(12)

s =1

侴 P (U k ) 䁢㷔娎婆⎍䴻忶䶂⿏䳸⎰ᷳ怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳㨇䌯炻PRNNLMs (U k )
䁢䫔 s 佌ᷳ怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳㨇䌯ˤ
(3) 䚠Ụ⹎⛯⊣䳬⎰㱽烉
娚㕡㱽栆Ụ䚠Ụ⹎䶂⿏䳬⎰㱽炻⮯⍇㛔䳬⎰Ὢ㔠婧㔜ㆸ⛯⊣(Uniform)䳬⎰Ὢ㔠炻
⚈㬌⎬佌䘬届䌣⹎⮯㚫䚠⎴炻⇯⎬佌⛯⊣䳬⎰Ὢ㔠 β k,s 䁢烉

β k ,s =

1
S

(13)

℞ᷕ S 䁢↮佌ᾳ㔠ˤẍ㚨⼴䳸⎰⬴䘬↮㔠⎗ẍ䓐⺷(14)Ἦ堐䣢烉
S

P(U k ) = ∑ β k , s ⋅ Prnnlm s (U k )

(14)

s =1

ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ⮯䬿⤥䘬↮㔠䳸⎰⍇㛔側㘗婆妨㧉✳枸㷔䘬㨇䌯炻ẍ㬌Ἦ⼿⇘㚜⤥䘬䳸㝄ˤ

Ḽˣ⮎槿䳸㝄冯↮㜸
(ᶨ)ˣ ⮎槿婆㕁
㛔婾㔯ἧ䓐ᷳ⮎槿婆㕁㗗Ἦ冒㕤℔夾㕘倆(Mandarin Across Taiwan-Broadcast News,
MATBN)[8]ˤ℔夾㕘倆婆㕁㗗 2001 ⸜军 2003 ⸜攻䓙ᷕ䞼昊屯妲⎋婆⮷䳬(SLG)冯℔
ℙ暣夾(PTS)⎰ἄ抬墥炻ℙ妰 197 ᾳ⮷㗪ᷳ婆枛屯妲冯℞ℏ⭡㧁姀ˤ
怠冒℔夾㕘倆 2001 ⸜军 2002 ⸜⢾⟜㍉姒姀侭炻↮⇍䁢妻䶜普婆㕁 30,600 ⎍(䲬 23
⮷㗪)ˣ㷔娎普婆㕁 1,997 ⎍(䲬 1.5 ⮷㗪)⍲䘤⯽普婆㕁 1,998 ⎍(䲬 1.5 ⮷㗪)ˤ⤪堐ᶨ
䣢ˤ倚⬠㧉✳妻䶜婆㕁䁢℔夾㕘倆 2001 军 2002 ⸜⢾⟜㍉姒姀侭婆㕁炻ℙ 30,632 ⎍(䲬
23 ⮷㗪)炻℞ᷕ⊭⏓Ḯ⮎槿妻䶜婆㕁 30,600 ⎍ˤ
⎎⢾側㘗婆妨㧉✳ἧ䓐䘬妻䶜婆㕁㗗Ἦ冒 2001 军 2002 ⸜ᷕ⣖忂妲䣦(Central News
Agency, CNA)䘬㔯⫿㕘倆婆㕁炻ℏ⏓㚱䲬ᶨ€Ḽ⋫叔ᾳᷕ㔯⫿炻䴻䓙㕟娆ᷳ⼴䲬㚱ℓ⋫
叔ᾳ娆ˤ㬌婆妨㧉✳㗗ἧ䓐 SRI Language Modeling Toolkit (SRILM)[9]妻䶜侴⼿炻㍉䓐
Katz Back-off ⸛㹹⊾㕡㱽[10]Ἦ妋㰢屯㕁䦨䔷䘬⓷柴ˤ
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䞕⎍婆㕁

⎍㔠

攟⹎(⮷㗪)

妻䶜普婆㕁

30,600

䲬 23

䘤⯽普婆㕁

1,998

䲬 1.5

㷔娎普婆㕁

1,997

䲬 1.5

堐ᶨˣ⮎槿婆㕁䴙妰屯妲

(Ḵ)ˣ ➢䢶⮎槿䳸㝄
⮎槿䘬䓊䓇㗗⽆娆⚾䓊䓇 100(M=100)⎍㚨Ἓ῁怠娆⸷↿炻ℵ䴻䓙妻䶜⤥䘬怆徜⺷栆䤆
䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳⼿⇘⎬⎍娆⸷↿䘬↮㔠炻᷎≈ℍ倚⬠㧉✳䘬屯妲ẍ㬌䌚⼿婆枛彐嬀䘬䷥
↮㔠ˤ德忶怠↢䘬䫔ᶨ⎵娆⸷↿㬋䡢䫼㟰⍣䬿↢䶐廗嶅暊(Edit distance)⼿⇘⫿㬋䡢
䌯ˤ怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳⇯㗗ἧ䓐 Mikolov 䫱⬠侭[11]䘤⯽䘬 Recurrent Neural
Network Language Modeling Toolkit (RNNLM)妻䶜侴⼿ˤ㛔婾㔯㍸↢䘬ㅱ䓐斄倗屯妲
⇯㗗⮵℞⣿ẞ ᾖ㓡炻⮯斄倗屯妲≈ℍ㕤怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳烊婆⎍䚠斄ᷳ怆徜
⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳⇯㗗⇑䓐㬌⣿ẞἮ妻䶜怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ˤ侴⮎槿䘬䚖
䘬炻⇯㗗ⶴ㛃德忶啱䓙怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳Ἦ慵㕘㌺⸷㈦↢⫿㬋䡢䌯㚨檀䘬娆⸷
↿ˤ
婆妨㧉✳姕⭂㕡朊炻⛐妻䶜怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳㗪晙啷Ⰼᾳ㔠䁢 100ˣ栆
⇍Ⰼᾳ㔠ḇ䁢 100 ˣ怆徜䘬㫉㔠䁢 4 ᶼ妻䶜⍲彐嬀忶䦳ᷕ炻⎍⫸⎍⫸ᷳ攻㗗䌐䩳䘬炻
ḇ⯙㗗婒ᶲᶨ⎍䘬⎍⫸䚖⇵妻䶜䘬⎍⫸㗗ᶵ䚠斄倗䘬ˤ
䘤⯽普婆

䘤⯽普婆

妨墯暄⹎

妨墯暄⹎

450.93

RNN

䘤⯽普婆㕁 㷔娎普婆㕁

䳽⮵

䚠⮵

⫿㬋䡢䌯

⫿㬋䡢䌯

㍸㖯䌯

㍸㖯䌯

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

459.06

84.73

83.61

-

-

607.07

623.50

82.31

82.41

-1.2

-7.32

RNN+BG

232.31

236.97

85.67

85.17

1.56

9.52

Oracle

-

-

93.22

92.66

-

-

側㘗ᶱ忋
婆妨㧉✳
(BG)

堐Ḵˣ怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ᷳ➢䢶⮎槿䳸㝄
堐Ḵ㗗斄㕤怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳䘬➢䢶⮎槿䳸㝄炻⽆婆妨墯暄⹎䘬奺⹎Ἦ
䚳炻怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳(RNN)䘬婆妨墯暄⹎䁢 623.50炻ℵ䚳⇘側㘗ᶱ忋婆妨㧉
✳(BG)䘬悐ấ炻䓙㕤妻䶜婆㕁庫⣂炻⚈㬌℞㓰㝄㚫㭼怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳Ἦ䘬
⤥ˤ侴㟡㒂㔯䌣ᷕ䚳⇘䘬炻怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳⛐䌐冒ἧ䓐㗪㓰㝄庫ᶵ㖶栗炻
⽭枰℞⬫㧉✳ 䳸⎰炻ㇵ㚫㚱㚜⤥䘬堐䎦ˤ⮎槿ᷕḇ⎗䚳⇘側㘗婆妨㧉✳䳸⎰怆徜⺷
栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳(RNN+BG)㓰㝄㚫Ἦ⼿㚨⤥烊⎗ẍ夳⼿炻怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉
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✳ṵ䃞℟㚱ᶵ拗䘬ㆸ㓰ˤ
⎎ᶨ悐↮炻ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ䚳⇘ Oracle 悐↮(シ⌛`ἧ傥㬋䡢怠⍾⇘ 100 ⎍㚨Ἓ娆⸷↿ᷕ
⫿拗婌䌯㚨Ỷ䘬娆⸷↿)炻⫿㬋䡢䌯⎗⇘忼 93.22%炻忁シ␛叿ㆹᾹṵ㚱⼰⣏䘬忚㬍䨢攻ˤ
侴忁悐ấ䘬嵐⊊ḇ婆妨墯暄⹎䚠⎴炻╖䌐ἧ䓐怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳㗪炻彐嬀䌯
ᶳ旵 1.2%炻Ữ德忶冯側㘗婆妨㧉✳䘬䳸⎰炻℞䳽⮵㍸㖯䌯㚱 1.56%ẍ⍲䚠⮵㍸㖯䌯
9.52%ˤ
⛐ẍᶳ䫔(3)䭨䫔(4)䭨䘬⮎槿ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ⮯ἧ䓐側㘗婆妨㧉✳䳸⎰怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚
嶗婆妨㧉✳(RNN+BG)䘬婆妨墯暄⹎ 236.97 彐嬀䌯 85.17%ἄ䁢 RNN 䘬➢䢶彐嬀䌯炻
ẍ㬌ἮㆹᾹ㍸↢䘬㕡㱽 㭼庫ˤ

(ᶱ)ˣ 䳸⎰斄倗屯妲㕤怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ᷳ⮎槿䳸㝄
椾⃰炻ㆹᾹἧ䓐婆⎍斄倗屯妲Ἦ⸓≑怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ Ộ㷔ˤ⛐妻䶜㧉✳
㗪炻婆⎍斄倗屯妲㗗㊹怠㚨䚠斄䘬妻䶜婆⎍炻䓙㕤㊹怠忶⣂䘬斄倗屯妲㚫⮶农彐嬀䌯ᶳ
旵炻⚈㬌⎒㊹怠㚨䚠斄䘬悐↮ˤ℞ᷕ炻⚈䁢怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳㗗ẍ娆䁢╖ỵ忚
埴妻䶜炻ẍ㭷ᾳ娆暨天⮵ㅱ⇘ᶨᾳ斄倗⎹慷炻㬌悐↮䘬娆䘬斄倗⎹慷䁢㬌⎍䘬斄倗⎹
慷ˤ侴斄倗⎹慷䘬堐䣢㕡⺷↮⇍ἧ䓐Ḯ⎍⫸ᷕ娆↢䎦䘬㫉㔠ˣ⮯娆↢䎦䘬㫉㔠 㬋夷⊾
⍲↢䎦娚娆䘬䵕⹎姕䁢 1ˤ⽆堐ᶱᷕ⎗䚳⇘婆妨墯暄⹎悐ấ炻ẍ⎍ᷕ娆↢䎦䘬㫉㔠庫
⤥炻侴彐嬀䌯㕡朊炻⇯㗗ἧ䓐㬋夷⊾䘬堐䣢庫⤥炻䚠庫㕤➢䢶彐嬀䌯 85.17%⮷ⷭ⹎䘬
忚㬍Ḯ 0.04%炻侴ἧ䓐⎍ᷕ㫉㔠⇯ᶳ旵Ḯ 0.08%炻ẍ⍲姕⭂䁢 1 䘬㕡㱽ḇᶳ旵Ḯ 0.14%ˤ
堐ᶱ㗗⛐䳸⎰婆⎍斄倗屯妲ᷕ炻ἧ䓐ᶱ䧖堐䣢㱽䘬彐嬀䌯䳸㝄炻⎗䚳↢ἧ䓐㬋夷⊾
ῤ䘬堐䣢㱽庫⤥炻℞检ℑ䧖䘬彐嬀䌯⇯庫 RNN ➢䢶彐嬀䌯Ἦ⼿Ỷˤ㍊䨞℞彐嬀䌯忚㬍
ᶵ⣏䘬⍇⚈ㅱ䁢㭷ᶨ婆⎍ℏ炻娆䘬斄倗⎹慷䘮䁢㬌⎍䘬斄倗⎹慷炻⚈㬌斄倗⎹慷䘬慵墯
䌯⯙䫱⎴㕤婆⎍ᷕ娆䘬㔠慷ˤ忁ḇㆸ䁢Ḯ彐嬀䌯旵Ỷ䘬⍇⚈ᷳᶨ炻⎎ᶨᾳ⍇⚈⇯㗗⍇㛔
廠ℍ䘬屯妲⎗傥塓斄倗屯妲⸚㒦ˤ⚈㬌ㆹᾹ▿娎⮯斄倗屯妲↯⼿㚜䳘炻ἧ䓐娆斄倗屯
妲Ἦ⸓≑Ộ㷔ˤ

斄倗屯妲

䘤⯽普婆

㷔娎普婆

堐䣢㕡⺷

妨墯暄⹎

妨墯暄⹎

RNN ➢䢶
彐嬀䌯

232.31

⎍ᷕ娆↢
䎦䘬㫉㔠
㬋夷⊾ῤ

䘤⯽普婆㕁 㷔娎普婆㕁

䳽⮵

䚠⮵

⫿㬋䡢䌯

⫿㬋䡢䌯

㍸㖯䌯

㍸㖯䌯

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

236.97

85.67

85.17

-

-

223.63

229.01

85.63

85.09

-0.08

-0.56

230.51

236.45

85.71

85.21

0.04

0.27

226.04

231.19

85.56

85.03

-0.14

-0.95

↢䎦娚娆
⇯姕䁢 1 ⏎
⇯䁢 0
堐ᶱˣ䳸⎰婆⎍斄倗屯妲ᷳ⮎槿䳸㝄
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娆斄倗屯妲ᶵ⎴㕤婆⎍斄倗屯妲ᷳ嗽炻⯙㗗㭷ᶨ婆⎍ᷕ䘬娆㚱⎬冒䘬斄倗屯妲ˤ娆
斄倗屯妲䘬䓊䓇炻㗗⮯妻䶜婆㕁ᷕ炻娆↢䎦䘬⛘㕡㈦℞䚠惘娆ἄ䁢斄倗屯妲炻↢䎦䚠⎴
䘬䚠惘娆⇯㚫䳗≈↢䎦㫉㔠炻㛔婾㔯⇯㗗⍾ⶎ⎛嶅暊䁢 3ˤ

斄倗屯妲
堐䣢㕡⺷

䘤⯽普婆
妨墯暄⹎

㷔娎普婆
妨墯暄⹎

RNN ➢䢶
彐嬀䌯

232.31

娆↢䎦䘬
㫉㔠
㬋夷⊾ῤ

䘤⯽普婆㕁 㷔娎普婆㕁
⫿㬋䡢䌯
⫿㬋䡢䌯

䳽⮵
㍸㖯䌯

䚠⮵
㍸㖯䌯

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

236.97

85.67

85.17

-

-

230.05

234.93

85.88

85.36

0.19

1.26

230.13

234.75

85.83

85.34

0.17

1.16

230.12

234.83

85.77

85.40

0.23

1.52

↢䎦娚娆
⇯姕䁢 1 ⏎
⇯䁢 0
堐⚃ˣ䳸⎰娆斄倗屯妲ᷳ⮎槿䳸㝄
堐⚃ἧ䓐娆斄倗屯妲㕤怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳䘬⮎槿䳸㝄炻䓙㕤悐↮娆䘬娆斄
倗屯妲䚠䔞⣂炻⊭⏓Ḯ斄倗娆朆斄倗䘬娆炻⚈㬌炻ㆹᾹ娎叿⍣婧㔜娆斄倗屯妲䘬ἧ䓐
䦳⹎炻℞ᷕ娆斄倗屯妲䘬攟⹎㗗㟡㒂䘤⯽普ᷕ㚨⤥䘬䳸㝄Ἦ姕⭂ˤ婆妨墯暄⹎㕡朊炻娆
↢䎦㫉㔠ˣ㬋夷⊾ῤ⍲↢䎦娚娆⇯姕䁢 1 ⏎⇯䁢 0 ḇ悥㚱忚㬍烊侴⫿㬋䡢䌯㕡朊炻娆↢
䎦㫉㔠ˣ㬋夷⊾ῤ⍲↢䎦娚娆⇯姕䁢 1 ⏎⇯䁢 0 ⛯㚱㍸㖯炻䳽⮵㍸㖯䌯↮⇍䁢 0.19%ˣ
0.17%⍲ 0.23%炻䚠⮵㍸㖯䌯⇯㚱 1.26%ˣ1.16%⍲ 1.52%䘬忚㬍ˤ㭼庫ᶱ䧖堐䣢㱽䘬彐
嬀䌯炻⎗䚳⇘↢䎦娚娆姕䁢 1 ⏎⇯䁢 0 䘬彐嬀䳸㝄庫⤥炻⚈䁢㬌㕡㱽⮵㕤㭷ᾳ斄倗娆䘬
斄倗⹎庫℔⸛炻⣏⭞䘮姕⭂䁢 1ˤ侴娆↢䎦䘬㫉㔠㬋夷⊾ῤ炻⚈䁢㭷ᾳ斄倗娆ᷳ攻䘬
㬏䔘⹎庫檀炻⯌℞㗗娆↢䎦䘬㫉㔠炻㫉㔠䘬ⶖ嶅⼰⣏炻⮶农㚱ṃ斄倗娆䘬届䌣塓❳㰺ˤ
85.5
85.45
ڗ3

85.4

ڗ6

85.35

ڗ9
ڗ12

85.3
85.25
85.2

⚾ᶫˣἧ䓐ᶵ⎴攟⹎ᷳ娆斄倗屯妲彐嬀䳸㝄
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⎎⢾炻㬌悐ấ⮎槿䳸㝄ḇ栗䣢炻ἧ䓐↢䎦娚娆姕䁢 1 ᶼ婧㔜娆斄倗屯妲䘬攟⹎庫
⤥烊㕤㗗ㆹᾹ忚ᶨ㬍⍣奨⮇ἧ䓐㬌堐䣢㱽⛐ᶵ⎴娆斄倗屯妲攟⹎ᶲ䘬㭼庫ˤ⚾ᶫ⇯㗗℞
彐嬀䳸㝄炻⎗ẍ䚳↢ἧ䓐忶⣂䘬屯妲⍵侴㚫⮶农㓰㝄㷃⻙ˤ
晾䃞⽆⮎槿䳸㝄ᷕ⼿䞍炻ἧ䓐娆斄倗屯妲䘬䡢㍸⋯Ḯ彐嬀䌯炻ỮㆹᾹṵⶴ㛃⎗ẍ䨩
䟜䚖⇵䘬䒞柠ˤ㕤㗗ㆹᾹ䘤䎦⇘炻晾䃞娆斄倗屯妲妋㰢Ḯ婆⎍斄倗屯妲䘬⓷柴炻Ữ㗗ṵ
㚱栆Ụ婆⎍斄倗屯妲䘬仢溆⬀⛐炻℞仢溆⇯㗗婆㕁ᷕ䘬㭷ᾳ娆⮵ㅱ⇘䘬娆斄倗屯妲ṵ
䃞ᶨ㧋炻忈ㆸ⛐妻䶜ᷕ慵墯ἧ䓐⎴㧋䘬娆斄倗屯妲ˤ㬌ἄ㱽䘬娆斄倗屯妲㗗㭼庫Ⱄ㕤ℐ
➇(Global)䘬炻ḇ⯙㗗㗗憅⮵㚱妻䶜婆㕁ᷕ炻䌚⼿娆冯娆䘬斄倗⹎ˤ侴⛐妻䶜怆徜⺷
栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ᷕ炻ㆹᾹḇ暨天⋨➇⿏䘬屯妲炻⚈䁢䚠⎴䘬娆⛐ᶵ⎴䘬⎍⫸⎗傥ẋ
堐叿ᶵ⎴䘬シ⿅炻ẍㆹᾹⶴ㛃啱䓙⋨➇⿏䘬屯妲Ἦ䌚⼿ᶲᶳ㔯ㆾ⎍⫸ᷕ䘬屯妲炻ἧ⼿
⛐枸㷔ᶳᶨᾳ娆㗪傥⣈䫎⎰⎍⫸ᷕ䘬シ⿅ˤ⚈㬌炻ㆹᾹⶴ㛃娆䘬斄倗屯妲⽭枰㗗㚫嬲≽
䘬ㆾ㗗≽ン䘬炻⤪㬌ᶨἮㇵ傥⊭⏓ℐ➇⿏䘬屯妲⋨➇⿏䘬屯妲ˤ䁢㬌炻㛔婾㔯㍸↢Ḯ
≽ン娆斄倗屯妲Ἦ 㚜忚ᶨ㬍䘬㓡忚炻㬌悐↮㗗⃰⮯㚱㬟⎚娆䘬斄倗屯妲 䳸⎰炻℞
䳸⎰ὅ㒂怈役Ἦ䴎Ḱ㪲慵ˤ⚈㬌炻㬟⎚娆冯䚖⇵䘬娆嶅暊崲怈炻⇯娚㬟⎚娆䘬斄倗屯妲
届䌣崲⮷烊⍵ᷳ炻㬟⎚娆冯䚖⇵䘬娆嶅暊崲役炻⇯娚㬟⎚娆䘬斄倗屯妲崲⣏ˤ堐Ḽ⇯㗗
ἧ䓐≽ン娆斄倗屯妲䘬⮎槿䳸㝄炻䳸㝄栗䣢ἧ䓐≽ン娆斄倗屯妲㓰㝄冯ᶨ凔䘬娆斄倗屯
妲庫ⶖᶨ溆炻彐嬀䌯⣏䲬䁢 85.34%ⶎ⎛烊侴℞婆妨墯暄⹎堐䎦⇯庫娆斄倗屯妲⤥ˤ㍊
䨞℞⍇⚈炻ㅱ䁢斄倗屯妲ᷕⷠ⊭⏓斄倗冯朆斄倗䘬屯妲炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹ暋ẍ㸾䡢䞍忻崲役嶅
暊䘬娆斄倗屯妲㚱庫䚠斄䘬屯妲炻忈ㆸἧ䓐䘬斄倗屯妲䃉㱽㬋䡢ẋ堐冯娚娆䚠斄ˤ
㟡㒂㛔婾㔯㍸↢䘬䳸⎰斄倗屯妲㕤怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳䘬䡢㚱≑㕤彐嬀
䌯䘬㍸⋯炻Ữ㗗℞㓰㝄ṵ㚱旸ᶼᶵ㗗恋湤䘬㖶栗炻℞⍇⚈⣏㤪㬠栆䁢ᶱ䧖炻℞ᶨ㗗斄倗
屯妲⎗傥㚫⮵廠ℍⰌ天⁛怆䘬屯妲忈ㆸ⸚㒦炻ἧ⼿廠ℍⰌ天⁛怆䘬屯妲㷃⻙炻侴斄
倗屯妲塓ㆸ䁢ᷣ天⁛怆䘬屯妲烊℞Ḵ㗗斄倗屯妲䳸⎰廠ℍⰌ炻ḇ⎗傥⎒㗗⮯℞堐䣢㕡⺷
Ḯ⺞Ỡ炻侴斄倗屯妲䘬堐䣢㱽⎗傥㚱㚜Ἓ䘬堐䣢㕡㱽烊℞ᶱ⇯㗗暋ẍ㸾䡢䘬㰢⭂斄倗
屯妲炻⮶农㓰㝄䃉㱽⼘栗ˤ

斄倗屯妲

䘤⯽普婆

㷔娎普婆

堐䣢㕡⺷

妨墯暄⹎

妨墯暄⹎

RNN ➢䢶
彐嬀䌯

232.31

娆↢䎦䘬
㫉㔠
㬋夷⊾ῤ

䘤⯽普婆㕁 㷔娎普婆㕁

䳽⮵

䚠⮵

⫿㬋䡢䌯

⫿㬋䡢䌯

㍸㖯䌯

㍸㖯䌯

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

236.97

85.67

85.17

-

-

229.72

234.35

85.84

85.26

0.09

0.58

231.42

236.19

85.83

85.34

0.17

1.14

229.98

234.62

85.86

85.34

0.17

1.16

↢䎦娚娆
⇯姕䁢 1 ⏎
⇯䁢 0

堐Ḽˣ䳸⎰≽ン娆斄倗屯妲ᷳ⮎槿䳸㝄
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(⚃)ˣ 婆⎍䚠斄ᷳ怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ᷳ⮎槿䳸㝄
㛔䭨ᷣ天㍊䨞⇑䓐婆⎍䚠斄ᷳ怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ᷳ⮎槿䳸㝄炻ẍᶳ堐ℕ㗗⮯妻
䶜婆㕁↮䁢ℑ佌䓐㕤䘤⯽普婆㕁ᷳ䳸㝄炻堐ᶫ㗗⮯䘤⯽普婆㕁䘬㚨Ἓ姕⭂䓐⛐㷔娎婆㕁
䘬彐嬀䳸㝄烊堐ℓ冯堐ḅ炻↮⇍䁢⮯妻䶜婆㕁↮䁢⚃佌䘬䘤⯽普婆㕁冯㷔娎婆㕁㷔娎䳸
㝄ˤ
堐ᶫ䁢↮ㆸℑ佌⼴䘬⫿㬋䡢䌯炻↮⇍䁢ℑ佌ἧ䓐怠⍾䚠Ụ⹎㚨⣏㪲慵㱽ˣἧ䓐䚠Ụ⹎䶂
⿏䳬⎰㱽冯ἧ䓐䚠Ụ⹎⛯⊣䳬⎰㱽䘬⫿㬋䡢䌯ˤ㬌悐↮ㆹᾹ㚫柵⢾ἧ䓐ᶨᾳℐ悐妻䶜婆
㕁妻䶜↢䘬怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳Ἦ 庼≑炻䧙䁢怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗側㘗婆妨㧉
✳ˤ椾⃰⇑䓐ᶱ䧖㪲慵䳬⎰㕡⺷⮯⎬佌 䳸⎰炻㍍叿ℵ⮯䳸⎰⬴䘬䳸㝄≈ℍ怆徜⺷栆䤆
䴻䵚嶗側㘗婆妨㧉✳炻㚨⼴ㇵ䳸⎰側㘗婆妨㧉✳ˤ㭼庫堐ℕ⎗ẍ䚳⇘⇑䓐怠⍾䚠Ụ⹎㚨
⣏㪲慵㱽㚫㚱庫⤥䘬䳸㝄冯➢䢶怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳䚠㭼炻䳽⮵㍸㖯䌯㚱 0.24%
䘬忚㬍ˤ
RNNLM 㪲慵⍫㔠

怠⍾䚠Ụ⹎
㚨⣏㪲慵㱽

䚠Ụ⹎
䶂⿏䳬⎰㱽

䚠Ụ⹎
⛯⊣䳬⎰㱽

0

84.29ġ

84.29ġ

84.29ġ

0.1

85.64ġ

85.68ġ

85.58ġ

0.2

85.87ġ

85.88ġ

85.94ġ

0.3

85.86ġ

85.92ġ

85.94ġ

0.4

85.90ġ

85.91ġ

85.81ġ

0.5

85.81ġ

85.78ġ

85.74ġ

0.6

85.70ġ

85.57ġ

85.44ġ

0.7

85.46ġ

85.43ġ

85.29ġ

0.8

85.05ġ

84.97ġ

84.99ġ

0.9

84.60ġ

84.55ġ

84.52ġ

1

82.56ġ

82.62ġ

82.59ġ

堐ℕˣ䘤⯽普婆㕁⫿㬋䡢䌯ᷳℑ佌彐嬀䳸㝄
⫿㬋䡢䌯(%)

䳽⮵㍸㖯䌯(%)

䚠⮵㍸㖯䌯(%)

怠⍾䚠Ụ⹎㚨⣏㪲慵㱽ġ

85.41

0.24ġ

1.60ġ

䚠Ụ⹎䶂⿏䳬⎰㱽ġ

85.24

0.07ġ

0.46ġ

䚠Ụ⹎⛯⊣䳬⎰㱽ġ

85.29

0.12

0.82

堐ᶫˣ㷔娎婆㕁⫿㬋䡢䌯ᷳℑ佌彐嬀䳸㝄
侴怠⍾䚠Ụ⹎⛯⊣䳬⎰㱽冯䚠Ụ⹎䶂⿏䳬⎰㱽⇯䔍ⶖ㕤➢䢶彐嬀䌯炻㍊䨞℞⍇⚈ㅱ
䁢屯㕁庫ῷ⎹㝸ᶨ佌炻⚈㬌ἧ䓐䚠Ụ⹎⛯⊣䳬⎰㱽冯䚠Ụ⹎䶂⿏䳬⎰㱽⇯庫ⶖ炻⎒天ἧ
䓐䚠Ụ⹎㚨⣏䘬恋佌⯙傥㚱庫⤥䘬㓰㝄ˤ
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堐ḅ⇯㗗↮ㆸ⚃佌ˤ⮯妻䶜婆㕁↮⚃佌Ἦ妻䶜䘬⮎槿ᷕ炻ḇ⎗⼿䞍ἧ䓐䚠Ụ⹎㚨⣏㪲慵
㱽㗗庫Ἓ䘬ˤỮ㗗嶇ℑ佌䘬⮎槿䚠㭼炻晾䃞冯➢䢶彐嬀䌯䚠㭼ṵ㚱忚㬍炻ᶱ䧖怠⍾㕡㱽
怬㗗庫ⶖᶨ溆ˤ㍊妶℞⍇⚈ㅱ䁢妻䶜婆㕁ᶵ嵛䘬斄Ὢˤ䓙㕤↮佌㔠䚖㍸檀炻⇯㭷佌ᷕ䘬
妻䶜婆㕁⇯晐ᷳ㷃⮹ˤ⚈㬌䃉㱽妻䶜↢⬠佺傥≃庫Ἓ䘬怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳炻⮶
农⫿㬋䡢䌯䘬ᶳ旵ˤ侴⮎槿ᷕḇ⎗䚳↢炻䳸⎰⬴⎬佌䳸㝄⼴䘬彐嬀䌯ṵᶵ⤥炻暨天≈ℍ
怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗側㘗婆妨㧉✳Ἦ庼≑炻ẍ⼿⇘㚜⤥䘬彐嬀䌯ˤ
怠⍾䚠Ụ⹎

RNNLM 㪲慵⍫㔠

㚨⣏㪲慵㱽

䚠Ụ⹎䶂⿏䳬⎰㱽

䚠Ụ⹎⛯⊣䳬⎰㱽

0

84.29

84.29

84.29

0.1

85.65

85.55

85.59

0.2

85.73

85.73

85.71

0.3

85.86

85.86

85.78

0.4

85.87

85.81

85.69

0.5

85.79

85.77

85.60

0.6

85.61

85.50

85.52

0.7

85.39

85.35

85.35

0.8

85.15

85.13

85.05

0.9

84.71

84.66

84.63

1

82.75

83.39

83.31

堐ℓˣ䘤⯽普婆㕁⫿㬋䡢䌯ᷳ⚃佌彐嬀䳸㝄
⫿㬋䡢䌯(%)

䳽⮵㍸㖯䌯(%)

䚠⮵㍸㖯䌯(%)

怠⍾䚠Ụ⹎㚨⣏㪲慵㱽ġ

85.33ġ

0.16ġ

1.06ġ

䚠Ụ⹎䶂⿏䳬⎰㱽ġ

85.31ġ

0.14ġ

0.94ġ

䚠Ụ⹎⛯⊣䳬⎰㱽ġ

85.32ġ

0.15ġ

1.02ġ

堐ḅˣ㷔娎婆㕁⫿㬋䡢䌯ᷳ⚃佌彐嬀䳸㝄

ℕˣ䳸婾冯㛒Ἦ⯽㛃
⁛䴙 N 忋婆妨㧉✳㗗䚖⇵婆妨㧉✳䔞ᷕⷠ夳䘬㕡㱽ᷳᶨ炻Ữ㗗⌣暋ẍ㋽㋱⇘攟嶅暊䘬
婆⎍屯妲炻≈ᶲ㑩㚱屯㕁䦨䔷䵕⹎䘬娃ᷳ䈡⿏炻攟㛇ẍἮᶨ䚜暋ẍ䨩䟜ˤ役⸜⚳⢾
⬠侭䘬䞼䨞䘤䎦栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳㚱ᶵ拗䘬ㆸ㓰炻ᶵ傥㑩㚱 N 忋婆妨㧉✳䘬䈡⿏
ḇ傥妋㰢屯㕁䦨䔷仢溆炻䁢婆枛彐嬀冯婆妨㧉✳ⷞἮ㕘䘬夾慶烊䃞侴栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨
㧉✳ḇṵ⬀⛐ᶨṃ仢溆炻ἳ⤪⢾娆⼁⓷柴(out-of-vocabulary, OOV)ˣ仢᷷攟嶅暊屯妲ˣ
忳䬿䘬㗪攻墯暄⹎忶檀ẍ⍲娆䘬堐䣢㕡⺷仢⮹Ḯ娆䘬䈡⿏䫱⓷柴ˤ⚈㬌炻ḇ㚱⬠侭憅⮵
栆䤆䴻䵚嶗䘬嬲⼊炻ἧ䓐Ḯ℟㚱怆徜傥≃䘬栆䤆䴻䵚嶗Ἦ⺢㥳婆妨㧉✳炻侴㓰㝄ḇ㭼ᶨ
凔栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳⤥ˤ
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㛔婾㔯憅⮵怆徜⺷栆䤆䴻䵚嶗婆妨㧉✳ Ḯ㚜忚ᶨ㬍䘬㓡┬炻㛇㛃ἧ䓐斄倗屯妲
≽ン婧㔜婆妨㧉✳Ἦ庼≑㨇䌯䘬Ộ㷔ˤ⽆⮎槿䳸㝄ᷕ⎗ẍ䚳↢ἧ䓐斄倗屯妲䘬䡢傥ⷞἮ
⸓≑炻Ữ㗗㓰㝄ṵᶵ⣈㖶栗炻℞⍇⚈ㅱ䁢廠ℍⰌㆾ⇵ᶨ㗪攻溆䘬屯妲塓斄倗屯妲⸚
㒦炻⮶农ㆸ㓰㚱旸ˤ侴⮎槿ᷕḇ䘤䎦⇘㷃⮹悐↮斄倗屯妲傥㍸⋯彐嬀䌯炻⚈㬌斄倗屯妲
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ኴ
ຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲઔߒ֮᠏ଃߓอऱૹംᠲհԫΖဲڇऱၸᐋΔՕڍ
ᑇऱဲຟᙅ༛ဲءݠᓳΔॺဲ᧢ݠᓳऱԫ᧢ᓳঞΖڇऱၸᐋΔऱຑଃ
᧢ᓳംᠲᄎ᧢ֺለᓤᠧΔڂԫ᧢ᓳঞࠀլ౨ݙ٤ᔞڇشխऱޢଡဲՂΖ
ڇຍᒧᓵ֮խΔݺଚ༼נԱԫ࣍شױխ֮֮᠏ଃߓอऱຑଃ᧢ᓳቃ
۷ᑓิΖݺଚެאᖫ ˖ˈˁ˃ ዝጩऄჸԿጟ ˦̃˸˶˼˴˿ʳ˖˴̆˸ ࠐኙխऱٺଡଃᆏຑ
ଃ᧢ᓳቃ۷Δڼቃ۷ᑓิڇփຝྒྷᇢࡉ؆ຝྒྷᇢऱቃ۷إᒔ։ܑ ˌˆˁˇ˅ʸࡉ
ˌ˄ˁ˄ˆʸΖ

Abstract
Taiwanese tone sandhi problem is one of the important research issues for Taiwanese
Text-to-Speech systems. In word level, we can use the general tone sandhi rules to deal with
the Taiwanese tone sandhi problem. The tone sandhi becomes more difficult in sentence level
because of that the general tone sandhi rules for words may not apply at each word in a
sentence. In this paper we proposed a module to deal with the Taiwanese tone sandhi problem
for Chinese to Taiwanese Text-to-Speech systems. We adopt Decision tree C5.0 algorithm
accompanied with three Special Cases generated from training data to predict the tone sandhi
of each syllable. In this module, the accuracy of the inside test and outside test are 93.42%
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and 91.13%, respectively.
ᣂဲΚຑଃ᧢ᓳΔ֮᠏ଃߓอΔެᖫ
Keywords: Taiwanese Tone Sandhi, Text-to-Speech System, Decision Tree.

ԫΕፃᓵ
ݺڇഏ່ൄࠌشऱԿՕߢ։ܑਢഏΕ֗ড়ΔຍԿጟߢຟ᥆࣍ᜢᓳ
ߢ(Tonal Language)ΔՈຟڶژຑଃ᧢ᓳ(Tone Sandhi)ऱွΖࢬᘯຑଃ᧢ᓳਐऱਢڇຑ
ᥛଃխΔਬࠄଃᆏࠡ࠹ڂছ৵ଃᆏऱᐙۖլ٦অڶڶᓳᇆऱൣݮΖࠏףΚڇխ֮
ᇙΔψ۔/ԈԜԩ/ωࡉψॡ/ԋԤԩ/ωຟਢԿᜢڗΔۖᅝຍࠟଡګิڗψ۔ॡωຍଡဲऱ
ழଢΔψ۔ωຍଡڗऱᦰଃᄎ᧢ګԲᜢऱ/ԈԜԨ/Ζψ୶/ԏԞԩ /ωΕψᥦ/ԈԞԩ/ω
Εψ塢/
ԉԤԞԩ/ωิګψ୶ᥦ塢ωழψ୶ωࡉψᥦωऱᦰଃຟ᧢ګԲᜢΖڇխΔ
ψՒωऱ
ᦰଃਢ/to2/Δψچωऱᦰଃਢ/de7/ΔۖψՒچωऱᦰଃਢ/to1 de7/Δݺଚאױ࿇ψՒω
ຍଡڗऱᜢᓳءطऱԲᜢ᧢ګԫᜢΖڇড়խΔψಾωࡉψᒵωऱᦰଃ։ܑ/ziim2/
ፖ/sien1/Δᅝ،ଚิګψಾᒵωຍଡဲழΔ
ψಾωऱᦰଃ᧢ګԿᜢऱ/ziim3/Ζ
ڇխΔࢬڶဲڗऱᦰଃᜢᓳጠءᓳΖՕڍᑇऱ֮ຟᎁऱᜢᓳڶ
ԮጟΔ։ܑΚ ࣟ/dong1/Ε᤻/dong2/Εར/dong3/Εᅮ/dok4/Εٵ/dong5/Ε᤻/dong6/Ε
/dong7/Εᗑ/dok8/ΔࠡխऱԲᜢࡉքᜢٵᓳΖױਢݺଚ࿇ૉەᐞຑଃ᧢ᓳࡉত
קᓳऱൣݮΔऱᜢᓳ᧢֏ሒԼԲጟΔᇡߠ।ԫΖᜰࠏࠐᎅΔԿᦤଃխรԫ
ଡڗऱᜢᓳΔլ᥆࣍ൄߠᜢᓳऱٚ۶ԫጟΔڕΚଯ/dong0/ଯଯ֗אԵᜢଃऱ/dok0/
Ζۖᜢᓳ 9 ࡉᜢᓳ 8 ঞতקᓳऱլٵΖဲڇऱၸᐋΔ֟ڶᑇऱဲࠡࢬڶऱଃᆏ
ຟᦰءᓳΔࠏڕψᙰ࿀/tau5 tiann3/ωΔۖՕڍᑇऱဲຟᙅ༛ဲݠଃᆏᦰءᓳΔॺဲ
ݠଃᆏᦰ᧢ᓳऱԫ᧢ᓳঞΖ᧢ᓳऱൣױݮ։ॺګԵᜢڗፖԵᜢ᧢ڗᓳຍࠟ
ଡຝ։Δᇡาऱ᧢ᓳঞױەቹԫΖڇԵᜢڗऱ᧢ᓳՂΔԫڍᎁᜢࡉԶᜢ
յངΔۖݺଚᎁऱԵᜢ᧢ڗᓳᚨᜢ᠏ԲᜢΔۖԶᜢࡉᜢ᧢ᓳ৵ᚨԿ
ᜢΖဲփऱ᧢ᓳᒤࠏױە।ԲΖଃߓอڶৰڍΔݺଚࢬආشऱਢଃ
ߓอ[3]Δڂ،౨ٵழᔞ࣍شഏΕ֗ড়ڍጟڇຏ۩ऱߢΔຍ࣍ܓڶ
ݺଚࠐآऱ࿇୶Ζ
ڇऱၸᐋΔऱຑଃ᧢ᓳൣݮ༉᧢ֺለᓤᠧԱΖڶழଢԫଡ፷່ڶ
৵ԫଡءᦰڗᓳΔࠡ塒ऱڗຟ᧢ᓳΖאψݺ၇ੑ۪ᖲωࠏΔࢍՀݺଚ٨נխ
ޢଡڗऱءᓳ࿇ଃ֗אإᒔऱᦰଃʻᆖ᧢ᓳʼΖʳ
ࠏΚʳ ݺʳ
ʳ ၇ʳ ʳ ʳ ੑʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ۪ʳ ʳ ʳ ᖲʳ
ءᓳΚ˺˻̈˴˅ʳ ˵˻˸˅ʳ ̆˸˅ʳ ̆˴́́˄ʳ ˺˼˄ʳ
᧢ᓳΚ˺˻̈˴˄ʳ ˵˻˸˄ʳ ̆˸˄ʳ ̆˴́́ˊʳ ˺˼˄ʳ
ԫጟൣݮঞਢݺଚאױലԫଡီطᑇଡऄᆵิګΔޢଡऄᆵጠ
᧢ᓳဲิ[4]Ζ᧢ᓳဲิऱ່৵ԫଡءᦰڗᓳΔࠡ塒ऱڗઃ᧢ᓳΖᓮאՀऱࠏΔʻࢍ
ᒵ।᧢ᓳဲิʼΚʳ
ࠏΚሎʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ೯ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ਢʳ ʳ ԫʳ ʳ ʳ ଡʳ ʳ ʳ ړʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ʳ ክʳ
ءᓳΚ̈́ˊʳ ˷̂́˺ˊʳ ̆˼ˊʳ ̍˼̇ˋʳ ˸˼ˈʳ ˻̂˅ʳ ̆˼̃ˋʳ ˺̈˴́ˆʳ
᧢ᓳΚ̈́ˆʳ ˷̂́˺ˊʳ ̆˼ˆʳ ̍˼̇ˆʳ ˸˼ˈʳ ˻̂˄ʳ ̆˼̃ˆʳ ˺̈˴́ˆʳ
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ψሎ೯ਢԫଡړክω
Δᆖመխઔೃဲ՛ิऱᒵՂឰဲᕴ৵ױ։ᇞګքଡဲΔ
։ܑਢψሎ೯ωΕ
ψਢω
ΕψԫωΕ
ψଡωΕψړωΕψክω
Ζૉࠉᅃቹԫऱঞࠐຑଃ᧢
ᓳΔ߷Ꮦࠡ࣠༉լᄎإᒔΖڂ᧢ᓳဲิਢطԫଡࢨڍଡဲࢬิګۖٽΔࢬאቹԫऱ
ঞሎࠩشՂழ༉᧩լജݙΖݺଚطಝᒭற࿇ॺဲݠऱଃᆏˈˌ ڶʸऱᖲ
ᦰ᧢ᓳΔۖဲݠऱଃᆏ˃ˉ ڶʸऱᖲᦰءᓳΔˇ˃ʸऱᖲᦰ᧢ᓳΖຍ।قխऱॺဲݠ
ଃᆏՕીᙅ༛ԫऱຑଃ᧢ᓳঞΔۖဲݠଃᆏঞڶຍጟႜٻΔڇڼڂၸᐋ
ᇙᏁࠋޓڶऱֱऄࠐऱຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲΖʳ
।ԫΕᜢᓳᎅࣔࠏ।
ᜢᓳ

ࠏڗ

ᜢᓳټጠፖုᇞ

ΰ࿇ଃα

dong0 ଯΰdong0αଯଯ ᜢΰԿຑଃรԫڗα
ࣟ
ؓ
dong1
dong2
dong6

᤻

૾

dong3

ར

૾܅

dong5

ٵ

܅ᒷՂ֒

dong7



խؓ

dok0

ΰdok0α

ԵΰԵᜢଃα

dok2

ࠬΰdok2αឰ

խ૾ΰԵᜢଃα

dok3

ᗑΰdok3αم

܅ԵΰԵᜢଃα

dok4

ᅮ

խԵΰԵᜢଃα

dok8

ᗑ

ԵΰԵᜢଃতα

dok9

ᗑ

ԵΰԵᜢଃקᓳα

ቹԫΕԫ᧢ᓳঞ
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।ԲΕ᧢ᓳᒤࠏ

ءᓳ(ဲ)ݠ

᧢ᓳ(ॺဲ)ݠ

࣋֨/sim1/

֨/sim7/ቼ

९Ն/gu2/

Ն/gu1/९

ࣆֶ/kiam3/

ֶ/kiam2/Գ

ࡡࡹ/kut4/

ࡹ/kut2/ࣚ

ٵ/dai5/

/dai3/ק( קᓳ)
/dai7/( קত)

נ؆/ghua7/

؆/ghua3/Գ

ࣅݰ/ik8/

ݰ/ik3/ߊ

ʳ
ؾছຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲऱઔߒΔՕڍᑇᖂृറ୮ආشঞֱڤऄࠐຑଃ᧢
ᓳംᠲ[1][4][8-10]ΖࠡխΔ˟˼́ʳ ፖʳ ˖˻˸́[1]شܓՕঞʻԫ᧢ᓳঞΕ
ψגωছ᧢ᓳ
ঞΕ᎘ᜢ᧢ᓳঞΕԿᦤ᧢ဲ୲ݮᓳঞʼࠐኔ܂ຑଃ᧢ᓳᑓิΔࠡྒྷᇢறऱᑓ
ˈˈˊˉ ଡଃᆏΔߓڼอऱຑଃ᧢ᓳإᒔ ˋ˅ˁˈˆʸΖᄘւߢԳ[9] ˃˅ شܓය᧢ᓳঞࠐ
ऱຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲΔشࠌڇຍࠄঞழᄎ٣ലխऱޢଡଃᆏຟ٣ءᓳΔྥ
৵٦ࠉ৵૿ऱঞࠐଥ᧢ࠡإᓳൣݮΖঞՂყ৵૿ऱঞऱૹࢤყൎΔࢬא৵૿ऱ
ঞאױଥإছ૿ঞࢬขسऱ࣠Ζڼᑓิऱྒྷᇢறᑓֺለ՛Δ ˅ˉˌ ڶଡଃ
ᆏΔإᒔ ˋˋˁˌˋʸΖඩඕႂ[8]ࢬ࿇୶נऱ֮᠏ଃߓอՈਢආشঞڤऱֱऄࠐ
ຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲΔࠡإᒔ ˉˈʸΖੋঊူ[6]֛ױ್شܓߢᑓীࠐຑଃ᧢ᓳ
ംᠲΔࠡࢬආشऱற۵ᆖΔறխ ڶ6593 ଡփܶ 35543 ଡڗΔؓ݁९
 5 ଡڗΖࠡቃ۷إᒔ 84%Ζᎌ[7]٣ּߦشܓጻሁ࠷ॣޡऱຑଃ᧢ᓳቃ۷
࣠Δ٦شխ֮ဲኙᚨ᧢ᓳঞࠐଥإຍࠄ࣠ऱֱࠐڤຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲΖ
ࠡಝᒭற٥ ڶ583 Δփܶ 8138 ଡଃᆏΔ؆ຝྒྷᇢإᒔ 85.84%Ζ
ءڇᓵ֮խΔݺଚ༼נԱެאᖫ C5.0 ዝጩऄჸԿጟ Special Case ࠐኙխऱ
ٺଡଃᆏຑଃ᧢ᓳቃ۷ऱֱऄΖݺଚऱᑓิאױᚨڇشխ֮᠏ଃߓอխΔش
ࠐ༼֮֒᠏ଃߓอ֮ڇ։࣫Ղऱ౨ԺΖءᓵ֮ऱີᆏڜඈڕՀˍڇรԲᆏΔݺଚലտ
ฯݺଚऱኔ᧭ֱऄΖรԿᆏտฯٺጟֱऄऱኔ᧭࣠ΖᓵڇรᆏΖ

ԲΕኔ᧭ֱऄ
(ԫ)ற
ݺଚൕ ˖˻˼́˸̆˸ʳ˚˼˺˴̊̂̅˷ʳ˧˻˼̅˷ʳ˘˷˼̇˼̂́ ऱ᧯խ֮றխᙟᖲࢼ࠷ ˆˉˊ˅ ଡ܂
ኔ᧭றΔࠀലற։ಝᒭறʻપˈˊ ۾ˁˈʸʼࡉྒྷᇢறʻપˇ˅ ۾ˁˈʸʼΖࠀຘመ
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٣ছၲ࿇ऱխ֮֮᠏ଃߓอ[12]Δ࠷խ֮֮ࢬኙᚨऱଃΔ່৵
٦ࠌش֮ଃீإՠࠠ[7]ࠐԳՠீإΖ।Կݺଚኔ᧭றऱઌᣂᑇ
ᖕΖChinese Gigaword Third Edition խऱ֮ີܶץԱឰဲ࣠ፖဲࢤᑑಖΔԱᝩ
܍ᇷற࿕งംᠲΔݺଚຘመխઔೃဲᣊᑑಖ।ലࢬڶऱဲࢤᑑಖޏ壄១ဲᣊΖ
ʳ
।ԿΕಝᒭறፖྒྷᇢறᑇᖕʳ
ʳʳ

ᑇʳ

ଃᆏᑇʳ

ಝᒭறʳ

˅ˊˊ˅ʳ

ˆˋˈ˃ˋʳ

ྒྷᇢறʳ

ˌ˃˃ʳ

˄˅ˇˈ˅ʳ

᜔ᑇʳ

ˆˉˊ˅ʳ

ˈ˃ˌˉ˃ʳ

ʳ

(Բ)ެᖫC5.0 ዝጩऄ
ຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲױီԫጟ։ᣊംᠲΔڂޢଡଃᆏऱᦰଃءڶᓳࡉ᧢ᓳຍ
ࠟጟױ౨Ζެᖫ(Decision Tree)ਢࠌشᖫण։ࠐݣขس։ᣊঞΔ៶طԫຑۭऱംᠲ
ࡉঞലᇷற։ᣊΔ៶طઌۿऱݮኪࠐංྒྷઌٵऱ࣠ΖՀ٨ᎅࣔެᖫঞขسऱ
መ࿓[2]Κ
ޡᨏ˄ˁʳ ଈ٣ΔലࢬڶᙁԵᇷற܂᧯ئᆏរΖʳ
ޡᨏ˅ˁʳ ެᖫດԫൿ༴ࢬڶऱᙁԵ᧢ᑇΔאૠጩޢଡᙁԵ᧢ᑇኙᚨቃྒྷ᧢ᑇऱ։ݣ
ᄷঞΔྥ৵ᖕ։ݣᄷঞਗࠋ່נ։᧢ݣᑇΔڼش։᧢ݣᑇขسᇷற։໊Δ
אขسᆏរΖٺଡᆏរᖕூࠏऱቃྒྷ᧢ᑇ։ؒᖲΔਐ։ᣊ࣠א
֗ขس։ᣊᖲΖʳ
ޡᨏˆˁʳ ലᆏរီᄅ᧯ئΔຘመٵᑌޡᨏᥛᨃެᖫس९Δ່৵ආشଥ೪ݾ
ʻˣ̅̈́˼́˺ʼଥ೪լؘऱঞΖʳ
ʳ
ԫൄشऱެᖫዝጩऄՕી C5.0ΕCARTΕCHAID ፖ QUEST ጟֱऄΖݺ
ଚऱઔߒࠌެشᖫ C5.0 ዝጩऄࠐऱຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲΖC5.0 ዝጩऄ᥆࣍ᅮڤ
ᖂዝጩऄΔՈױጠঞංᑓীΖ،౨ജኙຑᥛী᧢ᑇ֗ᣊܑী᧢ᑇ։࣫ΖC5.0
ऱޢԫଡᆏរאױขسլٵᑇၦऱ։֭Δ،ᄎࠉ່Օᇷಛᏺ墿(Information Gain Value)
ऱ᥏໊֊ۯᑌءΔૹᓤ֊໊ऴࠩᑌءႃլ౨٦։ַ໊Δ౨ࠉࠌृشᏁޣขެس
ᖫ֗ঞႃࠟጟᑓী[11]Ζ
ݺଚࢤဲشܓΕဲ९ΕছԫဲဲࢤΕছԫဲဲ९ΕছԲဲဲࢤΕছԲဲဲ९Ε৵ԫ
ဲࢤΕ৵ԫဲဲ९Ε৵ԲဲࢤΕ৵Բဲဲ९Εਢܡဲ֗אݠਢܡݠԼԲႈᑇ
ຘመެᖫ C5.0 ዝጩऄขسຑଃ᧢ᓳ։ᣊঞΖאՀലشܓԫଡࠏࠐᎅࣔݺଚ
ࢬࠌشऱٺႈᑇΖʳ
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ࠏΚױʻ˔˗˩ʼ܂ʻ˩̇ʼԳՠʻˡʼߗʻˡʼऱʻ˧ʼسढʻˡʼტᚨᕴʻˡʼΖʳ
˄ˁ ဲࢤΚଃᆏࢬဲڇऱဲࢤΖࠏխऱψױωࢬဲڇԫဲڗΔࠡဲࢤ ˔˗˩Ζ
ψ܂ωຍଡଃᆏࢬဲڇψ܂ωਢԫଡԲဲڗΔࠡဲࢤ ˩̇Ζʳ
˅ˁ ဲ९ΚଃᆏࢬဲڇऱڗᑇΖψױωຍଡଃᆏࢬဲڇԫဲڗΔဲ९ ˄Ζψ܂ω
ຍଡଃᆏࢬဲڇԫଡԲဲڗΔဲ९ ˅Ζʳ
ˆˁ ছԫဲဲࢤΚଃᆏࢬဲڇऱছԫဲဲࢤΖ
ψױωຍଡဲڗխऱรԫଡဲΔ
ڶছԫဲΔਚᑑಖ ˡ̈˿˿Ζ
ψ܂ωຍଡଃᆏࢬဲڇψ܂ω
Δࠡছԫဲψױω
ऱဲࢤ ˔˗˩Ζʳ
ˇˁ ছԫဲဲ९ΚଃᆏࢬဲڇऱছԫဲࢬܶڗᑇΖဲڗψױωխऱรԫଡဲΔ
ڶছԫဲΔਚছԫဲဲ९ಖ ˃Ζψ܂ωຍଡଃᆏࢬဲڇऱছԫဲψױωΔ
ࠡဲ९ ˄Ζʳ
ˈˁ ছԲဲဲࢤΚଃᆏࢬဲڇऱছ૿รԲଡဲऱဲࢤΖψױωऱรԫଡဲΔਚ
ڼႈᑇᑑಖ ˡ̈˿˿Ζ
ψ܂ωຍଃᆏࢬဲڇΔ
ψ܂ω
ΔऱรԲଡဲΔྤছ
ԲဲΔਚছԲဲဲࢤᑑಖ ˡ̈˿˿Ζ
ψԳωຍଡଃᆏࢬဲڇΔ
ψԳՠω
Δխऱ
รԿଡဲΔࠡছ૿รԲଡဲဲڗψױωΔࠡڼڂছԲဲဲࢤ ˔˗˩Ζʳ
ˉˁ ছԲဲဲ९Κଃᆏࢬဲڇऱছ૿รԲଡဲࢬܶڗᑇΖψױωຍଃᆏࢬဲڇ
ऱรԫଡဲΔྤছԲဲΔਚছԲဲဲ९ಖ ˃Ζ
ψ܂ωຍଃᆏࢬဲڇऱร
ԲଡဲΔྤছԲဲΔਚছԲဲဲ९ಖ ˃Ζ
ψԳωຍଡଃᆏࢬဲڇխऱร
ԿଡဲΔছ૿รԲଡဲဲڗψױωΔࠡছԲဲဲ९ ˄Ζʳ
ˊˁ ৵ԫဲࢤΚଃᆏࢬဲڇऱ৵ԫဲऱဲࢤΖဲڗψױωऱ৵ԫဲψ܂ωΔࠡ
ဲࢤ ˩̇Ζ
ψՠωຍଃᆏࢬڇऱဲψԳՠω
Δࠡ৵ԫဲψߗωဲࢤ ˡΖ
ψტω
ຍଃᆏࢬ᥆ऱဲψტᚨᕴω
Δխ່৵ԫဲΔྤ৵ԫဲڼڂᑑಖ ˡ̈˿˿Ζʳ
ˋˁ ৵ԫဲဲ९Κଃᆏࢬဲڇऱ৵ԫဲࢬܶڗᑇΖψױωऱ৵ԫဲψ܂ωࠡဲ९
 ˅Ζ
ψՠωຍଃᆏࢬڇऱဲψԳՠωΔࠡ৵ԫဲψߗωڗᑇ ˅Ζψტω
ຍଃᆏࢬڇऱဲψტᚨᕴωխ່৵ԫဲΔྤ৵ԫဲਚڼႈᑇಖ ˃Ζʳ
ˌˁ ৵ԲဲဲࢤΚଃᆏࢬဲڇऱ৵૿รԲଡဲऱဲࢤΖဲڗψױωऱ৵૿รԲଡဲ
ψԳՠωࠡဲࢤ ˡΖ
ψՠωຍଃᆏ᥆࣍ԲဲڗψԳՠωΔࠡ৵૿รԲଡဲ
ψऱωဲࢤ ˧ΖψტωຍଃᆏࢬڇऱဲψტᚨᕴωΔਢխ່৵ԫဲࠀྤ
৵ԲဲΔਚᑑಖ ˡ̈˿˿Ζʳ
˄˃ˁ ৵Բဲဲ९Κଃᆏࢬဲڇऱ৵૿รԲଡဲࢬܶڗᑇΖ
ψױωऱ৵૿รԲଡဲψԳ
ՠωࠡဲ९ ˅Ζ
ψՠωຍଃᆏࢬڇऱဲψԳՠω
Δࠡ৵รԲଡဲဲڗψऱω
Δ
ਚψՠωऱ৵Բဲဲ९ ˄Ζ
ψტωຍଃᆏࢬ᥆ဲψტᚨᕴωਢխ່৵ԫ
ဲࠀྤ৵ԲဲΔਚࠡ৵Բဲဲ९ᚨಖ ˃Ζʳ
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˄˄ˁ ਢܡဲݠΚଃᆏਢܡࠡࢬဲڇऱ່৵ԫڗΖ
ψױωຍଃᆏࢬဲڇԫဲڗΔ
ਚψױωဲݠΖԲဲڗψ܂ωऱรԫଡଃᆏψ܂ω
Δਚψ܂ω᥆ॺဲݠΖ
ۖψωਢԲဲڗψ܂ωऱรԲଡଃᆏΔਚψωဲݠΖʳ
˄˅ˁ ਢܡݠΚଃᆏࢬۯڇᆜਢܡऱ່৵ԫଃᆏΖ
ψױωຍଃᆏࢬۯڇᆜլ
ऱ່৵ԫଃᆏΔਚᑑಖॺݠΖ
ψტωຍଃᆏࢬဲڇऱ່৵ԫଡ
ဲΔ܀ψტωຍଃᆏψტᚨᕴωဲխऱԫଡଃᆏਚսॺݠΖ
ψᕴωຍଃᆏ
່৵ԫଡဲψტᚨᕴωխऱ່৵ԫଡଃᆏΔਚᑑಖݠΖʳ

(Բ)ԿጟSpecial Case
ݺଚൕಝᒭறխ࿇ਬࠄဲऱ᧢ᓳൣڇݮறխਢࡐࡳऱΔࢬݺאଚၞԫޡ։࣫
ဲऱߪءਢܡᄎᐙຑଃ᧢ᓳऱ࣠ΔאՀਢݺଚ൶ಘऱԿጟ Special CaseΖ
˄ˁ ˪̂̅˷ΚڇಝᒭறխΔૉਬଡխ֮ဲנڻᑇՕ࣍࣍ ˅ ڻΔဲփٺଃᆏऱ
᧢ءᓳᑌڇڤಝᒭறխٺଃᆏ᧢ءᓳႉݧխࢬࠏֺ۾Օ࣍࣍ ˌˇʸΔݺଚ
༉ലຍᑌऱխ֮ဲگᙕᅝګঞΔ৵ሖࠩݙ٤ԫᑌऱխ֮ဲழΔױऴ൷
ࡳٺଃᆏ᧢ءᓳ࣠ΖࠏڕΔݺڇଚऱಝᒭறխΔ
ψ᜔อࢌωຍଡဲנመ
ˇ ڻޢڻऱᦰଃຟਢ/zong1 tong1 hu2/Δࢬڇאψ᜔อࢌωຍଡဲփऱ᧢ء
ᓳᑌڤʻ᧢ᓳΔ᧢ᓳΔءᓳʼऱᖲ ˄˃˃ʸΖ৵ሖߠψ᜔อࢌωຍଡ
ဲΔߓอലᄎऴ൷ਐࡳࠡຑଃ᧢ᓳ࣠ʻ᧢ᓳΔ᧢ᓳΔءᓳʼΖʳ
˅ˁ ˣˢ˦ʾ˪̂̅˷˥ΚڇಝᒭறխΔૉਬԫဲ ˪ ऱဲࢤ ˣˢ˦ ࠡՀԫଡဲਬԫ
ࡳխ֮ဲழΔຍᑌऱϘဲࢤϙףՂϘխ֮ဲϙऱิٽΔڇಝᒭறխנڻ
ᑇՕ࣍࣍ ˅  ˪ ڻऱဲݠଃᆏ᧢ءᓳڼڇጟൣݮՀנֺࠏՕ࣍࣍ ˌˇʸ
ழΔݺଚ༉ᄎലຍጟิگٽᙕ˿˴˼˶˸̃˦ ګʳ˖˴̆˸Ζݺଚൕறխ࿇Δૉဲ ˪ ऱ
ဲࢤ ˗˘˧ ࠡՀԫଡဲψഏωຍଡဲڗழΔ˪ ऱဲݠଃᆏ᧩ࣔڶऱ᧢
ᓳႜٻΖڇՀ૿ऱࠟଡࠏխΔဲࢤ ˗˘˧ ऱࠟଡဲऱဲݠຟᦰ᧢ᓳΖʳ
ࠏ˄ Κ։ᙰʳ ਈᄎʳ ٺʻ˗˘˧ʼ˂˺˸̅˻˅˂ʳ ഏʳ ᕋʳ ᜤٽഏʳ ז।ቸΖʳ
ࠏ˅ Κຍʳ ਢʳ ࠟʻ˗˘˧ʼ˂́́˺ˆ˂ʳ ഏʳ ਙएʳ ່ʳ ʳ ऱʳ ։ມΖʳ
ˆˁ ˪̂̅˷˟ʾˣˢ˦Κʳ ಝᒭறխΔૉਬԫဲ ˪ ऱဲࢤ ˣˢ˦ ࠡՂԫଡဲਬԫࡳ
խ֮ဲழΔຍᑌऱϘխ֮ဲϙףՂϘဲࢤϙऱิٽΔڇಝᒭறխנڻᑇ
Օ࣍࣍ ˅  ˪ ڻऱဲݠଃᆏ᧢ءᓳڼڇጟൣݮՀנֺࠏՕ࣍࣍ ˌˇʸΔ
ݺଚ༉ᄎലຍጟิگٽᙕ˿˴˼˶˸̃˦ ګʳ˖˴̆˸Ζݺଚൕறխ࿇Δૉဲ ˪ ऱဲࢤ
 ˔˗˩ ࠡছԫଡဲԲဲڗψ࣠ڕωழΔ˪ ऱဲݠଃᆏ᧩ࣔڶऱ᧢ᓳႜ
ٻΖڇՀ૿ऱࠟଡࠏխΔဲࢤ ˔˗˩ ऱࠟଡဲऱဲݠຟᦰ᧢ᓳΖʳ
ࠏ˄ Κਙࢌʳ ࣠ڕʳ լʻ˔˗˩ʼ˂̀ˆ˂ʳ ףൎʳ অᥨʳ ֽູʳ Ζʳ
ࠏ˅ ΚՕຬʳ ٺʳ چʳ اගʳ ࣠ڕʳ ຟʻ˔˗˩ʼ˂˿̂́˺˄˂ʳ ࠌشʳ ຍʳ ଡʳ ࢵᑇΖʳ
ʳ
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ൕಝᒭறխࢼנԿጟ Special Case ऱઌᣂঞհ৵Δݺଚᄎނຍࠄঞፖছԫ՛
ᆏࢬ࿇୶ऱ C5.0 ຑଃ᧢ᓳቃ۷ᑓิڇٽԫದΖאՀݺଚലᎅࣔࠟृٽऱመ
࿓ΔᙁԵऱ֮ψʻˡʼʳ ٠༚ʻ˩̇ʼʳ ٿʻˡʼʳ Ւچʻˡʼʳ ޏʻ˩̇ʼʳ ઔಘᄎʻˡʼΖωʳ
ޡᨏ1.ʳ ଈ٣ᛀऱփ୲ྤڶฤٽԿጟ ˦̃˸˶˼˴˿ʳ˖˴̆˸ ऱঞΖ
˴Ε ˪̂̅˷ ঞΚʳ
ψωݺڇଚऱ ˪̂̅˷ ঞխנΔˋˌ ڶˁˉ˅ʸऱᖲᦰʻ᧢ᓳΔءᓳʼΖʳ
ψՒچωݺڇଚऱ ˪̂̅˷ ঞխנΔˇˌ ڶˁˊˇʸऱᖲᦰʻ᧢ᓳΔءᓳʼΖʳ
˵Ε ˣˢ˦ʾ˪̂̅˷˥ ঞΚʳ
ࠏءڇխྤބฤٽයٙऱঞΖʳ
˶Ε ˪̂̅˷˟ʾˣˢ˦ ঞΚʳ
ࠩބʻՒچΔ˩̇ʼऱঞΔܛᅝဲࢤ Vt ছԫဲψՒچωழΔ ڶ94.74%
ऱᖲࠌဲࢤ Vt ऱဲءᦰݠᓳΖਚࠏءڇխΔଃᆏψωᚨᦰءᓳΖʳ
ޡᨏ˅ˁʳ ެشܓᖫ ˖ˈˁ˃ ዝጩऄቃ۷ໍ塒ଃᆏऱຑଃ᧢ᓳ࣠Ζʳ
ʳ
ءᎅࣔࠏऱ່ึ࣠ڕՀΔڼڇϘءϙ।ءᓳΔϘ᧢ϙ।᧢ᓳΖʳ
ଃ

ᆏʳ

ʳ

ʳ

٠ʳ

༚ʳ

ٿʳ

Ւʳ

چʳ

ޏʳ

ʳ

ઔʳ

ಘʳ

ᄎʳ

ቃ۷࣠ʳ

᧢ʳ

ءʳ

᧢ʳ

᧢ʳ

ءʳ

᧢ʳ

ءʳ

᧢ʳ

ءʳ

᧢ʳ

᧢ʳ

ءʳ

ԿΕኔ᧭࣠
ݺଚऱற٥ ڶ3672 ଡΔփܶ 50960 ଡᆏΔࠡխ 2772 Δ38508 ଡଃᆏ(પ
75.5%)ಝᒭறΔࠡ塒 900 Δ12452 ଡଃᆏ(પ 24.5%)ྒྷᇢறΖ।ݺଚऱ
ኔ᧭࣠Δެᖫ ˖ˈˁ˃ ዝጩऄऱփຝྒྷᇢፖ؆ຝྒྷᇢऱإᒔ։ܑ ˋˌˁˆˌʸ֗א
ˋˋˁˋˇʸΔۖެᖫ ˖ˈˁ˃ ዝጩऄჸԿጟ ˦̃˸˶˼˴˿ʳ˖˴̆˸ ֱऄऱփຝྒྷᇢፖ؆ຝྒྷᇢऱإᒔ
։ܑ ˌˆˁˇ˅ʸ֗ ˌ˄ˁ˄ˆʸΖݺଚאױ࿇ެᖫ ˖ˈˁ˃ ዝጩऄףڇԵԿጟ ˦̃˸˶˼˴˿ʳ ˖˴̆˸
ऱઌᣂঞ৵ࠡቃ۷إᒔ᧩ڶထऱ༼֒Ζ।ն٨נຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲઌᣂઔߒऱኔ᧭
ᑇᖕΔឈྥٺઔߒࢬආشऱறຟլٵΔࢬྤאऄݙנ٤ড়ᨠऱֺለΔ܀սڶԫࡳऱ
ەᏝଖΖݺଚאױൕխ࿇ءᓵ֮ࢬ༼נऱֱऄࠠڶለऱቃ۷إᒔΔྒྷᇢற
ऱᑓՈֺለՕΖʳ

।Εኔ᧭࣠(ቃ۷إᒔ)
ʳ
փຝྒྷᇢʳ

؆ຝྒྷᇢʳ

ެᖫ ˖ˈˁ˃ ዝጩऄʳ

ˋˌˁˆˌʸʳ

ˋˋˁˋˇʸʳ

ެᖫ ˖ˈˁ˃ ዝጩऄʾ˦̃˸˶˼˴˿ʳ˖˴̆˸ʳ

ˌˆˁˇ˅ʸʳ

ˌ˄ˁ˄ˆʸʳ
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।նΕຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲઌᣂઔߒኔ᧭ᑇᖕʳ
ઌᣂઔߒʳ

إᒔʳ

ྒྷᇢறՕ՛ʳ

Lin and Chen
[1]

ˋ˅ˁˈˆʸʳ

ˈˈˊˉ ଃᆏʳ

ੋঊူ[6]ʳ

ˋˇʸʳ

آवʳ

ᄘւߢ[9]ʳ

ˋˋˁˌˋʸʳ

ˌˉ˅ ଃᆏʳ

ᎌ[7]ʳ

ˋˈˁˋˇʸʳ

˄ˈˌ ʳ

ءઔߒʳ

ˌ˄ˁ˄ˆʸʳ

12452 ଃᆏʳ

Εᓵ
ഏΕࡉড়ݺഏԿՕൄشߢΔຍԿጟߢຟਢᜢᓳߢΔՈຟڶژຑଃ
᧢ᓳऱွΖࡉ؆ࠟጟߢઌֺΔऱຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲֺለᓤᠧΔڼڂՈګ࿇୶
ᔆऱ֮᠏ଃߓอऱԫՕᣄᠲΖءᓵ֮༼נԫଡެאᖫ ˖ˈˁ˃ ዝጩऄჸԿጟ
˦̃˸˶˼˴˿ʳ˖˴̆˸ ऱֱऄࠐऱຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲΔݺଚऱᑓิհփຝྒྷᇢࡉ؆ຝྒྷᇢऱቃ
۷إᒔ։ܑ ˌˆˁˇ˅ʸ֗ ˌ˄ˁ˄ˆʸΖݺଚऱֱऄፖࠡ،ຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲઌᣂઔߒઌֺΔ
ݺଚऱᑓิࠠڶለऱቃ۷إᒔΖ

֮ە
[1] C. J. Lin and H. H. Chen,“A Mandarin to Taiwanese Min Nan Machine Translation

[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

System with Speech Synthesis of Taiwanese Min Nan,” Internal Journal of
Computational Linguistic and Chinese Language Processing, Vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 59-84,
1999.
ձઌݳΔ˦ˤ˟ʳ˦˸̅̉˸̅ʳ˅˃˃ˋʳ˗˴̇˴ʳˠ˼́˼́˺ ᇷறආΔஙव֮֏Δ˅˃˃ˌΖʳ
խᘋՕᖂᇷՠߓଃߢኔ᧭ጻీΔ2012Δhttp://speechlab.cs.nchu.edu.tw/
ࡸޕᐚΔࠢ৬ዌፖ᧢ᓳ൶ಘΔጚՓᓵ֮ΔᇷಛઝᖂઔߒࢬΔխᘋՕᖂΔ
˅˃˃ˊΖʳ
५دຳΔᎸতೣإዌဲิխऱ᧢ᓳ։ΔጚՓᓵ֮Δߢፖ֮ඒ
ߛઔߒࢬΔᄅێஃᒤᖂೃΔ˅˃˃ˇΖ
ੋঊူΔ್֛ױߢᑓীᚨ ˼˷ ش᧢ᓳ ˺˴˻ ࣹଃΔጚՓᓵ֮ΔอૠᖂઔߒࢬΔ
堚ဎՕᖂΔ˅˃˃ˈΖ
ᎌΔຑଃ᧢ᓳംᠲઔߒΔጚՓᓵ֮Δᇷಛጻሁፖڍ᧯ઔߒࢬΔխᘋՕᖂΔ
˅˃˄˃Ζ
ඩඕႂΔڍଃᇷறհ৬֗مᚨشΔ໑Փᓵ֮Δሽᖲՠ࿓ᖂઔߒࢬΔ९ࢊ
ՕᖂΔ˅˃˃ˋΖʳ
ᄘւߢΕޕฐڜΕᏥࣧࢂΕګङΔϘ᧢ᓳߓอኔ܂ઔߒΔϙʳ รԼԮࡻ۞ྥ
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ߢፖଃઔಘᄎᓵ֮ႃΔতΔΔʳ ̃̃ˁ˅ˌˆˀˆ˃ˇΔ˅˃˃ˈΖ
[10] ᔤߜΔऱଃፖဲऄΔੌנठֆΔ˄ˌˌˊΖ
[11] ኣ૪ᔃΕᄵݳ࿉Δᇷற൶೮ᓵፖᚨشˀ אIBM SPSS Modeler ᒤࠏΔ໑ጚ֮֏Δ
2012Ζ
[12] ᑰ౨ᅇΕࣔ܇ᘋΕᓐࡲᘩΔ˅˃˃ˋΔϘխ֮֮᠏ଃߓอΔϙʳ รԼԿࡻԳՠ
ཕᐝፖᚨشಘᓵᄎᓵ֮ႃΔࡵᥞΔխဎاഏΔ̃̃ˁʳ˄ˀˈΔ˅˃˃ˋΖ
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㐀天
⎘婆⛐⎘䀋㗗ᶱ⣏ᷣ天婆妨ᷳᶨ炻⎘婆䘬ἧ䓐Ṣ⎋䲬䁢 70炴䘬Ṣ⎋炻⎗㗗炻℞⎘婆㕡
朊䘬䚠斄䞼䨞⌣㗗⼰⮹ˣ䞼䨞婾㔯ᷣ天怬㗗ẍ厗婆䁢ᷣˤ⃒岒䘬妰䬿婆妨⬠䞼䨞暨天⣏
夷㧉䘬婆㕁Ἦ㓗㊩炻㛔妰䔓䚖䘬㗗⺢䩳⣏夷㧉䘬⎘婆婆㕁⹓炻⺢䩳⎘婆妰䬿婆妨⬠䞼䨞
䘤⯽䘬⍂⮎➢䢶ˤ⎴㗪ⶴ㛃ẍ㬌䴻槿▿娎⺢䩳⎘䀋⻙⊊婆妨䘬妰䬿婆妨⬠䞼䨞䘤⯽㧉
⺷ˤ㛔妰䔓ᷕ炻⮯⺢䩳ᶨᾳ⎘婆婆㕁炻婆㕁Ἦ㸸栆✳䁢⎘婆㚿嬨ˣ㕘倆ˣ㇚∯⍲婯娙ˤ
⺢䩳 200 ᾳ⮷㗪䘬⎘婆㔯⫿冯婆枛婆㕁ˤ
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Abstract
The main goal of this paper is to develop a large scale Taiwanese corpus. In the mean time,
we try to establish a successful model for the computational linguistic research on other
minority Taiwanese languages such as Haka.In this paper, we will build a Taiwanese speech
corpus. The source of speech corpus is Taiwanese dramas and news from TV stations. The
goal of the corpus is 200 hours speech material with annotation.
斄挝娆烉corpus, speech recognition, Taiwanese, transcription

ᶨˣ䵺婾
㟡㒂 2005 ⸜䘬䴙妰[1]炻⎘婆䘬䷥Ṣ⎋㔠䁢⚃⋫Ḽ䘦叔Ṣ炻⎘䀋㗗℞ᷕ⎘婆ἧ䓐Ṣ⎋庫
⣂䘬⛘⋨炻䲬㚱ᶨ⋫Ḽ䘦叔Ṣˤ䓙ἧ䓐Ṣ⎋㔠侴妨炻⎘婆㗗ᾳᶵ⎗⾥夾䘬婆妨ˤ⎘婆⛐
⎘䀋㗗ᶱ⣏炷厗婆ˣ⎘婆ẍ⍲⭊婆炸ᷣ天婆妨ᷳᶨˤ⛐⎘䀋炻⣏悐ấ䘬Ṣ㚱傥≃婒忁ℑ
䧖ㆾᶱ䧖婆妨炻㟡㒂䴙妰[2]炻厗婆䘬ἧ䓐Ṣ⎋䲬䁢 82炴炻侴⎘婆䘬ἧ䓐Ṣ⎋䲬䁢 70炴
䘬Ṣ⎋炻ᶼ⎘䀋㗗䚖⇵ⓗᶨẍ⎘婆䁢慵天婆妨䘬⚳⭞ˤ
䃞侴炻䚖⇵⎘䀋⮵㕤⎘婆㕡朊䘬䚠斄䞼䨞炻⤪婆妨⬠ˣㅱ䓐䥹⬠炷婆枛彐嬀ˣ婆妨彐嬀ˣ
䵚嶗屯妲㩊䳊炻䫱䫱炸
炻℞婾㔯㔠慷⌣㗗⼰⮹ˣ䞼䨞婾㔯ᷣ天怬㗗ẍ厗婆䁢ᷣˤ⛐⎘䀋炻
⎘婆㗗慵天婆妨炻ἧ䓐Ṣ⎋䛦⣂炻ἧ䓐䑘⠫䚠䔞⤥炻ᶵ婾⛐⬠埻ㆾ䣦㚫ㅱ䓐侴妨炻⎘婆
䞼䨞悥ㅱ娚⍿⇘慵夾ˤ⛐⎘䀋⎘婆厗婆䘬ἧ䓐Ṣ⎋᷎㰺䚠ⶖ⣂⮹炻Ữ䞼䨞⎘婆䘬婾㔯
慷䞼䨞厗婆䘬婾㔯慷㗗䚠ⶖ朆ⷠ⣂ˤ℞ᷕᶨᾳ⍇⚈㗗⚈䁢⎘婆䚖⇵㰺㚱䴙ᶨ䘬㔯⫿㚠
⮓䲣䴙炻䓂军⣏悐↮ἧ䓐⎘婆䘬Ṣ⎋᷎ᶵ㚫㚠⮓⎘婆ˤ忁ᶨ㕡朊忈ㆸ⎘婆㔯⫿屯妲Ἦ㸸
屏᷷炻⎎ᶨ㕡朊ḇ忈ㆸ冒≽⊾嗽䎮⎘婆㔯⫿䘬⚘暋ˤ忁ℑ侭ἧ⼿⎘婆䘬䞼䨞䘤⯽䓊䓇Ḯ
旣䣁炻侴攻㍍䘬⼙枧⇘⎘婆䞼䨞䘬㔠慷ˤ
䎦Ṳ⃒岒䘬妰䬿婆妨⬠䞼䨞悥暨天⣏夷㧉䘬婆㕁Ἦ㓗㊩ˤἧ䓐䘬婆㕁夷㧉崲⣏忂ⷠẋ堐
℞妻䶜↢Ἦ䘬ㅱ䓐䲣䴙䘬㸾䡢䌯崲檀ˤ㛔妰䔓䘬䚖䘬⌛㗗⺢䩳⣏夷㧉䘬⎘婆婆㕁⹓炻ẍ
⺢䩳⎘婆妰䬿婆妨⬠䞼䨞䘤⯽䘬⍂⮎➢䢶ˤ⎴㗪ⶴ㛃ẍ㬌䴻槿▿娎⺢䩳⎘䀋⻙⊊婆妨䘬
妰䬿婆妨⬠䞼䨞䘬䘤⯽㧉⺷ˤ
⎘婆㔯⫿婆㕁䘬㓞普⚈㚠⮓䲣䴙䘬↮㬏冯㚠⮓Ṣ⎋䘬仢᷷炻㚱℞⚘暋ˤỮ⎘婆䘬⎋婆Ṣ
⎋䚠䔞⣂炻⎘婆䘬婆枛屯㕁朆ⷠ寸炻≈ᶲ⣏⣂㔠䘬⎘婆Ṣ⎋悥傥ἧ䓐厗婆炻㍸ὃ⺢伖
⣏慷⎘婆婆㕁䘬⎗傥⿏ˤ
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Ḵˣ婆㕁⹓嗽䎮㳩䦳
ẍᶳ炻ㆹᾹ㍷徘㔜ᾳ婆㕁⹓嗽䎮䘬㳩䦳炻↮ㆸᶳ↿⸦ᾳ㬍樇Ἦ㔀徘烉
炷ᶨ炸ġ 婆枛吸普
ㆹᾹ⃰姕㱽⍾⼿檀⑩岒ᷳ婆㕁ἄ䁢Ἦ㸸炻椾⃰⮵婆枛屯㕁 ṃ㟤⺷䘬㬋夷⊾炻
㊯⭂⍾㧋柣䌯ˣ倚忻㔠ˣẍ⍲⍾㧋ỵ⃫㔠↮⇍䁢 16000Hz, ╖倚忻ẍ⍲ 16
bit/sampleˤ
炷Ḵ炸ġ ↯枛
ὅ㒂婆枛ᷚ㳩ᷕ庫攟䘬朄枛㭝炻 䁢↯枛ㆸ㭝句䘬ὅ㒂炻ℵ忚ᶨ㬍㟡㒂姕⭂
㔯⎍攟⹎Ἦ↯⇘⎍䘬Ⰼ䳂ˤ
炷ᶱ炸ġ 倥ㇻ
⮯㭷ᶨ㭝䴻忶↯枛䘬倚枛㭝 倚枛ℏ⭡䘬倥ㇻ炻ἧ䓐䘬㊤枛䲣䴙䁢⎘婆忂䓐㊤
枛ˤ䚖⇵倥ㇻⶍἄ⎒ 倚枛ℏ⭡䘬枛䭨倥ㇻ炻᷎㛒 倚枛ℏ⭡䘬㻊⫿倥ㇻ炻劍
㗗婆枛吸普㗪⎴㗪吸普婆枛㔯㛔ℏ⭡㗪炻㚫⮯㔯㛔ℏ⭡ᾅ⬀ᶳἮ᷎⮯枛䭨倥
ㇻ⡆≈⛐㔯㛔ℏ⭡ᷳ⼴ˤ
倥ㇻ䘬⃚⬀㟤⺷䁢 XML 㨼㟰㟤⺷炻∗㨼⎵䁢.trs炻ᶳ朊䁢䴻忶倥ㇻ⃚⬀䘬 trs
file 䘬⃚⬀㨼㟰ℏ⭡䭬ἳˤ
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Sync time="2.746"/>
001 䈃⡇ 炷hi炸//de3-it1-pinn1-,qu3-hi1<Sync time="5.982"/>
䲨⁛㳚炷18/04/07thk 㓡⮓炸//zok1-zia4-,gi4-tuan2-ziu1<Sync time="8.821"/>
⎌㖑炻//go1-za4Ƀ.
㬌䭬ἳᷕ炻倥ㇻ䘬ℏ⭡㗗䓐 UTF-8 䶐䡤炻⎴㗪姀抬Ḯ㭷ᶨ⎍䘬㗪攻ˣ㊤枛ẍ
⍲吸普⍾⼿䘬㔯⫿ˤ
1.

倥ㇻⶍ℟
ἧ䓐 LDC(Linguistic Data Consortium)㍸ὃ䘬 Transcriber[3]䲣䴙Ἦ倥ㇻ冯
㧁姀䭨䚖抬枛屯㕁ˤ
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2.

倥ㇻ婒㖶

炷1炸ġ

倥ㇻṢ⒉
ẍ⎬⛘㕡㔁做╖ỵᷳ悱⛇婆妨侩ⷓ䁢ᷣ炻㭷ỵ侩ⷓ⽆ḳ悱⛇㔁做ⶍἄ
䘮㚱ᶨ⭂ᷳ⸜屯ˤ

炷2炸ġ

㊤枛䲣䴙
㛔婆㕁吸普妰䔓ἧ䓐⎘婆忂䓐㊤枛炻᷎ẍ冒䃞婧✳䘬㕡⺷

炷3炸ġ

倥ㇻˤ

ḳẞ㧁姀
倥ㇻ忶䦳ᷕ↢䎦䘬朆⎘婆倚枛㚫ἧ䓐㧁姀 Event 䘬㕡⺷ἄ姣姀ˤ䲨
抬倥ㇻ忶䦳ᷕ↢䎦䘬 Event 暨䲨抬ᶱ䧖屯㕁↮⇍㗗 TypeˣDescriptionˣ
Extentˤ
Type 㗗䓐Ἦ⋨↮倚枛䘬䧖栆炻Description 䁢婒㖶炻Extent ⇯㗗㧁姀崟
⥳冯䳪⥳溆ㆾ娚㭝㗪攻ˤ

3.

ㆸ㝄⃚⬀㟤⺷
㛔妰䔓㰢⭂忳䓐 xml 㟤⺷Ἦ
⚃ᾳ枭䚖烉

䁢屯㕁倥ㇻㆸ㝄䘬⃚⬀㕡⺷炻℞ℏ姀抬ẍᶳ

炷1炸ġ

㨼柕烉姀抬㨼㟰⺢䩳㗪攻⍲⮵ㅱ倚枛㨼

炷2炸ġ

婆侭(Speakers)烉姀抬ℏ⭡↢䎦㚱婆侭䘬⎵⫿ẍ⍲ id 䶐嘇炻id 䶐嘇㕤⼴
临ℏ⭡ᷕἧ䓐ˤ

炷3炸ġ

ᷣ柴(Topics)烉姀抬ℏ⭡㚱↢䎦䘬ᷣ柴㭝句⎵䧙冯 id 䶐嘇炻id 䶐嘇㕤⼴
临ℏ⭡ᷕἧ䓐ˤ

炷4炸ġ

ℏ⭡(Episode)烉姀抬㚱㭝句ˣ婆侭ˣ㧁枛䘬㗪攻ỵ伖ˤ

炷5炸ġ

㭝句㧁姀(Section)
㬌㧁姀⊭⏓㕤ℏ⭡(Episode)ᷳᷕ炻⫸枭䚖↮⇍䁢烉Topic 㧁姀ᷣ柴䘬
id 䶐嘇炻startTime 㭝句ℏ⭡攳⥳㗪攻炻endTime 㭝句ℏ⭡䳸㜇㗪攻ˤ

炷6炸ġ

婆侭㧁姀(Turn)
㬌㧁姀⊭⏓㕤ℏ⭡(Episode)ᷳᷕ炻Speaker 㧁姀婒娙Ṣ䘬 id 䶐嘇炻
startTime 㭝句ℏ⭡攳⥳㗪攻炻endTime 㭝句ℏ⭡䳸㜇㗪攻ˤ

炷7炸ġ

㧁枛㧁姀(Sync)
㬌㧁姀⊭⏓㕤ℏ⭡(Episode)ᷳᷕ炻ᷣ天姀抬倥ㇻℏ⭡冯攳⥳㗪攻炻⫸
枭䚖↮⇍䁢烉Time 㧁枛攳⥳㗪攻ˤ

炷8炸ġ

ḳẞ㧁姀(Event)
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㬌㧁姀⊭⏓㕤ℏ⭡(Episode)ᷳᷕ炻㚱婆枛ᷕ↢䎦䘬朆⎘婆倚枛悥㚫
ẍ㬌 㧁姀炻⫸枭䚖↮⇍䁢烉type ḳẞ䧖栆炻desc ḳẞℏ⭡炻exten
ḳẞỵ伖ˤ
炷⚃炸ġ 㟉㬋
㟉㬋ⶍἄẍ倥ㇻṢ⒉ℑṢ䁢ᶨ䳬Ḻ䚠㟉㬋炻ℑṢ㕤倥ㇻ⬴ㆸ㗪Ṍ㎃㨼㟰
㟉㬋炻㟉㬋侭㕤倥ㇻℏ⭡ᷕ㧁姀℞娵䁢倥ㇻ拗婌ᷳℏ⭡᷎≈姣℞娵䁢㬋䡢ᷳ倥
ㇻℏ⭡炻ᾅ䔁倥ㇻ侭ᷳ倥ㇻ㧁枛冯㟉㬋侭ᷳ㟉㬋㧁枛炻᷎㕤⼴临ᷳḴ㟉ᷕ 怠
㑯ˤḴ㟉䓙倥ㇻ侭➟埴炻㏄⮳㟉㬋侭 ᷳ㟉㬋㧁姀᷎⽆⍇⥳倥ㇻ㧁枛冯㟉㬋
㧁枛ᷕ怠㑯℞娵䁢㬋䡢ᷳ㧁枛ˤ
ẍᶲ㳩䦳ㆹᾹẍ⚾ᶨ䵄⎰⏰䎦ᷳˤ

⚾ᶨˣ倥ㇻⶍἄ㳩䦳

ᶱˣ⺢䩳ᷳ婆㕁ℏ⭡䯉ṳ⍲㔠慷䴙妰
㛔妰䔓㸾⁁ẍᶱ⸜䘬㗪攻吸普⍲嗽䎮 200 ⮷㗪䘬⎘婆婆枛屯㕁炻婆㕁栆✳↮䁢㚿
嬨ˣ㕘倆ˣ㇚∯ˣẍ⍲婯娙ˤẍᶳ↮⇍⯙⎬栆✳婆㕁 ṃ㍷徘烉
炷ᶨ炸ġ 㚿嬨婆㕁
媪㚿嬨婆㕁炻⛐ㆹᾹ䘬䞼䨞ᷕ炻㊯䘬㗗⃰㚱㚿嬨㔯䧧炻婒娙Ṣ⬴ℐ䄏㛔⭋
䥹炻⬴ℐᶵ≈ℍ婒娙Ṣ䘬⿅侫ㆾね䵺炻㗗ᶨ䧖㔯⫿婆枛⬴ℐ䚠䫎䘬婆枛屯屯
㕁ˤ䚖⇵炻ㆹᾹ㚱 2 ⣿㚿嬨婆㕁炻↮⇍⤪ᶳ烉
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1. TW03-GS
忁㗗攟⹂⣏⬠⣂⨺橼⮎槿⭌㕤 2003 ⸜抬墥䘬抬枛婆㕁炻䓙⏪
ṩ⚺㔁㌰ᷣ㊩䘬婆㕁吸普妰䔓炻抬墥㔯㛔ℏ⭡ẍ⎘婆㚱枛䭨(䲬ᶨ
⋫Ḽ䘦ᾳ)⸛⛯↮ⶫ⛐⎬ᾳ⎍⫸䔞ᷕ炻᷎怨婳⚃ỵ⎘婆㔁⬠侩ⷓἮ抬
墥炻⼿⇘䘬婆㕁⹓ˤ
2. TwEdu
䓙㔁做悐怨婳⬠侭⮰⭞䳬ㆸ⮷䳬↮䳬忚埴救⋿婆㔯䪈ᷳ怠抬炻᷎
倀婳⮰Ṣ⮯㔯䪈ℏ⭡㓡⮓ㆸ怑⎰㚿嬨ᷳ㔯䧧炻⎵䁢ˬ救⋿婆㚿嬨㔯䪈
怠廗˭
炻ḇ婳⚳䩳㔁做⺋㑕暣⎘⋼≑抬墥倚枛㨼ˤ
ˬ救⋿婆㚿嬨㔯䪈怠
廗˭㓞抬㔯䪈 133 䭯(⏓慵墯 7 䭯ℙ 140 䭯)炻℞䓐⫿昌ὅ㔁做悐℔ⶫ
ᷳ⎘婆救⋿婆㍐啎䓐⫿⢾炻悐↮ᶵⰔ㕤⇵徘䓐⫿侭炻䁢ὧ⇑教嬨炻ὅ
⍇叿䓐⫿⏰䎦ˤ[4]
炷Ḵ炸ġ 㕘倆婆㕁
媪㕘倆婆㕁炻⛐ㆹᾹ䘬䞼䨞ᷕ炻㊯䘬㗗暣夾㕘倆姀侭⛐㕘倆䭨䚖ᷕ⟙⮶
ᷳ㕘倆ℏ⭡炻䴻忶ㆹᾹ䘬吸普ẍ⍲Ṣⶍ倥ㇻ墥ㆸ䘬婆㕁炻⍇⇯ᶲ㕘倆ᷣ㑕㚱枸
⃰⮓⤥䘬㕘倆䧧Ἦ⾝炻Ữ㗗㚱ṃ㗪῁炻㕘倆ᷣ㑕㚫冒䓙䘤㎖炻≈ℍᾳṢ冐⟜䘬⍵
ㅱ炻侴ᶼᶵḮ㚱ᾳṢね䵺⍫暄℞ᷕˤ℠✳䘬㕘倆婆㕁炻⊭㊔ᷣ㑕ˣ姀侭ˣ⍿姒
侭ẍ⍲㍺㑕⺋⏲炻⛐ㆹᾹ吸普䘬婆㕁ᷕ炻ᷣ㑕ᶨ⭂㗗䓐⎘婆Ἦ㑕⟙炻⢾⟜姀侭⍲
⍿姒侭ᶵ⽭䃞ἧ䓐⎘婆炻ㆹᾹ䘬Ṣⶍ倥ㇻ炻⮵㕤朆⎘婆䘬悐↮炻ᶵ 枛㧁廱⮓炻
⎒㧁姣娚㭝倚枛䘬婆妨Ⱄ⿏⤪劙婆ˣㆾ厗婆ˤ
䚖⇵炻ㆹᾹ㚱 5 ⣿㕘倆婆㕁炻℞ᷕ 4 ⣿Ἦ冒㮹夾⎘婆㕘倆[5]䯉䧙 FTVN-1,
FTVN-2, FTVN-3, FTVN-4炻FTVN 䁢㮹夾⎘婆㕘倆䘬䷖⮓炻⼴临䶐嘇⇯䁢ᶵ⎴
㗪攻 䘬倥ㇻⶍἄ㗪攻枮⸷炻1 ⣿Ἦ冒℔夾⎘婆㕘倆[6]炻⎵䧙䁢 PTSN-1炻℞
ℏ⭡娛ね↮⇍⤪ᶳ烉
1. FTVN-1, FTVN-2
䴻忶−㍍⼴䘬㕘倆䭨䚖炻⎒⏓ᷣ㑕ẍ⍲⎘婆姀侭炻ẍ㔜ᾳ䭨䚖炻⸦
᷶悥㗗ẍ⎘婆䘤枛䁢ᷣˤ
2. FTVN-3, FTVN-4
䴻忶−㍍⼴䘬㕘倆䭨䚖炻⎒⏓ᷣ㑕ẍ⍲⎘婆姀侭炻ẍ㔜ᾳ䭨䚖炻⸦
᷶悥㗗ẍ⎘婆䘤枛䁢ᷣˤ
3. PTSN-1
⎴䁢⬴㔜䘬㕘倆䭨䚖炻冯⇵枭 FTVN-1, FTVN-2 暟⎴ˤ
炷ᶱ炸ġ ㇚∯婆㕁
媪㇚∯婆㕁炻⛐ㆹᾹ䘬䞼䨞ᷕ炻㊯䘬㗗暣夾⎘ᷳ⎘婆㇚∯䭨䚖炻⤪㮹夾䘬
㴒㶀㱁[7]ㆾ⧀⭞[8]炻ㆹᾹ⍾⼿娚㇚∯䭨䚖䘬䎦⟜抬枛㨼㟰炻⏓㺼⒉䘬䲼婆枛炻
ᶵ⏓墥ㆸ䭨䚖ᷳ⼴䘬㶟枛炻ἧ⼿ㆹᾹᶵ⽭屣䤆嗽䎮恋ṃ朆婆枛䘬倚枛ˤ⍇⇯ᶲ㇚
∯㺼⒉ㅱ㚱∯㛔⎗ὃ⾝婎炻㺼⒉⮵∯㛔ℏ⭡㚱ᶨ⭂䘬䅇〱⹎炻惵⎰䔞ᶳ䘬ね䵺炻
婒↢⏓寸ね䵺ℏ⭡䘬⮵䘥ˤ䚖⇵炻ㆹᾹ㚱 2 ⣿㇚∯婆㕁炻悥㗗Ἦ冒㮹夾炻䯉ṳ
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⤪ᶳ烉
1. 㴒㶀㱁
㇚∯㴒㶀㱁䷥普㔠䁢 30 普炻⽆ᷕ㊹怠 10 普炻㊹怠ᷳ普㔠䁢 3ˣ6ˣ9ˣ
12ˣ15ˣ18ˣ21ˣ24ˣ27ˣ30炻⬴ㆸ婆㕁㗪攻䲬 8 ⮷㗪ˤ
2. ⧀⭞
㇚∯⧀⭞䷥普㔠䁢 415 普炻⽆ᷕ㊹怠 16 普炻㊹怠ᷳ普㔠䁢 3ˣ13ˣ23ˣ
33ˣ43ˣ53ˣ203ˣ223ˣ243ˣ253ˣ263ˣ333ˣ363ˣ383ˣ393ˣ413 普炻
⬴ㆸᷳ婆㕁㗪攻䁢 26.8 ⮷㗪ˤ
炷⚃炸ġ 婯娙婆㕁
媪婯娙婆㕁炻⛐ㆹᾹ䘬䞼䨞ᷕ炻㊯䘬㗗⺋㑕䭨䚖ᷕᷣ㊩Ṣ冯Ἦ屻ᷳ攻炻ὅ
⚢⭂ᷣ柴 ⺋㲃䘬Ṍ婯炻忁䧖Ṍ婯炻忂ⷠ㰺㚱㔯䧧炻ᶵ ḳ⃰㺼䶜炻⸦᷶⬴ℐ㗗
䔞⟜晐冰䘬冒䓙䘤㎖炻婒娙䘬⼊⺷䃉㊀䃉㜇炻婆⎍ḇᶵ夳⼿⼰㳩㙊ㆾ⎰᷶㔯㱽夷
⇯ˤ䚖⇵炻ㆹᾹ㚱 1 ⣿婯娙婆㕁炻㗗Ἦ冒䵚嶗暣⎘ˬ⣊ᷕ䘬⚳⭞˭[9]炻䯉ṳ⤪
ᶳ烉
1. ⣊ᷕ䘬⚳⭞
䓙⻝䳈厗⮷⥸ᷣ㊩䘬⎘婆婯娙⿏䭨䚖炻婯娙ᷣ柴念Ự䓇㳣ˣˣ
㔁做ˣ㓧㱣ˣ屉䴻䫱炻ℏ⭡朆ⷠ⣂⃫ˤ䚖⇵⬴ㆸᷳ婆㕁㚱 29 普ℙ 25.8 ⮷
㗪ˤ
ẍᶲ㍷徘䘬婆㕁炻ẍᶳ堐

栆✳ġ

⎵䧙ġ

ᶨᾳ䵄⎰⿏䘬⏰䎦烉

堐ᶨˣ婆㕁⹓䴙妰
㗪攻ĩ⮷
㗪攻ĩ↮Īġ
㨼㟰㔠 枛䭨㔠 䚠䔘枛䭨 枛䳈㔠ġ 䚠䔘枛䳈 婆侭㔠
㗪Īġ

㚿嬨ġ ŕŘıĴĮňŔġ ĲĵĳĲįĶĴġ ġ

ĳĴįķĺġ ġ

Ĳĵġ

ĴĲĳĳĺĺ

ĸĵĺġ

ĶĺĳķĲķġ

ĲĴĺġ

ĵġ

㚿嬨ġ

ķĸĺįĸĵġ ġ

ĲĲįĴĴġ ġ

Ĳĵġ

ĲĲĴĹĴĹ

ķĹĲġ

ĳĲĺĸĲĺġ

ĲĴĵġ

Ĳġ

㕘倆ġ ŇŕŗŏĮĲġ

ĴĴĳįĴĵġ ġ

ĶįĶĵġ ġ

ķġ

㕘倆ġ ŇŕŗŏĮĳġ

ĴĺĺįĶĸġ ġ

ķįķķġ ġ

Ĺġ

Ĳıĳĸıķ

ķıĵġ

ĲĺĸĲĺĲġ

ĲĴıġ

ĵĹĵġ

㕘倆ġ ŇŕŗŏĮĴġ

ĸķķįĳĳġ ġ

Ĳĳįĸĸġ ġ

ĳĲġ

㕘倆ġ ŇŕŗŏĮĵġ

ĸĲķįĸĵġ ġ

ĲĲįĺĶġ ġ

ĳĶġ

ĴĳĹĺĺĶ

ĸĲĳġ

ķĵĴĶĹĵġ

ĲĴĳġ

㕘倆ġ

őŕŔŏġ

ķĶķįĺĳġ ġ

ĲıįĺĶġ ġ

ĲĲġ

ĸĶııĵ

Ķĸĸġ

ĲĵĶĵĲĳġ

ĲĳĹġ

ĴıĴġ

㇚∯ġ

ōŕŔġ

ĵĸĵįĹķġ ġ

ĸįĺĲġ ġ

ĺġ

ĴĹĸĶĴ

ĵĸķġ

ĸĲķĸĳġ

ĲĳĶġ

ĹĶġ

㇚∯ġ

Ŏŉġ

Ĳķıĺįĸķġ ġ

ĳķįĹĴġ ġ

ĲĶġ

ĳıĵĲĺĵ

ķĶķġ

ĴĸĵıĳĲġ

ĲĴĵġ

Ĳķķġ

婯娙ġ

ŅœŎġ

ĲĶĵĺįĳĲġ ġ

ĳĶįĹĳġ ġ

ĶĹġ

ĳĺıĶĳĵ

ķĹĵġ

Ķĵĸĵĸĸġ

ĲĴĵġ

Ķĺġ

ŵŰŵŢŭġ

ĹķıķįĹĺġ

ĲĵĴįĵĶġ

ĲĹĲġ

ĲĵĸĳĵĶĸ

ĹĹĵġ

ĳĹıĵĵĶĺġ

Ĳĵĸġ

ĲĳĶĳġ

ġ ġ

ņŖŎġ

⎴㗪⮯ℏ⭡

Ĳĵĳġ
Ĺķġ

䴙妰冯↮㜸炻䴙妰㚱枛䭨㔠枛䳈㔠䘬↢䎦㫉㔠᷎墥ἄㆸ䴙妰⚾⤪ᶳ烉ġ
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ġ
⚾Ḵġ 枛䭨䴙妰⚾ĩĲſĲĶĪġ

⚾ᶱġ 枛䭨䴙妰⚾ĩĲķſĹĹĶĪġ
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⚾⚃ġ 枛䳈䴙妰⚾ĩĲſĲĶĪġ

⚾Ḽġ 枛䳈䴙妰⚾ĩĲķſĲĵĹĪġ

⚃ˣ䳸婾
䚖⇵婆㕁⹓吸普忚⹎⯂㛒忼⇘枸㛇姕⭂䘬㔠慷炻㛒Ἦ㚫≈⾓儛㬍忚埴婆㕁吸普䘬ⶍ
ἄ炻㛇㛃⛐妰䔓忚埴㗪攻ℏ⬴ㆸˤ䁢ἧ婆㕁⹓㚜㕡ὧἧ䓐炻㍍ᶳἮ㚫⮯婆㕁⹓㔜䎮ㆸᶵ
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⎴㟤⺷㕡ὧἄἧ䓐冯㩊䳊ẍ㍸ὃ㚜䯉╖㚜⣏䛦⊾䘬婆㕁⹓ⶍ℟炻嬻婆㕁⹓ᶵ⎒傥⣈

婆

枛䚠斄䞼䨞ḇ傥⣈ἄ℞Ṿ䓐徼ˤ䚖⇵妰䔓⮯㚱倥ㇻᷳℏ⭡冯倚枛墥ἄ䁢 EPUB 暣⫸㚠
᷎伶⊾℞㌺䇰冯ℏ⭡冯⺢㥳婆㕁⹓㩊䳊䵚枩㍸ὃ䶂ᶲ㩊䳊婆㕁⹓ℏ⭡ˤ

⍫侫㔯䌣
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_Taiwan
[3] Trainscribe http://www.seventhstring.com/
[4] ℐ⚳婆㔯䪞岥⎘䀋救⋿婆㚿嬨⍫侫屯㕁
http://140.111.34.54/MANDR/minna/first.html
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ẍ倚䫎悐ẞ䁢ᷣᷳ㻊⫿⬠佺䲣䴙姕妰䞼䨞
The Design of Chinese Character Learning System
Based on Phonetic Components
⻝▱よ Chia-Hui Chang
⚳䩳ᷕ⣖⣏⬠屯妲ⶍ䦳⬠䲣
Department of Computer Science and Information Engineering
National Central University
chia@csie.ncu.edu.tw

⏛㔯㔴 Wen-Pen Wu
⚳䩳ᷕ⣖⣏⬠屯妲ⶍ䦳⬠䲣
Department of Computer Science and Information Engineering
National Central University
995202021@cc.ncu.edu.tw

㐀天
㚱崲Ἦ崲⣂Ṣ㈲ᷕ㔯䔞ἄ䫔Ḵ⢾婆⬠佺炻㛔㔯䚖䘬㗗ἧ℞庽檮嬀⫿ˤ⛐ⷠ䓐⫿㕡
朊炻⼊倚⫿䲬Ỽ 60%炻䁢㬌ㆹᾹ㍸↢ẍ倚䫎悐ẞ䁢ᷣ䘬㻊⫿嬀⫿㔁⬠炻ℵ⋡惵怑
⎰䘬䘤枛夷⇯⸓≑㻊⫿䘬⬠佺ˤ㛔䲣䴙栆Ụ㕤ẍ⫿ⷞ⫿嬀⫿㔁⬠炻忼⇘㔁⮶⮹慷
悐ẞ冯⮹慷悐椾炻⌣娵嬀⣏慷䘬⫿ˤ㚨⼴冯ᷕ㔯⮰⭞⎰ἄ炻⽆ᷕ䞼昊㻊⫿㥳⼊屯
㕁⹓炻↮㜸↢ 1453 䫮ⷠ䓐悐ẞ惵⎰⼊枛佑⍲⫿娆㔁㛸炻⺢䩳ẍ倚䫎悐ẞ䁢ᷣᷳ
㻊⫿嬀⫿䶂ᶲ⬠佺䲣䴙炻᷎ᶼ䓙䘤枛⻟⹎ˣ䫮䔓㔠⍲℞⺞Ỡ⫿↢䎦柣䌯ἄ䁢㔁⬠
枮⸷ˤ⇵ 400 ᾳ悐ẞ冯℞⺞Ỡ⫿㗪炻⮵㕤ᶨ凔㔯䪈炻⎗忼⇘ 60%ẍᶲ䘬嬀⫿䌯ˤ
⇵ 800 ᾳ悐ẞ⯙⎗忼⇘ 9 ㆸⶎ⎛䘬嬀⫿䌯ˤ

Abstract
An increasing number of people learn Chinese as second language in the world.
About 60% of Chinese characters are picto-phonetic compounds which are composed
of a phonetic component (PC) and semantic component. Therefore炻one can make a
guess at a character’s pronunciation and meaning from its phonetic and semantic
component for a new character. For this reason炻we propose an order of phonetic
components based on pronunciation strength炻frequency and number of strokes for
efficient learning with proper pronunciation rules and graph recognition. We adopt
stem-deriving instructional method which extends each phonetic component with
different radical component to derive new picto-phonetic compounds of similar
pronunciation. Via simulation, the top 400 phonetic components and their
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picto-phonetic extensions are enough for the recognition of 60% characters in general
articles; and top 800 phonetic components can help recognition of 90% characters of
general news articles.
斄挝娆烉⼊倚⫿炻倚䫎悐ẞ炻悐ẞ炻ẍ⫿ⷞ⫿
Keywords: picto-phonetic compounds炻phonetic component炻component炻
stem-deriving instructional method.

ᶨˣ䵺婾
忁ṃ⸜䓙㕤ᷕ⚳ⶪ⟜䘬ⳃ崟炻≈ᶲ厗Ṣ䫔Ḵẋㆾ䫔ᶱẋ⛐㴟⢾䘬㒜⯽炻⛐⎘
䀋炻䓙㕤⢾䯵惵„Ṣ㔠䘬⡆≈炻ἧ⬠佺ᷕ㔯䘬Ṣ㔠⡆≈ˤ㻊⫿䘬⫿⼊䷩䐋炻⇅⬠
侭暋ẍ㌴㎉ˤ℞ᷕ㚨ᷣ天䘬⍇⚈⛐㕤㻊⫿㗗⚾⼊㔯⫿ (pictograph system)炻⚾⼊
㔯⫿⣏悐↮䁢⽆⫿ᷕ堐䣢↢⫿䘬シ⿅炻劍⫿㛔幓⼊䉨冯枛䘬忋䳸⹎ᶵ檀炻⯙䃉㱽
⁷劙㔯䫱㊤枛㔯⫿(alphabet system)ᶨ㧋炻㌴㎉Ḯ℞㊤枛夷⇯炻⯙㚱➢㛔傥婆㔯傥
≃ˤℵ侭炻⚈䁢⼰暋⽆ᶨᾳ㻊⫿ᷕ⼿䞍℞䘤枛炻忂ⷠㆹᾹ怬⽭枰ẍ㻊婆㊤枛
(Hanyu pinyin)ㆾ㗗㲐枛䫎嘇(Chinese phonetic symbols)䫱㊤枛庼≑炻ㇵ⎗䞍忻㭷
ᾳ㻊⫿䘬䘤枛ˤ
ẍ⼨ᷕ⚳㚱叿䚠䔞㭼ἳ䘬㔯䚚炻冯䎦Ṳ⮵㕤㴟⢾Ṣ⢓䘬䫔Ḵẋˣ䫔ᶱẋ炻ㆾ
㗗冢䀋⛘⋨䘬㕘䦣㮹炷㕘䦣㮹㊯䘬㗗⢾䯵㕘⧀ㆾ㗗⢾⚳Ṣ⢓炸炻忁ṃṢ䓙㕤⸛㗪
悥㚱㨇㚫㍍妠ἧ䓐ᷕ㔯䘬Ṣ炻冒䃞㚱ᶨ⭂䦳⹎➢㛔⎋婆炻⌣⎗傥⚈䁢ᶵ嬀⫿Ṏㆾ
㗗嬀⫿䦳⹎ᶵ檀侴䃉㱽教嬨ˤ忁ṃṢ⛐⸛ⷠ䓇㳣ᷕ炻晾㚱枛嶇佑ᷕ攻䘬忋㍍斄
Ὢ炻⌣仢⮹冯⼊ᷳ攻䘬忋㍍炻⚈㬌怬㗗䚳ᶵㅪᷕ㔯⫿炷⚾ᶨ炸
ˤ ẍ⚾ᶨἮ婒炻娵
嬀ᶨᾳ㕘䘬ᷕ㔯⫿炻㗗暨天⼊枛佑ᶱ侭悥䳸⎰炻ㇵ䫱㕤娵嬀Ḯᶨᾳ㕘䘬⫿ˤ

⚾ᶨ: 婆妨⬠佺⼊枛佑斄Ὢ
⎎ᶨ㕡朊炻劙㔯⛐娵嬀ᶨᾳ㕘╖⫿㗪炻䓙㕤⼊冯枛ᷳ攻㚱冒䃞䘤枛䘬忋㍍炻
⎒暨天姀⼿℞嬨枛冯シ⿅炻⌛⎗⬠佺㕘䘬婆⼁ˤ䚠庫㕤厗婆⛐⬠佺ᶨᾳ㕘⫿㗪炻
椾⃰天⃰⺢䩳⼊嶇枛ᷕ攻䘬忋䳸炻ℵἮ天枛嶇佑䘬忋䳸炻䔞⼊枛佑ᶱ侭䳸⎰崟Ἦ
ᷳ⼴炻ㇵ⬠佺Ḯᶨᾳ㕘䘬⫿炻⎗ẍ婒厗婆㕘⫿⬠佺䘬ㆸ㛔炻怈庫劙㔯╖⫿䘬⬠佺
ㆸ㛔檀ˤ⚈侴㛔䭯婾㔯ᷣ天䚖㧁㗗⸓≑㻊⫿⬠佺侭⻟⊾⼊冯枛䘬忋㍍斄Ὢ炻嬻
䴻㚱➢㛔⎋婆傥≃䘬ἧ䓐侭⎗ẍ庽檮嬀⫿炻嬻Ṣ⛐⾝↢⫿䘬嬨枛ᷳ⼴炻德忶℞㛔
幓㚱ᷳ枛冯佑䘬忋䳸炻⌛⎗Ḯ妋℞娆⎍⊭⏓䘬シ⿅ˤ
㻊⫿↮ㆸℕ⣏栆[1]㒂䴙妰屯㕁炻㔁做悐妪ⷠ䓐⫿ 4783 ᾳ炻℞ᷕ⼊倚⫿Ỽ 3026
ᾳ炻Ỽ䷥ⷠ䓐⫿ᷕ䘬ℕㆸẍᶲˤ忁湤⣂䘬⼊倚⫿⛐㥳⫿ᶲ炻⣂㍉䓐[1+1]䘬㕡⺷炻
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ḇ⯙㗗ᶨᾳ悐椾悐ẞ≈ᶲ倚䫎悐ẞ炻⮵㕤㬌䧖䎦尉炻ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ⽆倚䫎悐ẞ↢䘤炻
᷎㒔⭂ᶨ⣿㔁⬠枮⸷炻᷎ᶼ⺢䩳ẍ悐ẞ䁢ᷣᷳ㻊⫿嬀⫿䶂ᶲ㔁⬠ˤ
晾婒悐ẞ㔁⬠シ佑慵⣏炻ḇ⎗旵Ỷ⬠佺䘬ㆸ㛔炻Ữ⌣㛒⍿⇘䎦㚱㔁⬠䘬慵
夾炻ⶪ朊ᶲ悐ẞṳ䳡暞㔋ˣᶵㆸ䲣䴙烊悐ẞ㔁⬠忶㕤晐シˣ仢⮹⬴㔜妰∫⿏[11]ˤ
⚈㬌㛔䭯婾㔯ᷣ天䚖㧁㗗ⶴ㛃䓐悐ẞ㔁⬠䘬奺⹎炻⸓≑㻊⫿⬠佺炻᷎⮎晃姕妰Ḯ
ᶨ⣿ẍ悐ẞ䁢ᷣ䘬㻊⫿⬠䲣䲣䴙炻㚜忚ᶨ㬍䘬⻟⊾⼊冯枛䘬忋㍍斄Ὢ炻嬻䴻㚱
➢㛔⎋婆傥≃䘬ἧ䓐侭⎗ẍ庽檮嬀⫿ˤ
㛔㔯䫔ᶨ悐↮叿慵㕤倚䫎悐ẞ䘬枮⸷炻䷥妰 1453 ᾳⷠ䓐悐ẞ炻冯℞⺞Ỡ⫿
⌛⎗㵝味⣏悐ấ㔁做悐妪⭂䘬ⷠ䓐⫿炻ὅ䄏㬌䧖悐ẞ㌺⸷ 䁢㔁⬠枮⸷炻⛐⬠佺
⇵朊䘬⫿㗪炻℞㵝味⺞Ỡ⫿䘬⬠佺㚚䶂䚠⮵℞Ṿ枮⸷㔁⬠炻㚱庫檀䘬㈽屯⟙愔䌯ˤ
䫔Ḵ悐↮⛐㕤⻟⊾⼊嶇枛ᷕ攻䘬忋䳸炻᷎ ㆸᶨ⣿⼊枛佑ᶱ侭䳸⎰炻ᶼẍ倚
䫎悐ẞ䁢ᷣ䘬ᷕ㔯嬀⫿䶂ᶲ㔁⬠ˤ⛐⼊䘬㕡朊炻ㆹᾹ㍸↢Ḯ䚠Ụ㥳⫿䞑昋炻⎗ẍ
ᶨ㫉㔁⮶⣂ᾳ䚠Ụ㥳⫿䘬⫿ㆾ悐ẞ烊⛐枛䘬悐↮炻ㆹᾹ⮵㕤㭷ᶨᾳ倚䫎悐ẞ憅⮵
倚㭵枣㭵⏰䎦夾奢⊾廱枛夷⇯炻⍲⋡惵㭷ᾳ倚䫎悐ẞ䘬⼊倚⫿斄倗夷⇯烊㚨⼴㍸
ὃ㭷ᾳ⫿➢㛔Ⱄ⿏炻᷎ᶼ⍫侫恙⌂䏳 2012[8]婾㔯墉丒墥ẋ堐℞⫿シ佑䘬⚾⼊ˤ
䎮゛ᶲ炻⇵ 400 ᾳ悐ẞᷳ㔁⬠炻℞㔜橼嬀⫿䌯忼⇘ℕㆸẍᶲ炻⮵㕤ⶪ朊ᶲ
䘬ᶨ凔㔯䪈炻⛐⬠佺Ḯ⇵朊 800 ᾳ悐ẞ炻㔜橼嬀⫿䌯㚜檀忼ḅㆸẍᶲ炻㛔㔯晾㛒
傥⊭⏓⮎⛘㔁⬠䘬⮎槿炻Ữ⽆㧉㒔⮎槿ᷕ⼿⇘ᶨṃ㔠㒂⍫侫ˤ

Ḵˣ䚠斄䞼䨞
ᷕ⣖䞼䨞昊屯妲䥹⬠䞼䨞㔯䌣嗽瀲⮎槿⭌⽆ 1993 濜攳⥳炻瀡临⺢㥳⎌Ṳ
㔯⫿䘬㸸瀘㺼嬲ˣ⫿⼊䳸㥳⍲澰橼⫿堐炻 䁢姀澍㻊⫿⼊橼䞍灊䘬屯瀌⹓炻ḇ⯙
㗗㻊⫿㥳⼊屯瀌⹓[5]ˤ
䁢ḮḮ妋㻊⫿ᷕ⼊倚⫿䘤枛夷⇯䘬廱嬲炻ㆹᾹ⽭枰䞍忻㭷ᶨᾳ⼊倚⫿䘬倚䫎
䁢ỽˤ䁢㬌⛐ 2010 ⸜⻝▱よ㔁㌰冯㛶㵹䐑䫱Ṣ㕤 ROCLING 2010[3]炻㍸↢ẍ㚨
Ἓ⊾⍲㨇䌯↮Ự㱽⍣⇌㕟㻊⫿倚䫎炻ṾᾹㅱ䓐ᷕ䞼昊㔯䌣嗽䎮⮎槿⭌⺢䩳䘬
ˬ㻊⫿㥳⼊屯㕁⹓˭
炻⺢䩳⼊倚⫿㧁姀䲣䴙炻᷎䓙ᷕ⣖⣏⬠ᷕ㔯䞼䨞䓇冯㔁㌰炻
ẍṢⶍ㧁姀㻊⫿㥳⼊屯㕁⹓ᷕ 14598 㚱㲐枛㧁䣢䘬㻊⫿㗗⏎䁢⼊倚⫿ẍ⍲℞倚
䫎悐ẞˤ
⛐ ROCLING 2011[2]炻⻝▱よ㔁㌰冯㜿㚠⼍䫱Ṣ㍸↢倚䫎悐ẞ㌺⸷冯⼊倚⫿
䘤枛夷⇯㍊⊀炻⮵㕤⼊倚⫿䘬䘤枛夷⇯炻㈦↢檀㓗㊩⹎冯檀ᾉ岜⹎䘬夷⇯ˤ⎎⢾炻
ὅ㒂悐ẞ䘤枛⻟⹎ˣ⺞Ỡ⫿↢䎦柣䌯冯䫮䔓㔠ᶱ䧖⚈䳈炻㭼庫䶂⿏≈䷥ˣ⸦ỽ⸛
⛯冯婧䳂㔠ᶱ䧖㌺⸷㕡⺷炻䘤䎦⸦ỽ⸛⛯䘬㕡㱽炻℞⺞Ỡ⫿㵝䌯䚠庫℞Ṿℑ䧖
ㆸ攟㚜⾓ˤ⸦ỽ⸛⛯℔⺷⤪ᶳ:
PC(ᘏఙᏐฟ⌧㢖⋡㻕 * P C 䘤枛⻟⹎
(
)
Score1 ( PC )
(1)
P C ( 䫮∫㔠 )
ᷣ天㓗㊩ㆹᾹἧ䓐ẍ悐ẞ㔁⬠䘬䞼䨞䁢檀▱ㄏ⛐2011⸜[4]炻㬌婾㔯㭼庫Ḯ
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⁛䴙↮㔋⺷㔁⬠炻冯ẍ悐ẞ䁢ᷣ䘬ẍ⫿ⷞ⫿嬀⫿㔁⬠ˤ⁛䴙↮㔋⺷㔁⬠㗗ẍᷣ柴
婚㔯䁢ᷣ⬠佺炻⬠佺䘬䓇⫿⣂䁢婚㔯ℏⷞ↢䘬䓇⫿ˤ侴ẍ悐ẞ䁢ᷣ䘬ẍ⫿ⷞ⫿
嬀⫿㔁⬠炻⇯㗗㔁⮶悐ẞ冯悐ẞ䳬⫿夷⇯䘬ᶨ䧖㔁⬠㕡㱽ˤ䴻䓙㔁⬠⮎槿炻⼿⇘
ᶨᾳ慵天䳸婾炻䔞ἧ䓐ẍ悐ẞ䁢ᷣ䘬ẍ⫿ⷞ⫿嬀⫿㔁⬠㗪炻⍿娎侭⛐嬀⫿䌯㕡朊
㚫㚜㚱㓰䌯䘬ㆸ攟炻⯌℞㗗⮵Ỷ⎋婆傥≃䘬Ṣ㚜㗗栗叿ˤ

ᶱˣ⓷柴㍷徘
䁢槿嫱倚䫎悐ẞ⮵㕤㻊⫿⬠佺䘬⸓≑炻㛔㔯⮎晃姕妰ᶨᾳẍ倚䫎悐ẞ䁢ᷣ䘬
㻊⫿嬀⫿䶂ᶲ㔁⬠⸛⎘炻⽆倚䫎悐ẞ䘬㔁⬠枮⸷炻⇘倚䫎悐ẞ冯℞⺞Ỡ⫿䘬䳬⎰
斄Ὢˣ⺞Ỡ⼊倚⫿䘬䘤枛夷⇯炻≈⻟⼊嶇枛ᷕ攻䘬忋㍍斄Ὢˤ

3.1 ˣ悐ẞ㌺⸷
⛐ ROCLING2011 ㍸↢䘬悐ẞ㌺⸷㗗ὅ㒂䘤枛⻟⹎ˣ柣䌯ˣ⍲䫮∫ᶱᾳ⚈
䳈Ἦ䳬⎰炻⬀⛐䘬⓷柴㗗䫮䔓㔠䘬㪲慵⣒忶㕤檀炻⮶农䫮䔓⮹䘬悐ẞ⭡㖻塓㌺⸷
䫱悐ẞˤ炷⮎槿㔁⬠⫿[10]䘬ᶨ悐↮炸
炻⇅⬠㻊⫿
⛐㔁⬠枮⸷䘬⇵朊ˤ⤪
䘬Ṣ⎗傥㚫⚈䁢⬠佺⣒䳘䠶䘬悐ẞ炻侴╒⣙Ḯ⫿⼊䘬䳸㥳⿏炻⎎⢾⎗傥⚈䁢䫮∫
㔠䚖⣒⮹炻㚫嬻Ṣ奢⼿↯√⣒䳘炻⎴㗪ḇ⎗傥嬻Ṣ奢⼿㬌栆悐ẞᶵㅱ娚䁢倚䫎悐
ẞ忚侴婌⮶ἧ䓐侭炻ẍ忁栆✳䘬悐ẞⶴ㛃ἧ䓐侭㚱ᶨ⭂䘬⎋婆傥≃ᷳ⼴炻⛐⍣
⬠佺ˤ⎎ᶨᾳ⓷柴⇯㗗⺞Ỡ⫿䘬柣䌯⎴㗪⊭⏓姙⣂䘬朆ⷠ䓐⫿炻⬠佺㬌栆悐
ẞ炻䛇㬋ㅱ䓐ね⼊ᶵ檀ˤ⮵㕤忁ℑᾳ㕡朊炻ㆹᾹ⮵⍇㛔㍸↢䘬㕡㱽ˤ慵㕘⭂佑
ᶨᾳ倚䫎慵天⿏↮㔠妰䬿⤪ᶳ烉
PC (ⷠ䓐⺞Ỡ⫿↢䎦柣䌯) * P C (䘤枛⻟⹎)
Score2 ( PC )
P C 4( 䫮∫㔠 )

(2)

⮵㕤℔⺷(2)冯℔⺷(1)㌺⸷䘬ⶖ䔘炻ㆹᾹ㭼庫㌺⎵⇵ᶨ䘦䘬悐ẞ⤪⚾Ḵ(堐㟤
㨓叿䚳炻ẍ℔⺷(2)䁢ἳ炻䫔ᶨ⎵㗗ˬ⊭˭炻䫔Ḵ⎵㗗ˬ↮˭ẍ㬌栆㍐)炻℔⺷(2)
㕘⡆⍲㷃⮹ᷳ悐ẞ⤪⚾ᶱ䣢ˤ ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ䘤䎦炻㕘⡆䘬悐ẞ⣂⋲㗗ᾳ橼㚱䚠
䔞䘬䳸㥳⿏炻侴ᶼ悥䁢ᶨᾳ⬴㔜䘬⫿炻䚠⍵䘬㷃⮹䘬悐ẞ炻⣏悥㗗䫮∫⮹᷎ᶼ䳸
㥳⿏庫Ỷ悐ẞ䘬悐ẞ炻╖䌐暋ㆸ䁢ᶨᾳ⬴㔜䘬⫿ˤ

⚾Ḵ: 倚䫎㌺⸷℔⺷(1)ⶎ冯℔⺷(2)⎛⇵ 100 悐ẞᷳ㭼庫
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⚾ᶱ: 倚䫎㌺⸷℔⺷(1)冯℔⺷(2)⇵ 100 悐ẞ烉㕘⡆炷ᶲ炸⍲㷃⮹炷ᶳ炸䘬悐ẞ

3.2ˣ姕妰ẍ悐ẞ䁢ᷣ䘬㻊⫿嬀⫿⬠佺
⛐忁ᶨ䭨ᷕ炻ㆹᾹⶴ㛃姕妰↢ᶨ⣿㚱㓰䌯䘬ẍ悐ẞ䁢ᷣ䘬㻊⫿嬀⫿⬠佺炻⼊
䘬㕡朊ἧ䓐䚠Ụ墯⎰⫿䞑昋烊枛䘬㕡朊䁢⼊倚⫿䘤枛夷⇯ˤ!
ˣ䚠Ụ墯⎰⫿䞑昋ġġ
ĴįĳįĲˣ
䓙㕤⼊倚⫿⣂䁢倚䫎冯悐椾䳬ㆸ䘬墯⎰⫿炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹ゛天㈦⮳䚠Ụ墯⎰⫿
䞑昋炷⤪⚾⚃炸炻ⶴ㛃啱䓙㬌䧖䞑昋炻嬻ἧ䓐侭Ḯ妋⼊倚⫿䓙悐椾⍲倚䫎䳬⫿䘬
⣏⍇⇯炻啱䓙㔁⮶䘬倚䫎悐ẞ冯ᶨṃ悐椾⍣ 䳸⎰炻侴䓊䓇ᶵᶨ㧋䘬墯⎰⼊倚
⫿炻忼⇘ẍ⫿ⷞ⫿䘬⬠佺㓰㝄ˤ

⚾⚃: 䚠Ụ㥳⫿䞑昋
忶⍣䵚嶗ᶲḇ㚱栆Ụ䘬䚠Ụ㥳⫿䞑昋[4]炻Ữ㗗䓙⮰⭞㧁姀䓊䓇䘬㕡⺷炻⼰
暋⮵㭷ᶨᾳ倚䫎悐ẞ䓊䓇⮵ㅱ䘬䞑昋ˤㆹᾹⶴ㛃冒≽䓊䓇䚠Ụ墯⎰⫿䞑昋ˤㆹᾹ
ἧ䓐ℑᾳ㬍樇䘬 K-NN 㺼䬿㱽ˤ
䫔ᶨ㬍䁢炻㈦↢冯䴎⭂倚䫎䘬䚠Ụ倚䫎炻ℵ䓙忁ṃ倚䫎䘬⺞Ỡ⫿ᷕ㈦↢ℙ
⎴䘬悐椾炻⺢䩳侴ㆸ䞑昋炻℞䚠Ụ墯⎰⫿䞑昋䘬⺢㥳㕡㱽炻椾⃰䁢㈦⇘ K ᾳ䚠
Ụ䘬倚䫎悐ẞ炻ㆹᾹἧ䓐䘬䚠Ụ⹎℔⺷ Jaccard炻妰䬿ℑᾳ倚䫎 x 冯 y ⺞Ỡ⫿
䘬ℙ⎴悐椾㭼ἳ烉
Similarity(x,y)=Jaccard(Mx炻My)炻
Jaccard ( A, B)

Mx

A B
A B

wW(x) RC(w)

℞ᷕ W(x)㗗㊯倚䫎 x 䘬⺞Ỡ⫿炻侴 RC(w)㊯䘬㗗⼊倚⫿ w 䘬悐椾ˤ
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⚾Ḽ烉䓙 K-NN 㺼䬿㱽廠ℍ倚䫎㈦↢℞䚠Ụ倚䫎䭬ἳ
ㆹᾹẍ倚䫎ˬ⊭˭
ˣ
ˬ╧˭⍲ˬ⟗˭䁢ἳ炻ᶱ侭ᷳ攻䘬 Similarity 䚠Ụ⹎妰䬿
↮⇍䁢烉
Similarity(⊭炻╧) =
Similarity (⊭炻⟗) =

2
⎋, ㇳ
=
↨,⎋, ㇳ, 梇 4

2
⎋, ㇳ
=
↨,⎋, ㇳ, Ṣ, 梇 5

⮵㕤㭷ᶨ枸⁁㔁⮶䘬倚䫎悐ẞ炻ㆹᾹ⃰妰䬿℞冯㭷ᾳ悐ẞ䚠Ụ⹎炻᷎ᶼ㈦↢
㚨䚠Ụ䘬⇵ᶱ⎵悐ẞ炻᷎⎒侫ㄖ㥳⫿㕡⺷䚠⎴䘬⺞Ỡ⫿ˤ䔞䚠Ụ悐ẞ↮㔠ᶨ㧋炻
ㆹᾹ㚫㍉䓐ᷳ⇵䴻忶㌺⸷䘬悐ẞ炻㈲㌺⎵⇵朊䘬悐ẞ 䁢ㆹᾹ天ἧ䓐䘬悐ẞˤ
䫔Ḵ㬍ㆹᾹ䴎⭂倚䫎悐ẞ䘬⺞Ỡ⫿悐椾炻⍣昌ᶵ傥⎴㗪冯⇵ᶱ⎵悐ẞ枸
⁁㔁⮶䘬倚䫎悐ẞ㥳ㆸ⼊倚⫿䘬悐椾炻㥳ㆸ天䘬䚠Ụ㥳⫿䞑昋炻ẍ⚾ℕ䁢ἳˤ

⚾ℕ烉䓙 K-NN 㺼䬿㱽⇒昌ᶵ天䘬悐椾䭬ἳ

Ĵįĳįĳ 倚䫎冯⼊倚⫿ᷳ廱枛㨇䌯ġ
⛐ ńũŢůŨ 䫱Ṣ䘬婾㔯ᷕ㍊⊀䘬⼊倚⫿䘤枛夷⇯ᷕ炻㈦↢Ἦ夷⇯⣏⣂㔠Ⱄ㕤
㰺㚱廱枛䘬䘤枛夷⇯炻⎴㗪⮵㕤忁ṃ䘤枛夷⇯炻ㆹᾹ⼰暋⮵℞ 夾奢⊾ˤ憅⮵㕤
忁ᾳ悐↮ㆹᾹ㍸↢Ḯ夾奢⊾倚䫎冯℞⺞Ỡ⫿䘬廱枛㨇䌯ˤ
⛐忁墉炻ㆹᾹ䚖㧁㗗ⶴ㛃傥庽㖻䘬奨⮇↢炻倚䫎冯℞⺞Ỡ⫿ᷕ攻䘬廱枛㨇
䌯ˤ䁢㬌炻ㆹᾹ⃰㈲㚱倚䫎冯℞⺞Ỡ⫿䘬斄Ὢ䴙妰↢Ἦ炻ㆹᾹἧ䓐倚䫎ˬ⊭˭
冯倚䫎ˬ˭䔞ㆹᾹ䘬ἳ⫸ˤㆹᾹ㈲倚䫎䘬倚㭵䁢ˬγ˭冯⺞Ỡ⫿䘬倚㭵ḇ悥䁢
ˬγ˭䘬⫿ℐ悐䴙妰↢Ἦ炻䚠⎴䘬ㆹᾹ㈲倚䫎䘬倚㭵䁢ˬγ˭冯⺞Ỡ⫿倚㭵ḇ悥
䁢ˬδ˭䘬⫿ḇℐ悐䴙妰↢Ἦˤ
ㆹᾹἧ䓐 Graphviz 䘬 Api炻⮯廱枛㨇䌯⣏㕤 10%䘬倗䳸侫ㄖ忚Ἦ炻⌛⎗⼿
⇘㚨㍍役⸛朊⚾䘬⚾⼊ˤ啱䓙㬌䧖⚾炻ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ⼰庽㖻奨⮇⇘㭷ᾳ Node 攻䘬廱
枛斄Ὢˤ䔞㈲㚱 Node 冯 Node 攻䘬廱枛㨇䌯悥廠ℍᷳ⼴炻⇯ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ⼿⇘⚾
ᶫᶨ㧋㗗ẍ倚㭵䁢ἳ炻㶙刚䭕柕ẋ堐廱枛㨇䌯 50%ẍᶲ炻䘥刚䭕柕ẋ堐廱枛㨇䌯
50%ẍᶳˤ䓙⚾ᶫ䣢炻忁ṃ廱枛斄Ὢ冯⮷⬠㲐枛㫴嫈㔁⮶ᷳ㲐枛㚱䚠Ụᷳ嗽炻
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ḇ㚱䚠䔘ᷳ嗽烉⤪γδζˣηθˣξοˣλμνˣρςσˣυφᶵ㗗䘤枛䚠役炻
ḇ㗗廱枛㨇䌯檀䘬䚠Ụ倚㭵烊䃞εˣκ⇯冒ㆸᶨ䳬炻㛔幓䘤枛⻟⹎檀炻廱䦣军℞
Ṿ䘤枛䘬㨇䌯䚠䔞Ỷ烊侴χπˣτι⇯㗗⛐㲐枛㫴嫈ᷕ㛒栗䣢↢Ἦ䘬ˤ

⚾ᶫ烉倚䫎倚㭵冯℞⺞Ỡ⫿䘬倚㭵廱枛㨇䌯⚾

⚃ˣ䫾䔍㧉㒔槿嫱⮎槿ġ
䁢Ḯ槿嫱ㆹᾹ㍸↢Ἦ䘬悐ẞ㌺⸷⛐⬠佺ᶲ䘬≑䙲炻ㆹᾹẍ⬠佺㚚䶂ㆸ攟䘬
ね⼊Ἦ 䁢㭼庫炻⬠佺㚚䶂㊯䘬㗗䳗妰冯⬠佺倚䫎悐ẞ㚱䚠Ụ䘤枛䘬⺞Ỡ⫿㔠ˤ
⛐忁墉ㆹᾹ䓐㔠䧖屯㕁普Ἦ 姽Ộ炻᷎䓐╖⫿⍾⎹⍲㔯䪈⍾⎹ℑ䧖ᶵ⎴䘬㕡㱽炻
Ἦ妰䬿嬀⫿䌯炻嬀⫿䌯㗗⬠佺㚚䶂䘬㔠ῤ昌ẍ屯㕁普墉朊䘬䷥⫿㔠ˤ⮵㕤䚠⎴䘬
╖⫿ㆹᾹ⎒㚫妰䬿ᶨ㫉䘬╖⫿⍾⎹炻冯䚠⎴䘬╖⫿㚫塓慵墯妰䬿䘬㔯䪈⍾⎹ˤ

⚾ℓ烉ᶱ䧖ᶵ⎴屯㕁普ẍ╖⫿䁢ᷣ䘬⬠佺㚚䶂ㆸ攟ね⼊
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⛐ẍ╖⫿⍾⎹䘬⬠佺㚚䶂ᷕ炻ㆹᾹἧ䓐ᶱ䧖屯㕁普炻䫔ᶨ䧖䁢楁㷗⛘⋨⛐
1987 ⸜[9]妪⭂↮ㆸ 6 ᾳ䫱䳂䘬ⷠ䓐 3000 ⫿炻䫔Ḵ䧖䁢ᷕ厗㮹⚳㔁做悐⇞⭂
䘬 4783 ᾳⷠ䓐⫿炻㚨⼴ᶨ䧖䁢ㆹᾹἧ䓐䘬炻㻊⫿㥳⼊屯㕁⹓墉朊㚱㚱㧁姀
䘤枛䘬⫿炻䷥妰 14598 ᾳ⫿ˤ
⚾ℓ䁢ᶱ䧖屯㕁普䘬⬠佺㚚䶂炻X 庠䁢悐ẞ㌺⸷炻Y 庠䁢䳗䧵䘬⺞Ỡ⫿炻ㆹ
Ᾱ⎗ẍ䘤䎦炻ᶵ䭉⛐⒒ᾳ屯㕁普墉朊炻℞⬠佺㚚䶂ᶨ攳⥳悥ㆸ攟⼿⼰⾓ˤㆹᾹ⮵
⚾ℓ 㬋夷⊾炻ḇ⯙㗗⮯䳗妰䘬⺞Ỡ⫿㔠昌ᶲ屯㕁普墉䘬䷥⫿㔠炻⼿⇘嬀⫿䌯炻
⤪⚾ḅˤ䴻䓙⚾ḅㆹᾹ⎗ẍ䘤䎦℞嬀⫿䌯㚚䶂⮵ᶱᾳ屯㕁普䘬ㆸ攟ⷭ⹎㗗ⶖᶵ⣂
䘬炻᷎ᶼ⣏䲬 400 ᾳ悐ẞ(361ˣ370 ⍲ 435)㗪⎗ẍ忼⇘嬀⫿䌯 60%ẍᶲˤ

⚾ḅ烉㬋夷⊾ẍ╖⫿䁢ᷣ䘬⬠佺㚚䶂
㶙ℍ↮㜸倚䫎悐ẞ⺞Ỡ⫿冯⁛䴙ẍᷣ柴䁢ᷣ䘬婚㔯㔁⬠㕡㱽䘬ⶖ䔘炻ㆹᾹẍ
㞗厗君冯⏛㓷侴䫱Ṣ⮵楁㷗ⷠ䓐⫿普 䘬ℕᾳ↮䳂炻⛐⺞Ỡ⫿ᷕ䘬↮Ựね⼊炻
ㆸ≈⻟䇰䘬⚾⼊炻⤪⚾⋩䣢炻⎛怲 level 䘬㔠⫿ẋ堐䫱䳂ℏ㚱⣂⮹ᾳ⫿ˤㆹ
Ᾱ䘤䎦⎴ᶨ倚䫎悐ẞ䘬⺞Ỡ⫿炻⛯⊣⛘㔋Ự⛐ℕᾳ䫱䳂炻忁堐䣢⁛䴙ᶲ塓夾䁢庫
䁢⚘暋䘬⫿炻⎒天㈲℞倚䫎悐ẞ㉮妋↢Ἦ炻℞⮎⎗ẍ旵Ỷ忁ᾳ⫿䘬⚘暋⹎ˤ㝸䧖
䦳⹎ᶲ炻忁ḇ妋慳Ḯˮẍ⫿ⷞ⫿˯㔁⬠㱽⮵Ỷ⎋婆侭䁢Ṩ湤ㆸ㓰庫Ἓˤᶨ凔婒Ἦ
傥≃庫Ἓ䘬⬠佺侭炻㭼庫傥冒ㆹ䘤㍀⼊倚⫿ẍ悐椾⍲倚䫎悐ẞ㥳⫿䘬斄Ὢ炻᷎ᶼ
䯉⊾℞䘤枛䘬姀婎炻⚈㬌⮵㕤嬀⫿⬠佺ᶲ㚱℞⃒⊊ˤ侴ˮẍ⫿ⷞ⫿˯㔁⬠⮯忁Ⰼ
斄Ὢ德㖶⊾炻ἧ⼿Ỷ⎋婆侭㌴㎉嬀⫿䘬天始炻忼⇘庼≑㔁⬠䘬䚖䘬ˤ
ᶵ忶ẍ倚䫎悐ẞ䁢ᷣ䘬㔁⬠䫾䔍炻⮵㕤朆⼊倚⫿ṵ㚱ᶵ嵛ᷳ嗽炻⮵楁㷗ⷠ
䓐⫿普Ἦ婒炻㚱 26 ᾳ⫿㗗䃉㱽塓ㆹᾹ䘬㔁⬠㕡㱽㵝味䘬炻⤪堐ᶨ䣢炻堐Ḵ
⇯㗗冢䀋㔁做悐妪⭂ⷠ䓐⫿墉朊ᶵ傥塓㵝味䘬 40 ᾳ朆⼊倚⫿ˤ忁ṃ倚䫎悐ẞ
䃉㱽㵝味䘬悐↮炻⛐㔁⬠㗪㗗暨天塓䈡⇍㊧↢Ἦ㔁⬠䘬ˤ
㍍叿ㆹᾹ⛐ẍ㔯䪈⍾⎹䘬⬠佺㚚䶂ᷕ炻㸾⁁Ḯⶪ朊ᶲ ĳıı ⫿䘬⮷䞕㔯 ĸ 䭯炻
ĵıı ⫿䘬⮷䞕㔯 Ĳĵ 䭯炻Ķıı ⫿⮷䞕㔯 Ĳĵ 䭯炻ķıı ⫿⮷䞕㔯 ĳı 䭯炻䘮䁢⮷⬠䓇⃒
列ἄ㔯炻᷎⽆㬌䧖屯㕁普ᷕ奨⮇℞嬀⫿䌯䘬ㆸ攟ね⼊炻᷎ᶼ冯䚖⇵⋿ᶨ䇰⚳⮷婚
㛔⇵ᶱᾳ⸜䳂ĩℙℕℲĪ䘬㔁⬠枮⸷⼿ᷳ嬀⫿䌯ἄᶨᾳ㭼庫ˤġ
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⚾⋩烉楁㷗ⷠ䓐 3000 ⫿ẍ╖⫿䁢ᷣ䘬⬠佺㚚䶂ㆸ攟娛ね
堐ᶨ烉1453 ᾳ倚䫎悐ẞ䃉㱽㵝味䘬楁㷗ⷠ䓐⫿

堐Ḵ烉1453 ᾳ倚䫎悐ẞ䃉㱽㵝味䘬冢䀋ⷠ䓐⫿

ġ
(a) ẍ悐ẞ㔁⬠䁢ᷣ

(b) ẍ⁛䴙㔁⬠䁢ᷣ

⚾⋩ᶨ烉ⶪ朊ᶲ⮷䞕㔯⬠佺㚚䶂
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⚾⋩ᶨ(a)㊔⻏ℏℑᾳ㔠⫿ᶨ㧋↮⇍䁢嬀⫿䌯 ķıĦ㗪暨天㔁⮶倚䫎悐ẞ
㔠炻冯㔁⮶Ḯ Ĺıı ᾳ倚䫎悐ẞ㗪䘬嬀⫿䌯炻㚫怠䓐 Ĺıı ᾳ倚䫎悐ẞ㗗ⶴ㛃⛐ᶱ⸜
ℏ⎗ẍṌ⮶⬴䔊ˤ奨⮇⚾⋩ᶨㆹᾹ⎗ẍ䘤䎦ᶵ䭉㔯䪈⫿㔠⣂⮉炻嬀⫿䌯 ķıĦ天
暨䘬倚䫎悐ẞᾳ㔠㗗ⶖᶵ⣂䘬ĩĴķĴſĴĹıĪˤ侴ẍ⋿ᶨ䇰ℕℲ Ĳĵıı ᾳ⫿䘬㔁⬠枮⸷炻
ḇ⎗妰䬿䚠Ụ䘬⬠佺㚚䶂ˤ⚾⋩ᶨ(b)ᷕ㨓庠ℑ㡅䲭䶂䁢⸜䳂䘬↮䓴䶂炻シ⿅䁢
⬠佺崭忶Ḯ䶂ᷳ⼴⯙䁢ᶳᶨᾳ⸜䳂ˤ䴻䓙奨⮇ℑ⚾⎗䘤䎦炻ㆹᾹ㍉䓐䘬ẍ悐ẞ
䁢ᷣ䘬嬀⫿㔁⬠炻℞ㆸ攟㚚䶂⃒㕤⁛䴙⺷䘬㔁⬠㕡㱽炻᷎ᶼㆹᾹ㍸↢Ἦ䘬㕡⺷℞
嬀⫿䌯⎗䵕㊩⛐ḅㆸⶎ⎛䘬㯜㸾炻檀㕤⋿ᶨ䇰⇵ℕℲ䘬ℓㆸḴ嬀⫿䌯ˤ
㚨⼴ㆹᾹ⮵㕤ⶪ朊ᶲ䘬㕘倆炻ḇ㍉䓐栆Ụ䘬㕡⺷⍣䚳℞⬠佺㚚䶂ㆸ攟䁢ỽ炻
Ḯ妋ẍ倚䫎悐ẞ䁢ᷣᷳ厗婆㔁㛸䘬怑䓐⿏ˤ⛐忁怲ㆹᾹ怠䓐Ḽᾳᶵ⎴栆✳䘬㕘
倆炻⤪⚾⋩Ḵ䣢炻᷎ᶼ⚾ᷕ㊔⻏ℏℑᾳ㔠⫿↮⇍䁢嬀⫿䌯 60%㗪暨天㔁⮶倚
䫎悐ẞ㔠炻冯㔁⮶Ḯ 800 ᾳ悐ẞ㗪䘬嬀⫿䌯ˤ䴻䓙奨⮇ℑ⻝⚾ᷳ⼴炻⎗ẍ䘤䎦ㆹ
Ᾱ㍸↢Ἦ䘬㕡⺷ᶨ㧋⃒㕤⁛䴙⺷䘬㔁⬠炻᷎ᶼ⼰⾓忇䘬⯙⎗忼⇘ ķıĦẍᶲ䘬嬀⫿
䌯烊⁛䴙⺷䘬㔁⬠天⛐䫔ᶱ⸜ᷳ⼴ㇵ⎗忼⇘䚠⎴䘬嬀⫿䌯㯜㸾炻㬌⢾⛐ Ĺıı ᾳ悐
ẞ冯 Ĳĵıı ᾳ╖⫿炻ㆹᾹ䘬嬀⫿䌯ᶨ㧋⎗䵕㊩⛐ ĺ ㆸⶎ⎛炻侴⁛䴙⺷䘬㔁⬠⌣⎒
傥⛐ ĸ ㆸⶎ⎛ˤ

(a) ẍ悐ẞ㔁⬠䁢ᷣ

(b) ẍ⁛䴙㔁⬠䁢ᷣ

⚾⋩Ḵ: 㕘倆栆⬠佺㚚䶂

Ḽˣ䶂ᶲ⬠佺ṳ朊ġ
ẍ倚䫎悐ẞ䁢ᷣ䘬㻊⫿㔁⬠䶂ᶲ䲣䴙↮ㆸḮ⼊枛佑ᶱ⣏悐↮炻⼊䘬㕡朊䁢
ˬ䳬⫿䶜佺˭
炻枛䘬悐↮㚱ˬ廱枛㨇䌯˭ˬ䘤枛夷⇯˭
炻佑䘬悐↮㗗ˬ➢㛔Ⱄ⿏˭
ˤ

ĶįĲġ ⼊烉䳬⫿䶜佺
⛐ṳ朊姕妰ᶲ炻晾⎗ẍ䚜㍍⏰䎦䚠Ụ㥳⫿䞑昋炻Ữ䁢性忶⣂屯妲炻ㆹᾹẍ
ˬ䳬⫿䶜佺˭㕡⺷炻嬻ἧ䓐⿅侫㻊⫿䘬㥳ㆸˤ⎎⢾⛐忁墉炻ㆹᾹⶴ㛃冯ἧ䓐侭㚱
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叿ᶨṃḺ≽炻ẍἧ䓐巑⛘暟䘬㕡⺷⏰䎦䴎ἧ䓐侭炻⛐溆㑲Ṍ䷼⛘㕡䘬⎴㗪炻ㇵ
⏰䎦㗗⏎㚱㥳⫿炻ẍˬ⊭˭䁢ἳℐ悐溆㑲⬴⼴⤪⚾⋩ᶱ䣢ˤ

⚾⋩ᶱ烉䳬⫿䶜佺ṳ朊

Ķįĳġ 枛烉廱枛㨇䌯ˣ䘤枛夷⇯
⛐ˬ廱枛㨇䌯˭䘬ṳ朊墉炻ㆹᾹ⮵㕤㭷ᾳ㔁⮶䘬悐ẞㆾ㗗⫿炻㈲℞倚㭵冯
枣㭵ᾳ⇍㉮攳炻᷎ᾳ⇍丒墥廱枛㨇䌯⚾炻ὅ䄏䔞⇵䘬倚㭵ㆾ枣㭵炻⮵℞⺞Ỡ⫿⏰
䎦℞廱枛㨇䌯ˤẍ倚䫎ˬ⊭˭䁢ἳ炻⛐㻊⫿⬠佺䲣䴙ᷕṳ朊⤪⚾⋩⚃ˤ

⚾⋩⚃烉倚䫎ᷳ倚㭵冯枣㭵ᷳ廱枛㨇䌯
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⚾⋩Ḽ烉➢㛔Ⱄ⿏ṳ朊

ĶįĴġ 佑烉➢㛔Ⱄ⿏ġ
⮵㕤⫿佑䘬悐↮炻⛐ˬ➢㛔Ⱄ⿏˭ᷕ䘬ṳ朊ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ⏰䎦䘬ℏ⭡⊭㊔⫿佑ˣ
⫿枛ˣ悐ẞ㉮妋ˣẍ⍲⫿⼊Ἦ㸸䘬⚾妋ˤẍ⚾⋩Ḽ䁢ἳ炻⚾妋Ἦ㸸⍫侫恙⌂䏳
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Abstract
No matter that learning Chinese as a first or second language, a quite important issue,
misspelled words, needs to be addressed. Many studies proposed that there was a suggestion
of correcting misspelled words for students who are still schooling as well as a suggestion of
teaching and learning strategies of Chinese characters for teachers. Although in schooling, it
does to prevent students who do lots of precautions and corrections from generating
misspelled words; students sometimes are unconscious of their misspelled words while
writing. As a result, in addition to emphasize the recognition of misspelled words in teaching,
mentioning how to prevent from generating misspelled words during the process of using
words becomes a critical issue. Nevertheless, it is not an easy matter to find misspelled words
automatically and correctly within documents by using formula. Currently, there are
researchers conducting research on graphemic misspelled words detection and applying it to
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different fields. But the accuracy is still far from the real demand. If it can analyze the model,
probability and context of misspelled words in detail, it could be detecting the misspelled
words more quickly and precisely as well as correcting those words effectively. We had been
already accumulated quite research experiences on graphemic misspelled words. This project
will combine with resources provided by the mainline project to process the problem of
graphemic misspelled words. If it can achieve a breakthrough, it will not only offer a quite
effective auxiliary tool for teaching Chinese misspelled words, but assist in establishing a
learning tool of Chinese character errors corpus more quickly.
斄挝娆烉⇍⫿”㷔ˣ⇍⫿㟉㬋ˣ⫿⼊䚠Ụ
Keywords: Misspelled Words Detection, Misspelled Words Correction, Graphemic Similarit
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▿娎ẍᶱ䧖↮栆☐㧉✳烉SVMˣNeural NetworkˣLinear Regression ⇌⇍炻忚侴㈦↢㬋
⫿炻㚨⼴ℵ㍸ὃ㬋⫿冯⇍⫿⛐⫿⼊䘬䚠Ụⶖ䔘炻ẍ⇑ἧ䓐侭㭼庫炻性ℵ㫉䉗拗ˤ

Ḵˣ㕡㱽㝞㥳冯㳩䦳
㛔㔯⇑䓐娆⼁普(Lexicon-based)㕟娆㱽䘬䈡⿏”㷔⇍⫿ˤ`姕⎍⫸ᷕ䘬娆⼁㰺㚱⇍
⫿炻䎮゛䘬㕟娆䲣䴙㚫⮯⎍⫸↮√ㆸ㬋䡢䘬娆⼁䳬⎰炻劍㗗娆⼁ᷕ⬀⛐⇍⫿炻䲣䴙⇯㚫
⮯䳽⣏悐↮⏓㚱⇍⫿䘬娆⼁ẍ╖⫿娆䘬⼊⺷㕟攳ˤἳ⤪烉⎍⫸ˬㆹᾹ悥╄㬉⬠㟉˭炻䴻
忶㕟娆㕡㱽嗽䎮⼴㚫塓↯√ㆸˬㆹᾹ 悥 ╄㬉 ⬠㟉˭⚃ᾳ娆⼁烊`姕㑘⮓侭⮓ㆸˬㆹ
Ᾱ悥╄㬉⬠ἤ˭
炻䴻忶㕟娆㕡㱽嗽䎮⇯㚫塓↯√ㆸˬㆹᾹ 悥 ╄㬉 ⬠ ἤ˭
炻⚈䁢娆℠䃉
㱽㈦⇘ˬ⬠ἤ˭忁ᾳ娆⼁炻ẍ㚫⮯ˬ⬠˭冯ˬἤ˭↮⇍㕟攳ˤ⇑䓐㬌䈡⿏炻⎗ẍ`姕
⛐忋临╖⫿娆䇯㭝ᷕ⎗傥⬀⛐⏓㚱⇍⫿䘬娆⼁炻⚈㬌⮵⊭⏓ℑᾳẍᶲ╖⫿娆䘬⎍⫸䇯
㭝炻⎗ẍ⮵㭷ᾳ╖⫿娆徸ᶨ⽆娆℠ᷕ㏄⮳↢㚱⏓㚱娚╖⫿娆䘬娆⼁炻䧙䁢ˬ῁怠娆˭ˤ
ℵ⇑䓐枸㷔㧉✳⇌㕟塓㈦↢䘬娆⼁㗗⏎䁢⍇⎍⫸䇯㭝ᷕ䘬㬋䡢娆⼁ˤ侴⎍⫸ᷕ䔹Ụ⏓㚱
⇍⫿䘬⍇⫿ᷚ䳬⎰䧙䁢ˬ䔹Ụ⫿䳬˭ˤ
⛐彐嬀⫿⼊㖻㶟㵮䘬╖⫿㗪炻⎗ẍ⇑䓐悐ẞ䳬⎰⇌㕟⫿橼䨢攻䳸㥳炻㈦↢⫿⼊䚠Ụ
⹎檀䘬㶟㵮⫿ˤ᷎⮯⫿⼊妰䬿䘬䚠Ụ⹎ἄ䁢῁怠娆䘬⍫㔠ᷳᶨˤ㍍叿炻⇑䓐῁怠娆
䔹Ụ⫿䳬⛐⍇㛔⎍ᷕ䘬⇵⼴⫿娆↮⇍妰䬿 bi-gram ⫿柣㨇䌯炻ℵ妰䬿ℑ侭䘬㭼ῤ 䁢῁
怠娆䘬䫔Ḵᾳ⍫㔠ˤ㚨⼴炻ẍ῁怠娆䔹Ụ⫿䳬↮⇍⛐⍇⎍⫸ᷕ⇵⼴娆⿏㔯㱽䳬ㆸ䘬⎰
䎮⿏ 䁢῁怠娆䘬䫔ᶱᾳ⍫㔠ˤ
妻䶜屯㕁ᷕ㭷ᾳ῁怠娆䘬ᶱᾳ⍫㔠ẍ⍲㗗⏎䛇䘬℟㚱⇍⫿䘬䳸㝄炻⎗ẍ䓐ẍ妻䶜枸
㷔㧉✳ˤ妻䶜ᷳ㧉✳⎗ẍ啱䓙廠ℍ䘬ᶱᾳ⍫㔠ῤ炻廠↢娚䔹Ụ⫿䳬㗗⏎㚱⇍⫿ˤ劍枸
㷔㧉✳⇌㕟῁怠娆䁢䔹Ụ⫿䳬䘬㬋⫿娆⼁炻⇯⎗⮵ἧ䓐侭䘤↢嬎⏲㟉㬋娆⼁炻⏎⇯⯙
㌐㡬ˤ劍⎴㗪㚱⣂ᾳ῁怠娆䘮塓枸㷔㧉✳⇌㕟䁢䔹Ụ⫿䳬䘬㬋⫿娆⼁炻⇯ẍ῁怠娆堅䨩
ね⼊Ἦ⇌⇍ℑ῁怠娆䘬↮㔠炻ẍ↮㔠檀侭䁢㚨⼴㟉㬋⮵尉炻⤪⚾ᶨ㳩䦳⚾䣢ˤ
Input
(⏌⬷)

㖞婅凮
㨀姿婅『

怊乳▕婅䈮
㮜㓞⎽
柷㸓㨈❲
ᾄ䅎ἴ何㔝暭
␒㛰㮜吤ⅎ▕
⬾䙫婅⽀

姯䭾⬾⽉䛟ἣ
⺍⇭㕟ḍ娔⮁
恟婅

姯䭾

㘖␍
䂡∌⬾
㘖

恟婅⎪㕟

⬾栢岮㖀⺒

ṳK媅姧㨈❲

婅『栢䍮岮
㖀⺒

ṳK婅『㨈❲

恟婅塄䩨
嘼䏭

㘖

㘖␍㛰 恟婅
塄䩨
␍
䵍ṯ∌⬾孍凮
㠈㭊婅⽀

恟婅䛟ἣ⺍

⚾ᶨˣ㕡㱽㝞㥳冯㳩䦳⚾
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ᶱˣ”㷔冯㟉㬋㕡㱽
炷ᶨ炸ġ ”㷔⎗傥⇍⫿⍲䓊䓇῁怠娆
㚱⼭嗽䎮⎍⫸椾⃰䴻忶㕟娆⍲娆⿏㧁姀嗽䎮ˤ䓙㕤⏓㚱⇍⫿䘬娆⼁㚫忈ㆸ忋临╖
⫿娆䇯㭝炻⚈㬌⽆娆℠ᷕ㈦↢䓙䇯㭝ᷕảᶨ⫿䓊䓇䘬㚱娆⼁ˤἳ⤪⚾Ḵ䣢炻⎍⫸
ˬㆹᾹ䘬䛤䱦䚳叿⇵㕡˭䴻忶㕟娆嗽䎮ㆸˬㆹᾹ_䘬_䛤_䱦_䚳叿_⇵㕡˭
炻℞ᷕ⎍⫸墉ˬ䱦˭
䁢ˬ䜃˭䘬⇍⫿炻⚈㬌ˬ䛤˭ˬ䱦˭塓⎬冒㕟攳ˤὅ䄏忋临╖⫿娆䇯㭝ˬ䘬䛤䱦˭炻
⽆娆℠ᷕ㏄⮳⏓㚱ˬ䘬˭䁢⫿椾ᶼ娆⼁攟⹎⮷㕤䫱㕤ᶱ䘬娆⼁炻ἳ⤪烉
ˬ䘬娙˭
ˣ
ˬ䘬䡢˭
烊
ẍˬ䛤˭䁢䫔Ḵ⫿䘬娆⼁ᶼ攟⹎⮷㕤䫱㕤ᶱ䘬娆⼁炻ἳ⤪烉ˣ
ˬℍ䛤˭
ˬ⽫䛤˭Ƀ䫱炻
ẍˬ䛤˭䁢䫔ᶨᾳ⫿ᶼ娆⼁攟⹎⮷㕤䫱㕤Ḵ䘬娆⼁炻ἳ⤪烉
ˬ䛤≃˭
ˣˬ䛤䜃˭Ƀ䫱烊ẍ
ˬ䱦˭䁢⯦⫿ᶼ娆⼁攟⹎⮷㕤ᶱ䘬娆⼁炻ἳ⤪烉
ˬ䉸䊠䱦˭
ˣ
ˬ䵈㱡䱦˭ˣ
ˬ惺䱦˭Ƀ䫱ˤ
忁ṃ娆⼁⌛䁢ˬ῁怠娆˭ˤ

⚾Ḵˣ德忶㕟娆㏄⮳↢⎗傥⏓㚱⇍⫿䘬娆⼁

炷Ḵ炸ġ ⫿⼊䚠Ụ⹎
⮵忋临╖⫿娆䇯㭝㓞普῁怠娆⼴炻妰䬿㭷ᶨ῁怠娆冯⮵ㅱ䔹Ụ⫿䳬䘬⫿⼊䚠Ụ
⹎炻᷎ 䁢⼴临⇌㕟῁怠娆㗗⏎䁢㬋⫿娆⼁䘬⍫㔠ᷳᶨˤ

Ĳį 悐ẞ⫿⼊䳸㥳斄Ὢṳ䳡ġ
⫿⼊䚠Ụ㭼庫㕡㱽㗗ἧ䓐昛⬠⽿䫱Ṣ[9]㍸ὃ䘬ᷕ㔯悐ẞ䳬⫿屯㕁⹓įŪġ ㉮妋⫿忚
埴㭼庫ˤ㻊⫿䘬悐ẞ㗗㻊⫿䳬ㆸ䘬➢㛔╖ỵˤ屯㕁⹓ᷕ㚱 ĵĴĺ ᾳ➢䢶ᷕ㔯悐ẞ炻侴悐ẞ
䘬墯暄䦳⹎ḇ㚱ᶵ⎴炻䫮∫㔠⽆ Ĳ ∫⇘㚨⣂ Ĳĸ ∫炻ἳ⤪烉
ˬᶨ˭
ˣ
ˬᷞ˭
ˣ
ˬ᷐˭
ˬΆ˭Ƀ
ˬ滺˭
ˣ
ˬ漵˭
ˣ
ˬ潄˭
ˣ
ˬ潈˭
ˤ⫿⼊䘬䨢攻䳸㥳㬠䲵↢ ĲĲ ᾳ䨢攻䳸㥳斄Ὢ炻ἳ⤪烉✪䚜䳬
⎰ˣ㯜⸛䳬⎰ˣ⮩攱䳬⎰Ƀ䫱ˤ㛔㔯㭼庫ℑ⫿悐ẞ⫿⼊䳸㥳䘬䳬⎰炻䳗≈℞䚠⎴悐ẞ
䘬䫮∫㔠炻妰䬿↢ℑ⫿ᷳ䚠Ụ⹎ˤġ
悐ẞ↮ㆸℑ⣏栆炻劍悐ẞ㛔幓㗗ᾳ⫿⇯䧙䁢ˬㆸ⫿悐ẞ˭
炻ἳ⤪烉
ˬ⤛˭
ˣ
ˬ䀓˭烊劍
ᶵ㗗ㆸ⫿⇯䧙䁢ˬ朆ㆸ⫿悐ẞ˭
炻ἳ⤪烉
ˬᷞ˭
ˣ
ˬ᷐˭
ˤỮ㚱ṃ朆ㆸ⫿悐ẞ䃉㱽⛐ Windows
䲣䴙䘬 Unicode ⏰䎦炻ẍ暨天惵⎰䳸㥳斄Ὢ䫎嘇炻᷎ẍᷕ㊔嘇 “[]”堐䣢ˤἳ⤪烉
ˬ⌛˭
䘬⎛怲朆ㆸ⫿悐ẞ䁢ˬ⌑˭烊Ữⶎ怲䘬朆ㆸ⫿悐ẞ㗗䃉㱽⏰䎦炻ẍẍˬ[|⌛]˭Ἦ堐䣢
ⶎ怲䘬朆ㆸ⫿悐ẞˤ⛐ 439 ᾳ➢䢶ᷕ㔯悐ẞᷕ炻⊭㊔ 246 ᾳㆸ⫿悐ẞ 193 ᾳ朆ㆸ⫿悐
ẞˤ昛⬠⽿䫱Ṣ[9]㬠䲵↢ 11 䧖ᶵ⎴䘬䳸㥳斄Ὢ䫎嘇堐䣢炻↮⇍䁢烉
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(1) ╖䌐⬀⛐(X)烉╖䌐䘬悐ẞ炻䁢⫿䳬㚨➢㛔䘬䳬ㆸ⃫䳈炻ᶵ⎗ℵ忚埴㉮妋ˤἳ⤪烉
ˬ㛐˭ˣ
ˬ⽫˭
ˤ
(2) ✪䚜䳬⎰(-)烉℞䳸㥳斄Ὢ堐䣢㝸⫿䘬䳬ㆸ✳ン䁢悐ẞㆾ悐ẞ䳬ẍᶲᶳ✪䚜䚠惘䘬㕡
⺷䳬ㆸˤ侴悐ẞ䳬ㆸ枮⸷⽆ⶎ军⎛炻䁢䓙ᶲ军ᶳ䘬䳬ㆸ㕡⺷ˤἳ⤪烉
ˬ⒉= -(⎋,居)˭
ˣ
ˬ寰= -(Ⱉ,寮)˭
ˤ
(3) 㯜⸛䳬⎰(|)烉℞䳸㥳斄Ὢ堐䣢㝸⫿䘬䳬ㆸ✳ン䁢悐ẞㆾ悐ẞ䳬ẍⶎ⎛㯜⸛䚠惘䘬㕡
⺷䳬ㆸˤ侴悐ẞ䳬ㆸ枮⸷⽆ⶎ军⎛炻䁢䓙ⶎ军⎛䘬䳬ㆸ㕡⺷ˤἳ⤪烉
ˬ㖶= |(㖍,㚰)˭
ˣ
ˬ彎= |(彃,≃,彃)˭
ˤ
(4) ⮩攱䳬⎰(0)烉℞䳸㥳斄Ὢ堐䣢㝸⫿䘬䳬ㆸ✳ン䁢悐ẞ⚃朊⊭⚵℞Ṿ悐ẞㆾ悐ẞ䳬
䘬㕡⺷䳬ㆸˤ℞䫔ᶨᾳ悐ẞ堐䣢䁢⊭⚵䘬悐ẞ炻℞Ṿ䁢塓⊭⚵䘬悐ẞㆾ悐ẞ䳬ˤἳ
⤪烉ˬ⚵= 0(♿,杳)˭
ˣˬ⚘= 0(♿,㛐)˭
ˤ
(5) ⶎᶲ⊭⚵(/)烉℞䳸㥳斄Ὢ堐䣢㝸⫿䘬䳬ㆸ✳ン䁢悐ẞ⽆ⶎ㕡ᶲ㕡央味℞Ṿ悐ẞㆾ
悐ẞ䳬䘬㕡⺷䳬ㆸˤ℞䫔ᶨᾳ悐ẞ堐䣢䁢央味䘬悐ẞ炻℞Ṿ䁢塓央味䘬悐ẞㆾ悐ẞ
䳬ˤἳ⤪烉ˬ⼍= /(-(㔯,〉),⼉)˭ˣ
ˬ⯷=ġ /(⯠,-(ᷟ,ᶨ,⺦))˭ˤ
(6) ⎛ᶲ⊭⚵(\)烉℞䳸㥳斄Ὢ堐䣢㝸⫿䘬䳬ㆸ✳ン䁢悐ẞ⽆⎛㕡ᶲ㕡央味℞Ṿ悐ẞㆾ
悐ẞ䳬䘬㕡⺷䳬ㆸˤ℞䫔ᶨᾳ悐ẞ堐䣢䁢央味䘬悐ẞ炻℞Ṿ䁢塓央味䘬悐ẞㆾ悐ẞ
䳬ˤἳ⤪烉ˬㆾ= /(ㆰ,-(⎋,ᶨ))˭ˣ
ˬ㯋= \(㮼,䰛)˭
ˤ
(7) ⶎᶳ⊭⚵(L)烉℞䳸㥳斄Ὢ堐䣢㝸⫿䘬䳬ㆸ✳ン䁢悐ẞ⽆ⶎ㕡ᶳ㕡⊭央℞Ṿ悐ẞ
ㆾ悐ẞ䳬䘬㕡⺷䳬ㆸˤ℞䫔ᶨᾳ悐ẞ堐䣢䁢⊭央䘬悐ẞ炻℞Ṿ䁢塓⊭央䘬悐ẞㆾ悐
ẞ䳬ˤἳ⤪烉
ˬ崭= L(崘,-(↨,⎋))˭ˣ
ˬ役= L(彞,㕌)˭
ˤ
(8) ᶲ㕡ᶱ朊⊭⚵( )烉℞䳸㥳斄Ὢ堐䣢㝸⫿䘬䳬ㆸ✳ン䁢悐ẞ⽆ⶎ㕡ˣ⎛㕡ᶲ㕡央
味℞Ṿ悐ẞㆾ悐ẞ䳬䘬㕡⺷䳬ㆸˤ℞䫔ᶨᾳ悐ẞ堐䣢䁢央味䘬悐ẞ炻℞Ṿ䁢塓央味
䘬悐ẞㆾ悐ẞ䳬ˤἳ⤪烉
ˬ⎴= (K,-(ᶨ,⎋))˭ˣˬ①= (ㆲ,-(ᶨ,⎋))˭ˤ
(9) ᶳ㕡ᶱ朊⊭⚵(V)烉℞䳸㥳斄Ὢ堐䣢㝸⫿䘬䳬ㆸ✳ン䁢悐ẞ⽆ⶎ㕡ˣ⎛㕡ᶳ㕡⊭
央℞Ṿ悐ẞㆾ悐ẞ䳬䘬㕡⺷䳬ㆸˤ℞䫔ᶨᾳ悐ẞ堐䣢䁢⊭央䘬悐ẞ炻℞Ṿ䁢塓⊭央
䘬悐ẞㆾ悐ẞ䳬ˤἳ⤪烉ˬ↞= V(↝,ᷪ)˭
ˣ
ˬ⸥= V(Ⱉ,ώ,ώ)˭
ˤ
(10) ⶎ㕡ᶱ朊⊭⚵(<)烉℞䳸㥳斄Ὢ堐䣢㝸⫿䘬䳬ㆸ✳ン䁢悐ẞ⽆ⶎ㕡ˣᶲ㕡ᶳ㕡⊭
央℞Ṿ悐ẞㆾ悐ẞ䳬䘬㕡⺷䳬ㆸˤ℞䫔ᶨᾳ悐ẞ堐䣢䁢⊭央䘬悐ẞ炻℞Ṿ䁢塓⊭央
䘬悐ẞㆾ悐ẞ䳬ˤἳ⤪烉
ˬ⋒= <(⋂,朆)˭
ˣˬ⋨= <(⋠,-(⎋,|(⎋,⎋)))˭ˤ
(11) ⶎ⎛⣦㐫(T)烉℞䳸㥳斄Ὢ堐䣢㝸⫿䘬䳬ㆸ✳ン䁢悐ẞỵ⯨ᷕ⣖炻ℑ㕩䁢℞Ṿ悐ẞ
ⶎ⎛⣦㑲ˤ℞䫔ᶨᾳ悐ẞ堐䣢䁢ỵ⯭ᷕ⣖ㆾ塓⣦㑲䘬悐ẞ炻䫔Ḵ悐ẞ䁢ⶎ怲⣦㑲䘬
悐ẞˣ䫔ᶱ悐ẞ䁢⎛怲⣦㑲䘬悐ẞˤἳ⤪烉ˬ⣦= T炷⣏,Ṣ,Ṣ炸˭ˣˬⶓ= T炷ⶍ,Ṣ,
Ṣ炸
˭
ˤ⎎ᶨ䧖ね㱩炻劍ⶎ⎛⎬㚱ℑᾳ⣦㑲悐ẞ㗪炻℞Ṿ䫔Ḵ军䫔Ḽ䘬悐ẞ↮⇍堐䣢
ⶎᶲˣⶎᶳˣ⎛ᶲˣ⎛ᶳᷳ⣦㑲悐ẞˤἳ⤪烉
ˬ☑= T(䌳,⎋,⎋,⎋,⎋)˭

ĳį 悐ẞ⫿⼊䳸㥳斄Ὢṳ䳡ġ
⫿⼊⎗䓙ᶨ忋ᷚ悐ẞ䳸㥳堐忼炻㭷ᶨᾳ悐ẞ䳸㥳䓙劍⸚ᾳ悐ẞㆾ悐ẞ⫸䳸㥳德忶ᶨ
ᾳ䳸㥳斄Ὢ忋䳸炻侴悐ẞ⫸䳸㥳ḇ㗗ᶨᾳ悐ẞ䳸㥳炻ἳ⤪烉
ˬ慓˭䘬悐ẞ䳸㥳䁢ˬ-(|(<(⋂,
䞊),㭛),惱)˭
炻䓙悐ẞ⫸䳸㥳ˬ|(<(⋂,䞊),㭛)˭悐ẞˬ惱˭德忶䳸㥳斄Ὢˬ-˭忋䳸䳬
ㆸ炻⚈㬌⎗ẍ⮯悐ẞ䳸㥳廱㎃ㆸ㧡䉨䳸㥳䘬⼊⺷忚埴妶婾ˤ℞ᷕ炻悐ẞ䳸㥳䘬㚨⢾Ⰼ䳸
㥳斄Ὢ⎗ẍ夾䁢㧡䉨䳸㥳䘬㟡䭨溆(Root)炻ἳ⤪烉ˬ慓˭悐ẞ䳸㥳ᷕ㚨⢾Ⰼ䘬䳸㥳斄Ὢ
ˬ-˭⎗夾䁢㧡䉨䳸㥳ᷕ䘬㟡䭨溆炻⤪⚾ᶱ䣢烊悐ẞ䳸㥳ℏ䘬悐ẞ⇯堐䣢ㆸ㧡䉨䳸㥳
䘬 叱 䳸 溆 (Leaf Node) 炻 ⛐ 㬌 䧙 䁢 悐 ẞ 䭨 溆 烊 悐 ẞ ⫸ 䳸 㥳 ⇯ 夾 䁢 㧡 䉨 䳸 㥳 䘬 ⫸ 㧡
(Subtree)炻侴悐ẞ⫸䳸㥳䘬䳸㥳斄Ὢ⇯䁢↮㓗䭨溆(Branch Node)炻ὅ䄏悐ẞ悐ẞ⫸䳸
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㥳䳂㔠姕⭂䁢㧡䉨䳸㥳ᷕ䘬昶⹎(Level)炻᷎⮯悐ẞ䘬䫮∫夾䁢叱䘬㪲慵(Weight)炻侴↮
㓗䭨溆䘬㪲慵䁢℞⫸䭨溆⎹ᶲ䳗≈䘬㪲慵炻ẍ㟡䭨溆堐䣢䘬㪲慵䁢㔜ᾳ⫿䘬䫮∫
㔠ˤἳ⤪烉
ˬ慓˭℞悐ẞ䳸㥳䁢ˬ-(|(<(⋂,䞊),㭛),惱)˭
炻⎗ẍ䘤䎦ˬ慓˭㗗䓙ˬ|(<(⋂,䞊),
㭛))˭ ˬ惱˭ᶲᶳ䚠惘䘬䘬䨢攻䳸㥳斄Ὢˬ-˭䳬ㆸ炻ὅ䄏䓙ⶎ军⎛䘬枮⸷炻ẍ䳸
㥳斄Ὢˬ-˭䁢㟡悐⎹ᶳ⺢㥳ⶎ⫸㧡ˬ|(<(⋂,䞊),㭛))˭⎛⫸㧡ˬ惱˭
炻ⶎ⫸㧡ẍ怆徜㕡
⺷两临⎹ᶳ⺢㥳炻⎛⫸㧡⇯䁢ᶨᾳ䭨溆ˬ惱˭ˤ悐ẞˬ惱˭⛐悐ẞ䳸㥳䁢䫔ᶨ䳂悐ẞ䚠
⮵㕤㧡䉨䳸㥳䘬昶⹎ 1炻
ˬ㭛˭䫔Ḵ䳂悐ẞ䁢㧡䉨䳸㥳䘬昶⹎ 2炻ˬ⋂˭ˬ䞊˭䫔ᶱ䳂
悐ẞ䁢㧡䉨䳸㥳䘬昶⹎ 3炻⤪⚾ᶱ䣢ˤ

⚾ᶱˣ⫿⼊ˬ慓˭㧡䉨䳸㥳

ġ

啱䓙ᶲ徘䘬㧡䉨䳸㥳炻ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ㭼庫ℑᾳ⫿⼊䘬䚠Ụ⹎ˤ㭼庫忶䦳ᷕ㚫↢䎦ᶱ䧖✳
ン炻↮⇍㗗╖䭨溆╖䭨溆ˣ╖䭨溆㧡䉨䳸㥳ˣ㧡䉨䳸㥳㧡䉨䳸㥳ˤ䫔ᶨ䧖✳ン䁢
╖䭨溆╖䭨溆㭼庫炻╖䭨溆堐䣢䁢ᶨᾳ悐ẞ炻侴悐ẞ䁢⫿䳬ㆸ䘬➢㛔╖ỵ炻⚈㬌ℑᾳ
╖䭨溆㭼庫䚠Ụ⹎炻劍䚠⎴⇯䚠Ụ⹎䁢 1炻⏎⇯䁢 0炻ἳ⤪烉
ˬ⤛˭ˬ䀓˭ℑ侭䘮䁢ㆸ
⫿悐ẞ炻℞㧡䉨䳸㥳䘮䁢╖䭨溆炻侴ℑ悐ẞᶵ⎴炻⚈㬌䚜㍍䴎Ḱ䚠Ụ⹎ 0ˤ
䫔Ḵ䧖✳ン䁢╖䭨溆㧡䉨䳸㥳㭼庫ˤ㬌✳ン⍰↮ㆸℑ䧖ね⼊炻䫔ᶨ䧖劍╖䭨溆ᶵ
Ⱄ㕤㧡䉨䳸㥳ᷕ䘬䭨溆炻⇯ℑ侭䘬䚠Ụ⹎䁢 0炻ἳ⤪烉
ˬ䀓˭ˬ≒˭㭼庫炻
ˬ䀓˭䘬䳸
㥳䁢╖䭨溆炻侴╖䭨溆ˬ䀓˭㰺㚱↢䎦⛐ˬ≒˭䘬㧡䉨䳸㥳ᷕ炻⚈㬌䚜㍍⇌⇍ℑ侭䚠Ụ
⹎䁢 0ˤ䫔Ḵ䧖ね⼊䁢╖䭨溆䁢㧡䉨䳸㥳ᷕ䘬ᶨᾳ䭨溆炻⇯ẍ╖䭨溆䘬㪲慵ῤ昌ẍ㧡䉨
䳸㥳㟡䭨溆䘬㪲慵ῤ炻ἄ䁢ℑ侭䘬䚠Ụ⹎炻ἳ⤪烉
ˬ⤛˭ˬ≒˭䘬㭼庫炻╖䭨溆ˬ⤛˭
䁢ˬ≒˭䘬㧡䉨䳸㥳ᷕ䘬ᶨᾳ䭨溆炻⇯ẍˬ⤛˭䘬䫮∫㔠昌ẍˬ≒˭䘬䫮∫㔠䁢ℑ侭䘬
䚠Ụ⹎ˤỮẍ⫿⼊䳸㥳奨⮇炻昶Ⰼῤ崲⣏ᷳ悐ẞ炻⌈㔜ᾳ⫿橼㭼ἳ崲⮷炻ἳ⤪⚾⚃
䣢炻
ˬ⥐˭ˬ≒˭ℑ侭䫮∫㔠䚠⎴ᶼ㧡䉨䳸㥳䘮⊭⏓䭨溆ˬ⤛˭
炻侴䭨溆ˬ⤛˭⛐ℑ㧡
䉨䳸㥳䘬昶Ⰼᶵ⎴炻⚈㬌⛐ℑ⫿⫿⼊ᶲỼ䘬㭼ἳḇ㖶栗ᶵ⎴ˤ⚈㬌⮯䚠Ụ⹎ℵḀᶲᶨ
ᾳ昶Ⰼ㪲慵ῤ(1-(x-1)*0.05)炻x 䁢╖䭨溆⛐㧡䉨䳸㥳ᷕ⛐ᷳ昶Ⰼ炻ἄ䁢ℑ侭䘬䚠Ụ⹎ˤ
⤪⚾Ḽ䣢炻ˬ⤛˭↮⇍冯ˬ⥐˭ˬ≒˭㭼庫䚠Ụ⹎炻ˬ⤛˭䘬䫮∫㔠䁢 3炻ˬ⥐˭
ˬ≒˭䘬䫮∫㔠䘮䁢 7炻䭨溆ˬ⤛˭䁢ˬ≒˭䘬⫸䭨溆ᶼ昶Ⰼ䁢 2炻⚈㬌℞䚠Ụ⹎妰䬿
䁢 3/7*0.95=0.407烊䭨溆ˬ⤛˭䁢ˬ⥐˭䘬⫸䭨溆ᶼ昶Ⰼ䁢 1炻⚈㬌℞䚠Ụ⹎妰䬿䁢
3/7*1=0.429ˤ
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⚾⚃ˣ
ˬ⥐˭ˬ≒˭䘬㧡䉨䳸㥳

⚾Ḽˣ㧡䉨䳸㥳ˬ≒˭ˬ⥐˭冯悐ẞˬ⤛˭㭼庫
䫔ᶱ䧖✳ン䁢㧡䉨䳸㥳㧡䉨䳸㥳㭼庫炻ℙ↮ᶳ↿ 3 䧖ね⼊ˤ䫔ᶨ䧖ね⼊䁢℞ᷕᶨ
㕡㧡䉨䳸㥳䁢⎎ᶨ㕡㧡䉨䳸㥳䘬⫸㧡炻⇯ẍ⫸㧡䘬㟡䭨溆㪲慵昌ẍ䇞㧡䘬㟡䭨溆㪲慵炻
Ḁᶲ昶Ⰼ㪲慵ῤἄ䁢ℑ侭䘬䚠Ụ⹎ˤ⤪⚾ℕ䣢烉
ˬ㩫˭ˬ屜˭㭼庫炻
ˬ屜˭䘬䫮∫㔠
䁢 12炻ˬ㩫˭䘬䫮∫㔠䁢 18炻侴㧡䉨䳸㥳ˬ屜˭䁢㧡䉨䳸㥳ˬ㩫˭䘬⫸㧡ᶼ昶Ⰼ䁢 2炻
⚈㬌℞䚠Ụ⹎妰䬿䁢 12/18*0.95=0.666ˤ

⚾ℕˣˬ㩫˭冯ˬ屜˭䚠Ụ⹎㭼庫

!

䫔Ḵ䧖ね⼊䁢ℑ㧡䉨䳸㥳䘬㟡䭨溆䚠⎴ˤℑᾳ㟡䭨溆䚠⎴堐䣢ℑ⫿⫿⼊Ⱄ㕤䚠⎴䘬
䳸㥳斄Ὢ炻⚈㬌ẍ昶Ⰼ 1 䘬⫸㧡Ṍ⍱㭼庫炻䳗≈䚠⎴悐ẞ䭨溆䘬㪲慵ῤ炻ẍ䳗≈䘬㪲慵
ῤ↮⇍昌ẍℑ㧡㟡䭨溆㪲慵ῤ᷎⸛⛯ἄ䁢ℑ⫿䘬䚠Ụ⹎ˤ⤪堐ᶨ䣢炻
ˬ☒˭ˬ㨦˭
䘬㭼庫炻
ˬ☒˭昶Ⰼ 1 䘬⫸㧡䁢ˬ⎋˭ˬ╧˭
烊
ˬ㨦˭昶Ⰼ 1 䘬⫸㧡䁢ˬ㛐˭ˬ╧˭炻
Ṍ⍱㭼庫䚠⎴䘬悐ẞ᷎䳗≈℞悐ẞ䭨溆㪲慵炻怠⍾㚨⣏㪲慵ῤ䘬䳬⎰ˬ㛐˭嶇ˬ⎋˭㭼
ˬ╧˭ˬ╧˭㭼䁢炻℞䳗≈㧡慵䁢 0+13=13炻↮⇍昌ᶲℑ㧡㟡䭨溆䘬㪲慵᷎⸛⛯䁢
((13/16)+(13/16))/2=0.8125ˤ
⫸㧡⛐㭼⮵⇘䚠⎴䘬悐ẞ䭨溆炻劍㬌悐ẞ䭨溆䘬䇞䭨溆ᶵ⎴炻堐䣢℞悐ẞ䘬䳸㥳斄
Ὢ䳬ㆸᶵ⎴炻⇯ᶵ䳗≈℞悐ẞ䳸溆㪲慵ῤˤẍ堐Ḵ䁢ἳ炻
ˬỘ˭ˬụ˭㭼庫炻
ˬỘ˭昶
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Ⰼ 1 䘬⫸㧡䁢ˬ͜˭ˬ⎌˭炻ˬụ˭昶Ⰼ 1 䘬⫸㧡䁢ˬ͜˭ˬ≈˭
炻℞ᷕ⫸㧡ˬ⎌˭
⫸㧡ˬ≈˭㭼庫炻䘤䎦㚱䚠䘬悐ẞˬ⎋˭
炻Ữ℞䇞䭨溆ᶵ⎴炻
ˬ≈˭䘬䳸㥳斄Ὢ䁢ˬ|˭炻
ˬ ⎌ ˭ 䘬 䳸 㥳 斄 Ὢ ˬ - ˭炻 ⚈ 㬌 ᶵ 䳗 ≈ 悐 ẞ ˬ ⎋ ˭ 䘬 䫮 ∫ 㔠 炻 ⚈ 㬌 ℑ ⫿ 䚠 Ụ ⹎ 䁢
((2/7)+(2/7))/2=0.2857ˤ
堐ᶨˣˬ㨦˭ˬ☒˭昶Ⰼ 1 ⫸㧡㭼庫堐
☒ ⎋ ╧
㨦
㛐 0 4
╧

3

13

堐Ḵˣ
ˬỘ˭ˬụ˭昶Ⰼ 1 ⫸㧡㭼庫堐
Ộ ͜ ⎌
ụ
͜
3! 1!
≈

1! 1!

ㆹᾹ䘤䎦䫮∫㔠庫⮹䘬⫿䫮∫㔠庫⣂䘬⫿⛐㭼庫㗪炻䚠⎴悐ẞ㪲慵ῤ⚢⭂ᶳ炻昌
ẍ⫿䫮∫㔠庫⮹䘬䫮∫㔠炻↮㔠㚫庫檀炻⸛⛯⼴㚫⼙枧㔜橼䚠Ụ⹎ˤ⤪堐ᶱ䣢炻
ˬ⎕˭
ˬ◧˭㭼庫炻℞䚠⎴悐ẞ㪲慵ῤ䁢 3炻ẍ⍇Ἦ䘬妰䬿㕡⺷炻℞䚠Ụ⹎䁢
((3/5)+(3/15))/2=0.4ˤㆹᾹ㛇㛃忯⇘㬌栆⼊㗪炻䚠Ụ⹎ᶵㅱ娚忁湤檀炻⚈㬌⇯⎎⢾妰䬿
℞䚠Ụ⹎ˤẍ 6097 ⫿䘬䫮∫㔠䓙⮹军⣂㌺↿炻姕⭂⇵ 30%Ⱄ㕤䫮䔓㔠庫⮹䘬ᶨ栆炻⌛
䫮∫㔠Ỷ㕤 10 䘬⫿ˤ⇌㕟ℑ㧡䉨䳸㥳ᷕảᶨ㕡䘬㟡䭨溆㪲慵⮷㕤 10炻⇯ẍ䚠⎴悐ẞ㪲
慵ῤ昌ẍℑ侭攻庫⣏䘬㟡䭨溆㪲慵ῤ䁢䚠Ụ⹎ˤ⤪堐 5 䣢炻
ˬ⎕˭ˬ◧˭㭼庫炻⚈
䁢ˬ⎕˭䘬䫮∫㔠䁢 5炻Ⱄ㕤䫮∫㔠庫⮹䘬ᶨ栆炻⚈㬌⮯⍇㛔䚠Ụ⹎㚜㓡䁢 3/15=0.2ˤ
堐ᶱˣ
ˬ⎕˭ˬ◧˭昶Ⰼ 1 ⫸㧡㭼庫堐
⎕ ⎋ ℓ
◧
⎋ 3 0
湹 0 0
䫔ᶱ䧖ね⼊䁢ℑ㧡䉨䳸㥳䘬㟡䭨溆ᶵ䚠⎴ˤ⽆悐ẞ屯㕁⹓ᷕ 6097 ⫿Ἦ䚳炻⎗ẍ奨
⮇⸦䧖䳸㥳斄Ὢ㗗庫䈡㬲䘬⫿⼊㚱炻ἳ⤪⊭⚵⫿⼊䳸㥳(0)ℙ 28 ⫿炻⣏悐ấẍˬ♿˭
悐ẞ䁢⊭⚵✳ン炻ἳ⤪烉
ˬ⚳˭
ˣ
ˬ⚻˭
烊ᶳ㕡ᶱ朊⊭⚵⫿⼊䳸㥳(V)ℙ 4 ⫿炻↮⇍䁢ˬ↞˭ˣ
ˬ↥˭
ˣ
ˬ⸥˭
ˣ
ˬ尛˭
炻℞⊭⚵悐ẞ䁢ˬ↝˭ˬⰙ˭
烊ⶎ㕡ᶱ朊⊭⚵⫿⼊䳸㥳(<)ℙ 15 ⫿炻
昶䁢ˬ⋠˭悐ẞ⊭⚵烊ⶎ⎛⣦㐫⫿⼊䳸㥳(T)ℙ 35 ⫿炻ἳ⤪烉
ˬ堅˭
ˣ
ˬ⣦˭
ˤᶲ徘⚃䧖
⫿⼊䳸㥳庫䁢䈡㬲炻䔞ℑ㧡㭼庫䚠Ụ⹎㗪炻劍℞ᷕᶨ㧡㟡䭨溆䁢ᶲ徘℞ᷕᷳᶨ炻⇯⎎ᶨ
㧡㟡䭨溆⽭枰㗗䚠⎴炻ㇵ⎗⇑䓐䫔Ḵね⼊忚埴㭼庫炻⏎⇯ᶵ㭼庫᷎姕⭂䚠Ụ⹎䁢 0ˤ
奨⮇✪䚜䳬⎰䳸㥳斄Ὢ(-)㯜⸛䳬⎰䳸㥳斄Ὢ(|)炻忁ℑ䧖⫿⼊䳸㥳ᶲ庫㚱堅䨩⤪⚾
ᶫ䣢炻
ˬ㡵˭ˬ㞍˭ℑ⫿㑩㚱䚠⎴悐ẞˬ㛐˭
ˣ
ˬ㖍˭
炻ᶼ㧡䉨䳸㥳ḇ䚠Ụ炻Ữ奨⮇ℑ
⫿䘬⫿⼊䳸㥳庫ᶵ䚠Ụˤ
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⚾ᶫˣˬ㡵˭ˬ㞍˭㧡䉨䳸㥳㭼庫

!

⚈㬌ℑ⫿䘬⫿⼊䳸㥳䁢✪䚜䳬⎰㯜⸛䳬⎰㗪炻⇯⇑䓐䫔Ḵ䧖ね⼊妰䬿⬴䚠Ụ⹎⼴
ℵḀᶲ 0.8 㚨䁢㚨⼴䘬䚠Ụ⹎炻⤪堐⚃䣢炻
ˬ㡵˭ˬ㞍˭㭼庫炻℞䚠⎴悐ẞ䚠Ụ⹎
䁢 8炻℞ᷕˬ㞍˭䘬䫮∫㔠䁢 9炻Ⱄ㕤䫮∫㔠庫⮹䘬ᶨ栆炻侴ℑ㧡䘬㟡䭨溆⍰↮⇍Ⱄ㕤
✪䚜䳬⎰㯜⸛䳬⎰炻⚈㬌䚠Ụ⹎䁢(8/12)*0.8=0.5333ˤ㌺昌ᶲ徘⸦ᾳἳ⫸炻ℑ⫿㟡䭨
溆ᶵ䚠⎴䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻⇯ẍ妰䬿⫿⼊䚠Ụ⹎⼴炻Ḁᶲ 0.9 ἄ䁢㚨⼴䘬䚠Ụ⹎ˤ
堐⚃ˣˬ㡵˭ˬ㞍˭昶Ⰼ 1 ⫸㧡㭼庫堐
㞍 㛐 㖎
㡵
㛐
4 0
㖮

0

4

炷ᶱ炸ġ bi-gram ⫿柣㨇䌯
⛐婆㕁ᷕ⎗ẍ奨⮇⇘㝸ᶨṃ⫿㚫冯⎎⢾䈡⭂䘬⫿柣䷩䘬䚠惘↢䎦炻䧙䁢ℙ䎦斄Ὢ炻
侴ℙ䎦䘬㫉㔠䧙䁢ℙ䎦柣䌯炻⇑䓐ℙ䎦柣䌯妰䬿↢䎦㨇䌯䧙䁢ℙ䎦㨇䌯ˤ劍⎍⫸ᷕ⏓㚱
⇍⫿炻⎗ẍ䋄㷔⇍⫿冯⇵⼴⫿䘬ℙ䎦柣䌯Ỷ㕤㬋⫿冯⇵⼴⫿䘬ℙ䎦柣䌯炻⚈䁢婆㕁⹓ᷕ
㓞普䘬屯㕁䁢ᶨ凔⮓ἄⷠἧ䓐䘬㬋⫿䳬⎰ˤ⚈㬌劍῁怠娆䘬⫿冯⇵⼴⫿䘬ℙ䎦柣䌯㭼
䔹Ụ⫿䳬檀㗪炻⎗ẍ⎰䎮䘬㆟䔹⎍⫸ᷕ↢䎦⇍⫿ˤ㛔㔯⇑䓐 bi-gram ⫿柣㨇䌯妰䬿⫿冯
⫿ᷳ攻䘬ℙ䎦㨇䌯炻ẍ῁怠娆䘬ℙ䎦㨇䌯䔹Ụ⫿䳬䘬ℙ䎦㨇䌯㭼庫炻䴻忶㬋夷⊾妰
䬿炻姕⭂䁢῁怠娆䘬⍫㔠ˤ㛔㔯㔜䎮倗⎰⟙ 2003 ℐ⸜⹎䘬⟙䳁ℏ⭡炻↮㜸⼴姀抬 7205
ᾳ╖⫿↢䎦䘬柣䌯ℑᾳ╖⫿䚠惘↢䎦䘬柣䌯ˤbi-gram ⫿柣㨇䌯䁢忋临㡅ẞ㨇䌯℔
⺷炻妰䬿⫿冯⫿䘬ℙ䎦㨇䌯ˤ`姕䓙 n ᾳ⫿⃫䳬ㆸ⫿ᷚ S:

炻℞ bi-gram

⫿柣㨇䌯ῤ䓙℔⺷(1)䣢ˤ

(1)

℞ᷕ
柣䌯烊

堐䣢⛐⫿ᷚᷕ⫿⃫䘬忋临㨇䌯烊

堐䣢⫿⃫ ˣ

忋临↢䎦䘬

堐䣢 ╖䌐↢䎦䘬柣䌯ˤ↮⇍妰䬿⬴῁怠娆䔹Ụ⫿䳬冯⎍⫸ᷕ⇵⼴⫿䘬

bi-gram ⫿柣㨇䌯炻⮯῁怠娆㨇䌯ῤ昌ẍℑ侭䚠≈ᷳῤ
bi-gram ⫿柣㨇䌯㭼ῤ炻ˤ
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炷⚃炸ġ bi-gram 娆⿏㨇䌯
䔞⇍⫿⍾ẋ㬋⫿㗪炻⎍⫸ᷕ䘬娆⿏䳬⎰⽭㚫㚱㓡嬲炻⚈䁢㬋䡢⎍⫸℞㧁姀䘬娆⿏
ㅱ娚庫⎰᷶婆㱽炻⚈㬌㬋䡢⎍⫸䘬娆⿏䳬⎰䘬ℙ䎦㨇䌯㚫㭼⏓㚱⇍⫿⎍⫸䘬娆⿏䳬⎰䘬
ℙ䎦㨇䌯Ἦ⼿檀ˤ⚈㬌㛔㔯⇑䓐 bi-gram 娆⿏㨇䌯Ἦ⇌⇍⇍⫿䘬ὅ㒂ᷳᶨˤ
⮯⍇⎍⫸῁怠娆㚧㎃䔹Ụ⫿䳬䘬⎍⫸ἄ㕟娆嗽䎮㧁姀娆⿏炻⇑䓐忋临㡅ẞ㨇䌯
℔⺷妰䬿娆⿏冯娆⿏攻䘬ℙ䘤㨇䌯炻ㆹᾹ䧙䁢 bi-gram 娆⿏㨇䌯ˤ`姕忋临 ů ᾳ娆⿏䳬
⎰ A:

ġ

炻bi-gram 娆⿏㨇䌯⤪℔⺷ 2 䣢ˤ

(2)

℞ᷕ
䌯烊

堐䣢忋临 ů ᾳ娆⿏䳬⎰䘬㨇䌯烊

堐䣢娆⿏

忋临↢䎦䘬柣

堐䣢 ╖䌐↢䎦䘬柣䌯ˤ⏓㚱⇍⫿䘬⎍⫸㚫㭼㬋䡢⎍⫸⣂↢ᶨᾳẍᶲ䘬娆⼁炻

⚈㬌娆⿏㔠慷ḇ㚫庫㬋䡢⎍⫸⣂ˤẍ⚾ℓ䁢ἳ炻⎍⫸ˬ㘂ᶲ⛐ⶍ⎠⎫˭
炻䴻忶㕟娆娆
⿏㧁姀嗽䎮䁢ˬ㘂ᶲ(Nd)_⛐(P)_ⶍ(Na)_⎠(Nb)_⎫(Vc)˭Ḽᾳ娆⼁娆⿏䳬⎰烊侴䓙῁
怠娆ˬ℔⎠˭㚧㎃䔹Ụ⫿䳬炻䴻忶㕟娆娆⿏㧁姀嗽䎮䁢ˬ㘂ᶲ(Nd)_⛐(P)_℔⎠(Nc)_
⎫(Vc)˭⚃ᾳ娆⼁⍲娆⿏ˤ
娆⼁
㘂ᶲ
⛐
℔⎠
⎫
娆⿏

Nd

P

娆⼁

㘂ᶲ

⛐

ⶍ

⎠

⎫

娆⿏!

Oe!

Q!

Ob!

Oc!

Wd!

Nc

Vc

⚾ℓˣ㬋䡢⎍⫸⏓㚱⇍⫿䘬⎍⫸℞㕟娆娆⿏䳬⎰
⚈䁢ℑ⎍⫸䘬娆⿏㔠慷ᶵ⎴炻䃉㱽䘮ẍ℔⺷ 2 䚜㍍妰䬿㭼庫ˤㆹᾹ⮵⏓㚱⇍⫿䘬⎍
⫸℞妰䬿℔⺷䦵ἄᾖ㬋炻`姕㬋䡢⎍⫸䘬娆⿏㔠䁢 n ᾳ炻侴⏓㚱⇍⫿䘬⎍⫸娆⿏㔠䁢
n+k ᾳ炻k 䁢䔹Ụ⫿䳬㭼⍇Ἦ⎍⫸⣂↢䘬娆⿏㔠慷炻侴䔹Ụ⫿䳬㉮妋䘬ỵ伖䁢 x炻⮯ỵ
伖 x ᷳ⇵䘬娆⿏䳬⎰姕䁢 A1炻ỵ伖 x+k ᷳ⼴䘬娆⿏䳬⎰姕䁢 A2炻⇯⏓㚱䔹Ụ⫿䳬䘬⎍
⫸℞ bi-gram 娆⿏㨇䌯⤪℔⺷ 3 䣢ˤ

ĩĴĪ
ġ

ġ

ġ

ㆹᾹ⎎⢾妰䬿ˬ娆⿏ℙ䎦⻟⹎㪲慵ῤ˭䓐ẍ婧㔜℔⺷(3)ˤ椾⃰⮵㕤 36 ᾳ娆⿏ℙ䎦
㨇䌯ἄ㌺⸷炻⎗ẍ䘤䎦ẍˬDf-Vh˭䘬ℙ䎦㨇䌯䁢㚨檀烉P(Vh|Df)=0.721ˤ⛐娆⿏ℙ䎦
㨇䌯㌺⸷ᷕ攻䘬䳬⎰䁢ˬDe-Ve˭
炻℞ℙ䎦㨇䌯䁢 P(De|Ve)=0.01206ˤ`姕 P(X)䁢䔹Ụ⫿
䳬ℏ悐䘬娆⿏ℙ䎦㨇䌯炻℞㪲慵ῤ妰䬿㕡⺷䁢℔⺷ 4 䣢ˤ
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ĩĵĪ
ġ ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

⮵ᶨᾳ䔹Ụ⫿䳬侴妨炻℞ bi-gram 娆⿏㨇䌯䁢℔⺷(3)ᷳῤḀẍ℔⺷(4)ᷳῤˤ⮯῁怠娆㨇
䌯ῤ昌ẍℑ侭䚠≈ᷳῤ 䁢῁怠娆䘬䫔ᶱᾳ⍫㔠炻䧙䁢 bi-gram 娆⿏㨇䌯㭼ῤˤ

炷Ḽ炸ġ ῁怠娆堅䨩
῁怠娆⎗ẍ↮ㆸℑ栆炻䫔ᶨ栆䁢῁怠娆㗗䔹Ụ⫿䳬䘬㚧㎃⮵尉炻ㆹᾹ䧙䁢ㅱ㚧㎃
娆烊⎎ᶨ栆䁢῁怠娆ᶵ㗗䔹Ụ⫿䳬䘬㚧㎃⮵尉炻ㆹᾹ䧙䁢ᶵ㚧㎃娆ˤ㚱㗪ᶨᾳ䔹Ụ⫿䳬
㚫⎴㗪↢䎦⣂ᾳ῁怠娆悥塓夾䁢ㅱ㚧㎃娆炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹẍᶳ↿夷⇯妋㰢忁ᾳ⓷柴ˤ䔞῁怠
娆攟⹎䁢䚠⎴㗪炻⇯ẍᶱᾳ⍫㔠䷥㭼庫烊䔞῁怠娆攟⹎䁢ᶵ⎴㗪炻⇯㭼庫῁怠娆冯䔹
Ụ⫿䳬䘬䚠⎴⫿㔠炻劍䚠⎴⫿㔠ᶨ㧋⇯㭼庫῁怠娆䘬䚠Ụ⹎炻劍⇵ℑ侭䘮䚠⎴⇯㭼庫ℑ
侭⫿㔠ˤ

⚃ˣ枸㷔㧉✳
⮯㭷ᾳ῁怠娆䴻忶忳䬿⎗ẍ⼿⇘⫿⼊䚠Ụ⹎ˣbi-gram ⫿柣㨇䌯㭼ῤ bi-gram 娆⿏
㨇䌯㭼ῤˤ䔞῁怠娆⫿⼊崲⁷ˣ⫿柣㨇䌯崲檀ˣ娆⿏㨇䌯崲檀炻⇯䁢ㅱ㚧㎃娆㨇䌯ḇ崲
檀ˤ㛔㔯⇑䓐妻䶜屯㕁ᷕ䘬ᶱᾳ⍫㔠妻䶜⸦䧖䚋䜋⺷枸㷔㧉✳炻᷎⛐䫔Ḽ䭨䘬⮎槿㭼庫
℞枸㷔ㅱ㚧㎃娆䘬㬋䡢⿏ˤ
(ᶨ) 䶂⿏⚆㬠㱽
῁怠娆䘬ᶱᾳ⇌⇍⍫㔠⎗ẍἄ䁢䶂⿏徜㬠㕡䦳䘬ᶱᾳ⍫㔠枭炻⇑䓐䞍䘬屯㕁妰䬿
↢徜㬠䲣㔠 炻⤪℔⺷ 5 䣢ˤ
(5)
⮵ᶨᾳ㷔娎屯㕁炻℞ y ῤ崲⣏崲⎗傥䁢ㅱ㚧㎃娆炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹ⮵ y 枰姕ᶨ敽ῤ炻劍 y
檀㕤敽ῤ⇯⇌⇍䁢ㅱ㚧㎃娆炻 ⍵ᷳ⇯⇌⇍䁢ᶵ㚧㎃娆ˤ⚾ḅ䁢ㅱ㚧㎃冯ᶵ㚧㎃屯㕁⎬
⋲䳬ㆸᷳ妻䶜屯㕁⮵ᶵ⎴敽ῤ䘬枸㷔㬋䡢䌯ˤ⛐敽ῤ姕⭂䁢 1 㗪炻ℐ悐屯㕁䘮⇌⇍䁢ᶵ
㚧㎃娆炻⚈㬌㬋䡢䌯䁢 50%ˤ晐叿敽ῤ⎹ᶳ婧㔜炻㬋䡢䌯㚫㻠㻠ᶲ⋯炻忼⇘ᶨᾳ檀Ⲙ⼴炻
㬋䡢䌯⯙攳⥳ᶳ旵ˤ⚈㬌⎗ẍ⇑䓐敽ῤ⮵㬋䡢䌯䘬嬲⊾炻⍾㬋䡢䌯㚨檀䘬敽ῤ䁢姕⭂ῤˤ

⚾ḅˣ攨㩣ῤ⮵㕤妻䶜屯㕁㬋䡢䌯嬲⊾
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(Ḵ) SVM 冯 NN
㛔㔯ḇ▿娎ẍ㓗㎜⎹慷㨇(Support Vector Machine)栆䤆䴻䵚嶗(Neural Network)㧉
✳枸㷔ㅱ㚧㎃娆炻ẍ㭼庫䶂⿏冯朆䶂⿏枸㷔㧉✳㗗⏎㚱ⶖ䔘ˤ栆䤆䴻䵚嶗ἧ䓐Ὰ⁛怆栆
䤆䴻䵚嶗(Back Propagation Neural Network)㺼䬿㱽炻侴㓗㎜⎹慷㨇ἧ䓐䘬㟠⽫↥㔠䁢
RBFˤ

Ḽˣ⮎槿
炷ᶨ炸ġ ⮎槿䑘⠫
㛔⮎槿㍉䓐妻䶜屯㕁㷔娎屯㕁㗗䓙ˬ⚳䩳⎘䀋ⷓ䭬⣏⬠⽫䎮冯㔁做㷔槿䞼䨞䘤
⯽ᷕ⽫˭㍸ὃḅ⸜䳂 1187 ỵ⬠䓇㟡㒂柴䚖䁢ˬ䓐梸㗪⇣˭㑘⮓ᷳ⮓ἄ䓊䓇ˤ㭷
䭯⮓ἄ䴻䓙Ḵ军ᶱỵ⍿忶妻䶜䘬教⌟侭姽↮炻姽↮䫱䳂䁢 1 军 6 ↮ˤ⚈䁢↮㔠庫Ỷ䘬㔯
䪈忂ⷠ婌䓐⇍⫿䘬ね⼊㚫㭼↮㔠檀䘬㔯䪈Ἦ⼿⣂炻㓭怠⍾ 1 军 3 ↮ℙ 258 䭯㔯䪈炻⎰妰
6015 ⎍炻ẍṢⶍ㩊㞍⏓㚱⇍⫿ 81 ᾳˤ䓊䓇ㅱ㚧㎃娆㔠慷㚱 81 䫮ˤ䓙堐Ḽ⎗䞍炻⫿⼊
䚠Ụ⹎Ỷ㕤 0.625 ⌛䘮䁢ᶵ㚧㎃娆炻㓭ᾅ䔁檀㕤㬌ῤᷳᶵ㚧㎃娆 647 䫮ˤㅱ㚧㎃娆冯
ᶵ㚧㎃娆㭼ἳ䲬 1烉8ˤ
堐Ḽˣ⎬⫿⼊䚠Ụ⹎⋨攻ᷳㅱ㚧㎃娆ᶵ㚧㎃娆㔠慷
䚠Ụ⹎
栆⇍
ㅱ㚧㎃娆
ᶵ㚧㎃娆

1~0.9

0.9~0.8

0.8~0.7

0.7~0.6

10
(12.35%)
1
(0.15%)

49
(60.49%)
20
(3.09%)

20
(23.69%)
106
(16.38%)

2
(2.47%)
520
(80.37%)

䷥㔠
81
647

䓙㕤㛔㔯⛐枸㷔㧉✳暨天妻䶜屯㕁炻䃞屯㕁ℏ⭡ᷕㅱ㚧㎃娆ᶵ㚧㎃娆䘬㔠慷ㆠ
㬲炻⎗傥⮶农妻䶜㗪䓊䓇忶⹎⬠佺䘬ね⼊炻⚈㬌ᶵ㚧㎃娆屯㕁德忶晐㨇䘬㕡⺷㒟⍾冯ㅱ
㚧㎃娆䚠⎴㔠慷ἄ䁢妻䶜屯㕁ˤ

炷Ḵ炸ġ ⮎槿䳸㝄冯妶婾
㛔⮎槿ẍ 4-fold cross validation 㩊槿⎬㧉✳䘬䱦䡢⹎ˤ⮯ᶵ㚧㎃娆 81 䫮冯ㅱ㚧㎃娆
81 䫮晐㨇↮ㆸ 4 ᾳ屯㕁普炻℞ᷕ炻屯㕁普Ḵˣ屯㕁普ᶱˣ屯㕁普⚃炻ℑ栆娆⎬䁢 20 䫮炻
ℙ 40 䫮炻屯㕁普ᶨℑ栆娆⎬䁢 21 䫮炻ℙ 42 䫮ˤ
㛔㔯ἧ䓐枸㷔㬋䡢䌯ˣrecall rate  precision rate ᶱᾳ㊯㧁姽Ộᶱ䧖枸㷔㧉✳䘬㓰
傥ˤ`姕 ŕų 䁢⎗傥↢䎦⇍⫿侴䡢⮎㚱⇍⫿䘬⎍⫸㔠烊ŕŧ 䁢⎗傥↢䎦⇍⫿Ữ㰺㚱⇍⫿䘬
⎍⫸㔠ˤᶱ枭姽Ộ㊯㧁妰䬿℔⺷⤪ᶳĻġ
枸㷔㬋䡢䌯 =

; Recall =

; Precision =

℞ᷕ őų 䁢ġ ŕų ᷕ塓㬋䡢㟉㬋⇍⫿䘬⎍⫸㔠烊őŸ 䁢 ŕų ᷕ塓枸㷔ᶵ枰㟉㬋䘬⎍⫸㔠烊ŏų
䁢 ŕŧ ᷕ塓枸㷔ᶵ枰㟉㬋䘬⎍⫸㔠烊ŏŸ 䁢 ŕŧ ᷕ塓拗婌㟉㬋䘬⎍⫸㔠ˤ
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1. ἧ䓐 SVM 枸㷔ġ
㛔⮎槿ẍ LibSVM[3]䁢㛔⮎槿䘬妻䶜㷔娎ⶍ℟ˤὅ䄏 LibSVM 枸姕䘬⍫㔠⮵妻
䶜屯㕁忚埴妻䶜炻㧉✳⮵㕤㷔娎屯㕁䘬⇌⇍㬋䡢䌯ᶵ檀炻⚈㬌⽭枰㈦↢㚨Ἓ䘬⍫㔠慵㕘
妻䶜㧉✳ˤ⚈䁢䃉㱽䚜㍍⼿䞍㚨Ἓ䘬⍫㔠ῤ炻⎒傥ẍ妻䶜䘬㕡⺷㈦↢㚨Ἓ⍫㔠姕⭂ˤ⇑
䓐 LibSVM 墉䘬 grid ⶍ℟㈦↢㚨Ἓ⍫㔠ῤ烉kernel 䁢 RBFˣcost 姕⭂䁢 32ˣgamma 姕
⭂䁢 0.5炻ὅ㬌⍫㔠忚埴Ṍ⍱槿嫱炻⤪堐ℕ䣢ˤ䓙⮎槿䳸㝄⎗䞍炻⸛⛯枸㷔㬋䡢䌯䁢
95.63%ˣrecall rate ⸛⛯䁢 97.50%ˣprecision rate ⸛⛯䁢 94.10%ˤ
堐ℕˣSVM 枸㷔䳸㝄
妻䶜普ġ 㷔娎普ġ 㷔娎䫮㔠ġ 㬋䡢枸㷔㔠ġ 枸㷔㬋䡢䌯ġ Recall Rate Precision Rate
234

1

42

42

100%

100%

100%

134

2

40

37

92.50%

95.00%

90.48%

124

3

40

38

95.00%

100%

90.90%

123

4

40

38

95.00%

95.00%

95.00%

95.63%

97.50%

94.10%

⸛⛯

ġ
2. ἧ䓐 Neural Network 枸㷔ġ
㛔㔯ἧ䓐 Qnet2000 姕⭂ Neural Network ᷎忳䬿䳸㝄ˤ䵚嶗䳸㥳姕⭂䴻㚨Ἓ⊾㷔娎
䁢 3 Ⰼ炻⊭⏓廠ℍⰌ 3 ᾳ忳䬿⃫ˣ晙啷Ⰼ姕⭂䁢 10 ᾳ忳䬿⃫炻㚨⼴䘬廠↢Ⰼ䁢 1 ᾳ忳
䬿⃫ˤ廱㎃↥㔠姕⭂䁢ᶨ凔Ὰ⁛怆䵚嶗ἧ䓐䘬暁㚚↥㔠(Sigmoid function)炻⬠佺䌯
(Learn Rate)姕⭂䁢 0.01炻≽慷(Momentum)姕⭂䁢 0.8炻㚨⣏妻䶜㫉㔠(Max Iterations)姕
⭂䁢 10000 㫉ˤ堐ᶫ䁢 Neural Network 䘬枸㷔䳸㝄ˤ⫿⼊⇌⇍⸛⛯㬋䡢䌯䁢 96.25%ˣ
recall rate ⸛⛯䁢 96.25%ˣprecision rate ⸛⛯䁢 96.37%ˤ
堐ᶫˣNeural Network 䘬枸㷔䳸㝄
妻䶜普ġ 㷔娎普ġ 㷔娎䫮㔠ġ 㬋䡢枸㷔㔠ġ 枸㷔㬋䡢䌯ġ Recall Rate Precision Rate
234

1

42

42

100%

100%

100%

134

2

40

39

97.50%

95.00%

100%

124

3

40

37

92.50%

95.00%

90.48%

123

4

40

38

95.00%

95.00%

95.00%

96.25%

96.25%

96.37%

⸛⛯

3. ἧ䓐䶂⿏徜㬠㱽枸㷔ġ
堐ℓ堐䣢Ṍ⍱槿嫱䘬⎬妻䶜屯㕁普德忶䶂⿏徜㬠㈦↢䘬⍫㔠㪲慵ῤ敽ῤˤ堐ℓ栗
䣢⫿⼊䚠Ụ⹎ bi-gram ⫿柣㨇䌯㭼ῤ䘬㪲慵ῤ庫檀炻bi-gram 娆⿏㨇䌯㭼ῤᷳ㪲慵ῤ庫
Ỷˤ堐ḅ堐䣢ẍ堐ℓ敽ῤ忚埴枸㷔ᷳ䳸㝄ˤ⸛⛯枸㷔㬋䡢䌯䁢 97.50%ˣrecall rate ⸛⛯
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䁢 96.25%ˣprecision rate ⸛⛯䁢 98.75%ˤ
堐ℓˣᶵ⎴妻䶜屯㕁普䓊䓇ᷳ徜㬠⍫㔠㪲慵ῤ敽ῤ
bi-gram ⫿柣
bi-gram 娆⿏
῁怠娆䚠Ụ
㚨Ἓ敽ῤġ
妻䶜普ġ
㨇䌯㭼ῤ㪲慵ῤġ 㨇䌯㭼ῤ㪲慵ῤġ ⹎㪲慵ῤġ
234

0.476108

0.047314

0.495112

0.82

134

0.533153

0.041051

0.426089

0.83

124

0.515488

0.065720

0.446411

0.85

123

0.527719

0.038126

0.446539

0.85

ġ
堐ḅˣ䶂⿏徜㬠㱽枸㷔䳸㝄ġ
妻䶜普ġ 㷔娎普ġ 㷔娎䫮㔠ġ 㬋䡢枸㷔㔠ġ 枸㷔㬋䡢䌯ġ Recall Rate Precision Rate
234

1

42

42

100%

100%

100%

134

2

40

39

97.50%

95.00%

100%

124

3

40

38

95.00%

95.00%

95.00%

123

4

40

39

97.50%

95.00%

100%

97.50%

96.25%

98.75%

⸛⛯

4. 䳸㝄妶婾ġ
㛔⮎槿德忶 SVMˣNeural Network ẍ䶂⿏徜㬠ᶱ䧖枸㷔㕡㱽炻ẍṌ⍱槿嫱䘬㕡
⺷⮵屯㕁普忚埴枸㷔ˤ德忶 SVM ⸛⛯枸㷔㬋䡢䌯䁢 95.63%炻德忶 Neural Network ⸛⛯
枸㷔㬋䡢䌯䁢 96.25%炻德忶䶂⿏徜㬠㱽⸛⛯枸㷔㬋䡢䌯䁢 97.5%炻⤪堐⋩䣢ˤ
㧉✳
SVM
NN
LR

堐⋩ˣ⎬㧉✳䘬姽Ộ㊯㧁⸛⛯ῤ
枸㷔㬋䡢䌯
Recall Rate
Precision Rate
95.63%
97.50%
94.10%
96.25%
96.25%
96.37%
97.50%
96.25%
98.75%

⮎槿䳸㝄栗䣢枸㷔㬋䡢䌯 precision rate 㚨檀侭䁢䶂⿏徜㬠㱽炻recall rate 㚨檀侭
䁢 SVMˤ℞ᷕ炻䶂⿏徜㬠㱽℞ precision rate 庫℞Ṿ㧉✳Ἦ⼿檀炻堐䣢㈦⇘䘬῁怠娆庫
㬋䡢炻ᶵ⭡㖻㚱拗婌嬎⏲䓊䓇ˤ劍⛐䛇⮎ㅱ䓐䑘⠫ᶳ炻ㅱ㚧㎃娆ᶵ㚧㎃娆䘬㭼ἳ䁢
1:8炻⚈㬌⮎槿 precision rate 䘬ṃ⽖ⶖ䔘㚫ἧ⼿⛐䛇⮎䑘⠫ᶳἧ䓐侭䘬デ⍿㚱䚠䔞㖶栗
䘬ᶵ⎴炻⚈㬌䶂⿏徜㬠㱽ㅱ庫怑⎰⛐䛇⮎䑘⠫ᶳἧ䓐ˤ

ℕˣ䳸婾
㛔㔯㍸↢ᶨᾳ”㷔⫿⼊䚠Ụ⇍⫿⍲㟉㬋䘬㕡㱽炻德忶昛⬠⽿䫱Ṣ[9]悐ẞ䳸㥳Ἦ妰
䬿⫿⼊攻䘬䚠Ụ⹎炻⇑䓐䚠Ụ⹎⮵⇍⫿㏄⮳῁怠娆炻ℵ妰䬿῁怠娆䘬 bi-gram ⫿柣㨇䌯
㭼ῤˣbi-gram 娆⿏㨇䌯㭼ῤ炻㚨⼴⇑䓐枸㷔㧉✳⇌㕟῁怠娆㗗⏎䁢ㅱ㚧㎃娆ˤ⛐⃰⇵
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䞼䨞ᷕ⣂ὅ月㶟㵮⫿普㓞普䘬屯㕁炻晾䃞⣂䁢䚠Ụ⹎庫檀ᶼ㖻㶟㵮䘬⮵ㅱ⫿炻Ữ劍⇍
⫿ᶵⰔ㕤㶟㵮⫿普炻⇯䃉㱽”㷔㟉㬋ˤ㛔㔯㍸㕡㱽傥ᶵ塓㶟㵮⫿普Ὗ旸炻㬌㕡㱽劍忯
⇘ㅱ㚧㎃娆䚠Ụ⹎Ỷ㗪炻⎗ὅ月℞Ṿ⍫㔠⼿⇘㬋䡢枸㷔ˤ䴻䓙⮎槿䳸㝄栗䣢炻䶂⿏徜㬠
㱽䘬㬋䡢䌯⍲ precision rate 庫℞Ṿ㧉✳Ἦ⼿檀炻堐䣢㈦⇘䘬⇍⫿庫㬋䡢炻䓊䓇拗婌嬎⏲
䘬㨇䌯ḇ䚠⮵庫Ỷ炻⚈㬌庫䫎⎰䛇⮎䑘⠫ᶳ䘬ἧ䓐暨天ˤ
㛔䞼䨞ṵ㚱姙⣂旸⇞⼭㛒Ἦ忚ᶨ㬍䞼䨞ˤ椾⃰炻㛔䞼䨞⎒憅⮵Ḵ⫿娆ẍᶲ䘬娆⼁⇍
⫿忚埴㍊妶炻⮵㕤╖⫿娆䘬⇍⫿䃉㱽”㷔冯㟉㬋ˤ䫔Ḵˣ⮵㕤塓”㷔ᷳ⇍⫿㗗⏎⎗傥䁢
㛒䞍娆᷎㛒侫ㄖ炻劍婆㕁ᷕ⏓㚱⣏慷㛒䞍娆⇯⎗傥忈ㆸ㛒䞍娆䘬䇯㭝塓婌娵ㆸ娆⼁炻⮶
农枸㷔㬋䡢䌯旵Ỷˤ䫔ᶱˣ㛔䞼䨞⎒憅⮵⫿⼊悐↮㍊妶炻⫿枛䚠Ụᷳ⇍⫿㗗⏎⎗䓐㛔㔯
㍸㝞㥳冯㧉✳≈ẍ”㷔冯㟉㬋炻ῤ⼿忚ᶨ㬍㍊妶ˤ

娴嫅
㛔㔯ἄ侭デ嫅㔁做悐⍲⚳䩳⎘䀋ⷓ䭬⣏⬠ˬ怩⎹枪⮾⣏⬠妰䔓˭䶐嘇 101J1A0301
ẍ⍲䶐嘇 101J1A0701 妰䔓㓗㊩炻⎴㗪デ嫅⚳䩳⎘䀋ⷓ䭬⣏⬠⽫䎮冯㔁做㷔槿䞼䨞䘤⯽
ᷕ⽫㍸ὃ婆㕁ˤġ
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⇑䓐㨇☐⬠佺㕤ᷕ㔯㱽⼳㔯ẞᷳ㧁姀
⇑䓐㨇☐⬠佺㕤ᷕ㔯㱽⼳㔯ẞᷳ㧁姀ˣ
㨇☐⬠佺㕤ᷕ㔯㱽⼳㔯ẞᷳ㧁姀ˣ㟰ẞ↮栆⍲
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Exploiting Machine Learning Models for Chinese Legal
Documents Labeling, Case Classification, and Sentencing
Prediction
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㐀天
㱽⼳⮑⇌橼䲣⣏农⎗↮䁢ㆸ㔯㱽(civil law)冯⇌ἳ㱽(common law)ˤ⎘䀋䘬㱽⼳橼
䲣Ⱄ㕤ㆸ㔯㱽炻℞ᷕ↹㱽㖶妪Ⱄ㕤䉗伒埴䁢䘬ᶵ㱽埴䁢炻ẍ⍲忁ṃ䉗伒埴䁢⮵
ㅱ䘬↹优ˤ
䃞侴炻⃀䭉㱽⼳㡅㔯㖶䡢↿↢⎬䧖䉗伒埴䁢炻⛐㕤⮎晃⇌㕟ᶲṵ℟㚱㧉䱲
⛘ⷞ炻ἳ⤪↹㱽ᷕˬ⻟䚄伒˭冯ˬ⿸☯⍾屉伒˭℟㚱栆Ụᶵ㱽㥳ㆸ天䳈[1, 2]烉
↹㱽䫔 328 㡅䫔 1 枭⭂佑㘖忂⻟䚄伒烉ˬシ⚾䁢冒ㆾ䫔ᶱṢᶵ㱽ᷳ㚱炻ẍ⻟
㙜ˣ傭従ˣ喍∹ˣ⁔䛈埻ㆾṾ㱽炻军ἧᶵ傥㈿㉺炻侴⍾ṾṢᷳ䈑ㆾἧ℞ṌẀ侭炻
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䁢⻟䚄伒炻嗽Ḽ⸜ẍᶲ㚱㛇⼺↹˭
烊↹㱽䫔 346 㡅䫔 1 枭⭂佑⿸☯⍾屉伒烉
ˬシ⚾
䁢冒ㆾ䫔ᶱṢᶵ㱽ᷳ㚱炻ẍ⿸☯ἧṢ⮯㛔Ṣㆾ䫔ᶱṢᷳ䈑ṌẀ侭炻嗽ℕ㚰ẍ
ᶲḼ⸜ẍᶳ㚱㛇⼺↹炻⼿Ἕ䥹ᶨ⋫⃫ẍᶳ优慹˭
ˤℑ侭ᷳ㚨⣏ⶖ䔘[3]⛐㕤埴䁢Ṣ
䘬䉗伒埴䁢傭従䦳⹎炻㗗⏎嵛ẍἧ⼿塓⭛Ṣᶵ傥㈿㉺炻劍傭従䦳⹎ἧ塓⭛Ṣ䃉㱽
㈿㉺炻⇯ㆸ䩳⻟䚄伒炻⏎⇯Ⱄ㕤⿸☯⍾屉伒ˤ
䃞侴㬌ⶖ䔘⛐⮎晃㟰ἳᶲ炻⌣⭡㖻忈ㆸ⇌㕟㶟㵮炻侴ᶨ㖎婌⇌炻⮵㕤⩴䔹Ṣ
嗽ᷳ↹㛇⼙枧䓂懭ˤἳ⤪ˬ埴䁢Ṣ㊩㥵忚ℍ崭⓮⎓塓⭛Ṣ㈲拊㊧↢Ἦ˭ẍ⍲ˬ埴
䁢Ṣ㊩伶ⶍ↨忚ℍ崭⓮⎓塓⭛Ṣ㈲拊㊧↢Ἦ˭炻⇵侭⇌Ⱄ⻟䚄伒↹嗽Ḽ⸜ẍᶲ㚱
㛇⼺↹侴⼴侭⇯Ⱄ⿸☯⍾屉伒↹嗽Ḽ⸜ẍᶳ㚱㛇⼺↹ˤ⚈㬌炻ᶨᾳ傥㓗㎜⍲⋼≑
㱽⭀⇌⇍ˬ㖻㚱㧉䱲⛘ⷞᷳ䚠斄伒埴˭炻ᷫ军忚ᶨ㬍㍸ὃ⺢嬘↹㛇䘬䲣䴙炻ὧ㤝
䁢慵天[4-6]ˤ
天⺢伖忁㧋䘬䲣䴙朊⮵䘬㊹㇘⊭⏓烉椾⃰炻㬌䲣䴙暨傥冒≽㧁姀㱽⼳天䳈
㧁䰌炻ẍ旵Ỷ⮵Ṣ≃ˣ㗪攻䘬剙屣烊℞㫉炻㬌䲣䴙暨㟡㒂㱽⼳天䳈㧁䰌忚埴㟰ẞ
↮栆⍲慷↹枸㷔烊㚨⼴炻⮵㕤⼙枧↮栆ẍ⍲枸㷔䳸㝄䘬⚈䳈Ṏ暨妶婾℞⎗ᾉ⹎ˤ
䁢Ḯ妋㰢ᶲ徘䘬⓷柴炻㛔䞼䨞憅⮵ˬ⻟䚄伒˭冯ˬ⿸☯⍾屉伒˭⭂佑 21 䧖㱽⼳
天䳈㧁䰌炻᷎㛇㛃忼ㆸ冒≽㧁姀㱽⼳天䳈炻㍍叿⇑䓐㱽⼳天䳈屯妲Ἦ↮栆ˬ⻟䚄
伒˭冯ˬ⿸☯⍾屉伒˭ẍ⍲枸㷔㬌ℑ䧖伒䘬⇌嗽↹㛇炻㚨⼴妶婾ˬ⻟䚄伒˭冯ˬ⿸
☯⍾屉伒˭䘬↮栆䈡⽝ẍ⍲⼙枧⇌↹䘬⚈䳈ˤ
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Abstract
Statistical machine translation has made tremendous progress over the past ten years. The
output of even the best systems, however, is often ungrammatical because of the lack of
sufficient linguistic knowledge. Even when systems incorporate syntax in the translation
process, syntactic errors still result. To address this issue, we present a novel approach for
detecting and correcting ungrammatical translations. In order to simultaneously detect
multiple errors and their corresponding words in a formal framework, we use feature-based
lexicalized tree adjoining grammars (FB-LTAG) [1]. In FB-LTAG, each lexical item is
associated with a syntactic elementary tree, in which each node is associated with a set of
feature-value pairs, called Attribute Value Matrices (AVMs). AVMs define the lexical item’s
syntactic usage. Our syntactic error detection works by checking the AVM values of all
lexical items within a sentence using a unification framework. Thus, we use the feature
structures in the AVMs to detect the error type and corresponding words. In order to
simultaneously detect multiple error types and track their corresponding words, we propose a
new unification method which allows the unification procedure to continue when unification
fails and also to propagate the failure information to relevant words. We call the modified
unification a fail propagation unification. Our approach features: 1) the use of XTAG
grammar [2], a rule-based English grammar developed by linguists using the FB-LTAG
formalism, 2) the ability to simultaneously detect multiple ungrammatical types and their
corresponding words by using FB-LTAG’s feature unifications, and 3) the ability to
simultaneously correct multiple ungrammatical types based on the detection information.
Grammar checking methods are usually divided into three classes: statistic-based checking
[3][4][5][6], rule-based checking [7][8][9] and syntax-based checking [10]. Our approach is a
mix of rule-based checking and syntax-based checking: The XTAG English grammar is
designed by linguists while the detecting procedure is based on syntactic operations which
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dynamically reference the grammar. In our procedure for syntactic error detection, we first
decomposes each sentence hypothesis parse tree into elementary trees, followed by
associating each elementary tree with AVMs through look-up in the XTAG grammar, and
finally reconstruct the original parse tree out of the elementary trees using substitution and
adjunction operations along with AVM unifications with fail propagation ability. Once error
types and their corresponding words are detected, one is able to correct errors based on a
unified consideration of all related words under the same error types. In this paper, we
present some simple mechanism to handle part of the detected situations. We use our
approach to detect and correct translations of six single statistical machine translation systems.
The results show that most of the corrected translations are improved.
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Abstract
This paper presents a proposed method integrated with three statistical models including
Translation model, Query generation model and Document retrieval model for
cross-language document retrieval. Given a certain document in the source language, it will
be translated into the target language of statistical machine translation model. The query
generation model then selects the most relevant words in the translated version of the
document as a query. Finally, all the documents in the target language are scored by the
document searching model, which mainly computes the similarities between query and
document. This method can efficiently solve the problem of translation ambiguity and query
expansion for disambiguation, which are critical in Cross-Language Information Retrieval. In
addition, the proposed model has been extensively evaluated to the retrieval of documents
that: 1) texts are long which, as a result, may cause the model to over generate the queries;
and 2) texts are of similar contents under the same topic which is hard to be distinguished by
the retrieval model. After comparing different strategies, the experimental results show a
significant performance of the method with the average precision close to 100%. It is of a
great significance to both cross-language searching on the Internet and the parallel corpus
producing for statistical machine translation systems.

Keywords: Cross-Language Document Retrieval, Statistical Machine Translation, TF-IDF,
Document Translation-Based.
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1. Introduction
With the flourishing development of the Internet, the amount of information from a variety of
domains is rising dramatically. Although the researchers have done a lot to develop high
performance and effective monolingual Information Retrieval (IR), the diversity of
information source and the explosive growth of information in different languages drove a
great need for IR systems that could cross language boundaries [1].
Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) has become more important for people to
access the information resources written in various languages. Besides, it is of a great
significance to alignment documents in multiple languages for Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT) systems, of which quality is heavily dependent upon the amount of
parallel sentences used in constructing the system.
In this paper, we focus on the problems of translation ambiguity, query generation and
searching score which are keys to the retrieval performance. First of all, in order to increase
the probability that the best translation can be selected from multiple ones, which occurs in
the target documents, the context and the most likely probability of the whole sentence
should be considered. So we apply document translation approach using SMT model instead
of query translation, although the latter one may require fewer computational resources. After
the source documents are translated into the target language, the problem is transformed from
bilingual environment to monolingual one, where conventional IR techniques can be used for
document retrieval. Secondly, some terms in a certain document will be selected as query,
which can distinguish the document from others. However, some of the words occur too
frequently to be useful, which cannot distinguish target documents. This mostly includes two
types, one is that the word frequency is high both in the current and the whole document set,
which is usually classified as stop word; the other is that the frequency is moderate in several
documents (not the whole document set). This type of words gives low discrimination power
to the document, and is known as low discrimination word. Thus, the query generation model
should filter the words which are of these types and pick the words that occur more
frequently in a certain document while less frequently in the whole document set. Finally, the
document searching model scores each document according to the similarity between
generated query and the document. This model should give a higher mark to the target
document which covers the most relevant words in the given query.
There are two cases to be considered when we investigated the method. In one case, both the
source and target documents are long text, which are hard to extract exact query from the
large amounts of information. In the other case, the contents of the documents are very
similar, which are not easy to distinguish for retrieval. The results of experiments reveal that
the proposed model shows a very good performance in dealing with both cases.
The paper is organized as follows. The related works are reviewed and discussed in Section 2.
The proposed CLIR approach based on statistical models is described in Section 3. The
resources and configurations of experiments for evaluating the system are detailed in Section
4. Results, discussion and comparison between different strategies are given in Section 5
followed by a conclusion and future improvements to end the paper.

2. Related Work
CLIR is the circumstance in which a user tries to search a set of documents written in one
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language for a query in another language [2]. The issues of CLIR have been discussed from
different perspectives for several decades. In this section, we briefly describe some related
methods.
On the matching strategies for CLIR, query translation is most widely used method due to its
tractability. However, it is relatively difficult to resolve the problem of term ambiguity
because “queries are often short and short queries provide little context for disambiguation”
[3]. Hence, some researchers have used document translation method as the opposite
strategies to improve translation quality, since more varied context within each document is
available for translation [4, 5].
However, another problem introduced based on this approach is word (term) disambiguation,
because a word may have multiple possible translations [3]. Significant efforts have been
devoted to this problem. Davis and Ogden [6] applied a part-of-speech (POS) method which
requires POS tagging software for both languages. Marcello et al. presented a novel statistical
method to score and rank the target documents by integrating probabilities computed by
query-translation model and query-document model [7]. However, this approach cannot aim
at describing how users actually create queries which have a key effect on the retrieval
performance. Due to the availability of parallel corpora in multiple languages, some authors
have tried to extract beneficial information for CLIR by using SMT techniques.
Sánchez-Martínez et al. [8] applied SMT technology to generate and translate queries in order
to retrieve long documents.
Some researchers like Marcello, Sánchez-Martínez et al. have attempted to estimate
translation probability from a parallel corpus according to a well-known algorithm developed
by IBM [9]. The algorithm can automatically generate a bilingual term list with a set of
probabilities that a term is translated into equivalents in another language from a set of
sentence alignments included in a parallel corpus. The IBM Model 1 is the simplest among
the five models and often used for CLIR. The fundamental idea of the Model 1 is to estimate
each translation probability so that the probability represented is maximized

P(t | s)

H
(l  1)m

m

l

j 1

i 0

 ¦ P(t

j

| si )

(1)

where t is a sequence of terms t1, …, tm in the target language, s is a sequence of terms s1, …,
sl in the source language, P(tj|si) is the translation probability, and Ɛ is a parameter (Ɛ
=P(m|e)), where e is target language and m is the length of source language). Eq. (1) tries to
balance the probability of translation, and the query selection, in which problem still exists: it
tends to select the terms consisting of more words as query because of its less frequency,
while cutting the length of terms may affect the quality of translation. Besides, the IBM
model 1 only proposes translations word-by-word and ignores the context words in the query.
This observation suggests that a disambiguation process can be added to select the correct
translation words [3]. However, in our method, the conflict can be resolved through contexts.

3. Proposed Model
The approach relies on three models: translation model which generates the most probable
translation of source documents; query generation model which determines what words in a
document might be more favorable to use in a query; and document searching model, which
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evaluates the similarity between a given query and each document in the target document set.
The workflow of the approach for CLIR is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Approach for CLIR
3.1. Translation Model
Currently, the good performing statistical machine translation systems are based on
phrase-based models which translate small word sequences at a time. Generally speaking,
translation model is common for contiguous sequences of words to translate as a whole.
Phrasal translation is certainly significant for CLIR [10], as stated in Section 1. It can do a
good job in dealing with term disambiguation.
In this work, documents are translated using the translation model provided by Moses, where
the log-linear model is considered for training the phrase-based system models [11], and is
represented as:
M

p(e1I | f1 J )

exp( ¦ Om hm (e1I , f1 J ))
m 1
M

¦ exp(¦ O h (e'
m

e '1I

m

I
1

(2)

J

, f1 ))
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where hm indicates a set of different models, λm means the scaling factors, and the
denominator can be ignored during the maximization process. The most important models in
Eq. (2) normally are phrase-based models which are carried out in source to target and target
to source directions. The source document will maximize the equation to generate the
translation including the words most likely to occur in the target document set.
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3.2. Query Generation Model
After translating the source document into the target language of the translation model, the
system should select a certain amount of words as a query for searching instead of using the
whole translated text. It is for two reasons, one is computational cost, and the other is that the
unimportant words will degrade the similarity score. This is also the reason why it often
responses nothing from the search engines on the Internet when we choose a whole text as a
query.
In this paper, we apply a classical algorithm which is commonly used by the search engines
as a central tool in scoring and ranking relevance of a document given a user query. Term
Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) calculates the values for each word in a
document through an inverse proportion of the frequency of the word in a particular
document to the percentage of documents where the word appears [12]. Given a document
collection D, a word w, and an individual document d ϵ D, we calculate

P( w, d )

f ( w, d ) u log

|D|
f ( w, D)

(3)

where f(w, d) denotes the number of times w that appears in d, |D| is the size of the corpus,
and f(w,D) indicates the number of documents in which w appears in D [13].
In implementation, if w is an Out-of-Vocabulary term (OOV), the denominator f(w,D)
becomes zero, and will be problematic (divided by zero). Thus, our model makes log (|D|/
f(w,D))=1 (IDF=1) when this situation occurs. Additionally, a list of stop-words in the target
language are also used in query generation to remove the words which are high frequency but
less discrimination power. Numbers are also treated as useful terms in our model, which also
play an important role in distinguishing the documents. Finally, after evaluating and ranking
all the words in a document by their scores, we take a portion of the (n-best) words for
constructing the query and are guided by:

Sizeq

[O percent u Lend ]

(4)

Sizeq is the number of terms. λpercent is the percentage and is manually defined, which
determines the Sizeq according to Lend, the length of the document. The model uses the first
Sizeq-th words as the query. In another word, the larger document, the more words are
selected as the query.
3.3. Document Retrieval Model
In order to use the generated query for retrieving documents, the core algorithm of the
document retrieval model is derived from the Vector Space Model (VSM). Our system takes
this model to calculate the similarity of each indexed document according to the input query.
The final scoring formula is given by:

Score(q, d )

coord (q, d ) ¦ tf (t , d ) u idf (t ) u bst u norm(t , d )
tin q

(5)

where tf(t,d) is the term frequency factor for term t in document d, idf(t) is the inverse
document frequency of term t, while coord(q,d) is frequency of all the terms in query occur in
a document. bst is a weight for each term in the query. Norm(t,d) encapsulates a few
(indexing time) boost and length factors, for instance, weights for each document and field.
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As a summary, many factors that could affect the overall score are taken into account in this
model.

4. Model Evaluation
4.1. Datasets
In order to evaluate the retrieval performance of the proposed model on text of cross
languages, we use the Europarl corpus which is the collection of parallel texts in 11
languages from the proceedings of the European Parliament [13]. The corpus is commonly
used for the construction and evaluation of statistical machine translation 1. The corpus
consists of spoken records held at the European Parliament and are labeled with
corresponding IDs (e.g. <CHAPTER id>, <SPEAKER id>). The corpus is quite suitable for
use in training the proposed probabilistic models between different language pairs (e.g.
English-Spanish, English-French, English-German, etc.), as well as for evaluating retrieval
performance of the system.
Among the existing CLIR approaches, the work of Sánchez-Martínez et al. [8] based on SMT
techniques and IBM Model 1 is very closed to our approach proposed in this paper. We take
it as the benchmark and compare our model against this standard. In order to be able to
compare with their results, we used the same datasets (training and testing data) for this
evaluation. The chapters from April 1998 to October 2006 were used as a training set for
model construction, both for training the Language Model (LM) and Translation Model
(TM). While the chapters from April 1996 to March 1998 were considered as the testing set
for evaluating the performance of the model.
We split the test set into two parts: (1) TestSet1, where each chapter (split by <CHAPTER
id> label) is treated as a document, for tackling the large amount of information in long texts.
(2) TestSet2, where each paragraph (split by <SPEAKER id> label) is treated as a document,
for dealing with the low discrimination power. The analytical data of the corpus are presented
in Table 1. There are 1,022 documents in TestSet1, which is the number chapter that the data
contains. The average document length of this dataset is 5,612 words. In TestSet2, after
processing, the data contain 23,342 documents (<SPEAKER id> level) which are the splitting
1,022 chapters (<CHAPTER id> level) from TestSet1. 22 out of 100 documents are in the
same topic (<CHAPTER id> level). Table 1 summarizes the number of documents,
sentences, words and the average word number of each document.
Table 1. Analytical Data of Corpus
Dataset
Training Set
TestSet1
TestSet2

Documents
2,900
1,022
23,342

Sentences
1,902,050
80,000
80,000

Size of corpus
Words
23,411,545
5,735,464
7,217,827

Ave. words in document
50
6,612
309

4.2. Experimental Setup
In order to evaluate our proposed model, the following tools have been used.

1

Available online at http://www.statmt.org/europarl/.
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The probabilistic LMs are constructed on monolingual corpora by using the SRILM [15]. We
use GIZA++ [16] to train the word alignment models for different pairs of languages of the
Europarl corpus, and the phrase pairs that are consistent with the word alignment are
extracted. For constructing the phrase-based statistical machine translation model, we use the
open source Moses [17] toolkit, and the translation model is trained based on the log-linear
model, as given in Eq. (2). The workflow of constructing the translation model is illustrated
in Fig. 2 and it consists of the following main steps2:
(1) Preparation of aligned parallel corpus.
(2) Preprocessing of training data: tokenization, case conversion, and sentences filtering
where sentences with length greater than fifty words are removed from the corpus in
order to comply with the requirement of Moses.
(3) A 5-gram LM is trained on Spanish data with the SRILM toolkits.
(4) The phrased-based STM model is therefore trained on the prepared parallel corpus
(English-Spanish) based on log-linear model of by using the nine-steps suggested in
Moses.

Figure 2. Main workflow of training phase
Once LM and TM have been obtained, we evaluate the proposed method with the following
steps:
(1) The source documents are first translated into target language using the constructed
translation model.
(2) The words candidates are computed and ranked based on a TF - IDF algorithm and
the n-best words candidates then are selected to form the query based on Eq. (3) and
(4).

2

See http://www.statmt.org/wmt09/baseline.html for a detailed description of MOSES training options.
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(3) All the target documents are stored and indexed using Apache Lucene3
default search engine.

as our

(4) In retrieval, target documents are scored and ranked by using the document retrieval
model to return the list of most related documents with Eq. (5).

5. Results and Discussion
A number of experiments have been performed to investigate our proposed method on
different settings. In order to evaluate the performance of the three independent models, we
also conducted experiments to test them respectively before whole the CLIR experiment. The
performance of the method is evaluated in terms of the average precision, that is, how often
the target document is included within the first N-best candidate documents when retrieved.
Table 2. The average precision in Monolingual Environment
Retrieved
Documents
(N-Best)
1
5
10
20

Query Size (Sizeq in %)
2

4

8

10

14

18

20

0.794
0.921
0.942
0.946

0.910
0.964
0.971
0.978

0.993
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.989
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.986
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.989
0.996
0.996
0.996

5.1. Monolingual Environment Information Retrieval
In this experiment, we want to evaluate the performance of the proposed system to retrieve
documents (monolingual environment) given the query. It supposes that the translations of
source documents are available, and the step to obtain the translation for the input document
can therefore be neglected. Under such assumptions, the CLIR problem can be treated as
normal IR in monolingual environment. In conducting the experiment, we used all of the
source documents of TestSet1. The steps are similar to that of the testing phase as described
in Section 4.2, excluding the translation step. The empirical results based on different
configurations are presented in Table 2, where the first column gives the number of
documents returned against the number of words/terms used as the query.
The results show that the proposed method gives very high retrieval accuracy, with precision
of 100%, when the top 18% of the words are used as the query. In case of taking the top 5
candidates of documents, the approach can always achieve a 100% of retrieval accuracy with
query sizes between 8% and 18%. This fully illustrates the effectiveness of the retrieval
model.
5.2. Translation Quality
The overall retrieval performance of the system will be affected by the quality of translation.
In order to have an idea the performance of the translation model we built, we employ the
commonly used evaluation metric, BLEU, for such measure. The BLEU (Bilingual
Evaluation Understudy) is a classical automatic evaluation method for the translation quality
of an MT system [18]. In this evaluation, the translation model is created using the parallel
corpus, as described in Section 4. We use another 5,000 sentences from the TestSet1 for
3

Available at http://lucene.apache.org.
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evaluation4.
The BLEU value, we obtained, is 32.08. The result is higher than that of the results reported
by Koehn in his work [14], of which the BLEU score is 30.1 for the same language pair we
used in Europarl corpora. Although we did not use exactly the same data for constructing the
translation model, the value of 30.1 was presented as a baseline of the English-Spanish
translation quality in Europarl corpora.
The BLEU score shows that our translation model performs very well, due to the large
number of the training data we used and the pre-processing tasks we designed for cleaning
the data. On the other hand, it reveals that the translation quality of our model is good.
5.3. Evaluation of CLIR Model
In this section, the proposed CLIR model is compared against the approach proposed by
Sánchez-Martínez et al. Table 3 presents the retrieval results given by his model. As
illustrated, the best precision of the model can achieve up to 97% in precision, counting that
the desired document is returned as the most relevant document among the candidates. In his
method, both the probability of the translations and the relevance of the terms are taken into
account in the retrieval model. The model is created based on IBM Model 1, Eq. (1), however,
it still has a problem as we stated in Section 2.
Table 3. The average precision of Sánchez-Martínez et al.
Retrieved
Documents
(N-Best)
1
2
5
10
20

Query size (Num. of word in query)
1

2

5

10

0.32
0.43
0.51
0.55
0.56

0.51
0.63
0.73
0.77
0.80

0.84
0.90
0.95
0.97
0.98

0.97
0.98
0.99
1.00
1.00

Table 4. The retrieval results on TestSet1
Retrieved
Documents
(N-Best)
1
5
10
20

Query Size (Sizeq in %)
1.0

1.4

1.8

2.0

3.0

6.0

10.0

0.90
0.98
0.98
0.98

0.93
0.98
0.98
0.99

0.95
0.99
0.99
1.00

0.97
0.99
0.99
1.00

0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00

In order to obtain a higher retrieval precision, our model has been improved from different
points. First, we only use individual words, instead of phrases, as well as numbers as query,
which can alleviate the scarcity of tending to select long phrases that are less occurred in the
training data. Secondly, our method can do better in dealing with the problem of term
disambiguation because of the phrase-based SMT system, which takes a wider context of
sentence in producing considers the translation. Last but not least, we did not use a fixed
number of query words, instead portion of most relevant words is considered for different
input of the document, Eq. (4). In other words, the longer the document, the more words will
4

See http://www.statmt.org/wmt09/baseline.html for a detailed description of MOSES evaluation options.
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be used for retrieval of the target documents. So the Sizeq is considered as a hidden variable
in our document retrieval model.
What still needs to be explained is that the metrics in Table 3 and 4 are different. One
experiment selected static number of words for a query, so all the queries have the same size;
while the other one considers the percentage of the document length as its corresponding
query size. Although it is hard to compare with their performances from corresponding
columns, the improvements can be seen clearly when the desired document is among the first
N (N=1, 2, 5, 10, 20) documents retrieved. Reviewing the experimental results presented in
Tables 3 and 4, it shows that our model is able to give an improvement of 2% in precision
and achieves 99% of success rate, in the case that the desired candidate is ranked in the first
place. Moreover, the success rates achieved by our proposed model in different levels in all
tests are above 90%.
As expected, the more the words we used to generate the query, the more the documents
returned, and the higher the rate that the target document is retrieved within the candidates
list.
However, the documents in TestSet1 are too large to align sentences from document level for
further work, because a large document includes more sentences, which not only need more
computational cost but also lead to higher error rate during sentence alignment. One way to
solve this problem is to further split the large document and to retrieve it in a smaller
document size. The problem in this case is that word overlap between a query and a wrong
document is more probable when the document and the query are expressed in the same
language. Furthermore, similar documents may include the same translation of words in the
query, because the document retrieval model does not consider the weight of each word in the
query which results in using more words to distinguish. This is the reason why different
query size is used in Table 4 and 5, in order to guarantee the comparable retrieval
performance on different types of documents.
Table 5. The retrieval results on TestSet2
Retrieved
Documents
(N-Best)
1
5
10
20

Query Size (Sizeq in %)
10

15

20

25

30

35

40

0.884
0.944
0.955
0.966

0.936
0.970
0.977
0.984

0.964
0.984
0.987
0.991

0.972
0.989
0.991
0.992

0.983
0.992
0.993
0.994

0.987
0.993
0.994
0.994

0.990
0.995
0.996
0.997

As we stated in Section 4.1, TestSet2 is another concern. The results obtained are presented in
Table 5. On average, the success rate is normally above 90% (in precision) by using a larger
query size. It can even achieve 99.5% when the 5-best candidates are considered in the
retrieval results. This result indicates that the reliable estimation of the profanities is more
important than the plausibility of the probabilistic models. This fully illustrates the
discrimination power of the proposed method.

6. Conclusion
This article presents a TQD statistical approach for CLIR which has been explored for both
large and similar documents retrieval. Different from the traditional parallel corpora-based
model which relies on IBM algorithm, we divided our CLIR model into three independent
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parts but all work together to deal with the term disambiguation, query generation and
document retrieval. The performances showed that this method can do a good job of CLIR
for not only large documents but also the similar documents.
The speed efficiency may be another big issue in our approach as some researchers have
stated2. However, with the increasing of computing ability in hardware and software, there
will be no difference in speed efficiency between query and document translation-based
CLIR. Besides, our system only translates a certain amount of the source document to be
retrieved instead of all the indexed target documents.
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Abstract
In this paper, we design a processing ﬂow to produce linked data in articles, providing anchorbased term’s additional information and related terms in different languages (English to Chinese). Wikipedia has been a very important corpus and knowledge bank. Although Wikipedia
describes itself not a dictionary or encyclopedia, it is if high potential values in applications and
data mining researches. Link discovery is a useful IR application, based on Data Mining and
NLP algorithms and has been used in several ﬁelds. According to the results of our experiment,
this method does make the result has improved.

摘要
本篇論文中提出了一套自動化流程以發掘潛在的關鍵字連結，並且在找出文章關鍵字後能夠提
供關鍵字於跨語言的相關資訊，而我們利用了Wikipedia做為我們的知識庫，藉由Wikipedia的
資料，系統能夠提供相關的關鍵字內容資訊，進而幫助使用者閱讀文章。論文中所提出的系統
整合了相關的資訊檢索技術以及自然語言處理相關的演算法，以利於幫助我們進行關鍵字的識
別以及相關的跨語言翻譯，同時系統整合了跨語連結發掘的技巧來幫助提供跨語言的關鍵字資
訊。經過初步的實驗證實，相較於baseline方法，此方法確實能夠始數據有所提昇。
Keywords: Cross-lingual link discovery, Linked data, Wikipedia, Link Discovery
關鍵字: 跨語連結發掘, 資料連結, 維基百科, 連結發掘

1

Introduction

For our goal, we have to conquer some issues to ﬁnd every potential linked data on articles. This
paper focuses on Cross-lingual link discovery. Cross-lingual link discovery contains a lot of
important tasks of NLP(Natural Language Processing) such as WSD(Word Sense Disambiguation) [1], NED(Named Entities Disambiguation) [2] or Machine Translation. The cross-lingual
links in the Wikipedia1 are established by the human contributors, and not all Wikipedia Pages
have cross lingual links because no human editors established these links yet. Thus, when one
visits English Wikipedia page which describes some special information, users cannot ﬁnd any
cross lingual link to visit the Wikipedia page whose language is the same as the user’s mother
tongue. This problem has been raised by many recent studies [3,4] , and recovering these missing links between two languages is the main goal of the CLLD (Cross-Lingual Link Discovery).
In this paper, we propose a system which can automatically help users to tag potential links in
1

http://wikipedia.org
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their articles, and automatically ﬁnd out the cross language link of the tag based on Wikipedia
cross language links. As for cross lingual link discovery, our system is able to ﬁnd the missing
links between two related Wikipedia pages in two different language systems by exploiting and
extracting data from Wikipedia dump ﬁles in two languages. In addition, we use two additional
translation mechanisms to help ﬁnd out the corresponding cross lingual translation , one is the
Pattern Translate , the other one is Google Translate2. We further integrate the Lucene3 software package to deal with the ambiguous phases in the articles. In order to ﬁnd out the missing
links between two pages, and automatically tagged this cross language link in users’ articles.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: First, we described corresponding
background of Wikipedia and cross-lingual link discovery in Section 2. In Section 3,The proposed WSD method and translation mechanism will be described in detail. Finally, the experiment and conclusion will be discussed in Section 4.

2

Background

2.1

Wikipedia

Wikipedia is a free, collaboratively edited, and multilingual Internet encyclopedia supported by
the non-proﬁt Wikimedia Foundation4. Recently, many researchers focus on developing data
mining applications with Wikipedia’s large-scale collaborative user data. Although Wikipedia
describes itself not a dictionary, textbook or encyclopedia, exploiting its characteristics to develop new services is regarded as a promising method on auto text explanation.
One of the special feature of Wikipedia is that it contains many hypertext links to help users
easily retrieve the information they need. These hypertext links might be embedded within the
text content under the corresponding pages, and each of these links is linking to other pages
related with different terms. Obviously, information ﬂow is thus being traversed very easy
and smoothing when the hypertext links are extensively tagged. Unfortunately, the hypertext
links between different languages are mostly not being tagged because of the hypertext link is
generated by human contributor, mostly monolingual ones. To solve this problem, we design a
process ﬂow trying to make it more completely.
2.2

Cross-lingual link discovery

The goal of cross-lingual link discovery(CLLD) is trying to ﬁnd the potential links that are
missing between the two different languages. There are three main challenges for the system to
overcome. First, the system providing solution on CLLD can proactively recommends a set of
words which called anchors. The set of words have higher chances to have their corresponding
cross lingual links than other words in the same article. For example, considering different
cases as following:
1. Let’s go dutch.
2. A Dutch auction is a type of auction that starts with a high bid.
The system must determine the boundaries between anchor and rest of words, considering
the ﬁrst case above, the word “dutch” is meaning to share the money on something instead of
meaning some behavior or something related to the country “Holland”. In other words, the
2

http://translate.google.com
http://lucene.apache.org
4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
3
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word “dutch” should not be chosen as an anchor here and choosing the phase of “go dutch” is
more signiﬁcant. Considering the second case above, the word “Dutch auction” is an appropriate anchor rather than “Dutch”.
After the system identiﬁes these anchors, there must exist many highly ambiguous cases
in these anchors and this is the second challenge of CLLD, for example, the anchor Apple can
be refer to the link which is related with Apple(Computer Manufacturer), or the link which is
related to Apple(Fruit). The system must be able to choosing the most related corresponding
links and also ensure the correctness of link discovery.
Once the system can return the most related links of each anchor, there is only one more
problem need to solve. In the end of the CLLD ﬂow, the system have to automatically discover
the cross-lingual link based on the anchors which generated from previous steps. The system
can just use simple parser or crawler to check the content of corresponding wikipedia page or
combines some different mechanism to increase the accuracy of link discovery. In this paper,
we implement these CLLD steps to help us ﬁnd the corresponding cross-lingual links and we
focus on anchor disambiguation and cross-lingual link discovery, which are both described in
Section 3.

3

Method and System Description

In English-to-Chinese cross-lingual link discovery, the goal is to ﬁnd every potential links in
documents. At ﬁrst, the system searches out potential terms as candidate terms. Overlapping
problem happens in this stage, and adequate candidate term selection is required. We propose
an similarity-scoring formula to calculate score of relevance. When candidate terms are selected, relevant pages in Chinese Wikipedia need to be linked with these terms. There are some
cross-lingual articles in Wikipedia; however, many more links are still missed. (eg. “Hundred
Schools of Thought” with “諸子百家”).
3.1

Candidates ﬁnding

To ﬁnd cross-lingual links in a language, every potential term or phrase is to be listed in the
beginning. Here we adopt n-gram tokenizer [5] and Maximum Matching algorithm [6] to
segment. For example, assume a sentence “Magic Johnson is one of the best basketball player
in NBA”, in our method , our approach will take “Magic Johnson” as an anchor rather than
“Magic” or “John”. The system will ﬁrst examine the longer term in the sentence and exploit
the Wikipedia as a anchor look-up table to check whether this long term is meaningful or not.
3.2

Anchor decision

Many terms in Wikipedia have the same title but different meanings depending on their occurrences in contexts. To address this problem, Wikipedia has already deﬁne it as “Disambiguation”. In our system, we use redirect page, providing disambiguation information and
candidate terms, to analysis and select one from terms for users by this system. For instance,
a term “Virus” is shown in “A virus is a parasitic agent that is smaller than a bacterium and
that can only reproduce after infecting a host cell.” and “Virus (clothing), an Israeli clothing
brand”...etc. It indicates users may look out the clothing brand but Wikipedia gives him a virus’
deﬁnition in biology domain.

T ermRecog(Di ) T ermRecog(Dj )

(1)
SimilarityScore(Di , Dj ) =
T ermRecog(Di ) T ermRecog(Dj )
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Figure 1: Processing ﬂow of our system.

Anchor = max(SimilarityScore(Dcurrent , Di )), ∀i ∈ candidates

(2)

In our work, we design a content-aware approach to perform auto selection among disambiguation terms. Our design principle is to analyze the input article, especially the source of
terms, and use full-featured text search engine with a prepared index ﬁle. If a term has the
disambiguation property, the system will extract the features from article and search the existed
index to decide which term is more likely to the source article.
3.3

English-Chinese Link Discovery

In this section, we describe how we translate the anchor ﬁrst and than how we ﬁnd the cross
lingual Wikipedia link after the translation. There are two main approaches of the translation
mechanism, namely Cross-Lingual Link Dictionary and Google Translate. We ﬁrst use a
Cross-Lingual Link Dictionary as the translation scheme, once if Cross-Lingual Link Dictionary can not provide any corresponding translation, Google Translate is then used by the
system to discover the corresponding translation from the online Machine Translation mechanism. Google Translate is a state-of-the-art online commercial machine translation scheme,
and it is exploited by our system to trying ﬁnd out some possible translation when there doesn’t
have any corresponding translation which can be provided by the Cross-Lingual Link Dictionary. With the support by the Google Translate, the system can provide higher translation
coverage compared to using Cross-Lingual Link Dictionary only. We will describe the detail
about the two translation mechanisms below and will also discuss the missing link recovery
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approach in the end of this section.

Figure 2: Flow of our English-Chinese Link Discovery system.

3.4
3.4.1

Anchor Translation Mechanisms and Missing Link Recovery
Google Translate

We ﬁrst describe the Google Translate here because we are going to introduce the translation
and missing link recovery within Cross-Lingual Dictionary in the end of this section together.
Google Translate has been a famous automatic translation mechanism, one distinguishing feature of this online translator is that it enables users to choose different languages that
users want to translate. As for whole sentence translations, the users have a chance to modify
the translation sentence once they ﬁnd the output translation inadequate. As Google collects
enough user data of modifying the translation sentence, Google Translator gets higher translation accuracy.
Although Google Translate has such special characteristic, it can not providing good accuracy at Anchor translation [7]. However, there is a special characteristic of Google Translate; that is, it can provide more possible translation candidates than previous methods such
like Cross-Lingual Link Dictionary. The reason is that Google Translate is tends to adopt a
best-effort approach, it aims to provide many translation candidates which enable users to understand what the untranslated sentence might be supposed to mean.
As a result, we put the lowest translation priority in Google Translate, namely, once the previous method(Cross-Lingual Dictionary) can not ﬁnd out any possible translation candidates,
we will try to get some translation suggested from Google Translate. The main reason is just
what we describe above, we want to take a chance to ﬁnd out the corresponding translation
when we do not have any other translation candidate, only to use some anchor translation from
Google Translate to ﬁnd out the corresponding cross-language links.
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For example, in our Cross-Lingual Link Dictionary, it does not contain the Chinese Translation of “Freeway”. However, Google Translate can provide some useful Chinese translation
like “高
高速 公 路 ”, thus we can ﬁnd the corresponding link of Chinese article page of Wikipedia
page at “http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/”.
3.4.2

Cross-Lingual Link Dictionary

Wikipedia provides a well formatted dump ﬁle for all languages. As a result, we can get
the chinese translation from the english dump ﬁles and vise-versa. We exploit this property
to construct both Chinese-English bilingual link dictionary and an English-Chinese bilingual
link dictionary. Furthermore, once the translation in the dictionary has be found, there is a
high probability that we can directly discover the link by adding the translated anchor after the speciﬁc wikipedia URL(e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_
accessibility), both in English and Chinese. We refer these two dictionaries as the translation dictionaries, one is the English to Chinese (E-C) translation dictionary and the other one
is Chinese to English (C-E) translation dictionary. Once we use these two bilingual dictionaries as translation dictionaries, in our case, English-to-Chinese vise versa,we can have a chance
to retrieve the link informations bidirectional. The reason is that we have noticed that links for
Chinese-to-English are more than English-to-Chinese, because many Chinese editors will add
English link for annotation or reference.
On link discovery part, we ﬁnd out that some links may be missing in one translation dictionary, such as the term “Flag of Republic of China” is not able to found any corresponding
Chinese translation in E-C translation dictionary. However, we can ﬁnd the corresponding english translation of chinese term “諸子百家” in the C-E translation dictionary, which is the
“Hundred Schools of Thought”.
There is an additional problem about the English-Chinese dictionary with the Wikipedia
disambiguation page. If the anchor which exist in the English-Chinese dictionary is a title of
the Wikipedia disambiguation page, then we can not directly get the Chinese translation from
the page content of disambiguation page. The reason is that a Wikipedia disambiguation page
only contains the possible candidates that are referring to this title.
Fortunately, Wikipedia have a complete dump ﬁle format and it provide the redirect information of the disambiguation page. Therefore, we can using the redirect link information
to ﬁnd out the corresponding Chinese translation. The problem may also occur at Chinese
Wikipedia disambiguation page, and it can be also solved by redirection information.

4

Results and Discussion

We use four articles as evaluation to see the performance of cross-lingual discovery, we ﬁrst
randomly choose four Bilingual news article from Yahoo! News, all terms in the Chinese
articles are tagged by two human experts to generate correct answers. We apply two methods,
the ﬁrst method is tagging the English articles with English Wikipedia entries by means of longterm-ﬁrst algorithm. Those tagged terms are then directly transformed into Chinese Wikipedia
entries by original anchored links; the second method is to implement our proposed method, we
then compare these two methods to see the coverage rates. As Figure 4 shows, the experiment
result shows that our proposed method has 8% coverage rates higher than the that of direct
anchor transformation method.
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Figure 3: Results of English to Chinese link discovery.

5

Conclusion

In conclusion, we present a system to ﬁnd potential cross-lingual linked data on articles, trying
to discover miss cross-lingual links. The main contribution of our proposed method includes
ﬁnding anchor and discovering missing cross-lingual links. We have successfully designed
a practical system to perform tagging task on real-world articles. and proved that maximum
match algorithm has a better performance than the original Wikipedia anchor links transformation. However, there are still issued to be improved for future work. First, the precision of WSD
is still low, and second, we can apply machine learning approaches in our method, in which we
are convinced that our proposed method might have higher performance in the future.
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㐀天
⎴佑娆(Near-Synonym)ᶵ⎒⛐冒䃞婆妨ㅱ䓐ᷕ㗗慵天䘬ᶨ䑘炻ḇ㗗⮵䫔Ḵ婆妨⬠佺侭⼰
慵天䘬悐↮ˤ⎴佑娆晾䃞㗗ᶨ佌シ⿅䚠役䘬╖⫿普⎰炻Ữ⛐䈡⭂䘬ね㱩冯䈡㬲䓐㱽ᶳ炻
怠㑯拗婌䘬⎴佑娆㚫忈ㆸ⎍シᶲ䘬婌妋炻䓂军㗗㔜ᾳ㔯㱽拗婌炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹⶴ㛃傥⣈啱䓙
ᶲᶳ㔯䘬妲〗炻ℵ⇑䓐䲣䴙↮彐↢㬋䡢䘬⎴佑娆炻Ἦ⋼≑⢾婆⬠佺侭 㚱㓰䌯䘬⬠佺ˤ
䚖⇵䁢㬊㚱姙⣂⎴佑娆䘬䚠斄䞼䨞炻忁ṃ䞼䨞䘬㕡㱽⊭⏓烉溆⺷ṌḺ屯妲(Pointwise
Mutual Information, PMI)冯 N 忋娆(N-gram)㧉✳悥㗗ⷠ䓐䘬㕡㱽炻ㆹᾹ゛ἧ䓐冯ẍ⼨ᶵ
⎴ 䘬 㕡 㱽 Ἦ ㍸ ⋯ 㬋 䡢 䌯 炻 ⚈ 㬌 ㆹ Ᾱ ἧ 䓐 嶛 僓 (Skip N-gram) 婆 妨 㧉 ✳ 䘬 㕡 㱽 憅 ⮵
SemEval-2007 屯㕁忚埴⮎槿炻䳸㝄栗䣢ㆹᾹ㍸↢䘬㕡㱽㗗⎗埴䘬炻㬋䡢䌯ḇ㚱㖶栗䘬
㍸⋯ˤ
斄挝⫿烉⎴佑娆ˣ溆⺷ṌḺ屯妲ˣ嶛僓婆妨㧉✳
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ᶨˣ䵺婾
娆⼁婆シ⛐姙⣂冒䃞婆妨ㅱ䓐ᷕ㈖㺼⼰慵天䘬奺刚ˤ⁷㗗ȿarmȿ忁ᾳ劙㔯╖⫿炻Ṿ⯙
㚱㬎☐(weapon)ㇳ兪(bodypart)忁ℑᾳシ⿅⎗ὃ䲣䴙Ἦἄ娆佑㴰㬏䘬≽ἄˤ㬌⢾炻⎴佑
娆⛐冒䃞婆妨ᷕ䘬ㅱ䓐朆ⷠ⣂ˤἳ⤪:arm `姕Ṿシ⿅䫱⎴㕤 weapon炻冯Ṿ⎴佑䘬娆⯙
⊭⏓ weapon 㛔幓 arsenal炻⛐忁ᾳ䭬ἳ arm 忁ᾳ╖⫿⯙⎗㒜⻝ㆸ weapon  arsenal ℑ
ᾳ╖⫿炻啱䓙忁㧋䘬⿏岒ㅱ䓐⛐屯妲㩊䳊䘬娆⼁㒜⻝ᶲ炻⎗⡆忚℞ㅱ䓐㓰䙲[1,2]ˤ⎎⢾炻
ḇ⎗⇑䓐⎴佑娆㕤暣儎庼≑婆妨⬠佺(Computer-Assisted Language Learning, CALL)
[3,4]ˤ
㚨役㚱姙⣂斄㕤⎴佑娆䘬䞼䨞炻堐䣢㚱ṃ⎴佑娆⚈䁢ṾᾹ䘬䈡㬲䓐㱽冯㏕惵ᶲ䘬
旸⇞炻ẍ⮎晃忳䓐ᶲ㗗ᶵ⎗Ḻ㎃䘬炻⤪ẍᶳ䣢烉
(1) ____coffee

[5]

Near-Synonym烉{strong, powerful}
(2) ghastly____ [6]
Near-Synonym烉{error, mistake}
(3) ____ under the bay [7]
Near-Synonym烉{bridge, overpass, tunnel}
⛐ᶲ朊䘬(1)(2)ℑᾳ䭬ἳ悥㗗⚈ᶲᶳ㔯㏕惵旸⇞䘬䭬ἳ炻䭬ἳ(1)ᷕℑᾳ⎴佑娆 strong,
powerful 悥㚱⻟⣏ˣ⻟⢗䘬シ⿅炻Ữ㗗 strong 怬㚱㽫䁰䘬シ⿅炻⚈㬌㬌⎍シ⿅㗗㽫┉
㗪炻㬋䡢䫼㟰ㅱ娚㗗 strong coffee炻侴ᶵ⎗ἧ䓐 powerful烊䭬ἳ(2)ᷕ error, mistake 悥㚱
拗婌䘬シ⿅炻⛐忁ᾳ䭬ἳᷕ劙婆⚳⭞䘬Ṣ忂ⷠ悥㗗ἧ䓐 ghastly mistake ⚈㬌ㅱ怠㑯
mistake炻烊䭬ἳ(3)䘬⎴佑娆普{bridge, overpass, tunnel}ẋ堐ᶨᾳ⎗ẍ䨧崲晄䣁⮯↮暊䘬
ℑᾳ⛘㕡忋㍍崟Ἦ䘬䈑䎮䳸㥳ˤ`姕⛐ȿunder the bayȿ䘬ᶲᶳ㔯ᷕ炻⍇㛔䘬╖⫿䁢ȿ
tunnelȿˤȿtunnelȿ忁ᾳ╖⫿䃉㱽塓⎴佑娆普墉䘬℞Ṿ⎴佑娆⍾ẋ炻⚈䁢℞Ṿ⎴佑娆䘬
婆シ⛐忁墉㗗ᶵ⎰᷶ね䎮䘬[7]ˤ⽆ᶲ朊ᶱᾳ䭬ἳ⯙⎗䞍忻⎴佑娆晾㗗シ佑䚠役炻Ữ⚈
䁢䓐㱽ᶲ䘬旸⇞炻ẍ䃉㱽⬴ℐ⍾ẋ冯Ḻ䚠Ṍ㎃ˤ㚱㗪ẍ劙㔯䁢㭵婆䘬Ṣ悥ᶵᶨ⭂傥㬋
䡢↮彐炻ỽ㱩㗗ᶨᾳ⬠佺䫔Ḵ婆妨䘬Ṣ⛐↮彐ᶲ㚜㗗暋ᶲ≈暋炻ẍㆹᾹⶴ㛃⎗ẍ啱䓙
䲣䴙↮㜸⇌㕟⎴佑娆ᷳ攻䘬ⶖ䔘炻Ἦ⸓≑婆妨⬠佺侭ἧṾᾹ傥⬠佺⇘㬋䡢䘬婆妨䞍嬀ˤ
⬠佺⢾婆侭㚨➢㛔䘬⯙㗗⽆╖⫿⬠崟炻⛐⬠佺忶䦳ᷕ炻⎴佑娆㗗⽭⭂㚫忯⇘䘬暋
柴炻⍇⚈⛐㕤⎴佑娆⍵㗈↢ᶨᾳ娆⼁忂ⷠᶵ⎒㚱ᶨᾳシ⿅烊⎎ᶨᾳ⍇⚈㗗⎴佑娆シ⿅晾
䃞䚠役炻Ữ㗗㟡㒂佺ㄋẍ⍲䈡㬲䓐㱽ṾᾹ㚫怠䓐䈡⭂娆⼁炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹⶴ㛃啱䓙ᶲᶳ㔯䘬
妲〗炻嬻䲣䴙傥⣈↮彐↢⎴佑娆ᷳ攻䘬䳘⽖ⶖ䔘炻᷎怠㑯↢㬋䡢䘬⎴佑娆炻ẍ⸓≑䫔Ḵ
婆妨⬠佺侭⛐⬠佺ᶲ䘬㓰䌯ˤ㛔䞼䨞䘬䚖䘬⯙㗗゛ἧ䓐㕘䘬䞼䨞㕡㱽Ἦ↮㜸ᶨᾳ䈡⭂⎍
⫸炻ἧ䲣䴙傥⣈冒≽怠㑯↢㬋䡢䘬⎴佑娆炻性怠㑯拗婌䘬⎴佑娆忈ㆸ㔜ᾳ⎍⫸婆シᶲ
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䘬拗婌炻᷎嬻婆妨⬠佺侭Ḯ妋╖ᶨ娆⼁ᶵ⎒㚱ᶨ䧖シ⿅炻侴㗗怬⏓㚱℞Ṿシ佑炻⛐忯⇘
⎴佑娆⓷柴㗪⎗ẍ䡢↯㖶䘥ṾᾹᷳ攻䘬ⶖ䔘炻Ἦ⡆≈⬠佺䘬㓰䌯⍲㬋䡢⿏炻᷎ᶼ⛐⮓ἄ
㔯䪈㗪ḇ⎗ẍ曰㳣忳䓐⎴佑娆炻ἧ㔯䪈㚜≈寸ˣ⣂⃫ˤ
㛔䞼䨞㗗ἧ䓐嶛僓婆妨㧉✳(Skip N-gram)䘬㕡㱽⮵⎴佑娆ἄ怠㑯炻嶛僓婆妨㧉✳⯙
㗗⮯ N 忋娆(N-gram)㕡㱽冯嶛僓⺷(Skip)㕡㱽 䳸⎰炻N 忋娆㕡㱽㗗⇑䓐䚖㧁娆␐⚵忋
临 N ᾳ⫿娆⛐ Web 1T 5-gram corpus ↢䎦䘬柣䌯⍣妰䬿↢ N 忋娆䘬↮㔠ˤ嶛僓⺷㕡㱽
㗗ẍ N 忋娆㒟⍾↢䘬娆䳬䁢➢䢶炻⮯ N 忋娆娆䳬ᷕ㝸ṃ⫿娆⎗ẍ䁢ảỽ╖⫿䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻
ṾᾹ⛐ Web 1T 5 gram corpus ᷕ↢䎦䘬㫉㔠≈䷥炻嶛僓⺷㕡㱽㗗䁢Ḯ墄⻟ N 忋娆⛐ N 庫
⣏㗪↢䎦柣䌯㗪ⷠ忶Ỷ䘬仢星炻⚈㬌⛐ N 庫⣏㗪ㆹᾹἧ䓐嶛僓⺷㕡㱽炻忁⯙㗗㛔婾㔯
㍸↢䘬嶛僓婆妨㧉✳㕡㱽ˤ

Ḵˣ㔯䌣㍊妶
(ᶨ) Web 1T 5-gram
ㆹᾹ䞼䨞㕡㱽ἧ䓐䘬㗗 Google Web 1T 5-gram corpus

䁢䲣䴙㴰㬏䘬婆㕁⹓炻㬌婆

㕁⹓㗗 Google ⽆ 2006 ⸜䓙䵚嶗ᶲ吸普䘬炻婆㕁⹓㗗䓙 1 ⇘ 5 忋娆炻ẍ⍲忁ṃ忋娆↢
䎦䘬柣䌯䳬ㆸ炻⛐⬠埻ᶲ㚱⼰⣂䞼䨞ḇἧ䓐 Web 1T 5-gram 婆㕁⹓炻㚱ṃ⬠侭ἧ䓐 Google
婆㕁⹓Ἦ㟉㬋㊤拗䘬劙㔯╖⫿[8]ˣ㚱ṃ⬠侭⇑䓐 Google 婆㕁⹓Ἦ㍐㕟⎵娆ᷳ攻䘬婆シ
斄Ὢ[9]ˤ堐 1 䁢 Web 1T 5-gram 䘬䚠斄屯㕁ˤ
堐 1 Web 1T 5-gram
屯㕁⣏⮷䲬 24GB
Tokens

1,024,908,267,229

Sentences

95,119,665,584

Unigrams

13,588,391

Bigrams

314,843,401

Trigrams

977,069,902

Fourgrams

1,313,818,354

Fivegrams

1,176,470,663

(Ḵ) 娆⼁怠㑯槿嫱
ㆹᾹ⇑䓐䲣䴙冒≽怠㑯↢㚨怑⎰䘬⎴佑娆⼴炻天⤪ỽ槿嫱ㆹᾹ怠↢䘬⎴佑娆㗗⏎怑
⎰ᶲᶳ㔯ḇ㗗ᶨᾳ⼰慵天䘬⓷柴炻⚈㬌㚱⬠侭㍸↢ FITB(fill-in-the-blank)ả⊁Ἦ槿嫱炻
FITB(fill-in-the-blank)㗗庫㖑䘬⬠侭䞼䘤䘬槿嫱㕡⺷炻℞ả⊁ℏ⭡㗗⮯⎍⫸ᷕ䘬䚖㧁
娆⍣昌炻䔁ᶳ䨢㟤(gap)炻⮯⎴佑娆普墉䘬⎴佑娆㚧㎃⛐䨢㟤ᶲ炻䃞⼴㟡㒂⎬ᾳ䞼䨞⬠
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侭ἧ䓐ᶵ⎴䞼䨞㕡㱽妰䬿↢Ἦ䘬↮㔠炻怠↢㚨怑䔞䘬⎴佑娆⼴冯⍇㔯

槿嫱炻⚈䁢㬌㕡

⺷㗗⽆⍇㛔⬴㔜䘬⎍⫸⮯㬋䡢䘬䚖㧁娆⍣昌炻⚈㬌⛐槿嫱㗪炻⎒天⮯⍇㛔䘬䚖㧁娆⬠
侭Ᾱ怠↢Ἦ䘬⎴佑娆ἄ㭼⮵炻⯙⎗㖶栗䞍忻⎬ᾳ⬠侭怠⍾䘬⎴佑娆㗗⏎怑䔞[10,11] 炻
⚾ 1 䁢 FITB 䘬ᷕ㔯劙㔯䭬ἳˤ

⚾ 1 ᷕ㔯冯劙㔯䘬 FITB 槿嫱䭬ἳ
(ᶱ) ⎴佑娆䞼䨞
⛐冒䃞婆妨嗽䎮䘬䞼䨞柀➇ᷕ炻⮵㕤⎴佑娆䘬䞼䨞朆ⷠ⣂ˤInkpen 㖑㛇䞼䨞㗗ἧ䓐
PMI(Pointwise Mutual Information,溆⺷ṌḺ屯妲)㕡㱽[6]炻PMI ⯙㗗㭼庫ℑᾳ娆ᷳ攻ℙ⎴
↢䎦䘬㨇䌯炻ᶵ⎴⎴佑娆妰䬿↢ᶵ⎴䘬↮㔠⼴炻↮㔠崲檀侭⯙㗗䞼䨞侭娵䁢㚨怑⎰䘬⎴
佑娆烊Gardiner  Dras ḇ⛐⎴佑娆䞼䨞ᶲἧ䓐 PMI 䘬㕡⺷Ἦ⇌⇍[11]ˤ⎎⢾ḇ㚱Ṣἧ
䓐 N 忋娆䘬㕡⺷Ἦ䞼䨞⎴佑娆䘬娆シ⓷柴炻Inkpen ḇ㚦ἧ䓐 N 忋娆䘬㕡⺷ ⎴佑娆怠
㑯䘬䞼䨞炻N 忋娆⯙㗗啱䓙䚖㧁⫿␐⚵忋临 N ᾳ⫿娆↢䎦䘬柣䌯炻妰䬿↢↮㔠䘬檀Ỷ炻
Ἦ怠㑯怑䔞䘬⎴佑娆[12]ˤ昌Ḯ PMI  N 忋娆㕡㱽⢾炻WSD炷Word sense disambiguation炸
ḇ㗗㗪ⷠ忳䓐⛐⎴佑娆怠㑯䘬㕡㱽炻WSD 㗗啱䓙䚖㧁娆⎴佑娆㗗⏎䁢⎴佑Ἦ⇌⇍
[13]ˤDagan ㍷徘 WSD 㗗ᶨᾳ攻㍍䘬㕡㱽炻⚈䁢Ṿ暨天㚱ᷕ攻娆シ䡢娵䘬㬍樇炻⽆侴
㍸↢ᶨᾳシ佑䚠惵䘬㈨埻Ἦ妋㰢忁枭ả⊁[14]ˤ

ᶱˣ䞼䨞㕡㱽
㛔䪈ㆹᾹ⮯⃰ṳ䳡屯㕁⇵嗽䎮䘬悐↮炻ᷳ⼴ℵṳ䳡㛔婾㔯䞼䨞㕡㱽㚫忳䓐⇘䘬奨
⾝炻㚨⼴⛐ṳ䳡㛔婾㔯㍸↢䘬㕡㱽ˤ
(ᶨ) 屯㕁⇵嗽䎮
屯㕁⇵嗽䎮䘬悐↮⊭⏓㒟⍾⎴佑娆ˣ㷔娎⎍ẍ⍲㷔娎⎍㚧㎃⎴佑娆炻⚈䁢ㆹᾹ嗽䎮䘬㗗
劙㔯婆㕁炻㭷ᾳ╖⫿ᷳ攻㚱䨢䘥䫎嘇㕟攳炻ẍᶵ䓐⁷ᷕ㔯婆㕁⽭枰䴻䓙㕟娆䦳⺷⮯
娆冯娆ᷳ攻㕟攳炻ẍᶳṳ䳡屯㕁⇵嗽䎮䘬悐↮烉
1.

㒟⍾㷔娎⎍:㷔娎⎍ᷕ䘬⍇⥳屯㕁㨼䁢 XML 㨼炻᷎ᶼ㗗⬴㔜䘬⎍⫸炻ㆹᾹ枰⮯
XML 䘬㧁䰌⍣昌⼴炻ℵ⽆⬴㔜䘬⎍⫸ᷕ㒟⍾↢㚱⊭⏓䚖㧁⫿䘬 5 忋娆(5-gram)
娆䳬炻䭬ἳ⤪堐 2烉
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堐 2 㷔娎⎍㒟⍾䭬ἳ(⎍⫸Ἦ㸸烉EIC)
䭬ἳ:䚖㧁娆䁢 clean
⍇⥳屯㕁:
<instance id="388">
<context>Grace has the money to <head>clean</head> up .</context>
</instance>
䳸㝄:
has the money to clean
the money to clean up
money to clean up .
2.

㒟⍾⎴佑娆烉⎴佑娆䘬㒟⍾㕡⺷㗗䓙⎴佑娆㨼ᷕ㒟⍾↢Ἦ炻㒟⍾䭬ἳ⤪堐 3烉
堐 3 ⎴佑娆㒟⍾䭬ἳ(⎍⫸Ἦ㸸烉EIC)

⍇⥳屯㕁:
clean.v 388 :: win 1;profit greatly 1;clear 1;prosper 1;accumulate 1;make a fortune 1;
䳸㝄:
⎴佑娆普:{win, profit greatly, clear , prosper, accumulate, make a fortune}
3.

㷔娎⎍㚧㎃⎴佑娆烉ㆹᾹ⮯㒟⍾↢Ἦ䘬㷔娎⎍冯⎴佑娆ἄ㚧㎃㏕惵炻䓊䓇㕘㷔
娎⎍炻⤪堐 4烉
堐 4 㷔娎⎍㚧㎃⎴佑娆䭬ἳ(⎍⫸Ἦ㸸烉EIC)

⍇⥳㷔娎⎍:(5 忋娆㒟⍾↢䘬㷔娎娆䳬㚱ᶱ䳬炻ㆹᾹẍᶨ䳬䁢䭬ἳ 婒㖶)
has the money to clean
㚧㎃䳸㝄:
has the money to win
has the money to profit greatly
has the money to clear
has the money to prosper
has the money to accumulate
has the money to make a fortune
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(Ḵ) 㕡㱽㤪⾝䯉ṳ
ㆹᾹ㍸↢䘬㕡㱽嶛僓婆妨㧉✳㗗⇑䓐嶛僓⺷㕡⺷Ἦ墄 N 忋娆䘬仢溆炻N 忋娆ᷣ天㤪
⾝⯙㗗䴎⭂ᶨᾳ娆炻䃞⼴⍣枸㷔↢ᶳᶨᾳ娆炻℞⍫侫䘬ὅ㒂㗗⇑䓐⫿娆↢䎦䘬柣䌯檀
Ỷ炻䔞⫿娆柣䌯庫檀㗪炻⇯㬌⫿娆䘬㨇䌯崲⣏炻Ữ㗗ἧ䓐 N 忋娆㚱ᾳ仢星炻䔞 N 崲⣏
Fi
1 Th D
it
Ṿ䘬㬋䡢⿏崲檀炻Ữ㗗↢䎦䘬柣䌯⼨⼨⼰Ỷㆾ㗗
0 䘬ね㱩炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹἧ䓐㸾䡢⿏庫檀䘬
5 忋娆ℵ䳸⎰嶛僓⺷㕡⺷Ἦ⍾ẋ忋娆柣䌯忶Ỷ䘬ね㱩炻ⶴ㛃傥⣈⚈㬌㍸⋯㸾䡢䌯ˤ㛔䞼
䨞嶛僓婆妨㧉✳㕡㱽㗗ẍ Islam  Inkpen ㍸↢䘬 5 忋娆㕡㱽䁢➢䢶[12]炻ẍᶳ⮵ N 忋娆
嶛僓婆妨㧉✳ 娛䳘ṳ䳡ˤ
(ᶱ) N 忋娆(N-gram)
N 忋娆㗗ᶨ䧖ⷠ䓐䘬婆妨㧉✳炻ᷣ天㗗⮯⎍⫸墉䚖㧁娆␐⚵ N ᾳ⫿㒟⍾↢Ἦㆸ䁢娆䳬炻
ὅ䄏暨㯪ᶵ⎴⍾䘬 N ḇᶵ⎴炻⍾↢娆䳬⼴ℵ⇑䓐 Google Web 1T 5-grams 婆㕁⹓㏄⮳
㒟⍾↢䘬娆䳬柣䌯炻⮯柣䌯ㅱ䓐㨇䌯䴙妰䘬㤪⾝䬿↢↮㔠炻啱䓙⼿⇘䘬↮㔠怠⍾⎰怑䘬
╖⫿炻㟡㒂 N 䘬ᶵ⎴炻⍰↮䁢╖忋娆(Unigram)ˣ2 忋娆(Bigram)ˣ3 忋娆(Trigram)ˣ4
忋娆(Fourgram)ˣ5 忋娆(Fivegram)ˤ
1. N 忋娆㧉䳬⺢䩳:
⎍⫸ẍ s ...wi 4 wi 3wi 2 wi 1wi wi 1wi 2 wi 3wi  4 ... 堐䣢炻wi ẋ堐䚖㧁娆炻ḇ⯙㗗⎴佑娆㚧
㎃䘬ỵ伖ˤ䚩䔍ᶵ⊭⏓䚖㧁⫿䘬 5 忋娆炻⚈䁢ṾᾹ䘬ῤ㗗䚠⎴䘬炻ẍ⎒侫ㄖ P( wi wii14 ) ,

P( wi 1 wii3 ) ˣ P( wi 2 wii21 ) ˣ P( wi 3 wii12 ) 冯 P( wi 4 wii 3 ) 炻ẍᶲḼᾳ枭䚖炻㟡㒂 5-gram 婆
妨㧉✳⸛㹹㕡⺷⮯℔⺷⭂佑䁢:ġ
5

P( s )

 P( w

i

wii1n 1 )

i 0
5



C ( wiin 1 )  (1  D n ) M ( wiin1 1 ) P( wi wiin1  2 )

(1)

C ( wii1n 1 )  D n M ( wiin1 1 )

i 0

℞ᷕ M ( wiin1 1 ) 䁢 5 忋娆柣䌯忶⮹䘬悐↮ẍ⸛㹹㕡㱽⍾ẋ炻℔⺷䁢
M ( wii1n 1 )

C ( wiin1 1 )  ¦ C ( wiin 1 )

(2)

wi

忁墉 C(Ʉ)ẋ堐 N 忋娆⽆ Web 1T 5-gram 婆㕁⹓ᷕ㏄⮳䘬柣䌯ˤ`⤪庫檀昶䘬 N 忋
娆䘬柣䌯㈦ᶵ⇘炻⮯㚫⼨ᶳ⮳㈦庫Ỷ昶䘬 N 忋娆柣䌯炻⤪㝄庫Ỷ昶柣䌯ḇ㈦ᶵ⇘㗪炻
⇯两临⼨㚜Ỷ昶 N 忋娆⮳㈦炻ὅ㬌栆㍐烊䚠⍵䘬庫檀昶䘬 N 忋娆柣䌯㈦䘬⇘㗪炻⇯䚜
㍍㍉䓐庫檀昶 N 忋娆炻⯙ᶵ㚫⼨ᶳ侫ㄖỶ昶䘬 N 忋娆柣䌯ˤ

(⚃) 嶛僓婆妨㧉✳(Skip N-gram)
嶛僓⺷㕡㱽㗗⮯ 5 忋娆䘬娆䳬ᷕ炻ᾅ䔁 N ᾳ⫿娆⼴℞检⫿娆姕⭂ㆸ⎗ẍ䁢ảシ娆炻
䃞⼴⇘ Web 1T 5-gram 婆㕁⹓ᷕ慵㕘㏄⮳柣䌯炻䓐ẍ㚧ẋ N 忋娆柣䌯忶Ỷ䘬ね㱩炻ὅ㒂
N 䘬ᶵ⎴炻⎗↮䁢 Skip4ˣSkip3ˣSkip2炻堐 6-8 ↮⇍䁢 Skip4ˣSkip3ˣSkip2 䘬䭬ἳ:
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堐 6 Skip4 䭬ἳ

5 忋娆娆䳬: has the money to clean
Skip4
* the money to clean
has * money to clean
has the * to clean
has the money * clean
has the money to *

243
0
1099
0
0

堐 7 Skip3 䭬ἳ

5 忋娆娆䳬: has the money to clean
Skip3
* * money to clean
* the * to clean
* the money * clean
* the money to *
has * * to clean
has * money * clean

1025
51774
652
243
5999
0

堐 8 Skip2 䭬ἳ

5 忋娆娆䳬: has the money to clean
Skip2
has the * * *
has * money * *
has * * to *
has * * * clean
* the money * *
* the * to *
* the * * clean

1435
0
6071
21113
652
53074
311100

堐 6-8 ᷕ*ẋ堐ảỽ╖⫿炻ㆹᾹẍ has the money to *䁢ἳ炻Ṿẋ堐 has the money to
cleanˣhas the money to affordˣ has the money to back ˣhas the money to cover...䫱㚱
Ḽ忋娆ᷕ⇵⚃ᾳ╖娆䁢 has the money to 䘬普⎰炻⮯忁ṃ娆䳬㚱柣䌯䚠≈崟Ἦ⯙㗗 has
the money to *䘬柣䌯ˤ
ㆹᾹ䁢Ḯ㓡┬ N 忋娆⛐ N 庫⣏㗪䘬仢星炻ẍ⇑䓐嶛僓⺷㕡㱽Ἦ㓡┬炻ㆹᾹ⮯㷔
娎⎍ἧ䓐 N 忋娆㕡㱽⛐ N=2炻3炻4炻5 㗪䘬柣䌯⎍㔠䴙妰屯㕁⤪堐 9烉
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堐 9 N 忋娆柣䌯⎍㔠䴙妰
柣䌯䁢 0 䘬⎍㔠

㬋䡢⎍㔠

5-gram

950

370

4-gram

404

596

3-gram

352

591

2-gram

158
䷥⎍㔠:1703

329

㟡㒂堐⛐ N=5ˣN=4  N=3 䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻Ṿ䃉㱽㈦⇘柣䌯䘬⎍㔠庫⣂炻N=5 晾䃞䃉
㱽㈦⇘䘬⎍㔠㚨⣂炻Ữ㗗䘬⬫䘬㬋䡢䌯⌣㗗䚠⮵㚨檀䘬炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹᾅ䔁 N=5 䘬悐↮炻
侴⮯ N=4 冯 N=3 㗪㓡䓐 Skip4 冯 Skip3 Ἦẋ㚧ˤ
⚃ˣ⮎槿冯䳸㝄↮㜸
ㆹᾹ䘬⮎槿屯㕁㗗⺽䓐 SemEval-2007 ㍸ὃ䘬屯㕁炻SemEval-2007 㗗䫔⚃⯮⚳晃婆シ
姽㷔䞼妶㚫炻Ṿ㍸ὃ姙⣂娆佑㴰㬏䘬ả⊁炻ᷣ天㗗䁢Ḯ㍸⋯ㆹᾹ⮵⎴佑娆冯ᶨ娆⣂佑䘬
䎦尉㚜≈Ḯ妋ˤㆹᾹ⍫冯䘬㗗 SemEval-2007 䫔 10 枭ả⊁[15]炻Ṿ㍸ὃả⊁暨䘬⮎槿
屯㕁炻嬻⍫冯ả⊁⛀昲憅⮵䚠⎴䘬屯㕁忚埴⮎槿炻᷎妪⭂䴙ᶨ䘬姽↮㕡⺷炻ẍᶳㆹᾹ䯉
╖ṳ䳡ả⊁㍸ὃ䘬⮎槿䚠斄屯㕁冯姽↮㕡⺷炻⤪暨天㚜娛䳘䘬屯㕁⎗⍫侫 McCarthy 

Navigli 䘤堐䘬婾㔯[15]ˤ
(ᶨ) ⮎槿屯㕁-屯㕁Ἦ㸸
⮎槿屯㕁Ἦ㸸㗗䓙 Sharoff 䘬 English Internet Corpus(EIC)⍾⼿䘬炻㬌婆㕁⹓㗗 Sharoff
㑘⮓䘬ᶨ㓗⛐䵚嶗ᶲ㈻⍾婆㕁䘬婆㕁⹓䲣䴙ˤ⮎槿屯㕁⊭⏓ 201 ᾳ╖⫿炻╖⫿娆⿏↮⇍
㚱⎵娆ˣ≽娆ˣ⼊⭡娆ˣ∗娆炻侴㭷ᶨᾳ╖⫿ℵ㊹怠 10 ᾳ⎍⫸炻䷥ℙ 2010 ⎍ˤ⛐ 2010
⎍ᷕ⮯℞ᷕ 1710 ⎍䔞ἄ⮎槿䘬㷔娎⎍炻ℵ㈋昌 7 ⎍⎴佑娆普䁢 0 䘬悐↮炻⮎晃㷔娎屯
㕁䁢 1703 䫮ˤ堐 10 䁢⮎槿屯㕁㔜䎮堐ˤ
堐 10 ⮎槿屯㕁屯妲(屯㕁Ἦ㸸:SemEval-2007[15])

PoS

#

Noun

497

Verb

440

Adjective

468

Adverb

298

All

1703

(Ḵ) ⮎槿屯㕁-⎴佑娆普
SemEval-2007 ⛐忁枭ả⊁[15]㈦Ἦẍ劙㔯䁢㭵婆䘬 5 ᾳṢ炻憅⮵㷔娎䘬 1710 䫮屯㕁炻
⛐ᶵ旸㗪攻䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻⠓ᶲ㭷ᾳṢ娵䁢怑⎰䘬⎴佑娆炻㭷ᾳṢᶵ旸⭂⎒傥⠓ᶨᾳ炻⎒天
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娵䁢怑⎰悥⎗⠓⮓炻⚈㬌⎗㍸↢ᶱᾳẍᶲ䘬⎴佑娆炻堐 11 䁢⎴佑娆普屯妲ˤ䭬ἳ: If this

Government had been doing its job they would have total confidence.
堐 11 ⎴佑娆普屯妲(屯㕁Ἦ㸸:SemEval-2007[15])
⍫冯侭

1

㚧ẋ娆

2

duty
function

bit

3

4

responsibility

duty
task

5
role

job.n 433 :: duty 2;function 1;bit 1;responsibility 1;task 1;role 1;

(ᶱ) 姽↮㕡㱽
㬌ả⊁[15]䘬姽↮㕡⺷㗗⮯䲣䴙ὅ㒂䞼䨞㕡㱽㍸↢ᶨᾳ㚨Ἓ䘬⎴佑娆⼴炻⇑䓐ℑᾳ妰䬿
㕡㱽Ἦ姽↮炻ᶨᾳ㗗⎔⚆䌯(Recall)炻ᶨᾳ㗗㚨⣂柣䌯⎔⚆䌯(Mode Recall)炻ℑ侭ᷳ攻䘬
ᷣ天ⶖ⇍⛐㕤⎔⚆䌯(Recall)⮯䲣䴙㍸↢䘬㚱⎴佑娆㟡㒂 5 ỵ姣妋Ṣ姣妋䘬㫉㔠䬿
↢↮㔠炻侴㚨⣂柣䌯⎔⚆䌯(Mode Recall)⎒侫ㄖ㑩㚱㚨檀姣妋㫉㔠䘬⎴佑娆冯䲣䴙怠
㑯䘬㚨Ἓ⎴佑娆㗗⏎䚠⎴Ἦ妰䬿↮㔠炻ẍᶳṳ䳡ℑ䧖姽↮℔⺷炻堐 12 䁢⎔⚆䌯(Recall)
䘬嬲㔠屯㕁ˤ

¦

¦

resai

freqres

ai  H i
T

ai :iT

R

(3)
堐 12 Recall 嬲㔠屯㕁

嬲㔠

Mode R

ẋ堐シ佑

T
Hi

军⮹㚱ℑᾳ⎴佑娆䘬㷔娎⎍ᾳ㔠

freqres

㚨Ἓ⎴佑娆㕤⎴佑娆普墉䘬㫉㔠

¦

⎴佑娆普墉䘬⎴佑娆㫉㔠≈䷥

bgi Tm

1 if bgi

mi

(4)

Tm

堐 13 Mode Recall 嬲㔠屯㕁
嬲㔠

ẋ堐シ佑

Tm

⎴佑娆普㑩㚱㚨⣂㫉㔠䘬㷔娎⎍ᾳ㔠

bgi

㚨Ἓ䘬⎴佑娆

mi

姣妋㫉㔠㚨⣂䘬⎴佑娆
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(⚃) ⮎槿䳸㝄冯↮㜸
1. N-gram 冯 Skip 䳬⎰↮㜸
ㆹᾹ㰢⭂ N-gram 冯 Skip 䘬䳸⎰㕡⺷㗗⃰⮯㚱⎗傥䘬䳬⎰ℐ悐↿↢Ἦ⮎ἄ⼴炻⮯䳬⎰
䘬䳸㝄冯䲼 N-gram 㕡㱽䚠㭼怠↢䳸㝄㚨Ἓ䘬䳬⎰炻䳸㝄⤪堐 14:
堐 14 N-gram+Skip 䳸㝄㔠㒂

Recall

Mode Recall

N-gram

30.31

39.84

N5S4N3N2N1

31.55

39.84

N5N4S3N2N1

31.54

39.67

N5N4N3S2N1

30.97

37.8

N5S4S3N2N1

31.6

40.24

N5N4S3S2N1

30.9

37.48

N5S4N3S2N1

31.08

38.13

N5S4S3S2N1

30.88

36.99

䓙堐 14 ⎗䚳↢⛐㚱 N-gram 冯 Skip 䳬⎰ᷕ䳸㝄㚨⤥䘬㗗 N5S4S3N2N1 炻

N5S4S3N2N1 䘬シ⿅ẋ堐忁㗗 5-gram ˣ Skip4 ˣ Skip3 ˣ 2-gram ˣ ungram 䘬䳬⎰炻⮯
N5S4S3N2N1 䳬⎰冯䲼 N-gram 䚠㭼炻㚱≈ℍ Skip 䘬㕡㱽㭼䲼 N-gram 䘬䳸㝄⤥炻侴 Skip
冯 N-gram 䳸⎰㗪炻Skip ⛐ N=4 冯 N=3 ỵ伖妰䬿↢Ἦ䘬㔠㒂㚨⤥炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹ嶛僓婆妨
㧉✳䘬䳬⎰㗗ἧ䓐 N5S4S3N2N1 䘬䳸⎰㕡⺷ˤ
2. 㬋䡢䌯(Accuracy)
Accuracy

¦

bgi Tm

1 if bgi

original word
(6)

All

℞ᷕ bgi ẋ堐ㆹᾹ㍸↢䘬㚨Ἓ⎴佑娆炻originalword ẋ堐㷔娎⎍ᷕ⍇㛔䘬䚖㧁⫿炻All ẋ
堐㷔娎⎍䘬䷥⎍㔠炻㟡㒂ẍᶲ妰䬿㕡⺷妰䬿↢Ἦ䘬䳸㝄⤪ᶳ堐 15烉
堐 15 㬋䡢䌯䳸㝄㔠㒂

System

Accuracy

N-gram

30.30%

N5S4N3N2N1

34.66%

N5N4S3N2N1

39.16%

N5N4N3S2N1

32.11%

N5S4S3N2N1

38.63%

N5N4S3S2N1

34.42%

N5S4N3S2N1

33.71%

N5S4S3S2N1

33.83%
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堐 15 ᷕẍ N5N4S3N2N1 䘬䳸㝄㚨⤥ 39.16%炻ㆹᾹ㗗⍫冯 SemEval-2007 ả⊁䘬
⛀昲㭼庫炻⚈㬌晾䃞 N5N4S3N2N1 ⛐㬋䡢䌯忁墉㗗㚨⤥䘬炻ỮㆹᾹ怬㗗怠㑯⛐

SemEval-2007 ả⊁姽↮㧁㸾ᷕ㚨⤥䘬䳸⎰䳸㝄 N5S4S3N2N1 ἄ䁢ㆹᾹ嶛僓婆妨㧉✳䘬
䳸⎰㕡⺷ˤㆹᾹ⮯ N-gram 冯 Skip 䘬㚱䳬⎰冯䲼 N-gram 䚠㭼ᷳᶳ炻N-gram 䳸⎰ Skip
䘬㔠㒂悥㭼䲼 N-gram Ἦ䘬⤥炻⚈㬌⎗ẍ嫱㖶ㆹᾹ㍸↢䘬嶛僓婆妨㧉✳䡢⮎⎗ẍ㓡┬
N-gramˤ
3. 䳸㝄䭬ἳ妶婾
㬌䭨ㆹᾹ⮯⇑䓐䳸㝄䭬ἳἮ妶婾嶛僓婆妨㧉✳㗗⏎䛇傥⣈㓡┬ N 忋娆炻堐 16 冯堐 17
䁢ㆹᾹ冒埴ἧ䓐䘬 N 忋娆䳸㝄冯嶛僓婆妨㧉✳䘬䳸㝄㭼庫:
堐 16 N-gram 冯 Skip N-gram 㭼庫䳸㝄䭬ἳᶨ
㷔娎⎍: I ____ over and made a U turn while Chris got out, ran over and took a picture.
⍇⥳䚖㧁⫿: pull
⎴佑娆

N-gram

Skip

pull

stop

0
0

5-gram
stop over and made a
4-gram
stop over and made
over and made a

0
0

0
0
1172
0

Skip4
stop * and made a
stop over * made a
stop over and * a
stop over and made *

0
0
171
0

5-gram
pull over and made a
4-gram
pull over and made
over and made a
Skip4
pull * and made a
pull over * made a
pull over and * a
pull over and made *

0

0

堐 17 N-gram 冯 Skip N-gram 㭼庫䳸㝄䭬ἳḴ
㷔娎⎍: Java so that all of the clone( ) methods catch the CloneNotSupportedException

rather than ____ it to the caller.
⍇⥳䚖㧁⫿: pass
⎴佑娆

N-gram
Skip

pass

hand

5-gram
than pass it to the
Skip 4
than pass * to the
than pass it * the
than pass it to *

0

5-gram
than hand it to the

50

0
157
0

Skip 4
than hand * to the
than hand it * the
than hand it to *

50
50
50
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堐 16 冯堐 17 ⚈䁢屯㕁忶⣂炻ㆹᾹ䃉㱽↿↢ℐ悐㔠㒂炻ẍ↿↢ẋ堐⿏䘬㔠㒂炻
堐 16 䁢 5 忋娆冯 4 忋娆柣䌯䁢 0 䘬ね㱩炻䭬ἳᶨᷕἧ䓐 N 忋娆㕡㱽怠↢䘬㚨Ἓ⎴佑娆
䁢 stop炻嶛僓婆妨㧉✳㚨Ἓ⎴佑娆䁢 pull炻⍇⚈⛐㕤ἧ䓐 N-gram 㕡㱽㗪 pull  stop ⛐
5-gram 冯 4-gram 柣䌯悥䁢 0 ⎒傥⼨ᶳ㈦ 3-gramˣ2-gram 冯 ungram炻⛐ 4-gram ẍᶳ䘬
Ỷ昶忋娆 stop 䘬柣䌯檀㕤 pull ⚈㬌 N-gram 䘬㚨Ἓ⎴佑娆⯙怠㑯 stop烊嶛僓婆妨㧉✳㕡
朊炻⛐ Skip4 㗪⯙⎗㖶栗䚳↢ pull 䘬柣䌯檀↢ stop 姙⣂炻⚈㬌嶛僓婆妨㧉✳䘬㚨Ἓ⎴佑
娆䁢 pullˤ堐 17 䁢ℑᾳ⎴佑娆墉℞ᷕᶨᾳ 5 忋娆柣䌯ᶵ䁢 0 䘬ね㱩炻䭬ἳḴᷕ N 忋娆
㕡㱽怠↢䘬㚨Ἓ⎴佑娆䁢 hand炻嶛僓婆妨㧉✳㚨Ἓ⎴佑娆䁢 pass炻⍇⚈⛐㕤ἧ䓐 N-gram
㕡㱽㗪炻hand ⛐ 5 忋娆䘬柣䌯䁢 50炻pass ⌣䁢 0炻ẍ N 忋娆㚨Ἓ⎴佑娆䁢 hand炻Ữ
㗗⛐ Skip4 㗪柣䌯⌣㗗 pass ⣂㕤 hand炻ẍ嶛僓婆妨㧉✳㚨Ἓ⎴佑娆怠㑯 passˤ䓙ᶲ
朊ℑᾳἳ⫸炻ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ嫱㖶嶛僓婆妨㧉✳䡢⮎㭼䲼 N 忋娆䘬㕡㱽⤥ˤ
Ḽˣ䳸婾
㛔䭯婾㔯ἧ䓐嶛僓婆妨㧉✳䘬㕡㱽炻᷎憅⮵⮵ SemEval-2007 䘬䫔 10 枭ả⊁[15]忚
埴⮎槿ˤㆹᾹ㍉䓐嶛僓婆妨㧉✳䘬ᷣ天⍇⚈⛐㕤 N 忋娆䘬㕡㱽㸾䡢⿏⼰檀炻Ữ㗗仢溆
⯙㗗䔞 N 崲⣏䘬㗪῁炻⼨⼨⛐婆㕁⹓ᷕ䘬↢䎦柣䌯悥㗗朆ⷠỶ炻䓂军㗗 0 䘬ね㱩炻⚈
㬌ㆹᾹⶴ㛃ἧ䓐嶛僓䘬㕡㱽Ἦ⍾ẋ N 忋娆䘬仢溆炻ㆹᾹ⮯ N 庫⣏㗪炻ẍ嶛僓㕡㱽䘬柣
䌯Ἦ⍾ẋ N 忋娆䘬柣䌯炻ἧ㬋䡢⿏傥㍸檀炻侴ㆹᾹ⮯嶛僓婆妨㧉✳㕡㱽⍫冯

SemEval-2007
⮎槿䘬䳸㝄ẍ⍲↮㜸忶⼴炻ㆹᾹ㍸↢䘬㕡㱽䡢⮎傥⣈㍸⋯⎴佑娆怠㑯
䘬㬋䡢䌯炻℞Ṿ⛀昲ẍ N 忋娆㕡⺷忚埴⮎槿䘬䳸㝄䚠㭼炻ḇ㖶栗㍸⋯炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹ㍸
↢䘬嶛僓婆妨㧉✳䡢⮎傥⣈墄 N 忋娆䘬仢溆ˤ㛒Ἦⶍἄ⮯忚ᶨ㬍㈦↢㬋䡢䌯忶Ỷ䘬
⍇⚈炻ᾖ㓡㕡㱽䘬妰䬿㕡⺷ㆾ㗗㈦↢㕘㕡㱽炻Ὣἧ㬋䡢䌯傥⣈ℵ㍸⋯炻嬻⎴佑娆ᷳ攻䘬
ⶖ䔘⎗ẍ㚜≈㖶䡢ˤ

娴嫅
㛔䞼䨞デ嫅㜿⽿婈⎴⬠⛐⃰㛇ⶍἄᶲ 䘬≒≃ˤ㬌⢾炻㛔䞼䨞㈧呁⚳䥹㚫 NSC
99-2221-E-155 -036 -MY3 屣墄≑䈡㬌农嫅ˤ
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Metaphor and Metonymy in Apple Daily’s Headlines
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⚳䩳ᷕⰙ⣏⬠⢾⚳婆㔯⬠
Department of Foreign Languages and Literature
National Sun Yat-sen University
m001020003@student.nsysu.edu.tw

Abstract
The current study focuses on the similarities and differences of conceptual metaphor and
metonymy between each genre in newspaper headlines. Headlines in news articles in Apple
Daily from May 21st to May 27th were collected and analyzed. There are three basic findings.
First, blocks for entertainment and sports used, in proportion, more metaphors and
metonymies than any other blocks. Second, the idea of fighting was the most basic base for
metaphors in Apple Daily. Third, TOPIC FOR SUBJECT was widely implemented to be
economic in discourse. However, there may be more genres not included in Apple Daily. Also,
the ways of categorization may not be specific enough for each block. Future studies are
encouraged to further explore other genres excluded in the current study.
Key words: metaphor, metonymy, newspaper, headline

1. Introduction
Conceptual metaphor is the process of interpreting or understanding one domain which
is relatively abstract by using another domain which is relatively concrete (Lakoff and
Johnson, 2003). For example, TIME IS MONEY is a conceptual metaphor. The concrete
domain “money” is used to understand abstract domain “time.” We can both spend money
and time. Also, we can both waste money and time.
Though most people are not aware of metaphors, they are everywhere (Lakoff and
Johnson, 2003). In fat, since the rising of Conceptual Metaphor Theory, many scholars have
been exploring examples of metaphors in specific contexts. For instance, Hsiao and Su (2010)
have explored metaphors in discourse level. Even metaphors in pictorial representations are
also the issues involving metaphors (Forceville, 1996).
Metonymy is, to some extent, similar to conceptual metaphor, differing in that
metonymy uses one concept in one domain to “refer to” or “stand for” another concept within
the same domain (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003; Kovecses 2010). Examples of metonymy
include HAND FOR PERSON. In Chinese, shou (‘hand’), which is part of body, is often
referring to the whole person in example like toushou (pitch hand, ‘the person who pitches
the ball’). Though the definition of conceptual metaphor is different from that of metonymy,
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the two ideas are much related. In fact, metonymies serve as basis for, thus blend into, many
conceptual metaphors (Kovecses, 2010).
Metaphors have been widely used in our daily lives. We can see it everywhere. In fact,
abundant examples of conceptual metaphor or metonymy have been provided by Lakoff and
Johnson (2003), Kovecses (2010), and Gibbs (1994). In addition to the examples provided by
those scholars, a lot more evidence of conceptual metaphor and metonymy can be found in
headlines in newspapers. A good news headline presents the main ideas of the text efficiently
to the readers. Also, it has to be interesting to attract readers’ attention. Metaphor no doubt
plays an important role in the headlines. In other words, conceptual metaphors are
implemented to present main ideas efficiently and attract readers’ attention. Since metonymy
is, in some degree, related to conceptual metaphor, the fact that metonymy can also be found
in newspaper is not implausible.
In fact, Shie (2012) has discussed metaphors in headlines of news stories. Shie
compared and analyzed the differences between headlines in New York Times, designed for
English native speakers, and Times Supplement, designed for English as foreign language
learners, in terms of language style, conventionality, and conceptual distance. Shie argued
that metaphors in New York Times tend to be grand, unconventional, and long distance while
those in Times Supplement prefer plain, conventional, and short distance (2012). Shie also
discussed differences in metonymy in headlines in the two newspapers (2011). One of the
main findings was that effect-for-cause metonymy was used to foreshadow the whole ideas
and arouse reader’s curiosity. Moreover, metonymy was often used to be economic in
discourse.
Though Shie investigated much on differences of metaphors and metonymies in
headlines in two newspapers, he did not pay any attention to the differences in headlines
between each genre in one single newspaper. According to Devitt (1993), genre is patterns
that writers would base on to categorize different writing tasks. Therefore, articles within one
genre share similar features. Then, the application of metaphor and metonymy may be similar
within one genre while different between different genres. Therefore, the current study will
focus on the similarities and differences of conceptual metaphor and metonymy between each
block in newspaper headlines in Chinese newspaper, Apple Daily, which is edited mainly for
Chinese native speakers in Taiwan. The main goal is to investigate a) the overall tendency of
usages of metaphors and metonymy, b) whether different blocks prefer different metaphors
and metonymies, and c) the most basic metaphor and metonymy.
There are five sections in this study: Abstract, Introduction, Methodology, Results,
Discussions, and Conclusion. Introduction deals with research questions and organization.
Methodology will explain the data collection procedure and identification of metaphor and
metonymy. Results will report main discoveries based on the analyses of data. Discussions
will try to interpret the results. Conclusion will summarize the findings and suggests for
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future studies.

2. Methodology
A self-constructed corpus is the main source for the current study. The corpus consists
of all the news articles in Apple Daily printed from May 21st to May 27th, 2012. Headlines
were identified as metaphors when the intended meaning was inconsistent with the literal
meaning, and they were in different domains. Headlines were identified as metonymy when
the intended meaning was inconsistent with the literal meaning, but they were still in the
same domain.
(1) 䋧ㇻ⮷䎫巊揝㜧
Yuan da xiao qiu ti tie ban
Monkey play small ball kick iron board
‘Lamigo Monkeys played bunts but met obstacles.’
(Block D, May 27th, 2012)
The headline in (1) serves as an example for identification of metaphor and metonymy.
The news story was about the basketball game between Uni Lions and Lamigo Monkeys.
Lamigo Monkeys used bunts in order to score. However, this strategy did not work. Uni
Lions still performed pretty well to prevent Lamigo Monkeys from scoring. In (1), the literal
meaning of verb phrase ti tie ban was ‘to kick iron board.’ However, the intended meaning
was ‘to meet obstacles.’ Since the literal meaning ‘to kick iron board’ and the intended
meaning ‘to meet obstacles’ were different, and they belonged to two different domains, this
expression was identified as an example of metaphor. Headline in (1) also included an
example of metonymy. The literal meaning of yuan was ‘monkey.’ However, the intended
meaning was the team ‘Lamigo Monkeys.’ Since the literal meaning ‘monkey’ and the
intended meaning ‘Lamigo Monkeys’ were different, and they belonged to the same domain,
this expression was identified as an example of metonymy.
Only non-lexicalized conceptual metaphors and metonymies, whose meanings could not
be found in dictionaries, were selected into a sub-corpus. The dictionary the present author
used was Chongbian guoyu cidian xiuding ben (Re-edited Chinese Dictionary-Revised
Edition), an online dictionary edited by Ministry of Education in Taiwan. Therefore, the
dictionary could be regarded as an authoritative dictionary. Therefore, only metaphors and
metonymies whose meanings could not be found in Chongbian guoyu cidian xiuding ben
were calculated and analyzed in this study.
The metaphors and metonymies were categorized based on the blocks they were in.
There are six blocks in Apple Daily: A, B, C, D, E, and P. Block A deals with headlines, the
big events happened recently. Block B deals with business and stocks. Block C deals with
entertainment. Block D deals with sports. Block E deals with life. Block P deals with houses
and furniture. (Note that Block P only appears on Fridays and Saturdays.)
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In the following section, the basic descriptive statistics about the numbers of metaphor
and metonymy discovered in each block will be presented. Second, one example of metaphor
and one example of metonymy from each block will be given and analyzed.

3. Results
First, the basic descriptive statistics about the numbers of metaphor and metonymy
discovered in each block were presented below.
Table 1 The number and percentage of news headlines with metaphor or metonymy in each
block
ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

A

B

C

D

E

P

29

53

33

9

3

165

229

128

74

23

headlines with metaphor or
43
metonymy
all headlines
306
percentage

14.05% 17.58% 23.14% 25.78% 12.16% 13.04%

Table 1 shows the number and percentage of news headlines with metaphor or
metonymy in each block. As can be seen, Block C and D used more metaphors and
metonymies than other blocks.
Table 2 The number of headlines with metaphor and metonymy in each block
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ
ġ

A

B

C

D

E

P

Metaphor 19

22

36

24

9

2

Metonymy 26

8

18

18

2

1

total

29

53

33

9

3

43

Table 2 shows the number of headlines with metaphor and metonymy in each block.
(Note that a headline may use both metaphor and metonymy. Therefore, the total number may
be less than the sum of the numbers of metaphor and metonymy.) As can be seen, most
blocks had more headlines with metaphors than those with metonymies. However, Block A
had more headlines with metonymies than those with metaphors.
After the descriptive statistics, one example of metaphor and one example of metonymy
from each block will be given and analyzed. (Since that the examples of metaphor and
metonymy in Block E and P were not many, they are excluded in the following discussion.)

3.1 Block A:
(2) 暐堋⣏䚄㚰㒚䘦叔
Yuyi dadao yue zhi bai wan
Rain coat robber month throw million
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‘The rain-coat robber spent million dollars in one month’
(Block A, May 26th, 2012)
The news story in (2) was about a robber who wore rain coat when he committed crimes.
Since he had robbed for many times, and that the money he stole was very much, he often
spent it casually. In (2), the metaphor TO SPEND CASUALLY IS TO THROW was used. Zhi
is ‘to throw’. However, the robber did not really throw the money. Instead, it meant ‘to spent
money without any worry or limitation.’ Since ‘to spend’ and ‘to throw’ were not in the same
domain, they were considered as one example of metaphor.
(3) 拊悥㵖㵖拳㻚 7炴
Qiandu shuanshuanguo zhang 7%
Cash City shabu shabu rise 7%
‘The price of shabu shabu in Cash City rose 7%’
(Block A, May 22nd, 2012)
The news story in (3) was about the increase of the price of shabu shabu in Cash City. In
(3), the metonymy WHOLE FOR PART was used. The original meaning of this headline was
that shabu shabu rose 7%. However, shabu shabu did not really rise. In fact, it was “the price”
of shabu shabu that rose 7%. Therefore, the topic ‘shabu shabu’ was used to stand for the
subject ‘the price.’ Based on this explanation, it could be seen as an example of metonymy
WHOLE FOR PART since that the subjects related to shabu shabu could include price,
ingredient, or the taste. “Price” was only one of the subjects related to the topic shabu shabu.

3.2 Block B:
(4) 㕘⸡䶂ẋ䎮杻⺈忲㇚ ㏞㓣ᶳ⋲⸜⓮㨇
Xinganxian daili han chang youxi, qianggong xia ban nian shangji
Xingganxian agent Korea factory game, rob attack down half year business chance
‘The company Xinganxian acted as agent for Korean game company to seize the
business chance for the other half year.’
(Block B, May 22nd, 2012)
The news story in (4) was about a company Xinganxian acting as agent for a Korean
game “Heaven of Three Kingdoms.” Since the game was very popular, it was very
competitive to be the agent. In (4), the metaphor TO SEIZE CHANCES IS TO ATTACT was
used. Gong is ‘to attack’. However, the company was not really ready to attack the market.
Instead, the company just ‘seized the chance’ and was ready to release the game to earn
money. Since ‘to attack’ and ‘to seize chances’ belonged to different domains, they were
considered as one example of metaphor.
(5) 泣㴟倗ㇳ⢷㘖 䘤㎖ 1+1=5
Honghai lianshou xiapu, fahui 1+1=5
Foxconn union hand Sharp, develop +1=5
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‘Foxconn worked with Sharp, hoping to have 1+1=5 effect.’
(Block B, May 22nd, 2012)
The news story in (5) was about the company Foxconn working with another company
Sharp, hoping to bring their skills to their fullest. In (5), the metonymy BEING
HAND-IN-HAND FOR BEING ALLIANCE was used. Lianshou was ‘to be hand-in-hand.’
However, Foxconn was not really hand-in-hand with Sharp. The two whole companies,
instead of hands, would be together and work together. In other words, ‘hand’ stands for ‘the
whole company.’ Based on this explanation, this headline can be taken as an example of the
metonymy PART FOR WHOLE.

3.3 Block C:
(6) 伶Ṣ㑆共春∃ TOP
Meiren zhuanglian yanggang TOP
Beautiful woman collide face strong TOP
‘The face of the beautiful woman is almost the same with strong TOP’
(Block C, May 26th, 2012)
The news story was about a Korean female artist Park Si Yeon, who looked like another
Korean male artist TOP. In (6), the metaphor TO BE THE SAME IS TO COLLIDE was used.
Zhuang meant ‘to collide.’ However, the two faces did not really collide. They just ‘looked
alike’. Since ‘to look alike’ and ‘to collide’ were in different domains, the headline could be
seen as one example of metaphor.
(7) ⏛彘⏃㓞 GUCCI 䰱䇥
Wuchenjun shou GUCCI fen shuang
Annie Wu accept GUCCI very happy
‘Annie Wu is very happy to have the GUCCI bag.’
(Block C, May 26th, 2012)
The news story was about Annie Wu, who just received a GUCCI bag as a present from
her fiancé. In (7), the metonymy WHOLE FOR PART was used. The original meaning of this
headline was that Annie Wu accepted GUCCI very happily. However, GUCCI was a brand
name. Annie Wu definitely did not receive the brand name. In fact, it was “the bag” of
GUCCI that was sent as present to Annie Wu. Therefore, the topic ‘GUCCI’ was used to
stand for the subject ‘the bag.’ Based on this explanation, it could be seen as an example of
metonymy WHOLE FOR PART since that the subjects related to GUCCI could include price,
materials, or the places of origin. “Bag” was only one of the subjects related to the topic
GUCCI.

3.4 Block D:
(8) 旧㟤大悥㭢ᶵ㬣
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Agexi dou sha bu si
Andre Agassi always kill not die
‘Andre Agassi is hard to be defeated.’
(Block D, May 26th, 2012)
The news story was about Andre Agassi coming to Taiwan to have tennis competition
with children. One of the girls who played with Agassi claimed that Agassi played so well
that she could not find any way to defeat him. In (8), the metaphor TO DEFEAT IS TO KILL
was used. Sha meant ‘to kill’. However, it did not really mean to kill Agassi in this headline.
Instead, it meant ‘to defeat’ him in the tennis competition. Since ‘to defeat’ and ‘to kill’ were
in different domains, it could be considered as an example of metaphor.
(9) 慹浗忋⓬⚳㮹
Jinying lian zhuo guomin
Baltimore Orioles continue peck Washington Nationals
‘Baltimore Orioles again defeat Washington Nationals.’
(Block D, May 21st, 2012)
This news story was about the basketball game between Baltimore Orioles and
Washington Nationals. The literal meaning of jinying and guomin was ‘a golden oriol’ and
‘national.’ However, the intended meaning was the team ‘Baltimore Orioles’ and ‘Washington
Nationals.’ Since the literal meaning ‘oriol’ and ‘national’ and the intended meaning
‘Baltimore Orioles’ and ‘Washington Nationals’ were different, and they belonged to the
same domain, the two expressions were identified as examples of metonymy.

4. Discussions
The current study aimed to investigate the usages of metaphor and metonymy in news
headlines. As shown above, Block C and D used more metaphors and metonymies than other
blocks. It was not surprising that Block C used a number of metaphors and metonymies for
the reason that Apple Daily is famous, or notorious, for articles that are full of “shan-se-xing”
(昛➡䃴, 2008; 湫⎵剔, 2011). In other words, the news articles are often “sensational” in
Apple Daily (Uribe and Gunter, 2007). Since Apple Daily often uses sensational articles to
attract readers’ attention, the usage of metaphors and metonymies were expected. With more
metaphor and metonymies, the headlines would be more attracting to the readers, fulfilling
the quality of sensation even before the texts are read.
The fact that Block D used the many metaphors and metonymies was quite surprising.
This may due to the fact that articles in Block D were often made into “dongxinwen,” which
uses 3D animation to report the news. In fact, the third most used genre for dongxinwen is
sports (湫⎵剔, 2011). Based on this fact, it is plausible to conclude that sports did not
receive less attention. Therefore, sports may still use many metaphors and metonymies than
other genres.
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Though individual blocks seemed to use quite different metaphors, a general core
metaphor for Block B, C, and D could still be found. In Block B, the metaphor TO SEIZE
CHANCES IS TO ATTACT was used in (4). Actually, many other metaphors in Block B
involved war. Those words like explode, hack, or military were common in Block B.
Therefore, it could be generalized into a basic metaphor BUSINESS IS WAR. In Block C, the
metaphor TO BE THE SAME IS TO COLLIDE was used in (6). Actually, many other
metaphors in Block C involved fighting. Those words like rob, fight, or bite were common in
Block C. Therefore, it could be generalized into a basic metaphor ENTERTAINMENT IS
FIGHTING. In fact, this generalization is far from implausible. Since the news in Block C are
often about the dark side of the artists, about how they compete each other, the fictitious
fighting is represented by words that are related to physical fighting. Block D, with no
exception, involved fighting, as well. Since sports are related to competition, the words
related to fighting are expected in Block D.
From the above discussions of Block B, C, and D, it can be concluded that Apple Daily
often uses metaphors related to “fighting” to attract readers. Therefore, “fighting” may be the
most important usage of metaphors in Apple Daily to attract readers’ attention.
In terms of metonymy, it was often found that TOPIC FOR SUBJECT was common in
the data. (3) and (7) are examples of such metonymy. This discovery may due to the fact that
Chinese is a null subject language (Fuller and Gundel, 1987; Jin, 1994). In other words,
subjects are often omitted in Chinese. Chinese speakers often rely on topics to communicate.
Therefore, the metonymy TOPIC FOR SUBJECT is expected. The other reason may be what
Shie (2011) claimed that metonymy can promote economic in discourse. With metonymy, the
words in headlines can be reduced. For example, without metonymy, headlines in (7) would
be ⏛彘⏃㓞 GUCCI ⊭䰱䇥(Annie Wu accept GUCCI bag very happy ‘Annie Wu is very
happy to have the GUCCI bag.’), which adds one more word than the original. If metonymy
is used properly, the words that are reduced would be amazing.

5. Conclusion
The current study focused on the similarities and differences of conceptual metaphor and
metonymy between each genre in newspaper headlines. Three general findings were
concluded. First, blocks for entertainment and sports used more metaphors and metonymies
than any other blocks. Second, “fighting” was the most basic metaphors in Apple Daily to
attract readers’ attention. Third, TOPIC FOR SUBJECT was widely implemented for the
reason that Chinese is a null subject language, and that it would be economic in discourse.
However, there may be more genres not included in Apple Daily. For example, literature,
architecture, or geography are not included in Apple Daily. Also, the ways of categorization
may not be specific enough for each block. For example, Block A contains politics,
economics, or international news. Future studies are encouraged to further explore other
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genres excluded in the current study.
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Abstract
This paper aims to investigate the effect of speech act and tone on rhythm. Participants
were asked to produce four sets of words in five speech acts. PVI values of duration, pitch,
and intensity were used to test the rhythm of vowels. Two main findings were concluded.
First, speech act did not have any effect on rhythm, which may be caused by the fact that
speech act were not performed on the controlled words in this study. Second, tone had an
effect on rhythm in terms of pitch and intensity on some pairs. However, the comparison
between the two pairs, tone1-tone2 and tone2-tone3, did not show any significant difference,
which may be explained by the nature of phonetic features for tone1-tone2 pair while Chinese
third tone sandhi for tone2-tone3 pair. However, this study only used the sets of words that
had the same tone. Future studies can put more focus on different combinations of sets of
words.
Key words: speech act, tone, rhythm

1. Introduction
The analysis of speech acts has been widely discussed since it was brought up by Austin
(1962). A speech act consists of locutionary act, illocutionary act, and perlocutionary act
(Austin, 1962). The main argument of speech acts have been focusing on semantic and
syntactic domains. However, phonetic domain is little discussed. Though Searle (1965)
further explored illocutionary act and proposed that the elements of function indicating
device include stress and intonation contour, there was no further discussion related to
phonetics. Therefore, in current study, it will examine speech acts in terms of phonetics.
Rhythm is one of the issues that are dealt with in the field of phonetics. Pike (1946) and
Abercrombie (1965, 1967) could be seen as pioneers in investigating the rhythm of language.
They claimed that isochronism existed in all languages, and languages could be divided into
two categories: stress-timed and syllable-timed. There have been abundant studies on speech
rhythm. Grabe and Low (2000) investigated and compared different speech rhythms in
eighteen languages. Since then, many scholars have been studying further deep into certain
languages. For example, Deterding (2011) investigated the speech rhythm of Malay. So far,
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the focuses have been mainly on the differences of speech rhythms between languages and
the issue of second language acquisition. There are also many studies on the reasons for
different speech rhythms within one language. Accents are believed to be one of the possible
factors which may affect the speech rhythm (Rathcke and Smith, 2011). Nonetheless, many
possible factors remain undiscovered. Therefore, the current study discusses the effects of
two possible factors, tone and speech act, on speech rhythm in Chinese. The purpose of the
current study is to locate whether tone or speech act have effects on speech rhythm of vowels
in terms of duration, pitch, and intensity.

2. Method
Three male students and seven female students were invited in the study. All of them
were students in National Sun Yat-sen University, and they were all Chinese native speakers.
The age ranged from 19 to 30. In the experiment, the participants were required to produce
four sets of sentences: paobaobao (to throw up the bags), miaochaohao (to depict the person,
Chaohao), paobaodao (to run Formosa), and qiaobaogao (to skip the homework).With the
same ending vowel /C7/, the effect of vowel quality was controlled. Also, the words in the
same set had the same tone. Therefore, the effects of the tone are also under control. (Since
the effect of tone sandhi on two tone 3 words is inevitable, it is not considered here.) In each
set, there were five sentences corresponding to five different speech acts: command, warn,
invite, refuse, and request. In other words, each participant produced 20 sentences in total.
The subjects were asked to produce the sentence as if they were really performing the acts in
the real context. They were free to add any words in the front or at the back of the sets of
words to make the sentence sound more vivid and real. However, any changes to the sets of
words were not allowed. All the sounds were recorded to be the data for current study. After
the recording, pairwise variability index (PVI) of duration, pitch, and intensity of each vowel
in the set of words was calculated. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to detect if there
is any significant difference of PVI values between different tones or different speech acts.
Further, post hoc pairwise comparisons of the mean scores were performed using the Tukey
HSD test if the result from ANOVA was significant. The significance level was set at .05 for
all analyses.

3. Results
First, the results of the effects of speech acts on intensity, pitch, and duration are
presented as follows, respectively.
Table 1 lays out the results of the one-way ANOVA comparing the mean difference
between the PVI values for intensity of different speech acts. As shown, there was a
non-significant difference in the PVI values for intensity of different speech acts [F (4, 195)
= .23, p= 0.92].
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Table 1 Results of the one-way ANOVA comparing the mean difference between the PVI
values for intensity of different speech acts
Speech Acts

N

M

SD

Skewness Kurtosis

Command

40

3.61

2.59

1.52

2.55

Warn
Invite

40
40

3.66
3.26

2.03
2.29

.99
1.10

.21
.97

Refuse
Request

40
40

3.40
3.60

2.02
2.37

.97
1.20

.74
2.36

SS

df

MS

F

Sig.

Between groups

4.64

4

1.16

.23

.92

Within groups
Total

1004.00
1008.64

195
199

5.15
ġ

ġ

ġ

Source
variation

of

*p< .05
Table 2 lays out the results of the one-way ANOVA comparing the mean difference
between the PVI values for pitch of different speech acts. As shown, there was a
non-significant difference in the PVI values for pitch of different speech acts [F (4, 195) =
1.61, p= 0.173].
Table 2 Results of the one-way ANOVA comparing the mean difference between the PVI
values for pitch of different speech acts
Speech Acts

N

M

SD

Skewness Kurtosis

Command

40

9.90

8.97

2.21

5.75

Warn
Invite
Refuse
Request

40
40
40
40

11.23
6.47
12.59
10.79

12.77
5.27
15.99
11.33

2.13
2.21
3.53
1.71

4.25
7.30
14.78
1.96

SS

df

MS

F

Sig.

Between groups

844.64

4

211.16

1.61

.173

Within groups

25560.27 195

131.08

Total

26404.91 199

ġ

ġ

ġ

Source
variation

of

*p< .05
Table 3 lays out the results of the one-way ANOVA comparing the mean difference
between the PVI values for duration of different speech acts. As shown, there was a
non-significant difference in the PVI values for duration of different speech acts [F (4, 195)
= .55, p= 0.702].
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Table 3 Results of the one-way ANOVA comparing the mean difference between the PVI
values for duration of different speech acts
Speech Acts

N

M

SD

Skewness Kurtosis

Command

40

36.94

14.76

.96

.87

Warn
Invite

40
40

34.66
38.87

17.04
19.45

.33
.45

-.61
.02

Refuse
Request

40
40

38.42
34.40

19.15
17.92

.30
.43

-1.06
-.56

SS

df

MS

F

Sig.

Between groups

688.49

4

172.12

.55

.702

Within groups
Total

61387.18 195
62075.67 199

314.81
ġ

ġ

ġ

Source
variation

of

*p< .05
Second, the results of the effects of tones on intensity, pitch, and duration are presented
as follows, respectively.
Table 4 lays out the results of the one-way ANOVA comparing the mean difference
between the PVI values for intensity of different tones. As shown, there was a significant
difference in the PVI values for duration of different speech acts [F (3, 196) = 6.256, p烋
0.01]. Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean difference between the PVI values for
intensity of tone1-tone3 (p= .015), tone2 -tone4 (p= .024), and tone3-tone4 (p= .001) were
significant.
Table 4 Results of the one-way ANOVA comparing the mean difference between the PVI
values for intensity of different tones
Tone

N

M

SD

Skewness Kurtosis

Tone 1

50

3.04

2.37

1.61

3.37

Tone 2
Tone 3

50
50

3.94
4.34

2.06
2.48

.73
.97

.35
.92

Tone 4

50

2.70

1.67

1.65

3.63

SS

df

MS

F

Sig.

88.14
920.50
1008.64

3
196
199

29.38
4.70
ġ

6.256

.000*

ġ

ġ

Source
variation
Between groups
Within groups
Total

of

*p< .05
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Table 5 lays out the results of the one-way ANOVA comparing the mean difference
between the PVI values for pitch of different tones. As shown, there was a significant
difference in the PVI values for pitch of different tones [F (3, 196) = 4.513, p烋0.01]. Tukey
HSD test indicated that the mean difference between the PVI values for pitch of tone1-tone3
(p= .004) and tone1-tone4 (p= .022) were significant.
Table 5 Results of the one-way ANOVA comparing the mean difference between the PVI
values for pitch of different tones
Tone

N

M

SD

Skewness Kurtosis

Tone 1

50

5.44

5.91

3.41

14.88

Tone 2
Tone 3

50
50

10.31
13.10

8.70
12.26

2.49
1.88

7.40
3.33

Tone 4

50

11.93

15.59

3.22

12.94

SS

df

MS

F

Sig.

568.65
126.02
ġ

4.513

.004*

ġ

ġ

Source
variation

of

Between groups
Within groups
Total

1705.95 3
24698.95 196
26404.91 199

*p< .05
Table 6 lays out the results of the one-way ANOVA comparing the mean difference
between the PVI values for duration of different tones. As shown, there was a non-significant
difference in the PVI values for duration of different tones [F (3, 196) = 1.264, p= 0.288].
Table 6 Results of the one-way ANOVA comparing the mean difference between the PVI
values for duration of different tones
Tone

N

M

SD

Skewness Kurtosis

Tone 1
Tone 2
Tone 3

50
50
50

33.52
40.25
35.83

18.05
16.97
20.85

.62
.21
.92

-.14
-.81
-.38

Tone 4

50

37.03

13.95

-.26

.08

SS

df

MS

F

Sig.

Between groups

1178.06

3

392.69

1.264

.288

Within groups
Total

60897.62 196
62075.67 199

310.70
ġ

ġ

ġ

Source
variation

of

*p< .05

4. Discussion
The current study is dealing with the effects of tones and speech acts on the rhythm,
which is analyzed in term of intensity, pitch, and duration. Based on the results of first part,
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the temporary conclusion is that speech acts dos not have any effect on rhythm. Some
possible reasons may result in this conclusion. First, from the feedback of some participants,
it is not really possible to ask subjects to perform the speech act without any situation given
in advance. They often felt difficult to feel as if they were in the context. Therefore, it may be
proper to collect the data from real contexts, or at least near-real contexts such as dramas or
movies. Second, the phonetic cues performing speech acts often do not lie on the verb itself
but other words not controlled in this study. For example, when we refuse to throw up the
bags, we may say, “I do not want to throw up the bags.” In this example, the words that
perform the speech act “refuse” is “do not want to” rather than “throw up the bags.”
Therefore, future studies are encouraged to focus on the exact words that perform the speech
act.
Based on the results of second part, the temporary conclusion is that tones have some
effects on rhythm in terms of intensity and pitch. As Turkey HSD test had indicated, the
differences of PVI values of either intensity or pitch between pairs tone1-tone3, tone1-tone4,
tone2-tone4, and tone3-tone4 were significant. The only two pairs, tone1-tone2 and
tone2-tone3 did not show any significant difference in rhythm. In terms of the pair
tone2-tone3, Chinese third tone sandhi may play a role. Many scholars (Brotzman, 1964;
Shih, 1986; Wang and Li, 1963) had done a large amount of research on Chinese third-tone
sandhi and claimed that a third-tone word would become identical to tone2 when it is
preceded by another third-tone word. Therefore, it is not surprising that tone2-tone3 did not
show any significant difference in rhythm.

5. Conclusion
This study focused on the effects of speech acts and tones on rhythm in terms of
duration, pitch, and intensity. The result showed that speech acts did not have any effect on
rhythm while the result of tone showed quite the opposite. However, this paper only dealt
with only Chinese. Other tone languages are worth further exploring on this issue.
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ኴ
ءᓵ֮ಾኙऱਢڇլवሐᄭಛᇆଡᑇऱൣउՀΔԫଡ࿕งֶࡳऱඝᗨळಛᇆᄭ։
ᠦΖݺଚऱዝጩऄ։ࠟଡၸΔ٣۷ૠٽఢೄྥ৵թڼشܓఢೄ։ᠦᄭಛᇆΖڇ
۷ ૠ   ٽఢ ೄ Ղ Δ ଈ ٣ ࡳ ᆠ Ա ࠟ ଡ  ᐛ  ᑇ Δ  ץਔ Ա Level-Ratio  ֗ אPhaseDifferenceΔݺଚ៶ طKNN Graph ֱڤΔװೈᇷறխऱᠦᆢᑌءΔࠀ شK-Means ։ᆢ
ዝጩऄኙࠡ塒ऱᇷற։ᆢΔྥ৵ᚨ شDOA ᇞެլٵ᙮ၴऱඈ٨ംᠲΔאሒࠩ۷ૠ
ٽఢೄऱؾऱΖڼ؆Δݺଚኙڼٽఢೄၞ۩ઌۯհᇖᚍΔאᛧޓ壄ᒔհٽఢೄ
۷ૠΖֱءऄਢ৬່࣍مՕ৵᧭ᖲֱऄՂΔޣڇٽఢೄհ৵Δ່شܓ՛ L1 ᒤᑇ
װᇞԫଡֶࡳऱᒵࢤ່ࠋ֏ംᠲΖڼ؆Δኙ࣍آवऱᄭಛᇆଡᑇΔݺଚ شܓK-Means
ዝጩऄࡉߦּᇷಛᄷঞ܂ٽΔࠀኙࢬڶ᙮ऱ࣠ᖞ᧯ەၦΔאሒࠩ۷ྒྷᄭಛᇆ
ଡᑇऱؾऱΖڇኔ᧭ᑓᚵऱຝ։Δᄎലݺଚ༼נऱֱऄፖ֮ەֺ܂ለΔՈᢞኔԱ
ڼዝጩऄڇ։ᠦಛᇆய౨հᚌ။ࢤΖ
ᣂဲ: ळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦΔ່Օᄗۿ۷ૠΔ࿕งګٝ։࣫Δߦּᇷಛᄷঞ
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ԫΕ១տ
२ࠐڣळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦᓒড࿇୶Δઌᣂऱᓵ֮ॸڕ৵ਞנΖٵڕছ૿ࢬඖ
૪Δݺଚࢬ૿ኙऱਢԫଡψᠪݠᄎംᠲωΖངᇩᎅΔݺଚݦඨڇᄭಛᇆ֗אٽ
መ࿓ऱᇷಛآवऱයٙհՀΔᖇٽಛᇆ༉౨ሒࠩૹ৬ᄭಛᇆऱؾऱΖױუۖवΔ
ڇছ༼ࡉ᧢ᑇڍڼڕऱൣउՀΔუࠩᄭಛᇆࠀڶຍᏖ១Ζࢬאळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦ
ኙਢԫଡᄕ༄ਗᖏࢤऱઔߒᓰᠲΖ
ळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦࠉٽᑓীऱীኪױ։ࠟګᣊΔԫଡਢᛳழٽᑓী(Instantaneous
Mixing Model)[1],[2]ԫଡঞඝᗨٽᑓী(Convolution Mixing Mode)[3],[5]-[10]Ζ
 חX ਢԫଡ M×T ऱٽಛᇆఢೄΔޢԫ٨ٻၦຟז।ԫଡٽಛᇆΙS ।ԫଡ N×T ऱ
ᄭಛᇆఢೄΔ،ऱ٨ٻၦ։ܑז।ထਬԫଡᄭಛᇆΙH ਐऱਢٽఢೄΔࠡխ M ਢຽ
܌ଅᑇΔN ঞृଡᑇΔۖ T ।قழၴՂऱᑌء९৫ΖࠉᅃՂ૪זᇆΔݺଚױല
ᛳழٽᑓী।ګقΚ
X

H uS

(1)

ྥۖڇຍᒧᓵ֮ᅝխΔݺଚࢬ༼נऱֱऄਢ৬ዌڇඝᗨٽᑓীհՂΔ൷Հࠐᄎڇ৵
૿ऱີᆏᇡาᎅࣔڼᑓী֗אሎࡉشංᖄऱመ࿓Ζ
ळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦംᠲࠉױຽ܌ଅࡉᄭಛᇆऱଡᑇ։ࠟጟூࠏΔ։ܑ M t N ऱ
መࡳ(Over-Determined)ംᠲࡉ M<N ऱֶࡳ(Under-Determined)ംᠲ[6]-[9]Ζࠢীऱळಛ
ᇆᄭ։ᠦ༉ូᣊመࡳऱംᠲΔۖࠩؾছַΔ່ൄࠐشᇞެຍᣊംᠲऱֱऄ༉
ਢᗑګمٝ։࣫(Independent Component Analysis, ICA)[1]-[4]Ζ܀ਢڇኔسխΔݺ
ଚՈᆖൄᄎᅸࠩຽ܌ଅᑇၦ֟࣍ृऱൣݮΖڇຍጟणኪՀݺଚਢྤऄ៶طᗑګمٝ
։࣫ᇞެംᠲऱΖ࣍ڇڂᗑګمٝ։࣫ਢא૯זऱֱڤլឰኙٽఢೄޓᄅΔࠌ
ٽఢೄࠠڶ։ᠦಛᇆऱ౨ԺΔࢬڇאᗑګمٝ։࣫ࢍՀΔٽఢೄؘᏁԫଡֱ
ೄ(Square Matrix)ΔຍፖֶࡳळಛᇆᄭֱᠦહሐۖቍΔڂᅝݺଚऱംᠲࠠໂֶࡳऱ
ᔆழΔٽఢೄᄎਢԫଡఢݮఢೄ(Rectangular Matrix)Ζഗ࣍ຍଡڂΔຍ༓ڣ࿕งګ
ٝ։࣫(Sparse Component Analysis, SCA)ດዬੌ۩Δຍጟ։ֱ࣫ڤՕڍ৬ڇمᇷறࠠໂ
࿕งࢤऱছ༼ՀΔྥ৵٦شܓԫࠄอૠֱऄሒࠩؾऱΖ࿕งګٝ։࣫۟վբڇಛ
ᇆ։ᠦᏆխڶ۾ৰૹऱ[ۯچ6]-[9]Ζ
ڇ֮ڍխΔᄭಛᇆऱଡᑇᅝګਢբवΖ܀ኔᎾՂΔڇৰڍழଢΔृ
ऱଡᑇਢྤऄቃवऱΖࢬڕא۶वࢨ۷ྒྷ N ༉᧢؆ૹΖຏൄਢ៶ࡳܒطᇷற
։܉խᆢፋଡᑇऱֱ࠷ࠐڤ N ଖΔؾছڶֱڍऄຟբᆖڶլᙑऱګயΖۖլ֟
ᖂृຟၲࡨהڇଚࢬ༼ࠐנऱዝጩऄխەၦᄭಛᇆଡᑇਢآवऱൣݮΖ
ݺଚऱؾऱ༉ਢشܓळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦڶயऱലො።࣍ᨠኘಛᇆխऱଃ࠷נΖೈ
Աᄷᒔऱ۷ྒྷृଡᑇհ؆ΔՈݦඨࡳֶڇऱૻࠫՀΔᅝٽಛᇆխࠡڶ塒ऱեឫګ
ٝ(ᕳଃΕྲྀ)ழΔսྥאױሒࠩ։ᠦհயشΖ
ءᓵ֮ऱิ៣ڕՀΚร 2 ຝ։ळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦᑓী; ร 3 ຝ։ᐛᑇᙇ࠷֗א
ᄭಛᇆᑇհ۷ૠΙร 4 ຝ։ٽএᑇఢೄ۷ྒྷ֗אઌۯᇖᚍݾΙร 5 ຝ։ኔ᧭
࣠Ι່৵Δร 6 ຝ։ᓵΖ
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ԲΕळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦᑓী
ຍᒧᓵ֮ەၦࠩԫଡඝᗨٽীኪऱᑓীΖݺଚشܓՀ૿ऱᑇᖂ।ࠐڤֱق༴૪
ڼᑓীΖ
N L 1

¦¦ hqk (l )sk (t  l )

xq (t )

k 1l 0

(2)

ࠡխ xq ਢტྒྷᕴ q ኙᚨऱຽ܌ଅٽಛᇆ(Mixing Signal)Δq=1,2,Ξ,MΔsk ร k ଡ
ृऱᄭಛᇆ(Source Signal)Δk=1,2,Ξ,NΔ hqk ঞਢृ k ࠩຽ܌ଅ q ऱ౧ᓢᚨΔࠀ
 חຍ ଡ ៀ ं ᕴ (Filter) ऱ ী  ڤ ԫ ଡ L ၸ (L – Tap) ऱ  ૻ ڶ౧ ᓢ  ᚨ (Finite Impulse
Response, FIR)ៀंᕴΖ࣍طଃڇழၴՂऱ࿕งࢤࠀլࣔ᧩Δࢬݺאଚආشழ
ແܓᆺ᠏ང(Short Time Fourier Transform, STFT)Δ࠷אᑌ᙮ fs ലழၴՂऱٽಛᇆ
xq(t)᠏ངګ᙮Ղऱழၴݧ٨ xq(fi,τj)Δࠀڇழ᙮ՂಛᇆऱᨠኘࡉΚ
T

x q ( f i ,W j ) m

2

xq (t  W j S ) win(t )e  j 2Sf t
¦
T
i

t

2

, where f i  ^0, (1 / T ) f s ," , ((T  1) / T ) f s `

(3)

ࠡխ fi ਢਬଡ᙮Δτj ழແܓᆺ᠏ངଃ࿗ऱਐᑑ(Frame Index)ΔS ࿗ऱۯฝၦΖ
۟࣍ຍᒧᓵ֮Δݺଚࢬࠌشऱਢԫଡዧኑ࿗(Hanning Window)ΖྥۖΔڇழ᙮Ղച
۩ळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦऱԫଡړਢݺଚאױലඝᗨٽመ࿓ొီٺଡ᙮ऱᛳழ
ٽীڤΔאٵڕܛՀհඖ૪Ζ

X ( f i ,W j )

H ( f i ) S ( f i ,W j )

N

¦H

k

( f i ) S k ( f i ,W j )

(4)

k 1

, where X ( f i ,W j )  C

M u1

, S ( f i ,W j )  C

N u1

, H ( fi )  C

M uN

ࠡխ X(fi,τj)ࡉ S(fi,τj )։ܑז।ٽಛᇆ֗אᄭಛᇆڇழ᙮ՂऱګٝΖH(fi)ঞਢਬԫଡ
᙮ऱٽఢೄΖྥۖΔڇԫଡழ᙮រՂΔڶԫଡᄭಛᇆڇ೯Δݺଚ חHk(fi)
ਢ H(fi)ऱร k ଡ۩ٻၦΔঞױലڤ(4)១֏Κ
X ( f i ,W j )

H k ( f i ) S k ( f i ,W j ) , k  ^1,", N `

(5)

ࢬᘯऱं(ګݮޔBeamforming)Δܛԫጟ़ၴՂհៀंᕴΔ،شܓಛᇆऱ़ၴᣂ
এΔݦඨ౨ജኙլٻֱٵऱಛᇆנլٵऱᏺ墿Δאሒ़ࠩၴៀंऱய࣠Δ៶א։ᠦ
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़ၴխլٻֱٵᜢᄭऱಛᇆΖࠉंࡳګݮޔΔݺଚᔾထຽ܌ଅೄ٨ऱᄭಛᇆֱࡉٻ
ழၴᙈװ२ۿٽመ࿓Ζڼڂᅝ᙮ fi ழΔृ k ࠩຽ܌ଅ q ऱٽএᑇױ।ق
Κ

hqk ( f i )

g qk e

j 2Sfi c 1d q cosT k

(6)

ࠡխ gqk ಛᇆ k ۟ຽ܌ଅ q ऱᏺ墿ଖΔdq ।ტྒྷᕴ q ፖຽ܌ଅೄ٨խ֨հၴऱ၏ᠦΔ
θk ਢᄭಛᇆ k ኙᚨࠩຽ܌ଅೄ٨ऱߡ৫Ζݺଚڤشܓױ(6)Δലٽఢೄ।ګՀ૿
ऱڤݮΔאՀڶᣂٽఢೄऱංᖄመ࿓Δڍᑇຟਢ৬ڇمຍଡቃڤݮհՂΖ

ª h11 ( f i ) " h1N ( f i ) º
H ( f i ) «« #
%
# »»
«¬hM 1 ( f i ) " hMN ( f i )»¼

(7)

ԿΕᐛᑇᙇ࠷֗אᄭಛᇆᑇհ۷ૠ
(ԫ) ᑌءীኪ
ݺଚࡳᆠԱࠟଡٽಛᇆऱᐛᑇ(Level-Ratio ࡉ Phase-Difference)[11]Ζشܓᨠ
ኘᇷறऱԲၸᒤᑇኙٽಛᇆऱኙଖ᙮ᢜ(Magnitude Spectrum)إ֏Δݺଚጠհ
 Level-RatioΔݺଚຍᢰ \شqL ( fi ,W j ) ।قΙ۟࣍ Phase-Difference ࡳᆠګፖԫଡਐࡳ
ऱٽಛᇆհၴऱઌߡۯ৫Δ \אqP ( fi ,W j ) ࠐ।قΖ،ଚऱ।ڤق։ܑ᧩ڕقՀΚ

\ qL ( f i ,W j )

x q ( f i ,W j )
X ( f i ,W j )

(8)

2

\ qP ( f i ,W j ) I >xq ( f i ,W j )@  I >x1 ( f i ,W j )@

(9)

ࠡխIઌۯऱሎጩΖྥ৵شܓԫଡᓤᑇ।(ڤقComplex Representation)ࠐ।ຍࠟ
ଡᐛᑇΖ

\ q ( f i ,W j ) \ qL ( f i ,W j ) u exp[ j\ qP ( f i ,W j )]
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࣍ਢݺଚࠩԱԫଡᄅऱᑌءীኪ(Sample Form)Δ طM ଡ Level-Ratio ࡉ PhaseDifference ิګऱᓤᑇଖࢬዌګΖല٣ऱᨠኘᇷற᠏ངګຍᑌऱᇷறীڤ৵Δݺଚܛ
شࠌױຍࠄᄅ৬مऱᑌءΔ৵ᥛऱࡉಛᇆ։࣫Δץਔ۷ૠᄭಛᇆଡᑇ֗אٽ
ఢೄΖ חT ٻၦऱ᠏ᆜΔঞᑌءীኪ।ڕقՀΚ

< ( f i ,W j )

>\ ( f ,W
1

i

j)

" \ M ( f i ,W j )

@

T

(11)

(Բ) ᄭಛᇆᑇհ۷ૠ
ݺଚਢ៶ طK-Means ։ᆢዝጩऄףՂߦּᇷಛᄷঞΔሒࠩ۷ྒྷᄭಛᇆᑇΰृ
ᑇαऱؾऱΖּߦشܓᇷಛᄷঞܒឰᆢፋଡᑇ C ਢ c ᝫਢ c+1 ழΔച۩ K-Means ։ᆢ
ऄ৵ࢬڃႚऱ࣠Δ۶ृለ౨༴૪ᇷறᑓীΖՀ૿ਢݺଚࠐشᙇᖗᑓীऱߦּᇷಛᄷ
ঞֆڤΖ

BIC

c

c 1

u 1

u 1

¦ nuc u log 6uc  ¦ nuc1 u log 6uc1
M ( M  1) ·
§
 O¨ M 
¸ u log( n)
2
©
¹

(12)

ଈ٣ חc=2Δച۩ c=2 ࡉ 3 ऱ K-Means ։ᆢዝጩऄΔᙟ৵ஞຍࠟଡ։ᆢ࣠װߦּ
ᇷಛᄷঞऱܒឰΖૉࠩऱଖ՛࣍ሿΔೖַڼ࿓ݧΔ ނc ଖီݺଚೠྒྷࠩऱᄭಛ
ᇆᑇΙ֘հޣ࣠ڕऱଖՕ࣍ሿΔݺଚ൷ထ c=3Δࠀച۩ૹᓤऱ೯܂ΔՈ༉ਢ c=4
ऱ K-Means ዝጩऄΔྥ৵۴ᙟထ c=3 ऱ։ᆢ࣠٦ԫּߦڻᇷಛᄷঞऱܒឰΖKMeans ዝጩऄᄎڂॣࡨᆢխ֨ࡳऱլۖٵข᧩ࣔسऱᎄΔທګլࡳऱ։ᆢ
࣠Ζ࣍ᦸڶຍଡംᠲΔݺଚᆖڻڍطച۩ K-Means ዝጩऄΔࠀൕڃႚऱ։ᆢൣݮխ
ᙇᖗԫଡᆢፋ᧢ฆᑇࡉ(Sum of Cluster Varianceα່՛ऱᅝࡳެึ່܂ऱ࣠Ζ
ಾኙޢଡ᙮Δݺଚᄎ൷ࠩگԫଡ c ଖΔհ৵อૠٺଡ᙮ࢬڃႚऱ c ଖΔנ
᙮່ऱܛ່৵ެࡳऱᄭಛᇆଡᑇΖ

Εٽএᑇఢೄ۷ྒྷ֗אઌۯᇖᚍݾ
ݺଚലٽಛᇆऱழ᙮រ᠏ངࠡګኙᚨऱᑌءীኪΔڇຍଡᑌءীኪ़ၴՂΔ٣
ലԫࠄڇᇷற։܉խऱᠦᆢᑌءඍװΔࠌհ৵ڇ۷ྒྷழΔ౨ജޓᄷᒔΖֱऄਢ
ᅃ KNN ዝጩऄխΔჼ༈່२ᔣࡺऱֱڤΔኙޢԫଡᇷறរຟנބፖհ၏ᠦ່२ऱ K
ଡᔣࡺ[12]Ζྥۖޢᇷறຟڶԫଡ In-Degree ଖΔૉڶԫଡᑌءਬᇷறီ K ଡ
່२ऱᔣࡺհԫऱᇩΔঞᇠᇷறऱ In-Degree ଖᄎՂףԫΔقრቹڕቹԫࢬقΖอ
ૠ  ޢ ᇷ ற ࢬ ᥆ ऱ In-Degree ଖ Δ  ࠌ ਬ ԫ ଡ ᇷ ற ऱ In-Degree ଖ ՛ ࣍ ॰ ា ଖ
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(Threshold)V ழΔݺଚ༉ലڼᑌءᅝ܂ᠦᆢᑌءΖઌ֘چΔ ࣠ڕIn-Degree ଖՕ࣍ VΔ
ຍଡᑌء༉ᄎঅఎՀࠐΔհ৵۷ૠᄭಛᇆᑇࡉٽఢೄࢬشΖ
٦شܓထټᚨشᐖऑऱ։ᆢֱऄ K-Means ዝጩऄΔലᑌءীኪ։໊ࠩ N ଡᆢፋ
Ck,…,CN խΔࠀشܓՀ૿ऱڤᛧٻٽၦΚ

hk

1
Ck

¦ <,

<Ck

k  ^1,", N `

(13)

ࠡխ|Ck |ז।ร k ଡᆢፋᖑڶऱᑌءᑇΖྥۖޢଡٻٽၦຟᄎኙᚨࠩԫଡᄭಛᇆΖڂ
ݺଚਢᖕޢଡ᙮Ղऱழၴݧ٨װ۷ྒྷٽఢೄΔࢬٺאଡ᙮ച۩መ K-Means
ዝጩऄ৵ຟᄎڃႚ N ଡᆢፋΔࠀזנޣ।ऱ hkΖ່৵Δڕ۶ᒔᎁ hk ڇఢೄխऱۯᆜՈ
ਢԫଡৰૹऱംᠲΖ
Ά:Sample
# :In-Degree
ʈ:Nearest Neighbor

0
0

2
4
3
2
3
2

3

1

ቹԫΕKNN Graph (c=2)Ζ
ᖕڤ(6)Δאױव

hk (r )
hk ( s)

g rk j 2Sfi c 1 ( d r d s ) cosT k
e
g sk

(14)

ࢬאᆖංᖄ৵ΔDOA طאױՀڤᛧ

Tk

I §¨ hk (r ) h ( s) ·¸
cos 1 © 1 k ¹
2Sf i c (d r  d s )
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ࠡխ rΕs ਢຽ܌ଅೄ٨խ֭ࠟ၏ᠦ່२ऱΔ،ଚڇٻٽၦ hk խࢬኙᚨࠩऱਐᑑΔ
drΕds । قrΕs ֭ࠟຽ܌ଅհၴऱ၏ᠦΖڂݺଚኙࢬ ڶhk(k=1,…,N)ຟೠྒྷ DOAΔ
ࢬא٥ࠩԱ N ଡߡ৫ଖΖ່৵ᖕຍଡ࣠ᒔࡳ hk ڇٽఢೄխࢬኙᚨऱ۩֧Ζ
ٽಛᇆऱਬଡழ᙮រ X(fi,τj)Δڶᄭಛᇆ k ॺሿऱଖΖຘመڤ(5)ࡉڤ
(6)Δױല X(fi,τj)ױ।:

X ( f i ,W j )

ª g e j 2Sfi c 1d1 cosT k
« 1k
#
«
« g e j 2Sfi c 1d M cosT k
«¬ Mk

º
»
jI >sk ( f i ,W j ) @
» u g sk ( fi ,W j ) e
»
»¼

j ( 2Sf i c 1d1 cosT k I >sk ( f i ,W j ) @) º
ª g g
u
e
1
k
s
(
f
,
W
)
k i j
«
»
#
«
»
j ( 2Sf i c 1d M cosT k I >sk ( f i ,W j ) @) »
«
«¬ g Mk g sk ( fi ,W j ) u e
»¼

(16)

ڂຍᒧᓵ֮ኙ طLevel-Ratio  ֗אPhase-Difference ࢬิګऱᑌ܂ءᆢፋ։໊Ζࢬ
אΔנԱٽಛᇆᑌڇءᄕ৫࿕งऱൣݮՀ।ऱীڤ৵Δݺଚലڤ(16)זԵڤ
(8)ࡉڤ(9)Δૉشܓຍጟݮኪऱᑌࡳװءᆠ Level-Ratio ࡉ Phase-Difference ຍ
P
ࠟጟᐛᑇΔ \ qL ( f i ,W j ) ࡉ\ q ( f i ,W j ) ։ܑΚ

\ qL ( f i ,W j ) g qk norm(>g1k " g Mk @T )

(17)

\ qP ( f i ,W j ) (2Sf i c 1d q cosT k  I[ sk ( f i ,W j )])
 (2Sf i c 1d1 cos T k  I[ sk ( f i ,W j )])

(18)

2Sf i c 1 (d q  d1 ) cos T k

ྥ৵ΔٵᑌऱലՂ૪ࠟଡᐛᑇشᓤᑇ।ݮقኪࠐඖ૪Ζ່৵Δᑌ(<ءfi,τj)ᄎאՀ
૿ऱᑌܧΖ

ª \ 1L ( f i ,W j ) u e j 2Sf i c ( d1  d1 ) cosT k º
«
»
1
« \ 2L ( f i ,W j ) u e j 2Sf i c ( d 2  d1 ) cosT k »
«
»
#
«
»
« L
1
j 2Sf i c ( d M  d1 ) cosT k »
¬«\ M ( f i ,W j ) u e
¼»
1

< ( f i ,W j )
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ࠡխΔรԫႈԫኔᑇଖΖ៶طՂڤΔݺଚאױᎅΔᅝଃࠠڶᄕ৫࿕งऱࢤᔆழΔ
ᄎڂᖄऱᄭಛᇆլٵທ ګθk ऱۖ᧢ޏข سN ጟীڤऱ ψ(fi,τj)Ζࢬאᅝޔ։ᆢ
ዝጩऄ۷ૠٽఢೄհ۩ٻၦऱ࿓ݧΔࠀᇞެԱඈ٨ംᠲ৵Δ່ڇუऱൣउՀΔ
Ո༉ਢᅝᄕ৫࿕งऱයٙمګழΔٽఢೄᄎګΚ

ª
\ 11L
« L j 2Sf i c 1 ( d 2  d1 ) cosT1
« \ 21e
«
#
« L j 2Sf c 1 ( d  d ) cosT
1
1
i
M
¬«\ M 1e

º
»
" \ 2LN e j 2Sf i c ( d 2  d1 ) cosT N »
»
%
#
»
1
L
" \ MN
e j 2Sf i c ( d M  d1 ) cosT N ¼»

\ 1LN

"

1

(20)

ᅝྥΔݺଚᄎݦඨ۷ૠנऱٽఢೄ။ሓ२ࡨऱڤݮ။ړΖڇᆖመ۷ྒྷٺଡ᙮
ऱ DOA ৵Δ༉شܓאױຍࠄߡ৫ଖኙٽఢೄऱ᙮ᚨᇖᚍΔຍᇙਢ شTˆ f i ।ق
k

᙮ fi ழᄭಛᇆ k ۷ૠנհ DOAΖᨠኘڤ(20)Δױנઌۯऱֱچຟਢࠩشܓ
ᇠ۩ٻၦรԫႈऱઌۯΔආ࠷ઌۯऱ।ֱڤΖݺڇଚ۷ૠ נTˆ f i հ৵Δ൷ထشܓ،
k

װᓳᖞٽఢೄऱઌۯຝ։ΔኔᎾऄਢኙٽఢೄऱร k ଡ۩ٻၦଊՂ

e j 2Sfi c

1

d1 cosTˆki

Ζࢬאଥإ৵ऱٽఢೄ࣠Κ
ª\ L e j 2Sf i c 1d1 cosTˆ1fi
« 11
L j 2Sf i c 1 R21
« \ 21
e
«
#
«
1
j
2
L
«¬ \ M 1e Sf i c RM 1

Rmn

" \ 1LN e
"
%
"

j 2Sf i c 1d1 cosTˆNi
f

\ 2LN e j 2Sf i c
#
L
\ MN
e j 2Sf i c

1

R2 N

1

RMN

º
»
»
»
»
»¼

d m cosT n  d1 (cos Tˆnfi  cosT n )

(21)

(22)

 ࣠ڕDOA ऱ۷ྒྷജ壄㹏ΔՈ༉ਢ Tˆn i ࣍ T n Δࢨਢᎅࠟृऱ၏ᄕ՛Δঞݺଚח
f

Rmn

d m cos T n

່৵Δലڤ(23)זԵڤ(21)Δࠀ TˆNi
ఢೄΖ
f
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ª \ L e j 2Sfi c 1d1 cosT1
« 11
L j 2Sf i c 1d 2 cosT1
e
« \ 21
«
#
«
j 2Sf i c 1d M cosT1
L
«¬\ M 1e

1
\ 1LN e j 2Sfi c d1 cosT N º
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(24)

ळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦࡳֶڇऱයٙՀΔᖕڤ(4)Δᄭಛᇆ S ڍૻྤڶאױଡᇞΔࢬݺאଚ
່شܓ՛֏ L1 ᒤᑇհڤ֗א(1)܂ૻࠫڤΔ֏ࠋ່ڼംᠲऱᇞܛࢬޣΔڕՀ٨
ڤࢬق:
min ¦ Sk ,
S

k 1," , N ,

s.t. HS

X

(25)

k

ൕຍྤૻิڍᇞխᙇ࠷ԫଡᔞᅝऱூΖ༚ᄭಛᇆऱޡᨏ༉ਢࠉᔾຍଡ אMAP
ഗ៕ऱֱऄ[6]Ζ

նΕኔ᧭࣠
(ԫ) ኔ᧭ᛩቼ
ᛩቼਮऱຝ։ΔقრቹڕቹԲࢬقΔݺଚش֭ຽ܌ଅ(ტྒྷᕴ)ਮԫଡຽ܌
ଅೄ٨Ζۖຍଡຽ܌ଅೄ٨խΔტྒྷᕴፖტྒྷᕴհၴऱ၏ᠦݺଚ 50 ශۏΖኔ᧭ൣ
ቼխ٥ڇژքଡᄭಛᇆΔࠡխܶץԱԿଡߊ֗אسԿଡՖسऱଃΖࠀאլٵऱԵ
୴ߡ৫៥ڇຽ܌ଅೄ٨ऱࡌΖຍࠄᄭಛᇆऱ࠷ᑌ᙮(Sampling Rate) 8000 ᎒
౿Δಛᇆऱழၴ९৫ 7 ઞᤪΖ٣ছམ༼ࠩڇച۩ळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦছᄎشܓழແمᆺ
᠏ངലಛᇆ᠏۟ழ᙮Δۖᣂ࣍ኔ᧭Δݺଚழແمᆺ᠏ངᇙऱଃ(Frame)Օ՛
256 ଡᑌءរΔழၴۯฝၦ 64 ଡᑌءរΔࠀආشዧኑ࿗ಛᇆᦞףऱ೯܂Ζ

(Բ) ຽ܌ଅ၏ᠦऱᐙ
ݺଚྒྷڇᇢழΔ࿇ࠩຽ܌ଅհၴ၏ᠦऱ९ፖ۷ૠ DOA ऱᄷᒔࢤڶᣂຑࢤΖࢬ
ݺאଚଈ٣ૠԱԫଡኔ᧭Δᑓᚵֱڤਢࡐࡳ 5 ิᄭಛᇆΔޢԫิܶץԱ 3 ଡଃᄭΔ
ྥ৵࠷֭ࠟຽ܌ଅΔᖕլٵऱຽ܌ଅ၏ᠦگװᙕᄭಛᇆΔݺଚ٥ ڶ22 ጟຽ܌ଅ၏ᠦ
ऱࡳΔჸ 5 ิᄭಛᇆΔขנسԱ 110 ጟळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦऱூࠏΖ٦ࠐૠጩຍ 110 ଡ
ூࠏխΔ۷ૠנհ DOA ፖኔᎾᜢᄭߡ৫ऱؓ݁၏Δࠩऱଖ။՛Δ। قDOA ۷
ྒྷऱᄷᒔࢤ။ΖቹԿܛڼኔ᧭ऱ࣠ΖڼطቹױנΔຽ܌ଅ၏ᠦՕપڇ၌መ 5
ֆ։ழΔ၏ᠦ။ՕΔᄷᒔࢤ။Ιྥۖ၏ᠦࠀլਢ။՛။ړΔᅝ،՛ࠩਬጟ࿓৫Δ۷
ૠנऱ DOA ፖኔᎾଃᄭֱߡۯऱ၏֘ۖࠄڶპऱ༼Ζൕڼኔ᧭ࠐΔݺଚუऱ
ຽ܌ଅ၏ᠦՕᄗ ڇ0.5 ۟ 5 ֆ։հၴΖ
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s3

s4
s
s5
s

s2

s6
s

s1

m1

m2

m3

m4

˙˸̀˴˿˸ʳˍʳ̎ʳ̆˄ʳʿʳ̆ˆʳʿʳ̆ˈʳ̐
ˠ˴˿˸ʳˍʳ̎ʳ̆˅ʳʿʳ̆ˇʳʿʳ̆ˉʳ̐ʳ
˔́˺˿˸ʳˍʳ̎ʳ˅ˈʳʿʳˈ˃ʳʿʳˊˈʳʿʳ˄˃˃ʳʿʳ˄˅ˈʳʿʳ˄ˈ˃ʳ̐ʳ
˧˼̀˸ʳ˟˸́˺̇˻ʳˍʳˊ̆
˦˸́̆̂̅ʳ˗˼̆̇˴́˶˸ʳˍʳˈ˃̀̀
˥˴˷˼̈̆ʳˍʳ˄̀

ቹԲΕ ᑓᚵհኔ᧭ᛩቼΖ{s1Εs2Εs3Εs4Εs5Εs6}ז।ݺଚऱ 6 ଡᜢᄭΔ{m1Εm2Ε
m3Εm4}ঞຽ܌ଅೄ٨Ղऱ 4 ଡຽ܌ଅΖ

ቹԿΕტྒྷᕴ၏ᠦፖ DOA ۷ૠհᄷᒔ৫ऱᣂᜤࢤΖ

(Կ) ։ᠦಛᇆய౨հֺለ
ءኔ᧭່شՕ৵᧭ᖲऱഗ៕ֱऄࡉءᓵ֮ࢬ༼נऱዝጩऄֺለΖᖕছ૿ࢬ
୲ݮऱኔ᧭ᛩቼΔݺଚ៶ٺطጟױ౨ऱூࠏࠐေ۷ய౨Δץਔ֭ࠟຽ܌ଅԿଡᄭಛᇆ
(2m3n)ΕԿ֭ຽ܌ଅଡᄭಛᇆ(3m4n)֗א֭ຽ܌ଅնଡᄭಛᇆ(4m5n)ΖಾኙຍԿ
ጟூࠏΔݺଚܑٺᙇᖗԱԼิΕԼิࡉնิྒྷᇢଃᚾΔྥ৵ֺለԱࠟଡዝጩऄΔݺଚ
ലಛᇆեឫֺ(Signal To Interference, SIR)ᅝ܂ய౨ऱေ۷ᄷঞΔኔ᧭ᑇᖕڕ।ԫࢬ
قΔֆڕڤՀࢬقΚ

SIR 10 log10

yqt arg et
eqint erf
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ኙ࣍ 2m3n ऱळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦൣݮΔشܓຽ܌ଅೄ٨խऱ m2 ࡉ m3 ࠟଡტྒྷᕴขس
ᨠኘಛᇆΖڶࢬڇூࠏխΔBaseline ֱऄፖ Proposed ऱ SIR ၏່Օࠐࠩ 4.89 ։ߦΖ
݁ؓאய౨ࠐᝑΔProposed Ո נBaseline ֱऄ 2.181 ։ߦΖኙ࣍ 3m4n ऱळಛᇆᄭ։
ᠦൣݮΔشܓຽ܌ଅೄ٨խ m1Εm2 ࡉ m3 ԿଡტྒྷᕴขسᨠኘಛᇆΖڶࢬڇூࠏ
խΔBaseline ֱऄፖ Proposed ऱ SIR ၏່Օࠐࠩ 10.78 ։ߦΖ݁ؓאய౨ࠐᝑΔ
Proposed Ո נBaseline ֱऄ 7.321 ։ߦΖኙ࣍ 4m5n ऱळಛᇆᄭ։ᠦൣݮΔBaseline
ֱऄፖ Proposed ऱ SIR ၏່Օࠐࠩ 14.05 ։ߦΖ݁ؓאய౨ࠐᝑΔProposed Ոנ
Baseline ֱऄ 7.27 ։ߦΖ

।ԫΕ֭ࠟຽ܌ଅԿଡᄭಛᇆ(2m3n)ΕԿ֭ຽ܌ଅଡᄭಛᇆ(3m4n)֗א֭ຽ܌ଅ
նଡᄭಛᇆ(4m5n)ኔ᧭ SIR ֺለΖ
Setting Baseline [6] Proposed
2m3n

10.705

12.886

3m4n

3.295

10.616

4m5n

-1.25

6.02

քΕᓵ
ءᒧᓵ֮ شܓKNN ऱֱऄܔೈᠦᆢᇷறΔࠌאױለയႃᇷறঅఎՀࠐΔܓאٽ
ఢೄհ۷ྒྷΖڼ؆Δᖕ DOA ऱೠྒྷ࣠Δݺଚޓאױၞԫޡၞ۩ࡉఢೄհઌۯᇖ
ᚍΔലࠡઌޓۯ壄ᄷऱሓ२ٽఢೄऱᎎΔشܓ壄ᄷ֏৵ऱٽఢೄࠐ։ᠦಛᇆΔ
ױᛧֺࡨֱऄ(Baseline Method)ޓᚌฆऱய౨Ζڼ؆ΔK-Means ዝጩऄࡉߦּᇷಛ
ᄷঞ܂ٽΔࠀኙࢬڶ᙮ऱ࣠ᖞ᧯ەၦΔױሒࠩ۷ྒྷᄭಛᇆଡᑇऱؾऱΖኔ᧭
࣠᧩قΔࢬڶூࠏࠌݺشଚࢬ༼נऱֱऄຟֺႚอ່Օ৵᧭ᖲഗ៕ऱֱऄנ
ۥΖ
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of main part-of-speech tagging of Turkish sentences using Conditional Random Fields (CRFs). Although CRFs are applied to many different languages for part-of-speech (POS)
tagging, Turkish poses interesting challenges to be modeled with them. The challenges include issues
related to the statistical model of the problem as well as issues related to computational complexity and
scaling. In this paper, we propose a novel model for main-POS tagging in Turkish. Furthermore, we propose some approaches to reduce the computational complexity and allow better scaling characteristics or
improve the performance without increased complexity. These approaches are discussed with respect to
their advantages and disadvantages. We show that the best approach is competitive with the current state of
the art in accuracy and also in training and test durations. The good results obtained imply a good ﬁrst step
towards full morphological disambiguation.

1

Introduction

The morphological disambiguation problem for morphologically rich languages differs signiﬁcantly from
the well known POS tagging problem. It is rather an automatic selection process from multiple legal analysis
of a given word than the assignment of a POS tag from a predetermined tag set. The possible morphological
analyses of a word (generally produced by a morphological analyzer) in such languages are very complex
when compared to morphologically simple ones: They consist of the lemma, the main POS tags and the tags
related to the inﬂectional and derivational afﬁxes. The number of the set of possible morphological analyses
may sometimes be inﬁnite for some languages such as Turkish.
In this study, we focus on the determination of the main POS tags (which will be referred as “POS
tagging” from now on) rather than the full disambiguation task. There are few methods for Turkish which
directly tackle POS tagging problem. Instead many methods perform a full morphological disambiguation
and the POS tags are obtained from the correct parses. In this work, we take a different approach and
propose a model which directly tackles the POS tagging problem. While also being useful in its own right,
this method is also a ﬁrst step towards full morphological disambiguation through weighted opinion pooling
approach [16].
To give a sense of the problem at hand and the general morphological disambiguation, we have measured
the ambiguity corresponding to the POS tagging and Morphological Disambiguation problems. About 27%
of the words in our corpus are ambiguous in terms of its POS tag and random guessing has an expected
accuracy of 85%, on the other hand the ambiguity in terms of morphological disambiguation is about %50.
The proposed approach in this paper improves the accuracy of POS tag to around 98.35%.
Our approach is based on the well known methodology of Conditional Random Fields, which is also
applied to other languages with varying success. POS tagging problem was successfully tackled in languages
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with relatively simpler morphological properties (such as English) [16; 17; 6; 8]. On the other hand, other
languages proved to be more problematic with lower tagging performance, [5; 15; 3] with accuracies ranging
from %85 to %95. Smith et. al. [16] discusses the high computational burden of CRFs in both training
and inference steps and argues that this is a major obstacle in its practical usage. In this work, we also
discuss performance related issues and propose different approaches to lower the computational burden in
inference step. The best approach among these approaches the state of the art [14] in performance, while
being competitive in computational complexity. We also discuss the problem of feature selection in order
to reduce training times and improve generalization capability. We employ the well known mRMR [13]
method to this end. These efﬁciency improvements are important steps toward making CRFs more practical
tools in NLP.
The paper is organized as follows, in Section 2 we discuss the properties of Turkish related to this paper.
Next, a brief background on the statistical methodologies are given in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce
our approach to POS tagging together with a discussion of several methods to improve efﬁciency and performance of the basic method. Comparative results are given in the Experimental Results section and ﬁnally,
we conclude in Section 6.

2

Turkish

Turkish is an agglunative language which has a complex morphological structure. This property of the
Turkish language leads to vast amounts of different surface structures found in texts. In a corpus of ten
million words, the number of distinct words exceeds four hundred thousand [10]. There are several sufﬁxes,
which may change the POS tags of the words from noun to verb or verb to adverb, etc. Thus, it is much
harder to determine the ﬁnal POS tag of a word using the root such as in English. Because of this, we can not
resort to lexicons of words (roots) as in many studies on English. We must use the morphological analysis of
the words to determine the tags. The context dependency of tags of words must also be taken into account.
There are several tags which determine respective properties of the associated words. These tags contain
syntactic and semantic information and are called morphosyntactic or morphosemantic respectively. We use
the same representation for the tags as [4]. Any words in Turkish can be represented by the chain of these
tags. We call these chains of tags for words morphological analyses of these words.
Turkish morphological analysis considers 116 different tags. To better model these tags and circumvent
the data sparseness problems, we have partitioned these into 9 disjoint groups, called slots. The slots are
determined such that the semantic relation among the tags in a slot is maximum, while it is minimum for tags
across slots. Also a word can not accept more than one tag from a single slot. Essentially transforming the
problem into a multiple class classiﬁcation problem. Such a construction of the problem, with this particular
slot partitioning, is one of the contributions of the paper. The main properties of the words are expressed in
the main POS category and the other slots serve to ﬁll in the details such as plurality, tense, etc. In this paper,
we are concerned with the correct disambiguation of the main POS tags, so we are interested in identifying
the value of a single slot. However, the other slots serve as features in our models, which will be discussed
in detail in later sections.
Many words in Turkish texts have more than one analysis. Sometimes the number of analyses reach 23.
Because of the Turkish language derivative and inﬂective property, in theory, one word can use an inﬁnite
number of sufﬁxes. Due to this, we are faced with immense vocabulary in Turkish. The large vocabulary
size causes data sparseness problem. Some of these sufﬁxes change the word meanings. In this case, these
changes are expressed with inﬂectional groups (IGs) that are separated by ˆDB sign, where ˆDB’s mean
derivation boundary (root+IG1+ ˆDB+IG2+ ˆDB+...+ ˆDB+IGn). One Turkish word can have many IGs
in its analyzes. These IGs and the related tags can also be represented as tags. The standard morphological
tags, also used in this work, are shown in Table 1. The example below shows the analyses for the word
“alındı” produced by a Turkish two-level morphological analyzer [11].
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1. al+VerbˆDB+Verb+Pass+Pos+Past+A3sg (It was taken)
2. al+AdjˆDB+Noun+Zero+A3sg+P2sg+NomˆDB+Verb+Zero+Past+A3sg (It was your red)
3. al+AdjˆDB+Noun+Zero+A3sg+Pnon+GenˆDB+Verb+Zero+Past+A3sg (It was the one of the red)
4. alındı+Noun+A3sg+Pnon+Nom (receipt)
5. alın+Verb+Pos+Past+A3sg (resent)
6. alın+Noun+A3sg+Pnon+NomˆDB+Verb+Zero+Past+A3sg (It was the forhead)
Slot Groups
Main POS
Minor POS

Person Agreements
Possessive Agreements
Case Markers
Polarity
Tense/Mood
Compund Tense
Cop

Slot Values
Adj, Adv, Conj, Det, Dup, Interj, Noun, Num, Postp, Pron, Punc,
Verb
Able, Acquire, ActOf, Adamantly, AfterDoingSo, Agt, Almost, As, AsIf, AsLongAs, Become, ByDoingSo, Card, Caus,
DemonsP, Dim, Distrib, EverSince, FeelLike, FitFor, FutPart,
Hastily, InBetween, Inf, Inf1, Inf2, Inf3, JustLike, Ly, Ness,
NotState, Ord, Pass, PastPart, PCAbl, PCAcc, PCDat, PCGen,
PCIns, PCNom, Percent, PersP, PresPart, Prop, Quant, QuesP,
Range, Ratio,Real, Recip, ReﬂexP, Rel, Related, Repeat, Since,
SinceDoingSo, Start, Stay, Time, When, While, With, Without,
Zero
A1pl, A1sg, A2pl, A2sg, A3pl, A3sg
P1pl, P1sg, P2pl, P2sg, P3pl, P3sg, Pnon
Abl, Acc, Dat, Equ, Gen, Ins, Loc, Nom
Neg, Pos
Aor, Desr, Fut, Imp, Neces, Opt, Pres, Prog1, Prog2, Cop, Cond,
Past, Narr
Comp Cond, Comp Narr, Comp Past
Cop
Table 1: Morphological Tags

3

Background

In this section, we shall introduce the basic statistical mechanisms employed in this work. Discussion on
details will be given in Section 4.
3.1

Conditional Random Fields

Simply put, CRF is a conditional distribution p(y|x) in the form of a Gibbs distribution and with an associated graphical structure encoding conditional independence assumptions. Because the model is conditional,
dependencies among the input variables x are not explicitly represented, enabling the use of rich and global
features of the input (neighboring words, capitalization. . . ). CRFs are undirected graphical models used to
calculate conditional probability of realizations of random variables on designated output nodes given the
values assigned to other designed input nodes. In the special case, where the output nodes of the graphical
model are linked by edges in a linear chain, CRFs make a ﬁrst-order Markov independence assumption and
thus can also be understood as a conditionally-trained ﬁnite state machine (FSM).
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Figure 1: The equivalent expression of a linear chain CRF (on the left) as a FST (on the right)

Figure 2: The equivalent expression of a 2nd order CRF (on the left) as a FST (on the right)

The distribution related to a given CRF is found using the normalized product of potential functions
(ΨC (yC )) for each clique (C). The potential function itself can be, in principle, any non-negative function.
Formally, the conditional probability p(y|x) can be expressed as
p(y|x)

=
=

1
, x)
Z(x) ΠC ΨC (y
C
1
C HC (yC , x))
Z(x) exp(−

(1)

On the above equations, HC (yC , x) = log(ΨC (yC , x)). A CRF can also be seen as a weighted ﬁnite state
transducer [16]. For example, in Figures 1 and 2, we can see the equivalent expression of a linear chain
(1st order) CRF and 2nd order CRF as ﬁnite state transducers. These ﬁgures clearly show the parameter
explosion when the order is increased. Higher number of parameters denies us the possibility of accurate
parameter explosion in ﬁnite data. Indeed, using CRFs with order greater than one, deteriorates the model
performance. On the other hand, a CRF of order 0 discards all neighbourhood information, effectively
eliminating the advantages of sequential modeling. Unlike MEMM (see [7]), the transition weights in
CRF are unnormalized, the weight of the whole path is normalized instead, which alleviates the label-bias
problem.
The associated undirected graph of a CRF also indicates the conditional independence assumptions of
the models. In undirected graphs, independence can be established simply by graph separation: if every
path from a node in X to a node in Z goes through a node in Y , we conclude that X ⊥ Z|Y . In other
words, X and Z are independent given Y . Properly modeling conditional independencies is essential in any
statistical machine learning application, as having too many parameters will most often result in degraded
performance.
3.2

Automatic Feature Selection

One method to improve the performance of a machine learning method is to select a subset of informative
features [2]. The minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (mRMR [13]) method relies on the intuitive
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criteria for feature selection which states that the best feature set should give as much information regarding
the class variable as possible while at the same time minimize inter-variable dependency as much as possible
(avoiding redundancy). The two concepts, relevancy and redundancy, can be naturally expressed using
information theoretic concept of mutual information. However, real data observed in various problems are
usually too sparse to correctly estimate the joint probability distribution and consequently the full mutual
information function. The solution proposed in [13], employs two different measures for redundancy (Red)
and relevance (Rel):


M I(Fi , Fj )Rel = 1/|S|
M I(Fi , R)
(2)
Red = 1/|S|2
Fi ,Fj ∈S

Fi ∈S

In the expressions above, S is the set of features of interest, M I(., .) is the mutual information function, R
is the class variable and Fi is the random variable corresponding to the ith feature. Then the goal of mRMR
is to select a feature set S that is as relevant (max(Rel)) and as non redundant (min(Red)) as possible. In
the original work [13], two criteria to combine Rel and Red were proposed. In this work, the criterion of
Mutual Information Difference (M ID = Rel − Red) is used, because it is known to be more stable than
the other proposed criterion (M IQ = Rel/Red) [1].
As a side note, we have also considered the “feature induction” in [8]. However, we have observed a
signiﬁcant drop in accuracy and therefore will not discuss this approach in this paper.

4

Proposed Framework

In the proposed method, POS tagging of a sentence is performed in a series of steps. In the most basic form
we begin by computing the features related to the sentence, later the conditional probabilities of possible tag
assignments are computed and the most probable tag sequence are selected.
The proposed method makes use of the mallet library [9] and the mRMR source code found in [12].
4.1

Features

In a linear chain conditional random ﬁeld, there are two types of features, edge features and node features.
Edge features are functions of labels of consecutive words (fk (yi , yi+1 )) and node features are functions of
words in the sentence (fk (yi , x), where x denotes words of the sentence). The probability of a sequence
is determined by the feature values as well as the associated model parameters. Thus, determining good
feature functions that describe the important characteristics of the words is crucial for a successful model.
We employ several morphological/syntactical properties as features.
In our model, the feature functions fk are determined using several tests such as capitalization, end of
sentence, etc. Results of these tests together constitute the features vector F = f1 , f2 , ...., fk for a word.
To illustrate the two kinds of features, let’s consider one feature for node and edge type features used in
our model. The Color feature is an example for a node feature, it is a function that returns one if the word
is among a set of words describing colors and zero otherwise. The indicator function Φ(yi = Adj, yi+1 =
N oun), which returns one if the expression is true and zero otherwise, is an example of an edge feature.
The edge functions in our proposed method consist of all possible slot value pairs. The node functions are
given in Table 2. The features “Color Set Feature”, “Digit Set Feature”, “Pronoun Set Feature”, “Transition
Set Feature” and “Non-Restrictive Set Feature” indicate whether the word is a member of corresponding
sets of special words. These sets correspond to speciﬁc linguistic classes in Turkish language. The “Noun
Adj Feature” indicates whether the word has sufﬁxes that are generally used to change a noun to an adjective. “Capital Feature” indicates whether the word starts with a capital letter. “Before amount feature” and
“Before Ques Morpheme Feature” indicate whether the word is followed by a special word/class of words.
As their names imply, “Beginning Sentence Feature” and “End Sentence Feature” indicate whether the word
is at the beginning or the end of the sentence. Finally, “Equal Slot”, “X2Y Before” and “X2Y After” feature
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Figure 3: A sample sentence and the corresponding features

templates generate features based on whether respectively the word itself, the word before or after it has a
particular slot value which is unambiguously known, i.e. these values are the same for all possible analyses
of the word. These classes of features contain 363 feature functions. However, in application, some of these
features were discarded using mRMR as explained in Section 3.2. Figure 3 shows a sample sentence and
the corresponding features. In this Figure, we observe that the ﬁrst word ”Milosevic’in” gets the ”Beginning” feature. Since the morphological analyzer states that the fact that this word is ”A3sg”, ”Noun” and
”Prop” unambigously, i.e. these tags showup in all of the possible parses, we also have the ”Equal Slot”
generated features of ”A3sg”, ”Noun” and ”Prop”. Finally, we see the feature ”X2Y Before A3sg” which
means the word after this one is unambigously known to be ”A3sg”. We can conﬁrm this by checking the
next word ”kursunu” where we can see the feature ”A3sg” as expected. The features for the other words can
be understood similarly.
Feature Templates
Capital Feature
End Sentence Feature
Begining Sentence Feature
Color Set Feature
Equal Slot Feature
Digit Set Feature
Before Mi Feature
Pronoun Set Feature
Transition Set Feature
Nonrestrictive Set Feature
Before Amount Feature
Noun Adj Feature
X2Y Before slot
X2Y After slot
After Capital Feature
Proper Feature
PostP Feature
Apostrophe Feature
Total

Number of
Corresponding Features
1
1
1
1
116
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
116
116
1
1
1
1
363

Table 2: The features considered in this work
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Figure 4: The graphical model of the proposed approach

4.2

Models

In this section, we explain our basic approach for POS tagging and introduce some slight variations which
improve the efﬁciency and performance.
4.2.1 Basic Model
The CRF trained for POS tags are conditioned on the features of the sentence. However, during POS
tagging, we also know a set of possible tags given by the morphological analyzer, which we call possible
solution sequences (Si ). Thus, we have a further conditioning.
p(Si |F(C))
p(Si |C) = 
j p(Sj |F(C))

(3)

Where C is the sentence and F(C) is the corresponding feature representation of the sentence, given
by the CRF. In other words, we do not assign the most probable tag sequence according to the conditional
probability given by the CRF but select the most probable sequence (t̂) among possible sequences instead.
This selection is performed by a constrained Viterbi approach, where the Viterbi is run on states that are
deemed possible by the morphological analyser, instead of running Viterbi on the whole state space.
t̂ = arg max p(Si |C)
Si

(4)

The graphical model for the proposed method is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 5 shows a sample sentence and how our method chooses the POS tags. The top part of the ﬁgure
shows the features for the respective words and the bottom part shows the possible POS tags as given by the
analyzer. The values indicated above the arrows show transition weights. Note that in this example, any path
from a tag of the initial word to a tag of the last word is a possible solution. In this ﬁgure, the weights of the
transitions are the functions of the initial state, the ﬁnal state and the features of the ﬁnal word. The weight
function is actually a factored expression, where f (si , si+1 , F(wi+1 )) = q(si , si+1 )q(si+1 , F(wi+1 )), the
ﬁrst term corresponds to the edge features and the second term corresponds to node features.
4.2.2 Alternative Models
The basic approach of using CRF for POS tagging has an important disadvantage: high computational
complexity. To remedy this issue, we propose these methods: dividing sentences into shorter sub-sentences
and using marginal probabilities of tag assignments per word to eliminate the unlikely tags. In addition, we
introduce a new approach to improve the performance of the basic method without signiﬁcant overhead. In
this section, we describe these methods and brieﬂy comment on their performances. The quantitative results
will be given in the Results Section.
Note that the complexity of the constrained Viterbi is O(T × |S|2 ), where T is the length of the sequence
and |S| is the maximum number of possible states in any element of the sequence.
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Figure 5: A sample sentence (“The exhibition has been ﬁnally realized.”) with features and possible solutions. The
tag chosen by our method is shown in bold arrows.
  

















































 













  





Figure 6: Accuracy vs. the length of the partial sentences

4.2.3

Model I: Splitting Sentences

This fast approximation method is conceptually the easiest one. The idea is to split a long sentence into
multiple parts such that each part is shorter than a maximum length. Let’s explain this method with an
example sentence from our corpus. This sentence has 35389440 different possible morphological analysis
sequences. The poor performance that would result from computing the probabilities of all of these possible
solutions is obvious. Now suppose we divide the sentence into 4 parts of lengths 9,9,9,7. The corresponding
number of possible solutions are 384, 960, 30 and 32 which sum up to 1406. The huge savings in the
number of solutions to consider is apparent. However, despite these good reductions in the number of
possible solutions to consider, this method results in the worst accuracy among the alternatives. This is
due to the fact that splitting sentences this way enforces an independence assumption on the splitted subsentences, which reduces the performance especially in words that are closer to the cut-off boundaries. The
Figure 6 shows the tradeoff between the performance and the length of the partial sentences.
Using this approach, the complexity of disambiguating a sentence is reduced to O(T  × |S|2 ), where T 
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is the maximum length of the sub-sentences, so the reduction is linear.
4.2.4

Model II: Trim Unlikely Tags

Notice that the compexity of the constrained Viterbi is linear on the length but quadratic on the maximum
number of states for any element of the sequence. This observation becomes even more important when
we note that the number of possible analysis of a word can reach up to 23 in our corpus and possibly
more in general texts. Thus a reduction on the number of possible tag assigments of a word can have
signiﬁcant effects. Out of the many possible sequences for the sentence mentioned in Section 4.2.3, many
include highly unlikely values for some words. The approach discussed in this section exploits this pattern
by trimming out the highly unlikely tags for words but still allowing multiple possible POS tags. In our
implementation, we select the words for which the number of possible tag assignments is greater than 6. For
such words, we remove the least likely tag assignments using marginal probabilities until either this number
is 6 or the number of eliminated tags is 5. We use such an upper limit in order not to remove too many
such tags in order not to degrade accuracy. The additional complexity of this approach is obviously linear
on the length of the sequence and the trimmed sequence can be disambiguated by constrained Viterbi in
O(T × 6) = O(T ). We can see that there can be huge savings in long sentences with compex morphological
properties. The conservative approach outlined here means the accuracy is not effected at all, as shown in
the next section.
4.2.5

Model III: Model Complexity of the Solutions

An interesting observation of morphological properties of words in Turkish is that the correct POS tags of
the words tend to be the less morphologically complex ones. In other words, simpler interpretations of words
tend to be used more often than the more complex ones of the same word. One way to operationalise this
observation is to take the Bayesian stance and model a prior. However, correctly assigning numerical values
for our prior knowledge is difﬁcult and we take the other position, where the nature of this relation is learned
from the data itself. In Turkish, the morphological complexity of a word can be modeled by the number
of IGs of it. Thus we model this number with a 0-order CRF, since we do not expect the neighbouring IG
counts to effect each other. This CRF is combined with the original one by multiplying the probabilities,
i.e. we assume the number of IGs and the POS tags to be independent, which is reasonable. Since we use a
0-order CRF, the compexity of inference is only O(T × |S|). However, we do note increased performance
as can be seen in the next section.

5

Experimental Results

In this section, we ﬁrst show the effect of feature selection on the performance. We then show the performance of the proposed method on a common dataset and compare it with the method of [14], which is
considered as the state of art. The results are obtained using default parameters of the mallet library. The
Java source codes used in the experiments will be made available online.
5.1

POS tagging Results

The results for the proposed method, together with the results from [14] (Perceptron) are given in Table
3. We use the same training data (1 million words) that is used in these studies. The training data is a
semi-automatically tagged data set which consists some erroneous analyses. In this study, we strived to
correct as many errors as possible and trained our methods as well as the previous methods on this dataset.
We have also accounted to the difference in tags employed in Hasim Sak’s method and ours so we kept
two separate training ﬁles, each having the same corrections but slightly different tags, so that Hasim Sak’s
method does not suffer from the changes in some of the tag names. Our test data (a manually disambiguated
data consisting nearly 1K words) is again from [18]. Note that this set also contains errenous analyses, which
we had to correct. All the results are reported using this corrected dataset, which will be made available to
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Method
Perc [14]
Basic Model
Model I
Model II
Model III
Model II + Model III

test set
98.60
98.35
96.2
98.35
98.48
98.48

Table 3: Pos Tagging Performances





 

 







 

 








































 

  
    





 

 

Figure 7: Accuracy vs. number of features selected by mRMR

researchers. These corrections are the reason why our results are slightly different than the ones reported in
[14] The results are reported in Table 3.
The results in Table 3 exclude the punctuations in computing the accuracy. The results indicate the
competitiveness of our approach. It is important to recognize that the POS tagging in Perceptron [14]
method is performed by selecting the appropriate tags after a full morphological disambiguation. On the
contrary, our method directly assigns a POS tag sequence to the sentence. The output of our method need
not be a single assignment, instead we can output different “belief levels” for different tag assignments. If
these POS tags are to be used in another procedure as an intermediate step, this will also be an advantage.
Finally, the method in [14] contains a lot more number of features than our proposed approach, since our
approach is ﬂexible in the selection features, it can be extended using additional features from the Perceptron
method.
5.2

Automatic Feature Selection Results

Feature selection is an important step in many machine learning tasks. The effect of feature selection is
two-folds, the reduction of features may actually increase classiﬁcation performance, since accidental correlations in the training data can mislead the classiﬁer and generalization capability of classiﬁers is expected
to be better for lower model complexity. Another effect is the improvement in training and classiﬁcation
efﬁciency, since inference in the model with a fewer number of features will be faster. For these reasons, we
have dismissed the features that are not selected in the top 230 by mRMR.
Figure 7 shows the accuracy vs. the number of features. We can see that reducing the features below 230
degrades the performance signiﬁcantly. Even though a signiﬁcant increase in performance is not observed
for the particular validation set, the reduction in features is still relevant to reduce computational complexity
in test and training.
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6

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a method using Conditional Random Fields to solve the problem of POS tagging
in Turkish. We have shown that using several features derived from morphological and syntactic properties
of words and feature selection, we were able to achieve a performance competitive to the state of art. Furthermore, the probabilistic nature of our method makes it possible for it to be utilized as an intermediate
step in another NLP task, such that the belief distribution can be used as a whole instead of a single estimate. Note that our proposed method can also be employed to other languages, perhaps with the addition of
language dependent features.
Another major contribution of this work is the discussion on several approaches to improve efﬁciency
of POS tagging using CRFs. We believe this work constitutes a major step towards making CRF a more
practical tool in NLP.
As part of our future work, we plan to investigate the addition of other features to improve the performance of the proposed method. One possibility is to incorporate features based on lemma. Eventually, we
plan to combine several CRF models to solve the full disambiguation task, which poses several interesting
challenges.
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⎘婆㚿嬨屯㕁⹓ᷳ冒≽↯枛㈨埻ㅱ䓐㕤枛㔯⎴㬍㚱倚㚠ᷳ⺢䩳
Automatic Time Alignment for a Taiwanese Read Speech Corpus and its Application to Constructing
Audiobooks with Text-Speech Synchronization
݇!!Xfj.kbz!Ivboh!
ߏ۪εᏢၗૻπำࣴ!!܌ز
!
݅!!ࢋדKiji.spv!Mjo!
ߏ۪εᏢၗૻπำࣴ!!܌ز
!
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ଯܴၲ!Njoh.Ubu!Lp!!
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㐀天
㛔䭯婾㔯㗗忳䓐婆枛彐嬀ᷕ䘬冒≽↯枛㈨埻炻Ἦ⺢䩳㚱倚㚠ᷳ枛㔯⎴㬍䘬≇傥ˤ䚖⇵ㆹᾹἧ䓐⎘䀋㔁
做悐䵚䪁℔攳䘬救⋿婆㚿嬨㔯䪈ℙ 140 䭯炻嗽䎮Ḯ䲬 11 ᾳ⮷㗪䘬婆枛炻⮯役㚱 83%䘬㔯⫿ᷳ⮵ㅱ婆
枛䘬㗪攻溆⎗塓↯↢ˤ㚨⼴⮯忁ṃⷞ㚱㗪攻溆䘬㔯⫿㓦⇘ Youtube 冯冒㝞姕䘬䵚䪁ᶲἮ⏰䎦枛㔯⎴
㬍䘬㓰㝄炻ẍ 䁢忚昶䘬婆妨妻䶜㔁㛸ᷳㅱ䓐ˤ
斄挝娆烉婆枛彐嬀炻冒≽↯枛炻㚱倚㚠炻枛㔯⎴㬍炻枛㔯⮵滲炻⻟⇞⮵滲㈨埻

ᶨˣ䵺婾
⎘䀋㗗⣂婆䘬䣦㚫炻℞ᷕ厗婆ˣ⎘婆ˣ⭊婆ˣ⍇ỷ㮹婆妨ˣ䓂军㖍婆ẍ⍲劙婆䘮㚱ᶨ⭂䘬㕷佌ἧ
䓐ᷳˤ⛐㛔婾㔯ᷕㆹᾹ憅⮵⎘婆 䁢䞼䨞冯ㅱ䓐䘬㧁䘬婆妨ˤ役⸜Ἦ⚈㛔⛇⊾䘬⼙枧炻⎘婆䞼䨞㻠⍿
⇘慵夾炻⎘婆䘬婆枛屯㕁⎗ẍ䓙䵚嶗ᶲ㒟⍾ㆾ侭䓙⺋㑕暣夾ᷳ⎘婆㕘倆ẍ⍲㇚∯䭨䚖⍾⼿炻吸普⇘䘬
婆枛屯㕁暨天䴻忶ᶨ䔒㔜䎮ㇵ傥ἄ䁢⼴临ἧ䓐炻役⸜Ἦ暣儎㚱倚㚠徸㻠㳩埴炻㚱Ḯ倚枛㔯⫿忋䳸䘬
庼≑炻ㅱ傥嬻⬠佺⎘婆䘬Ṣ㚱㚜⤥䘬⬠佺㓰㝄炻Ữ㗗墥ἄ㚱倚㚠䘬忶䦳ᷕ㚱ᶨ悐↮ⶍἄ䚠䔞湣䄑炻Ṏ
⌛倚枛冯㔯⫿䘬忋䳸ˤᶨ凔侴妨暨天剙屣⣏慷Ṣⶍἄ↯枛ẍ⍲枛㔯⮵滲炻䓙㕤ㆸ㛔侫慷炻ᶨ凔㚱倚㚠
军⣂ ⇘⎍⫸Ⰼ䳂䘬枛㔯⎴㬍炻㛔婾㔯▿娎忳䓐婆枛彐嬀㈨埻ᷕ⻟⇞⮵滲㈨埻(force alignment)炻Ἦ
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Ẍ⎘婆婆枛屯㕁⹓忼⇘⛐⫿ㆾ枛䭨Ⰼ䳂䘬枛㔯⮵滲炻ẍ 䁢忚昶䘬婆妨妻䶜㔁㛸ᷳㅱ䓐ˤ
㛔婾㔯婆㕁吸普䁢⎘婆炻ㆹᾹ㒟⍾䘬屯㕁⹓䁢ˬ救⋿婆㚿嬨㔯䪈怠廗˭[3]炻屯㕁⹓㓞抬㔯䪈
140 䭯炷⏓慵墯侭 7 䭯炸炻屯㕁⹓䘬ℏ⭡䁢㔁做悐䈡⇍怨婳⬠侭⮰⭞怠抬㔯䪈炻᷎倀婳⮰Ṣ⮯㔯䪈ℏ
⭡㓡⮓ㆸ怑⎰㚿嬨ᷳ㔯䧧炻⎵䁢ˬ救⋿婆㚿嬨㔯䪈怠廗˭炻ẍὃ⎬䓴⬠佺⍫侫炻⛐㔯⫿㧁枛㕡朊⇯㗗
ὅ㒂冢䀋救⋿婆伭楔⫿㊤枛㕡⺷㧁㲐炻⎎⢾ḇ婳⚳䩳㔁做⺋㑕暣冢抬墥倚枛㨼㭷ᶨ䭯㔯䪈惵伖ᶨᾳ倚
枛㨼炻䚤㛃啱㬌㍸⋯⣏䛦⬠佺㭵婆䘬冰嵋炻屯㕁⹓䫔ᶨ䭯↿⛐⚾ᶨẍ䁢⍫侫ˤ

⚾ᶨˣˬ救⋿婆㚿嬨㔯䪈怠廗˭䫔ᶨ䭯烉ˬ䈃⡇˭悐↮ℏ⭡
㔜ᾳ屯㕁⹓䘬屯妲↿堐⤪堐ᶨˤ
堐ᶨˣ屯㕁⹓屯妲
抬枛Ṣ㔠

2Ṣ

倚枛㨼 Wav ䷥⭡慷

1.21G

倚枛㨼 Sample rate

16kHz

䷥㗪攻

681.37 ↮揀

䷥䭯㔠

133 䭯

䷥⎍㔠

15923 ⎍

䷥⫿㔠

139271 ⫿

䓙㕤㔯⫿㟤⺷䘬ᶵ⎴ẍ天䴻忶㟤⺷䘬㔜䎮⍲䶐䡤䘬廱㎃炻⼴临ㇵ㗗㊤枛䲣䴙䘬廱㎃炻㛔⮎槿悥
廱㎃䁢䤷䇦㐑匶 ForPA ㊤枛䲣䴙炻⁛䴙↯枛㕡⺷⣂䁢ἧ䓐 Transcriber 庇橼庼≑ẍṢⶍ↯√ἧ⼿⎍⫸
冯倚枛傥⣈ 忋䳸炻䃞侴Ṣⶍ↯√ᶵ便㗪ᶼ䃉㱽忼⇘䱦䳘Ⰼ朊䘬↯√ˤ⚈㬌㛔婾㔯㍸↢ᶨᾳ䱦䳘Ⰼ
朊䘬冒≽↯枛ᷳ㨇⇞ẍ旵Ỷ↯√暨䘬㗪攻冯Ṣ≃ˤ㬌㨇⇞⇑䓐 HTK 妻䶜㧉✳彐嬀炻ἧ⼿暣儎㕤
枛䭨(Syllable)䘬Ⰼ㫉ᶲ冒≽㈦⇘㚨Ἓ䘬↯√㗪攻溆炻㍍叿ℵἧ䓐 Transcriber ⏰䎦䳸㝄炻䴻忶㓰傥↮㜸
䘬䳸㝄⎗䞍䴻忶婆枛↯√䘬㕡㱽拗婌⸛⛯ῤ⽆ 0.16 䥺㍸⋯⇘ 0.06 䥺᷎ᶼ⎗䞍ἧ䓐 HTK ↯√㓰傥㭼䫱
↯㓰傥庫Ἓˤ㛔婾㔯㍉䓐 HTK 䘬枛㔯⮵滲㈨埻炻憅⮵⎘䀋㔁做悐↢䇰䘬ˬ救⋿婆㚿嬨㔯䪈怠廗˭ᷳ
⎘婆㚿嬨婆㕁炻 ⇘倚枛冯㔯⫿⛐ˬ枛䭨˭Ⰼ䳂䘬⮵滲炻枛䭨⮵滲䱦䡢⹎⎗忼 95%ẍᶲˤ忁枭㈨埻ㅱ
䓐㕤ˬ枛㔯⎴㬍㚱倚㚠˭ᷳ⺢䩳炻⮯㔜⣿ˬ救⋿婆㚿嬨㔯䪈怠廗˭⺢䩳ㆸ䵚枩ㅱ䓐䦳⺷炻⮯⛐⍾⼿
㔁做悐㌰㪲⼴炻攳㓦䴎⎬䓴冒䓙㾷奥修倥ˤ

Ḵˣ⎘婆㔯⫿嗽䎮
⛐ˬ救⋿婆㚿嬨㔯䪈怠廗˭ᷕ↢䎦䘬⎘婆㔯⫿炻㗗⎘婆㻊伭㔯炻ḇ⯙㗗㻊⫿ẍ⍲伭楔⫿᷎⬀䘬㔯
⫿炻℞ᷕ伭楔⫿䘬悐↮㍉䓐㔁做悐⺢嬘䘬ˬ⎘伭㊤枛˭ˤẍᶳ㗗ᶨṃ℠✳䘬ἳ⎍烉
ἳ 1.ˬ䈃㗗⎘䀋Ṣᶲ慵天䘬ἄ䨉炷tsoh-sit炸Ờˤ˭
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ἳ 2.ˬ䈃㚫䈩䓘ˣ㉾潐ˣ榃䞛䡦ˣ㋐⟿澐炷e-thôo-lâng炸
ˤ˭
ἳ 3.ˬṢ潻⭊⍣㾇 kah 濂欑炷but炸Ṽ欂ˤ˭
ἳ 4.ˬ夷潐䔲 kah 㹯㳀㳀炷tīnn-khó-x炸ˤ˭
⛐ᶲ徘ἳ⎍ᷕ炻
ˬἄ䨉炷tsoh-sit炸˭
ˣ
ˬ㋐⟿澐炷e-thôo-lâng炸˭
ˣ
ˬ欑炷but炸˭
ˣ
ˬ㹯㳀㳀炷tīnn-khó-x炸˭
䫱炻⌛㗗㻊⫿⼴朊㊔⻏≈姣ˬ⎘伭㊤枛˭⺷䘬ˬ枛㧁˭
炻㈲枛㧁䦣昌᷎ᶵ⼙枧㔯佑䘬堐忼烊侴ˬ㾇 kah
濂欑Ṽ欂˭
ˣ
ˬ䔲 kah 㹯㳀㳀˭ᷳᷕ䘬ˬkah˭⇯㛔幓㗗ˬ㔯⫿˭
炻㗗㔯⎍ᷕᶵ⎗ㆾ仢䘬ᶨ悐ấˤ䓙㕤⎘
伭㊤枛⊭⏓⫿㭵ᾖ梦䫎炻⤪ᶲ徘ἳ⫸ᷕ䘬ˬô˭ˣ
ˬâ˭ˣ
ˬī˭
ˣ
ˬǴ˭䫱炻䓐Ἦ 䁢⎘婆䘬倚婧姀嘇炻⚈㬌
ㆹᾹ⽭枰㍉䓐 Unicode

䁢䶐䡤普炻ᶵ傥㱧䓐ᶨ凔䘬 Ascii/Big5 䶐䡤炻⏎⇯㚫㚱屯妲怢⣙⍲栗䣢↢䎦

Ḫ䡤䘬䎦尉炻㬌䁢⎘婆㔯⫿嗽䎮⽭枰䈡⇍䔁シᷳ嗽ˤᶳ⚾䁢廱㎃㳩䦳⚾ˤ

⮯廠ℍ㔯䪈↮㻊伭
↮㻊伭ᷳ⼴䘬㭷ᶨᾳ⫿ᷚ:
1.

㩊㞍劙㔯

2.

婧⼊⫿㭵廱㎃ㆸ⸛ⷠ⫿㭵

3.

TL ㊤枛廱㎃ ForPA ㊤枛

廠↢廱㎃⬴ㆸ⼴䘬㔯䪈
⚾Ḵˣ廱㎃㳩䦳⚾
1.

↮㻊伭烉

媪↮㻊伭炻シ⿅㗗⮯㔯⎍ᷕ䘬㻊⫿冯伭楔⫿↮暊↢Ἦˤ冱ἳἮ婒炻天⮯⤪ᶳ⫿ᷚ↮ㆸ⫸⫿ᷚ⸷↿烉
'忁䧖⿏◃䛇ㆸ炷sing5炸⎘䀋Ṣˤ'
Ø
['忁', '䧖', '⿏', '◃', '䛇', 'ㆸ', '炷', 'sing5', '炸', '', '⎘', '䀋', 'Ṣ', 'ˤ']
↮ㆸ⫸⫿ᷚᷳ⼴炻忚ᶨ㬍䘬嗽䎮ˣ廱㎃庫⭡㖻忚埴ˤ
↮㻊伭⎗ẍ䓐“㬋夷堐䣢㱽”(regular expression)⮎䎦ˤ庫䳘䭨ᷳ嗽㙓㗪ᶵ䭉炻↮㻊伭䘬 python 堐䣢⎗
ẍ㗗烉
re.split('([ᶨ-浜]|[a-zA-Z]+\d*)',㻊伭⫿ᷚ)
re 㗗 Python 䘬 regularexpress 㧉䳬炻娛䳘婆㱽婳夳 Python ⍫侫㚠ˤ ℞ᷕ㻊⫿“ᶨ”䘬 unicode 䶐䡤㗗
\u4E00 㻊⫿“浜”䘬 unicode 䶐䡤 㗗\uFA2D炻ᷕ攻⊭㊔⣏⣂㔠䎦⛐⎘䀋ἧ䓐䘬㻊⫿ˤẍ⇵ἳ侴妨炻
Python ➟埴䳸㝄⤪ᶳ烉
>>> jj='忁䧖⿏◃䛇ㆸ炷sing5炸⎘䀋Ṣˤ'
>>> re.split('([ᶨ-浜]|[a-zA-Z]+\d*)',jj)
['', '忁', '', '䧖', '', '⿏', '', '◃', '', '䛇', '', 'ㆸ', '炷', 'sing5', '炸', '', '', '⎘', '', '䀋', '', 'Ṣ', 'ˤ']
(㲐シ⇘↮㻊伭䘬⫸⫿ᷚ⊭㊔⸦ᾳ䨢䘥⫿ᷚ炻Ữ恋ṃᶵ忈ㆸ嗽䎮廱㎃䘬⚘暋ˤ)
ᶵ⸠䘬炻ᶲ徘䘬↮㻊伭炻⮵㚱婧⼊䘬㊤枛⫿炻㚫䓊䓇拗婌烉
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>>> ii='䛇ㆸ炷sîng炸⎘䀋Ṣˤ'
>>> re.split('([ᶨ-浜]|[a-zA-Z]+\d*)',ii)
['', '䛇', '', 'ㆸ', '炷', 's', 'î', 'ng', '炸', '', '', '⎘', '', '䀋', '', 'Ṣ', 'ˤ']
㲐シ⇘ 婧⼊㊤枛⫿“sîng”炻 㰺㚱↮㬋䡢ˤ
“嬻㟤㚠⮓䘬 Python ⶍ℟䭙(LGO.py)”ᷕ䘬 hunHL ↥⺷[2]炻㬋㗗➢㕤栆Ụ䘬゛㱽炻侫ㄖḮ㚜⣂䘬䳘䭨炻
㬋⎰᷶ㆹᾹ䘬暨天烉
>>> ii='忁䧖⿏◃䛇ㆸ炷sîng炸⎘䀋Ṣˤ'
>>> hunHL(ii)
['忁', '䧖', '⿏', '◃', '䛇', 'ㆸ', '炷', 'sîng', '炸', '', '⎘', '䀋', 'Ṣ', 'ˤ']
䓙ᶲ徘䘬➟埴䳸㝄⎗䚳↢炻婧⼊㊤枛⫿“sîng”炻㬋䡢⬴ㆸ↮攳ˤ
2.

婧⼊⫿㭵䘬廱㎃烉

媪婧⼊⫿㭵䘬廱㎃炻㗗⮯婧⼊⫿㭵廱㎃ㆸ⮵ㅱ䘬㔠⫿≈⛐⫿㭵⼴朊

ẋ堐炻嬔⤪ e-thôo-lâng炻 暨

天廱㎃ㆸ㔠⫿㊤枛⫿ e1-thoo5-lang5ˤ⎘伭㊤枛ἧ䓐䘬婧⼊⫿㭵炻⍲℞⮵ㅱ䘬㊤枛ˣ婧嘇炻ㆹᾹ䓐
ᶱᾳ⫿ᷚ堐䣢炻⤪ᶳ堐Ḵ⮵ㅱ堐ˤ
堐Ḵˣ⮵ㅱ堐
婧⼊⫿ = 'ô â a̍ ō î'
⸛ⷠ⫿ = 'o a a o i'
倚婧 = '5 5 8 7 7'
㚱Ḯ忁ᶱᾳ⫿ᷚ炻ㆹᾹ⭡㖻墥ἄ↢婧⼊⫿㭵䘬廱㎃↥㔠炻廱㎃暨天゛㱽㗗炻憅⮵㭷ᶨ⫿㭵炻㩊㞍㗗ᶵ
㗗婧⼊⫿㭵炻劍㗗炻⇯廱㎃⸛ⷠ⫿㭵炻᷎ᶼ姀ㅞ娚倚婧㔠⫿炻㚨⼴ㇵ⮯㔠⫿ᷚ㍍⛐⼴ˤ!
>>> toBSR('siâ')
'sia5'
>>> toBSR('dâ')
'da5'
⚾ᶱˣ廱㎃ἳ⫸

3.

廱㎃ ForPA ㊤枛烉

⮯ TL ㊤枛⫿ 㚧㎃ㆸ ForPA ㊤枛⫿炻军⮹天䴻忶ℑᾳ㬍樇烉
(1) 䫔ᶨ㬍㗗↮倚枣(Python ↥⺷ hunSU)
(2) 䫔Ḵ㬍㗗倚枣↮⇍㚧㎃(ἧ䓐 Python Dict 䚜㍍㚧㎃) ℵᷚ㍍
ẍ TL ㊤枛'thoo5'䁢ἳ炻廱㎃ㆸ ForPA ㊤枛䘬忶䦳ᷣ天⤪ᶳˤ
>>> s,u,d = splitSUD(‘thoo5') #S,U,D ↮⇍堐 倚ˣ枣ˣ婧
>>> [S2S.get(s,s), U2U.get(u,u), D2D.get(d,d)]
'to5'
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℞ᷕ splitSUD 㗗 ↮倚枣婧炻 S2S, U2U, D2D ↮⇍㗗 ➟埴倚枣婧廱㎃䘬 Python 屯㕁䳸㥳(Python 䘬
dict)ˤẍᶳ↮䁢⚃ᾳ悐↮婒㖶忁ᾳ忶䦳ˤ
(2.1) ↮倚枣婧烉
⮵枛䭨㚱㭵枛㗪炻⤪ᶳ㕡䘬㬋夷堐䣢㱽⎗㉮攳倚枣婧炻
re.split('([aeiou][a-zA-Z]*)(\d*)',syllable)
嬔⤪烉
syllable = song4

=>

['s', 'ong', '4', '']

Ữ⎘婆怬㚱䃉㭵枛枛䳈䘬枛䭨炻⤪ᶳ堐ᶱˤ
堐ᶱˣForPA ⍲ TL 䘬 ⫸枛枛䭨
ForPA ⫸枛枛䭨

TL ⫸枛枛䭨

m ng
m ng
hm bng png mng hm png
dng tng nng
tng

phng
thng

mng
nng

gng kng hng
kng khng hng
zng cng sng
chng chhng sng
⚈䁢㰺㚱㭵枛炻⎒⤥⮷㬍忚埴烉
⃰㉮枛䭨⼴朊䘬倚婧 (劍䃉⇯倚婧姕䁢䨢⫿ᷚ)炻倚枣悐ấℵ娎䓐㭵枛㉮攳炻劍䃉㭵枛⇯娎㉮(ng|m)炻
劍ℵ䃉炻⯙㔜ᾳ⫿ᷚ䔞枣㭵ˤἳ⫸⤪ᶳ⚾⚃ˤ
>>> splitSUD('song4')

>>> splitSUD('oai')

['s', 'ong', '4']
>>> splitSUD('siong2')
['s', 'iong', '2']

['', 'oai', '']
>>> splitSUD('oe2')
['', 'oe', '2']

>>> splitSUD('sng5')

>>> splitSUD('dfgsfd3')

['s', 'ng', '5']
>>> splitSUD('sng')
['s', 'ng', '']

['', 'dfgsfd', '3']
>>> splitSUD('⫿')
['', '⫿', '']

>>> splitSUD('ng')
['', 'ng', '']
⚾⚃ˣ倚ˣ枣ˣ婧ἳ⫸
(2.2) 倚枣↮⇍廱㎃烉
㍍叿ㆹᾹ↮⇍廱㎃倚枣婧炻⽆⎘伭㊤枛⇘ ForPA ㊤枛ˤᶳ⚾Ḽ↮⇍㗗⎘伭㊤枛⍲ ForPA ㊤枛䘬倚ˣ
枣ˣ婧⮵䄏堐ˤ⽆忁ᶱ䳬⮵ㅱ⫿ᷚ炻Python 䘬 dict ⼰⭡㖻墥ἄ↢暨天䘬㚧㎃≇傥ˤ
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⚾Ḽˣ倚ˣ枣ˣ婧ἳ⫸
ὅ㒂ᶲ⚾ἧ䓐 Python ⭡㖻墥ἄ↢⮵䄏堐炻᷎ᶼ⭡㖻ἧ䓐炻䦳⺷䡤⤪ᶳ⚾ℕˤ
S2S = {k:v for k,v in zip(TLSVOR, ForPaSVOR)}
U2U = {k:v for k,v in zip(TLUVOR, ForPaUVOR)}
D2D = {k:v for k,v in zip(TLDiau, ForPaDiau)}
#dict{...} will map from key to value
>>> [S2S.get(S,S), U2U.get(U,U), D2D.get(D,D)]
⚾ℕˣPython ⭡㖻墥ἄ↢⮵䄏堐
倚枣↮⇍㚧㎃炻廠ℍ䁢['th', 'oo','5'] ἧ䓐 Python Dict 䚜㍍㚧㎃廠↢䁢['to5']炻⤪ᶳ⚾ᶫˤ

⚾ᶫˣ倚枣↮⇍㚧㎃!
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Ữ㗗炻䚜㍍倚枣婧㚧㎃炻᷎㰺㚱妋㰢㚱⓷柴炻⚈䁢⎘伭㊤枛怬㚱“⎎栆㊤枛”ẍ⍲“㡅ẞ嬲嬨”⓷柴ˤ
ẍᶳ↮(2.3)(2.4)忚ᶨ㬍妶婾ˤ

(2.3) ⎘伭㊤枛䘬⎎栆㊤枛㱽烉
⣂⮹⚈䁢㬟⎚⍇⚈炻㝸ṃ枛䳈䘬⎘伭㊤枛炻㊤枛㱽㚱嬲䔘炻⤪ᶳ堐⎎栆㊤枛㱽⸦ᾳἳ⫸ˤ
堐⚃ˣ⎎栆㊤枛㱽⸦ᾳἳ⫸
TL ⎎栆㊤⮓㱽

TL ㊤枛

ForPA ㊤⮓㱽

ts
tsh

ch
chh

z
c

oe

ue

ue

oa
ua
ua
oai
uai
uai
⮎ἄᶲ炻 ⤪ᶳ⚾炻Python ⫿℠⎗ẍ庽㖻≈ℍ忁ṃ⎎栆㊤⮓㱽烉
S2S.update({'ts':'z','tsh':'c'})
U2U.update({'oe':'ue','oa':'ua','oai':'uai'})
≈ᶲ忁ṃ⎎栆㊤⮓炻倚枣婧廱㎃㚜≈⬴㔜ˤ
(2.4) ⎘伭㊤枛䘬㡅ẞ嬲嬨⓷柴烉
⎘伭㊤枛(⍲㔁㚫㊤枛) ᶵ⸠䘬㚱㡅ẞ嬲嬨䘬⓷柴炻⤪ᶳ堐烉
堐ᶱˣ㡅ẞ嬲嬨䘬⓷柴
ForPA ㊤枛

⎘伭㊤枛
soo oo 堐ω

so

o 堐ω

so

o 堐ϊ

ser

er 堐ϊ

mo

o 堐ω

mo

o堐

no

o 堐ω

no

o堐

ngo o 堐ω

ngo o 堐

⛐㬌嬲嬨㗗䫎嘇 o ⛐ᶵ⎴枛䭨ᷕẋ堐ᶵ⎴䘬枛䳈ˤẍ炻⤪㝄䚜㍍㚧㎃⮯ o 䚜㍍㚧㎃ㆸ er炻⇯
mo/no/ngo ㎃ㆸ mer/ner/nger炻⮯䘤䓇拗婌ˤ⚈㬌倚枣婧㚧ẋ㗪炻ㅱ侫ㄖ␐怕枛⠫炻⤪ᶳ Python 倚
枣婧㚧ẋ䦳⺷ˤ
S,U,D = splitSUD(syllable)
if S in {'m n ng'.split()} and U is 'o':
rr = [S,U,D]
else :
rr = [S2S.get(S,S), U2U.get(U,U), D2D.get(D,D)]
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㚨⼴ㆹᾹ⽆㔁做悐䵚䪁ᶲ⍾⼿ˬ救⋿婆㚿嬨㔯䪈怠廗˭
炻ℵ䓙⎘婆䘬⮰㤕Ṣ⢓⸓⾁⮯㻊⫿㊤ㇻㆸ⎘婆
枛㧁炻㍍叿ㆹᾹὅ䄏ᶲ徘䘬⎘婆㔯⫿嗽䎮炻⮯㭷⎍䘬㻊⫿冯⎘婆枛㧁ἧ䓐 Transcriber Ἦ堐䣢⤪ᶳ⚾ℓˤ

⚾ℓˣ⎘婆㔯⫿嗽䎮㳩䦳

ᶱˣ⎘婆婆枛嗽䎮
ㆹᾹ忳䓐 HTK ẍ⍲ Python 䦳⺷婆妨⮓ㆸ CguAlign 䦳⺷炻⎗ẍ➟埴冒≽↯枛忶䦳ˤ
惵⎰悐↮ㇳ≽䘬嗽䎮炻㛔䭯婾㔯ẍ㔁做悐救⋿婆㚿嬨 1~10 䭯(Combine001)[3]䁢ἳ炻ㆹᾹ⮯㔜ᾳㇳ≽
䘬屯㕁嗽䎮⇘冒≽↯枛䘬忶䦳ẍᶳ⚾ᶨἮ婒㖶烉
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⚾ḅˣ䲣䴙㳩䦳⚾

ㇳ≽䘬屯㕁嗽䎮烉
⽆㔁做悐救⋿婆㚿嬨ᶲ⍾⼿ txt 㔯⫿㨼ẍ⍲⮵ㅱ䘬 mp3 婆枛㨼炻䓙㕤暨天ἧ䓐⇘ HTK 䘬⸓≑炻
侴 HTK ⛐婆枛㨼䘬悐↮⎒傥嗽䎮 wav 䘬㨼㟰炻ẍἧ䓐 Audacity[6]⮯⍇Ἦ mp3 㨼廱ㆸ wav 㨼炻忁
墉暨天⮯婆枛㨼䘬 Sample rate ㎃ㆸ 16000Hz ẍ⍲暁年嬲ㆸ╖年ˤ㍍叿⮯ txt 㔯⫿㨼冯廱⤥䘬 wav 婆
枛㨼⁛ℍ Transcriber[5]ᷕ炻ẍㇳ≽䘬㕡⺷⮯㔜㭝㔯䪈↯⇘㔯⎍䘬Ⰼ䳂炻廠↢ᶨᾳ trs 㨼ˤㇳ≽屯㕁嗽
䎮䘬悐↮⏲ᶨ㭝句炻ẍᶳ䁢 CguAlign 冒≽↯枛忶䦳ˤ
CguAlign 冒≽↯枛忶䦳烉
CguAlign 冒≽嬨⍾ᶨᾳ↯⇘㔯⎍䘬 trs 㨼冯ᶨᾳ wav 婆枛㨼炻Output ↢↯⇘⫿Ⰼ䳂䘬 trs 㨼ˣlrc
㨼冯 sbv 㨼ˤẍᶳㆹᾹ↮䁢ℑᾳ悐↮Ἦ娛䳘ṳ䳡冒≽↯枛䘬忶䦳ˤᶳ⚾Ḵ䁢 CguAlign 䘬ᷣ䦳⺷䡤ˤ

1.HTK ↯枛

2.⫿ᷚ嗽䎮
廱℞Ṿ㟤⺷

⚾⋩ˣCguAlign ᷣ䦳⺷䡤

1.

ἧ䓐 HTK[1]Ἦ↯枛烉
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(1) ⮯ trs 㨼䘬㗪攻冯⮵ㅱ⫿ᷚ廱ㆸ⣂ᾳ lab 㨼
㈻⍾↯⇘⎍Ⰼ䳂 trs ᷕ䘬㗪攻冯⮵ㅱ⫿ᷚ炻⛐㗪攻悐↮廱㎃㗪攻䘬㟤⺷烊⛐䚠⎴㗪攻䘬
⫿ᷚ悐↮炻⮯⫿ᷚ柕⯦≈ᶲ sil炻᷎⛐⫿冯⫿ᷕ攻䨢䘥嗽㚧㎃ㆸ⸽䶂Ἦ忋㍍ㆸ⎍ˤ
(2) ⮯攟婆枛㨼ὅ䄏 lab 㨼⮵ㅱ䘬㗪攻Ἦ↯√ㆸ⣂ᾳ䞕婆枛㨼
⮯攟婆枛㨼ὅ䄏 lab 㨼ᷕ㭷埴䘬㗪攻忚埴↯枛炻᷎廱⬀ㆸ⣂ᾳ䞕婆枛㨼ˤ
(3) 墥忈⎬ᾳ HtkTool 暨䘬⍫㔠㨼
忁墉墥忈↢ 7 ᾳ⍫㔠㨼炻↮⇍䁢 hLed.ledˣhLed00.ledˣhCopy.confˣhInit.confˣhRest.confˣ
hErest.confˣhVite.confˤ
(4) 嗽墉婆枛㧁䰌⍲娆℠
ᷣ天⛐墥ἄ mlf 㨼ˤ忁墉攳⥳ṳ䳡婆枛㧉✳妻䶜⍲↯√忶䦳炻ἧ䓐 HTK 䘬 hled 䦳⺷炻
廠ℍ䁢 scp 㨼䴻忶 hled 䦳⺷⎗ẍ⼿⇘ᶨᾳ䁢 lst 㨼⎎ᶨᾳ䁢 mlf 㨼炻忁ℑᾳ㨼㟰䘬ⶖ⇍
⛐㕤 mlf 㨼墉䘬㭷⎍娙ἧ䓐䫱↯䘬㕡⺷姀抬攳⥳⍲䳸㜇䘬㗪攻溆ˤ廠ℍ䁢 scp ⍲ mlf ⍲
dic 㨼 䴻忶 hled 䦳⺷㈲ mlf 廱㎃ㆸˬ暁枛䳈˭(Biphone)䘬㟤⺷炻⛐ dic 㨼ᷕ䁢枛䭨⮵
ㅱˬ暁枛䳈˭䘬㟤⺷ˤ
(5) 㒟⍾婆枛䈡⽝⍲妻䶜婆枛㧉✳
忁墉↮䁢倚枛嗽䎮冯㧉✳妻䶜ℑᾳ悐↮ˤ
倚枛嗽䎮烉䔞ㆹᾹ㈲ lab 嗽䎮⬴⼴炻ᶳᶨ㬍䁢冒≽暣儎婆枛↯枛ᷳ妲嘇嗽䎮䘬Ⰼ㫉炻⛐
妲嘇嗽䎮䘬Ⰼ㫉Ἦ婒婆枛彐嬀㈨埻ἧ䓐 mfc ⎗忼⇘ᶵ拗婆枛彐嬀ᷳ㓰㝄炻㲊✳廱㎃⇘
mfc 忶䦳ᷕㆹᾹἧ䓐 HTK ⶍ℟炻⛐ HTK ᷕ天 䈡⽝㒟⍾䘬≽ἄ䁢 hcopy 忁䦳⺷炻ᷣ天
奨⾝䁢廠ℍ倚枛㨼䴻忶 hopy 廠↢䁢 mfc炻⛐忶䦳ᷕ暨天㍸ὃ scp 㨼㟰⏲姜 hcopy Ṩ湤㧋
䘬 wav ⮵ㅱ⇘Ṩ湤㧋䘬 mfc炻⎎⢾ hcopy 㛔幓ḇ暨天ᶨṃ⍫㔠ἳ⤪ windows ⮔⹎⍲
windows shift 䘬攟⹎…䫱䫱炻hCopy.conf 㨼㟰㍸ὃ忁ṃ⍫㔠䴎 hcopy炻➟埴忁㊯Ẍ
os.system('hcopy -A -C hCopy.conf -S spWav2Mfc.scp') Ἦ ᶲ徘䘬ḳねˤ
㧉✳妻䶜烉廱㎃ㆸ mfc ⼴炻㍍ᶳἮ⯙㗗㧉✳妻䶜⚈䁢⛐⼴临↯√㗪暨天䓐⇘炻㧉✳妻䶜
ἧ䓐 HMM ㈨埻Ἦ墥ἄ炻ㆹᾹἧ䓐 HTK 䘬 HCompV 忁䦳⺷➟埴ẍᶳ㊯Ẍ䁢㧉✳妻䶜
䘬䫔ᶨ㬍 os.system('HCompV -A -C HCompV.conf -S spMfc.scp -m -I spLab_p.mlf -M
hmms_p/ -o '+m+' myHmmPro') ˤ
廠ℍ䁢 mfc 䴻忶 HCompV 廠↢䁢恋ṃ枛㧁䘬 HMM 㧉✳炻᷎ᶼ䁢ˬ暁枛䳈˭䘬㧉✳炻
ẍ䳘䭨Ἦ婒⛐ spLab_p.mlf 㨼㟰ᷕ⤪ᶲ⚾婆枛㧁䰌(lab)ᷳ嗽䎮忶䦳䁢ˬ暁枛䳈˭䘬✳⺷
⃚⬀ᶼ↯√䘬㗪攻溆䁢䫱↯䘬㗪攻溆炻spMfc.scp 㨼㟰䁢⛐䚖抬ᶳ吸普䘬䈡⽝㨼↿
堐炻myHmmPro 㨼㟰䁢㛒妻䶜ᷳ⇵⃰䴎⭂ᶨᾳ⍇✳㧉✳㨼炻ℏ⭡䁢㚱⸦ᾳ㧉✳⍲ Mixture
⍲⸦ᾳ State炻㬌㨼㟰⎗ẍ䦳⺷墥ἄ⍲ㇳ≽墥ἄ炻㚨⼴䴻忶㊯Ẍ⎗⼿⇘⇅⥳䘬㧉✳ˤ
㧉✳妻䶜䘬䫔Ḵ㬍嬻㧉✳㚜䱦䶣⊾炻⛐ HTK ᷕἧ䓐䘬䦳⺷䁢 HERest炻廠ℍ䁢 mfc
㨼䴻忶 HERest 廠↢䁢 HMM Phone 䘬㧉✳炻⚈䁢㚜䱦䶣⊾䘬斄Ὢẍ⣂㍸ὃḮᶨᾳ㧉
✳↿堐㨼㟰炻᷎ᶼ⛐嵹Ḯ 5 㫉䘬徜⚰炻⛐ㆹᾹ䦳⺷ᷕ姕⭂ N=5炻䴻忶㚜䱦䶣⊾䘬妻䶜⼿
⇘ᶨ䳬暁枛䳈䘬㧉✳炻䫔ᶨ㬍⍲䫔Ḵ㬍 ⬴⼴⯙㈲㧉✳妻䶜⬴ㆸ炻ᶲ徘忶䦳ᷕ㈲㚱≈㧁
䰌䘬婆枛妲嘇妻䶜ㆸ㧉✳炻ᶳᶨ㬍䁢婆枛↯√ˤ
(6) ⮯婆枛㔯⫿ ⮵滲
ᷣ天䁢婆枛↯√䘬悐↮ˤHTK ᷕἧ䓐婆枛↯√䘬䦳⺷䁢 HVite炻HVite ⎗ẍ䓐⛐婆枛彐
嬀炻⛐岄㬌ㆹᾹἧ䓐⻟⇞⮵滲(Forced alignment)忁䧖≇傥炻⚈䁢ㆹᾹ䞍忻枛㧁Ữ㗗ᶵ
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䞍忻㕟溆炻ἳ⤪ SN0.mfc 䘬ℏ⭡䁢 de_it_pinn_sil_qu_hi ⮵ㅱ⇘ lab 㨼忁㗗ㆹᾹ䞍䘬婆
妨㧁䰌炻忁怲ᶵἧ䓐ˤ
spLab_p.mlf 㨼㗗⚈䁢㚨⼴ㆹᾹ⎒暨天↯√军枛䭨䘬Ⰼ㫉ᶵ暨天↯√⇘暁枛䭨䘬Ⰼ㫉炻
㚨⼴⛐ HVite ᷕ廠ℍ䁢 mfc ⍲㛒↯√㗪攻溆䘬 mlf 㨼炻䴻忶 HVite 廠↢䁢䴻忶婆枛彐嬀
↯√↢䘬㗪攻溆䳸㝄ˤ婳⍫侫ᶳ⚾⋩㟤⺷ℏ⭡ˤ

⚾⋩ᶨˣInputˣOutput 㟤⺷ℏ⭡
⤪ᶳ⚾ḅ䁢㔜ᾳ嗽䎮忶䦳⽆㚱婆枛㨼⍲㚱 lab 㨼䴻忶 hledˣhcopyˣHCompVˣHERestˣHVite 䘬
㊯Ẍ炻㚨⼴䓊䓇↢↯√⤥䘬㗪攻溆ˤ
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⚾⋩Ḵˣ㔜ᾳ嗽䎮忶䦳
ẍᶲ䁢 CguAlign.py 䦳⺷ᷕ䘬 HTK 冒≽↯枛䘬㬍樇炻℞ᷕ⛐墥ἄ倚⬠㧉✳㗪炻ㆹᾹἧ䓐ᶨ
ᾳ䈡⇍䘬㕡⺷炻⇑䓐⍇㔯↢䎦䘬⫿䔞ἄ⫿℠炻㭷ᾳ⫿ᶨℑℑ⫿㭵䘬㕡⺷忋㍍
枛㧁炻㍍叿忚埴㒟⍾婆枛䈡⽝⍲妻䶜婆枛㧉✳ˤ

䁢㬌╖⫿䘬

⫿ᷚ嗽䎮廱℞Ṿ㟤⺷烉

2.

⛐忁悐↮ᷣ天⮯ⷞ㚱↯⇘⫿Ⰼ䳂䘬枛㧁冯⍇㔯╖⫿

⮵滲炻ẍᶲ徘ᷣ䦳⺷䡤ᷕ䘬 function(⮵

滲⍇㔯㟤⺷᷎廱ㆸ↯⇘⫿䘬 lrc 冯 sbv 㨼)Ἦ忚埴嗽䎮炻ẍᶳ⚾⋩䁢㬌 function 䘬娛䳘婒㖶ˤ

⚾⋩ᶱˣ⮵滲⍇㔯㟤⺷᷎廱ㆸ↯⇘⫿䘬 lrc 冯 sbv 㨼
⮵滲⍇㔯㟤⺷᷎廱ㆸ↯⇘⫿䘬 lrc 冯 sbv 㨼䦳⺷䡤炻⮯婆枛⮵滲㔯⫿ output ᶨᾳ.lab 㨼炻℞
ᷕ.lab 䁢↯⇘⫿䘬㗪攻溆炻䓙㕤㬌 lab 㨼↯↢䘬⫿ᷚ䁢枛㧁炻ẍ⮯枛㧁冯⍇㔯 ⮵滲炻
ℵ廱ㆸ lrc 冯 sbv 㨼ẍὃ枛㔯⎴㬍㓰㝄ᷳ⏰䎦炻㬌枛㔯⎴㬍㓰㝄⎗䓙ẍᶳ䵚⛨Ἦ⏰䎦
http://dl.dropbox.com/u/33089565/ryEx007_3.htmlˤ

⚃ˣ⎘婆↯枛⮎槿䳸㝄
炷ᶨ炸
ˣ↯√㓰傥↮㜸
⤪ᶳ⚾⋩ᶨ暨㈲↯枛↢Ἦ䘬䳸㝄廱⚆⇘ Transcriber ᶲ朊炻⚈䁢 Transcriber 䁢⚾✳ṳ朊炻⼰㖶栗䘬⎗
ẍ䚳↢㕟溆炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹ⯙⇑䓐Ṣⶍ㟡㒂ᷣ奨䘬⇌㕟᷎ᶼ姕⭂⤥坊ⷽ妋㜸⹎䁢 1280 x 800 ᶨ㫉⣏䲬⎗
䚳5䥺

婧㔜炻暨天婧㔜䘬⛘㕡䁢㚱㖶栗↯√⇘⇍䘬枛䭨⛘㕡ㇵ暨

㸾䫼㟰ˤ
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⚾⋩⚃ˣ廱⚆ Transcriber
㚱Ḯ㧁㸾䫼㟰↮⇍ℵ嶇 HTK ↯√䫱↯

㭼庫炻 䁢忁怲䘬㓰傥↮㜸ˤ⤪ᶳ⚾⋩Ḵ炻嘃䶂䁢ἧ䓐 HTK

↯√↢䘬䳸㝄炻⮎䶂䁢㧁㸾䫼㟰炻↮⇍妰䬿↢Ḻ䚠⮵ㅱᷳ↯√溆ᷳ㗪攻嶅暊℔⺷

⺷㗪攻嶅暊⸛⛯μ =

ℵὅᶳ

䁢拗婌⸛⛯ῤ炻℞ᷕ 䁢 HTK ↯√↢䘬䳸㝄炻䁢Ṣⶍ婧㔜ᷳ䳸㝄⌛㗗

㧁㸾䫼㟰炻N 䁢㗪攻溆䷥㔠炻K 䁢Ṣⶍ娵⭂㬋䡢ᷳ↯√溆炻ẍᶵ䲵ℍ拗婌⸛⛯ῤᷳ妰䬿炻侴 N-K
䁢Ṣⶍ娵⭂拗婌炻㚱⼭婧㔜ᷳ㗪攻溆ˤ

⚾⋩Ḽˣ㓰傥↮㜸

堐⚃ˣ㓰傥↮㜸㭼庫
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拗婌⸛⛯ῤ

HTK ↯√

䫱↯

0.06032 䥺

0.164033 䥺

㬌⮎槿䘬㔠㒂䓙䫔ᶨ䭯㔯䪈䷥ℙ 759 ⎍䓊䓇炻⤪ᶲ堐ᶨ炻ẍ拗婌⸛⛯ῤἮ婒 HTK 嶇㧁㸾䫼㟰㭼䚠ⶖ
0.06 䥺炻䫱↯嶇㧁㸾䫼㟰㭼䚠ⶖ 0.16 䥺䓙㬌⎗䞍䴻忶婆枛↯√䘬㕡㱽⽆ 0.16 䥺㍸⋯⇘ 0.06 䥺᷎ᶼ⎗
䞍 HTK ↯√℞㓰傥庫Ἓˤ
炷Ḵ炸
ˣ↯↢䌯
ㆹᾹἧ䓐↯↢䌯䔞 ⮎槿䳸㝄䘬㔠㒂炻媪䘬↯↢䌯䁢ᶨᾳ㗪攻╖ỵ⎒㚱ᶨᾳ╖⫿炻忁墉ㆹᾹ↮ℑ䧖
㕡⺷Ἦ妰䬿↯↢䌯炻℞㕡⺷ᶨ䁢ẍ╖⫿Ἦ妰䬿↯↢䌯炻㕡⺷Ḵ䁢ẍ㗪攻Ἦ妰䬿↯↢䌯ˤ↯↢䌯℔⺷⤪
ᶳ烉

㛒↯↢ᾳ㔠烉⛐㕡⺷ᶨᷕẋ堐㛒↯↢╖⫿䘬㔠慷烊⛐㕡⺷Ḵᷕẋ堐㛒↯↢㗪攻攟⹎ˤ
䷥㔠烉⛐㕡⺷ᶨᷕẋ堐㔯䪈ᷕℐ悐╖⫿䘬㔠慷烊⛐㕡⺷Ḵᷕẋ堐婆枛㗪攻䷥攟⹎ˤ
堐Ḵ䁢 CguAlign 妰䬿㔁做悐救⋿婆㚿嬨ℐ普䘬↯↢䌯烉

堐ḼˣCguAlign 妰䬿㔁做悐救⋿婆㚿嬨ℐ普䘬↯↢䌯
㕡⺷ᶨ(ẍ╖⫿Ἦ妰䬿)
㕡⺷Ḵ(ẍ㗪攻Ἦ妰䬿)

㔁做悐救⋿婆㚿嬨ℐ普
78.67%
82.93%

CguAlign ↮㜸㛒↯↢ᷳ⓷柴烉婆枛ᷕ↢䎦䘬⫿炻㔯䪈ᷕ⌣㰺㚱↢䎦㬌㔯⫿炻⤪ᶳ⚾⋩ᶱ㔁做悐救⋿
冯䫔ᶨ䭯ᷕ⛐婆枛㗪攻 5.176 ⇘ 5.962炻↢䎦ἄ侭Ữ㔯䪈ᷕ⌣㛒↢䎦烉

2. Works

⚾⋩ℕˣCguAlign 㛒↯↢ᷳ⓷柴
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Ḽˣ枛㔯⎴㬍㚱倚㚠䲣䴙
⛐枛㔯⎴㬍㓰㝄⏰䎦䘬悐↮炻䚖⇵ẍℑ䧖㕡⺷Ἦ忚埴炻↮⇍⛐ Youtube ᶲ冯ㆹᾹ冒㝞姕䘬䵚䪁
(CguTASync)炻婳忋䳸㬌䵚⛨烉https://dl.dropbox.com/u/36364100/wj.html 炻ẍᶳ䁢ℑ䧖㕡⺷䘬⏰䎦婒
㖶烉

炷ᶨ炸ˣYoutube[4]⸛⎘⏰䎦烉
ㆹᾹ⮯ⷞ㚱㗪攻溆䘬㔯⫿㓦⇘ Youtube ⸛⎘ᶲ⏰䎦炻ẍ Combine001(㔁做悐救⋿婆 1~10 䭯)䁢ἳ炻ᶳ
⚾⋩⚃䁢枛㔯⎴㬍㓰㝄䘬⏰䎦炻䲭刚㟮㟮ᷕ䘬䈃䁢枛㔯⎴㬍⫿ⷽ㓰㝄⏰䎦炻溆怠ᶳ㕡䲭刚㟮㟮ᷕ䘬
CC ⎗ẍ怠㑯Ἀ天⏰䎦䘬⫿ⷽ⎵䧙炻侴ㆹᾹ⯙㗗⛐忁墉㍸ὃⷞ㚱㗪攻溆䘬㔯⫿ˤ

⚾⋩ᶫˣCombine001 ⛐ Youtube ⸛⎘ᶲ⏰䎦枛㔯⎴㬍㓰㝄

炷Ḵ炸
ˣCguTASync(CguTextAudioSynchronization)⏰䎦烉
忁㗗ㆹᾹ㝞姕䘬䵚枩炻䓐⣂䧖㕡⺷Ἦ⏰䎦枛㔯⎴㬍䘬㓰㝄炻⚈䁢㝸䧖⣿ẞ䘬斄Ὢ暨䓙 Firefox 㾷奥
☐Ἦ攳┇炻ẍᶳ⚾⋩Ḽ䁢≇傥䘬ṳ䳡烉
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㚱倚㚠䘬㔯䪈㭝句炻䴻忶枛㔯⎴㬍嗽䎮炻㚱⤪ kalaok 䘬
⏰䎦㕡⺷炻溆㑲㔯䪈ᷕ䘬㔯⫿炻⌛⎗慵墯倥⍾ˤ
怠㑯㚱倚㚠䪈䭨ˤ

栆Ụ Youtube ⏰䎦ˤ

⎗㓡嬲㑕㓦忇⹎ˤ
⮯倚㲊冯㔯⫿
⎴㬍炻㚱⮩⊭⏰䎦
䘬㓰㝄ˤ

⮯倚枛 柣嬄㕡
⺷⏰䎦ˤ

⮯倚枛㭷䥺
㕡⺷⏰䎦ˤ
⚾⋩ℓˣCguTASync 枛㔯⎴㬍㓰㝄⏰䎦冯≇傥婒㖶
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ℕˣ䳸婾
⎘婆㔯⫿⛐嗽䎮ᶲ庫䁢墯暄炻吸普婆㕁⹓㗪天㲐シ㟤⺷ˣ㊤枛䘬⓷柴炻吸普䘬屯㕁㟤⺷⽭枰䴙ᶨ
ᷳ⼴⛐忚埴䴙妰炻⎘婆㊤枛ᷕⷠἧ䓐䈡㬲䫎嘇炻ẍ⯙天ἧ䓐 UTF8 Ἦ䶐䡤炻忁墉䈡⇍天㲐シ䶐䡤䘬
⓷柴ˤ㈲婆㕁⹓䘬倚枛⍲㔯⫿⇑䓐 Transcriber 庇橼 ⇘ẍ⎍⫸↯√䁢㗪攻溆炻ẍṢⶍㇳ≽↯√⎍⫸炻
ᶨ䭯㔯䪈⣏䲬暨天Ḵ⋩⇘ᶱ⋩↮揀䷥ℙ㚱 140 䭯㔯䪈⤪㝄天ㇳ≽↯√⇘枛䭨䘬Ⰼ㫉䚠⮵䘬暨天剙㚜
⣂䘬㗪攻炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹ⇑䓐 HTK ⶍ℟⸓ㆹᾹ㈦↢枛䭨䘬㗪攻溆⛐忶䦳ᷕ暨天妻䶜㧉✳ᷳ⼴忚埴婆枛
↯√㚨⼴㈦↢㗪攻溆᷎ᶼ廱⚆ Transcriber 㟤⺷炻䴻忶婆枛↯√䘬㕡㱽⽆ 0.16 䥺㍸⋯⇘ 0.06 䥺᷎ᶼ⎗
䞍 HTK ↯√℞㓰傥庫Ἓˤ⛐枛㔯⎴㬍䘬悐↮炻䓙㕤䴻忶婆枛彐嬀枛㔯⮵滲⼴炻↯↢ⷞ㚱㗪攻䘬枛㧁
ẍ冯⍇Ἦ㔯䪈䘬㔯⫿ᶵ⎴炻昌ᷳ⢾怬㚱⣙⍣㧁溆䫎嘇⍇㚱䘬ỵ伖ẍ⍲⍇㔯㭝句䘬㟤⺷炻ㆹᾹ⮯忁ṃⷞ
㚱㗪攻溆䘬枛㧁冯⍇㔯

⮵滲炻᷎怬⍇⍇㚱㔯䪈䘬㧁溆䫎嘇冯㭝句㟤⺷ˤ

䚖⇵ㆹᾹ嗽䎮Ḯ⎘䀋㔁做悐㍸ὃ䘬救⋿婆㚿嬨㔯䪈ℙ 140 䭯炻嗽䎮Ḯ䲬 11 ᾳ⮷㗪䘬婆枛炻⮯
役㚱 83%䘬㔯⫿ᷳ⮵ㅱ婆枛䘬㗪攻溆⎗塓↯↢ˤ㚨⼴ㆹᾹ⮯㔁做悐救⋿婆㚿嬨婆㕁嗽䎮⬴ᷳⷞ㚱㗪
攻溆䘬㔯⫿㓦⇘ YouTube 冯冒㝞姕䘬䵚䪁ᶲἮ⏰䎦枛㔯⎴㬍䘬㓰㝄ˤ

⍫侫㔯䌣
[1] S. Young, G. Evermann, D. Kershaw, G. Moore, J. Odell, D. Ollason,D. Povey, V. Valtchev, and P.
Woodland, “The HTK book(for HTK version 3.4.1),” Cambridge University Engineering
Department,Tech. Rep., March. 2009.
[2] 㰇㯠忚(2011). 嬻㟤㚠⮓ Python ⶍ℟䭙ˤ 㕘䪡烉㶭厗⣏⬠䴙妰ˤ (䦳⺷㨼㟰 LGO.py)
[3] ℐ⚳婆㔯䪞岥冢䀋救⋿婆㚿嬨⍫侫屯㕁ἧ䓐婒㖶 http://140.111.34.54/MANDR/minna/first.html
[4] Youtube炻http://www.youtube.com/
[5] Transcriber炻http://trans.sourceforge.net/en/presentation.php
[6] Audacity炻http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
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㐀天
⛐⎋婆⮵娙ᶲ炻䁢Ḯ㚱㓰⛘䎮妋ἧ䓐侭天堐忼䘬屯妲シ佑炻㒟⍾斄挝娆婆㗗⼰慵
天䘬䞼䨞嬘柴ᷳᶨˤ㛔䞼䨞憅⮵⮵娙婆枛ℏ⭡䘬斄挝娆炻㍸↢ẍ枛枣Ⱄ⿏Ἦ 䁢㒟⍾斄
挝娆䘬䈡⽝ˤ⇑䓐枸⃰妻䶜䘬㰢䫾㧡⮯婆侭婆⎍↮㭝ㆸ枣⼳娆炻忚ᶨ㬍ἧ䓐㓗㎜⎹慷㨇
(SVM)Ἦ”㷔枣⼳娆㗗⏎䁢斄挝娆ˤ⛐㬌⇑䓐ᷕ䞼昊婆妨䞼䨞惕䥳尓㍸↢昶Ⰼ⺷⣂
䞕婆婆㳩枣⼳㝞㥳冯枣⼳娆怲䓴䘬”㷔㕡㱽炻侴怲䓴”㷔䁢⇑䓐℞枣⼳䈡⿏⺢䩳䘬㰢䫾
㧡Ἦ”㷔ˤ㚨⼴炻ẍ枛枣Ⱄ⿏䁢䈡⽝Ἦ 䁢”㷔䘬⍫㔠炻啱䓙 SVM ↮㜸⎬ᾳ枣⼳娆ᷳ
䈡⽝ῤ㈦↢䃎溆⛐婆枛㗪攻⋨㭝炻啱䓙㒟⍾㬌䃎溆ἄ䁢斄挝娆ˤ㚨⼴悐↮䁢憅⮵抬墥
䘬⮵娙婆㕁忚埴⮎槿᷎↮㜸炻⼿⇘䘬㸾䡢⹎冯⎔⚆䌯㭼⍫䄏䘤枛䚠Ụ⹎ㆾ倚⬠䈡⽝怬
天檀炻嫱⮎㍸㕡㱽⛐斄挝娆㒟⍾㗗⎗埴䘬ˤ

Abstract
It is one of most essential issues to extract the keywords from conversational speech for
understanding the utterances from speakers. This thesis aims at keyword spotting from
spontaneous speech for keyword detecting. We proposed prosodic features that are used for
keyword detection. The prosody words are segmented from speaker’s utterance according to
the pre-training decision tree. The supported vector machine is further used as the classifier to
judge the prosody word is keyword or not. The prosody word boundary segmentation
algorithm based on decision tree is illustrated. Besides the data driven feature, the knowledge
obtained from the corpus observation is integrated in the decision tree. Finally, the keyword
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in the focus part are extracted using prosody features by sported vector machine (SVM).
According to the experimental results, we can find the proposed method outperform the
phone verification approach especially in recall and accuracy. This shows the proposed
approach is operative for keyword detecting.
斄挝娆烉斄挝娆婆ˣ枛枣Ⱄ⿏ˣ枣⼳娆ˣ⎋徘婆妨ˤ
Keywords: Keyword spotting, prosodic feature, prosody word, spoken language.

ᶨˣ䵺婾
斄挝娆彐嬀(Keyword spotting)⛐役ẋ婆枛䞼䨞冯ㅱ䓐ᶲ䁢ᶨ枭⼰慵天䘬⬠⓷炻℞䚖
䘬㗗嬻暣儎䲣䴙傥⣈⽆婆枛屯㕁墉朊炻冒≽”㷔↢䈡⭂䘬斄挝娆⼁ˤ㕤ㅱ䓐ᶲḇ⊭⏓Ḯ
⼰⣂Ⰼ朊炻ἳ⤪婆枛屯㕁㩊䳊(㕘倆⟙⮶ˣ⼙䇯屯㕁ˣ暣夾廱㑕䫱)ˣ冒≽婆枛廱㍍䷥㨇
䲣䴙ˣ㞍娊㚵⊁䫱ˤ⛐Ṣ㨇㹅忂㕡朊炻ẍ冒䘤⿏婆枛(Spontaneous speech)䁢ᷣ天廠ℍ㕡
⺷䘬⮵娙䲣䴙(Dialogue system)墉炻⚈䁢㭷ᾳṢ䘬妨婯桐㟤(Speaking style)悥㚱ⶖ䔘炻
⼰暋ẍ㔯㱽(Grammar)䘬奺⹎Ἦ⬴㔜↮㜸婆侭天堐忼䘬㵝佑ˤ⛐⮎晃ㅱ䓐ᶲ炻侫慷⇘
⮵娙䲣䴙ᷳ⌛㗪⿏(Real time)炻⤪ỽ嬻䲣䴙⮵㕤ἧ䓐侭䘬婆枛屯妲 ⃭↮䘬㌴㎉炻ℵℵ
⼙枧Ḯ⮵娙䲣䴙ᷳ⮎䓐冯⏎ˤKawahara 䫱Ṣ⯙㈲斄挝娆婆䘬㒟⍾(Keyword extraction)
冯 䡢 娵 (Verification) 䳸 ⎰ ⇾ 㜸 ☐ ㅱ 䓐 㕤 ⮵ 娙 䲣 䴙 炻 ℞ ᷣ 天 㬍 樇 ↮ 䁢 斄 挝 䇯 婆 ” 㷔
(Key-phrase detection)ˣ斄挝䇯婆槿嫱(Key-phrase verification)ˣ⎍⫸⇾㜸(Sentence parsing)
ẍ⍲⎍⫸槿嫱(sentence verification)⚃ᾳ悐↮ˤ湣䚩䎮ⶍ⬠昊⇯㍸↢㻠忚⺷䘬⮵娙䎮妋㝞
㥳(Incremental understanding)炻㚱㓰㒟⍾䲣䴙暨ᷳ屯妲[1]炻侴忁㧋䘬䎮⾝㚨㖑㗗䓙⽫
䎮⬠侭 Charpter 䫱Ṣ㟡㒂Ṣ栆⎋婆⮵娙ᷳ䎮妋䦳⸷㍸↢䘬[2]ˤ⎗ẍ゛夳斄挝娆冯㻠
忚⺷䎮妋㕡⺷⛐婆枛⮵娙ᷕ㗗⼰斄挝䘬ℑᾳ悐↮ˤ⚈㬌⤪ỽ⮯婆枛䘬斄挝娆㒟⍾↢Ἦ≈
ẍ䡢娵炻ὧ㗗⎋徘婆妨䎮妋(Spoken Language Understanding, SLU)ᶲᶨᾳ慵天䘬婚柴ˤ
⎎ᶨ㕡朊炻䁢Ḯ⡆≈婆枛彐嬀䘬㬋䡢⿏炻⼰⣂⬠侭㍸↢Ḯᶵ⎴䘬柵⢾婆枛䈡⿏Ἦ⸓≑彐
嬀炻╔㱣Ṇ䎮ⶍ㛶拎廅㔁㌰㍸↢ẍ䞍嬀䁢側㘗(Knowledge based)䘬㕡⺷[3]炻⮶ℍḮ婆枛
⬠ᶲ䘬枛枣Ⱄ⿏(Prosodic attribute)ἄ䁢柵⢾䘬婆枛彐嬀庼≑㕡⺷ˤ䁢Ḯ㚱㓰⛘㕤䲣䴙ᶲ
㒟⍾斄挝娆炻㛔䞼䨞㍸↢枛枣Ⱄ⿏ᷳ斄挝娆㒟⍾㕡㱽炻啱䓙ᷕ䞼昊婆妨⬠䞼䨞惕䥳尓
㍸↢䘬昶Ⰼ⺷⣂䞕婆婆㳩枣⼳(Hierarchical Prosodic Phrase Grouping, HPG)㝞㥳㤪⾝
[4][5]炻”㷔婆侭䘬枣⼳娆(Prosodic word)炻ẍ”㷔䁢➢䢶䘬㕡⺷炻⍫䄏℞⎬䧖䈡⽝侴彐
⇍㗗⏎䁢斄挝娆ˤ䁢Ḯ⡆≈婆枛彐嬀䘬㬋䡢䌯炻⚳⢾ḇ㚱⼰⣂⬠侭ḇῇ≑㕤℞Ṿ䘬䞍嬀
側㘗㕡⺷ˤAli ẍ倚⬠ᶲ䘬枛枣䈡⽝䁢➢䢶炻憅⮵㭷ᾳ枛䳈ᶵ⎴䘬䈡⽝Ἦ⋨⇍炻⇑䓐忁
ṃ䈡⽝Ἦẍ枛䳈䁢╖ỵ忚埴忋临婆枛彐嬀[1]ˤWieland ⇯憅⮵婆妨㧉✳炻㍸↢ẍ䴙妰㕡
⺷᷎䳸⎰侫慷婆シ䘬㕡⺷炻⺢䩳 Bi-gram 㧉✳炻᷎ᶼἧ䓐 Beam-search Viterbi 㕡⺷Ἦ㏄
⮳㚨Ἓ婆⎍嶗⼹ˤ䳸⎰忁ℑ溆᷎ㅱ䓐㕤⎋徘婆妨䘬彐嬀[6]ˤBitar ㍸↢㍊妶䳸⎰䞍嬀側
㘗炻ẍ忁ṃ䈡⽝Ἦἄ䁢彐嬀㕡㱽䘬⎬䧖⍫㔠炻昌Ḯ⁛䴙 HMM炻᷎䳸⎰⮰㤕䞍嬀ℵ姽Ộ炻
䳸㝄⛐婆枛彐嬀ᶲ㚱ᶵ拗䘬ㆸ㓰[7]ˤRabiner ⛐ 1989 ⸜炻婆枛彐嬀怬⯂㛒⼰ㆸ䅇㗪炻
㍸↢Ḯ⇑䓐溆ˤ℞ᶨ䁢晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳㕡⺷Ἦ彐嬀婆枛䘬㤪⾝冯憅⮵℞ㅱ䓐㕡⺷Ἦ妶
婾炻᷎ᶼ婒㖶Ḯ℞ℑ枭㑩㚱⬴㔜䘬㔠⬠䎮⾝冯㝞㥳炻᷎ᶼ⎗ẍ⺋㲃ㅱ䓐⛐⎬䧖柀➇ˤ䫔
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Ḵ溆⯙㗗⮯℞ㅱ䓐⛐婆枛彐嬀ᶲ䡢⮎㚱列⤥䘬㓰㝄[8]ˤTatsuya Kawahara 冯 Chin-Hui
Lee ㍸⇘ Key-Phrase Detection  Verification 䘬䳸⎰炻シ⌛斄挝娆䘬㒟⍾冯䳬⎰炻⛐⮵
㕤憅⮵⏓㔯㱽䳸㥳檮㔋ᶼ嬲⊾⿏⣏ᷳ䈡⿏䘬⎋徘婆妨炻䲣䴙䎮妋℞⮵娙ℏ⭡ᶲ㚱⼰慵
⣏䘬⸓≑[9]炻ḇ㚜≈⻟⊾ㆹᾹ⇑䓐㒟⍾斄挝娆Ἦ姽Ộ婆妨埴䁢䘬慵天⿏ˤ

Ḵˣ䚠斄䞼䨞
⛐斄挝娆彐嬀䘬䞼䨞ᶲ炻Rose[10]⇑䓐 HMM ⺢䩳Ḯᶨᾳ斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙炻ᾳ⇍妻
䶜斄挝娆冯朆斄挝娆悐↮炻ℵ⇑䓐䁢彐嬀斄挝娆䘬㔠ᾳ䉨ン炻怬㚱朆斄挝娆䘬⠓娆☐
(filler)㔠ᾳ炻㝞㥳㔜ᾳ彐嬀䵚䴉Ἦ彐嬀㔜㭝婆枛䘬斄挝娆悐↮ˤZhang[11]㍸↢ℑ昶㭝⺷
䘬㕡㱽炻䫔ᶨ昶㭝彐嬀↢⎗傥⿏㚨檀䘬枛䳈⸷↿炻䫔Ḵ昶㭝啱䓙㶟Ḫ䞑昋⇌㕟℞䚠Ụ
⿏炻↿↢㚨㚱⎗傥䘬⸷↿炻㚨⼴⇯㒟⍾↢ᾉ⽫⹎㚨檀↮䘬ἄ䁢斄挝娆ˤBahi[12]㕡㱽ḇ
㗗栆Ụ炻⮯㭷ᾳ䘤枛枛䭨↮攳ㆸ⫿⃫↿䳬⎰炻⃰⮯⎗傥⿏斄挝娆妻䶜⤥䁢⫿⃫↿炻⎴㧋
⮯彐嬀↢Ἦ䘬⎬䧖⎗傥⫿廱㎃ㆸ⫿⃫↿炻⇑䓐 HMM 㕡⺷⍣㭼⮵ỵ伖”㷔↢㚨㚱⎗傥䘬
斄挝娆᷎㒟⍾↢炻㬌䭯䈡溆⛐㕤᷎㰺㚱䈡シ⮵朆斄挝娆ἄ㧉✳ˤ湣䚩䎮ⶍ⬠昊䘬 Bazzi
䞼䨞⛐ HMM 彐嬀☐ᶳ朆斄挝娆䘬⠓娆☐姕妰[13]炻墉朊㍸⇘斄挝娆彐嬀ᷕ炻娆⹓⢾⫿
娆ḇ㗗⌈⼰慵天悐↮炻↮㜸Ḯ拗婌嬎⟙☐䘬㬋䡢⿏嶇㔜橼彐嬀㬋䡢䌯䚠⮵斄Ὢ冯⌈㭼
ἳˤLee C.H.[14]⛐㭼⮵䘤倚䚠Ụ⿏㗪炻柵⢾ℵ⍫侫䚠惘䘬䘤枛炻⇑䓐居㮷䎮婾ᷕ䘬居
㮷⚈⫸妰䬿㕡⺷炻Ἦ妰䬿↢䘤枛䚠Ụ⿏ˤKim[15]⇯ẍ居㮷䎮婾Ἦἄ䁢姽Ộ彐嬀⼴䘬䘤
枛℞ᾉ⽫⹎↮㔠ˤ⎎⢾⸦䧖㗗ẍ䈡⽝⍫㔠ἄ䁢”㷔➢䢶妻䶜↮栆☐[16][17]炻⇑䓐妻䶜
☐Ἦ⮵天彐嬀䘬婆枛ἄ↮栆炻⇌⭂℞㗗⏎䁢天斄挝娆ˤ
Haizhou Li, Bin Ma, and Chin-Hui Lee 㕤㛇↲ᶲ䘤堐䘬䞼䨞⣂婆彐嬀[18]炻㍸↢Ḯ㕘
䘬彐嬀╖⃫㥳゛炻ᶵℵẍ枛㧁䁢╖⃫侴㗗䓐⮎晃Ṣ栆䘤枛Ἦ 䁢╖ỵ炻᷎≈ẍ妻䶜㧉
✳ˤ⼴䪗悐↮⛐⎬ᾳ婆妨䈡⽝ᶲ⺢䩳Ḯ⎹慷䨢攻㧉✳Ἦ⃚⬀⎬䧖婆妨ᶲ㭷䧖䘤枛䘬䚠⮵
斄Ὢ炻᷎妻䶜↢↮栆☐Ἦ啱㬌↮栆彐嬀䁢ỽ䧖婆妨炻⏰䎦䘬彐嬀䳸㝄㭼䓐⚳晃枛㧁怬
天⤥ᶲ姙⣂ˤ
⛐枛枣䞼䨞㕡朊炻役⸜ẍ⒍ΐ㭼Ṇ⣏⬠䘤⯽↢ᶨᾳ”㷔慵枛悐↮䘬ⶍ℟庇橼
AuToBi炻⎗ẍ憅⮵䞕婆怲䓴”㷔᷎ᶼ”㷔䘤枛慵枛悐ỵ[19]炻℞㔯䪈ḇ㍸⇘忁ṃ⸜Ἦ⎬
䧖ᶵ⎴䘬”㷔慵枛㕡⺷炻㚱⇑䓐倚⬠Ⱄ⿏ˣ➢柣ˣ傥慷ˣPOS 䫱炻↮㜸ᶲḇ㚱 HMMˣ
㰢䫾㧡䫱㕡⺷ˤἳ⤪ Conkie 䫱Ṣ[20]炻憅⮵➢柣冯傥慷ẍ⍲忁ṃ⍫㔠ⶖῤ冯ⶖῤᷳ
delta炻᷎䳸⎰ HMM 㝞㥳”㷔慵枛悐ỵˤ㬌⢾炻ḇ⣂≈ℍḮ婆侭䚠斄䘬倚⬠屯㕁炻⛐㸾
䡢⿏ᶲ䡢⮎㍸⋯ˤSridhar[21]⛐姽Ộ HMM ᷕ墉朊䘬⍫㔠ⶖῤ㗪炻⎴㗪䚋䜋倚⬠Ⱄ⿏冯
⎍㱽Ⱄ⿏炻᷎ἧ䓐㚨⣏䅝 HMM 㧉✳Ἦ”㷔慵枛悐↮⛐ỵ伖ˤ
䞼䨞⮵娙⽫䎮⬠㕡朊炻ㆹᾹ⍫侫Ḯ Erteschik-shir 䘬叿ἄ[22]炻墉朊㍷徘Ṣ栆⽫䎮⛐
⮵娙埴䁢ᶲ䘬⎬䧖ね㱩冯⚆ㅱℏ⭡ね䵺炻婆侭倥侭㚫⛐⮵娙䘬忚埴ᶲᶵ㕟㓡嬲㌴
㎉䘬ᶵ⎴屯妲⽫䎮㛇㛃䘬ℏ⭡ˤ
攟⹂⣏⬠⣂⸜Ἦᶨ䚜⽆ḳ㕤㛔⛇婆枛䘬䞼䨞炻昛⽿⬯[23]㬌䭯婾㔯㍊妶⎴㗪⮵⚳⎘
暁婆䘬⣏娆⼁忋临婆枛彐嬀䞼䨞ˤ㖑㛇⚳⢾嫱⮎晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳ㅱ䓐㕤婆枛彐嬀ᶲ
䘬㓰㝄炻㣲㯠㲘[24]⮯℞ㅱ䓐㕤㓡┬㕤ᷕ㔯䘬婆枛彐嬀炻憅⮵枛䳈䘬㚧㎃㓡嬲⮯℞䓐㕤
ᷕ㔯䲣䴙ᶲˤἁ⭞冰[25] ᷳ婆枛彐嬀䘬䞼䨞炻㗗⇑䓐㚱旸䉨ン㨇䘬㕡⺷Ἦ忼⇘⣏娆
⼁忋临婆枛彐嬀炻⮯婆枛彐嬀ᶲ䘬ᶱ䧖ᷣ天㧉✳炻倚⬠㧉✳ˣ录℠ˣ婆妨㧉✳悥⺢䩳ㆸ
㚱旸䉨ン㨇✳⺷炻忁㧋⛐㒜⃭⿏ᶲ冯䳸⎰ᶲ悥㚜䁢⭡㖻ˤ昛拓岊[26]䞼䨞”㷔婆枛ᶲ䘬
倚枣Ⱄ⿏”㷔炻⊭⏓ᶨṃ滣枛ˣ㒎枛ˣ䆮䟜枛䫱ˤ᷎䳸⎰倚枣Ⱄ⿏冯 MFCC Ἦ㍊妶婆
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枛彐嬀䘬㬋䡢䌯ˤ湫ⅈ忼[27]ẍ枛攟ˣ⍵㧉✳嶅暊ˣ倚⬠↮㔠䫱䈡⽝炻⇑䓐 SVM ↮栆
☐Ἦ⮵倚㭵槿嫱↮栆㗗⏎Ⱄ㕤斄挝娆炻᷎⎎⢾⛐⮵㟠⽫↥㔠ᾖ㓡Ἦ㍸⋯㚨Ἓ㓰傥ˤ
⚳ℏᷕ䞼昊婆妨⬠䞼䨞惕䥳尓憅⮵㻊婆㍸↢䘬 HPG 㝞㥳⮵ᷕ㔯枣⼳⬠䞼䨞⼙枧
⼰⣏炻ẍ Fujisaki Model 妰䬿↮㜸᷎嫱⮎㭷ᶨⰌ枣⼳╖ỵ䘬䚠斄⿏ᶼḺ䚠⼙枧炻℞Ṿ䞼
䨞⊭㊔冒≽”㷔枣⼳怲䓴炻⎬⛘㻊婆⛐枣⼳ᶲ晾䃞⬀⛐ⶖ䔘⌣㛔岒䚠⎴䫱
[4][5][28][29][30]炻㬌 HPG 㤪⾝⮵婆枛⬠ᶲ㚱⼰⣂慵天届䌣ˤ

ᶱˣ䲣䴙ṳ䳡
㛔䞼䨞䘬䲣䴙㝞㥳ὅ℞嗽䎮䦳⸷↮䁢妻䶜昶㭝冯㷔娎昶㭝ˤ妻䶜昶㭝ᷕ炻⇑䓐婆㕁
妻䶜↢”㷔斄挝娆㧉✳炻ẍ⍲䓐Ἦ⮯婆枛↮√ㆸ枣⼳娆婆枛㭝䘬㰢䫾㧡㧉✳ˤ㷔娎ᷕ炻
ẍ㬌ℑ㧉✳⃰⼴”㷔枣⼳娆怲䓴冯⎬枣⼳娆ᷳ䈡⽝⍫㔠炻㚨⼴”㷔斄挝娆᷎㒟⍾↢ˤ⚾
1 䁢䲣䴙㝞㥳⚾ˤ

⚾ 1:䲣䴙㝞㥳⚾
䁢Ḯ⛐⮎槿ᶲ”㷔↢枣⼳娆怲䓴䓐ẍ”㷔↢斄挝娆炻ㆹᾹ⽭枰⃰妻䶜↢暨天䘬㧉
✳ˤ⇑䓐㓞普䘬婆㕁⹓炻㉥↢⎬䧖枛枣Ⱄ⿏⍫㔠(Prosodic Attributes Extraction)炻⊭㊔Ḯ
枛檀(Pitch)ˣ枛⻟(Intensity)ˣ枛攟(Duration)ˤ”㷔枣⼳娆怲䓴㧉✳⇑䓐昶Ⰼ⺷⣂䞕婆枣
⼳婆㳩㝞㥳(HPG)䞍嬀炻᷎䴙妰↮㜸⽆婆㕁ᷕ㉥⍾䘬⍫㔠屯㕁炻㚨⼴妻䶜↢枣⼳娆怲
䓴(Prosodic Word Boundary)䘬㰢䫾㧡(Boundary Decision Tree)炻㬌䁢妻䶜枣⼳娆”㷔㧉
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✳悐↮ˤ侴⎎ᶨ㕡朊炻⎴㧋䓙忁ṃ枛枣Ⱄ⿏炻䴙妰↮㜸㈦↢⎬ᾳ婆枛ḳẞ䈑䎮䎦尉冯䚠
⮵ㅱ䘬⍫㔠屯㕁炻⇑䓐 SVM 妻䶜↢崭⸛朊㧉✳ẍ䓐Ἦ↮彐斄挝娆冯朆斄挝娆炻㬌Ṏ⌛
䁢⎬ᾳ䘬斄挝娆”㷔☐(Keyword Detector)炻忁悐↮ὧ䁢斄挝娆”㷔悐↮ˤ
侴㷔娎悐↮ᷕ㚨慵天䘬ℑᾳ悐↮⌛䁢枣⼳娆”㷔(Prosodic Word Detection)冯斄挝
娆”㷔(Keyword Detection)炻”㷔忁ℑ悐↮悥⽭枰ẘ岜妻䶜昶㭝妻䶜↢䘬㧉✳ˤ㔜ᾳ
⮎槿椾⃰⽆ἧ䓐侭廠ℍ䘬婆枛妲嘇ᷕ炻㉥⍾↢⎬ᾳ枛枣Ⱄ⿏ˤ⇑䓐忁ṃ妲嘇⍫㔠庼ẍ怲
䓴㰢䫾㧡㧉✳炻㈦↢枣⼳娆怲䓴炻⚈侴⮯㔜㭝枛妲↮√ㆸ劍⸚ᾳ枣⼳娆䳬⎰ˤ㟡㒂忁ṃ
枣⼳娆䘬枛枣Ⱄ⿏炻徸ᶨẍ⎬ᾳ婆枛ḳẞ”㷔☐↮㜸揹⭂℞㗗⏎Ⱄ㕤斄挝娆ㆾ侭䁢朆斄
挝娆炻”㷔↢斄挝娆䘬㗪攻⋨㭝᷎㒟⍾↢Ἦˤ
庫㖑ᷳ⇵⮵㕤婆婧䘬䞼䨞炻⚳ℏᶨ䚜᷎䃉⮰憅⮵㻊婆Ἦ䞼䨞℞╖ỵ䳬ㆸ炻妪⭂䘬
枣⼳╖ỵḇ㗗㱧䓐㕤⚳⢾䘬炻ᷣ天ἳ⤪枛䭨(syllable)ˣ枣⼳娆(prosodic word)ˣ婆婧䞕
婆(intonation phrase)䫱ˤ役⸦⸜Ἦ炻ᷕ䞼昊婆妨⬠䞼䨞惕䥳尓䞼䨞㻊婆枣⼳䳸㥳炻慵
㕘妪墥枣⼳╖ỵ炻㬌䳸㥳␥⎵䁢ˬ昶Ⰼ⺷⣂䞕婆婆㳩枣⼳˭(Hierarchical Prosodic Phrase
Grouping, HPG)[4][5]ˤ
⛐℞䚠斄䞼䨞ᷕ嫱㖶Ḯᷕ㔯⎋婆婆瀘⛐➢柣倚⬠ᶲ炻⎬Ⰼ䳂枣瀦╖ỵ冯怲䓴㓰ㅱ㚱
Ⰼ䳂斄ὪᶼḺ䚠⼙枧ˤ娚㝞㥳Ⰼ䳂䓙ᶳ侴ᶲ炻⮯枣瀦╖ỵ⭂䁢枛䭨(syllable, Syl)ˣ枣瀦
娆(prosodic word, PW)ˣ枣瀦䞕婆(prosodic phrase, PPh)ˣ␤⏠䳬(breath-group) ⍲⣂䞕婆
枣瀦潔佌(prosodic phrase group, PG)炻⌛婆㭝炻ℙḼ䳂䘬枣瀦╖ỵˤ℞怲䓴ḇ↮䁢Ḽ䳂炻
䓙ᶳ侴ᶲὅ⸷䁢 B1ˣB2ˣB3ˣB4 冯 B5ˤ℞叿ἄᷕ㍸↢䘬㝞㥳⚾炻㶭㤂↮㜸↢婆䭯
䘬⎬ᾳⰌ䳂㤪⾝冯斄Ὢ炻⎬Ⰼ䳂㧁姀枮⸷䓙 B5 ⇘ B1炻⎗徸㬍⮯㔜ᾳ婆䭯↮䁢⎬Ⰼ⍲枣
⼳╖ỵ炻㚨⼴⸽Ⰼ⎗ẍ↮ㆸ⇘㚨⮷枣⼳╖ỵ枛䭨ˤ
㛔䞼䨞⍫侫㬌㝞㥳炻㰚⍾枣⼳娆㤪⾝ἄ䁢⭂佑⎬ᾳ斄挝娆ᷳ╖ỵ炻⚈㬌⎒⮯怲䓴Ⰼ
䳂㓞㔪⇘ B2 Ⰼ䳂炻ἧ枛㭝㧁姀⼴⌛⎗夾䁢䓙⣂ᾳ枣⼳娆䳬⎰侴ㆸˤ᷎ᶼ憅⮵⎬ᾳ枣
⼳娆㉥⍾枛枣Ⱄ⿏䈡⽝炻⇑䓐忁ṃ䈡⽝䳬⎰Ἦ⇌⭂℞㗗⏎℟⁁㝸ṃ婆枛䈡⿏炻㚨⼴ㇵ揹
⭂℞㗗⏎䁢暨ᷳ斄挝娆ˤ⚾ 2 䁢⮯ᶨ枛㭝↮ㆸ枣⼳娆䣢シ⚾ˤB 㧁䣢䁢℞怲䓴炻⎗䚳
↢㔜㭝婆枛↮√ㆸḼᾳ枣⼳娆ˤ

⚾ 2烉枣⼳娆(Prosody word)怲䓴䣢シ⚾
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⛐怲䓴”㷔ᶲ炻⍫侫ᷕ䞼昊婆妨⬠䞼䨞惕䥳尓㍸↢䘬怲䓴䈡⿏⭂佑[4][5]炻᷎
≈ℍ枛⻟Ⱄ⿏Ἦ庼≑”㷔炻ẍ奨⮇℞䈡⿏⽆婆㕁⹓ᷕ妻䶜↢㰢䫾㧡Ἦἄ䁢怲䓴”㷔㱽
⇯ˤ↮㜸⍇⇯䁢⛐㭷ᾳ➢柣㭝⯦䪗↮㜸℞⎬枭枛枣Ⱄ⿏炻㵝味Ḯ㬌㭝ᷳ➢柣Ⱄ⿏ˣ枛⻟
Ⱄ⿏ˣẍ⍲冯ᶳᶨ㭝䘬➢柣婧⿏ˤ⚾ 3 䁢妻䶜↢㰢䫾㧡⍇⇯炻怲䓴⇌⭂ᶲℙ↮䁢 9
䧖栆⇍炻”㷔ỵ㕤⒒䧖栆⇍ẍ⇌⭂㗗⏎䁢怲䓴ˤ
ଶႥਔ໔
>Ƞ
ࢂ

ց

ᜐࣚ

୷ᓎو༈

Case 1
(Pause)

ݽϲ

ѳ

Πफ़

Πࢤ
୷ᓎو༈

ߚᜐࣚ

Πࢤ
୷ᓎو༈

Case 2
ݽϲ

ݽϲ

ѳ'Πफ़

ߚᜐࣚ
Case 3

ॣம
ᡯफ़ᆶӣܹ

୷ᓎॶගϲ
ց

ࢂ

ѳ'Πफ़
୷ᓎॶගϲ
ց

ࢂ

ց

ࢂ

ᜐࣚ

ߚᜐࣚ

ᜐࣚ

ߚᜐࣚ

ᜐࣚ

ߚᜐࣚ

Case 4
(Pitch Reset)

Case 5

Case 6

Case 7

Case 8
(Pitch Reset)

Case 9

⚾ 3烉HPG 怲䓴⇌㕟㰢䫾㧡

㰢䫾㧡⮯㭷ᾳ➢柣㭝䘬忋㍍斄Ὢ↮䁢 9 ᾳ䧖栆ẍ⇌⭂㗗⏎䁢怲䓴炻᷎ᶼⷞ㚱ᶵ⎴
䘬䈡⽝䎦尉炻᷎⎴㗪堐䎦↢枛枣Ⱄ⿏ᶲ䘬ⶖ䔘ˤ➢柣慵姕(Pitch reset)䁢怲䓴㚨慵天ᷳ
䈡⽝炻㚱㬌䎦尉⽭䁢怲䓴嗽炻℞检⇯⽭枰㭼庫⎬䧖➢柣冯枛⻟Ἦ⇌⭂ˤ堐 1 ⌛䁢⎬䧖
ᶵ⎴栆⇍䘬ⶖ䔘ˤ
堐 1烉HPG 怲䓴⇌㕟㰢䫾㧡ᷳ↮栆
栆⇍

䈡⽝

枛枣Ⱄ⿏

Case 1

枣⼳娆冯枣⼳娆ᷳ攻倚婧廱㎃冯

Case 2

枣⼳娆䘬攳⥳炻᷎ⷞ㚱ᶲ⋯䘤枛⽭忋㍍ᶳᾳ
枣⼳娆婧⿏ㆸᶲ⋯崘⊊
忋临䘤枛

Case 3

婆婧⃰⸛䶑侴⼴ᶲ⋯炻⽭䁢忋临婆婧

Case 4

㕘䘬枣⼳娆攳⥳ᷳ㚨ᷣ天䈡⽝炻⌛➢柣慵姕
➢柣ῤ⚆⇘檀溆
(Pitch reset)炻㬌䁢庫ᶵ㖶栗䘬➢柣慵姕
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Case 5

忋屓婆㯋炻婆婧⣏崘⊊⏰䎦忋屓⿏

➢柣⏰䎦⣏崘⊊⎹ᶳㆾ⸛䶑

Case 6

枣⼳娆冯枣⼳娆ᷳ攻倚婧㖶栗廱㎃

Case 7

枣⼳娆冯枣⼳娆ᷳ攻倚婧廱㎃Ữ婧⿏忋屓

Case 8

㕘䘬枣⼳娆攳⥳ᷳ㚨ᷣ天䈡⽝炻⌛➢柣慵姕
➢柣ῤ⚆⇘檀溆
(Pitch reset)炻㬌䁢㖶栗㖻夳䘬➢柣慵姕

Case 9

忋屓婆㯋炻婆婧⣏崘⊊⏰䎦忋屓⿏

➢柣ᶳ旵侴⼴ᶲ⋯炻枛⻟⣏ⷭ
⹎旵ᶳ⼴㍸⋯
➢柣ᶳ旵侴⼴ᶲ⋯炻枛⻟⏰䎦
䨑⭂崘⊊

➢柣⏰䎦⣏崘⊊⎹ᶳㆾ⸛䶑

ẍᶳ↿↢㰢䫾㧡ᶲ忳䓐⇘䘬枛枣Ⱄ⿏䈡⽝ᷳ⎬枭⍫㔠炻᷎徸ᶨṳ䳡ˤ
(1) 枻㗪攻 ȡ=0.04 䥺烉
⛐妻䶜婆㕁ᷕ䴙妰䘬 枻㗪攻㕤 0.03 ⇘ 0.05 ᷳ攻䷥⎰ỼḮ䳽⣏⣂㔠炻Ữ悐↮㗪
攻㤝䞕䘬 枻⭡㖻冯朆 枻㶟㵮炻⮯㖶栗 枻䘬㗪攻⇌⭂ῤ⭂⛐ 0.04 䥺ˤ
(2)➢柣崘⊊⇌㕟烉
天⇌㕟℞崘⊊暨忳䓐⇘➢柣㭝䘬⚆㬠㕡䦳⺷(⺷ 1)炻᷎⇑䓐䶂⿏徜㬠㕡⺷↢妰䬿
↢℞㕄䌯(slope)炻⌛ȡiˤ

Pi (t ) Di  Ei t

(⺷ 1)

⺷⫸ᷕ Pi(t)堐䫔 i 㭝➢柣㭝㕤㗪攻溆 t ᷳ➢柣ῤ炻⇯ȡi 䁢 i 㭝➢柣㭝ᷳ㕄䌯炻bi 䁢㬌
➢柣㭝攳⥳㗪攻溆炻ei 䁢㗪攻䳸㜇溆ˤ侴ȡi ℞妰䬿㕡㱽⤪⺷ 2ˤ
ei

¦ (t  t )( P (t )  P )
i

Ei

i

t bi

ei

¦ (t  t )

, t  [bi , ei ]

(⺷ 2)

2

t bi

t

䁢㗪攻⸛⛯ῤ炻⛐㗪攻庠ᶲṎ⎴㕤ᷕ攻ῤ炻妰䬿⤪⺷ 3ˤ Pi 䁢䫔 i 㭝➢柣ῤ⸛⛯
ῤ炻妰䬿⤪⺷ 4ˤn 䁢㬌➢柣枛㭝⍾㧋溆㔠ˤ

t
Pi

1
(ei  bi )
2

(⺷ 3)

1 ei
Pi (t )
¦
n t bi

(⺷ 4)
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㯪⼿暨䘬ȡi ⼴炻⌛⎗䞍忻㕄䌯᷎⇑䓐怲䓴㡅ẞᶲ䓴 upper bound 冯ᶳ䓴 lower bound
⇌⭂℞崘⊊ˤ`劍ȡiʁupper bound炻⇯℞崘⊊䁢⎹ᶲ䇔⋯烊⍵ᷳ炻ȡiʀlower bound炻
⇯䁢ᶳ旵烊侴劍 upper bound烍ȡi烍lower bound炻℞崘⊊⇌⭂䁢⸛䶑ˤ㬌⢾炻㟡㒂➢柣
崘⊊䓊䓇䘬➢柣慵姕ḇ㚫㚱ⶖ䔘炻case 4 䘬 pitch reset ῤ冯 case 8 䘬 pitch reset ῤḇ㚫
㚱ⶖ䔘ˤ
㛔䞼䨞⇑䓐㓗㎜⎹慷㨇炻⬫䁢ᶨ䚋䜋⺷⬠佺䘬Ḵ⃫↮栆☐炻℞䚖䘬䁢⮳㈦㚨Ἓ⊾䘬
⎹慷↮栆炻⯌℞忳䓐⛐妋㰢朆䶂⿏⊾䘬⓷柴ˤ天妻䶜↮栆㧉✳炻⽭枰䴎Ḱ㧁姀⤥䘬婆㕁
ἄ䁢妻䶜屯㕁炻⎎⢾暨ℵ㸾⁁ᶨ䫮㷔娎屯㕁炻 SVM ⇑䓐妻䶜⤥ᷳ㧉✳ἄ枸㷔
(predict)炻⮯屯㕁↮栆㕤䚠役䘬栆⇍ˤ⛐䞼䨞ᷕ炻⮯㷔娎屯㕁↮䁢ℑ栆炻㧁姀䁢+1 䘬㗗
斄挝娆炻㧁姀䁢-1 䘬㗗朆斄挝娆炻℞㔠⬠⺷堐䣢⤪⺷ 5ˤ

Ti

1, if Ti is semantic object
®
otherwise
¯1,

(⺷ 5)

ἄ䁢 SVM ↮㜸ᷕ天䓐⇘䘬䈡⽝⍫㔠炻ㆹᾹ⇑䓐枛枣Ⱄ⿏Ἦ㥳ㆸᶵ⎴䘬䈡⽝炻䳬
ㆸᶨᾳ⎹慷䨢攻炻旬堐䁢ㆹᾹ䞼䨞ᷕỘ妰ᷳ⎬䈡⽝⍫㔠冯妰䬿㕡⺷ˤ⊭⏓Ḯ枛攟ˣ 枻
ẍ⍲ỵ伖ˤ
ẍᶳ徸ᶨ↿↢姽Ộᷳ䈡⽝⍫㔠烉
(1) 枛攟烉
㬌䈡⽝侫慷㚱枣⼳娆ℏ冯枛攟䚠斄䘬䈡⽝炻侫慷Ḯ➢柣枛㭝㔠ˣ➢柣枛攟ˣ枛䭨
㔠ˣ䘤枛枛攟ẍ⍲⎬枛䭨䘬枛攟炻᷎⮯㚱䓐Ἦ姽Ộ䘬䈡⽝↿㕤旬堐䶐嘇 01-10ˤ ni 堐
䣢 䁢 䫔 i ᾳ 枣 ⼳ 娆 䘬 ➢ 柣 枛 㭝 㔠 ˤ Pij 䁢 䫔 i ᾳ 枣 ⼳ 娆 ᷕ 䫔 j 㭝 ➢ 柣 㭝 炻 ᶼ

{Pi1 , Pi 2 ,...Pin }  PWi ˤ PijDur 䁢䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆ᷕ䫔 j 㭝➢柣㭝䘬➢柣枛攟ˤBi 䁢㬌枣⼳娆攳
⥳㗪攻溆炻Ei 䁢枣⼳娆㗪攻䳸㜇溆ˤ Syl _ Ni 堐䣢䁢䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬枛䭨㔠ˤ Sylij _ b 䁢
䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬䫔 j ᾳ枛䭨ᷳ崟⥳㗪攻炻 Sylij _ e 䁢䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬䫔 j ᾳ枛䭨ᷳ䳸㜇㗪
攻ˤ
枻烉
婆妨埴䁢ᶲ⎗傥㚫䁢Ḯ堐忼慵天⫿娆炻㚫枸⃰↢䎦 枻䎦尉ℵẍ≈⻟婆㯋忻↢斄挝
娆ˤ姽Ộ㬌䈡⿏炻妰䬿枣⼳娆崟柕䘬 枻㗪攻ἄ䁢䈡⽝⍫㔠ˤbpause 枻崟⥳㗪攻溆炻
epause 枻䳸㜇㗪攻溆ˤ⤪旬堐䶐嘇 11ˤ
(2)

(3) ỵ伖烉
⛐婆妨埴䁢冯㔯㱽ᶲ炻ㆾ侭婆侭䘬佺ㄋ⿏ᶲ炻慵天⫿娆⭡㖻↢䎦⛐⎍⯦冯⎍椾ˤ⚈
㬌ㆹᾹ姽Ộ㭷ᶨᾳ枣⼳娆䘬崟⥳ỵ伖ἄ䁢姽Ộ⍫㔠ˤ妰䬿㕡⺷ẍ娚枣⼳娆䘬崟⥳㗪攻昌
㕤婆㭝䳸㜇㗪攻ˤ侴䫔 13 ᾳ䈡⽝⇯ 䁢庼≑䓐炻妰䬿㔜⎍娙䷥ℙ⣂⮹ᾳ枣⼳娆ˤ⤪旬
堐䶐嘇 12-13ˤ
ẍᶲ㍸↢ᷳ 13 ᾳ䈡⽝⮯娛䳘堐↿㕤旬堐ˤ
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㛔䞼䨞㍸ᷳ斄挝娆婆彐嬀(Keyword spotting)ᷫ㗗㊯䲣䴙㟡㒂婆枛≽ἄ(Speech act)
㫚㒟⍾ᷳ斄挝娆ᷳ⎗傥ℏ⭡ῤˤ⚈䁢斄挝娆䘬㒟⍾ㆾ婆シ㟮㝞(Semantic slot)ᷳ⠓ℍ斄Ὢ
⇘ἧ䓐侭䪗䘬廠ℍ炻侴ἧ䓐侭䪗䘬廠ℍ⇯冯㨇☐䪗䘬廠↢〗〗䚠斄炻ẍ DA pair ⌛㗗
㊯䚠⮵ㅱᷳ㨇☐䪗冯ἧ䓐侭䪗䘬廠↢ℍ⮵ㅱ斄Ὢˤ⍫侫 Erteschik-shir 叿ἄ[23]ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ
䞍忻ᶨ㭝⮵娙㵝味叿ℑᾳシ⾝炻ᷣ㖐(Topic)冯䃎溆(Focus)ˤṢ⛐㛇㛃㯪⼿㝸枭妲〗㗪炻
⛐堐忼↢ⶴ㛃⼿⇘䘬妲〗炻忁枭㷜㛃⼿⇘䘬⣏䭬⚵䚖㧁ℏ⭡⌛䁢ᷣ㖐ˤ侴⮵㕤⚆娙侭
䘬ℏ⭡㚫ẍ婆䓐⬠(Pragmatics)䘬奺⹎Ἦ㊯奨⮇婯娙䘬慵溆炻㬌慵溆⌛䁢䃎溆炻⎴㗪℞
Ṿ娆婆冯⣂检䘬岭娆ᶵ⛐㲐シ䚖㧁ˤ侴⛐㍷徘忁ṃ⮵娙ᷕ䘬慵天屯妲㗪炻㚫ᶵ冒奢䘬
↢⻟婧≽ἄ炻㟡㒂ᶲ徘䘬ᷣ㖐冯䃎溆䘬埴䁢炻⎗ẍ奨⮇枣⼳娆妲嘇朊䘤䓇䘬枛枣䈡⽝炻
䓐ẍ”㷔↢⮵娙ᷕ斄挝⫿ˤ
⤪⚾ 4 ⚾ 5 䣢炻晾䃞ἧ䓐侭䫼⎍ᶨ㧋炻Ữ⚈婆シ≽ἄᶵ⎴⇯斄挝娆婆普⎰冯斄挝娆
ỵ伖Ṏ䁢ᶵ⎴ˤ⚾ 4 ᷣ㖐⛐㕤娊⓷Ṍ忂ⶍ℟妲〗炻ẍ䫼⎍䃎溆悐↮天⼿⇘䘬妲〗ℏ
⭡㗗妰䦳干ˤ⚾ 5 ᷣ㖐⛐㕤娊⓷⛘溆妲〗炻ẍ䫼⎍䃎溆悐↮天⼿⇘䘬妲〗ℏ⭡㗗㕤
⬱⸛⎌⟉ˤ

⚾ 4: DA pairs ≽ン⭂佑斄挝娆

⚾ 5: DA pairs ≽ン⭂佑斄挝娆

⚃ˣ⮎槿䳸㝄冯妶婾
⮎槿䓐婆㕁ἧ䓐⚳䩳㔁做⺋㑕暣冢䶂ᶲ⺋㑕ᷳ抬枛㨼炻᷎⽆ᷕ㒟抬䫎⎰⓷䫼⮵娙⼊
⺷ᷳ婆⎍炻╖⃫ˬ⤥侩ⷓ䘬 52 ➪婚˭ℙ㇒抬 247 ⎍炻╖⃫ˬ➢㷔䘦↮䘦˭ℙ 568 ⎍ˤ
⛐ˬℐ䎫厗㔯䵚炻㔠ỵ⊾↢䇰⑩烉⾓㦪⬠厗婆˭
炻⽆ᷕ䘬㔁⬠婆枛婆㕁㉥↢ 73 ⎍ˤ怈㜙
⚾㚠ˬ㕭忲ᷕ㔯攳⎋婒˭ℙ 173 ⎍ˤ婆㕁䷥⎰ℙ 1061 ⎍ˤ⽆ᷕ⍾ 850 ⎍ἄ䁢妻䶜婆㕁炻
∑ᶳ 211 䁢㷔娎婆㕁ˤ㚱婆㕁㨼䘮㧁姀枣⼳娆怲䓴炻ẍ⍲⮵⎬ᾳ枣⼳娆㧁姣斄挝娆冯
朆斄挝娆ˤ妻䶜婆㕁斄挝娆䷥慷 850炻朆斄挝娆䷥慷 2498ˤ⮎槿婆㕁斄挝娆䷥慷 211炻
朆斄挝娆䷥慷 660ˤ
㛔䞼䨞↮㜸斄挝娆㒟⍾䘬㬋䡢䌯炻⽭枰⮵妻䶜婆㕁冯㷔娎婆㕁䘮㧁姀ᶲ枣⼳娆怲䓴
ẍ⍲㧁姣ᶲ㗗⏎䁢斄挝娆ˤ⤪㝄䴻䓙䲣䴙↮㜸↢䁢斄挝娆炻᷎ᶼṢⶍ㧁姀⎴䁢斄挝娆炻
⇯㬠䁢㬋䡢䘬斄挝娆㒟⍾炻㬌䁢䛇春⿏(True Positive, TP)ˤỮ㗗劍㧁姀䁢斄挝娆炻↮㜸
↢䘬䁢朆斄挝娆炻恋湤⌛䁢拗婌炻㬌䁢‥昘⿏(False Negative, FN)ˤ⍵ᷳ炻㧁姀䁢朆斄
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挝娆㗪炻↮㜸↢䁢朆斄挝娆炻⇯䁢䛇昘⿏(True Negative, TN)ˤ劍↮㜸↢䁢斄挝娆炻⇯
䁢‥春⿏(False Positive, FP)ˤ⤪⚾ 6 䣢炻㭷ᾳ枣⼳娆↮㜸䳸㝄䁢⚃䧖堐䣢᷎ἄ䁢↮㜸
䘬ὅ㒂ˤ
⚾ 6烉↮㜸䳸㝄䣢シ堐

⇑䓐ᶲ徘䘬䳸㝄Ἦ姽Ộ㛔䲣䴙䘬㸾䡢⹎(accuracy)ˣ䱦䡢⹎(precision)ˣ⎔⚆䌯
(recall)ˤ妰䬿⤪⺷ 6炻7炻8ˤ

accuracy

TP  TN
TP  FP  TN  FN

precision
recall

(⺷ 6)

TP
TP  FP
TP
TP  FN

(⺷ 7)
(⺷ 8)

(1) ⮎槿ᶨ烉Ṣⶍ㧁姀怲䓴ᷳ SVM ”㷔斄挝娆
姽Ộ㷔娎婆㕁⛐Ṣⶍ㧁姀怲䓴ᶳ炻⇑䓐妻䶜⤥䘬 SVM ↮栆☐Ἦ”㷔斄挝娆炻奨⮇
℞㸾䡢⹎炻䱦㸾⹎冯⎔⚆䌯炻䳸㝄⤪堐 2ˤ⮎槿䳸㝄嶇ℏ悐㷔娎Ṍ⍱槿嫱㗪䚠㭼炻ᶳ旵
Ḯ䲬 3-5%䘬㸾䡢⹎炻䱦㸾⹎㚨檀䘬䁢 58%炻⎔⚆䌯㚨檀䘬㗗 80%ˤẍ⎔⚆䌯奨溆姽Ộ炻
10 ⎍娙ᷕ䲬 8 ⎍⎗ẍ㈦⇘㬋䡢䘬斄挝娆炻䱦㸾⹎ᶲἮ婒⇯㗗㈦⇘䘬斄挝娆炻℞䛇⮎ῤ
䲬㚱 58%ˤ
堐 2: Ṣⶍ㧁姀 SVM ↮㜸䳸㝄
䈡⽝䳬⎰

accuracy

precision

recall

4炻5炻12炻13
(c=1炻g=8)

77.16%

57.83%

68.25%
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4炻5炻12炻13
(c=10炻g=16)
4炻5炻11炻12炻13
(c=1炻g=8)
4炻5炻11炻12炻13
(c=10炻g=16)
3炻5炻6-9炻12
(c=1炻g=8)
3炻5炻6-9炻12
(c=10炻g=16)
4炻5炻6-8炻12
(c=1炻g=8)
4炻5炻6-8炻12
(c=10炻g=16)

74.10%

52.90%

69.19%

77.42%

58.17%

69.19%

74.10%

52.94%

68.45%

75.83%

54.69%

80.0%

73.04%

51.25%

77.73%

74.90%

54.01%

70.14%

71.58%

49.5%

70.62%

(2) ⮎槿Ḵ烉㰢䫾㧡㧁姀怲䓴ᷳ SVM ”㷔斄挝娆
姽Ộ㷔娎婆㕁⛐⇑䓐㰢䫾㧡冒≽⊾”㷔怲䓴ᶳ炻⇑䓐妻䶜⤥䘬 SVM ↮栆☐Ἦ”
㷔斄挝娆炻奨⮇℞㸾䡢⹎炻䱦㸾⹎冯⎔⚆䌯炻䳸㝄⤪堐 3ˤ⛐冒≽⊾”㷔怲䓴ᶲ炻ㆹᾹ
䞍忻”㷔怲䓴䘬䱦㸾⹎㛒㺧 100%ẋ堐叿㚫⣂↯↢㚜⣂枣⼳娆炻ḇ⚈㬌⮎槿ᷕ㚫⮯悐↮
䘬斄挝娆枣⼳娆↮䁢⣂ᾳ枣⼳娆炻⛐ SVM ᷳ⇌⭂ᶲ⯙㚫↢䎦⇌㕟䁢庫⣂ᾳ斄挝娆炻⚈
㬌忈ㆸ TP 䘬妰䬿慷䔍䁢⡆≈炻冒䃞Ờ晐叿㸾䡢⹎ˣ䱦㸾⹎ˣ⎔⚆䌯䘬⡆攟炻ẍㆹᾹ
⛐䳸㝄ᷕ⎗ẍ䘤䎦㔠ῤ⍵侴㭼⮎槿ᶨ䘬䳸㝄㍸檀ˤ
堐 3:㰢䫾㧡㧁姀怲䓴 SVM ↮㜸䳸㝄
䈡⽝䳬⎰
4炻5炻12炻13
(c=1炻g=8)
4炻5炻12炻13
(c=10炻g=16)
4炻5炻11炻12炻13
(c=1炻g=8)
4炻5炻11炻12炻13
(c=10炻g=16)
3炻5炻6-9炻12
(c=1炻g=8)
3炻5炻6-9炻12
(c=10炻g=16)
4炻5炻6-8炻12
(c=1炻g=8)
4炻5炻6-8炻12
(c=10炻g=16)

accuracy

precision

recall

83.38%

70.95%

75.33%

81.40%

65.41%

78.03%

83.51%

70.83%

75.56%

81.35%

64.91%

77.48%

82.45%

66.33%

85.15%

80.61%

63.00%

84.00%

80.47%

65.02%

75.33%

76.65%

58.42%

75.22%
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㭼庫⮵尉䁢ᶨᾳ斄挝娆㒟⍾㕡㱽[14]炻℞㕡⺷䁢⇑䓐 HTK 忚埴 forced alignment炻
憅⮵斄挝娆忚埴䶐䡤ㆸ⎬ᾳ䚠Ụ⸷↿炻㚨⼴妻䶜 HMM 㧉✳Ἦ彐嬀㗗⏎䁢斄挝娆ㆾ⠓⃭
娆冯(filler)ˤ⇑䓐㬌㕡㱽ㅱ䓐㕤ᷕ㔯斄挝娆㒟⍾炻⼿⇘䘬䳸㝄⤪堐 4炻᷎冯ㆹᾹἧ䓐䘬
㕡㱽 㭼庫ˤ⍫侫婾㔯䘬忁栆㕡⺷炻⤪㝄↢䎦䘤枛栆Ụ㕤斄挝娆婆䘬朆斄挝娆炻᷎䃉㱽
㚱㓰䘬⋨↮炻⚈㬌忈ㆸ㬋䡢䌯ᶲ㭼ㆹᾹ㍸↢䘬㕡㱽Ỷˤ䱦㸾⹎ᶲ⇯冯ㆹᾹⶖᶵ⣂炻侴⎔
⚆䌯ᶲḇ⮹Ḯ 15%ⶎ⎛ˤ
堐 4烉↮㜸䳸㝄
㭼庫⮵尉

accuracy

precision

recall

Reference

68%

70.22%

68.45%

Label + SVM

77.42%

58.17%

80%

Decision Tree + SVM

83.51%

70.95%

85.15%

Ḽˣ䳸婾冯㛒Ἦ䞼䨞㕡⎹
⁛䴙䘬斄挝娆㒟⍾㕡⺷炻ᶵ⢾᷶悥啱叿漸⣏斄挝娆妻䶜炻ἧ䓐倚⬠䈡⽝ㆾ㭼⮵䚠Ụ
枛Ἦ㭼䄏℞䚠Ụ⿏ˤ㛔䞼䨞⇑䓐枛枣Ⱄ⿏ἄ䁢”㷔䈡⽝᷎䳸⎰ᷕ䞼昊惕䥳尓㍸↢䘬
HPG 㝞㥳炻ẍ㬌㕡⺷”㷔斄挝娆炻嫱㖶℞䡢⮎䁢ᶨ㚱㓰ᷳ㕡㱽ˤ⛐ SVM ↮栆ㅱ䓐䘬
䈡⽝ᶲ炻⮵㕤揹⇍斄挝娆冯朆斄挝娆㚱㚨⣏㓰㝄䘬⣂Ⱄ㕤枛攟栆✳䘬䚠斄䈡⽝炻ẍ⍲ⷞ
㚱悐↮㔯㱽⿏岒シ佑䘬䚠⮵ỵ伖䈡⽝炻᷎⮎槿⎬䧖㟠⽫↥㔠冯⍫㔠ẍ⍲⇑䓐忁ṃ䘬䈡⽝
䳬⎰㷔槿炻妻䶜↢㚨Ἓ㧉✳炻ẍ SVM ⍣↮栆䌚⼿䘬䳸㝄ˤ⛐Ṣⶍ㧁姀怲䓴ᶲ䘬”㷔炻
㸾䡢⹎䲬䁢 51%~58%ᶲᶳ炻䱦㸾⹎㚱 68%~80%炻⎔⚆䌯䁢 51%~59%ˤ䳸⎰㰢䫾㧡Ἦ
”㷔炻㚫䘤䓇斄挝娆塓↯√䁢⣂ᾳ枣⼳娆ᷳね⼊炻塓”㷔↢䘬ね㱩侴忈ㆸ䛇春⿏(True
Positive, TP)ᶲ⋯炻ḇ忈ㆸ⎬枭姽Ộῤ㍸檀炻℞㚨⼴㸾䡢⹎䲬䁢 76%~83%ᶲᶳ炻䱦㸾⹎
㚱 58%~71%炻⎔⚆䌯䁢 75%~85%ˤ
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㛔䞼䨞Ὢ⚳䥹㚫䞼䨞妰∫ˬㅱ䓐䘤枛䞍嬀㸸㕤⻟婆侭⣂㧋⿏婆枛彐嬀ᷳ䞼䨞(NSC
99-2221-E-415-006-MY3)˭ᷳㆸ㝄炻㈧呁. ⚳䥹㚫㍸ὃ䴻屣ᶲ䘬㓗㎜炻䈡㬌䓛嫅ˤ
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旬堐
䶐嘇

䫎嘇

01

P Num ( PWi )

02

P

Dur

䈡⽝

妰䬿㕡⺷

ni

䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬➢柣枛㭝㔠
ni

( PWi )

䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬➢柣䷥枛攟

¦P

Dur
ij

j 1

03

P Dur _ Max ( PWi )

䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬➢柣㚨⣏㭝枛攟

Max{Pi1Dur , Pi 2Dur ,..., PinDur }

04

P Dur _ Min ( PWi )

䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬➢柣㚨⮷㭝枛攟

Min{Pi1Dur , Pi 2Dur ,..., PinDur }

05

Dur ( PWi )

䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬枛攟

06

Syl ( PWi )

䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬枛䭨㔠

07

Dur ( Syli1 )

䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬䫔 1 ᾳ枛䭨攟

Syli1 _ e  Syli1 _ b

08

Dur ( Syli 2 )

䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬䫔 2 ᾳ枛䭨攟

Syli 2 _ e  Syli 2 _ b

09

Dur ( Syli 3 )

䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬䫔 3 ᾳ枛䭨攟

Syli 3 _ e  Syli 3 _ b

10

Dur ( Syli 4 )

䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬䫔 4 ᾳ枛䭨攟

Syli 4 _ e  Syli 4 _ b

11

Pause( PWi )

12

pos( PWi )

䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆ỵ伖Ὢ㔠

Bi
E

13

N (Speech)

枣⼳娆䷥㔠

N

䫔 i ᾳ枣⼳娆䘬

枻枛攟
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a method for translating a given verb-noun collocation based
on a parallel corpus and an additional monolingual corpus. Our approach involves two
models to generate collocation translations. The combination translation model generates
combined translations of the collocate and the base word, and filters translations by a target
language model from a monolingual corpus, and the bidirectional alignment translation
model generates translations using bidirectional alignment information. At run time, each
model generates a list of possible translation candidates, and translations in two candidate
lists are re-ranked and returned as our system output. We describe the implementation of
using method using Hong Kong Parallel Text. The experiment results show that our method
improves the quality of top-ranked collocation translations, which could be used to assist ESL
learners and bilingual dictionaries editors.
Keyword: collocation, statistical machine translation, computer-assisted translation

1

INTRODUCTION

A collocation is a recurrent combination of words that co-occur more frequently than
expected by chance. Collocations can be classified into lexical and grammatical by the nature
of their constituents. Another way of classifying collocations uses word positions to
distinguish between rigid collocations and elastic collocations. Typically, a collocation
consists of a base word and a collocate. Since collocations are used extensively, knowing the
a right collocate for the base word plays an important role in second language learning as
well as in machine translation. Translation of collocations is difficult for English as Second
Language learners (ESL) because collocations are not always translated literally. For instance,
the English collocation “delegate authority” can not be translated into “7 :”.
Much previous work has been done on collocation translation by extracting bilingual
collocations pairs from parallel corpora. Recently, researchers have also proposed methods
for retrieve collocations and their translation based on parsers and bilingual dictionaries.
However, previous works using parallel corpora are mostly heuristic and methods based on
bilingual dictionaries may be limited by the availability of broad-coverage dictionaries.
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More recently, the mainstream Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) system like
Moses has been widely used in many translation tasks such as translating texts and sentences.
Unfortunately, the traditional SMT system does not take into consideration of the structure of
collocations including variable word forms and non-contiguous phrases. Little work has been
done on improving the SMT system for finding flexible collocations translation as a tool to
assist ESL learners or to help the task of compiling bilingual collocation dictionaries.
Consider the elastic collocation “delegate ~ authority” and its translations. The
translations of “authority” can be “:”, “
” and “.%” which are found in parallel
corpus. The traditional SMT system can find “delegate some authority” as “ 
”, but usually there is no continuous “delegate authority” phrase translation in the parallel
corpus. The SMT system might translate the collocation word by word, resulting in a
incorrect translation, such as “7 :” (Figure 2). Intuitively, a English collocation
translation should be also a Chinese collocation, and using an appropriate Chinese collocation
set might filter out the incorrect translations, and leads to better translations such as “
”. As shown in Figure 1, Google Translate surely has a good translation in this example.

Figure 1. Submitting a English Collocation “delegate authority” to Google Translate
In this paper, we propose a method that automatically translates the given collocation,
by a combination word-based translation model and a bidirectional alignment translation
model relying on aligned parallel corpora. A sample process of translating the collocation
“delegate authority” is shown in Figure 2. The output translation candidates are generated by
these two models.
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Figure 2. An example of translating “delegate authority”
At runtime, the given collocation is first decomposed into two parts as base words and
collocates, in order to obtain a set of possible word translations. The combined translations of
two words are then generated. The additional translations are also generated if available from
the bidirectional alignment translation model. Finally, the top 3 Chinese translation
candidates of these two models are combined, ranked and returned.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews related works. Chapter 3
gives a formal statement of the problem that we attempt to resolve, and then present our
method to extract translations from parallel corpus, involving generating translations by word
alignment and filtering translation candidates using a dependency relation model. Chapter 4
describes the experimental settings and the data sets we utilize. In Chapter 5, we describe the
evaluation results and present a further discussion. Finally, Chapter 6 gives the conclusion of
this paper and points the future research direction.

2

RELATED WORK

Machine Translation (MT) has been an area of active research since 1950’s.. In the early
years, rule-based approach is the state of the art for Machine Translation. Brown et al. (1993)
propose a series of statistical models for improving MT performance and create a new
approach called Statistical Machine Translation (SMT). Recently, much previous work have
been done on phrase-based SMT (Marcu and Wong, 2002; Koehn et al. 2003; Koehn et al.
2004). While the traditional phrase-based SMT system which translates a paragraph of texts
or a complete sentence, there are much previous work that consider translation of phrases,
such as technical term translation (Dagan and Church, 1994), noun phrase translation (Cao
and Li, 2002; Koehn and Knight, 2003), or bilingual collocation translation (Smadja et al.
1996). These sub sentential translation tasks are helpful for assisting human translators or
machine translation. In our work, we focus on retrieving bilingual collocations, similarly to
what has been done by Smadja and McKeown 1996.
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Acquisition of bilingual collocation translation has been an active research topic recently.
However, most previous work address translation of rigid collocation, such as technical terms
and noun phrases (Kupiec, 1993; Ohmori and Higashida, 1999; Dagan and Church, 1994;
Fung and Mckeown, 1997). The traditional SMT and previous works also focus on
translating continuous words in a sentence. Translating non-continuous words, such as elastic
collocations, might result in an unseen phrase in training corpus and generate improper
translations. In contrast, we focus on translating elastic collocations, which have intervening
words between the base word and the collocate, such as verb-noun collocations.
Many previous researchers have used bilingual dictionaries to generate collocation
translations. Lü and Zhou (2004) utilize bilingual dictionaries to generate collocation
translation candidates and build a collocation translation triple model based on dependency
parser using the EM algorithm. However, using bilingual dictionaries as the translation
source might be limited by the coverage of dictionaries. In contrast, our method uses parallel
corpora as source to generate collocation translations, in an attempt to avoid the problem of
limited coverage of bilingual dictionaries.
Recently, retrieving collocation translation from sentence-aligned parallel corpora is a
popular approach. Smadja et al. (1996) propose a statistical method based on DICE
coefficient to measure the correlation of a collocation and its translations from
sentence-aligned parallel corpus. However, using only statistical information, such as DICE,
to translate collocations may generate translations which are not collocations in the target
language. Intuitively, the translation of collocation is also a collocation in target language.
For instance, the verb-noun collocation should have a translation which is also a verb-noun
collocation in the target language. Zhou et al. (2001) found that about 70% of the Chinese
translations have the same relation type with the source English collocations. Seretan and
Wehrli (2007) introduce a similar method to identify verb-object collocation translation in
sentence-aligned parallel corpus, using a parser to ensure that the both syntactical relations of
the source collocation and the target translation are the same. Finally, an optional semantic
filter using a bilingual dictionary can be used to validate the semantic head of collocations.
Our approach, utilize a dependency parser, similar to Seretan and Wehrli’ s (2007) method
but with different experiment settings, to ensure that the target language translation has the
same relation type as the source collocation using an additional monolingual corpus of the
target language. The main difference between our work and previous works is that we extract
word translations from a parallel corpus based on the word alignment information. More
specifically, our method is based on statistical machine translation model, not statistical
association measures such as DICE.
In contrast to previous works, we present a model that generating collocation to
assist ESL learners or bilingual dictionaries editors. The process of extracting word
translation extraction is based on word alignment from parallel corpus. The translation
candidates are filtered and ranked based on dependency relations, generated from a
monolingual corpus using a target language dependency parser.

3

Method

Submitting a collocation to the SMT system directly might not receive a correct or fluent
translation. The traditional SMT system typically translates continuous phrases.
Unfortunately, elastic collocations, such as verb-noun collocations, which contain intervening
words, may be unseen phrases in the training corpus of an SMT system. The SMT system
might translate unseen phrases word by word, and generates inappropriate translations. To
generate a proper translation for elastic collocation, an effective approach is to consider the
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structure of collocations and various word forms.

3.1

Problem Statement

We focus on finding translation equivalents of verb-noun collocation in a parallel corpus.
These translations then are ranked and returned as output. The returned translations can be
examined by a human user directly, or passed to an SMT system to improve translation
quality. Therefore, our goal is to return a set of ranked collocation translations. We now
formally state the problem we are addressing.
Problem Statement: We are given a verb-noun collocation (Vc, Nc) and a word-aligned
parallel corpus PC, and a phrase table PT from a SMT system (e.g., Moses). Our goal is to
retrieve a set of combined translations of the base word and the collocate CTcombine = {(Vt_comb,
Nt_comb)1, (Vt_comb, Nt_comb)2, …, (Vt_comb, Nt_comb)m} from PT, and another set of aligned
collocation translations CTalign = {(Vt_align, Nt_align)1, (Vt_align, Nt_align)2, …, (Vt_align, Nt_align)n}
from PC. These translations are finally ranked and returned as the system output.
In the rest of the paper, we describe the method for solving this problem in detail. First,
we show the steps of extracting collocation translation from PC and building translation
models (Section 3.2). Finally, we present how to generate collocation translations by these
two models and ranks translation candidates at run time (Section 3.3).

3.2

Extracting Collocation Translation from Parallel Corpus

We attempt to find translations of verb-noun collocations from a parallel corpus, and
filter translation candidates using a monolingual corpus. Our training process is showed in
Figure 3.
(1) Generate word alignment from parallel corpus PC.
(2) Build the combination translation model.
3.2.2)

(Section 3.2.1)
(Section

(3) Build the alignment translation model from word alignment. (Section
3.2.3)
Figure 3. Outline of the training process

3.2.1

Generate word alignment from parallel corpus

In the first stage of the training process (Step (1) in Figure 3.), we generate word alignment
data for each sentence pair in a parallel corpus using a alignment tool.
The input for this stage of training is a parallel corpus, as we will describe in Section 4.1.
For each sentence pair in the parallel corpus, we use a word alignment tool to align a source
word to the corresponding target words. The same procedure is performed in the inverse
direction, from the target language to the source language. The output of this stage is the
alignment information in both directions.
The alignment information in both directions is used to generate the phrase table
(Section 3.2.2) and bidirectional alignment translation model (Section 3.2.3).
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3.2.2

Build the combination translation model

In the second stage of the training process, we build a combination translation model
based on a word translation model using a parallel corpus and a model based on a separate
target language corpus.
The word translation model is used to generate translations of the base word and
the collocate of a given collocation. To build this model, we need a phrase table PT, which is
generated using an SMT tools, as our training data. A typical phrase table in the SMT system
is usually contains the corresponding translation equivalents with direct and inverse
translation probabilities for almost all the phrases up to a certain length in the training corpus.
Figure 4 shows a sample part of the phrase table:
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Figure 4. An example of phrase table from English to Chinese
Take the phrase table in Figure 4 as an example, for each translation pair ti in PT, the
bidirectional translation probability Pi_bidirect is calculated:
      
where Pi_inverse (e_given_c in Figure 4.) is the inverse translation probability and Pi_direct
(c_given_e in Figure 4.) is the direct translation probability. Then we build the word
translation model, which consists of translation pairs and corresponding bidirectional
translation probabilities. Table 1. shows an example of the word translation model.

Word
authority

Table 1. An example of the word translation model
Translation
Bidirectional Probability
.%
-1.454484
 *+
-3.747178
.%

-5.029688
*+
-5.439792
.
-5.586563
-5.652645
.% 9
-5.814680

-5.833058

The target language model is also required to filter out inappropriate collocation
translations. We build this model based on a target language monolingual corpus.
In the first step of the procedure, we parse a monolingual corpus of the target language
using a dependency parser to generate RelationPairs. For each relation pair in RelationPairs,
we only count the frequency of the verb-noun relation pairs <w1, w2, VN>, since we aim at
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translating verb-noun collocation. Next, we generate the target language model
VNPairsFrequency, consisting of the frequency of each verb-noun relation pair. The
combination translation model is then generated by combining the word translation model
and the target language model. We will describe the run time process of combination
translation in Section 3.3.

3.2.3

Build the bidirectional alignment translation model

In the third and final stage of training, we address building a bidirectional alignment
translation model from word alignment for translating collocations. The input to this stage is
the alignment information of both directions Align_StoT and Align_TtoS, generated in the
previous section (Section 3.2.1). The algorithm is shown in Figure 5.
procedure BuildBidirectionalModel(PC, Align_StoT, Align_TtoS)
(1) LemmatizePC = Lemmatize( PC )
for each src_sentencei, tgt_sentencei in fulfill their functions
for each src_wordj in src_sentecei
(2)
SrcTrans [j] = FindIntersection( src_wordj, Align_StoT, Align_TtoS )
for each src_wordj in src_sentecei
(3a)
SkipBigramList = GenerateSkipBgram1toN (src_wordj, src_wordj+N)
(3b)
TransList = TranslateSkipBigrams(SkipBigramList, SrcTrans)
(4)
BidirectionalTransFreq = CountFreq (TransList)
(5) Return BidirectionalTransFreq
Figure 5. The algorithm of building bidirectional alignment translation model
In Step (1) of the algorithm, we first lemmatize all source sentences to generate the
lemmatized parallel corpus LemmatizePC.
In Step (2) of the algorithm, we extract translations for each source word in each
sentence pair. We first find target words aligned to the source word by the source to target
alignment information. For each aligned target word, the target to source alignment
information is then used to determine whether the source word is also aligned to this target
word. We choose the target word as the translation of the source word if the source word is
also aligned to it. The translations of each source word SrcTrans are generated.
In Step (3a), source skip bigrams are generated for each source sentence. A skip bigram
is combined by the head word and the tail word of a phrase. In order to limit the amount of
the data processed, we only consider phrases with the distance 1 to 4 words in generating skip
bigram. Then, in Step (3b), we retrieve the corresponding translations for each skip bigram.
In Step (4), we count the frequency of each skip bigram translation pair. Since we focus
on translating verb-noun collocation, we only deal with verb-noun bigram and translation
pairs to reduce processing time. Table 1 shows examples related to the skip bigram “play
role”
Finally, in Step (5), the frequency of skip bigram and translation pairs,
BidirectionalTransFreq, is returned. Table 2 shows an example output of this stage.
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Table 2. An example of bidirectional alignment translation model
Collocation
Translation
Frequency
( &
1193
# 52
612
play role
' 52
475
 52
46
( 1
37

3.3

The Run Time Process

Once all collocation translation models are obtained, these models are combined and
used to translate collocations. For a given collocation, we generate and evaluate translations
using the procedure shown in Figure 6. In the following, we first present the translating
process of the combination translation model, and then the bidirectional alignment model.
Finally, we describe the ranking algorithm to output the collocation translations.
procedure TranslatingCollocation ( C, CombTM, BiTM )
(1a) Base, Collocate = DecomposeCollocation(C)
(1b) BaseTransList = GenerateCombBaseTranslation(Base)
(1c) CollocateTransList = GenerateCombCollocateTranslation(Collocate)
(1d) CombTransList = 
for each bTrans in BaseTransList,
for each cTrans in CollocateTransList
(2a)
Score = CalculateCombTM_Score(cTrans, bTrans)
(2b)
CombTrans = (bTrans, cTrans)
(2c)
CombTransList += (CombTrans, Score)
(3) Sort CombTransList in decreasing order
(4a) BiTransList = GenerateListOfBiTransWithScore( C )
(4b) Sort BiTransList in decreasing
(5) RankedCandidates = Rank( CombTransList, BiTransList)
(6) Return top N RankedCandidates
Figure 6. Generation and Ranking Procedure at run time

3.3.1

Combination Translation Model

In Step (1a), we first decompose the given collocation into the base word and the
collocate. Consider the collocation “delegate authority” for example, “authority” is the base
word and “delegate” is the collocate. A set of the base word translations is generated as
BaseTransList, and translation list for the collocate CollocateTransList is also generated. We
then generate possible collocation translations CombTransList using Cartesian product of
each bTrans in BaseTransList and each cTrans in CombTransList. Each CombTrans (bTrans,
cTrans) in CombTransList gets a word translation model score using the following formula:
 

       

and a target language model score as follows :
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where   


 

is the smoothing weight to cope with the data sparse problem,

    . We combine the  and  by a weighting formula:
            
where  is the model weight and     .
We retrieve the translations and rank translations in descending order of ScoreCombTM.
The N top-ranked translations of combination translation model are produced.

3.3.2

Bidirectional Alignment Model

In step (4a), we generate another set of translations using the bidirectional alignment
model for the given collocation C. Translations of C are retrieved from the bidirectional
alignment model, and each translation is scored as follows:
  





The generated translations are ranked in descending order of ScoreBiModel, and N
top-ranked translations of bidirectional alignment model are retrieved.
Once all translations of two models are generated, we merge the N top-ranked
translations of two models and re-rank them. The ranking algorithm we use aims at retrieving
the translations that two models have in common. The score of the top N translation of each
model is re-calculated as the formula:

    

where N means the output rank of a translation in a model. We then merge all translations,
and if there is a translation that both in output of two models, we add two scores together.
Finally, the merged translations are ranked with their merged score (Step 5), and the K
top-ranked translations are returned as the final result produced by our method.

4

Experimental Setting and Results

We have proposed a new method to retrieve translations for a given collocation from parallel
corpus that are likely to help ESL learners or bilingual collocation dictionary editors. As such,
our method is trained and evaluated on top of word alignment information of parallel corpus
and an additional monolingual corpus. Furthermore, since the goal of our model was to
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retrieve a set of good translations to assist bilingual collocation dictionary editors, we
evaluated our method on a group of English collocations, which are selected from an English
collocation dictionary. Finally, since we do not have reference answers for such translation
advising task, we will use human judges to evaluate the quality of our generated collocation
translations.
In this chapter, we first present the details of training our system for the evaluation
(Section 4.1). Then, Section 4.2 describes the alternative methods that we used in our
comparison. Section 4.3 introduces the datasets used in our experiments and the evaluation
metrics for evaluating the performance of our system, and Section 4.4 describe the tuning
process of our system module. Section 4.5 reports the results of our experiment evaluations.
Finally, in Section 4.6, we analyze the experimental results in detail.

4.1

Experimental Settings

In our bidirectional alignment translation model, we used the Hong Kong Parallel Text
(HKPT; LDC2004T08) as the training data, which contains approximately 222,000 sentence
pairs,. English sentences of HKPT were lower-cased and performed lemmatization using
Nature Language Toolkit (NLTK), a suite of open source modules written in Python. Chinese
sentences of HKPT were word-segmented by the CKIP Chinese word segmentation system
(Ma and Chen, 2003). To obtain word alignment information of English and Chinese
sentences, we used GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) as the word alignment tool.
For word translation model of our combination translation model, the phrase table of
HKPT was built by the state-of-the-art phrase-based SMT system, Moses (Koehn et al., 2007).
Common settings are used to run Moses: GIZA++ was used for word alignment,
grow-diagonal-final (Koehn et al., 2005) heuristics were used to combine bi-direction word
alignment, and extract bilingual phrase (Koehn et al., 2005).
For the target language model of our combination translation model, we used Central
News Agency (CNA) as the monolingual corpus, by using the CKIP Chinese Parser to
produce dependency relations.
Our system uses some parameters during training. The parameters were tested with
different values and finally the values were set as shown in Table 3. We did not test these
values exhaustively and further tuning may improve the performance of our system.
Table 3. Parameter used in training
Parameter

Value

Description

minBidiretionProb

-15.0

Minimum
bidirectional
translation
probability of the base word and the
collocate translation.

numWordTrans

4.2

100

Number of the base word and the
collocate translations used to generate
collocation translations.

Methods Compared

Recall that our method starts with an English verb-noun collocation given by a user, and find
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the Chinese translations of the collocation. The output of our system is a list of ranked
translation candidates, which can either be shown to the user directly, or incorporated into the
existing SMT systems.
In this paper, we have introduced a hybrid method for generating collocation translations
from a parallel corpus and an additional target language monolingual corpus for a given
collocation. Therefore, we compare the results of different translation retrieval methods from
a parallel corpus.
We compared different methods for retrieving collocation translations from a parallel
corpus, which are listed as follows:
— MOSES: The state-of-the-art SMT framework that are widely used recently. We
build the Moses translating system using the same HKPT parallel corpus with
default setting as our baseline system.
— Combination Translation Model (CTM): The system based on translating the base
word and the collocate separately and then combined them to generate candidates.
The candidates are filtered by the target language model as output.
— Bidirectional Alignment Translation Model (BTM): The system extracts
translation based on the bidirectional alignment information of a word-aligned
parallel corpus using GIZA++.
— Hybrid Translation Model (HYBRID): Our system based on both CTM and BTM
by combining the results of each model with the translation ranking scheme as
described in Section 3.3.

4.3

Evaluation Data Sets and Metrics

The evaluation of the traditional SMT systems usually base on the quality of translated texts.
Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU; Papineni et al, 2002) is a mainstream automatically
scheme to evaluate quality of the MT translations. The translation of the input texts is
compared the similarity with human-translated reference answers. However, since our system
aims at assisting user to find appropriate translations for bilingual collocation dictionaries
editors, the lack of reference translations results in a difficult situation of translation
equivalents.
To evaluate our system, we randomly selected 55 English verb-noun collocations from
the Oxford Collocations Dictionary (OCD; Oxford University Press, 2009), which collects
about 25,000 common collocations. All nouns of collocations were chose from Academic
Word List (AWL; Coxhead 2003). The testing data consisted of 80 collocations, which were
selected in the same way.
We used two human judges to examine the generated translations for each collocation in
the data sets for evaluation. The human judges were asked to examine retrieved collocation
translation one at a time, and judge each translation candidate as “correct”, “partial
acceptable”, or “unacceptable” for the collocations.
By using the judgments from two human judges, we evaluate the translations using the
Top-N accuracy, and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) metrics that describes in the next.
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Definition 4.1. The Top-N accuracy of a translation model for K collocations in test data,
in our definition, is the percentage of all collocations with translation results, where Top-N
translations contain a correct translation.
Example 4.1. Consider top 3 translations returned by the system for 10 collocations in
test data. If there are 3 collocations with correct translations at first place, 2 at second place,
and 1 at third place, the Top-N accuracy of this system is (3+2+1)/10 = 60%.
We also compute Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), a measure of how much effort needed
for a user to find a compatible translation in the returned order of collocation translations
(Voorhees and Tice, 1999). The MRR value is a real number between 0 and 1, where 1
denotes the compatible translations always occur at first place. We report the MRR results to
examine the effectiveness of our system being used to assist bilingual dictionaries editors.
Definition 4.2. The Reciprocal Rank for a system, for a input collocation c from the data
set D, is defined as Rc-1, where Rc is the first rank of a translation judged as a correct
translation for c. The Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) of the system is the average of the
Reciprocal Rank values over all evaluated collocations in D.
Example 4.2. Consider a collocation c and the system outputs 5 translations for c. If
three translations are judged correct and ranked at 2, 3, 5. The Reciprocal Rank for c is 2-1 =
0.5.
We also calculate Kappa statistics (Cohen, 1960) to evaluate the agreement between two
human judges. Cohen’s Kappa coefficientis a statistical measure of the inter-judge
agreement, which consider the agreement occurring by chance and the agreement of observed
judgment result. If the judges are in complete agreement with each other for the classification
totally, then  = 1. If there is no agreement between the judges, then   0.

Definition 4.3.

The Cohen’s Kappa coefficient  is calculated as the equation:
 

    
   

where Pr(a) is relative observed agreement between judges, and Pr(e) is the hypothetical
probability of agreement by chance, which is calculated by using the observed judgments by
each human judge.

4.4 Tuning Parameters
In this section, we describe the process of tuning the parameter  (weight of word translation
model in the combination translation model (CTM) ) by using the development data. Recall
that the score of CTM is calculated as the following:
            
The different weights of  determine whether the word translation model (WTM) or the
target language model (TLM) has more influence on the collocation translations score
ScoreCombTM. A higher value of  means that ScoreCombTM relies more on WTM than TLM. In
contrast, TLM has more influence for a lower .
To select a suitable weight , we choose a set values in the division between 0 and 1 to
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find the best MRR values by using development data. As the result. We make  = 0.4 as our
model weight.

4.5 Evaluation Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of various systems in Section 4.2 using the
testing data set and different metrics we described in Section 4.3.
For each compared system, we generated top 3 ranked translations for each collocation
in the testing data. Samples of the system output for collocations in the testing data are listed
in Appendix A. We first calculate the Kappa value to acquire the agreement between two
judges. In order to calculate the Kappa value, we mixed all top 3 translations from various
systems and generated a translation pool, which contains all generated translations from
different systems for each collocation in test data. The human judges then evaluated on all
1451 translations in the translation pool, and we got the Kappa value   , which
indicates that the human judges have substantial agreement while judging translation results
Table 4. Top-N precision of different systems
Top-1

Top-2

Top-3

Top-4

Top-5

Moses (baseline)
BTM

.55
.49

.73
.56

.77
.59

.78
.59

.82
.60

CTM

.67

.75

.80

.82

.83

Hybrid (CTM+BTM)

.65

.81

.85

.88

.89

Table 5. MRR value for all translations for collocations in test data
by seeing “correct
MRR

System
Moses (baseline)

.72

BTM

.55

CTM
Hybrid (CTM+BTM)

.76
.78

We report the top-N accuracies from top-1 to top-5 in Table 4. The results indicate that,
except the top-1 accuracy, our Hybrid method has significantly better accuracy improvement
than other three methods from top-2 to top-5. Compared with the baseline, our system
improves 7% ~ 10% more accuracies. Hybrid, combined CTM and BTM, improves about
more 6% accuracy than only CTM. This result indicates that although top-N accuracies of
BTM is the lowest since it suffers from low translation coverage, BTM still improves
Table 4 reports the MRR value for all compared methods. The reported MRR is an
average value of the judgment by two judges. Hybrid has the best MRR 0.78 of all methods ,
which means that a correct answer can be found at the first 2 translations in ranked translation
list by a human user. Also our HYBRID method, compared to the traditional SMT system
MOSES, improves 0.06 MRR score.
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5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have introduced a new method for translating verb-noun collocations by
using a parallel corpus and an additional monolingual corpus. The generated collocation
translations can be used to assist ESL learners and bilingual collocation dictionaries editors
with the choice of proper translations. Our method is based on a parallel corpus to extract
collocation translations, and a monolingual corpus of the target language to filter out
inappropriate translations. Evaluations of our experiments have shown that our method
produce better translations for a given collocation than the traditional SMT system.
Many avenues exist for future research and improvement of our system. For example,
we could extend the parallel corpus by using more general corpora to increase the quality of
collocation translations. The ranking algorithm to combine and rank outputs of two models
could be used a better existing algorithm. Also, dealing with different types of collocation,
such as Adjective-Noun and Phrasal Verb-Noun, could be considered to translate more
collocations in our system. Additionally, an interesting direction to explore is to use more
semantic information to improve translations. If example sentences of a collocation are
available, we could use the word sense disambiguation technique to help us choose a precise
translation.
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Abstract
This paper presents and experiments a new approach for automatic word sense
disambiguation (WSD) applied for French texts. First, we are inspired from possibility theory
by taking advantage of a double relevance measure (possibility and necessity) between words
and their contexts. Second, we propose, analyze and compare two different training methods:
judgment and dictionary based training. Third, we summarize and discuss the overall
performance of the various performed tests in a global analysis way. In order to assess and
compare our approach with similar WSD systems we performed experiments on the standard
ROMANSEVAL test collection.
Keywords: Word Sense Disambiguation, Semantic Dictionary of Contexts, Possibility
Theory.

1. Introduction
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is the ability to identify the meaning of a word in its
context in a computational manner. A lexical semantic disambiguation allows to select in a
predefined list the significance of a word given its context. In fact, the task of semantic
disambiguation requires enormous resources such as labeled corpora, dictionaries, semantic
networks or ontologies. This task is important in many fields such as optical character
recognition, lexicography, speech recognition, natural language comprehension, accent
restoration, content analysis, content categorization, information retrieval and computer aided
translation [13] [14].
The problem of WSD has been considered as a difficult task in the field of Natural Language
Processing. In fact, a reader is frequently faced to problems of ambiguity in information
retrieval or automatic translation tasks. Indeed, the main idea on which were based many
researches in this field is to find relations between an occurrence of a word and its context
1
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which will help identify the most probable sense of this occurrence [1][2].
We discuss in this paper the contribution of a new approach for WSD. We presuppose that
combining knowledge extracted from corpora and traditional dictionaries will improve
disambiguation rates. We also show that this approach may perform satisfactory results even
without using manually labeled corpora for training. We also propose to apply possibility
theory as an efficient framework to solve the WSD problem seen as a case of imprecision.
Indeed, WSD approaches need training and matching models which compute the similarities
(or the relevance) between senses and contexts. Existing models for WSD are based on poor,
uncertain and imprecise data. Whereas, possibility theory is naturally designed to this kind of
applications; because it makes it possible to express ignorance and to take account of the
imprecision and uncertainty at the same time. For example a recent work of Ayed et al.
(2012) [23][24] which have proposed possibilistic approach for the morphological
disambiguation of arabic texts showed the contribution of possibilistic models compared to
probabilistic ones. That is, we evaluate the relevance of a word sense given a polysemous
sentence proposing two types of relevance: plausible relevance and necessary relevance.
This paper is structured as follows. First, we give an overview of the main existing WSD
approaches in section 2. Section 3 briefly recalls possibility theory. Our approach is detailed
in section 4. Subsequently, a set of experimentations and comparison results are discussed in
section 5. Finally, we summarize our findings in the conclusion and propose some directions
for future research.

2. Related Works
In this literature review, we briefly cite the most important methods which allowed to clarify
the main issues in WSD. We mainly focus on the limits of traditional dictionaries in WSD
process. In fact, the most popular WSD approaches are based on traditional dictionaries or
thesauruses (such as WordNet), which are quite similar in terms of sense organization. Indeed,
dictionaries were made for a human use and are not suitable for automatic treatments, thus
missing accurate information useful for WSD. This fact is confirmed by Véronis [16][17]
who argues that it is not possible to progress in WSD while dictionaries do not include in
their definitions distributional criteria or surface indices (syntax, collocations, etc). In
addition, the inconsistency of the dictionaries is well-known for lexicographers.
For these multiple reasons, many researchers proposed to build new types of dictionaries or
to restructure traditional dictionaries. For example, Reymond [22] proposed to build a
"distributional" dictionary based on differential criteria. The idea is to organize words in
lexical items having coherent distributional properties. This dictionary contained initially the
detailed description of 20 common nouns, 20 verbs and 20 adjectives. It enabled him to
manually label each of the 53000 occurrences of these 60 terms in the corpus of the project
SyntSem (Corpus of approximately 5.5 million words, composed of texts of various kinds).
This corpus is a starting resource to study the criteria of automatic semantic disambiguation
2
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since it helps implement and evaluate algorithms of WSD.
Audibert [15] worked on Reymond's dictionary to study different criteria of disambiguation
(co-occurrence, domain information, synonyms of co-occurring words and so on). In the
same perspective, Véronis, [17] used a graph of co-occurrence to automatically determine the
various usages of a word in a textual base. His algorithm searches high density zones in the
graph of co-occurrence and allows to isolate non frequent usages. Thus, Véronis applied the
advice of Wittgenstein: "Don’t look for the meaning, but for the use". In fact,
co-occurrence-based approaches generate much noise since unrelated words may occur in the
same sentence. We also find that none of these methods treated in a sufficient manner the
problem of lexicon organization. Even the methods based on computing the similarities do
not seek to represent the semantic distances between senses and do not manage to correctly
organize the obtained senses. However, several research works tried to resolve the problem of
polysemia on the level of dictionary. Gaume et al. (2004) [18] used a dictionary as
information source to discover relations between lexical items. His work is based on an
algorithm which computes the semantic distance between the words of the dictionary by
taking into account the complete topology of the dictionary, which gives him a greater
robustness. This algorithm makes it possible to solve the problem of polysemia which exists
in the definitions of the dictionary. He started to test this approach on the disambiguation of
the definitions of the dictionaries themselves. But this work is limited to disambiguate nouns,
using only nouns or nouns and verbs.
Our approach is supported by a semantic space where the various senses of a word are
organized and exploited. Indeed, computing the sense of a sentence is a dynamic process
during which the senses of the various words are mutually influenced and which leads
simultaneously to the determination of the sense of each word and the global sense of the
sentence. A distance between contexts and word senses is used to find the correct sense in a
given sentence. Our work uses possibilistic networks to compute a preliminary rate of
ambiguity of each sentence and to match senses to contexts. That is, we start by recalling
principles of possibility theory in the following section.

3. Possibility Theory
The possibility theory introduced by Zadeh (1978) [10] and developed by several authors,
handles uncertainty in the interval [0,1] called the possibility scale, in a qualitative or
quantitative way. This section briefly reviews basic elements of possibility theory, for more
details see [3][4][21].
3.1 Possibility distribution
Possibility theory is based on possibility distributions. The latter, denoted by π, are mappings
from Ω (the universe of discourse) to the scale [0,1] encoding partial knowledge on the world.
The possibility scale is interpreted in two ways. In the ordinal case, possibility values only
3
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reflect an ordering between possible states; in the numerical scale, possibility values often
account for upper probability bounds [3][4][21].
Probability distribution mainly differs from possibility distribution because it requires that the
probability sum of elements in the universe of discourse is equal to 1, but this restriction is
not necessary in the case of possibility theory. Besides, the probability of the complement
of a given event is relevant to provide the probability of this event in probability theory. But,
it is not the same thing in possibility theory, which involves non-additive measures. When we
use probabilities in uncertainty representation, it is required to list an exhaustive set of
mutually exclusive alternatives. This is the fundamental difficulty to use probabilities in this
case. In reality, an expert cannot provide events that are exhaustive and mutually exclusive
due to the increasing of his/her knowledge along time, and so uncertainty about the situation
decreases.
Furthermore possibility distributions may be more expressive in some situations and is able
to distinguish between problems, ambiguity and ignorance whereas probability distributions
can only represent ambiguity. In particular, the distribution π(ω) = 1; ∀ ω ∈ Ω express a total
ignorance which reflects the absence of any relevant information. However in probability
theory, complete ignorance is modeled by a uniform distribution which results in assigning
equal weights p(ω) = 1/n; ∀ ω ∈ Ω for each event although no justification can explain this
arbitrary assignment. For more reading, we can refer to [3][4].
3.2 Possibility and necessity measures
While other approaches provide a unique relevance value, the possibility theory defines two
measures. A possibility distribution π on Ω enables events to be qualified in terms of their
plausibility and their certainty, in terms of possibility and necessity measures respectively. In
our context of WSD, the possible relevance allows rejecting non relevant senses. The
necessary relevance permits to reinforce possibly relevant senses.
•

The possibility of an event A relies on the most normal situation in which A is true.
(1)
Π ( A) = max x∈A π ( x)

•

The necessity of an event A reflects the most normal situation in which A is false.
N ( A) = min x∉A (1 − π ( x)) = 1 − Π (¬A)
(2)

The width of the gap between N(A) and Π(A) evaluates the amount of ignorance about A.
Note that N(A) > 0 implies Π(A) = 1. When A is a fuzzy set this property no longer holds but
the inequality N(A) ≤ Π(A) remains valid [3][4][21].
3.3 Possibilistic Networks
A directed possibilistic network (PN) on a variable set V is characterized by a graphical and a
numeric component. The first one is a directed acyclic graph. The graph structure encodes
independence relation sets just like Bayesian nets [19][20]. The second component quantifies
distinct links of the graph and consists of the conditional possibility matrix of each node in
4
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the context of its parents. These possibility distributions should respect normalization. For
each variable V:
•

If V is a root node and dom(V) the domain of V, the prior possibility of V should
satisfy: max v∈dom(V ) Π (v) = 1 ;

•

(3)

If V is not a root node, the conditional distribution of V in the context of its parents
context satisfy: maxv∈dom(V ) Π(v ParV ) = 1 ;

ParV ∈ dom ( ParV )

(4)

Where: dom(V): domain of V; ParV : value of parents of V; dom(ParV): domain of parent set
of V.
In this paper, possibilistic networks are exploited to compute relevance of a correct sense of a
polysemous word given the context.

4. The Proposed approach
Our approach tries to avoid the limits of traditional dictionaries by combining them with
knowledge extracted from corpora and organized as a Semantic Dictionary of Contexts
(SDC). Thus, the richness of traditional dictionaries is improved by contextual knowledge
linking words to their contexts. WSD is also seen as a classification task where we have
training and testing steps. In the training step, we need to learn dependencies between senses
of words and contexts. This may be performed in labeled corpora (Judgment-based training)
leading to a semi-automatic approach. We may also weight these dependencies directly from
a traditional dictionary (Dictionary-based training), what may be considered as an automatic
approach. In this case, we need to organize all the instances in such a way that improves
classification rates. In this paper, we propose to sort the instances by computing an ambiguity
rate (sf. section 4.2). In the testing step, the distance between the context of an occurrence of
a word and its senses is computed in order to select the best sense.
We present in the next sections the formulae for computing the DPR and the ambiguity rate.
4.1 The Degree of Possibilistic Relevance (DPR)
Supposing that we have only one polysemous word in a sentence ph, let us note DPR(Si|ph)
the Degree of Possibilistic Relevance of a word sense Si given ph. Let us consider that ph is
composed of T words: ph = (t1, t2,…,tT). We evaluate the relevance of a word sense Si given a
sentence ph by a possibilistic matching model of Information Retrieval (IR) used in [5][21].
In this case, the goal is to compute a matching score between a query and a document. In the
case of WSD, the relevance of a sense given a polysemous sentence is modeled by a double
measurement. The possible relevance makes it possible to reject the irrelevant senses. But,
the necessary relevance makes it possible to reinforce relevance of the restored word senses,
which have not been rejected by the possibility.
In our case, possibilistic network links the word sense (Si) to the words of a given a
polysemous sentence (phi = (t1, t2,…,tT)) as presented in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Possibilistic network of WSD approach
The relevance of each word sense (Sj), giving the polysemous sentence (phi) is calculated as
follows:
According to Elayeb et al. (2009) [5], the possibility Π(Sj|ph) is proportional to:
Π’(Sj|ph) = Π(t1| Sj)*…* Π(tT| Sj) = nft1j *…* nftTj

(5)

With nftij = tfij /max(tfkj): the normalized frequency of the term ti in the sense Sj
And tfij = (number of occurrence of the term ti in Sj/number of terms in Sj)
The necessity to restore a relevant sense Sj for the sentence ph, denoted N(Sj|ph), calculated as
the following:
N(Sj| ph) = 1- Π (¬Sj| ph)
Where: Π(¬Sj| ph) = (Π(ph| ¬Sj)* Π(¬Sj))/Π(ph)
At the same way Π(¬Sj| ph) is proportional to:
Π’(¬Sj| ph) = Π(t1| ¬Sj)* …*Π(tT| ¬Sj)
This numerator can be expressed by:

(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)
Π’(¬Sj| ph) = (1- φS1j)*…* (1- φSTj)
Where: φSij= Log10(nCS/nSi)*(nftij)
(10)
With: nCS = Number of senses of the word in the dictionary.
nSi = Number of senses of the word containing the term tj. This includes only senses which
are in the SDC and does not cover all the senses of ti which are in the traditional dictionary.
We define the Degree of Possibilistic Relevance (DPR) of each word sense Sj, giving a
polysemous sentence ph by the following formula:
DPR(Sj| ph) = Π( Sj| ph) + N(Sj| ph)

(11)

The preferred senses are those which have a high value of DPR(Sj| ph).
4.2 The Ambiguity rate of a polysemous sentence
We compute the ambiguity rate of a polysemous sentence ph using the possibility and
necessity values as follow: (i) We index the definitions of all the possible senses of the
ambiguous word; (ii) We use the index of each sense as a query; (iii) We evaluate relevance
of the sentence given this query using a possibilistic matching model; and (iv) A sentence is
considered as very ambiguous if it is relevant for many senses or if it is not relevant for any
6
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one. In other words, the relevance degrees of the sentence for all the senses are almost equal.
Therefore, the ambiguity rate is inversely proportional to standard deviation value:
Ambiguity_rate(ph) = 1 – ɐሺሻ

(12)

Where ߪሺ݄ሻ : standard deviation of DPR(Si|ph) values corresponding to each sense of
ambiguous word contained in the polysemous sentence ph.
ߪሺ݄ሻ ൌ  1 / N * ¦ i (DPR(Si | ph) − S ) 2

(13)

Where S is the average of DPR(Si|ph) and N is the number of possible senses in the dictionary.
4.3 Illustrative example
Let us consider the polysemous word M, which has two senses S1 and S2 such as:
S1 is indexed by the three terms {t1, t2, t3} and S2 is indexed by {t1, t4, t5}.
Let us consider also the polysemous sentence ph = (M, t2, t4, t5), which contains only one
polysemous word (M) in order to simplify the calculus.
We have : Π(S1|ph) = nf(M, S1)* nf(t2, S1)* nf(t4, S1)* nf(t5, S1) = 0*(1/3)*0*0 = 0
With: nf(M, S1) is the normalized frequency of M in the first sense S1.
Π(S2|ph) = nf(M, S2)* nf(t2, S2)* nf(t4, S2)* nf(t5, S2) = 0*(1/3)*0*0 = 0
We have frequently Π(Sj|ph) = 0, except if all the words of the sentence exist in the index of
the sense.
On the other hand, we have a not null values of N(Sj|ph):
N(S1|ph)= 1- [(1-φ(S1, M))* (1-φ(S1, t2))* (1-φ(S1, t4))* (1-φ(S1, t5))]
nf(S1, M) = 0, so φ(S1, M) = 0; φ(S1, t2) = log10(2/1)*1/3 = 0,1 ; φ(S1, t4) = log10(2/1)*0 = 0 ;
φ(S1, t5) = 0
So: N(S1|ph) = 1- [(1-0)* (1-0,1)* (1-0)* (1-0)] = 1- [1* 0,9* 1* 1] = 0,1.
And DPR(S1|ph) = 0,1
N(S2|ph)= 1-[(1-φ(S2, M))* (1-φ(S2, t2))* (1-φ(S2, t4))* (1-φ(S2, t5))]
With: φ(S2, M) = 0 because nf(S2, M) = 0; φ(S2, t2) = 0 ; φ(S2, t4)= log10(2/1)*1/3 = 0,1 ;
φ(S2, t5) = 0,1.
So: N(S2|ph) = 1- [ (1-0)* (1-0)* (1-0,1)* (1-0,1)] = 1- [1* 0,9* 0,9* 1] = 0,19.
DPR(S2|ph) = 0,19 > DPR(S1|ph)
We remark that the polysemous sentence ph is more relevant for S2 than S1 because it
contains two terms of the second sense S2 (t4, t5) and only one term of the sense S1 (t2).
The average is S = (0,1 + 0,19)/2 = 0,145. The Standard Deviation = (1/2 *((0,1 - 0,145)2 +
(0,19 - 0,145)2))1/2 = 0,045 and the Ambiguity Rate = (1- Standard Deviation) = 0,955.
Let us notice in this example that the polysemous sentence ph is very ambiguous because two
values 0,1 and 0,19 are very close.
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5. Experimentation and results
This section introduces the test collection used in our experiments (cf. section 5.1). To
improve our assessment, we performed two types of evaluation in the training step: the
judgment-based training and the dictionary-based training (cf. sections 5.3 and 5.4
respectively). We analyze and interpret our results in section 5.5.
5.1 ROMANSEVAL test collection
We used in our experiments the ROMANSEVAL standard test collection which provides
necessary tools for WSD including: (1) a set of documents (issued from the Official Journal
of the European Commission); and (2) a list of test sentences including ambiguous words.
The set of documents consists of parallel texts in 9 languages part of the Official Journal of
the European Commission (Series C, 1993). Texts (numbering several thousand) consist of
written questions on a wide range of topics and corresponding responses from the European
Commission. The total size of the corpus is approximately 10.2 million words (about 1.1
million words per language), which were collected and prepared within MULTEXT-MLCC
projects [6].
These texts were prepared in order to obtain a standard test collection. The corpus was split
into words labeled with, in particular, categorical labels to distinguish the names N,
adjectives A and verbs V. Then the 600 most frequent words (200 N, 200 A, 200 V) were
extracted, and their contexts of occurrence. These words were annotated in parallel by 6
students in Linguistics, in accordance with the sense of the French dictionary “Le Petit
Larousse”, each occurrence of a word that can receive a label of a sense, several or none.
After this first step, the 60 most polysemous words have been preserved (20 N, 20 A, 20 V).
The body offered to participants for the experiment was therefore made up of 60 words and
3624 contexts in which they appear each with about 60 word occurrences.
5.2 Experimental scenarios
We performed three stages of tests as explained below. For each test, we prepared an XML
Semantic Dictionary of Contexts (SDC). It is used as a training subset from the sentences to
be evaluated in ROMANSEVAL corpus. For each parsed sentence S and given a polysemous
word W, we link words of S with the correct sense of W. The "correct sense" may be
identified from the tags of the corpus or using context-independent knowledge from the
traditional dictionary. Thus, two subset selection methods for building the SDC are described
in the following (cf. section 5.3 and section 5.4). To assess our system, we compute the
accuracy rate for each word be using the agree and kappa [11][12] metrics which are
computed as follows:
 ݁݁ݎ݃ܣൌ

ೞೞ

ȁሼௌ אοǡ௪ௌ

ೕೠೞ

ୀௌ

ሽȁ

(14)

ȁሼௌ אοሽȁ
௦௬௦௧

Where: ο : The set of judged senses corresponding to test sentences. ܵ
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௨ௗ௦

sense by DPR measure (computed by the system). ܵ
: Sense attributed by judges.
The Kappa measure is based on the difference between how much agreement is actually
present (“observed” agreement) compared to how much agreement would be expected to be
present by chance alone (“expected” agreement) as follow [7]:
݇ ൌ

௦௩ௗି௫௧ௗ

(15)

ଵି௫௧ௗ

Kappa measure takes into account the agreement occurring by chance and is considered as a
refined value. According to Landis and Koch [8], Kappa values between 0–0.2 are considered
slight, 0.21–0.40 as fair, 0.41–0.60 as moderate, 0.61–0.80 as substantial, and 0.81–1 as
almost perfect agreement.
5.3 Judgment-based training
To fill the XML SDC, we have applied the cross validation method. In each test case of the
10 iterations, we select 90% of sentences randomly and enlarge the training semantic
dictionary by voted contexts. The 10% remaining ones are used in test by searching the most
suitable context from the trained data. We applied there the DPR measure described in section
4.1. Averages agree values are presented in the following figures 2, 3 and 4.
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Ϭϭ͕ϬϬ
ϬϬ͕ϴϬ
ϬϬ͕ϲϬ
ϬϬ͕ϰϬ
ϬϬ͕ϮϬ
ϬϬ͕ϬϬ

Figure 2. Adjectives mean agrees for judgment-based training WSD method
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ĚĞŐƌĠ

ĐŽŶƐƚŝƚƵƚŝŽŶ

ĐŽŶĐĞŶƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ
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ϬϬ͕ϴϬ
ϬϬ͕ϲϬ
ϬϬ͕ϰϬ
ϬϬ͕ϮϬ
ϬϬ͕ϬϬ

Figure 3. Nouns mean agrees for judgment-based training WSD method
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ϬϬ͕ϲϬ
ϬϬ͕ϰϬ
ϬϬ͕ϮϬ
ϬϬ͕ϬϬ

Figure 4. Verbs mean agrees for judgment-based training WSD method
As a first interpretation of these histograms, we conclude that more a word is frequent in the
corpus and has few senses, the more is its accuracy rate. Thus, verbs represent the most
ambiguous words, because they have fewer occurrences in the corpus. On the other hand,
nouns (except for some ones) are less ambiguous, because they are more frequent. The
accuracy rate depends also on the characteristics of the corpus. For example, we discuss the
case of “constitution” which has a weak accuracy rate compared to other nouns. This word
has many meanings (“constitution” has 6 different meanings: (1) constitution (constitution),
(2) mise en place (establishment), (3) incorporation (incorporation), (4) règle (rule), (5)
habitude (habit) and (6) code (code)). The legal discussion subjects in ROMANSEVAL
articles contribute in increasing ambiguity of such words (the same interpretation is applied
on “économie” word (meaning: économie (economy), finances (economics), épargne (saving),
élevage (thrift or husbandry)).
5.4 Dictionary-based training
In this training method, senses are associated by the system (no more default judgments as
the previous method). For each sentence, to be evaluated that contains an ambiguous word;
one sense is attributed after computing the DPR values of each definition entry in the
dictionary “Le Petit Larousse”. Sense having the greatest DPR is considered as the best one
to fit the sentence.
Sentences are therefore sorted in descendant (resp. ascendant) order by ambiguity rate (cf.
section 4.2). Having the sorted list of sentences in descendent (resp. ascendant) order, the
80% most (resp. less) ambiguous sentences were used to build the SDC; the 20% remaining
ones were used for test purpose.
Figures 5, 6 and 7 present the mean agrees for dictionary-based training WSD methods
(descendant and ascendant sentences ambiguity rate) for respectively adjectives, nouns and
verbs.
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Ϭϭ͕ϬϬ
ϬϬ͕ϴϬ
ϬϬ͕ϲϬ
ϬϬ͕ϰϬ
ϬϬ͕ϮϬ
ϬϬ͕ϬϬ

ŝĐƚŝŽŶĂƌǇďĂƐĞĚƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ;ĚĞƐĐĞŶĚĂŶƚĂŵďŝŐƵŝƚǇͿ
ŝĐƚŝŽŶĂƌǇďĂƐĞĚƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ;ĂƐĐĞŶĚĂŶƚĂŵďŝŐƵŝƚǇͿ

Figure 5. Adjectives mean agrees for dictionary based training WSD methods (descendant
and ascendant sentences ambiguity)
Ϭϭ͕ϬϬ
ϬϬ͕ϴϬ
ϬϬ͕ϲϬ
ϬϬ͕ϰϬ
ϬϬ͕ϮϬ
ϬϬ͕ϬϬ

ŝĐƚŝŽŶĂƌǇďĂƐĞĚƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ;ĚĞƐĐĞŶĚĂŶƚĂŵďŝŐƵŝƚǇͿ
ŝĐƚŝŽŶĂƌǇďĂƐĞĚƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ;ĂƐĐĞŶĚĂŶƚĂŵďŝŐƵŝƚǇͿ

Figure 6. Nouns mean agrees for dictionary based training WSD methods (descendant and
ascendant sentences ambiguity)
Ϭϭ͕ϬϬ
ϬϬ͕ϴϬ
ϬϬ͕ϲϬ
ϬϬ͕ϰϬ
ϬϬ͕ϮϬ
ϬϬ͕ϬϬ

ŝĐƚŝŽŶĂƌǇďĂƐĞĚƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ;ĚĞƐĐĞŶĚĂŶƚĂŵďŝŐƵŝƚǇͿ
ŝĐƚŝŽŶĂƌǇďĂƐĞĚƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ;ĂƐĐĞŶĚĂŶƚĂŵďŝŐƵŝƚǇͿ

Figure 7. Verbs mean agrees for dictionary-based training WSD methods (descendant and
ascendant sentences ambiguity)
These experiments confirm that training data should start from the most ambiguous sentences
to the less ones (descendent ambiguity rate order). We should notice that the small accuracy
rates are caused by the system selection of senses while building the SDC in the training step.
However, this constitutes a first attempt for full automatic WSD.
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5.5 Discussion and interpretation
This section summarizes and discusses the overall performance of the various performed tests.
Figure 8 shows the mean agree rates over the three methods by Part-Of-Speech.
DĞĂŶĂŐƌĞĞ

ϴϬй

:ƵĚŐŵĞŶƚďĂƐĞĚƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ

ϲϬй

ŝĐƚŝŽŶĂƌǇďĂƐĞĚƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ
;ĚĞƐĐĞŶĚĂŶƚĂŵďŝŐƵŝƚǇͿ
ŝĐƚŝŽŶĂƌǇďĂƐĞĚƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐ
;ĂƐĐĞŶĚĂŶƚĂŵďŝŐƵŝƚǇͿ

ϰϬй
ϮϬй
Ϭй
ĚũĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ

EŽƵŶƐ

sĞƌďƐ

Figure 8. Mean agree rates over the three possibilistic WSD methods by Part-Of-Speech
We remark that the judgment-based approach performed better than dictionary-based
approaches because it exploits human knowledge to build the SDC. However
dictionary-based is a full automatic approach which may be used when labeled corpora are
unavailable. In this case, it is more suitable to start from the most ambiguous sentences.
Then, we compare the performance of the best possibilistic method (judgment-based training)
with five other WSD systems participating in the French exercise [6]. These systems are
developed respectively by EPFL (Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne), IRISA
(Institut de recherche en informatique et Systèmes Aléatoire, Rennes), LIA-BERTIN
(Laboratoire d’informatique, Université d’Avignon, and BERTIN, Paris), and XRCE (Xerox
Research Centre Europe, Grenoble). A comparative study between these systems is available
at [6]. Figure 9 shows the values of agree and Kappa metrics (often used to evaluate WSD
approaches) for these five systems and our approach (POSS).

Figure 9. Mean agree and Kappa results by Part-Of-Speech
According to figure 9, the agree performance using POSS (especially for verbs) is worse than
the other systems. We should also recognize that the agree metric does not provide alone
accurate evaluation of WSD systems. Studying the agreement between two or more observers
should include a statistic that takes into account the fact that observers will sometimes agree
or disagree simply by chance [12]. The kappa statistic is the most commonly used statistic for
this purpose. When focusing on the results over all Part-Of-Speech (cf. Figure 10), our
system is distinguished from other systems for the Kappa value: in spite of having a medium
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agree mean in comparison with other systems, agreement between our system and other
judges is not a stroke of chance according to a moderate Kappa value (0.45).
ϭ͕Ϭ
Ϭ͕ϴ
Ϭ͕ϲ
Ϭ͕ϰ
Ϭ͕Ϯ
Ϭ͕Ϭ

<WW
'Z
W&>

/Z/^

>/ϭ

>/Ϯ

yZKy WK^^

ůůWK^

Figure 10. Mean agree and Kappa results for all Part-Of-Speech
According to Kappa results, the good agreement performance of the probabilistic WSD is by
chance in many words: for example mean agree of the word “pied” (foot) is about 0.68 while
Kappa measure is under 0.2. Thus, we notice that the possibilistic approach is finer than the
probabilistic state-of-the-art systems. This explained by the fact possibility and necessity
measures increase the relevance of correct senses and penalize the scores the remaining ones.
We should here notice that disagreement among the human judges who prepared sense
tagging of the ROMANSEVAL benchmark is so important according to [9]: Kappa ranges
between 0.92 (noun “detention”) and 0.007 (adjective “correct”). In other terms, there is no
more agreement than chance for some words. If human annotators do not agree much more
than chance on many words, it seems that systems that produce random sense tags for these
words should be considered as satisfactory.

5. Conclusion and future works
In this paper, we proposed and evaluated a new possibilistic approach for word sense
disambiguation. In fact, in spite of their advantages, the traditional dictionaries suffer from a
lack of accurate information useful for WSD. Moreover, there exists a lack of semantically
labeled corpora on which methods of learning could be trained. For these multiple reasons, it
became important to use a semantic dictionary of contexts ensuring the machine learning in a
semantic platform of WSD. Our approach combines traditional dictionaries and labeled
corpora to build a semantic dictionary and identifies the sense of a word by using a
possibilistic matching model.
To evaluate our approach, we used the ROMANSEVAL collection and we compared our
results to some existing systems. Experiments showed an encouraging improvement in terms
of disambiguation rates of French words. This disambiguation performed better on nouns as
they are most frequent among the existing words in the context. These results reveal the
contribution of possibilistic theory, as it provided good accuracy rates in this first experiment.
However, our WSD approach needs to be investigated in a practical case of application.
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Indeed, the long term goal of our work is to improve the performance of a cross-lingual
information retrieval system by introducing a step of queries and documents disambiguation
in a multilingual context. Thus, this work will be wide towards other languages such as
English and Arabic. Moreover, our tools and data structures are reusable components that
may be integrated in other fields such as information extraction, machine translation, content
analysis, word processing, lexicography and the semantic Web applications.
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ᶨ娆⣂枛㚱䚠䔞䘬≑䙲炻㛔㔯昌Ḯ⇑䓐斄倗⺷夷⇯⢾炻ḇἧ䓐Ḯ E-Hownet Ἦ妋㰢妻䶜
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ˣ
ˮᶳ˯
ˣ
ˮᶵ˯
ˣ
ˮἈ˯
ˣ
ˮㆹ˯
ˣ
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⮎槿䳸㝄栗䣢炻䚠庫㕤䎦㚱䘬⮎槿㕡㱽炻㛔婾㔯㍸↢䘬㕡㱽⮵㕤ᶲ徘ℕᾳ⣂枛娆䘮忼⇘
㚜檀䘬㬋䡢䌯ˤ

Abstract
This paper proposed an approach that apply association rules to solve the polysemy problem
in a Chinese to Taiwanese TTS system. In Taiwanese, one word possibly has several
pronunciations. It leads to that Taiwanese TTS System can't work well if wrong
pronunciation is synthesized. Thus, we need to decide which pronunciation is proper under
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some condition in order to enhance the performance of a Taiwanese TTS System. The
approach of association rules has the advantage of similate the usage of language by human
beings. We also use the information in E-Hownet to overcome the problem of data
sparsity.The experiments focus on six common used words, they are “ᶲ”(up), ”ᶳ”(down), ”
ᶵ”(no), “Ἀ”, “ㆹ”, and “Ṿ”(he). Experiment results show that the proposed approach can
achieve higher accuracies than the existing methods.
斄挝娆烉斄倗⺷夷⇯ˣ䞍䵚ˣᶨ娆⣂枛ˣ⎘婆㔯廱枛䲣䴙ˤ
Keywords: Association rules, E-Hownet, Polysemy, and Taiwanese TTS system.
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ᷣ天ẍᷕ㔯㔯⎍ἄ䁢廠ℍ炻ᷳ⼴ℵ⮯ᷕ㔯㔯⎍廱ㆸ⎘婆婆枛廠↢炻⌛ᷕ㔯廱⎘婆婆枛⎰
ㆸ䲣䴙(Chinese to Taiwanese TTS system) [3][6][10][11][20]ˤ
⮵㕤ᶨ⣿㔯廱枛䲣䴙Ἦ婒炻傥⎰ㆸ↢㬋䡢䘬䘤枛㗗䚠䔞慵天䘬ˤ䃞侴炻⛐ᷕ㔯廱⎘婆㔯
廱枛䲣䴙ᷕ⬀⛐叿ᶨ娆⣂枛䎦尉ˤ媪ᶨ娆⣂枛䎦尉炻栏⎵⿅佑⯙㗗烉⎴ᶨᾳᷕ㔯娆炻
⛐ᶵ⎴䘬⟜⎰ᷕ㚱ℑ䧖ẍᶲᶵ⎴䘬䘤枛ˤ⤪㝄㰺㚱憅⮵ᶨ娆⣂枛䎦尉㍸ὃ怑䔞䘬彐嬀㨇
⇞炻⮯㚫忈ㆸ㔯廱枛䲣䴙婌⇌⣂枛娆䘬㬋䡢䘤枛炻忚侴⼙枧⇘婆枛⎰ㆸ䘬㬋䡢⿏ˤ
ᶨᾳ⎗傥䘬ᷕ㔯廱⎘婆㔯廱枛䲣䴙㝞㥳⊭⏓ĩĲĪġ 㔯⎍↮㜸㧉䳬ˣĩĳĪġ 枛䘬枣⼳妲〗嗽䎮
㧉䳬ˣĩĴĪġ 婆枛嗽䎮⍲廠↢㧉䳬䫱ˤ忁ᶱᾳ㧉䳬䘬≇傥⣏农⤪ᶳ烉ġ
Ĳį 㔯⎍↮㜸烉ġ
ġ ġ ġ ġ ⮯ 㔯 ⫿ ⮵ ㅱ 䘬 ㊤ 枛 ㈦ ↢ Ἦ 炻 ℞ ἄ 㱽 㗗 ⮯ 廠 ℍ 䘬 㔯 ⫿ 䴻 忶 ↮ 㜸 㕟 娆 ⼴ 炷 ŸŰųťġ
ŴŦŨŮŦůŵŢŵŪŰů炸ŜĵŞŜĸŞŜĺŞ[11][20]炻ℵ㈦↢ᷕ㔯娆⮵ㅱ⇘䘬⎘婆䘤枛᷎ὅ⎘婆䘬忋枛嬲婧ŜĴŞŜķŞ
㕡⺷㰢⭂㭷ᾳ枛䭨䘬㬋䡢倚婧ˤ㚱䘬怬㚱䈡㬲䫎嘇䘬⎋婆堐䣢㱽ㆾ侭㗗枣⼳㭝ˤġ
ĳį 枛䘬枣⼳妲〗烉ġ
ġ ġ ġ ġ 㰢⭂㭷ᾳ枛⛐䘤枛㗪䘬⍫㔠炻㚱枛婧ˣ枛慷ˣ枛攟ˣ枛冯枛ᷳ攻䘬 枻㗪攻ˣ枛冯
枛ᷳ攻䚠忋枛䘬䦳⹎䫱ˤġ
Ĵį 婆枛䘬嗽䎮烉ġ
ġ ġ ġ ġ ὅ䄏䴎䘬枣⼳妲〗炻⮯㭷ᾳ枛忋枛 怑䔞䘬嗽䎮炻ẍ⼿⇘暨天䘬婆枛ˤġ
ẍˮㆹᾹ䛇ⶴ㛃䥹⬠⭞傥䘤㖶ㇻᶳ⍣ᶵ㚫䖃䘬憅˯䁢ἳ⫸炻⛐ᷕ㔯廱⎘婆婆枛㗪䘬㔯
⎍嗽䎮忶䦳⤪ᶳ烉ġ
˰⍇⥳ᷕ㔯㔯⎍˱烉ġ
ġ
ㇻᶳ⍣ᶵ
ᶵ㚫䖃䘬憅
憅ˤġ
ㆹᾹ䛇ⶴ㛃䥹⬠⭞傥䘤㖶ㇻ
ġ
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˰䴻忶ᷕ㔯㔯⎍䘬㕟娆⼴˱烉ġ
ㇻİᶳ⍣İᶵ
ᶵ㚫İ䖃İ䘬İ憅
憅ˤġ
ㆹᾹİ䛇İⶴ㛃İ䥹⬠⭞İ傥İ䘤㖶İㇻ
ġ
˰廱㎃ㆸ⎘㔯婆⎍⼴˱烉ġ
ġ
㲐İᶳ⍣İᶵ
ᶵĩţũŦĸĪİ䖃İ䘬İ⮬
⮬ˤġ
旖ĩŨũŶůĳĪĪİ䛇İⶴ㛃İ䥹⬠⭞İ傥⣈ĩŦĴĮťŢůŨĴĪİ䘤㖶İ㲐
ġ
⛐忁ᾳἳ⫸ᷕ炻傥⣈䘤䎦ᶨṃ㔯⎍↮㜸㧉䳬ᷕ暨天嗽䎮䘬⣂枛㬏䔘䎦尉ˤ椾⃰㗗婆シ
ᶲ⣂枛㬏䔘䘬⓷柴烉⛐⍇㛔䘬ᷕ㔯㔯⎍ᷕ䘬ˬㆹᾹ˭
炻⮵ㅱ⇘⎘婆娆℠ᷕ㚫䘤䎦㚱ℑ
䧖䳸㝄炻↮⇍䁢ˬ旖炷ŨũŶůĳ炸
˭ˬ炷ŭŢůĳ炸˭
ˤ
ˬ旖炷ŨũŶůĳ炸
˭⛐婆シᶲ㗗ᶵ⊭⏓倥
侭䘬ˬㆹᾹ˭
炻䚠⮵⛘炻ˬ炷ŭŢůĳ炸
˭⛐婆シᶲ⇯㗗⊭⏓倥侭䘬ˬㆹᾹ˭
ˤġ
ℵἮ㗗ᶨ娆⣂枛⓷柴烉廠ℍ䘬ᷕ㔯㔯⎍ᷕ↢䎦Ḯᶨ⫿娆ˬᶵ˭
ˤ䃞侴炻
ˬᶵ˭䘬⎘婆䘤
枛⬀⛐叿İţũŶŢŪũĵİˣİţũŦĸİˣİţũŰĶİˣİŮĸİˣİţŶŵĵİİŮŢŪĴİ䫱ℕ䧖ˤ忁䧖䎦尉⎴㗪ḇ㚫↢
䎦⛐℞Ṿ娆ᶲ朊炻ἳ⤪ˬἈ˭
ˣ
ˬᶲ˭
ˣ
ˬᶳ˭ˬ㚫˭䫱炻忁ᶨ栆䘬⣂枛㬏佑䎦尉炻ㆹ
Ᾱ䧙䁢ᶨ娆⣂枛ˤġ
昌㬌ᷳ⢾炻怬㚱娆塓↮攳䘬䎦尉烉⤪ἳ⎍ᷕˬㇻᶳ⍣ᶵ㚫䖃䘬憅˭
炻⍇㛔ᷕ㔯娆ˬㇻ憅˭
⮵䄏⇘⎘婆䘤枛䁢ˬ㲐⮬炷İŤŶĳġ ŴŪŢĸİ炸˭ˤỮ㗗⁷ἳ⎍ᷕ䘬ね㱩炻ˬㇻ憅˭忁ᾳ娆⌣塓↮
攳䁢ˬㇻ˭ˬ憅˭ˤ⤪㝄╖䲼⛘ἧ䓐暁婆娆℠Ἦ忚埴ᷕ㔯廱⎘婆⮵䄏䘬娙炻⮯㚫婌⇌
䁢ˬㇻ炷İűŢũĵİ炸
˭ˬ憅炷İŻŪŢŮĲİ炸
˭
炻侴⼿⇘拗婌䘬⎘婆㧁枛ˤ
㛔㔯⮯憅⮵ᷕ㔯廱⎘婆㔯廱枛䲣䴙ᷕ䘬ᶨ娆⣂枛⓷柴忚埴㍊妶炻᷎ᶼ⇑䓐斄倗⺷夷⇯
(Association Rules) [1][5][8]Ἦ忚埴⣂枛娆嬨枛枸㷔炻ẍ㛇㍸㖯⮵㕤⎘婆ᶨ娆⣂枛彐嬀䘬
㬋䡢䌯ˤ
㛔婾㔯ᷕ䘬䫔ᶨ䪈ㆹᾹ㚫⃰ṳ䳡⎘婆㔯廱枛䲣䴙烊䫔Ḵ䪈婒㖶⎘婆ᶨ娆⣂枛䘬⓷柴⍲㔯
䌣㍊妶烊䫔ᶱ䪈⇯㗗䞼䨞䘬㕡㱽烊䫔⚃䪈䁢⮎槿⮎槿䳸㝄烊䫔Ḽ䪈䁢䳸婾⍲㛒Ἦⶍἄˤġ

Ḵˣ⎘婆ᶨ娆⣂枛䎦尉⍲㔯䌣㍊妶
ĳįĲġ ⎘婆䘬ᶨ娆⣂枛ġ
ġ
⎘婆䘬ᶨ娆⣂枛㗗㊯⎴ᶨᾳ娆⛐ᶵ⎴䘬⟜⎰㚫㚱ᶵ⎴䘬䘤枛ˤẍˮㆹᾹ˯忁ᾳ娆䁢ἳˤ
⛐ᶨ䭯㔯䪈ᷕ炻⎗傥㚫ẋ堐Ḵ䧖シ佑炻ᶨᾳ㗗㔯䪈ᷕ䘬ˮㆹᾹ˯⊭⏓Ḯ婆侭倥侭ļ⎎
ᶨᾳ㗗㔯䪈ᷕ䘬ˮㆹᾹ˯ᶵ⊭⏓倥侭ˤ侴⇵侭䘬ˮㆹᾹ˯⛐⎘婆ᷕ䘬ⓠ㱽䁢ˮŭŢůĳĩĪ˯ļġ
⼴侭䘬ˮㆹᾹ˯⛐⎘婆ᷕ䘬ⓠ㱽䁢ˮŨũŶůĳĩ旖Ī˯ˤ⛐⎘婆婆枛⎰ㆸ䲣䴙ᷕᶨ娆⣂枛䘬䎦
尉⼰ⷠ夳炻ḇ㭼ᷕ㔯㚜⣂㚜墯暄ˤἳ⤪Ļˮ埴˯⛐⎘婆婆枛ᷕ⯙㚱ℓ䧖䘤枛炻
ˮᶵ˯ḇ㚱
ℕ䧖䘤枛ˤ⤪㝄ᶨᾳ⎘婆䘬㔯廱枛䲣䴙䃉㱽㬋䡢㰢⭂䘤枛炻恋㚫⮶农倥侭婌妋婆シ炻♜
慵⼙枧⇘⎘婆婆枛⎰ㆸ䘬⑩岒ˤˮᶵ˯⛐⎘婆ᷕ㚱ℕ䧖ᶵ⎴䘬䘤枛[11][13][15][16]炻⤪
Ex1~Ex6 䣢ˤ侴忁ṃᶵ⎴䘬䘤枛忂ⷠ㚫⮵ㅱ䘬ᶵ⎴䘬シ佑烉
(Ex1)ˮỮ㗗䣦㚫ᶲ䘬ᶨ凔Ṣ᷎ᶵ/bo5/⭡㖻䚳↢⬫䘬慵天⿏ˤ˯
(Ex2)ˮᶵ/m7/䞍㴒屣Ḯ⣂⮹⚳⭞屯㸸ˤ˯
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(Ex3)ˮ嬻Ṣᶨ㗪倗゛ᶵ/bhe3/⇘Ṿ冯㨇㡘䘬斄Ὢˤ˯
(Ex4)ˮㆹᶵ/but4/⽵⽫ ⭛⤡ˤ˯
(Ex5)ˮᶵ/bhuaih4/ἄ㬋朊偗⭂䫼央炻˯
(Ex6)ˮㆹⶴ㛃ᶵ/mai3/ ⤡䘬⽫ˤ˯ġ
ņŹĸĮņŹĺ 婒㖶Ḯˮᶲ˯䘬ᶱ䧖䘤枛炻℞ᷕ ņŹĸ 䘬ˮᶲ˯堐䣢⇵ᶨᾳĩűųŦŷŪŰŶŴĪ䘬シ佑烊ņŹĹ
䘬ˮᶲ˯堐䣢⛐ᶲ朊ĩŢţŰŷŦĪ䘬シ佑烊侴 ņŹĺ 䘬ˮᶲ˯⇯堐䣢㏕ḀĩŵŢŬŦĪ䘬シ佑ˤġ
ᶲİťŪůŨĳİ⋲㚰剙Ḯ⤥⣂拊⍣屟㚱斄⎘婆䘬㔁䥹㚠ˤ˯ġ ġ
ĩņŹĸĪġ ˮㆹᶲ
ĩņŹĹĪġ ˮㆹ㗗⛐忁⛘⚾ᶲ
ᶲİŴŪŢůŨĸİ䘬⒒墉烎˯ġ ġ
ĩņŹĺĪġ ˮㆹᶲ
ᶲİūŪŶůůĸİḮ℔干⼴ㇵ䘤䎦ㆹ㏕拗干Ḯˤ˯ġ ġ

堐ᶨ㗗ㆹᾹ↿↢Ḯᶨṃ⛐⎘婆ᷕ℟㚱ᶨ娆⣂枛䎦尉䘬娆ˤġ

⣂枛⫿ġ
Ἀġ
ㆹġ
Ṿġ
ᶲġ

ᶳġ

⣏ġ

ᶵġ

攟ġ

䓇ġ

堐ᶨˣġ ⎘婆ᶨ娆⣂枛娆ġ
⎘婆䘤枛ġ
䭬ġ ġ ἳġ
İŭŪĳİġ
İŭŪůĳİġ
İŨũŶŢĳİġ
İŨũŶůĳİġ
İźŪĸİġ
İźŪůĸİġ
İŻŪŶůůĸİġ
İŴŪŰůŨĸİġ
İťŪůŨĳİġ
İŦĸİġ
İũŢĸİġ
İŢŶĸİġ
İŭŰũĹİġ
İťŶŢĸİġ
İťŢŪĸİġ
İţũŦĸİġ
İţũŰĶİġ
İŮĸİġ
İŮŢŪĴİġ
İţŶŵĵİġ
İţũŶŢŪũĵİġ
İťŪŶůůĳİġ
İťůŨĶİġ
İťŪŰůŨĳİġ
İŤŪŢůŨĶİġ
İŴŦůůĲİġ
İŤŦůĲİġ
İŴŦůůĲİġ

Ἀ㗗婘ġ
Ἀ⩥⩥ˣἈ⭞ġ
ㆹ䞍忻ġ
ㆹ䇠ˣㆹ⭞ġ
䴎Ṿ㨇㚫ġ
Ṿ侩⧮ˣṾ⭞ġ
暣㡗ᶲ㦻ġ
䣦㚫ᶲˣ㬟⎚ᶲġ
干ᶲġ
ᶳ朊ġ
⛐ᶳˣ䉨㱩ᶳġ
ᶳᶨ㫉ġ
ᶳ暐ġ
ᶳ⣏暐ġ
⣏Ṣˣ⣏⬠ġ
ᶵ㚫ˣ゛ᶵ⇘ġ
ᶵ⭡㖻ġ
ᶵ䞍忻ġ
ᶵ⍣ġ
ᶵ㬠ġ
ᶵ天⍣ġ
䪁攟ˣ攟ˣ⬠攟ġ
攟ⶍˣ攟㰇ġ
⮰攟ˣ⃬攟ġ
䰿攟ˣ檀攟ĩ檀⣏Īġ
攟䘬⼰⁷ġ
䓇┌惺ˣ䓇欂䇯炷ᶵ䅇䘬シ⿅炸ġ
㹳䓇ˣ⾽䓇炷㚱䓇攟䘬シ⿅炸ġ
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楁ġ

⮹ġ

⣑ġ

㓦ġ

İŴŪůŨĲİġ
İũŪŢůŨĲİġ
İũŪŰůŨĲİġ
İũŪŶůůĲİġ
İűŢůŨĲİġ
İŻŪŰŶĳİġ
İŻŪŢŶĳİġ
İŴŪŢŶĴİġ
İŵŦůĲİġ
İŵŪůůĲİġ
İŨŢůŨĲİġ
İũŰůŨĴİġ
İţŢůŨĴİġ
İŬůŨĴİġ

⽖䓇䈑ˣ媨䓇炷㊯䈑⑩ㆾṢ炸ġ
楁㱡ˣ楁㕁ġ
楁㷗儛ˣ楁㷗Ṣˣ楁䇯ġ
嘲楁ˣ忚楁ˣ楁䄁ġ
楁␛ġ
ᶵ⮹ˣ⮹ᶵḮˣ军⮹ġ
㷃ḮṨ湤㜙大ġ
⮹⸜ˣ⮹⤛ˣ⮹㜿⮢ġ
⣑ᶲṢ攻ġ
⣑℔ġ
ᶨ⣑ˣℑ⣑ġ
㓦⽫ˣ㓦⣏ġ
㓦崘ˣ㓦㡬ġ
㓦⛐ġ

2.2 㔯䌣㍊妶
䚖⇵憅⮵⎘婆ᶨ娆⣂枛⓷柴䘬䚠斄䞼䨞ᷕ炻ᷣ天ẍ䚋䜋⺷⬠佺㱽Ἦ忼ㆸˤ⛐䚋䜋⺷⬠佺
㱽ᷕ炻妻䶜婆㕁暨天ḳ⃰忚埴Ṣⶍ㧁姀炻℞⃒溆㗗㑩㚱庫檀䘬㬋䡢䌯ˤ℞ᷕ庫Ἓ䘬䞼䨞
㕡㱽⊭㊔Ḯ䳬⎰⺷䫾䔍炷䳸⎰婆妨㧉✳㰢䫾㧡炸ŜĲĶŞˣ昶Ⰼ⺷㕡㱽ŜĲĴŞẍ⍲夷⇯廱㎃
⬠佺㱽ŜĲķŞ䫱ˤġ
䳬⎰⺷䫾䔍ŜĲĶŞ㗗䓙㜿慹䌱䫱Ṣ㍸↢炻䳬⎰⺷䫾䔍ᷣ天⮯╖娆婆妨㧉✳炷ŘŰųťĮţŢŴŦġ
ŖůŪĮŨųŢŮġōŢůŨŶŢŨŦġŎŰťŦŭĭ䯉䧙 ŘŖ炸㰢䫾㧡ᷕ䘬 ńŉłŊŅ 㺼䬿㱽ġ ĩńŉŪĮŴŲŶŢųŦťġłŶŵŰŮŢŵŪŤġ
ŊůŵŦųŢŤŵŪŰůġŅŦŵŦŤŵŰų炻⌉㕡冒≽Ḻ≑㩊夾㱽Īℑ侭ἄᶨᾳ䳸⎰䘬䳬⎰⺷䫾䔍ˤŘŖ ẍ䚠惘娆
䁢䈡⽝⇌㕟䘤枛炻侴 ńŉłŊŅ ⇯ẍ娆⿏䁢ᷣ天䘬⇌㕟ὅ㒂炻ḇ⯙㗗䔞妻䶜屯㕁庫䦨䔷㗪炻
䳬⎰⺷ᷕ䘬 ńŉłŊŅ 㺼䬿㱽⎗ẍ㰢⭂ᶨṃ㬋䡢䘬䘤枛ˤġ
昶Ⰼ⺷㕡㱽ŜĲĴŞ䘬㤪⾝㗗侫ㄖ娆䘬䚠惘ỵ伖斄Ὢ炻⽆侴䴙妰↢䚖㧁⣂枛娆⛐⒒䧖䘤枛ᶳ
㭼庫㚫ⷠ↢䎦ˤ昶Ⰼ⺷↮ㆸ⚃Ⰼ炻䓙㡅ẞ庫♜劃䘬䫔⚃Ⰼĩ暨㭼⮵ᶨ娆⣂枛娆⇵⼴⎬Ḵ
ᾳ娆䚠⎴Ī⃰㭼庫炻劍㺧嵛⇯廠↢枸㷔䚠⮵ㅱ䘤枛炻⏎⇯忚ℍ䫔ᶱⰌĩ暨㭼⮵娆䘬 ŵųŪŨųŢŮ
䚠⎴Ī炻劍㺧嵛⇯廠↢枸㷔䚠⮵ㅱ䘤枛炻ᶵ㺧嵛⇯两临⼨ᶳᶨⰌ㭼⮵炻劍悥䃉㱽㈦⇘䚠
⮵ㅱ䘬㭼⮵炻⇯廠↢妻䶜婆㕁㭼ἳ㚨檀䘬䘤枛ˤġ
㣲㔯⽟ŜĲķŞ⇑䓐夷⇯廱㎃⬠佺㱽ĩŕųŢůŴŧŰųŮŢŵŪŰůġ ţŢŴŦťġ ŭŦŢųůŪůŨĭġ ŕŃōĪ妋㰢⎘婆䘬ᶨ娆⣂枛
⓷柴炻夷⇯廱㎃⬠佺㱽䘬⍇䎮⇯㗗瀫䓐ẍṢⶍ㧁姀忶䘬㧁㸾㔯⫿㨼ĩŔŵŢůťŢųťġŕŦŹŵĪ䴻䓙
㧉✳㧁㲐䘬䫼㟰㔯⫿㨼ĩłůŴŸŦųġŕŦŹŵĪḺ䚠㭼⮵⼴炻㈦↢拗婌䘬⛘㕡炻ℵ䴻䓙廱㎃夷⇯㧋
䇰ĩŕųŢůŴŧŰųŮŢŵŪŰůġŕŦŮűŭŢŵŦŴĪ炻㈦↢廱㎃夷⇯ˤ夷⇯廱㎃⬠佺㱽⽆㚱䘬㧁㸾㔯⫿㨼冯䫼
㟰㔯⫿㨼澵⎴䘬⛘㕡炻⣿䓐廱㎃夷⇯㧋䇰炻⍾↢廱㎃夷⇯炻㍍叿徸ᶨẋℍ㚱夷⇯炻姀
ỷ拗婌澷㚨⮹䘬ᶨ㡅炻ἄ䁢䫔ᶨ瀥⬠佺䘬䳸㝄炻䃞⼴⛐⺽ℍ䫔ᶨ㡅夷⇯⼴炻慵墯ẋℍˣ
姀ỷ㚨⮹拗婌䘬夷⇯ˣㅱ䓐夷⇯炻䚜⇘㔜橼拗婌䌯ᶵℵ㓡嬲䁢㬊炻⬠佺ㇵ䳸㜇ˤ㍍ᶳἮ炻
⯙傥⮯㷔娎婆㕁⣿䓐廱㎃夷⇯㧋䇰炻ẍ忚埴↮栆ἄ㤕ˤġ
忁ᶱ䧖㕡㱽⮵㕤⇌㕟ᶨ娆⣂枛炻⎬㚱⋫䥳炻⤪堐Ḵ䣢炻昶Ⰼ⺷㕡㱽⮵㕤ˮᶳ˯㚱⼰⤥
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䘬㬋䡢䌯烊䳬⎰⺷䫾䔍⇯怑䓐㕤ˮἈ˯ˮㆹ˯
烊ŕŃō ⮵㕤ˮᶲ˯
ˣ
ˮᶵ˯ˮṾ˯⇯堐
䎦庫Ἓˤġ
ġ
堐Ḵˣ昶Ⰼ⺷ˣ䳬⎰⺷ˣŕŃō 㬋䡢䌯ᷳ㭼庫ġ
䚖㧁娆
⮎槿㕡㱽
昶Ⰼ⺷㕡㱽[13]ġ
䳬⎰⺷䫾䔍[15]ġ
TBL[16]ġ
TBL炷夷⇯㚱㌺⸷炸[16]ġ

ᶲ

ᶳ

ᶵ

Ἀ

ㆹ

Ṿ

90.42%ġ
83.88%ġ
90.98%ġ
90.51%ġ

94.30%ġ
88.43%ġ
90.79%ġ
91.81%ġ

74.47%ġ
69.29%ġ
73.25%ġ
76.84%ġ

92.12%ġ
94.20%ġ
93.78%ġ
93.78%ġ

89.23%ġ
90.59%ġ
88.17%ġ
89.39%ġ

92.54%ġ
93.29%ġ
94.48%ġ
94.19%ġ

ġ
ᶱˣ䞼䨞㕡㱽
3.1 斄倗⺷夷⇯
斄倗⺷夷⇯ĩłŴŴŰŤŪŢŵŪŰůġœŶŭŦŴĪ炻㗗屯㕁㍊⊀ᷕ䘬ᶨ枭㈨埻炻㚨㖑㗗䓙 łŨųŢŸŢŭġħġŔųŪŬŢůŵ
㍸↢䘬奨⾝ŜĲŞŜĶŞˤ斄倗⺷夷⇯⎗ẍ⸓≑ㆹᾹ䝕妋屯㕁ᷳ攻⬀⛐䘬䚠Ḻ斄Ὢˤ德忶
斄濥⺷夷⇯炻ἧ䓐侭ὧ傥⣈↮㜸屯㕁ᷕ枭䚖冯枭䚖ᷳ攻䘬斄Ὢ炻᷎ᶼẍ⭡㖻䎮妋䘬喲㵝
⺷堐忼↢Ἦˤġ
冱ᾳ庫䁢⮎晃䘬䓐徼炻⁷㗗啱䓙斄倗⺷夷⇯Ἦ↮㜸Ṍ㖻姀抬䘬屯㕁炻啱㬌䝕妋㴰屣侭䘬
岤屟埴䁢㧉⺷ŜĶŞ炻ἳ⤪烉
ˬ⤪㝄Ṳ⣑ᶨᾳ㴰屣侭岤屟Ḯˮ䈃⤞˯
炻恋湤Ṿ㚱⣂⣏䘬㨇䌯ḇ
㚫ᶨ崟岤屟ˮ湝⊭˯烎˭⍰ㆾ侭ˬ⤪㝄㴰屣侭屟Ḯˮ┌惺˯
炻恋湤Ṿ怬㚱⎗傥枮ὧᶨ崟
屟Ṩ湤⓮⑩烎˭
ˤ啱㬌㌴㎉㴰屣侭䘬岤屟佺ㄋ炻岋⟜⯙傥⣈⇞⭂㚜㚱㓰䘬Ὣ扟㕡㟰ˤġ
⤪伶⚳叿⎵䘬崭䳂ⶪ⟜㰫䇦䐒ĩŘŢŭĮŎŢųŵĪ炻ṾᾹ德忶⣂濜潻姀抬䘬⓮⑩扟ⓖ屯瀌Ἦ忚
灖斄倗⺷夷⇯↮㜸炻䳸㝄⽆↮㜸↢Ἦ䘬夷⇯ᷕ䘤䎦ℑ䧖䚳Ụ㮓ᶵ䚠⸚䘬⓮⑩烉┌惺⯧
ⶫ炻⛐㗇㛇⚃⎴㗪㚫塓岤屟䘬柣䌯䚠䔞⛘檀ˤ䓙㕤⽆斄倗⺷夷⇯ᷕ䘤䎦Ḯ忁ᾳ䈡⇍䘬䎦
尉炻㰫䇦䐒崭ⶪ▿娎叿⮯┌惺⯧ⶫℑ䧖⓮⑩㓦伖⛐冐役䘬⋨➇炻ẍὧ㴰屣侭傥⣈㊧⍾ˤ
㚨⼴ㆸ≇⛘⮯ℑ䧖⓮⑩䘬扟ⓖ慷悥㍸⋯ᶲ⍣ˤġ
斄倗⺷夷⇯忂ⷠẍˬř֜Ś˭䘬喲㵝⺷Ἦ堐忼炻℞姀抬叿枭䚖普ᷳ攻⬀⛐䘬斄Ὢˤ忁
シ␛侭⛐屯㕁⹓ᷕ炻劍 ř 枭䚖普↢䎦炻⇯ Ś 枭䚖普ḇ↢䎦䘬⎗傥⿏ˤἳ⤪䔞 řľżŎŪŭŬĭġ
ŅŪŢűŦųž侴 ŚľżŃŦŦųž炻㬌㗪żŎŪŭŬĭġŅŪŢűŦųž֜ġżŃŦŦųž堐忼叿烉劍栏⭊屟Ḯ䈃⤞ĩŎŪŭŬĪ⯧ⶫ
ĩŅŪŢűŦųĪ炻侴ṾᾹ⎴㗪ḇ㚫岤屟┌惺ĩŃŦŦųĪ䘬⎗傥⿏ˤġ
斄倗⺷夷⇯⛐䓇ㆸ䘬⎴㗪ḇ㚫ᶨἝ姀抬ℑᾳ⍫㔠烉㓗㊩⹎ĩŴŶűűŰųŵĪᾉ⽫⹎ĩŤŰůŧŪťŦůŤŦĪˤ
㓗㊩⹎ĩŴŶűűŰųŵĪᾉ
ᾉ⽫⹎ĩŤŰůŧŪťŦůŤŦĪ䘬℔⺷↮⇍䁢烉ġ
䔞夷⇯䁢 ř֜Ś 㗪炻℞㓗
ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ሺ ֜ ሻ ൌ ሺ  תሻġ ɃɃĩĲĪġ
ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ϐ ሺ ֜ ሻ ൌ ሺȁሻġ ɃɃĩĳĪġ
㓗㊩⹎ẋ堐⛐屯㕁⹓㚱Ṍ㖻姀抬ᷕ炻枭䚖普 ř  Ś ⎴㗪↢䎦䘬㨇䌯ˤᾉ⽫⹎ẋ堐叿
⛐ ř ↢䎦䘬⇵㍸ᶳ炻Ś ḇ↢䎦䘬㡅ẞ㨇䌯ˤ⇑䓐斄倗⺷夷⇯Ἦ⮵屯㕁忚埴↮栆枸㷔炻䧙
ᷳ䁢斄倗⺷↮栆炷łŴŴŰŤŪŢŵŪŷŦġńŭŢŴŴŪŧŪŤŢŵŪŰů炻łń炸ŜĲŞġŜĶŞ炻䁢䚋䜋⺷⬠佺㱽ˤġ
⛐ἧ䓐斄倗⺷夷⇯忚埴↮栆ἄ㤕䘬㗪῁炻暨天ḳ⃰⮯斄倗⺷夷⇯姕⭂㌺⸷䘬㨇⇞ˤ䔞ㆹ
Ᾱ天⇌㕟ᶨ䫮屯㕁ㅱ娚Ⱄ㕤⒒䧖栆⇍䘬⎴㗪炻⼨⼨㚫↢䎦⣂䫮夷⇯䫎⎰忁䫮屯㕁ˤᶨ凔
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⛐⇑䓐斄倗⺷夷⇯忚埴斄倗⺷↮栆䘬㗪῁炻椾⃰ẍᾉ⽫⹎檀䘬夷⇯⃒⃰㍉䓐炻䔞夷⇯ᷳ
攻䘬ᾉ⽫⹎䚠䫱䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻ㇵẍ㓗㊩⹎庫檀䘬夷⇯⃒⃰㍉䓐ŜĶŞˤġ
ġ
Ĵįĳ ⇑䓐斄倗⺷夷⇯妋㰢⎘婆ᶨ娆⣂枛⓷柴
ġ
⚾ᶨ㗗㛔㔯⇑䓐斄倗⺷夷⇯䘬⮎槿㳩䦳炻ㆹᾹ⮯婆㕁↮ㆸ妻䶜婆㕁㷔娎婆㕁炻⇵侭䓐
㕤㈦↢斄倗⺷夷⇯⍲䚠斄⍫㔠烊⼴侭⇯䓐㕤㯪⼿⢾悐㷔娎ᷳ㬋䡢䌯ˤġ
㷔娎婆㕁

妻䶜婆㕁

⽆妻䶜婆㕁㒟⍾

⽆㷔娎婆㕁㒟⍾

䈡⽝

䈡⽝

夷⇯⹓

䓇ㆸ夷⇯

斄倗⺷↮栆☐

廠↢↮栆䳸㝄

ġ
⚾ᶨˣ⮎槿㳩䦳ġ
ġ
ĴįĳįĲ

䈡⽝㒟⍾
⇌㕟ᶨ娆⣂枛⓷柴㗪炻椾⃰䫔ᶨ㬍㗗⽆婆㕁ᷕ忚埴䈡⽝㒟⍾ˤ⛐⎘婆㔯廱枛䲣䴙ᷕ
䘬㔯⎍↮㜸㧉䳬墉朊炻㚫⃰⮯ᷕ㔯㔯⎍ἄ㕟娆䘬≽ἄˤἳ⤪ᶨ㭝ᷕ㔯⎍⫸䴻忶㕟娆冯娆
⿏㧁姀ᷳ⼴炻⽆䳸㝄ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ䘤䎦炻忁㭝ᷕ㔯㔯⎍ᷕ↢䎦Ḯᶱᾳ⣂枛娆ˬᶲ˭
烉烉ġ
ˬㆹĩŏũĪġ 䎦⛐ĩŏťĪġ ᶲĩŗńōĪġ ḮĩŅŪĪġ ℔干ĩŏŢĪġ 炻ġ ⛐ĩőĪġ 干ĩŏŢĪġ ᶲĩŏŤťĪġ 䘤䎦ĩŗņĪġ
幓ĩŏŢĪġ ᶲĩŏŨĪġ 㰺㚱ĩŗŋĪġ 暞拊ĩŏŢĪġ ˤ˭ġ
ᶨ凔⛐嗽䎮ᶨ娆⣂枛⓷柴㗪炻㗗㟡㒂⣂枛娆ˬᶲ˭⇵⼴↢䎦䘬娆ˣ娆⿏ẍ⍲ˬᶲ˭
㛔幓䘬娆⿏炻ἄ䁢⇌㕟ᶨ娆⣂枛⓷柴䓐䘬䈡⽝ˤ⤪堐ᶱ䣢炻⣂枛娆ˬᶲ˭䘬㧋㛔䴻忶
⎘婆嬨枛䘬㧁姀ᷳ⼴炻⌛⎗ἄ䁢䓇ㆸ斄倗⺷夷⇯㗪䘬⮎槿婆㕁ˤġ
堐ᶱˣġ ⣂枛娆䘬䈡⽝㒟⍾炷ẍˬᶲ˭䁢ἳ炸ġ
䶐嘇ġ

嬨枛ġ

䈡⽝ġ
娆ġ
婆㕁 Ĳġ İŻŪŶŶůĸİġ
娆⿏ġ
娆ġ
婆㕁 ĳġ İťŪůŨĳİġ
娆⿏ġ
娆ġ
婆㕁 Ĵġ İŴŪŰůŨĸİġ
娆⿏ġ

⇵Ḵġ
ㆹġ
ŏũġ
⛐ġ
őġ
䘤䎦ġ
ŗņġ

⇵ᶨġ
䎦⛐ġ
ŏťġ
干ġ
ŏŢġ
幓ġ
ŏŢġ

䚖㧁娆ġ
ᶲġ
ŗńōġ
ᶲġ
ŏŤťġ
ᶲġ
ŏŨġ

⼴ᶨġ
Ḯġ
ŅŪġ
䘤䎦ġ
ŗņġ
㰺㚱ġ
ŗŋġ

⼴Ḵġ
℔干ġ
ŏŢġ
幓ġ
ŏŢġ
暞拊ġ
ŏŢġ

嬨枛ġ
İŻŪŶŶůĸİġ
İťŪůŨĳİġ
İŴŪŰůŨĸİġ

Ĵįĳįĳ ġ 夷⇯䓇ㆸġ
ㆹᾹ㍉䓐 łűųŪŰųŪ 㺼䬿㱽Ἦ䓇ㆸ夷⇯ŜĹŞˤłűųŪŰųŪ 㺼䬿㱽㗗斄倗⺷夷⇯㍊⊀㕡㱽ᷕ庫䁢叿
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⎵䘬㺼䬿㱽ᷳᶨ炻德忶徸㬍⇒昌㌱㓗㊩⹎忶Ỷ䘬枭䚖普ἄ䁢䓇ㆸ夷⇯䘬㨇⇞ˤ椾⃰⛐䓇
ㆸ夷⇯ᷳ⇵炻暨天ḳ⃰姕⭂⤥㚨Ỷ㓗㊩⹎ĩŮŪůĮŴŶűűŰųŵĪġ 㚨Ỷᾉ⽫⹎ĩŮŪůĮŤŰůŧŪťŦůŤŦĪˤġ
⭂佑ᶨᾳ⊭⏓瀈 Ŭ ᾳ枭䚖䘬枭䚖普⎰䧙䁢 ŬĮ枭䚖普ĩŬĮŪŵŦŮŴŦŵĪ炻᷎ᶼ⭂佑䫎嘇୩ 䁢㚱
檀㕤㚨Ỷ㓗㊩⹎忁ᾳ攨㩣ῤ䘬普⎰炻䧙䁢⣏✳ ŬĮ枭䚖普ĩŭŢųŨŦġŬĮŪŵŦŮŴŦŵĪ炻⭂佑䁢୩ ˤġ
łűųŪŰųŪ 䘬ἄ㱽㗗⃰䓙屯瀌⹓㈦↢ ĲĮŪŵŦŮŴŦŵĩ⊭⏓╖ᶨ枭䚖䘬枭䚖普Ī炻ℵ⽆ ĲĮŪŵŦŮŴŦŵ
ᷳᷕ⇼昌㌱㓗㊩⹎忶Ỷ䘬枭䚖普炻⃚⬀䁢ġ ଵ ġ ĩŭŢųŨŦġĲĮŪŵŦŮŴŦŵĪġ ˤ⚈䁢 ĲĮŪŵŦŮŴŦŵ ᷳᷕ塓⇼
昌㌱䘬枭䚖普䃉㱽ㆸ䁢ଶ ᷕảỽᶨᾳ枭䚖普䘬⫸普炻ẍ㍍ᶳἮ⎒暨天㟡㒂ଵ ᷕ姀抬䘬
枭䚖普Ἦ䓇ㆸᶳᶨ昶㭝䘬 ĳĮŪŵŦŮŴŦŵĩᶨ㫉姀抬ℑᾳ枭䚖䘬枭䚖普Īˤ⎴㧋ℵ⽆ ĳĮŪŵŦŮŴŦŵ ᷕ
⇼昌㌱㓗㊩⹎忶Ỷ䘬枭䚖普炻⃚⬀䁢ଶˤὅ㬌瀞㍐炻䚜⇘㚨⼴ ůĮŪŵŦŮŴŦŵ ᷕ㚱䘬枭䚖普
䘮Ỷ㕤㚨Ỷ㓗㊩⹎ĩ⌛ẋ堐୬ 䃉㱽䓇ㆸĪ䁢㬊ˤ㍍叿ℵ㟡㒂ଵ 军୬ିଵ Ἦ䓇ㆸ夷⇯炻᷎ᶼ妰
䬿㭷㡅夷⇯䘬ᾉ⽫⹎炻ᾅ䔁檀㕤ㆾ䫱㕤㚨Ỷᾉ⽫⹎⍫㔠䘬夷⇯ˤġ
憅⮵䓇ㆸ夷⇯㕡朊炻ㆹᾹ⛐⍫㔠姕⭂ᶲἄḮᶨ溆ᾖ㬋炻ẍὧ⛐⮎ἄᶲ傥㚜≈怑䓐㕤枸㷔
ᶨ娆⣂枛⓷柴ˤġ
ĩĲĪ ᾖ㬋㓗㊩⹎䘬妰䬿㕡㱽烉ᶨ凔⛐䓇ㆸ夷⇯㗪⽭枰忋ⷞ妰䬿↢夷⇯㛔幓䘬㓗㊩⹎炻劍
夷⇯㛔幓䘬㓗㊩⹎Ỷ㕤ḳ⃰姕⭂⤥䘬㚨Ỷ㓗㊩⹎炻恋湤忁㡅夷⇯⮯ᶵ㚫塓㍉䓐ˤ⍇
㛔䘬㓗㊩⹎℔⺷䁢烉ġ
ŴŶűűŰųŵ炷ř֜Ś炸ľőĩřɶŚĪ烌ġ

ȁଡ଼תଢ଼ȁ
ȁୈȁ

ġ ɃɃĩĴĪġ

⛐妋㰢ᶨ娆⣂枛䘬⮎槿ᷕ炻ř 姀抬叿↢䎦䘬䈡⽝枭䚖普炻Ś 姀抬叿枸㷔䘬嬨枛ˤŽř
ɶŚŽẋ堐⛐妻䶜婆㕁ᷕ⮵ㅱ䘬䈡⽝嬨枛⎴㗪↢䎦䘬㫉㔠炻ŽŅŽ⇯ẋ堐䓇ㆸ夷⇯㗪䘬
妻䶜婆㕁䫮㔠ˤẍ䚖㧁娆ˬᶲ˭䘬⮎槿婆㕁䁢ἳ⫸ˤㆹᾹ⽆ ĲıķĵĹ 䫮妻䶜婆㕁ᷕ䓇
ㆸ斄倗⺷夷⇯炻℞ᷕᶨ㡅夷⇯䁢烉ġ
ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ˮ㤕⊁炷⇵ᶨ娆炸֜ġ İŴŪŰůŨĸİ炷嬨枛炸˯ġ
㟡㒂忁 ĲıķĵĹ 䫮妻䶜婆㕁ᷕ䘬䴙妰炻
ˬᶲ˭䘬⇵ᶨ娆䁢ˮ㤕⊁˯ᶼ嬨枛䁢ˮİŴŪŰůŨĸİ˯
䘬䳬⎰ℙ↢䎦Ḯ Ķ 㫉ˤ⤪㬌ᶨἮ炻㎃䬿ㆸ㓗㊩⹎䁢烉ġ ĶİĲıķĵĹľıįıııĵķĺĶĸˤ⽆忁ᾳ
ἳ⫸⎗ẍ䘤䎦炻劍ὅ䄏⍇㛔䘬㕡⺷Ἦ妰䬿㓗㊩⹎炻㚫⼿⇘ᶨᾳ㤝⮷䘬⮷㔠ˤ⛐⼴临
䘬⮎槿ᷕ炻劍ㆹᾹ゛天憅⮵㚨Ỷ㓗㊩⹎忁枭⍫㔠忚埴㚜≽䘬㗪῁炻㚫嬲⼿暋ẍ婧㔜ˤ
䓙㕤ㆹᾹᶨ娆⣂枛䘬⮎槿ᷕ㍉䓐Ḯᷕ㔯娆ἄ䁢䈡⽝炻侴ᷕ㔯娆㛔幓⭡㖻䓊䓇屯㕁䦨
䔷䘬⓷柴ĩἳ⤪↢䎦庫⮹夳䘬⮰㚱⎵娆Īˤ妋㰢䘬㕡㱽㗗㓡⚆⍇㛔䘬↢䎦柣䌯ẋ㚧⍇
㛔䘬㓗㊩⹎⍫㔠炻↢䎦柣䌯䘬℔⺷⤪ᶳ烉ġ
ŇųŦŲ炷ř֜Ś炸烌ŽřɶŚŽġ ġ ɃɃĩĵĪġ
ἳ⤪ᶲ徘ἳ⫸ᷕ炻⇵ᶨ娆䁢ˮ㤕⊁˯ᶼ嬨枛䁢ˮİŴŪŰůŨĸİ˯䘬䳬⎰ℙ↢䎦Ḯ Ķ 㫉炻⇯
⮯娚㡅夷⇯䘬↢䎦柣䌯姀抬䁢 Ķ 㫉炻⤪㬌ᶨἮ⯙傥⣈ẍ㬋㔜㔠䘬⼊⺷忚埴⍫㔠姕
⭂ˤġ
ĩĳĪ 夷⇯攟⹎䘬ᶲ旸烉夷⇯攟⹎炻⌛斄倗⺷↮栆ᷕ夷⇯䘬➢㔠ĩųŶŭŦġŤŢųťŪůŢŭŪŵźĪġŜĸŞ炻ẋ堐
叿夷⇯ⶎ⺷姀抬䘬枭䚖㔠慷ˤἳ⤪ᶨ⫿娆ˬᶲ˭䘬⮎槿ᷕ炻㝸ᶨ夷⇯䁢烉ġ
ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ˬŏŤťĩ䚖㧁娆䘬娆⿏Īġ 䣦㚫ĩ⇵ᶨ娆ĪġľĿġİŴŪŰůŨĸİĩ嬨枛Ī˭ġ
忁㡅夷⇯䘬ⶎ⺷㗗䓙 ĳ ᾳ枭䚖䳬⎰⛐ᶨ崟䘬枭䚖普炻⌛夷⇯攟⹎䁢 ĳ炻⎴㗪ḇẋ
堐忁㡅夷⇯㗗⍫侫Ḯℑ䧖䈡⽝Ἦ⇌㕟嬨枛ˤ⍇㛔⛐䓇ㆸ夷⇯䘬㺼䬿㱽᷎ᷕ㰺㚱䈡⇍
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旸⭂夷⇯攟⹎炻晾䃞攟⹎庫攟䘬夷⇯⮯㚫喲啷㚜⣂䘬屯妲慷炻Ữ䚠⮵⛘ḇ㚫㉾ㄊ䓇
ㆸ夷⇯斄倗⺷↮栆䘬㔜橼忇⹎ˤㆹᾹ⛐⮎槿ᷕ≈ℍḮ夷⇯攟⹎ᶲ旸䘬姕⭂炻ⶴ㛃
傥⣈啱㬌忶㾦㌱⚈䁢攟⹎忶攟侴⮵↮栆㰺㚱⸓≑䘬夷⇯ˤ堐⚃䁢ẍˬᶲ˭䁢ἳ䘬䓇
ㆸ䘬斄倗⺷夷⇯䭬ἳˤġ
ġ
堐⚃ˣġ 䓇ㆸ䘬斄倗⺷夷⇯䭬ἳ炷ẍˬᶲ˭䁢ἳ炸ġ
⇵Ḵ娆İ娆
⿏ġ
Įġ
ŗņġ
ŏŢġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
ŏťġ
⛐ġ
Įġ
Įġ

⇵ᶨ娆İ娆
⿏ġ
幓ġ
Įġ
ŗŉġ
干ġ
䎦⛐ġ
幓ġ
干ġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ

䚖㧁娆ˮᶲ˯娆
⿏ġ ġ
Įġ
ŏŨġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
ŗńōġ

⼴ᶨ娆İ娆
⿏ġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ

⼴Ḵ娆İ娆
⿏ġ
ŏŢġ
Įġ
Įġ
ŏŢġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
Įġ
ŏŢġ
Įġ

嬨枛ġ

ᾉ⽫⹎ġ

İŴŪŰůŨĸİġ
İŴŪŰůŨĸİġ
İŴŪŰůŨĸİġ
İťŪůŨĳİġ
İŻŪŶŶůĸİġ
İŴŪŰůŨĸİġ
İťŪůŨĳİġ
İŴŪŰůŨĸİġ
İŴŪŰůŨĸİġ
İŴŪŰůŨĸİġ
İŻŪŶŶůĸİġ

ĲııįııĦġ
ĲııįııĦġ
ĲııįııĦġ
ĲııįııĦġ
ĲııįııĦġ
ĺĺįĴĶĦġ
ĺĴįĺĹĦġ
ĺıįıĺĦġ
ĹıįıĺĦġ
ĸĸįĺĶĦġ
ķķįĳĺĦġ

柣
䌯ġ
ĺĺġ
ĵķġ
Ĵĺġ
ĳĲġ
Ĵġ
ķĲķġ
ĸĹġ
ĳııġ
ĳĶĹķġ
ĳĶĸĵġ
ĵĸĵġ

㓗 ㊩
⹎ġ
ıįĺĴĦġ
ıįĵĴĦġ
ıįĴĸĦġ
ıįĳıĦġ
ıįıĴĦġ
ĶįĸĺĦġ
ıįĸĴĦġ
ĲįĹĹĦġ
ĳĵįĳĺĦġ
ĳĵįĲĸĦġ
ĵįĵĶĦġ

⚃ˣ⮎槿䳸㝄
4.1 ⮎槿姕⭂
4.1.1 ⮎槿婆㕁㍷徘
ㆹᾹ㍉䓐ᷕ⣖䞼䨞昊⸛堉婆㕁⹓ 3.0炷䯉䧙 ASBC 3.0炸[14]ἄ䁢⮎槿婆㕁䘬Ἦ㸸ˤᷕ䞼
昊⸛堉婆瀌⹓㗗ᶾ䓴ᶲ䫔ᶨᾳ㑩㚱⬴㔜娆瀞㧁姀䘬㻊婆⸛堉婆瀌⹓炻墉朊㓞抬䘬㔯⎍⊭
⏓Ḯ㕟娆ẍ⍲娆⿏㧁姀炻⼰怑⎰ἄ䁢ㆹᾹᶨ娆⣂枛䞼䨞ᷕ䘬⮎槿婆㕁ˤㆹᾹ㉥⍾↢ᶨṃ
ⷠ夳䘬⣂枛娆ἄ䁢⮎槿婆㕁炻᷎䴻䓙Ṣⶍ㕡⺷⮯㬋䡢䘤枛㧁↢炻℞ᷕ⊭㊔ˮᶲ˯
ˣ
ˮᶳ˯
ˣ
ˮᶵ˯
ˣ
ˮἈ˯
ˣ
ˮㆹ˯
ˣ
ˮṾ˯䫱ℕᾳ⣂枛娆ˤ堐Ḽ䁢㭷䧖⣂枛娆䘬婆㕁䫮㔠⎗傥㚫↢䎦
䘬嬨枛㧁姀ˤ
堐Ḽˣġ 婆㕁䫮㔠⎬䧖嬨枛㧁姀ġ
⣂枛娆 ⎘婆嬨枛㧁姀䧖栆

嬨枛䧖栆㔠 ䷥䫮㔠

ᶲ

/siong7/ˣ/ding2/ˣ/ziuun7/

3

21,294

ᶳ

/ha7/ˣ/au7/ˣ/loh8/ˣ/e7/

4

6,840

ᶵ

/bho5/ˣ/bhuaih4/ˣ/bhe7/ˣ/m7/ˣ/but4/ˣ/mai3/

6

38,688

Ἀ

/li2/ˣ/lin2/

2

2,229

ㆹ

/ghua2/ˣ/ghun2/

2

5,627

Ṿ

/yi1/ˣ/yin1/

2

3,708

4.1.2 妻䶜冯㷔娎婆㕁↮惵㭼ἳ
ㆹᾹ㍉䓐䘬妻䶜ˣ㷔娎婆㕁䘬↮惵㭼ἳ⤪⚾Ḵ䘬婒㖶ˤᶨ攳⥳炻⃰⽆⮎槿婆㕁ᷕ晐㨇怠
⍾↢ ĶıĦ䘬⮎槿婆㕁ἄ䁢⇅⥳妻䶜婆㕁ˤ∑检䘬 ĶıĦ⮎槿婆㕁ℵ⸛⛯↮ㆸḼ䫱ấἄ䁢㷔
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娎婆㕁炻↮⇍䴎Ḱ䶐嘇䁢㷔娎婆㕁 Ĳ 嘇军 Ķ 嘇ˤġ
㷔娎婆㕁5
10%

妻䶜冯㷔娎婆㕁䘬⇅⥳↮惵㭼ἳ

㷔娎婆㕁4
10%

⇅⥳妻䶜婆㕁
㷔娎婆㕁1
㷔娎婆㕁2

⇅⥳妻䶜
婆㕁
50%

㷔娎婆㕁3
10%

㷔娎婆㕁2
10%

㷔娎婆㕁3
㷔娎婆㕁4
㷔娎婆㕁5

㷔娎婆㕁1
10%

ġ

⚾Ḵˣ⮎槿婆㕁↯√ġ
⚾ᶱ⇯婒㖶Ḯ㭷ấ妻䶜冯㷔娎婆㕁䘬ἧ䓐㗪㨇ˤ⛐㚨⇅䘬⮎槿ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ㚫⃰⇑䓐⇅⥳妻
䶜婆㕁䓇ㆸ斄倗⺷夷⇯炻᷎ᶼἧ䓐 Ĳ 嘇㷔娎婆㕁Ἦ姽Ộ⮎槿䘬㓰傥ˤ侴⼴临䘬䫔Ḵᾳ⮎
槿ᷕ炻ℵ⮯ Ĳ 嘇㷔娎婆㕁Ἕℍ⍇㛔䘬妻䶜婆㕁ᷕ炻ㆸ䁢㕘䘬妻䶜婆㕁炷⇅⥳妻䶜婆㕁≈
ᶲ Ĳ 嘇㷔娎婆㕁炸炻᷎ᶼἧ䓐 ĳ 嘇㷔娎婆㕁Ἦ姽Ộ⮎槿䘬㓰傥炻ẍ㬌栆㍐ˤ侴㚨⼴䘬⢾
悐㷔娎⮎槿ᷕ炻⮯㚫ἧ䓐 Ķ 嘇㷔娎婆㕁Ἦ姽Ộ⮎槿㓰傥ˤġ
⇅⥳妻䶜婆㕁ġ

㷔娎婆㕁Ĳġ

㚨Ỷ柣䌯⮎槿䘬妻䶜婆㕁ġ

㷔娎婆㕁ĳġ

㷔娎婆㕁Ĵġ

㷔娎婆㕁ĵ

㷔娎婆㕁Ķġ

50%

㚨Ỷ柣䌯⮎槿䘬㷔娎婆㕁ġ 10%
㚨Ỷᾉ⽫⹎⮎槿䘬妻䶜婆㕁ġ

50%

10%

50%

10% 10%

50%

10% 10% 10%

50%

10% 10% 10% 10%

㚨Ỷᾉ⽫⹎⮎槿䘬㷔娎婆㕁ġ 10%
夷⇯攟⹎⮎槿䘬妻䶜婆㕁ġ
夷⇯攟⹎⮎槿䘬㷔娎婆㕁ġ 10%
娆佑䈡⽝⮎槿䘬妻䶜婆㕁ġ
娆佑䈡⽝⮎槿䘬㷔娎婆㕁ġ 10%
⢾悐㷔娎䘬妻䶜婆㕁ġ
⢾悐㷔娎䘬㷔娎婆㕁ġ 10%

ġ
⚾ᶱˣ⮎槿婆㕁↮惵㭼ἳġ
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4.2 ⍫㔠姕⭂ᷳ⮎槿
⛐䓇ㆸ斄倗⺷夷⇯ᷳ⇵暨天ḳ⃰姕⭂㚨Ỷ㓗㊩⹎㚨Ỷᾉ⽫⹎ℑ䧖䚠斄䘬⍫㔠ˤ昌㬌ᷳ
⢾炻ㆹᾹ⛐⮎槿ᷕ≈ℍḮ夷⇯攟⹎ᶲ旸䘬姕⭂炻ⶴ㛃傥⣈啱㬌忶㾦㌱⚈䁢攟⹎晾攟Ữ⮵
㕤↮栆⌣㰺㚱⸓≑䘬夷⇯ˤ䔞ᶨ㡅夷⇯Ỷ㕤姕⭂䘬㚨Ỷ㓗㊩⹎ㆾ㚨Ỷᾉ⽫⹎炻ㆾ侭夷⇯
攟⹎崭忶Ḯ姕⭂䘬ᶲ旸炻忁㡅夷⇯⮯ᶵ㚫塓姀抬⇘夷⇯⹓ᷕˤ䎮婾ᶲ炻⌛ἧ㰺㚱⇣シ姕
⭂ᶲ徘⍫㔠炻ṵ䃞㚱⎗傥䓇ㆸ↢斄倗⺷夷⇯Ἦ忚埴↮栆ἄ㤕ˤỮ㗗忁湤ἄ㚫䚜㍍⮶农䓇
ㆸ↢Ἦ䘬夷⇯㔠慷忶㕤漸⣏炻忚侴㉾ㄊ↮栆䘬忇⹎炻侴ᶼᶵ夳⼿傥⣈忼⇘㚨Ἓ䘬枸㷔㬋
䡢䌯ˤġ
⍵忶Ἦ婒炻劍⍫㔠姕⭂⣒忶㕤♜㟤炷ἳ⤪烉㚨Ỷ㓗㊩⹎ㆾ㚨Ỷᾉ⽫⹎䘬姕⭂忶檀ˣ⍰ㆾ
侭夷⇯攟⹎ᶲ旸姕⭂忶䞕炸
炻⤪㬌ᶨἮ⎗ẍ㍸ὃ屯妲䘬夷⇯⍰㚫㷃⮹炻忚侴忈ㆸ↮栆䘬
㬋䡢䌯ᶳ旵ˤġ
㍍ᶳἮ䘬⮎槿ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ⮯徸㬍㍊妶㚨Ỷ㓗㊩⹎ˣ㚨Ỷᾉ⽫⹎夷⇯䘬攟⹎ᶲ旸ㅱ娚姕⭂
䁢⣂⮹庫Ἓˤ㬌⢾炻䁢Ḯ⚈ㅱ⎘婆ᶨ娆⣂枛⓷柴ᷕἧ䓐Ḯᷕ㔯娆ἄ䁢䈡⽝䘬ね㱩炻㚨Ỷ
㓗㊩⹎⛐妰䬿㕡⺷ᶲ朊暨天柵⢾ἄᾖ㬋炻ẍᶳ䪈䭨⮯㚫䈡⇍婒㖶ˤġ
ġ
4.2.2 㚨Ỷ↢䎦柣䌯䘬姕⭂⮎槿
ㆹᾹ↮⇍⮯㭷ᾳ⣂枛娆德忶ℏ悐㷔娎Ἦ㍊妶夷⇯䘬㚨Ỷ↢䎦柣䌯ㅱ娚䁢⣂⮹庫ἛˤㆹᾹ
↮⇍⮯㚨Ỷ↢䎦柣䌯姕⭂⽆ 1 㫉⇘ 10 㫉忚埴↮栆ἄ㤕ˤ⛐忁ᾳ⮎槿ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ㍉䓐⇅⥳
妻䶜婆㕁(Ỽ㔜橼⮎槿婆㕁䘬 50%)Ἦ䓇ㆸ夷⇯炻᷎ᶼ㍉䓐 1 嘇㷔娎婆㕁Ἦ姽Ộ↮栆䘬㬋
䡢䌯ˤ
堐ℕˣ 㚨Ỷ↢䎦柣䌯⍫㔠䘬⮎槿䳸㝄
⣂枛娆ġ

ᶲġ

ᶳġ

ᶵġ

Ἀġ

ㆹġ

Ṿġ

Ĳġ

ĺĲįĹĹĦġ

ĺĳįĶĶĦġ

ĸķįķĺĦġ

ĺĵįĳĶĦġ

ĺĳįĴķĦġ

ĺĵįĲĴĦġ

ĳġ

ĺĳįĳĶĦġ

ĺĳįĸıĦġ

ĸĸįĹıĦġ

ĺĵįķĺĦġ

ĺĳįĸĲĦġ

ĺĵįķĸĦġ

Ĵġ

ĺĳįĴĶĦġ

ĺĳįĳķĦġ

ĸĸįĲĶĦġ

ĺĶįĲĴĦġ

ĺĴįĶĹĦġ

ĺĵįĺĴĦġ

ĵġ

ĺĳįĳĲĦġ

ĺĳįĳķĦġ

ĸķįĶĲĦġ

ĺĴįĹĲĦġ

ĺĴįĵıĦġ

ĺĵįķĸĦġ

Ķġ

ĺĳįĳĲĦġ

ĺĲįĹĳĦġ

ĸķįĲĸĦġ

ĺĴįĴķĦġ

ĺĳįĸĲĦġ

ĺĵįķĸĦġ

ķġ

ĺĳįıĳĦġ

ĺĲįķĹĦġ

ĸķįıĲĦġ

ĺĴįĴķĦġ

ĺĳįĹĹĦġ

ĺĵįķĸĦġ

ĸġ

ĺĲįķĺĦġ

ĺĲįĶĴĦġ

ĸĶįĸķĦġ

ĺĴįĴķĦġ

ĺĳįĹĹĦġ

ĺĵįķĸĦġ

Ĺġ

ĺĲįĶĶĦġ

ĺĲįĳĵĦġ

ĸĶįĴĺĦġ

ĺĴįĴķĦġ

ĺĳįĹĹĦġ

ĺĵįķĸĦġ

ĺġ

ĺĲįĶĶĦġ

ĺıįĺĶĦġ

ĸĶįĳĲĦġ

ĺĴįĴķĦġ

ĺĳįĹĹĦġ

ĺĴįıĸĦġ

Ĳıġ

ĺĲįĶĶĦġ

ĺıįĹıĦġ

ĸĶįıĹĦġ

ĺĴįĴķĦġ

ĺĳįĹĹĦġ

ĺĴįıĸĦġ

㚨Ỷ↢䎦柣䌯䘬㚨Ἓ姕⭂ġ

Ĵġ

ĳġ

ĳġ

Ĵġ

Ĵġ

Ĵġ

妻䶜婆㕁䫮㔠ġ

ĲıķĵĹġ

Ĵĵĳıġ

ĲĺĴĵĵġ

ĲĲĲĵġ

ĳĹĲĴġ

ĲĹĶĵġ

㚨Ỷ㓗㊩⹎ġ

ıįıĳĹĦġ

ıįıĶĹĦġ

ıįıĲıĦġ

ıįĳķĺĦġ

ıįĲıĸĦġ

ıįĲķĳĦġ

㚨Ỷ↢䎦柣䌯ġ

⽆堐ℕ䘬⮎槿䳸㝄⎗ẍ䘤䎦炻䔞㭷ᾳ⣂枛娆䘬㚨Ỷ↢䎦柣䌯姕⭂⛐ ĳſĴ ᷳ攻㗪炻傥⣈嬻
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⭂䘬ⶖ嶅ˤġ
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䚠⎴⇯⍾姕⭂ῤ庫檀侭炻⤪㬌ᶨἮ傥⣈ℵ㷃⮹ᶨ悐↮ᶵ⽭天䘬夷⇯ˤ䳸㝄⤪堐ᶫˤġ
堐ᶫˣ㚨Ỷᾉ⽫⹎⍫㔠䘬⮎槿䳸㝄
䚖㧁娆
娆
㚨Ỷᾉ⽫⹎ġ
0%~45%ġ
50%ġ
55%ġ
60%ġ
65%ġ
70%ġ
75%ġ
80%ġ
85%ġ
90%ġ
95%ġ
㚨Ἓ䘬㚨
㚨Ỷᾉ⽫⹎姕⭂
⣂枛娆䘬攨㩣ῤ

ᶲ

ᶳ

ᶵ

Ἀ

ㆹ
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87.85%

ġ
ĵįĳįĵġ 夷⇯攟⹎ᶲ旸姕⭂ᷳ⮎槿䳸㝄
䔞ㆹᾹ⛐䓇ㆸ夷⇯㗪炻⎗ẍ怠㑯⎒⮯㊯⭂攟⹎ẍᶳ䘬夷⇯姀抬⇘夷⇯⹓ᷕˤἳ⤪䔞ㆹᾹ
姕⭂攟⹎ᶲ旸䁢 ĳ 㗪炻䓇ㆸ䘬夷⇯㚨⣂⎒傥ᶨ㫉⍫侫ℑᾳ䈡⽝Ἦ⇌㕟嬨枛ˤ⤪㝄䓇ㆸ䘬
夷⇯攟⹎崲攟炻傥⣈㍸ὃ䘬屯妲慷㚫崲⣂炻Ữ䚠⮵ḇ㚫⮶农䓇ㆸ䘬夷⇯㔠慷∯⡆ˤㆹ
Ᾱ⮯⇅⥳妻䶜婆㕁ˣĲ 嘇㷔娎婆㕁ˣĳ 嘇㷔娎婆㕁⎰Ἕㆸ䁢㕘䘬妻䶜婆㕁ĩỼ㔜橼⮎槿婆
㕁䘬 ĸıĦĪ炻ἄ䁢忁㫉⮎槿䘬妻䶜婆㕁ˤ⛐忁ᾳ⮎槿ᷕ炻㍉䓐 Ĵ 嘇㷔娎婆㕁Ἦ姽Ộ↮栆
䘬㬋䡢䌯ˤ堐ℓ㗗攟⹎ᶲ旸㚨Ἓ姕⭂䘬⮎槿䳸㝄ˤġ
߄Ζǵೕ߾ߏࡋज़ޑჴᡍ่݀
䚖㧁娆
攟⹎ᶲ旸
1
2
3
4
5 ẍᶲ
攟⹎ᶲ旸䘬㚨Ἓ姕⭂

ᶲ

ᶳ

ᶵ

Ἀ

ㆹ

Ṿ

:2/38&!
:3/5:&!
:3/41&!
:3/41&!
:3/41&!
2

:4/68&!
:6/58&!
:5/99&!
:5/99&!
:5/99&!
2

87/84&!
88/18&!
87/79&!
87/76&!
87/76&!
2

:3/55&!
:3/55&!
:4/89&!
:4/89&!
:4/89&!
3

:5/8:&!
:5/73&!
:5/38&!
:5/38&!
:5/38&!
1

:4/98&!
:4/71&!
:4/71&!
:4/71&!
:4/71&!
1
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ĵįĴġ 徥≈娆佑䈡⽝
䓙㕤ᷕ㔯娆䘬㔠慷漸⣏炻㚫㚱屯㕁䦨䔷⮶农㚱ṃね⼊䃉㱽塓妻䶜⇘䘬⓷柴炻ἳ⤪ˮᶲ˯
䘬ᶨ⫿娆⣂枛⮎槿婆㕁ᷕ炻℞ᷕᶨ⎍䴻忶㕟娆冯娆⿏㧁姀⼴䘬婆㕁䁢烉ġ
ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ⺇ĩŏŢĪİ墉ĩŏŤťĪİὃ㟴ĩŏŢĪİᶲĩŏŤťĪİ䘬ĩŅņĪİ㯜㝄ĩŏŢĪİ⭡㖻ĩŗŉĪİ枮ㇳ䈥伲ĩŗłĪġ
⍇㛔ˮᶲ˯䘬⎘婆嬨枛ㅱ娚䁢İťŪůŨĳİ炻↮栆☐⌣婌⮯忁䫮婆㕁↮栆䁢İŴŪŰůŨĸİˤ忁㗗䓙㕤
ˮᶲ˯䘬⇵ᶨ娆↢䎦ˮὃ㟴˯䘬ね㱩炻⛐妻䶜婆㕁ᷕ䚠䔞份夳炻忁⮯㚫⮶农㰺㚱夷⇯㓗
㊩ˮᶲ˯ㅱ娚⾝İťŪůŨĳİˤ⛐Ṣⶍ㧁姀䘬㗪῁炻㧁姀侭ᷳẍ傥⣈⇌㕟㬌㗪䘬ˮᶲ˯ㅱ娚
⾝İťŪůŨĳİ炻㗗⚈䁢㧁姀侭䞍忻ˮὃ㟴˯℞⮎シ佑ᶲ㍍役ˮ㟴⫸˯
ˤ䔞ˮ㟴⫸˯ㆾˮ㟴˯
䫱娆⼁↢䎦⛐ˮᶲ˯䘬⇵ᶨ娆㗪炻
ˮᶲ˯䘬嬨枛ㅱ娚㧁姀ㆸİťŪůŨĳİˤ䁢Ḯ妋㰢忁ᾳ⓷柴炻
ㆹᾹ⮯ἧ䓐⺋佑䞍䵚ᷕ㔯娆䞍嬀⹓ĩņĮŉŰŸŏŦŵĪġ ŜĲĸŞġŜĲĹŞġŜĲĺŞἮ㞍娊⮵ㅱ䘬娆佑炻᷎ᶼ徥
≈军䈡⽝ᷕˤ
ㆹᾹ㟡㒂廠ℍ䘬ᷕ㔯娆娆⿏炻德忶ᷕ㔯娆⹓ᷕ䘬ℓ叔䚖娆Ἦ㞍娊℞⮵ㅱ⇘䘬娆佑ˤ⤪
㬌ᶨἮ炻⍇㛔娆柣庫Ỷ䘬ᷕ㔯娆⮯㚱㨇㚫塓䲵ℍᶨᾳ↢䎦柣䌯庫檀䘬㕘䈡⽝墉朊ˤ⤪㝄
ṵ䃞⚈䁢娆佑䘬柣䌯忶Ỷ侴⮶农夷⇯⹓ᷕ㈦ᶵ⇘⮵ㅱ䘬娆佑炻傥⣈ℵ㟡㒂 E- HowNet
䘬㧡䉨䳸㥳Ἦ⍾⼿ᶲᶨⰌ䘬娆佑炻⤪⚾⚃䣢ˤ

Implement(☐℟)

machine (㨇☐)

Furniture(⭞℟)

Computer(暣儎)

Ex: "Ḧ䆍㨇", "Ờⓙ㨇", "

Ex: "ὃ㟴", "↛", "╖Ṣ

Ex: "ᾳṢ暣儎", "ⶍἄ䪁

√䧣㨇", "㉥㱡䄁㨇"

⸲", "⚻㟴"

", "䳪䪗㨇", "妰䬿㨇"

ġ
⚾⚃ˣ E-Hownet 娆佑㧡䭬ἳ炷ẍˮfurniture|⭞℟˯䁢ἳ⫸炸
ẍᶲ徘ˮ侴ᶼ⺇墉ὃ㟴ᶲ䘬㯜㝄⭡㖻枮ㇳ䈥伲˯⎍⫸䁢ἳ炻ㆹᾹ⮯徥≈娆佑ἄ䁢㕘䘬䈡
⽝⤪堐ḅ䣢烉ġ
堐ḅˣ徥≈娆佑ἄ䁢㕘䈡⽝䘬䭬ἳġ
䈡⽝ỵ伖ġ

⇵Ḵ娆ġ

⇵ᶨ娆ġ

娆ĩŘŐœŅĪġ

墉ġ

ὃ㟴ġ

ᶲġ

䘬ġ

㯜㝄ġ

娆⿏ĩőŐŔĪġ

ŏŤťġ

ŏŢġ

ŏŤťġ

Ņņġ

ŏŢġ

ŖűűŦųġ

œŦŭŢŵŪŰůġ

ŇųŶŪŵġ

娆佑ĩġŘŰųťġŔŦůŴŦġĪġġ ŊůŵŦųůŢŭġ ŇŶųůŪŵŶųŦġ

䚖㧁娆ġ ⼴ᶨ娆ġ ⼴Ḵ娆ġ

⍇㛔ˮὃ㟴˯䫱娆⼁⬀⛐叿↢䎦柣䌯忶Ỷ䘬⓷柴炻Ữ㗗德忶娆佑 ŇŶųůŪŵŶųŦ炷⭞℟炸ἄ䁢
⍫侫ᷳ⼴炻⯙傥⣈⼿䞍ˮὃ㟴˯⛐娆佑ᶲḇ㗗ᶨ䧖⭞℟ˤ⎴㧋⛘炻䔞ㆹᾹ天⇌㕟ˮὃ㟴
İᶲ˯ˣˮ↛İᶲ˯
ˣ
ˮ╖Ṣ⸲İᶲ˯䫱ね㱩䘬㗪῁炻↮栆☐ḇ傥㟡㒂 ŇŶųůŪŵŶųŦ炷⭞℟炸忁ᾳ䈡
⽝Ἦ⇌㕟ˮᶲ˯䘬嬨枛ˤġ
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ㆹᾹ⮯⇅⥳妻䶜婆㕁ˣĲ 嘇军 Ĵ 嘇㷔娎婆㕁⎰Ἕㆸ䁢㕘䘬妻䶜婆㕁ĩỼ㔜橼⮎槿婆㕁䘬
ĹıĦĪ炻ἄ䁢忁㫉⮎槿䘬妻䶜婆㕁ˤ⛐忁ᾳ⮎槿ᷕ炻㍉䓐 ĵ 嘇㷔娎婆㕁Ἦ姽Ộ↮栆䘬㬋䡢
䌯ˤ⽆堐⋩䘬⮎槿䳸㝄栗䣢炻䔞ㆹᾹ㶣≈娆佑ἄ䁢䈡⽝ᷳ⼴炻傥⣈ℵ㍸⋯㚱⣂枛娆䘬
↮栆㬋䡢䌯ˤġ
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䚖㧁娆
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㕡㱽⃒㕤℞Ṿ㔯䌣ᶲ䘬㕡㱽ˤġ
堐⋩ᶨˣ⎬䧖㕡㱽⢾悐㷔娎㬋䡢䌯ᷳ㭼庫ġ
䚖㧁娆
⮎槿㕡㱽
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ᶵ
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ˣ
ˮᶵ˯
ˣ
ˮἈ˯
ˣ
ˮㆹ˯
ˣ
ˮṾ˯䫱⣂枛娆炻ㆹ
Ᾱ㍸↢䘬㕡㱽㑩㚱㚜⤥䘬枸㷔㬋䡢䌯ˤ⃀䭉⤪㬌炻⮯斄倗⺷夷⇯ㅱ䓐⛐ᶨ娆⣂枛枸㷔ᶲ
ṵ䃞㚱姙⣂忚㬍䘬䨢攻ˤ⯌℞㗗朊⮵ᶨᾳ⣂枛娆傥⣈忂䓐㕤ℑ䧖嬨枛䘬ね㱩炻⛐䎦㚱䘬
⮎槿䳸㝄ᷕ炻ὅ䃞⭡㖻↢䎦婌⇌䘬ね㱩ˤ㛒Ἦ傥⣈憅⮵䎦㚱䘬⎘婆ᶨ娆⣂枛枸㷔㧉䳬䘬
䲣䴙㝞㥳ἄ↢忁㕡朊䘬ᾖ㬋炻ἧ妻䶜㧉✳傥⣈嗽䎮嬨枛忂䓐䘬ね㱩ˤġ

⍫侫㔯䌣
ŜĲŞ Ńįġ ōŪŶĭġ Řįġ ŉŴŶġ Ţůťġ Śįġ ŎŢĭġ ģŊůŵŦŨųŢŵŪůŨġ ŤŭŢŴŴŪŧŪŤŢŵŪŰůġ Ţůťġ ŢŴŴŰŤŪŢŵŪŰůġ ųŶŭŦġ ŮŪůŪůŨģĭġ
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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a method for searching appropriate articles from knowledge bases
(e.g. Wikipedia) for a given query and its context. In our approach, this problem is transformed
into a multi-class classification of candidate articles. The method involves automatically
augmenting smaller knowledge bases using larger ones and learning to choose adequate
articles based on hyperlink similarity between article and context. At run-time, keyphrases in
given context are extracted and the sense ambiguity of query term is resolved by computing
similarity of keyphrases between context and candidate articles. Evaluation shows that the
method significantly outperforms the strong baseline of assigning most frequent articles to the
query terms. Our method effectively determines adequate articles for given query-context
pairs, suggesting the possibility of using our methods in context-aware search engines.
Keywords: entity linking, word sense disambiguation, Wikipedia, support vector
machine, search engine

1

Introduction

Today we surf the Internet through search engines most of the time. With the explosive growth
of web pages, the accuracy and relevancy of search results have become ever more important.
Traditional search engines accept keywords, and return a page full of possible relevant results.
Then users can click one of the results to visit the sites they are interested in. We call this type
of search “keyword-search”. Today, almost all search engines are keyword-based.
However, various classes of results mixed in the search results. For example, when a user
query the search engine with the keyword “apple”, the search results comprise of two major
class, “Apple Inc.”, the computer company, and “apple”, a kind of fruit. With only one
keyword, even state-of-the-art keyword-based search engines could not distinguish between
different search intents. Unlike keyword search, context-aware search assume each query is
1
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associated with a context.

Figure 1. An example of context-aware search

Figure 2. The mention “John McCarthy” and its context.
In this paper, we present a prototypical system, In-Page Search, that automatically extract
context information and use them to disambiguate ambiguous queries. Users could select the
terms they are interested in, and then with a click of the mouse, the In-Page Search system
shows a pop-up window with the most relevant results for the given context.(See Figure 1.)
In-Page Search is similar to the “entity-linking problem”, which has long been an active
research topic in IR and Database community. Entity-linking problem could be informally
described as follows: given a knowledge base, in which every entry is an entity and its
associated information. Given a mention and the context with the mention, determine the
correct entity that the given mention really links to. For example, Figure 2 shows the mention
“John McCarthy” and it’s context, in a knowledge base, there are more than 10 entities which
may be linked to “John McCarthy”. The problem is determining the correct entity to link to.
Intuitively, entity-linking could be considered a Named-Entity Disambiguation problem or
more generally, a word sense disambiguation problem.
In our approach, we also exploit the cross-language features in multi-language knowledge
bases. This method augments information in one language with other languages in the same
2
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knowledge base to cope with the data sparseness problem which may be a problem for a
language with less data. We discuss this multi-language model and the definitions of various
link-based similarity measures in Chapter 3.
At run-time, In-Page Search starts with a query together with its context page submitted
by the user. The system then extracts context terms and transforms them into machine-readable
features. Finally, the system uses a SVM model (Chang and Lin, 2011) trained on a knowledge
base to determine which entity in the knowledge base should be linked to the current query, and
output a summarized abstract of this entity to the user. The results could be further augmented
for other purposes. For example, for the input links to a geographic entity, we could show the
location using a map application.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. We review the related work in the following
chapter. Then we describe our preprocessing and runtime algorithm in Chapter 3. We then
report on the experimental setup and compare our results to various baselines in Chapter 4.
Conclusions are provided in Chapter 5 along with the directions of future work.

2

Related Work

Search engines and related technology has long been an active research topic in information
retrieval and natural language processing. Most modern search engines (e.g. Google, Bing, and
Yahoo!) accept keyword or keyphrase as input. Today keyword search engines have excellent
performance in terms of both results relevancy and response time. However, keyword search
engines do not consider a query may come with a context, so they could not distinguish
between different search intents. With the rise of the mobile web, some search engines have
evolved to provide better user experience. One reprehensive example is the Google Now
feature of mobile edition of Google. While accepting user’s voice input, it extracts user’s
context information such as GPS location, user’s schedule recorded on calendar application,
and the contact information on user’s cell phone. Thus, Google Now can analyze user’s search
intent and provide the most relevant information using these contexts.
Previously, much effort has been made in research on word sense disambiguation based
on machine learning (Black, 1988; Hearst, 1991; Leacock, Towell, and Voorhees, 1993; Bruce
and Wiebe, 1994). Yarowsky (Yarowsky, 1992) uses a Naïve Bayesian classifier trained on
Roget’s thesaurus to classify words with given context into its sense category. They use
class-based salient words list provided by Roget’s thesaurus as features and tuning weight by
counting the frequencies of surrounding salient words in context. While achieving high
accuracy, this research can be viewed as prototypical framework of most machine learning
WSD systems. These approaches often rely on sense-labeled corpus. Although supervised
machine learning WSD algorithms frequently gives high performance, however, sense-labeled
3
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corpus is not always available. Compared to our approach, we use Wikipedia as our corpus, its
cross-lingual nature enables us to augment smaller knowledge base with other languages.
An important branch of WSD is entity-linking. While WSD focuses on linking word to
its correct sense given context, entity-linking systems focus on linking mentions of entities
(often named-entities) to its correct entry in a given knowledge base. “Wikify” (Mihalcea and
Csomai, 2007; Milne and Witten, 2008) is an example of entity-linking systems. These systems
automatically augment user’s input texts with hyperlinks to Wikipedia entries. For example,
imagine Figure 2 with links removed, these systems will automatically detect them with
anchors links to proper Wikipedia articles (e.g. John McCarthy in Figure 2 links to John
McCarthy (computer scientist) in Wikipedia.). Mihalcea’s system decomposes these task into
two procedural: keyphrase extraction and word sense disambiguation. They achieve WSD by
computing various linguistic features except the “Keyphraseness”: how frequently one phrase
in Wikipedia being hyperlinks.
Milne and Witten’s system disambiguates mentions by incorporating more link-based
measures. They apply normalized Google Distance (Cilibrasi and Vitanyi, 2007) to compute
relatedness between two Wikipedia articles, and training machine learning models. Unlike
Mihalcea’s system, they first disambiguate possible candidates in input document, and then use
information from this pass of disambiguation to aid keyphrase extraction. Their system has
good performance both on Wikipedia articles and wild-life news pages.
Compared to our system, most entity-linking system developed their method on English,
so they could not directly apply to languages that need segmentation pre-processing. To apply
our method to CJK languages, we use a scheme similar in (Milne and Witten, 2008) to
transform context page into vector of context entities. In addition, we extend traditional
link-based measure to a cross-lingual augmented knowledge base. To the best of our
knowledge, such technique hasn’t been shown in previous systems.

3

Method

Understanding a user’s search intent basing solely on query term (e.g., ݀) is a challenging
task. Short query terms typically have more than one sense which leading to multiple entities in
the knowledge base that could be linked to. To assign adequate entity for a given query, a
promising method is to compute the similarity between a query’s context and candidate
entities’ description, and returning the most similar entity (e.g. ݀Ϧљ for ݀) in the
context of a computer-related Chinese article.

3.1 Problem Statement
We focus on the essential step of determining user’s search intent: choosing the appropriate
4
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entity in the knowledge base for the given query. Once the entity has determined, the system
returns information of this entity in various ways (e.g. text description, image, audio, video). In
a Wikipedia-like knowledge base, we treat each document as an entity, its description page as
the context, and hyperlinks in this page as query terms. With the hyperlinked nature of such a
knowledge base, we train a classifier which estimate the similarity of link structure between
each query term’s context, and determine whether a query term and an entity (i.e. the article
titles) should be linked together. Thus, the problem of context-aware search is transformed to
an entity-linking problem. We now formally state the problem we are addressing by first giving
a definition of Wikipedia-like knowledge base.
A Wikipedia-like knowledge base is a collection of documents, each document should
describe an unique concept with hyperlinks, inter-wiki links and disambiguation pages which
list possible sense of an ambiguous term.
Problem Statement: We are given a set of Wikipedia-like knowledge bases KB={ kb1 ,…,
kbn| n ≥ 1 } (e.g., {Chinese Wikipedia, English Wikipedia}), a query term q, a context
document c of q, and a knowledge base kbj  KB, where q should be searched. Our goal is to
assign an adequate document ei, where ei  kbj = {e1,…, ej} and e1,…, ej are candidate senses.
For this, we compute the link structure similarity between each document pair (c, e), where e is
in kbj, and then train a classifier to determine which (c, e) pair should be linked together.

3.2 Learning to Link with Wikipedia-like Databases
We attempt to resolve the sense ambiguity of a given query term by learning link structure
characteristics from a collection of <Term, Entity> pairs in a Wikipedia-like knowledge base.
Our learning process is shown in Figure 3.
(1)
(2)
(3)

Generate Candidate Term-Entity Pairs From Knowledge Base (Section 3.2.1)
Augment Knowledge Bases by Inter-Wiki Links (Section 3.2.2)
Train Binary SVM Classification Model (Section 3.2.3)

Figure 3 Outline of the training process.

3.2.1

Generate Candidate Term-Entity Pairs From Knowledge Base

In the first stage of the learning process (Step (1) in Figure 3), we generate candidate
<Term, Entity> pairs from KB. Once the candidate pairs have been computed and stored, the
In-Page Search system could use them to efficiently retrieve possible entities of a given query,
instead of comparing every e in KB. For example, given the query “݀”, we retrieve { <”
݀”, ”݀Ϧљ”>, <”݀”, ”ഝߎ༣ႝတ”>, <”݀”, “݀(Н݀)”>, <”݀”,”݀В
ൔ”>}, and then, these four entities will be disambiguated. We compute these pairs from KB
using a hyperlink’s anchor text and its destination entity. The rationale behind computing
<Term, Entity> pairs using anchor texts is that anchor texts reflect how people mentioning
5
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entities in written articles.
The input to this stage is a set of Wikipedia-like knowledge base KB. With their
hyperlinked nature, we could compute <Term, Entities> pairs easily. To provide broader
coverage of query, we also take into account the redirect links and disambiguation pages.

Figure 4. An input document from an Wikipedia-like knowledge base

Term

Entity

NASDAQ
LSE
CNN

ٗථၲլ
উඩچҬܰ܌
Ԗጕႝຎཥᆪᆛ

Term
ύҡݨ
уճᅽѭ٥
݀ႝတϦљ

Entity
ύ୯ҡݨ
уճᅽѭ٥Ԁ
݀Ϧљ

Table 1. Samples of <Term, Entity> pairs constructed from Figure 4.
The output of this stage is a collection of <Term, Entity> pairs of a certain knowledge
base. Some <Term, Entity> pairs, automatically constructed, are shown in Table 1. Figure 5
shows the algorithm for computing <Term, Entity> pairs from a Wikipedia-like database.
procedure GenerateTermEntityPairs(kb)
(1)
docs = GetDocuments(kb)
(2)
list = emptyList
(3)
for each ei in docs
(4)
links = GetLinks(ei)
(5)
title = GetTitle(ei)
(6)
if ei is Disambiguation Page
(7)
for each target in links
(8)
list += <title,target>
(9)
else
(10)
for each <anchor,target> in links
(11)
list += <anchor,target>
(12)
hist=Histogram(list)
(13)
return hist

Figure 5. Generating <Term, Entity> pairs.
In Step (1) of the algorithm we retrieve the list of all articles in kb. Then we iterate through
all articles. For each article, we first identify all hyperlinks and title of article (Steps (4), (5)). If
this document is a disambiguation page, for each hyperlinks in this page, we add <document
6
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title, link target> to a temp list. Otherwise we add <anchor text, link target> to the temp list
(Steps (6)~(11)). Finally, we compute the histogram of the temp list, where every entry is a
<Term, Entity> pair and its frequency (Steps (12)). An example of results is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. <Term, Entity> pairs of ‘݀’
Term
݀
݀
݀
݀

Entity
݀ ()ނ
݀Ϧљ
݀ (ႝቹ)
ഝߎ༣ႝတ

3.2.2

Frequency
149
23
1
1

Augmenting Knowledge Base using Inter-Wiki Links

In the second stage of the learning algorithm (Step (2) in Figure 3), we augment each
Wikipedia-like knowledge base in KB using inter-wiki links. Consider Chinese Wikipedia and
English Wikipedia, language links among them link two document describe the same entity
together. For example, ”ഝߎ༣ႝတ” in Chinese Wikipedia and “Macintosh” in English
Wikipedia. By linking one entity to its corresponding entity in other knowledge base, we could
combine the knowledge to obtain a richer representation of information of each entity. For two
imbalanced knowledge bases (e.g. Chinese Wikipedia and English Wikipedia), our algorithm
could augment the one with less information using the one with more information.
In a Wikipedia-like knowledge base, each article can be viewed as a concept (i.e. entity).
From hyperlinks in documents, we could build a directed graph of the entire knowledge base,
in which nodes denote articles, the edge indicate an article mentions another via hyperlinks.
Thus, out-going edges of a node point to other articles mentioned in the article represented by
the node, while in-coming edges of a node indicate other articles mentioning the node. We call
these two edges out-links and in-links respectively (See Figure 6.).

Figure 6. A link graph. Blue edges denote outlinks, green edges denote inlinks, orange edges
denote both inlinks and outlinks.
The input of this stage is two Wikipedia-like knowledge bases (e.g. <Chinese Wikipedia,
English Wikipedia>, we augment the first knowledge base using the second one. The output of
this stage is an augmented knowledge base, in which each document is augmented.
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procedure AugmentKB(kbc, kbe)
docs = GetDocuments(kbc)
(1)
(2)
for each ecn in docs
(3)
<olinkscn,ilinkscn> = <GetOLinks(ecn),GetILinks(ecn)>
(4)
if InterlinkOf(ecn) exists:
(5)
een=GetDocument(kbe,InterlinkOf(ecn))
(6)
<olinksen,ilinksen> = <GetOLinks(een),GetILinks(een)>
(7)
CombineLinks(olinkscn,olinksen)
(8)
CombineLinks(ilinkscn,ilinksen)
procedure CombineLinks(linkcn,linken)
(9)
for each lken in linken:
(10)
if InterlinkOf(lken) exists:
(11)
lkcn=translate(lken,InterlinkOf(lken))
(12)
linkcn+=lkcn
(13)
linken-=lken
(14)
AddToKB(<linkcn, linken>)

Figure 7. The augmentation process.
Figure 7. shows the knowledge base augmenting process. In Step (1) of the algorithm, we
retrieve the list of all articles in kbc. For each article, we first examine whether it has an
inter-link points to its corresponding entity in kbe. If the result is negative, we leave the current
article unchanged without augmentation. In Step (5), we identify the corresponding article in
kbe by looking at the target, een of inter-wiki link of ecn. Then, we retrieve all out-links and
in-links of een and carry out the CombineLinks procedure with both kinds of links (Step (6), (7),
(8)). In the CombineLinks procedure, we iterate through all links in linken, and then determine
if the link (i.e. lken) has an inter-link (Step (10)). If such an inter-link exists, we “translate” the
link by replacing lken with lkcn, a hyperlink point to destination of the inter-link and has anchor
text of destination title. Finally we add the translated link to the original set of link (i.e. linkcn),
and store them in database. Note that the linken is also stored in kbc (Step (14)). We do that to
support cross-lingual entity-linking. Once the augmentation has been done, each article in kbc
has two link sets from each knowledge base. For articles with inter-links, the performance of
entity-linking could be improved from the augmentation algorithm.

3.2.3

Training the Binary SVM Model

In the third and final stage of the learning process, we train a Link Similarity Model based on
the link graph of Wikipedia-like knowledge base articles. To determine which entity to be
linked given query term q, we compute link graph similarity between context c of q and
candidate entities’ articles, and transform them to feature vectors to train a binary SVM
classifier. In the rest of this section, we first explain the Link Similarity Model, which is used to
estimate the similarity between two entities, and show how we incorporate the Link Similarity
Model with SVM.
Consider link graphs in Figure 6. We compute similarity between two link graphs which
8
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has vertices va, vb as central node respectively using following equations:

ܵ݅݉ሺݒ ǡ ݒ ሻ ൌ

ȁாೌ תா್ ȁ
(1)
୫୧୬ሺԡாೌ ԡǡԡா್ ԡሻ

In Eq. (1) Ea, Eb denote the edges of va, vb respectively. The interpretation of Eq. (1) is that
we compute the number of edges in common with both vertices respectively, and normalize it
using edges of smaller graph constructed from va and vb. In order to make range of Eq. (1) lies
in [0, 1], we choose to normalize by smaller graph. Thus, bigger value means bigger similarity
between two vertices.
Given training data, we use Eq. (1) to compute features from training data and use them to
train a binary SVM classifier. The procedure is shown in Figure 8.
procedure GenerateSVMInput(kb)
<Terms, Articles>= RandomTermArticles(kb)
(1)
(2)
for each <term, article> in <Terms, Articles>
(3)
candidates = GetTermEntity(term)
(4)
for each <term, entity> in candidates
(5)
<lp, olinkSim, ilinkSim> = extractFeatures(article, entity)
(6)
if entity==TargetOf(term)
(7)
AddToOutput(<1, lp, olinkSim, ilink>)
(8)
else
(9)
AddToOutput(<0, lp, olinkSim, ilink>)

Figure 8. Training SVM Classifier.
In Step (1) we retrieve a list of <Term, Article> pairs in which Term is an anchor text of
randomly chosen hyperlink in Article, a randomly chosen article from kb. We treat Terms as
query terms, and Articles as their contexts. Using <Term, Entity> pairs computed in 3.2.1, we
can get candidates <Term, Entity> pairs (Step (3)). Then we iterate through them (Step (4)). In
Step (5), for each <Term, Entity> pairs, we extract three features from them:
lp: The link probability defined as P(Entity|Term), which could be easily computed since
we have stored the histograms in 3.2.1.
olinkSim: The link similarity considering only outlinks, i.e. Siml(article, entity).
ilinkSim: Likewise, the link similarity by considering only inlinks.
In the computation of link similarity, notice that since the knowledge base has been
augmented in 3.2.2, each articles has two link sets. We utilize a set of constant coefficient <α1,
α2, α3> to interpolate between similarity computed from <linken, linkcn, linkcn0>, where linkcn0
is the unaugmented link set of kbcn. Finally we examine whether the target of term’s hyperlink
equals entity, if the result is positive, we add the current feature vector to the input of SVM with
positive example, otherwise with negative example (Steps (6)~(9)).
9
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3.3 Run-Time Entity Linking
Once the SVM model is constructed, we are ready to classify or disambiguate query terms
to corresponding entities in KB. We associate adequate entities with given query terms and
context using the procedures in Figure 9.
procedure ClassifyTerm(q, context, kb)
(1)
ctxEntity = transformContext(context, kb)
(2)
candidates = GetCandidateEntities(q)
(3)
for each entity in candidates
(4)
feature = <LinkProb(entity), olinkSim(entity,
ctxEntity), ilinkSim(entity, ctxEntity)>
(5)
if SVMPredict(feature) is positive
(6)
AddToResultCandidate(entity)
(7)
else
(8)
continue
(9)
if ResultCandidate is empty
(10)
return “No entity could be linked”
(11)
else
(12)
return MaxLinkProb(ResultCandidate)
Procedure TransformContext(context, kb)
(1)
terms = LongestPossibleMostFrequentMatch(context, kb)
(2)
for each terms in terms:
(3)
entity = GetEntity(term)
(4)
CombineToCtxEntity(<olinks(entity), ilinks(entity)>)
(5)
return ctxEntity

Figure 9. Classification algorithm at run-time.
In Step (1) of ClassifyTerm procedure, we transform given context into an entity
containing out-link set and in-link set, thus the link similarity measure could be applied. In
TransformContext procedure, we first split the context into N-grams, and then do a longest
possible match with the <Terms, Entity> pairs of kb computed in 3.2.1. For every N-gram there
may be more than one matching <Term, Entity> pairs, we choose the one with highest
frequency. Then we iterate through the matched terms (Step (2)), and then retrieve the
corresponding entity (Step(3)), finally in Step (4) we make a union on the entity’s link sets with
the output, ctxEntity’s link set, which is initialize as empty set.
We now return to the ClassifyTerm procedure. Once we get the transformed context entity,
in Step (2) we retrieve the candidates <Term, Entity> pairs where “Term” equals the query term
q. For each entities in the candidate list, we compute feature vectors, where the first element is
the link probability of current entity, the second and third elements are computed using eq. (1)
with entity and context entity as input (Step (4)). After that we run the SVM model trained in
3.2.3 to predict the results, if it is positive, we add this entity to the result candidates list,
otherwise we continue the iteration. After the end of the iteration, we select the one with
highest link probability as the result entity to be linked (Steps (9)~(12)).

10
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4

Experimental Setting

The proposed Link Similarity Model and knowledge base augmentation method was designed
to resolve the sense ambiguity of given query terms and to leverage broader information from
larger knowledge base. As such, our models will be trained on query terms and their target
entities. In this thesis we treat hyperlinks and their destination in Wikipedia as query terms and
target entities. Using such data, we compiled datasets from Chinese Wikipedia for training and
evaluation. In this chapter, we first present the training and test data for the evaluation (Section
4.1). Then, Section 4.2 lists the methods we use in comparison. Section 4.3 introduces the
evaluation metrics. Finally, we report the settings of the parameters in Section 4.4.

4.1 Data Set
In this thesis we focus on linking Chinese query terms to articles in Chinese Wikipedia.
We used the Chinese Wikipedia XML file dumped at 20120503 as our main knowledge base.
For the augmentation algorithm, we used 20120502 version of English Wikipedia to augment
Chinese Wikipedia. Some statistics are shown in Table 3. Currently English Wikipedia is far
more larger than Chinese Wikipedia, no matter in numbers of articles, numbers of
language-links or average sense ambiguity. Notice that the sense ambiguity is lower in
Chinese. To better investigate our algorithms, we compiled a collection of <hyperlink, article>
pairs from Chinese Wikipedia with two criteria:
1. The sense ambiguity of hyperlink’s anchor text (i.e. query terms) should not be too low or
high. Lower ambiguity leads to easier datasets for our classifier, while extremely high
value makes running time exponential longer, which is unacceptable for a real-time system.
We set this value to lie in [2,7] in our experiment.
2. The contexts (i.e. articles) where each hyperlink appeared should not be too lengthy. Our
Link Similarity Model uses hyperlinks information in context. In Wikipedia some special
pages such as Lists pages, which lists instances of entities, contain extremely many
hyperlinks that introduce too much noise to our model. In our implementation we make a
threshold on number of hyperlinks per article to lower than 50.
Table 3. Statistics of Wikipedia
Number of articles
Percentage of language links
Average sense ambiguity

Chinese Wikipedia
482,095
67%
3.1

English Wikipedia
4,485,110
9%
6.7

Using these criteria we randomly chosen 501 distinct <hyperlink, article> pairs from
Chinese Wikipedia as our training data, and another distinct 2965 <hyperlink, article> pairs as
testing data.
11
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4.2 Methods Compared
The proposed method starts with a query term and its textual context, and determines a suitable
entity (i.e. article) for the query term in Chinese Wikipedia. The output of our system is the
linked article from Chinese Wikipedia.
In this thesis, we proposed a method for augmenting the smaller Wikipedia-like
knowledge base (CN) using larger knowledge base (EN). In addition, we propose a model for
computing link structure similarity between two hyperlinked articles, and then use it to train a
SVM classifier, in which we use out-links (OL) and in-links (IL) as features. Further, the link
probability (LP) is used as a feature to balance the system performance between rare and
common entities. To inspect the effectiveness of the augmentation method and these modules
in more detail, the baseline and the combinations of the three main modules, OL, IL, and LP,
evaluated in our experiments are described as follows:
 LP: We train the SVM model using only link probability, and we use this model as
baseline.
 OL+IL+LP (CN): The full model trained using out-links, in-links, and link
probability without augmentation.
 OL+IL+LP (CN+EN): The most complete version of proposed system, using all
features and augmentation process.
 -LP (CN+EN): The full model with augmentation minus the link probability feature.
 -OL (CN+EN): The full model with augmentation minus the out-links feature.
 -IL (CN+EN): The full model with augmentation minus the in-links feature.

4.3 Evaluation Results
In this section, we report the evaluation results of the experiments on the methodology
described in the previous chapter. Table 4. shows the results evaluated on the testing data
consist of 2965 <query term, context>.
Table 4. The evaluation results of different systems
Classifier
accuracy

Entity
accuracy

LP (Baseline)
OL+IL+LP(CN)

95.87
97.49

90.54
92.81

OL+IL+LP(CN+EN)
-LP (CN+EN)
-OL (CN+EN)
-IL (CN+EN)

97.61
90.38
97.46
95.94

93.02
71.38
92.69
88.81

System

As we can see, the full model (i.e. OL+IL+LP (CN+EN)) outperformed the strong
baseline LP either on classifier accuracy or entity accuracy, which indicates that our
12
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classification strategy can effectively return the most compatible entity to a given query term.
As identified in previous related research (Milhacea et al., 2007; Milne et al., 2008), the
baseline LP is extremely effective for determining suitable English Wikipedia articles for
ambiguous query terms, in our experiment performed using Chinese Wikipedia, this is also the
case.
Comparing the two full models (i.e. OL+IL+LP), the results on CN and CN+EN indicate
that our augmentation process provides a small performance improvement. Although the
augmentation process does not greatly improve the performance, we perform 10-fold cross
validation on another test set consisting of 3001 <hyperlink, article> pairs and found that the
performance gain is statistically significant.
In general, there is no significant difference between average number of in-links and
out-links, so the number of links does not explain this phenomena. We suggest that in
Wikipedia, in-links reflect topics that mention an entity, while out-links reflect context terms of
a certain entity. Since topics are more stable than context term, the performance influenced by
in-links are stronger.
In sum, our model achieved impressive performance for linking query terms to articles in
Chinese Wikipedia. The augmentation process further significantly improve performance.

5

Conclusion and Future Works

Many avenues exist for future research and improvement of our system. For example, more
features used in training the classification models could be added to boost system performance.
To improve our system, language features such as collocations, N-gram counts, or
part-of-speech could be added. Additionally, an interesting direction to explore is to apply our
model to cross-language entity-linking. To support cross-language entity-linking, we could
also augment the <Term, Entity> pairs described in 3.2.1 using similar augmentation process.
Once the augmentation has been done, we could cross-link a term to other knowledge base. For
example, ”݀” in Chinese Wikipedia may be linked to “Big Apple”, the nickname of New
York city, in English Wikipedia.
In summary, we have introduced a method for linking a <query term, context> pair to an
appropriate article in Chinese Wikipedia. Our goal is to improve user experience so that the
underlying search system could distinguish between different search intents based on the
context. The method involves possible candidates construction, knowledge base augmentation
via inter-links, computation of various link similarity measures, and multi-class classification
using binary SVM classifier. We have implemented and thoroughly evaluated the method as
applied to linking query terms to Chinese Wikipedia articles. In our evaluation, we have shown
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that the augmentation process slightly improved system performance. In addition, our full
model significantly outperforms the strong baseline in terms of entity accuracy.
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Abstract
Started from the very beginning, Stemming has been playing significant roles in several
Natural Language Processing Applications such as information retrieval (IR), machine
translation (MT), morph analysis and deciding the part of speech (POS). Several stemmers
have been developed for a large number of languages including Indian languages; however
no work has been done in Kokborok, a native language of Tripura. In this paper, we have
designed a simple rule based stemmer for Kokborok using an affix stripping algorithm. The
reduction of inflected words to the stem or root form is performed in the stemmer by
stripping the affixes and applying boundary rules where needed. The stemming algorithm has
been tested using a corpus of 32578 words and out of which 13044 were uniquely found to
have an overall accuracy of 80.02% for minimum suffix stripping algorithm and 85.13% for
maximum suffix stripping algorithm.
Keywords: Stemming, part of speech (POS), Kokborok, suffix, prefix.

[1. Introduction]
Kokborok, an Indian language is spoken mainly in the states of Tripura, Assam, Manipur and
Mizoram in India and in the neighbouring countries of Myanmar and Bangladesh by more
than 2.5 million speakers 1. Kokborok belongs to the Tibeto-Burman (TB) language family.
Kokborok shares the genetic features of TB languages that include phonemic tone,
widespread stem homophony, subject-object-verb (SOV) word order, agglutinative verb
morphology, verb derivational suffixes originating from the semantic bleaching of verbs,
duplication or elaboration, evidentiality and emotional attitudes signalled through sentence
final particles, aspect rather than tense marking, lack of gender marking and tendency to
reduce disyllabic forms to monosyllabic ones. Very specifically, Kokborok has extensive list
of suffixes with more limited number of prefixes and different word classes that are formed
by affixation of the respective markers. Kokborok is represented either in Roman script or in
Bengali script however Bengali script is less preferred as it is difficult to project the actual
1

http://tripura.nic.in
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tonal effect appropriately. The affixes play the most important role in the structure of the
language. In Kokborok, the words are formed in three processes called affixation, derivation
and compounding .The majority of the roots found in the language are bound and the affixes
are the determining factor of the class of the words in the language.
Stemming is the process of splitting the stem or root part of the word with its affixes without
doing any morphological analysis [6]. Stemming is generally used for Information Retrieval,
but is also applied for other Natural Language Processing Applications (NLP) such as
Machine Translation (MT), Morph Analysis and Part of Speech (POS) Tagging etc. To the
best of our knowledge, at present, there is no such available stemmer in Kokborok language.
Thus, the developed stemmer can also be used for the development of a root dictionary
Kokborok.
An affix stripping algorithm is developed for reducing agglutinated Kokborok words to its
stem or root. Maximum root words are bound roots. Affixes are attached to the root words to
form a complete word. This algorithm strips affixes and check with the stored affixes for a
match, if found then strip the affixes.
The paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 gives a brief discussion about
related works, Section 3 details about Kokborok word formation , Section 4 gives the list of
prefixes, suffixes and an example of highly agglutinative word, Section 5 gives the idea about
how words are stemmed, Section 6 which includes the experiments and evaluation while the
conclusion is drawn in Section 7.

[2. Related Work]
Stemming is required for Information Retrieval, Part of Speech Tagging (POS) and
Multiword Expression (MWE) etc. Porter stemmer is one of the famous stemmer for English
[9]. Porter came up with the idea of forming root words through manipulation of suffixes. So
many other stemmers are also present in English [2], [8]. Stemmer is used in Information
Retrieval systems [5] to improve the performance. Recent study shows that non-native
English speakers support the growing use of the Internet 2 . This raises the demand of
linguistic resources for languages other than English.
In case of Indian languages, the related works are found in Hindi [10]; in which suffixes are
striped off on a longest match basis. Another work in Carlos et al., 2009 [1] can be seen
where stemmer is used in extraction of lexicon of stems and root word-forms from raw text
corpus. On the other hand, a stemming work has been carried out for Bengali [11]. Among all
other languages, Manipuri is quite similar to Kokborok as both of the languages fall under the
Sino Tibetan language family. A Manipuri stemmer was developed by K. Nongmeikapam et
al., 2011 [7]. In Manipuri, both suffixes and prefixes were stripped out in two separate
experiments but without applying any rule. They have achieved 81.50%, precision of 91.36%
and f-measure of 86.15% for suffixes and for prefixes 70.10%, precision of 76.99% and
f-measure of 73.38%.
Even though works on other languages are reported, so far no work has done on Kokborok
language as per authors’ knowledge. Kokborok is a highly inflected language, thus needed a
new approach for stemming.

2

http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm
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[3. Word structure and construction in Kokborok]
In Kokborok, the words are formed by combining a single root word or multiple root words
to which single or multiple affixes are attached. Words in Kokborok are basically constructed
by affixation and compounding as shown in Table. 1. The root word is the primary lexical
unit of a word, and of a word family (root is then called base word), which carries the most
significant aspects of semantic content and cannot be reduced into smaller constituents 3.
Content words in nearly all languages contain, and may consist only of root morphemes.
However, the term "root" is also used to describe the word without its inflectional endings,
but with its lexical endings in place. For example, ‘chatters’ has the inflectional root or
lemma ‘chatter’, but the lexical root ‘chat’. Inflectional roots are often called stems, and a
root in the stricter sense may be thought of as a mono morphemic stem. The traditional
definition allows the roots to be either in the form of free morphemes or bound morphemes.
In Kokborok generally roots are of two types, free and bound root. From a statistics we have
seen that, out of 32578 words 20289 much of words are bound, 5026 much words are free
and rest few compound and others named entity.
Free Roots
The free roots are pure nouns, pronouns, adjectives, and some numerals for example aming
(cat), bwrwi (girl). Sometimes, the suffixes are attached to the free root words to signify the
number, case, locative, for example amingni (cat’s), bwrwirok (girls), kamio (to village) where
suffixes ‘ni’, ‘rok’, ’o’ are used for case, number, location respectively.
[Table 1. Examples of word formed by single or multiple affixation and compounding]
Prefix

Root word

Bu

Pha (father)
Khai (to do)

Ma

Suffix

Bupha
di

Thang (to go) nai

ma+se+ma Thang

Word as written

khaidi
mathangnai

lai+nai masemathanglainai

[Table 2. Example of word formed by compounding]
Rootword1

Rootword2

Word formed

Ah(fish)

Suri(sword)

Ahsuri(swordfish)

Ma(mother) Pha(father)

Mapha(mother and father)

Bound roots

3

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_(linguistics)
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The Bound root only appears as part of a lengthy word. Verbs in Kokborok always appear in
bound form with affixes to give the tense and other information. These are further subdivided
as nominal and verbal.
Nominal bound roots: Nominal bound roots include kinship for example ‘ma’ (mother),
’pha’ (father) to which prefixes ‘a’ (my), ‘bu’ (his/her).
Verbal bound roots: Kokborok verbs always occur in bound form to which multiple affixes
are added to give the tense, manner of action, for example the word chahdi (eat), chahkha
50 is protocol
for
(ate), chahrere Z39
(about
to eat)
has bound root ‘Chah’ and suffixes ‘di’, ‘kha’, ‘rere’
respectively.
In Kokborok many compound words are found. Compound words are those words which
contain more than one root word. Different types of compound words are shown in Table 2.
Some compound words are form root word with the addition of prefixes. And the prefix
changes according to the person. For example
Achwi-achu (my grandmother and my grandfather) = Ani(my)+ chwi-chu (Grandmother and
Grandfather).
Affixes in Kokborok
Th D
it
Kokborok is highly agglutinative and Fihas 1words
which
may have more than one affixes
attached to the root word or stem. For example

Mathangliyanata(not been able to go) =ma(pref) + thang(RW) + liya(suf) + na(suf) + ta(suf)
Where ‘thang’ means to go.
Altogether, 91 affixes are there out of which 72 are suffixes and 19 are prefixes. Prefixes are
less frequently used as compared to suffixes.
Frequent prefixes that used in Kokborok are bu, bw, ko, kw, ku, jwk, jwla, iri, ki, ke, ka, ma etc.
On the other hand, the frequent suffixes that are used in Kokborok are de, di, drop, bo, ya, na,
nai, ni, lai, le, kha, o, khai, rokni, anw, bai etc.

[4. System Design]
The algorithm is designed to remove both multiple suffixes as well as prefixes from the
inflected words. It has been observed that the boundary of root words in Kokborok change
after addition of suffixes. These boundary changes are dependent on the boundary character
and POS of the word to which affixation is taking place. Thus we have added some rules in
the algorithm as boundary changes after addition of suffixes.
i.e.

kogo = kok(root word)+o(suffix)

rwchabo = rwchap(root word)+o(suffix)
rwchabdi = rwchap(root word)+di(suffix)
kogwi= kok(root word)+ wi (suffix)
The stemming of such words, without applying rules led to meaningless word.
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i.e.

kogkhaÆkog + kha

Here “kog” is meaningless word. To avoid this meaningless output after stemming the
boundary rules are applied to the boundary character of stemmed word that satisfies the
condition. Since not many words exhibit such changes and limitations or constraints of rule
less defined the result of stemmer was not very much improved by the incorporation of rules.
In a particular word exhibiting boundary changes, it has been observed that only single rule is
applicable at a time, simultaneous application of more than one rule is not approved.
In Kokborok, a new approach for stemming is required and several rules are needed to be
implemented. In Kokborok the minimum length of root word is two and maximum length of
root word is two and maximum length of suffix is ten. Thus, we maintained two separate
dictionaries namely prefix and suffix containing the list of prefixes and suffixes. We took a
text file containing 32578 numbers of words.
Algorithm:
Stripping -prefixes ()
1. Repeat the step 2 until all the prefixes are removed
2. Read the prefix, if matched then store it in array and decrease the length of string else
read another prefix.
3. If length of string >2 then go for suffix stripping, else exit.
Stripping -suffixes ()
1. Repeat the step 2 until all the suffixes are removed
2. Read the largest suffix, if matched then check for rules, then store it in array and
decrease the length of string else read another suffix.
3. Exit.
Example: Token=chahnairokno (len=12)
Checking for 0 to 10 from left for prefix i.e. chahnairok no. If prefix found from prefix
dictionary strip prefix.
Checking for 0 to 10 from right i.e. ch ahnairokno. If suffix found from suffix dictionary then
strip suffix.
Apply rule (replace the last character of stem word to k or p if it is g or b in case the suffix is
‘o’ or ‘wi’).
Output: stem+ suffix
Chah+nai+rok+no.

[5. Experiment and Result Evaluation]
The Indian languages are very resource constrained and less computerized to English. A very
limited corpus was available as no work has been earlier carried out in Kokborok. The
experiments of the systems have been conducted on the corpus collected from Kokborok
story books and the holy Bible. The accuracy has been checked manually after applying the
algorithm on the corpus that consists of total 32578 words out of which 13044 words are
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unique.

[Table 3. Result of Kokborok stemmer]
minimum suffix first

maximum suffix first

Unique words

Whole words

Applying rule(accuracy)

82.9%

78.56%

85.5%

82.78%

With rule(error)

17.1%

21.44%

14.5%

17.22%

Without rule(accuracy)

80.4%

82.2%

87.9%

84.32%

Without rule(error)

19.6%

17.8%

12.1%

15.68%

Unique words

Whole words

We have calculated the accuracy by applying different approaches such as minimum suffix
first and then maximum suffix striping. Table. 3 contains the result for minimum suffix
stripping first. i.e. suffix stripping from right side of the word. We also applied these both of
the algorithms to the whole corpus as well as for the unique words. In Evaluation of the
result, the system for affix stripping (minimum suffix) gives an overall accuracy of 80.02%.
In our case the mis-stemming, over-stemming and under-stemming leads to low accuracy of
the system. For example,
Mis-stemming: tongo= tonk +o (output)
Desired output: tong+o
Under-stemming: brajno=brajn + o (output)
Desired output: braj+no
Over- stemming: bini(input)=bi+ni(output)
Desired output: bini
Out of the total error, there are 45.2% cases of mis-stemming, 31.42% over-stemming and
23.38% under-stemming. In case of Kokborok we have observed that stripping order affect
the result. On stripping the suffix with smallest length first the word is under-stemmed when
the minimum suffix is a part of the maximum suffix.
Example: buphangno Æbuphangn+o (under stemmed)
Here the suffix is ‘no’ but also ‘o’ is a suffix that’s why ‘o’ is stripped first, though it’s not a
suffix here leading to under-stemmed output.
Table. 3 contains the result for affix stripping (maximum suffix) gives an overall accuracy of
85.13%. There is no case of under stemming seen as we striped largest suffix first. In this
case out of the total error, there are 69.3% mis-stemming and 30.7% over-stemming. For
example,
Over- stemming: sumano(input)=suma+no(output)
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Desired output: suman+o
Mis-stemming cases are same as above.

[6. Conclusion and Future work]
The experiment results of the designed stemmer was found to be promising, however the
stemmer can be made stronger by using larger corpus. This stemmer can be implemented for
POS tagger, root word collection from corpus, Machine Translation etc. A better approach
can be tried to reduce the case of miss stemming, under stemming and over stemming. More
rules can be added to the stemmer, which will improve the accuracy but will substantially
increase the computational cost. A mixed approach i.e. combination of minimum suffix and
maximum suffix first can be tried later. Further unsupervised learning based on statistical

machine translation may be applied to improve the accuracy of the current stemmer.
Most of the North-East Indian languages are similar. It will be interesting applying this
stemming algorithm upon those languages or similar technique may be used to develop
stemmer for these languages.
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ἧ䓐婆枛姽↮冯枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐忚埴槿嫱ẍ㓡┬彐嬀㓰傥ˤ椾⃰炻⛐䫔ᶨ昶㭝ἧ䓐Ḯ晙
啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳炷hidden Markov model炸
炻ẍ⍲枛䳈⋡惵㱽炷phone mismatch炸
ˤ侴䫔Ḵ
昶㭝⇯㗗⮯㬌ℑ䧖㕡㱽彐嬀↢Ἦ䘬῁怠斄挝娆炻忚埴婆枛姽↮枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐槿嫱炻
⮯㬌ℑ䧖㕡㱽↮⇍姕䩳攨㩣ῤ炻⇑䓐㰢䫾㧡㱽忚埴槿嫱ˤ⮎槿䳸㝄栗䣢炻⛐ℑ䧖➢䢶㕡
㱽⼴炻≈ℍ婆枛姽↮ 䁢槿嫱䘬䚠䫱拗婌䌯炷equal error rate, EER炸
炻↮⇍䲬⎗ᶳ旵 20%
 5%烊忚ᶨ㬍≈ℍ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐槿嫱⼴炻䲬⎗ℵᶳ旵 1%炻⚈㬌婆枛姽↮枛檀崘
⊊↮栆☐⮵㕤⎘婆斄挝娆䲣䴙䘬槿嫱㗗⼰㚱⸓≑䘬ˤ

Abstract
This paper focuses on improving in the performance of a Taiwanese keyword spotting system
by integrating speech assessment and pitch contour classification. In the first part of this
research, we use different methods to implement a Taiwanese keyword spotting system. In
second part, we improve the system by validation using speech assessment and pitch contour
classification. Two methods are adopted in the first part to implement the keyword spotting
system: hidden Markov model and phone mismatching method. We then perform speech
assessment and pitch contour classification to validate the candidate keywords selected by
these two methods to refine the results. A threshold is used for a decision tree to make the
final decision. Experimental results shows that the equal error rates (ERRs) reduce about 20%
and 5% after being incorporated speech assessment validation. After being incorporated with
pitch contour classification, ERRs further reduce about 1%. This concludes that the validation
technique using speech assessment and pitch contour classification can improve the
performance of Taiwanese keyword spotting.
斄挝娆烉斄挝娆彐嬀ˣ晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳ˣ㆚优䞑昋
Keywords: Keywords spotting, hidden Markov model, penalty matrix

ᶨˣġ䵺婾
㛔婾㔯ᷣ天⇑䓐晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳㱽冯枛䳈⋡惵㱽炻⮎ ⎘婆斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙炻ℵ⇑䓐
枛檀䈡⽝冯婆枛姽↮炻ẍ㍸⋯䲣䴙䘬彐嬀䌯ˤἧ䓐ね⠫㕡朊炻ㆹᾹ憅⮵ 3C 䓊⑩䘬㍏⇞炻
侴㍏⇞忁ṃ 3C 䓊⑩㗪炻悥㗗䞕䞕䘬㊯Ẍ炻ἳ⤪烉攳⅟㯋炻攳⅘䭙䫱䫱炻㓭㛔婾㔯憅⮵
䞕⫿娆䘬斄挝娆忚埴㍊妶ˤ
㛔婾㔯䘬䞼䨞㕡⎹䁢⮎ ᶵ⎴㕡⺷䘬⎘婆䘬斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙炻᷎㭼庫℞⃒≋炻ℵ婆枛
姽↮ˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯⎰Ἕˤ⛐䫔ᶨ昶㭝㗪ㆹᾹ⮎ 䘬䲣䴙䁢ᶨᾳ䦣㢵⿏檀炻ᶼ⎗
冒䓙嬲㎃斄挝娆⹓ᷳ䲣䴙炻䃞侴仢溆㗗㚫䉏䈚彐嬀䌯炻㓭⛐䫔Ḵ昶㭝≈ℍḮ斄挝娆䘬槿
嫱Ἦ忼⇘庫⤥䘬ㆸ㓰ˤ⛐䫔Ḵ昶㭝ㆹᾹẍᶨ䧖ᾉ⽫㷔慷䘬㕡㱽炷confidence measure, CM炸
忚埴婆枛姽↮炻姽⇌㒟⍾䘬斄挝娆婆枛㗗⏎嵛⣈㍍役㧁㸾斄挝娆婆枛ˤ侴≈ℍˮ枛檀
崘⊊↮栆☐˯ᷳᷣ天⍇⚈䁢炻ἧ䓐ᶨ凔斄挝⫿彐嬀䲣䴙庫⮹ἧ䓐⇘ᷳ婆枛䈡⽝炻ἳ⤪枛
檀枛慷炻Ἦ憅⮵倚婧 忚ᶨ㬍䘬䡢娵ˤ䴻䓙忁ℑ枭㓡忚炻庼≑⍇㛔䘬斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙
忼⇘庫⤥䘬彐嬀㓰㝄ˤ
㛔婾㔯℞检悐↮ᷳ㤪天⤪ᶳ烉䫔Ḵ䪈䁢䚠斄䞼䨞烊䫔ᶱ䪈䁢婾㔯㕡㱽烊䫔⚃䪈䁢⮎槿䳸
㝄烊䫔Ḽ䪈䁢䳸婾冯㛒Ἦ⯽㛃ˤ
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Ḵˣġ䚠斄䞼䨞
炷ᶨ炸ġ 斄挝娆彐嬀㈨埻
ἧ䓐晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳Ἦ 斄挝娆彐嬀炻⁛䴙ᶲ䁢憅⮵㭷ᶨᾳ斄挝娆悥ᾳ⇍妻䶜ᶨᾳ斄
挝娆䘬㧉✳ˤ℞⃒溆䁢彐嬀䌯庫檀炻Ữ仢溆䁢䦣㢵⿏ᶵ檀炻᷎ᶼᶵ㖻㚜㎃斄挝娆炻ᶨ㖎
忯⇘忁䧖ね㱩炻⽭枰慵㕘㏄普婆㕁妻䶜斄挝娆彐嬀㧉✳炻㓭㛔婾㔯㍉䓐䘬㕡㱽䁢ἧ
䓐⎛䚠斄暁忋枛䳈䘬ᷚ㍍⼊ㆸ斄挝娆㧉✳炻忁㧋ᶵ婾⛐㚜㎃柀➇ㆾ㗗⡆≈斄挝娆ᶲ朊㚫
嬲䘬庫㚱⻰⿏炻Ữ℞仢溆䁢彐嬀䌯庫Ỷ炻㓭⽭枰䴻䓙㚜忚ᶨ㬍䘬斄挝娆槿嫱Ἦ㍸⋯㔜ᾳ
斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙䘬㓰㝄ˤ侴⛐ 斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙㗪炻昌Ḯ斄挝娆䘬㧉✳⢾炻ㆹᾹ⽭枰⺢
䩳ᶨᾳ朆斄挝娆䘬㧉✳Ἦ彐嬀朆斄挝娆䘬悐↮炻ㆹᾹ䧙ᷳ䁢⠓⃭㧉✳炷filler-model炸炻
㛔婾㔯㍉䓐䘬㕡㱽䁢ἧ䓐倚枣㭵㧉✳Ἦ䔞 ⠓⃭㧉✳ˤ侴⛐彐嬀忶䦳ᷕ炻忂ⷠ㚫憅⮵
倚枣㭵㧉✳≈ℍ劍⸚䘬㆚优ῤ炻℞⍇⚈㗗性⛐斄挝娆彐嬀ᷕ℞忚ℍ倚枣㭵䘬㨇䌯⣒檀炻
⮶农斄挝娆彐嬀⭡㖻䓊䓇拗婌炻㓭⛐⮎槿ᷕㆹᾹ㚫憅⮵倚枣㭵㧉✳ ṃ姙䘬婧㔜ˤ

炷Ḵ炸ġ ⠓⃭㧉✳怠⍾冯妻䶜
⛐㛔婾㔯ᷕㆹᾹ㍉䓐䘬⠓⃭㧉✳䁢倚㭵 18 ᾳˣ枣㭵 61 ᾳ炻⛐忚埴妻䶜ᷳ⇵㚫⃰㈲倚
㭵㧁䁢 fi_init炻枣㭵㧁䁢 fi_final炻ᷳ⼴ℵ忚埴妻䶜䦳⸷ˤ

炷ᶱ炸ġ ⇑䓐枛䳈⋡惵㱽⮎ ℑ昶㭝斄挝娆彐嬀

ġ
⚾ᶨˣ枛䳈⋡惵㆚优䞑昋㱽㕡⟲⚾
⇑䓐枛䳈⋡惵㱽⮎ ℑ昶㭝斄挝娆彐嬀[1]忶䦳⤪ᶳ炻℞䫔ᶨ昶㭝ṵ䁢妻䶜ᶨᾳ➢䢶㧉
✳炻ᷳ⼴⮯㷔娎婆㕁忚埴冒䓙枛䳈䘬妋䡤炻℞䳸㝄⎗ẍ㍉⍾㚨Ἓ䘬㔠ᾳˤ䫔Ḵ昶㭝⇯⮯
忁ṃ枛䳈⸷↿炻冯斄挝娆䘬枛䳈⸷↿炻⇑䓐≽ン夷∫忚埴㭼⮵炻℞㭼⮵䘬㕡㱽䁢䴻䓙枛
䳈⋡惵㆚优䞑昋冯斄挝娆彐嬀炻⇞⭂攨㩣ῤἮ㈦↢㗗⏎⏓㚱斄挝娆ˤ枛䳈⋡惵㆚优䞑昋
炷Phone Mismatch Penalty Matrix炸ᷣ天䁢⇑䓐妻䶜婆㕁ᷕᷳ䘤⯽婆㕁炷development炸
䁢ℏ悐㷔娎炻⼿⇘ᶨ䧖枛䳈冯枛䳈ᷳ攻䚠⮵斄Ὢ䘬䞑昋炻侴枛䳈⋡惵㆚优䞑昋ᷣ天㗗
⇑䓐ᶱ䧖㚫䓊䓇䘬拗婌忚埴↮㜸炻↮⇍㗗㚧㎃炷substitution炸ˣ㍺ℍ炷insertion炸ˣ⇒昌
炷deletion炸
炻⮵㕤㭷䳬枛䳈攻↮⇍⮵㕤忁ᶱ䧖拗婌䴎Ḱᶵ⎴䘬㆚优炻ᷫ䁢㬌䞑昋ᷳ䱦䤆
⛐炻䳘䭨⎗⍫侫[1]ˤ

1. ㆚优䞑昋㱽
㚧㎃䘬㆚优䞑昋℔⺷⤪ᶳ炻℞ᷕ炻 ẋ堐ᶵ⎴枛䳈炻Pr烪ή烬ẋ堐ḳẞ䘬㨇䌯炻侴 ሾߙሿ䁢ᶨ
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ᾳ indicator 㕡䦳⺷炻ߙ௦௨ ⇯㗗㟡㒂⮎槿冯䴻槿侴婧㔜ˤ⍾ log ⍇⚈㗗䁢Ḯ⮯㆚优ῤ㬋夷
⊾军ᶨᾳ⎰䎮䘬㔠ῤˤ斄㕤㍺ℍ冯⇒昌䘬㆚优䞑昋℔⺷冯⮎ 炻⎗⍫侫[17]ˤ

െ  ൣܲ൫ݔ ห ൯ ൏ ܲሺݔ ȁ ሻȁ ൌ  ൧  ߙ௦௨ ǡ  ്  

ܲܯ௦௨ ( ǡ  )ൌ ቊ
Ͳǡ  ൌ  
ಿ

Pr ൣܲ൫ݔ ห ൯ ൏ ܲሺݔ ȁ ሻȁ ൌ  ൧ ؆

σೖసభ ୍୍ൣೖ ୀೕ ǡ൫௫ೖ หೕ ൯ழሺ௫ೖ ȁ ሻ൧
ಿ

σೖసభ ୍୍ൣೖ ୀೕ ൧

2. 㶟㵮䞑昋㱽
㶟㵮䞑昋䁢䘤⯽婆㕁䴻䓙冒䓙枛䳈妋䡤⼴䘬䳸㝄炻⛐[2]ᷕᶱ䧖㆚优䞑昋↮⇍⭂佑⤪
ᶳ烉
ܯܥ௦௨ ൫ ġǡ ġ ൯ ൌ ݈݃ሼܵሺ݅ǡ ݅ሻȀܵሺ݅ǡ ݆ሻሽ 炻 ܯܥ௦ ġ൫ ġǡ ġ ൯ ൌ ܫ

炻 ܯܥௗ ġ൫ ġǡ ġ ൯ ൌ ܦ

㤪⾝ᶲ䁢⇑䓐彐嬀⮵䘬枛䳈㔠䚖炻昌ẍ彐嬀拗婌䘬枛䳈㔠䚖Ἦ 䁢㆚优➢㸾炻 ẋ堐⫿
℠ᷕ䫔 i ᾳ枛䳈炻I  D 䁢ⷠ㔠炻⎗⇑䓐⮎槿婧㔜ˤ䳘䭨⎗⍫侫[2]ˤ

3. 嶅暊䞑昋㱽

⛐ 嶅 暊 䞑 昋 㱽 ᷕ ᶱ 䧖 ㆚ 优 䞑 昋 ↮ ⇍ ⭂ 佑 ⤪ ᶳ 烉ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ ġ
ͳǡ ġѫ ് 

炻 ܦܮ௦ ġ൫ ġǡ ġ ൯ ൌ ͳ 炻 ܦܮௗ ġ൫ ġǡ ġ ൯ ൌ ͳ
ġ ġ ġ ġ ܦܮ௦௨ ൫ ġǡ ġ ൯ ൌ ൝ 
Ͳǡ ġѫ ൌ 


㬌㕡㱽䁢枛䳈冯枛䳈攻㚨➢㛔䘬䚠Ḻ斄Ὢ炻侴⇑䓐忁䧖㕡㱽⎗ẍ⼿䞍斄挝娆婆⎍冯㷔娎
婆⎍䘬㚨⮷嶅暊ˤ

4. 枛䳈⋡惵⮎

斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙

䔞⼿⇘ᶱ䧖ᶵ⎴䘬㆚优䞑昋⼴炻ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ䴻䓙≽ン夷∫炻Ἦ⼿䞍㷔娎枛㨼㗗⏎⏓㚱斄挝
ሺሻ

ሺሻ

娆ˤ`姕ܳ ሺሻ ൌ ሺݍଵ ǡ ݍଶ ǡ  ڮġǡ ݍ

ሺሻ
ሺሻ

ேೂ

ሻ䁢ᶨ⎍㷔娎枛㨼䴻䓙冒䓙枛䳈妋䡤䘬廠↢䳸㝄炻P ൌ
ሺሻ

ሺሻ

(ଵ , ଶ ,  ڮ, ே )䁢斄挝娆䘬╖枛䳈⸷↿炻ܥǡ ġ䁢⽆ ቀݍ ǡ  ቁ攳⥳妰䬿㭷ᾳ溆䘬㚨Ἓ
嶅暊炻侴ᶳ朊䁢斄挝娆䲣䴙䘬 DP 怆徜⺷烉
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ۓ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ሺሻ
ܥǡ

ൌ

ሺሻ

ܲܯ௦௨ ቀݍ ǡ  ቁǡ ġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġ݅ ൌ ݆ ൌ ͳ
ሺሻ

ܥǡିଵ  ܲܯௗ ൫ିଵ ǡ  ൯ǡ ġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ݆ ് ͳ
ሺሻ

ሺሻ

ሾ ܲܯ௦௨ ൫ିଵ ǡ  ൯ǡ ܥିଵǡ  ܲܯ௦ ሺݍ ǡ  ሻሿġǡ ġġ݅ ് ͳǡ ݆ ൌ ͳ


ሺሻ
ሺሻ
۔ሾܥିଵǡିଵ
 ܲܯ௦௨ ቀݍ ǡ  ቁǡ ġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġ
ۖ
ሺሻ
ሺሻ
ۖ
ܥିଵǡ  ܲܯ௦ ሺݍ ǡ  ሻġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġ
ۖ
ሺሻ
ġܥǡିଵ  ܲܯௗ ൫ିଵ ǡ  ൯ሿġǡ ġġġġġġġġġġġġġġġ݁ݏ݅ݓݎ݄݁ݐġġġġġġġġġġġġġġ
ە
ሺሻ

℞ᷕ 1 ݅  ܰொ ġġͳ  ݆  ܰ ˤㆹᾹ⎗䓐ẍᶳ䭬ἳ⚾Ἦ堐䣢ᶲ徘䘬㕡㱽烉

ġ
⚾Ḵˣ枛䳈⋡惵㱽䣢シ⚾
䓙 㕤 ㆹ Ᾱ ᶵ 䞍 忻 㷔 娎 枛 㨼 ᷕ 斄 挝 娆 攳 ⥳ 䘬 ỵ 伖 炻 㓭 ⛐ ݅ ് ͳǡ ݆ ൌ ͳ 㗪 ㆹ Ᾱ ἧ 䓐
ሺሻ

ሺሻ

ሺሻ

ሺሻ

ሾ ܲܯ௦௨ ൫ିଵ ǡ  ൯ǡ ܥିଵǡ  ܲܯ௦ ሺݍ ǡ  ሻሿ侴朆ܥିଵǡ  ܲܯ௦ ሺݍ ǡ  ሻ炻Ἦ䋄㷔斄挝
娆⎗傥䘬崟⥳ỵ伖炻㚨⼴ㆹᾹ⮯怠⍾㚨⼴ᶨ埴ᷕ炻㬋夷⊾⼴䘬㚨⮷ῤ炻 䁢ᶨᾳ㷔娎枛
㨼⮵㕤ᶨᾳ斄挝娆䘬㆚优ῤ炻℞℔⺷⤪ᶳ烉
ሺሻ

ሺሻ

D (P ,ܳ ሺሻ ሻ ൌ ġଵஸஸேሺሻ ሺܥǡே Ȁ݈ǡே )
ೂ

℞ᷕ⎬ᾳ⮷㧁シ佑⤪ᶳ烉
P烉斄挝娆枛䳈⫿ᷚ

Q烉㷔娎枛㨼枛䳈⫿ᷚ

(n)烉㷔娎枛㨼䴻䓙冒䓙枛䳈妋䡤⼴䫔 n ⎵䳸㝄
C烉≽ン夷∫⠓ᷳ堐㟤

i烉䫔 i ᾳ row

ܰ 烉㚨⼴ᶨᾳ column

݈ǡே 烉斄挝娆枛䳈⫿ᷚ攟⹎

侴䔞⼿⇘㬌㆚优ῤỵ伖⼴炻ㆹᾹ⇑䓐⚆㹗㱽炷backtracking炸
炻㈦↢㷔娎枛㨼⮵ㅱ⇘
斄挝娆䘬ỵ伖ˤ㚨⼴彐娵㗗⏎㚱斄挝娆⭂佑⤪ᶳ烉
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ġġ ܦሺܲǡ ܳ ሺሻ ሻ  ġϒ

ġġġġଵஸஸே

℞ᷕϒ䁢攨㩣ῤ炻劍䴻䓙彐嬀⼿⇘⮷㕤ㆾ䫱㕤ϒ炻⇯堐䣢㚱斄挝娆ˤ

ᶱˣġ婾㔯㕡㱽
炷ᶨ炸ġ 斄挝娆槿嫱㈨埻
⛐⮎

斄挝娆䲣䴙㗪炻㚫↮ㆸ斄挝娆䘬㒟⍾斄挝娆䘬槿嫱炻ẍᶳ䁢䣢シ⚾烉

⚾ᶱˣ斄挝娆䲣䴙冯槿嫱㕡⟲⚾
⛐⮎ 斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙㗪炻ⷠⷠ㚫⚈䁢㧉✳䘬妻䶜庫䁢䯉╖㘖念炻ㆾ㗗⻟⇞⮵ỵᶵ㸾䡢
䘬⓷柴䫱䫱炻⮶农斄挝娆䲣䴙彐嬀䌯ᶵ⣈⤥炻㓭㚫⛐䫔ᶨ昶㭝斄挝娆㒟⍾忶⼴炻≈ℍ斄
挝娆槿嫱炻Ἦ⡆≈㔜ᾳ斄挝娆䲣䴙䘬彐嬀䌯炻ᶳ朊⮯ṳ䳡㛔婾㔯ἧ䓐䘬槿嫱㈨埻冯⤪
ỽ䳸⎰⍇㚱䘬斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙ˤ

炷Ḵ炸ġ ㌺⎵姽↮ 炷rank ratio score炸
㌺⎵姽↮炷rank ratio score炸[12][13]䁢ᶨ䧖⮵㕤斄挝娆䘬ᾉ⽫㷔慷炷confidence measure炸炻
㬌姽↮㕡⺷⮯㚫⭂佑ᶨ㬋䡢枛䳈冯℞䪞䇕枛䳈炻啱䓙䵕䈡㭼妋䡤妰䬿↢⮵㔠Ụ䃞䌯忚埴
㌺⎵炻ℵἧ䓐㬌㌺⎵妰䬿↢㌺⎵↮㔠炻枛䳈㌺⎵㳩䦳⤪ᶳ⚾䣢

ġ
⚾⚃ˣ婆枛姽↮妰䬿㳩䦳
ㆹᾹ⮯⼭姽↮枛䳈䘬⎛䚠斄暁忋枛䳈炻 䁢℞䪞䇕枛䳈ˤ㍍叿⮯⼭姽↮枛䳈冯䪞䇕枛䳈炻
ὅ㒂⮵㔠Ụ䃞䌯㌺⎵炻ℵ䓙℔⺷ (2)ˣ (3)妰䬿↢㌺⎵姽↮ˤ
ܴܴܽ݊݇ܽ ݅ݐൌ
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ଵ

  ൌ 

್
ೃೌೖೃೌ
൰
ೌ



(3)

ଵା൬

℞ᷕ rank ẋ堐㌺⎵炻⮵㔠Ụ䃞䌯㚨檀侭䁢䫔ᶨ⎵炻ὅ㬌栆㍐烊p ẋ堐䪞䇕⚈䳈ᾳ㔠烊侴
⇑䓐㌺⎵㭼䓊䓇䘬↮㔠㗗䴻䓙 a  b 忚埴婧㔜炻a  b ⮵㕤㭷ᶨᾳ⎛䚠斄暁忋枛䳈㧉
✳㚫㚱ᶵ⎴䘬ῤ炻℞ᷣ⚈䁢憅⮵㭷ᾳ㧉✳䓊䓇ᶨᾳ㚨Ἓ䘬姽↮䲣䴙ˤ

炷ᶱ炸ġ 枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐
枛檀冯枛慷䚠庫㕤㠭䇦Ὰ柣Ὢ㔠侴妨炻㗗庫⮹塓怠䁢婆枛䈡⽝䘬炻侴役⸜Ἦ⛐ᷕ㔯斄挝
娆䲣䴙ᷕ炻㚱Ṣ≈ℍ倚婧䳸⎰斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙Ἦ㓡忚彐嬀䌯[11]炻侴⛐⎘婆㕡朊⇯䃉
㬌㕡朊䘬▿娎炻㓭㛔婾㔯⣂≈ℍḮ枛檀冯枛慷ℑ䧖䈡⽝炻Ἦ庼≑⍇㛔䘬斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙ˤ
⛐⎘婆倚婧[14]㕡朊炻➢㛔↮䁢ᶫ䧖炻䁢婧 1焍婧 7ˤ婧 1焍婧 5 䁢朆ℍ倚⫿婧炻婧 6ˣ
婧 7 䁢ℍ倚⫿婧炷⌛枛䭨䳸⯦䁢-p -t -k -h炸
炻侴柵⢾䘬ℑ䧖䁢婧 8 婧 9炻䁢嬲婧侴Ἦ
䘬炻᷎朆╖䌐䘬⫿婧ˤẍᶳ堐婒㖶⎘婆倚婧烉
堐ᶨˣ⎘婆倚婧婒㖶堐
㻊⫿ġ

堓ġ

滣ġ

壚ġ

源ġ

Ṣġ

䚜ġ

埨ġ

➢㛔柣䌯ġ
ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

ġ

婧嘇ġ

Ĳġ

ĳġ

Ĵġ

ĵġ

Ķġ

ķġ

ĸġ

婧ῤġ

ĶĶġ

ĴĴġ

ĳĲġ

ĶĲġ

ĳĵġ

Ĵĳġ

ĵĵġ

űŪůůĳġ

ŬŰĴġ

ťŰůŨĵġ

ŭŢůŨĶġ

ťŪŵķġ

ũŶŦũĸġ

ŇŰųőł ㊤枛ġ ŴŢůůĲġ

䴻䓙ᶲ堐炻ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ⮯⎘婆倚婧↮䁢⚃ᾳ䈡⿏炻⸛䶑ˣᶲ⋯ˣᶳ旵⍲䞕Ὣ⿍ 炷ℍ倚⫿炸
炻
㛔婾㔯⮯憅⮵忁⚃䧖栆⇍↮⇍妻䶜ᶨ䧖㧉✳炻᷎ᶼ庼≑斄挝娆䲣䴙䘬槿嫱ˤ

1. 䈡⽝㒟⍾冯↮栆☐妻䶜
⮵㕤枛檀徥希炻ㆹᾹ㍉䓐Ḯ UPDUDP[9]䘬㕡㱽ˤUPDUDP[9]㗗⇑䓐≽ン夷∫炷Dynamic
programming, DP炸㕡⺷炻㈦↢㔜⎍ᶵᷕ㕟枛檀徥希㕡㱽ˤἄ㱽㗗椾⃰㈦↢㔜⎍枛㨼䘬
AMDF[10] (average magnitude difference function )䞑昋炻᷎➢㕤娚䞑昋忚埴 DP ᷳ㺼䬿炻
⍾↢忋临ᶵᷕ㕟䘬➢柣年嶉㚚䶂炻ἧ⍇㛔嶛≽ⷭ⹎⣏䘬倚㭵ỵ伖䘬枛檀屯妲㚜≈⬴㔜ˤ
枛慷䈡⽝ᷣ天㗗ἄ䁢䘤↢ᶵ⎴倚婧㗪炻℞枛慷䚠⮵⣏⮷䘬⍫侫㊯㧁炻侴⛐⇑䓐㗪㚫㷃⍣
⸛⛯ῤ炻奨⮇㭷ᾳ枛㟮攻䘬䚠⮵⿏ˤ妰䬿℔⺷ᶲ炻㍉䓐枛㟮䘬㭷ᾳ⍾㧋溆℞䳽⮵ῤ䷥ˤ
䴻䓙ᶲ徘妰䬿⍾⼿娚枛䭨䘬枛檀冯枛慷⎹慷ᷳ⼴炻ㆹᾹ⍫侫[8]䘬㕡㱽炻⍾↢ẋ堐娚枛
䭨䘬䈡⽝⎹慷炻ẍ忚埴↮栆☐䘬妻䶜ˤ㛔婾㔯⇑䓐檀㕗㶟⎰㧉✳炷Gaussian mixture model,
GMM炸Ἦ⮎ἄˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯[15]ˤ

2. 枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐槿嫱㕡㱽
`姕ㆹᾹ䘬斄挝娆䁢㳩埨炷ForPA ㊤枛䁢 lau2_heh7炸
炻䘤枛䁢栆⇍ 1 冯栆⇍ 4炻侴㷔娎
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枛㨼䴻䓙䫔ᶨ昶㭝䘬斄挝娆彐嬀⎗ẍ⼿⇘῁怠斄挝娆炻ㆹᾹℵ⮯῁怠斄挝娆䴻䓙 GMM
⼿⇘㭷ᶨᾳ枛䭨⮵㕤⚃ᾳ栆⇍䘬 log-likelihood ῤ炻ᷳ⼴ℵ怠⍾℞栆⇍ 1 栆⇍ 4 䘬䳬
⎰䚠≈᷎㬋夷⊾军ᶨᾳ枛䭨炻㬌䁢῁怠斄挝娆䴻忶ˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯⼴䘬↮㔠炻ㆹᾹ
ᷳ⼴⮯⇑䓐㬌↮㔠 䁢斄挝娆槿嫱䘬㕡㱽ᷳᶨˤ

炷⚃炸ġ 㰢䫾㧡㱽䳸⎰婆枛姽↮冯枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐ᷳ斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙
䔞ㆹᾹ⼿⇘斄挝娆䘬婆枛姽↮冯ˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯䘬↮㔠⼴炻ㆹᾹ⮯䓐㰢䫾㧡炷decision
tree炸㰢⭂㷔娎枛㨼ᷕ㗗⏎⏓㚱斄挝娆炻侴⚈䁢⛐槿嫱斄挝娆㗪炻ἧ䓐婆枛姽↮㭼ἧ䓐
ˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯㓰㝄庫Ἓ炻㓭⛐ἧ䓐㰢䫾㧡㗪㍉ᾉ婆枛姽↮庫⣂炻
ˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆
☐˯ 䁢庼≑Ἦ⺢䩳㰢䫾㧡炻ẍᶳ䁢ἧ䓐㰢䫾㧡䘬䣢シ⚾烉

⚾Ḽˣ斄挝娆槿嫱ᷳ㰢䫾㧡䣢シ⚾
䫔ᶨᾳ怠⭂䘬⓷柴䁢ˬ斄挝娆䘬婆枛姽↮㗗⏎⣏㕤䫱㕤 70 ↮ㆾ⮷㕤 50 ↮烎˭
炻劍㺧嵛
⇵侭⇯ㆹᾹ⮯㍍⍿㬌斄挝娆炻⏎⇯㉺䳽㬌斄挝娆炻侴䫔Ḵᾳ⓷柴䁢ˬˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯
䘬 log-likelihood ῤ㗗⏎⣏㕤-8烎˭
ˤ侴䳸⎰⇵朊ℑ䧖斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙ʇʇ晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓
㧉✳㱽㆚优䞑昋㱽炻℞䣢シ⚾⤪ᶳ烉

ġ
⚾ℕˣHMM ≈ℍ斄挝娆槿嫱ᷳ䲣䴙㕡⟲⚾
椾⃰ㆹᾹ⃰⮯䫔ᶨ昶㭝斄挝娆彐嬀彐嬀↢䘬⎗傥斄挝娆忚埴↯枛炻⼿⇘῁怠斄挝娆䘬
枛䭨↯枛炻ᷳ⼴忚埴婆枛姽↮ˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯彐嬀炻ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ䘤䎦⣏悐↮䘬῁怠
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斄挝娆ᶵ㚫檀㕤 70 ↮炻侴㬋䡢䘬斄挝娆⼨⼨㚫檀㕤 70 ↮炻Ữṵ䃞㚱⎗傥㚫㚱ἳ⢾炻㓭
⍰⣂≈ℍˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯忚埴槿嫱ˤ

ġ
⚾ᶫˣ枛䳈⋡惵㱽≈ℍ斄挝娆槿嫱ᷳ䲣䴙㕡⟲⚾
⇑䓐枛䳈⋡惵㱽忚埴斄挝娆彐嬀炻晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳⣏农䚠⎴炻ᶵ⎴⛘㕡䁢䫔ᶨ昶㭝
枛䳈⋡惵㱽㗗⇑䓐㷔娎㨼㟰䘬枛䳈⸷↿炻冯斄挝娆䘬枛䳈⸷↿忚埴㭼⮵侴⼿炻ᷳ⼴ℵ⇑
䓐⚆㹗㱽⼿䞍斄挝娆䘬ỵ伖ˤ⼿䞍῁怠斄挝娆䘬ỵ伖⼴ㆹᾹᶨ㧋⇑䓐婆枛姽↮冯ˮ枛檀
崘⊊↮栆☐˯Ἦ 斄挝娆䘬槿嫱炻ᷳ⼴䘬㕡㱽冯ᶲᶨ⮷䭨䚠⎴ˤ

⚃ˣġ⮎槿䳸㝄冯↮㜸
炷ᶨ炸ġ 妻䶜婆㕁䯉ṳ
婆㕁Ἦ㸸䁢婾㔯[7]吸普䘬妻䶜婆㕁炻᷎㈲妻䶜婆㕁↮ㆸ妻䶜冯䘤⯽炷development炸
婆㕁炻↮䁢ℑ䧖ᷣ天䁢⮎ ᶵ⎴䘬斄挝娆䲣䴙暨炻ᶳ朊䁢妻䶜婆㕁㔠㒂炻䓙㔠㒂⎗ẍ
䞍忻䓟⤛䓇Ṣ㔠㭼ἳ䚠䔞炻᷎ᶼ⛐⎍㔠㕡朊ḇ䚠䔞⸛堉炻侴婆㕁䘬㧁姣㗗㍉䓐⎘婆䘬
ForPA ㊤枛ˤ
堐Ḵˣ妻䶜婆㕁屯妲
ġ

妻䶜婆㕁ġ

婆㕁⎵䧙ġ ŕŘıĲ  ŕŘıĳ 妻䶜婆㕁ġ
抬枛㟤⺷ġ
抬枛侭ġ

䘤⯽婆㕁ġ

㷔娎婆㕁ġ

ŕŘıĲ  ŕŘıĳ 䘤⯽婆㕁ġ ŕŘıĳ 㷔娎婆㕁ġ
╖倚忻ˣĲķŬŉŻˣĲķţŪŵŴġ

ĵĸĺ Ṣ炻䓟 ĳĶĴˣ⤛ ĳĳķġ

抬枛⎍㔠ġ ĺĴķĴĹ ⎍ġ

ĲĳĲ Ṣ炻䓟 ķĵˣ⤛ Ķĸġ

Ĳķ Ṣ炻䓟 Ĺˣ⤛ Ĺġ

ĳĴĵĲı ⎍ġ

ĳıĹı ⎍ġ
䓟 ĲıĳĹ ⎍ˣ⤛ ĲıĶĳ ⎍ġ

抬枛㗪攻ġ ĳķ ⮷㗪ġ

ķįĶ ⮷㗪ġ

ıįĸ ⮷㗪ġ

⇵朊㚱ṳ䳡⇘㛔㷔娎婆㕁䁢䞕⫿娆
炷ᶨᾳ⫿ẋ堐⛐ ForPA 㧁枛䘬ᶨᾳ枛䭨炸
䘬㷔娎婆㕁炻
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⊭⏓ᶨ⫿娆⇘Ḽ⫿娆炻ᾳ㔠↮⇍䁢 97ˣ539ˣ692ˣ533ˣ2 ᾳˤ侴⮎槿ᷕ䘬斄挝娆↿堐炻
⍲℞⛐㷔娎婆㕁ᷕ䘬↢䎦㫉㔠⤪ᶳ烉
堐ᶱˣ斄挝娆↿堐
ŌŦźŸŰųťġ

↢䎦㫉㔠ġ ŌŦźŸŰųťġ ↢䎦㫉㔠ġ ŌŦźŸŰųťġ ↢䎦㫉㔠ġ ŌŦźŸŰųťġ

↢䎦㫉㔠ġ

暣娙ġ

ĲĶġ

婆枛ġ

ĵġ

ḳẞġ

ĸġ

╖ỵġ

ĸġ

ᶱ㚜⋲䜹ġ

Ĺġ

⎰䎮ġ

ĵġ

⎗らġ

Ķġ

㓧⹄ġ

ĸġ

㳣≽ġ

Ĺġ

⣒⣒ġ

ĵġ

㳩埨ġ

Ķġ

忳≽ġ

ĵġ

㚳⍳ġ

Ĺġ

䣦㚫ġ

ĵġ

䦳⹎ġ

ĵġ

冕⯩ġ

ĵġ

⎘䀋ġ

ĸġ

惺愱ġ

ĵġ

↮揀ġ

ĵġ

䀓干ġ

ĵġ

炷Ḵ炸ġ 㓰傥姽Ộ㕡㱽
㛔婾㔯㍉䓐䘬姽Ộ㕡㱽䁢拗婌㉺䳽䌯炷false rejection rate ,FRR炸[16]冯拗婌㍍⍿䌯
炷false acceptance rate , FAR炸[16]ℑ䧖炻Ữ忂ⷠᶨ怲䘬拗婌䌯旵Ỷ炻⎎ᶨ怲䘬拗婌䌯㚫
晐ᷳ⋯檀炻ẍㆹᾹ㍉䓐䘬䁢䚠䫱拗婌䌯炷equal error rate, EER炸[16]Ἦ姽Ộ斄挝娆彐
嬀䲣䴙ˤ

炷ᶱ炸ġ 彐嬀䵚嶗ṳ䳡
⛐ἧ䓐晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳⮎ 斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙㗪炻㍉䓐䘬彐嬀䵚嶗䁢䓐Ἦ↮彐斄挝娆
冯朆斄挝娆炻℞ᷕ斄挝娆䁢⎛䚠斄暁忋枛䳈ᷚ㍍侴ㆸ炻⤪ᶳ⚾䣢烉

ġ
⚾ℓˣ斄挝娆彐嬀䵚嶗䣢シ⚾
⎎ᶨ㕡朊炻⛐⇑䓐枛䳈⋡惵㱽⮎
枛䳈妋䡤ˤ

斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙㗪炻⛐䫔ᶨ昶㭝㗪⇯ἧ䓐ᶨ凔䘬冒䓙

炷⚃炸ġ 㛒≈ℍ斄挝娆槿嫱ᷳ䲣䴙㭼⮵
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1. ⮎槿䚖䘬
㛔⮎槿䚖䘬䁢㈦↢㛒≈ℍ斄挝娆槿嫱㗪℞ℑ䧖⮎ 斄挝娆䲣䴙㕡㱽㚨Ἓ䘬彐嬀䌯炻⇑䓐
ℑ䧖䲣䴙㚨Ἓ彐嬀䌯䘬㕡㱽ᷳ⼴ℵ忚埴㓡忚炻㛇㛃傥⼿⇘ᶨᾳ㚨⤥䘬斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙ˤ

2. ⮎槿㳩䦳冯姕⭂
⛐晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳⮎ 斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙ᷕ㍉⍾婧㔜⠓⃭㧉✳䘬㆚优ῤ斄挝娆㧉✳
䘬㨇䌯ῤ炻㛇㛃傥忼⇘ᶨᾳ⎗ẍ㍍⍿䘬㓰㝄ˤ⛐㷔娎枛䳈⋡惵㱽⇵炻⃰㷔娎冒䓙枛䳈妋
䡤䘬㸾䡢䌯炻ᷳ⼴忚埴枛䳈⋡惵炼㶟㵮䞑昋㱽ᷕ℞㍺ℍ⇒昌䞑昋䘬ⷠ㔠ῤ炻᷎㷔娎ᶱ
䧖ᶵ⎴䘬枛䳈⋡惵㱽炻㛇㛃⼿⇘ᶨᾳ㚨Ἓ䳸㝄ℵḰẍ㓡忚ˤ

3. ⮎槿䳸㝄烉枛䳈⋡惵炼㶟㵮䞑昋㱽ᷕᶵ⎴ⷠ㔠ᷳ㷔娎
⛐㬌⮎槿䳸㝄ᷕㆹᾹ⼿䞍枛䳈⋡惵炼㶟㵮䞑昋㱽Ἦ⮎ 斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙℞⛐㍺ℍ冯⇒
昌䞑昋ⷠ㔠ῤ↮⇍姕䁢 3.5ˣ4ˣ4.5  5 㗪炻ẍ 4.5 㚨⤥炻㓭ᷳ⼴ㆹᾹ䓐℞冯⎎⢾ℑ䧖
㆚优䞑昋ᷳ㕡㱽㭼庫ˤ

4. ⮎槿䳸㝄烉枛䳈⋡惵㱽冯晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳㱽㭼庫
堐⚃ˣHMM 冯枛䳈⋡惵㱽䳸㝄㭼庫(㛒≈ℍ斄挝娆槿嫱)
ẋ䧙ġ

斄挝娆䲣䴙ἧ䓐㕡㱽ġ

ņņœġ

őŎġ

枛䳈⋡惵炼㆚优䞑昋㱽ġ

ĴĺįĵĦġ

ńŎġ

枛䳈⋡惵炼㶟㵮䞑昋㱽ġ

ĴĵįıĦġ

ōŅġ

枛䳈⋡惵炼嶅暊䞑昋㱽ġ

ĵĳįĳĦġ

ŉŎŎġ

晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳㱽ġ

ĵķįĶĦġ

冒䓙⚈䳈妋䡤⛐ penalty 䁢-20 㗪䳸㝄㚨⤥炻㸾䡢䌯䁢 50.32%炻ᷳ⼴ㆹᾹ䘮䓐㬌䳸㝄
䁢枛䳈⋡惵㱽ᷕ䫔ᶨ昶㭝䘬廠↢ˤ⛐╖䲼㭼庫⇑䓐枛䳈⋡惵㱽⮎ 斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙㗪炻
℞枛䳈⋡惵炼㶟㵮䞑昋㱽⎗ẍ⼿⇘㚨⤥䘬㓰㝄炻℞⍇⚈⎗傥䁢⚈䁢⛐⇑䓐䘤⯽婆㕁
(development)㗪⺢䩳䘬㶟㵮䞑昋㚱㈲枛䳈冯枛䳈ᷳ攻䘬斄Ὢㆸ≇䘬堐䎦↢Ἦ炻㓭⌛ἧ
⛐冒䓙枛䳈妋䡤㓰㝄㰺㚱⼰栗叿䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙ṵ㚱ᶨ⭂䘬㓰㝄炷䚠䫱拗婌
䌯 34%炸炻侴枛䳈⋡惵炼㆚优䞑昋㱽㓰㝄庫枛䳈⋡惵炼㶟㵮䞑昋㱽䔍䁢怄刚ᶨ溆炻⎗傥
⍇⚈䁢晾䃞⛐墥ἄ㬌㆚优䞑昋⇑䓐 HTK ᶳḮ姙⣂≇⣓炻Ữ⛐枛䳈冯枛䳈ᷳ攻⎗傥㚫㚱
↯枛ᶵ㸾䡢ᷳ⓷柴炻⮶农㚱㗪 log-likelihood ῤㆾ姙㰺㚱㬋䡢䘬堐䣢↢枛䳈冯枛䳈攻䛇
㬋䘬斄Ὢ炻ẍ攻㍍䘬⮶农Ḯ斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙䘬㬋䡢䌯炻㚨⼴⇑䓐嶅暊䞑昋⎒㚱╖䲼ẍ
0ˣ1 Ἦ堐䣢枛䳈攻䘬斄Ὢ炻㓭䓐℞⛐忚埴斄挝娆彐嬀㗪炻℞㓰㝄朆ⷠᶵ⤥ˤ㚨⼴䁢 HMM
⮎ 斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙㗪炻⚈䁢⠓⃭㧉✳庫䁢䯉╖ᶼ斄挝娆㧉✳䁢⎛䚠斄暁忋忋枛䳈㧉
✳ᷚ㍍侴ㆸ炻㓭䃉㱽忼⇘庫Ἓ䘬㓰㝄㗗⎗ẍ枸㛇䘬ˤ

炷Ḽ炸ġ ≈ℍ斄挝娆槿嫱⼴䲣䴙ᷳ㭼⮵
1. ⮎槿䚖䘬
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䴻䓙ᶲᶨ䭨⮎槿䘬㷔娎炻ㆹᾹ⼿⇘Ḯℑ䧖⮎ 斄挝娆彐嬀䘬➢㸾炻ㆹᾹ⍾ᶨṃ庫Ἓ䘬㓰
㝄Ἦ 槿嫱(枛䳈⋡惵㱽⍾㶟㵮䞑昋㱽冯㆚优䞑昋㱽)炻㛇㛃⎗ẍ忼⇘㚨Ἓ䘬斄挝娆彐嬀
䲣䴙ˤ

2. ⮎槿㳩䦳冯姕⭂
ᶨ攳⥳ㆹᾹ㚫⃰奨⮇ˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯䘬㓰㝄炻⼿䞍枛檀↮栆䘬彐嬀䌯炻ᷳ⼴ㆹᾹ⃰
⮯ℑ䧖䲣䴙⎒≈ℍ婆枛姽↮Ἦ槿嫱炻㛇㛃忼⇘ᶨᾳᶵ拗䘬㓰㝄炻ᷳ⼴ℵ≈ℍˮ枛檀崘⊊
↮栆☐˯忚埴暁慵槿嫱炻奨⮇≈ℍˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯⼴㗗⏎冯⍇㛔䲣䴙㚱Ḻ墄䘬㓰㝄ˤ

3. ⮎槿䳸㝄ᶨ烉枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐彐嬀䳸㝄

ġ
⚾ḅˣ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐彐嬀䳸㝄
ᶲ⚾䁢枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐䳸㝄炻⎗ẍ⼿䞍䔞檀㕗㶟⎰㔠㍸⋯㗪炻晾䃞ℏ悐㷔娎䘬彐嬀䌯嬲
檀Ḯ炻Ữ⮵⢾悐㷔娎⌣䃉㱽㚱⸓≑炻㓭⛐㬌⮎槿ᷕ檀㕗㶟⎰㔠䁢 1 㗪㚱㚨⤥䘬㓰㝄炻⎎
ᶨ㕡朊⎘婆䘬ℍ倚⫿炷↮栆䁢 4炻䞕Ὣ⿍ 炸彐嬀䌯⣏䲬⎒㚱 20%ⶎ⎛炻⚈㬌⣏⣏䘬旵
ỶḮ㔜ᾳ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐℞㓰㝄ˤ

4. ⮎槿䳸㝄Ḵ烉≈ℍ斄挝娆槿嫱ᷳ䲣䴙㭼庫

ġ
⚾⋩ˣᶱ䧖斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙≈ℍ斄挝娆槿嫱⼴ᷳ䳸㝄

ġ
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⚾⋩ᶨˣHMM ≈ℍ婆枛姽↮ᷳ㉀䶂⚾↮㜸

ġ
⚾⋩ḴˣHMM ≈ℍ婆枛姽↮枛檀↮栆ᷳ㉀䶂⚾↮㜸

ġ
⚾⋩ᶱˣHMM ≈ℍ婆枛姽↮冯枛檀↮栆⼴ DET 㚚䶂㭼庫
䴻䓙䳸㝄ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ䞍忻⇑䓐婆枛姽↮Ἦ 䁢斄挝娆䲣䴙䘬槿嫱⎗ẍ⼿⇘ᶵ拗䘬㓰㝄炻℞
ᷕ晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳㱽拗婌䌯ᶳ旵Ḯ 20%炻枛䳈⋡惵㱽ᷕᷳ㶟㵮䞑昋㱽拗婌䌯ᶳ旵Ḯ
5.6%ˣ㆚优䞑昋㱽ᶳ旵Ḯ 4.8%炻㭼庫ᶵ䫎⎰枸㛇䘬䁢℞晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳㱽℞➢㸾
炷baseline炸庫Ỷ炻侴枛䳈⋡惵㱽℞➢㸾炷baseline炸庫檀炻Ữ䴻䓙婆枛姽↮⼴晾悥㚱㓡
忚炻Ữ㗗⍇㛔㓰㝄庫ⶖ䘬晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳㱽拗婌䌯⌣⣏䁢旵Ỷ炻㍐Ộ⍇⚈䁢⛐忚埴晙
啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳㗪炻℞⛐䫔ᶨ昶㭝斄挝娆彐嬀㗪㗗㚱忚埴↯枛冯㧉✳㭼⮵炻㬌㗪晾䃞㚫
㚱⼰檀䘬拗婌㍍⍿䌯炻Ữ⮵㕤㬋䡢䘬斄挝娆᷎ᶵ㚫㓦忶炻侴⛐⮎ 婆枛姽↮㗪ḇ㗗㟡㒂
ㆹᾹ⺢䩳䘬楔⎗⣓㧉✳ ᾉ⽫⹎䘬㷔慷炻ℑ昶㭝悥冯ㆹᾹ⺢䩳䘬楔⎗⣓㧉✳䚠斄炻
㓭⎗ẍ㚱庫⤥䘬㓰㝄ˤ侴⛐ἧ䓐枛䳈⋡惵㱽㗪炻晾䃞䫔ᶨ昶㭝ṵ㚱ἧ䓐冒䓙枛䳈妋䡤炻
᷎ᶼ⇑䓐䘤⯽婆㕁婧㔜枛䳈冯枛䳈ᷳ攻䘬䚠Ḻ斄Ὢ᷎忚埴ᾖ㬋炻Ữ℞ℏ悐䘬彐嬀㟠⽫ṵ
冯彐嬀䵚嶗䃉斄炻⚈㬌⛐斄挝娆槿嫱㗪䃉㱽忼⇘ㆹᾹ枸㛇䘬㓰㝄ˤ侴⎎ᶨ㕡朊ㆹᾹ≈
ℍḮˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯Ἦ嶇婆枛姽↮ 暁慵䘬斄挝娆槿嫱炻⇑䓐㬌㕡㱽⛐晙啷⺷楔⎗
⣓㧉✳㱽ᷕ晾䃞䚠䫱拗婌䌯᷎㰺㚱ᶳ旵炻ỮㆹᾹ奨⮇⇘⛐䚠⎴䘬 FRR ᷕ炻℞ FAR 旵Ỷ
Ḯ 1.8%炻㍐㷔⍇⚈⎗傥䁢⚈䁢斄挝娆䘬㔠慷庫⮹炻⛐ FRR ᷕ⼰⭡㖻忼⇘ᶨᾳ梥䘬ね
㱩炻℞拗婌䌯ᶵ⭡㖻⛐旵Ỷ炻Ữ⚈䁢朆斄挝娆䘬枛㨼庫⣂炻ẍ FAR 䘬嬲≽䚠⮵㚫㭼
庫⣏炻ẍ⛐ˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯䘬悐↮㗗㚱≑㕤㓡忚 FARˤ侴⛐枛䳈⋡惵㱽ᷕ㶟㵮
䞑昋拗婌䌯ᶳ旵Ḯ 1.1%ˣ㆚优䞑昋㱽ᶳ旵Ḯ 0.9%炻䓙㬌⎗ẍ⼿䞍ˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯
⮵㕤斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙㗗㚱⸓≑䘬ˤ

Ḽˣġ䳸婾
㛔婾㔯㍸↢Ḯ䳸⎰婆枛姽↮冯枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐䘬⎘婆斄挝娆彐嬀䲣䴙炻↮⇍⃰⮎ Ḯ⁛
䴙⮎ 斄挝娆䲣䴙䘬㕡㱽⎎ᶨ䧖庫㕘䘬㕡㱽炻ᷳ⼴ℵ⇑䓐婆枛姽↮ 䁢ᾉ⽫⹎㷔慷冯
ˮ枛檀崘⊊↮栆☐˯炻忚埴斄挝娆䘬槿嫱ˤ侴⛐㛔婾㔯䘬⮎槿ᷕ炻ᶵ婾㗗ἧ䓐晙啷⺷楔
⎗⣓㧉✳㱽ㆾ㗗枛䳈⋡惵㱽炻℞斄挝娆⫿℠䘬㒜⃭悥⼰㕡ὧ炻⇵侭⎒天㚜㓡斄挝娆䘬ᷚ
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㍍㧉✳炻⼴侭⇯⎒天㚜㓡斄挝娆䘬枛䳈⸷↿炷phone sequence炸
炻㓭㬌䁢ᶨᾳ䦣㢵⿏檀ˣ
斄挝娆㒜⃭⹎檀ᷳ䲣䴙炻⚈㬌⮵㕤ㅱ䓐ᶲ⎗ẍ㚱ᶵ拗䘬⸓≑ˤ⛐晙啷⺷楔⎗⣓㧉✳㱽ᷕ炻
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㚱⸓≑䘬炻⎎ᶨ㕡朊ḇ⼿䞍⛐ᷳ⇵㛒侫ㄖ⇘ᷳ婆枛䘬枛檀冯枛慷䈡⽝⛐冯斄挝娆槿嫱
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㐀天
ᶵ⎴㕤䚜㍍㍸ὃᷕ㔯㕟娆㚵⊁炻䵚嶗ᶲ䘬攳㓦庇橼嬻ṢᾹ⎗ẍ⇑䓐冒㚱䘬妻䶜婆㕁Ἦ妻䶜ᷕ㔯䘬㕟娆㧉
✳炻啱ẍ⮎嶸冒䘬㕟娆≇傥ˤ⤪劍⎗ẍℐṢⶍ㕡⺷⺢㥳㕟娆妻䶜婆㕁炻⇯ẍ䚖⇵䘬㨇☐⬠佺㈨埻妻
䶜↢Ἦ䘬㧉✳炻ⷠⷠ⎗ẍ忼⇘䚠䔞⤥䘬㕟娆㓰㝄ˤ䃞侴炻⮎⊁ᶲℐṢⶍ䘬㧁姀ⶍἄⷠⷠ㗗暋ẍ㍸ὃ嵛⣈
⣂䘬妻䶜婆㕁ˤ㛔㔯⇑䓐ᷕ劙⸛埴婆㕁冯⎬栆录℠炻㏕惵ᷕ㔯㛒䞍娆役佑娆䘬”㷔炻⃰⺢㥳ᶨᾳ䰿䔍
䘬㕟娆☐炻啱ẍ䓊䓇妻䶜婆㕁炻㚨⼴ℵ⇑䓐䵚嶗ᶲ䘬攳㓦庇橼Ἦ⺢㥳ᷕ㔯㕟娆㚵⊁ˤ⛐䚖⇵䘬⮎槿ᷕ炻
晾䃞ὅ䄏ㆹᾹ䘬䦳⸷⼿䘬㕟娆㚵⊁㛒傥䩳⌛䌚⼿⃒㕤䞍⎵䘬ᷕ㔯㕟娆㚵⊁䘬ㆸ㓰炻Ữ㗗堐䎦⌣䚠⍣ᶵ
怈烊ㆹᾹ㍸↢䘬妻䶜婆㕁䓊䓇䦳⸷㍸ὃḮᶨᾳᶨ凔Ṣ⎗ẍ侫ㄖ䘬怠㑯ˤ

Abstract
Instead of directly providing the service of Chinese segmentation, some open-source software allows us to train
segmentation models with segmented text. The resulting models can perform quite well, if training data of high
quality are available. In reality, it is not easy to obtain sufficient and excellent training data, unfortunately. We
report an exploration of using parallel corpora and various lexicons with techniques of identifying unknown
words and near synonyms to automatically generate training data for such open-source software. We achieved
promising results of segmentation in current experiments. Although the results fell short of outperforming the
well-known Chinese segmenters, we believe that the proposed approach offers a viable alternative for users of
the open-source software to generate their own training data.
斄挝娆烉㨇☐⬠佺炻婆㕁㧁姀炻㨇☐侣嬗

1. 䵺婾
⮵㕤ᷕ㔯冒䃞婆妨嗽䎮炻ᷕ㔯㕟娆㗗ᶨ枭朆ⷠ慵天ᶼ➢䢶䘬ⶍἄˤᷕ㔯㕟娆㈨埻⣏农⎗↮䁢㱽⇯⺷㕟娆
㱽[10]⍲䴙妰⺷㕟娆㱽[5][16][26]ˤ䴙妰⺷㕟娆㱽⛐妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪劍ẍ⣏慷檀⑩岒䘬妻䶜婆㕁忚埴妻䶜炻
⇯忂ⷠ⎗㚱⤥䘬㕟娆㓰傥炻Ữ⚈䁢忂ⷠ德忶Ṣⶍ㕟娆⼿䘬妻䶜婆㕁ㇵ傥㚱庫檀䘬⑩岒炻ẍ檀⑩岒䘬
妻䶜婆㕁⼨⼨ᶵ㖻⍾⼿ˤ⚈㬌ㆹᾹ⺢䩳ᶨᾳ德忶ẍᶳ䦳⸷Ἦ㍸ὃᷕ㔯㕟娆㚵⊁䘬䲣䴙烉椾⃰德忶㞍娊⎬
栆录℠䘬㕡⺷Ἦ䓊䓇ᷕ劙⸛埴婆㕁ᷳ㚱ᷕ㔯⎍䘬⎬䧖㕟娆䳬⎰炻᷎⮯拗婌㕟娆䳬⎰⍣昌炻啱ẍ䓊䓇妻
䶜婆㕁烊䃞⼴ℵ⮯䓊䓇䘬妻䶜婆㕁㍸ὃ䴎䵚嶗ᶲ䘬攳㓦庇橼⍣妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳炻ẍ⺢㥳ᷕ㔯㕟娆㚵⊁ˤ
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⛐㛔婾㔯⼴临ℏ⭡炻ㆹᾹ⮯⺢䩳䘬㍸ὃᷕ㔯㕟娆㚵⊁䘬䲣䴙 1䯉䧙䁢ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ˤ侴䔞ἧ䓐侭㍸ὃ㛒㕟
娆婆㕁䴎ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙㗪炻䲣䴙㚫ẍ妻䶜⤥䘬㕟娆㧉✳⮵㛒㕟娆婆㕁㕟娆ˤ
ᷕ㔯㕟娆⬀⛐ℑᾳ慵天⓷柴烉㕟娆㬏䔘⿏⓷柴ˣ㛒䞍娆⓷柴ˤ㕟娆㬏䔘⿏⓷柴㗗㊯䔞ᶨᾳᷕ㔯⫿ᷚ
⎗ẍ塓㕟ㆸ㔠䧖㕟娆䳬⎰㗪炻⇯⊭⏓娚⫿ᷚ䘬⎍⫸⛐㕟娆⼴⎗傥㚫塓㕟ㆸᶵ䫎⎰⎍シ䘬拗婌㕟娆䳸㝄炻
忚侴⼙枧㕟娆㓰傥ˤ㕟娆㬏䔘⿏⓷柴⊭⏓䳬⎰✳㬏䔘(combination ambiguity)Ṍ普✳㬏䔘(overlapping
ambiguity)炻⛐㛔䞼䨞ᷕㆹᾹ⎒叿慵嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘ˤṌ普✳㬏䔘㗗䔞ᶨᾳᷕ㔯⫿ᷚȨABCȩ⎗ẍ塓㕟ㆸ
ȨAB/Cȩ⍲ȨA/BCȩ㗪炷AˣBˣC 䘮䁢╖ᶨᷕ㔯⫿炻㕄䶂ẋ堐娆⼁攻䘬㕟娆溆炸
炻⇯ȨABȩˣ
ȨBCȩ㚫
㚱ℙ⎴䘬Ṍ普ȨBȩ
炻⤪㬌⯙㚫⼊ㆸṌ普✳㬏䔘炻侴ㆹᾹ䧙ȨABCȩ䁢Ṍ普✳㬏䔘⫿ᷚˤLi[17]䫱⇑䓐朆䚋
䜋⺷炷unsupervised炸妻濤䘬㕡㱽嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘炻㛔䞼䨞⇯德忶劙㻊侣嬗䘬屯妲⍣嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘ˤ
㛒䞍娆㊯䘬㗗㛒㓞抬㕤录℠ᷕ䘬娆⼁炻ἳ⤪Ṣ⎵ˣ⛘⎵ˣ䳬䷼⎵䫱ˤ⛐㖍ⷠ䓇㳣ᷕṢᾹ㚫ᶵ㕟∝忈
↢㕘䘬娆⼁炻㓭㛒䞍娆䴻ⷠ㚫↢䎦⛐㔯䪈ᷕˤ㕟娆䲣䴙⛐⮵㛒䞍娆㕟娆㗪忂ⷠ㚫↢䎦拗婌㕟娆䘬ね⼊炻
ẍ⤪㝄゛天㍸⋯㕟娆㓰傥炻⇯嗽䎮㛒䞍娆⓷柴㚫㗗⽭天䘬ⶍἄˤ⛐嗽䎮㛒䞍娆⓷柴䚠斄䞼䨞㕡朊炻Chen
䫱[11]⇑䓐ẍ婆㕁⹓䁢➢䘬⬠佺㱽(corpus-based learning approach)⍣䓊䓇夷⇯ẍ忚埴㛒䞍娆”㷔ˤ㒟⍾㛒
䞍娆㗪炻Chen 䫱[12]憅⮵Ⱄ㕤㛒䞍娆ᶨ悐ấ䘬╖⫿娆炻㚫⇌㕟娚╖⫿娆㗗⏎⎗ẍ䚠惘䘬娆⼁忚埴⎰Ἕˤ
ㆹᾹ⽆ᷕ劙⸛埴婆㕁ᷕ㒟⍾㛒䞍娆ˣ㕘䘬ᷕ劙娆⮵炻啱㬌嗽䎮㛒䞍娆⓷柴冯㍸⋯⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗屯妲
⍣嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘䘬㓰㝄ˤ㒟⍾ᷕ劙娆⮵冯㛒䞍娆ᷳ⣏䔍㳩䦳⤪ᶳ烉椾⃰⽆ᷕ劙⸛埴婆㕁ᷕ㒟⍾῁怠ᷕ
劙怢䔁娆⮵ˣ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ˤᷳ⼴⇑䓐⎗傥⿏㭼ἳ(likelihood ratios)冯ℙ䎦柣䌯⮵῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵
忚埴䮑怠炻⮯忂忶䮑怠䘬῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵夾䁢㬋䡢娆⮵炻≈ℍ军劙㻊录℠㧉䳬烊⇑䓐娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯⮵
῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆忚埴䮑怠炻⮯忂忶䮑怠䘬῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆夾䁢㛒䞍娆炻≈ℍ军ᷕ㔯录℠㧉䳬ˤ

2. 䲣䴙㝞㥳
2.1 䲣䴙㳩䦳冯㝞㥳
ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㳩䦳冯㔜橼㝞㥳⤪⚾ᶨ䣢炻侴㳩䦳ᷕ⎬㬍樇䘬娛䳘㕡㱽㚫⛐⼴临䪈䭨娛≈婒㖶烊椾⃰炻
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⚾ᶨˣ䲣䴙䘬㳩䦳冯㝞㥳
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⚈ⶍἄ㗪䦳䫱⚈䳈炻ㆹᾹ⺢䩳䘬㍸ὃᷕ㔯㕟娆㚵⊁䘬䲣䴙䚖⇵᷎㰺㚱䶂ᶲ䇰㛔ˤ
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䘬῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆㒜⃭军ᷕ㔯录℠㧉䳬ˤ⛐㍸ὃㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷕ劙⸛埴婆㕁⼴炻ㆹᾹ德忶㞍娊ᷕ㔯录℠
㧉䳬ᷕ䘬录℠ᷳ㕡⺷炻⮵婆㕁ᷕ䘬㭷ᶨ⎍ᷕ㔯⎍䓊䓇娚⎍䘬⎬䧖㕟娆䳬⎰ˤ侴䁢Ḯ⼿⇘庫⮹拗婌䘬妻䶜
婆㕁炻ㆹᾹ啱䓙㞍娊劙㻊录℠㧉䳬ᷕ䘬录℠ᷳ㕡⺷Ἦ⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗䘬屯妲⍣嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘炻᷎⮯拗婌
㕟娆䳬⎰⍣昌ˤ⼿⇘妻䶜婆㕁⼴炻ㆹᾹ⇑䓐 LingPipe ᷕ㔯㕟娆☐[18]⍲⎚ᷡἃᷕ㔯㕟娆☐[23]妻䶜㕟娆㧉
✳烊德忶ᶲ徘ℑ䧖ⶍ℟⍣妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪炻昌Ḯ㍸ὃ忁ℑ䧖ⶍ℟妻䶜婆㕁ᷳ⢾炻ḇ⎗ẍ≈ℍ⢾悐录℠ᶨ
崟妻䶜ˤ㚨⼴⇑䓐⼿⇘䘬㕟娆㧉✳⮯㛒㕟娆㷔娎婆㕁忚埴㕟娆炻⼿⇘㕟娆ᷳ婆㕁ˤ

3. 录℠㧉䳬ṳ䳡
ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ录℠㧉䳬⊭⏓劙㻊录℠㧉䳬冯ᷕ㔯录℠㧉䳬炻侴⛐忁ℑᾳ㧉䳬ᷕ悥⊭⏓ᶨ凔录℠冯⮰㤕录
℠忁ℑ䧖栆⇍ˤᷕ㔯冯劙㻊录℠㧉䳬䘬⎬录℠ᷳ↿堐ˣ录℠娆⼁㔠䴙妰⤪堐୍ˣ堐Ḵ䣢ˤ斄㕤Ȩ劙㻊
㈨埻⎵娆录℠ȩ冯Ȩᷕ㔯㈨埻⎵娆录℠ȩ⍲Ȩ≈ℍ役佑娆ᷳ劙㻊⎰Ἕ录℠ȩ䘬⺢伖㚫⛐⼴临ℏ⭡ᷕ婒㖶ˤ
㛔䞼䨞⽆⚳⭞㔁做䞼䨞昊⬠埻⎵娆屯妲䵚[8]ᶳ庱Ḯ 138 ᾳ㈨埻⎵娆㨼㟰炻᷎⮯℞㔜⎰ㆸȨ劙㻊㈨埻
⎵娆录℠ȩ
ˤ
Ȩ劙㻊㈨埻⎵娆录℠ȩ䘬ℏ⭡㟤⺷䁢ᶨᾳ劙㔯㈨埻⎵娆⮵ㅱᶨᾳᷕ㔯㈨埻⎵娆䘬⼊⺷炻侴Ȩᷕ
㔯㈨埻⎵娆录℠ȩ㗗⎒⍾Ȩ劙㻊㈨埻⎵娆录℠ȩᷕ䘬ᷕ㔯㈨埻⎵娆㔜⎰侴ㆸˤ
䔞ᷕ㔯⎍↢䎦Ṍ普✳㬏䔘㗪炻ㆹᾹ㚫⇑䓐劙㻊录℠ᷕ䘬劙㔯娆⼁ᷳᷕ㔯侣嬗⍣忚埴㭼⮵炻ẍ䁢Ḯ
㍸檀⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗䘬屯妲⍣嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘䘬㓰㝄炻㚫枰天⡆≈劙㔯娆⼁䘬ᷕ㔯侣嬗娆⼁㔠䚖烊ㆹᾹ⍫
侫[6]䘬ἄ㱽⮯䈃㳍䎦ẋ劙㻊暁妋娆℠[1] Dr.eye 嬗℠忂䶂ᶲ⫿℠[13]⎰ἝㆸȨ劙㻊⎰Ἕ录℠ȩ
炻ẍ⡆≈劙
㔯娆⼁䘬ᷕ㔯侣嬗㔠䚖ˤㆹᾹ憅⮵Ȩ劙㻊⎰Ἕ录℠ȩᷕ䘬⎬ᾳ劙㔯娆⼁炻⽆ᷕ⣖䞼䨞昊䎦ẋ㻊婆ᶨ娆㲃
嬨䲣䴙[7]炷ẍᶳ䯉䧙ᶨ娆㲃嬨炸⍲ E-HowNet[14]⍾⼿娚娆⼁䘬ᷕ㔯侣嬗役佑娆普⼴炻㈲⽆ᶨ娆㲃嬨⍲
E-HowNet ⼿⇘䘬ᷕ㔯侣嬗役佑娆普冯Ȩ劙㻊⎰Ἕ录℠ȩᷕ䘬劙㔯娆⼁ᷳᷕ㔯侣嬗忚埴㔜⎰炻⯙⬴ㆸˬ≈
ℍ役佑娆ᷳ劙㻊⎰Ἕ录℠˭䘬⺢伖ˤ

4. 䓊䓇妻䶜婆㕁

堐ᶨˣᷕ㔯录℠㧉䳬ᷳ录℠↿堐ˣ录℠娆⼁㔠䴙妰ġ

4.1 䓊䓇⎬䧖㕟娆䳬⎰

ᷕ㔯录℠㧉䳬ġ

ㆹᾹ憅⮵㛒㕟娆婆㕁ᷕ䘬㭷⎍ᷕ㔯⎍炻德忶

录℠栆⇍ġ

录℠⎵䧙ġ

ᷕ㔯娆⼁㔠ġ

㞍娊ᷕ㔯录℠䘬㕡⺷炻䓊䓇䓙ᶵ⎴䘬娆⼁

ᶨ凔录℠ġ

㔁做悐⚳婆录℠ġ

157704

䳬ㆸ䘬⎍⫸ᷳ⎬䧖㕟娆䳬⎰炻啱㬌⼿⇘妻䶜

ᶨ凔录℠ġ

ㆸ婆娆℠ġ

13947

婆㕁ˤㆹᾹ䓊䓇⎬䧖㕟娆䳬⎰䘬䚖䘬䁢ⶴ㛃

ᶨ凔录℠ġ

檀䳂㻊婆⣏娆℠ġ

54467

⛐妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳䘬忶䦳ᷕ炻德忶⣏慷婆㕁䘬

⮰㤕录℠ġ

ᷕ㔯㈨埻⎵娆录℠ġ

804053

䴙妰䎦尉炻Ἦ⼿⇘庫Ἓ䘬㕟娆㧉✳ˤㆹᾹ⮯

⮰㤕录℠ġ

ᶾ䓴Ṣ⎵侣嬗⣏录℠ġ

648612

⎍⫸堐䣢ㆸ⫿ᷚC 1烉n 炷C 1烉n =
C 1 C 2… C n 炸炻᷎ὅ䄏ᶳ枩⚾Ḵ

堐Ḵˣ劙㻊录℠㧉䳬ᷳ录℠↿堐ˣ录℠娆⼁㔠䴙妰ġġ

䘬㬍樇Ἦ䓊䓇⎍⫸䘬⎬䧖㕟娆

劙㻊录℠㧉䳬ġ

䳬⎰ˤẍᶳ䁢⚾ḴᷕV i 冯Cand i

录℠栆⇍ġ

录℠⎵䧙ġ

炷i=1 to n炸䘬⭂佑ˤV i 䁢娆⼁

ᶨ凔录℠ġ ≈ℍ役佑娆ᷳ劙㻊⎰Ἕ录℠ġ

99805

3729292

普⎰炻⛐V i ℏ㚫⬀㓦⎍⫸ᷕ

ᶨ凔录℠ġ

㆞垚䯉㖶劙㻊娆℠ġ

121525

323766

㚱ẍC i 攳柕䘬娆⼁ˤCand i 䁢῁

⮰㤕录℠ġ

劙㻊㈨埻⎵娆录℠ġ

586075

804053
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憅⮵⎍⫸ᷕ䘬㭷ᶨᾳ⫿ Ci炷i=1 to n炸㞍娊ᷕ㔯录℠㧉䳬䘬录℠ᷕ㗗⏎⊭⏓⎍⫸ᷕẍ娚⫿攳柕
䘬ᶵ⎴攟⹎ᷳ⫿ᷚ炷⫿ᷚ䘬攟⹎䁢 1 to n-i+1炸
炻劍⊭⏓⇯⮯娚⫿ᷚ≈ℍ Vi ˤ
⮯ i 䘬⇅⥳ῤ姕䁢 1ˤ
(a).⤪㝄 V1 ᷕ䘬㝸ᶨ娆⼁䫱⎴㕤 C1烉i炻⇯㈲娚娆⼁≈ℍ军 Candiˤ
(b). for j =1 to i-1, i > 1
⤪㝄 Candj ᷕ䘬㝸ᶨ㕟娆䳬⎰≈ᶲ Vj+1 ᷕ䘬⎎ᶨ娆⼁⼴炻ᶵ⏓㚱Ȩ⊭⏓╖⫿娆䘬娆⼁䳬
⎰˭炻᷎ᶼ䫱⎴㕤 C1烉i炻⇯㈲娚㕟娆䳬⎰≈ℍ军 Candiˤ
⤪㝄 i ᶵ䫱㕤 n炻⇯㈲ i 怆⡆ 1炻᷎慵⚆⇘㬍樇 3ˤ⤪㝄 i 䫱㕤 n炻⇯ Candi ℏ䘬㚱㕟娆䳬
⎰⌛䁢娚⎍⫸䘬⎬䧖㕟娆䳬⎰ˤ

1.
2.
3.

4.

⚾Ḵˣ䓊䓇⎍⫸䘬⎬䧖㕟娆䳬⎰䘬㬍樇
怠普⎰炻⛐Cand i ℏ㚫⬀㓦⫿ᷚC 1烉i 䘬⎬䧖㕟娆䳬⎰ˤ
⛐⚾Ḵ㬍樇 3(b)ᷕᷳȨ⊭⏓╖⫿娆䘬娆⼁䳬⎰ȩ䘬⭂佑䁢烉䔞㝸娆⼁䳬⎰⊭⏓╖⫿娆炻ᶼ娚娆⼁䳬
⎰⎗ẍ䳸⎰ㆸᶨᾳ娆⼁㗪炻⇯娚娆⼁䳬⎰䁢Ȩ⊭⏓╖⫿娆䘬娆⼁䳬⎰ȩ
ˤㆹᾹ䘤䎦劍⎍⫸ℏ⏓㚱姙⣂Ȩ⊭
⏓╖⫿娆䘬娆⼁䳬⎰ȩ㗪㚫䓊䓇⣏慷䘬㕟娆䳬⎰ˤ劍婆㕁ᷕ䘬姙⣂ᷕ㔯⎍悥䓊䓇⣏慷䘬㕟娆䳬⎰炻㚫ἧ
妻䶜婆㕁忶㕤漸⣏炻忈ㆸ妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪㴰便⣏慷㗪攻ˣ屯㸸ˤ⚈㬌⛐㬍樇 3(b)ㆹᾹᶵ⮯⏓㚱Ȩ⊭⏓╖
⫿娆䘬娆⼁䳬⎰ȩ䘬㕟娆䳬⎰≈ℍCand i 炻啱㬌⍣昌⏓㚱Ȩ⊭⏓╖⫿娆䘬娆⼁䳬⎰ȩᷳ㕟娆䳬⎰ˤ
ẍᶳㆹᾹẍȨ層役ⶪ⟜暨㯪炻ȩ忁ᶨ⎍⫸䁢ἳ炻⮵䓊䓇⎍⫸䘬⎬䧖㕟娆䳬⎰䘬㬍樇忚埴婒㖶ˤ⛐⚾
Ḵ㬍樇 1炻㚫憅⮵Ȩ層ȩ
ˣ
Ȩ役ȩ
ˣ
Ȩⶪȩ…Ȩ炻ȩᶨᶨ⍣㞍娊ᷕ㔯录℠㧉䳬䘬录℠ᷕ㗗⏎⊭⏓⎍⫸ᷕẍ娚⫿
攳柕䘬ᶵ⎴攟⹎ᷳ⫿ᷚˤ劍ẍȨ層ȩ䁢ἳ炻㚫㞍娊录℠ᷕ㗗⏎⊭⏓Ȩ層ȩˣȨ層役ȩˣȨ層役ⶪȩ䫱⫿ᷚ炻
劍录℠ᷕ㚱⊭⏓炻⇯堐䣢娚⫿ᷚ䁢ᶨ娆⼁炻ẍ娚⫿ᷚ㚫塓≈ℍ军V 1 烊㬌⢾劍C i 䁢㧁溆䫎嘇炻ㆹᾹ⇯㈲
⬫夾䁢⬀⛐㕤录℠ᷕ䘬╖⫿娆炻⮯℞≈ℍ军V i ˤ㚨䳪䘬V i ⤪⚾ᶱ䣢ˤ
⛐⚾Ḵ㬍樇 3 ᷕ䘬iẋ堐ᶵ⎴䘬昶㭝炻侴⛐⎬ᾳ昶㭝㚫䓊䓇⫿ᷚC 1烉i ᷳ⎬䧖㕟娆䳬⎰ˤi䫱㕤 1 㗪炻⛐
㬍樇 3(a)㚫㩊㞍V 1 ᷕ㗗⏎㚱娆⼁䫱⎴㕤C 1烉1 炻侴⚈䁢V 1 ᷕ䘬Ȩ層ȩ䫱⎴㕤C 1烉1 炻ẍ㚫塓≈ℍ军Cand 1 ˤ
i䫱㕤 2 㗪炻⛐㬍樇 3(a)炻⚈V 1 ᷕ䘬Ȩ層役ȩ䫱⎴㕤C 1烉2 炻ẍ㚫塓≈ℍ军Cand 2 烊⛐㬍樇 3(b)炻Ȩ層ȩ≈
ᶲȨ役ȩ⼴㚫⼊ㆸȨ層 役ȩ炻䁢⏓㚱Ȩ⊭⏓╖⫿娆䘬娆⼁䳬⎰ȩ䘬㕟娆䳬⎰炻ẍȨ層 役ȩᶵ㚫塓≈
ℍ军Cand 2 ˤ慵墯➟埴㬍樇 3ˣ4 ⇘i䫱㕤 6 㗪炻⛐㬍樇 3(b)炻Cand 5 ᷕ䘬Ȩ層役 ⶪ⟜ 暨ȩ≈ᶲȨ㯪ȩ⼴
ӷՍ C1Ǻi
C1:ຠ

C2:߈

C3:ѱ

C4:

C5:ሡ

C6:

C7:Ǵ

၌ύЎᜏڂύࢂցх֖ѡηύа Ci ໒ᓐޑόӕߏࡋϐӷՍǴऩх֖߾ஒ၀ӷՍуΕ Vi
ຒ༼ӝ Vi
V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

ຠ

߈

ѱ



ሡ



Ǵ

ຠ߈

ѱ

ሡ

ѱሡ
⚾ᶱˣ䓊䓇Ȩ層役ⶪ⟜暨㯪炻˭ᷳ Vi
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i=1

i=2

i=3

i=4

i=5

i=6

i=7

Cand1

Cand2

Cand3

Cand4

Cand5

Cand6

Cand7

ຠ

ຠ߈

ຠ߈ ѱ

ຠ߈ ѱ

ຠ߈ ѱ ሡ

ຠ߈ ѱ ሡ

ຠ߈ ѱ ሡ Ǵ

ຠ߈ ѱሡ

ຠ߈ ѱሡ Ǵ

⚾⚃ˣ⎬昶㭝䘬 Candi 䘬ℏ⭡
⏓㚱Ȩ暨 㯪ȩ忁ᾳȨ⊭⏓╖⫿娆䘬娆⼁䳬⎰ȩ炻ẍᶵ㚫塓≈ℍ军Cand 6 烊侴Cand 4 ᷕ䘬Ȩ層役 ⶪ⟜ȩ
≈ᶲV 5 ᷕ䘬Ȩ暨㯪ȩ⼴䫱⎴㕤C 1烉6炻ẍ㚫塓≈ℍ军Cand 6烊Cand 2 ᷕ䘬Ȩ層役ȩ≈ᶲV 3 ᷕ䘬Ȩⶪ⟜暨㯪ȩ
⼴䫱⎴㕤C 1烉6炻ẍḇ㚫塓≈ℍ军Cand 6ˤ➟埴㬍樇 3ˣ4 ⇘i䫱㕤 7炻⇯Cand 7 ℏ䘬㚱㕟娆䳬⎰⯙㗗⎍⫸
ᷳ⎬䧖㕟娆䳬⎰ˤ⚾⚃⇯㗗⎬昶㭝䘬Cand i 䘬ℏ⭡ˤ

4.2 ⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗䘬屯妲嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘
⛐䓊䓇⎍⫸䘬⎬䧖㕟娆䳬⎰⼴炻㛔䞼䨞⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗䘬屯妲⍣嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘ˤㆹᾹ⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗䘬屯
妲⍣嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘䘬⍇⚈䁢烉䔞ᶨᾳ⎍⫸㚱Ṍ普✳㬏䔘㗪炻德忶劙㔯娆⼁䘬ᷕ㔯侣嬗炻⎗ẍ㊹怠↢䫎
⎰劙㔯昛徘䘬㬋䡢㕟娆䳬⎰ˤἳ⤪㚱Ṍ普✳㬏䔘䘬⎍⫸Ȩᶨ㖎㚱㨇㚫ȩ⎗ẍ塓㕟ㆸȨᶨ㖎/㚱㨇/㚫ȩ
ˣ
Ȩᶨ
㖎/㚱/㨇㚫ȩ
炻侴德忶劙㔯娆⼁ȸchanceȹ䘬ᷕ㔯侣嬗Ȩ㨇㚫ȩ⎗ẍ㊹怠↢㬋䡢䘬㕟娆䳬⎰Ȩᶨ㖎/㚱/㨇㚫ȩˤ
㊹怠↢㬋䡢䘬㕟娆䳬⎰ᷳ⼴炻ㆹᾹ㚫⍣昌拗婌䘬㕟娆䳬⎰炻ẍ⼿⇘庫⮹拗婌䘬妻䶜婆㕁ˤ
ẍᶳṳ䳡嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘䘬㕡㱽ˤ䴎⭂⏓㚱Ṍ普✳㬏䔘⫿ᷚȨABCȩ炷AˣBˣC 䘮䁢╖ᶨᷕ㔯⫿炻
侴ȨABCȩ⎗ẍ塓㕟ㆸȨA/BCȩㆾȨAB/Cȩ炸䘬ᷕ㔯⎍ᷳ⎬ᾳ㕟娆䳬⎰冯娚ᷕ㔯⎍⮵ㅱ䘬劙㔯⎍炻ㆹ
Ᾱ⇑䓐劙㔯⎍ᷕ⎬娆⼁ᷳᷕ㔯侣嬗普⎰ᷕ䘬ᷕ㔯侣嬗⍣⮵ㅱ㕟娆䳬⎰ᷕ䘬ᷕ㔯娆⼁烊⤪㝄㝸劙㔯娆⼁䘬
ᷕ㔯侣嬗普⎰ᷕᷳᷕ㔯侣嬗⮵ㅱ⇘㕟娆䳬⎰ᷕ䘬娆⼁ AB炻⇯⮯⊭⏓ȨAB/Cȩ䘬㕟娆䳬⎰夾䁢㬋䡢㕟娆
䳬⎰炻侴⊭⏓ȨA/BCȩ䘬㕟娆䳬⎰⇯㗗拗婌㕟娆䳬⎰炻ẍㆹᾹ㚫⍣昌⊭⏓ȨA/BCȩ䘬拗婌㕟娆䳬⎰ˤ
ẍᶳ啱ᶳ枩⚾Ḽ婒㖶嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘䘬㔜橼㳩䦳ˤᷕ㔯⎍Ȩ⌛ὧ㗗忁栆ⶍ䦳悥⎗傥⺽䘤⛘暯炻ᶵ忶
⣏⋲夷㧉ᶵ⣏ˤȩ⊭⏓ḮṌ普✳㬏䔘⫿ᷚȨ⌛ὧ㗗ȩ
炷
Ȩ⌛ὧ㗗ȩ⎗塓㕟ㆸȨ⌛ὧ/㗗ȩ⍲Ȩ⌛/ὧ㗗ȩ炸
炻侴
⚾Ḽᷕ䘬㕟娆䳬⎰ 1ˣ㕟娆䳬⎰ 2 䁢娚ᷕ㔯⎍䘬⎬ᾳ㕟娆䳬⎰ˤ䴻忶㬍樇 1ˣ 2 ⼴炻ㆹᾹ⍾⼿Ḯ劙㔯⎍ᷕ
⎬娆⼁䘬ᷕ㔯侣嬗普⎰炻⤪“even” 䘬ᷕ㔯侣嬗普⎰⊭⏓Ȩ䷙ἧȩˣ
Ȩ䷙䃞ȩˣ
Ȩ⌛ὧȩ䫱娆⼁ˤ⛐㬍樇 3 㬋
䡢㕟娆䳬⎰䘬悐↮炻ㆹᾹ㧁姀<娆⸡怬⍇⼴䘬劙㔯娆⼁/ᷕ㔯娆⼁>䘬シ⿅㗗⇑䓐ⶎ“䘬娆⸡怬⍇⼴䘬劙㔯
娆⼁ᷳᷕ㔯侣嬗普⎰ᷕ䘬ᷕ㔯侣嬗炻⎗ẍ⮵ㅱ⇘⎛“䘬ᷕ㔯娆⼁炻ἳ⤪< even/⌛ὧ>䘬シ⿅㗗 “even”㗗䴻
忶娆⸡怬⍇⼴䘬娆⼁炻侴“even”䘬ᷕ㔯侣嬗普⎰ᷕ䘬ᷕ㔯侣嬗㚫⮵ㅱ⇘㕟娆䳬⎰ 1 ᷕ䘬Ȩ⌛ὧȩ炻ẍ⛐
㬍樇 3 ㆹᾹ⮯⊭⏓Ȩ⌛ὧ/㗗ȩ䘬㕟娆䳬⎰夾䁢㬋䡢㕟娆䳬⎰炻᷎⍣昌⊭⏓Ȩ⌛/ὧ㗗ȩ䘬拗婌㕟娆䳬⎰ˤ

4.3 㒟⍾ᷕ劙娆⮵冯㛒䞍娆
㛔䞼䨞⽆ᷕ劙⸛埴婆㕁ᷕ㒟⍾㕘䘬ᷕ劙娆⮵ˣ㛒䞍娆炻啱㬌㍸檀⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗屯妲嗽䎮妻䶜婆㕁ᷕ䘬Ṍ
普✳㬏䔘ᷳ㓰㝄冯嗽䎮妻䶜婆㕁ᷕ䘬㛒䞍娆⓷柴ˤ⛐㒟⍾ᷕ劙娆⮵冯㛒䞍娆㗪炻椾⃰ㆹᾹ㚫⽆婆㕁ᷕ㒟
⍾Ȩ῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵ȩ
ˣ
Ȩ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ
ˤᷳ⼴ㆹᾹ⇑䓐⎗傥⿏㭼ἳ冯娆⮵ᷳℙ䎦柣䌯⮵Ȩ῁怠ᷕ
劙怢䔁娆⮵ȩ忚埴䮑怠炻⇑䓐娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯⮵Ȩ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ忚埴䮑怠ˤ

4.3.1 㒟⍾Ȩ῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵ȩ冯Ȩ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ
ㆹᾹ椾⃰啱䓙㞍娊劙㻊录℠㧉䳬䘬㕡⺷Ἦ⍾⼿劙㔯⎍䘬⎬ᾳ娆⼁ᷳᷕ㔯侣嬗普⎰炻ᷳ⼴ℵ⇑䓐劙㔯⎍⎬
娆⼁ᷳᷕ㔯侣嬗普⎰ᷕ䘬ᷕ㔯侣嬗⮵ᷕ㔯⎍忚埴㕟娆ˤ⛐㕟娆⼴炻ᷕ㔯⎍㚫㚱㛒塓㕟娆䘬Ȩᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿
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ᒡΕ
मЎѡǺEven those projects can induce earthquakes, although most are small.
ᘐຒಔӝ 1Ǻջߡ/ࢂ/೭/ᜪ/πำ//ёૈ/Їว/Ӧ/Ǵ/όၸ/εъ/ೕኳ/όε/Ƕ
ᘐຒಔӝ 2Ǻջ/ߡࢂ/೭/ᜪ/πำ//ёૈ/Їว/Ӧ/Ǵ/όၸ/εъ/ೕኳ/όε/Ƕ
ᡯ 1ǺճҔўϏՕওᏔჹमЎѡύϐӚຒ༼Չຒ༸ᗋচ
evenǵthoseǵprojectǵcanǵinduceǵearthquakeǵalthoughǵmostǵbeǵsmall

ᡯ 2ǺԿमᅇᜏڂኳಔύޑᆶᜏڂᜪࠠޑᜏڂύ၌मЎѡύӚຒ༼ޑύЎᙌǴڗӚ
ᜏڂύ၌ޑډύЎᙌޑᖄǴբࣁ၀ຒ༼ޑύЎᙌӝ
evenǺᕵ٬ǵᕵฅǵջߡ…
thoseǺٗ٤ǵٗ
projectǺीჄǵБਢǵ٣…
canǺёૈǵǵёа…
induceǺᝀᇨǵߦ٬ǵᏤठ … earthquakeǺӦǵεᕏǵϺའӦ
…
althoughǺᗨฅǵᏃᆅǵջ٬… mostǺԿӭǵഗӭǵന…
beǺՏܭǵيೀǵࢂ…
smallǺλޑǵϿޑǵλࠠ…ޑ
ᡯ 3ǺճҔमЎѡύӚຒ༼ϐύЎᙌӝύޑύЎᙌѐჹᔈᘐຒಔӝύޑຒ༼Ǵஒᒱᇤᘐຒ
ಔӝѐନ
҅ዴᘐຒಔӝǺ<even/ջߡ>ջߡ/ࢂ/೭/ᜪ/πำ//ёૈ/Їว/Ӧ/Ǵ/όၸ/εъ/ೕኳ/όε/Ƕ
ᒱᇤᘐຒಔӝǺջ/ߡࢂ/೭/ᜪ/πำ//ёૈ/Їว/Ӧ/Ǵ/όၸ/εъ/ೕኳ/όε/Ƕ

ᒡр
ջߡ/ࢂ/೭/ᜪ/πำ//ёૈ/Їว/Ӧ/Ǵ/όၸ/εъ/ೕኳ/όε/Ƕ
⚾Ḽˣ嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘䘬㔜橼㳩䦳
娆ȩ
炻劙㔯⎍㚫㚱䃉㱽⛐ᷕ㔯⎍ᷕ㈦⇘⮵ㅱ娆⼁䘬Ȩ劙㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ
ˤ⮵㕤㚱Ȩᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ
炻ㆹᾹἧ
䓐 PAT-tree ㉥娆䦳⺷[21]忚埴⇅㬍䘬娆⼁㒟⍾ˤㆹᾹ䘤䎦⇑䓐 PAT-tree ㉥娆䦳⺷㒟⍾↢䘬䳸㝄ᷕ炻姙⣂
拗婌䘬䳸㝄悥⏓㚱
啱䓙

䓐娆炻⤪Ȩ㚫ᶵȩ
ˣ
Ȩ䡢䘬ȩ
烊⚈㬌⮵㕤ẍ PAT-tree ㉥娆䦳⺷㒟⍾↢䘬⎬䳸㝄炻ㆹᾹ

䓐娆↿堐⮯℞ᷕ⊭⏓ 䓐娆䘬䳸㝄⍣昌⼴炻℞检䘬䳸㝄⌛䁢Ȩ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ
ˤ䓙⎴ᶨ⸛埴⎍

⮵䘬Ȩ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ⍲Ȩ劙㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ䓊䓇䘬娆⮵⇯䧙䁢Ȩ῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵ȩˤ

4.3.2 ⇑䓐⎗傥⿏㭼ἳ冯ℙ䎦柣䌯忚埴䮑怠
⚈䁢⎗傥⿏㭼ἳ⎗䓐㕤↮㜸ℑᾳ娆䘬斄忋⹎[20]炻侴䓙庫㚱斄忋䘬Ȩ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ冯Ȩ劙㔯怢䔁⫿
娆ȩ⼊ㆸ䘬Ȩ῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵ȩ㚱庫⣏䘬㨇㚫䁢㬋䡢䘬ᷕ劙娆⮵炻ẍ㛔䞼䨞⇑䓐⎗傥⿏㭼ἳ⮵Ȩ῁
怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵ȩ忚埴䮑怠ˤ⎗傥⿏㭼ἳ䘬℔⺷⤪ᶳ㸸
Likelihood ratio (c, e) = log = log

b(, , )b(  ,   , )
b(, ,  )b(  ,   ,  )

(1)

䁢⛐㚱劙㔯⎍ᷕȨ劙㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ↢䎦䘬⎍㔠炻䁢⛐㚱ᷕ㔯⎍ᷕȨ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ↢
䎦䘬⎍㔠炻䁢Ȩ῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵ȩ䘬ℙ䎦柣䌯炷ℙ䎦柣䌯ẋ堐῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵ᷕ䘬ᷕ㔯娆ˣ劙㔯
娆ℙ⎴↢䎦ᷳ⎍⮵㔠炸
炻䁢ᷕ劙⸛埴婆㕁䘬䷥⎍㔠ˤㆹᾹ⮯ᾉ⽫㯜㸾(confidence level)妪䁢 99.5炴炻⇯冐
䓴ῤ(critical value)䁢 7.88ˤ䔞2log崭忶 7.88 㗪炻ẋ堐Ȩ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ冯Ȩ劙㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ㗗㚱
斄忋䘬ˤ
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ẍᶳ德忶堐ᶱ婒㖶⤪ỽ⇑䓐⎗傥⿏㭼ἳ冯ℙ䎦柣䌯忚埴䮑怠炻侴堐ᶱᷕ䘬῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵ὅ䄏
ℙ䎦柣䌯⣏⮷䓙⣏⇘⮷忚埴㌺⸷炷䔞ℙ䎦柣䌯䚠䫱㗪ℵὅ䄏2log⣏⮷䓙⣏⇘⮷忚埴㌺⸷炸
ˤ`姕ℙ䎦柣
䌯䘬攨㩣ῤ䁢 3炻⇯晾䃞娆⮵Ȩ崲檀 increaseȩᷳℙ䎦柣䌯⣏㕤ㆾ䫱㕤 3炻Ữ⚈忚埴⎗傥⿏㭼ἳ㩊㷔⼴℞
2log⮷㕤 7.88炻ẍ娚娆⮵㚫塓夾䁢拗婌䘬娆⮵ˤ侴Ȩ䞛⡐唬兄 grapheneȩ
ˣ
Ȩ⣰䰛䡛䭉 nanotubeȩ
ˣ
Ȩ䶂
⮔ featureȩ
ˣ
Ȩ㲊㜇 beamsȩᷳℙ䎦柣䌯䘮⣏㕤ㆾ䫱㕤 3 ᶼ忚埴⎗傥⿏㭼ἳ㩊㷔⼴℞2log⣏㕤 7.88炻
ẍ忁 4 ᾳ娆⮵㚫塓夾䁢㕘䘬ᷕ劙娆⮵᷎≈ℍ军劙㻊录℠㧉䳬ᷕˤ

4.3.3 ⇑䓐娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯忚埴䮑怠
ㆹᾹ䘤䎦
Ȩ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ
⎗↮ㆸᶱ⣏栆烉

堐ᶱˣ῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵ᷳℙ䎦柣䌯冯2logȪ⮵ㅱ堐ġġ
㌺⎵ġ

䫔ᶨ栆䁢Ȩ䞍娆ȩ
炻䫔Ḵ栆䁢Ȩ㛒䞍娆ȩ
炻䫔
ᶱ栆䁢Ȩᶵ㗗娆⼁䘬ᷕ㔯⫿ᷚȩ
炻ἳ⤪Ȩㆹ㏞ȩˤ
ᷕ㔯娆⼁忂ⷠ㚫㑩㚱䈡⭂ᷳ㥳娆䳸㥳炷⤪᷎↿
⺷ˣῷ㬋⺷䫱䳸㥳[9]炸炻侴ᶵ㗗ảシ⛘䓙⸦ᾳ
ᷕ㔯⫿忚埴䳬⎰⯙⎗㥳ㆸ烊ㆹᾹ䧙䓙ᶵ⎴娆⿏
ᷳ娆䳈䳬ㆸ䘬夷⇯䁢娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯炻侴娆⼁
ᷳ㥳娆䳸㥳⎗䓙ᶵ⎴娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯㥳ㆸˤ㛔

῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵ġ

ℙ䎦柣䌯ġ

2logȪġ

1

䞛⡐唬兄ġ

ŨųŢűũŦůŦġ

11

65.154

2

⣰䰛䡛䭉ġ

ůŢůŰŵŶţŦġ

10

55.323

3

䶂⮔ġ

ŧŦŢŵŶųŦġ

7

27.043

4

㲊㜇ġ

ţŦŢŮŴġ

7

24.219

5

崲檀ġ

ŪůŤųŦŢŴŦġ

3

6.230

6

㎵⣙ġ

ŮŢūŰųġ

1

1.152

䞼䨞姕妰Ḯᶨ⣿㳩䦳⍣⍾⼿㥳ㆸ录℠娆⼁ᷳ㥳娆䳸㥳䘬⎬ᾳ娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯炻ᷳ⼴⇑䓐⍾⼿䘬娆⿏⸷↿
夷⇯⍣⮵Ȩ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ忚埴䮑怠ˤ⇑䓐娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯䮑怠Ȩ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ䘬⍇⚈㗗烉䔞
㥳ㆸȨ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ䘬㥳娆䳸㥳ᷳ娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯䫎⎰㥳ㆸ录℠娆⼁ᷳ㥳娆䳸㥳䘬娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯㗪炻
堐䣢Ȩ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ㑩㚱䘬㥳娆䳸㥳䫎⎰录℠娆⼁ᷳ㥳娆䳸㥳炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹ娵䁢娚Ȩ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢
䔁⫿娆ȩ庫⎗傥䁢㛒䞍娆炻侴朆Ȩᶵ㗗娆⼁䘬ᷕ㔯⫿ᷚȩˤ
䁢Ḯ⇑䓐娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯⍣䮑怠Ȩ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ
炻椾⃰暨⺢䩳娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯堐ˤ⺢䩳娆⿏⸷↿夷
⇯堐⼴炻ㆹᾹ⇑䓐娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯䘬↢䎦㫉㔠ἄ䁢攨㩣ῤ炻᷎⇑䓐忂忶攨㩣ῤ䘬娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯⮵Ȩ῁怠ᷕ
㔯怢䔁⫿娆ȩ忚埴䮑怠ˤ
㕟娆䲣䴙忯⇘㛒䞍娆㗪㚫⮯㛒䞍娆㕟ㆸ⸦ᾳ庫⮷䘬╖ỵˤㆹᾹ啱䓙⍣昌录℠䘬悐↮娆⼁䘬㕡⺷炻⮯
忁ṃ娆⼁䔞ἄ㛒䞍娆炻ẍ忁ṃ娆⼁䴻忶㕟娆嗽䎮⼴㚫塓㕟ㆸ⸦ᾳ庫⮷䘬╖ỵˤ㛔䞼䨞㈲䓙忁⸦ᾳ庫⮷
䘬╖ỵ㥳ㆸ䘬娆⼁䳬⎰䧙䁢Ȩ㛒䞍娆῁怠娆⼁䳬⎰ȩ
ˤ㭼㕡婒ㆹᾹ⮯Ȩ⛘䓊ȩ䓙录℠ᷕ⍣昌炻ἧ℞ㆸ
䁢㛒䞍娆ˤ侴Ȩ⛘䓊ȩ䴻忶㕟娆⼴塓㕟ㆸȨ⛘ȩˣȨ䓊ȩℑᾳ⮷╖ỵ炻䓙Ȩ⛘ȩˣȨ䓊ȩ㥳ㆸ䘬娆
⼁䳬⎰Ȩ⛘ 䓊ȩ⌛䁢Ȩ㛒䞍娆῁怠娆⼁䳬⎰ȩˤ
ㆹᾹ德忶ᶳ枩⚾ℕᷳ⎬ᾳ㬍樇Ἦ⺢䩳娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯堐ˤ⛐⚾ℕᷕ㬍樇 1炻ㆹᾹ⮯ N ⍾ 10炻㈲录℠↯
√ㆸ⋩䫱ấˤẍᶳㆹᾹ⮵㬍樇 3 ⇘ 6 忚埴婒㖶烉⛐䫔 k ⚆⎰炻ㆹᾹ⮯⍇⥳ᷕ㔯录℠䘬䫔 k ấ⍣昌炻ẍ
⛐录℠ᷳ䫔 k ấᷕ䘬娆⼁㚫塓䔞ㆸ㛒䞍娆烊⮵婆㕁㕟娆 ⼴炻↢䎦⛐婆㕁ᷕᷳ䫔 k ấᷕ䘬娆⼁㚫塓㕟ㆸȨ㛒
䞍娆῁怠娆⼁䳬⎰ȩ
ˤ⛐㬍樇 5炻㛔䞼䨞⇑䓐⎚ᷡἃ⇾㜸☐[4]⮵婆㕁㧁㲐娆⿏炻侴㧁㲐㗪ἧ䓐䘬⫿℠㧉
✳䁢 xinhuaFactored.ser.gzˤ⛐㧁㲐娆⿏⼴炻婆㕁ᷕ䘬Ȩ㛒䞍娆῁怠娆⼁䳬⎰ȩᷳ娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯⌛䁢娚娆
⼁ᷳ娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯ˤἳ⤪Ȩ⛘

䓊ȩ䴻忶娆⿏㧁㲐⼴嬲䁢Ȩ⛘/NN

䓊/NNȩ炻⇯Ȩ⛘䓊ȩᷳ娆⿏

⸷↿夷⇯䁢“ NN NN ”ˤᶵ忶⎚ᷡἃ⇾㜸☐⛐ᶵ⎴䘬婆⠫ᶳ炻⮵䚠⎴䘬Ȩ㛒䞍娆῁怠娆⼁䳬⎰ȩ⎗傥㚫
㧁㲐ᶵ⎴䘬娆⿏炻⤪Ȩ⛘

䓊ȩḇ⎗傥塓㧁㲐䁢Ȩ⛘/NN

䓊/VVȩ炻ẍᶨᾳ娆⼁䘬娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯

⎗傥ᶵ⎒ᶨ䧖ˤ⛐㬍樇 6 ㆹᾹ⮵⎬ᾳ䴻忶娆⿏㧁㲐⼴䘬㛒䞍娆῁怠娆⼁䳬⎰炷⤪Ȩ⛘/NN 䓊/NNȩ炸
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

⮯⍇⥳ᷕ㔯录℠↯√ㆸ N 䫱ấ
for k =1 to N
⮯⍇⥳ᷕ㔯录℠ᷕ䘬䫔 k ấ⍣昌
⇑䓐⍣昌㌱䫔 k ấ䘬ᷕ㔯录℠⮵婆㕁忚埴㕟娆
⇑䓐⎚ᷡἃ⇾㜸☐⮵㕟娆䘬婆㕁㧁㲐娆⿏
⽆㧁㲐娆⿏⼴䘬婆㕁ᷕ⍾⼿⎬娆⼁ᷳ娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯炻䴙妰⎬ᾳ娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯䘬↢䎦㫉㔠᷎
姀抬㕤R ᷕ
⎰Ἕᶲ徘R , R ,…, R 䘬䳸㝄
⚾ℕˣ⺢䩳娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯堐䘬㬍樇

忚埴㒟⍾炻⯙⍾⼿⎬ᾳ娆⼁ᷳ娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯烊侴⛐䴙妰娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯㗪炻ㆹᾹ⮯娆⼁ᷳ⎗傥䘬⎬䧖娆⿏
⸷↿夷⇯悥䲵ℍ䴙妰ˤ㚨⼴ㆹᾹ⮯R ⇘R 䘬䳸㝄忚埴⎰Ἕ炻⯙⬴ㆸ娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯堐䘬⺢伖ˤ
ẍᶳㆹᾹ啱⚾ᶫ婒㖶⇑䓐娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯䮑怠῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆䘬㔜橼㳩䦳ˤ椾⃰ẍ攟娆⃒⃰㕡⺷⮵
῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆忚埴㕟娆炻ℵ⇑䓐⎚ᷡἃ⇾㜸☐㧁㲐娆⿏炻⯙⎗⍾⼿⎬ᾳ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ᷳ娆⿏⸷
↿夷⇯烊劍ẍȨ⇵扺⟙ȩ䁢ἳ炻⚈䁢Ȩ⇵扺⟙ȩ䴻忶㕟娆ˣ㧁㲐娆⿏⼴嬲ㆸȨ⇵扺/NN

⟙/NNȩ炻ẍ

Ȩ⇵扺⟙ȩᷳ娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯䁢ȨNN NNȩˤᷳ⼴ㆹᾹ德忶娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯堐ᷕ⣏㕤ㆾ䫱㕤攨㩣ῤ炷娆⿏⸷
↿夷⇯䘬↢䎦㫉㔠炸䘬⎬ᾳ娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯炷⚾ᷕ䲭刚㕄橼㧁䣢䘬夷⇯炸忚埴䮑怠炻⮯娆⿏㧁姀ˣ䨢䘥⍣
昌⯙⼿⇘忂忶䮑怠ᷳ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆烊ἳ⤪德忶娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯堐ᷕ䘬娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯ȨVV NN NNȩ
䮑怠↢Ȩ㶀/VV ⮞/NN

䵚/NNȩˣ
Ȩ㱣/VV ⋨/NN ᷣⷕ/NNȩᷳ⼴炻⮯娆⿏㧁姀ˣ䨢䘥⍣昌⯙㚫⼿⇘

Ȩ㶀⮞䵚ȩˣȨ㱣⋨ᷣⷕȩ忁ℑᾳ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ˤ㚨⼴ㆹᾹ⮯忂忶䮑怠ᷳ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆夾䁢㛒䞍
娆炻⮯℞≈ℍ军ᷕ㔯录℠㧉䳬ˤ

῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆
⇵扺⟙
⣙倘
㉳㡬⺷
䉪㏞
㶀⮞䵚
㱣⋨ᷣⷕ
⛇堃Ḵ
⮵⣏
㫸欗㖮≺

ẍ攟娆⃒⃰㕡
⺷⮵῁怠ᷕ㔯
怢䔁⫿娆㕟娆

⇵扺ġġ⟙
⣙ġġ倘
㉳㡬ġġ⺷
䉪ġġ㏞
㶀ġġ⮞ġġ䵚
㱣ġġ⋨ġġᷣⷕ
⛇ġġ堃ġġḴ
⮵ġġ⣏
㫸ġġ欗ġġ㖮ġġ≺

⇑䓐⎚ᷡἃ⇾
㜸☐㧁㲐娆⿏

⇵扺İŏŏġġ⟙İŏŏ
⣙İŗŗġġ倘İŏŏ
㉳㡬İŗŗġġ⺷İŎ
䉪İłŅġġ㏞İŗŗ
㶀İŗŗġġ⮞İŏŏġġ䵚İŏŏ
㱣İŗŗġġ⋨İŏŏġġᷣⷕİŏŏ
⛇İŏœġġ堃İŏŏġġḴİńŅ
⮵İőġġ⣏İŋŋ
㫸İŏœġ欗İŏœġ㖮İŋŋġ≺İŏŏ

⇑䓐娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯䮑怠
⇵扺İŏŏġ⟙İŏŏ
⣙İŗŗġ倘İŏŏ
⣙İŗ
İŗ
ŗŗ 倘İŏ
İŏ
ŏŏ
㉳㡬İŗŗġ⺷İŎ
㉳㡬İŗ
İŗ
ŗŗ ⺷İŎ
İŎ
Ŏ
䉪İłŅġ㏞İŗŗ
䉪İł
İł
łŅ ㏞İŗ
İŗ
ŗŗ
㶀İŗŗġ⮞İŏŏġ䵚İŏŏ
㶀İŗ
İŗ
ŗŗ ⮞İŏ
İŏ
ŏŏ 䵚İŏ
İŏ
ŏŏ
㱣İŗ
㱣İŗŗġ⋨İŏŏġᷣⷕİŏŏ
İŗ
ŗŗ ⋨İŏ
İŏ
ŏŏ ᷣⷕİŏ
İŏ
ŏŏ
⛇İŏœġ堃İŏŏġḴİńŅ
⮵İőġ⣏İŋŋ
㫸İŏœġ欗İŏœġ㖮İŋŋġ≺İŏŏ

忂忶䮑怠ᷳ῁怠
ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆

ŏŏġġŏŏ
ŏŏ
ŏŏ
ġ
ŗŗġġŏŏ
ŗŗ ŏŏ
ġ
łŅ ŗŗ
łŅġġŗŗ

⍣昌娆⿏㧁
姀冯䨢䘥

ŗŗġġŎ
ŗŗ
Ŏ
ŗŗġġŏŏġġŏŏ
ŗŗ
ŏŏ ŏŏ
łŅġġŏœ

⚾ᶫˣ⇑䓐娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯䮑怠῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ᷳ䭬ἳ
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⇵扺⟙
⣙倘
㉳㡬⺷
䉪㏞
㶀⮞䵚
㱣⋨ᷣⷕ
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5. ⮎槿䳸㝄冯↮㜸
5.1 ⮎槿婆㕁Ἦ㸸

堐⚃ˣ⮎槿婆㕁⎍㔠䴙妰ġ

㛔䞼䨞ἧ䓐䘬⮎槿婆㕁䘮䁢ᷕ劙⸛埴婆㕁炻侴ㆹᾹ㟡㒂ᷕ劙⸛埴婆㕁
ᷳᷕ㔯婆㕁㗗䷩橼ㆾ䯉橼ᷕ㔯⮯婆㕁↮䁢ℑ⣏栆烊䷩橼ᷕ㔯䘬悐↮㚱

婆㕁ġ

⎍㔠ġ

䥹⬠Ṣġ

63256

䥹⬠Ṣ暄娴ᷕ劙⮵䄏暣⫸㚠炷ẍᶳ䯉䧙䥹⬠Ṣ炸ẍ⍲㕘倆婆㕁炻䯉橼

㕘倆婆㕁ġ

54002

ᷕ㔯䘬悐↮⇯㗗㚱 C300ˣC220 冯⺋㑕㚫娙(BroadCast Conversation)

ńĴıı ġ

296748

婆㕁炻⮎槿婆㕁⎍㔠䴙妰⤪堐⚃䣢炻侴ẍᶳ⮯⮵ᶲ徘㍸⇘䘬婆㕁䘬

ńĳĳıġ

222250

⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁ġ

24351

Ἦ㸸⍲ㆹᾹ⮵婆㕁 䘬嗽䎮忚埴婒㖶ˤ

䓘Ἣ㔯[3]ἧ䓐劙㻊㔯⎍⮵↿㈨埻炻⮯䥹⬠Ṣᷳ 1745 䭯㔯䪈廱㎃ㆸ 63256 ⎍ᷕ劙⸛埴⎍⮵炻侴ㆹᾹ㱧
䓐忁 63256 ⎍⎍⮵忚埴⮎槿ˤㆹᾹ⮯冒䓙㗪⟙ᷕ劙⮵䄏嬨㕘倆ˣ暁婆䵚䪁䞍嬀䭉䎮⸛⎘㕘倆ˣ伶⚳ᷳ枛
暁婆㕘倆⍲倗⎰㕘倆䵚ᷕ劙⮵䄏㕘倆忁⚃䧖劙㻊暁婆婆㕁炻⇑䓐劙㻊㔯⎍⮵↿㈨埻[3]廱㎃ㆸᷕ劙⸛埴⎍
⮵⼴忚埴⎰Ἕ炻⯙⼿⇘㕘倆婆㕁ˤ
Tseng䫱Ṣ[25]㕤Patent Machine Translation Task at the NTCIR-9[22]炷ẍᶳ䯉䧙NTCIR-9 PatentMT炸㗪
⮵ 100 叔⎍⮰⇑⸛埴婆㕁忚埴⇵嗽䎮⼴⼿⇘Ḯℑ䧖劙㻊暁婆妻䶜婆㕁C300 2ˣC220炻侴ㆹᾹ䚜㍍㱧䓐忁ℑ
䧖 婆 㕁 忚 埴 ⮎ 槿 ˤ ㆹ Ᾱ ⽆  岤 屟 䘬 Linguistic Data Consortium ᷳ GALE Phase 1 Chinese Broadcast
Conversation Parallel Text - Part 1 婆㕁ˣPart 2 婆㕁䘬㨼㟰ᷕ㒟⍾ᷕ劙⸛埴⎍⮵炻᷎⮯䞕⎍(攟⹎⮷㕤 6 ᷳ
⎍⫸)ˣ慵墯䘬⎍⮵⍲⎍ᷕ䈡㬲䫎嘇⍣昌ˤ㚨⼴⮯GALE Phase 1 Chinese Broadcast Conversation Parallel Text
- Part 1 ˣPart 2 婆㕁ᷳᷕ劙⸛埴⎍⮵炷⍣昌慵墯⎍⮵ˣ䞕⎍炸忚埴⎰Ἕ⼴⯙⼿⇘⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁ˤ

5.2 㒟⍾ᷕ劙娆⮵冯㛒䞍娆ᷳ⮎槿
⛐㛔⮎槿ᷕㆹᾹ⽆䥹⬠Ṣˣ㕘倆婆㕁ˣ⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁ˣC300ˣC220 忁Ḽ䧖婆㕁ᷕ㒟⍾ᷕ劙娆⮵ˣ㛒䞍娆炻
᷎姽Ộ℞㓰㝄ˤ椾⃰ㆹᾹ⽆⎬婆㕁ᷕ㒟⍾῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵ˣ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆炻侴㒟⍾↢䘬῁怠ᷕ
劙怢䔁娆⮵ˣ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ᷳ㔠慷⤪堐Ḽ䣢ˤ
ㆹᾹ德忶⎗傥⿏㭼ἳ冯ℙ䎦柣䌯⮵῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵忚埴䮑怠炻᷎⇑䓐Ṣⶍ䘬㕡⺷⍣㩊㷔ẍᶵ⎴䘬
ℙ䎦柣䌯ἄ䁢攨㩣ῤ䮑怠↢䘬䳸㝄烉⛐䥹⬠Ṣˣ㕘倆婆㕁ˣ⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁䘬悐↮炻ㆹᾹ⮵䮑怠↢䘬
㚱῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵悥忚埴Ṣⶍ㩊㷔炻Ữ⛐ C300ˣC220 䘬悐↮炻⚈䁢䮑怠↢䘬ℙ䎦柣䌯䁢 2ˣℙ䎦柣䌯
䁢 1 䘬娆⮵㔠慷䘮⛐㔠⋫ẍᶲ炻ẍ⮵㕤ℙ䎦柣䌯䁢 2ˣℙ䎦柣䌯䁢 1 䘬῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵炻ㆹᾹ⽆㭷
100 ⎵ᷕ⍾⇵ 50 ⎵忚埴㩊㷔ˤㆹᾹẍ娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯䘬↢䎦㫉㔠ἄ䁢攨㩣ῤἮ⍾⼿ᶵ⎴䘬娆⿏⸷↿夷⇯炻
ℵ德忶⍾⼿ᷳ⎬ᾳ娆⿏⸷↿
夷⇯⮵῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆忚埴
䮑怠ˤᷳ⼴⮵㕤㚱塓䮑怠↢䘬
῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆炻ㆹᾹẍṢⶍ
䘬㕡⺷㩊㷔℞㗗⏎䁢㛒䞍娆ˤ⛐
䳸㝄姽Ộᶲ炻⇯ἧ䓐㧁㸾⭂佑䘬

堐Ḽˣ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆ˣ῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵㔠慷䴙妰ġ
婆㕁⎵䧙ġ
䥹⬠Ṣġ
㕘倆婆㕁ġ
⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁ġ
ńĴııġ
ńĳĳıġ

2

῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵㔠慷ġ ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆㔠慷ġ
5410
2484
3502
2475
831
356
9326
4619
7798
3469

晾䃞⛐[25]᷎ᷕ㰺㚱姀抬⮵ C1140 䘬忚ᶨ㬍嗽䎮炻Ữ Tseng 䫱Ṣ⼿⇘ C1140 ⼴怬㚱⮵ C1140 忚埴
䮑怠炻ℵ⇑䓐䮑怠⬴䘬婆㕁忚埴⮎槿ˤ侴 C1140 䴻䮑怠⼴䲬∑ 30 叔⎍炻㓭㛔䞼䨞ẍ C300 ẋ㚧 C1140ˤ
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⎬婆㕁⛐ᶵ⎴攨㩣ῤ炷↢
↢䎦㫉㔠炸ᶳ䘬F1-measure
0.79
0.77
0.75
㕘倆婆㕁
0.73
䥹⬠Ṣ
0.71
⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁
0.69
C300
0.67

F1-measure

F1-measure

⎬婆㕁⛐ᶵ⎴攨㩣ῤ炷ℙ䎦柣䌯炸ᶳ䘬F1-measure
0.75
0.7
0.65
㕘倆婆㕁
0.6
0.55
䥹⬠Ṣ
0.5
0.45
⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁
0.4
C300
0.35
0.3
C220
1
2
3
4
5

0.65

C220
5

10

15

20

25

30

攨㩣ῤ炷↢䎦㫉㔠炸

攨㩣ῤ炷ℙ䎦柣䌯炸

⚾ℓˣᶵ⎴攨㩣ῤ(ℙ䎦柣䌯)ᶳ⼿䘬 F1-measure

⚾ḅˣᶵ⎴攨㩣ῤ(↢䎦㫉㔠)ᶳ⼿䘬 F1-measure

䱦䡢䌯炷Precision炸ˣ⎔⚆䌯炷Recall炸ˣF1-measure 忁ᶱᾳ㊯㧁忚埴姽Ộˤ
⚾ℓ㗗ẍᶵ⎴攨㩣ῤ⍣⮵⎬⮎槿婆㕁ᷳ῁怠ᷕ劙怢䔁娆⮵忚埴䮑怠⼿䘬 F1-measureˤ⤪⚾ℓ䣢炻
⛐㕘倆婆㕁ˣ䥹⬠ṢˣC300ˣC220 悐↮炻F1-measure 㚨檀䘬悥㗗攨㩣ῤ䁢 3 ᷳ䳸㝄炻㓭ㆹᾹ↮⇍㈲忁⚃
䧖婆㕁ᷳẍ攨㩣ῤ䁢 3 䮑怠↢䘬䳸㝄≈ℍ军劙㻊录℠㧉䳬ˤ⛐⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁悐↮炻F1-measure 㚨檀䘬㗗
攨㩣ῤ䁢 2 ᷳ䳸㝄炻ẍㆹᾹ㈲ẍ攨㩣ῤ䁢 2 䮑怠↢䘬䳸㝄≈ℍ军劙㻊录℠㧉䳬ˤ
⚾ḅ㗗ẍᶵ⎴攨㩣ῤ⍣⮵⎬⮎槿婆㕁ᷳ῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆忚埴䮑怠⼿䘬 F1-measureˤ⤪⚾ḅ䣢炻
⛐㕘倆婆㕁䘬悐↮炻攨㩣ῤ䁢 5 ㆾ 10 㗪㚱䚠⎴䘬F – measureˤ侴攨㩣ῤ䁢 5 ᷳ䳸㝄䘬⎔⚆䌯䁢 0.915炻
攨㩣ῤ䁢 10 ᷳ䳸㝄䘬⎔⚆䌯䁢 0.907ˤ⚈䁢ㆹᾹⶴ㛃⍾⼿庫⣂㬋䡢῁怠ᷕ㔯怢䔁⫿娆炻ẍㆹᾹ⍾⎔⚆䌯
庫檀䘬攨㩣ῤ䁢 5 ᷳ䳸㝄炻᷎㈲ẍ攨㩣ῤ䁢 5 䮑怠↢䘬䳸㝄≈ℍ军ᷕ㔯录℠㧉䳬ˤ⛐䥹⬠Ṣˣ⺋㑕㚫
娙婆㕁ˣC300ˣC220 悐↮炻 F – measure 㚨檀䘬㗗攨㩣ῤ䁢 5 ᷳ䳸㝄炻㓭ㆹᾹ↮⇍㈲忁⚃䧖婆㕁ᷳẍ攨
㩣ῤ䁢 5 䮑怠↢䘬䳸㝄≈ℍ军ᷕ㔯录℠㧉䳬ˤ

5.3 ẍṢⶍ㕟娆㷔娎婆㕁姽Ộ㕟娆㓰傥ᷳ⮎槿
5.3.1 ⮎槿㳩䦳姕妰
ㆹᾹ⮯㕤㛔⮎槿ᷕἧ䓐䥹⬠㔯䪈栆✳䘬䥹⬠Ṣˣ㕘倆㔯䪈栆✳䘬㕘倆婆㕁ˣ㚫娙㔯䪈栆✳䘬⺋㑕㚫娙婆
㕁忁ᶱ䧖ᶵ⎴柀➇䘬⮎槿婆㕁ˤ⛐㛔⮎槿炻ㆹᾹ⽆⮎槿婆㕁ᷕ㉥⍾↢ℑ䘦⎍䔞ἄ㷔娎婆㕁炻⮎槿婆㕁䘬
℞检悐↮㍸ὃ䴎ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙⍣䓊䓇妻䶜婆㕁ˤ䓙㕤䥹⬠Ṣˣ㕘倆婆㕁ˣ⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁䘬㷔娎婆㕁悥㗗䚜
㍍䓙ᷕ劙⸛埴婆㕁ᷕ↯√侴Ἦ炻ẍㆹᾹ᷎㰺㚱㷔娎婆㕁ᷳ㕟娆㧁㸾䫼㟰ˤ⚈㬌ㆹᾹ⮵ℑ䘦⎍㷔娎婆㕁
忚埴Ṣⶍ㕟娆炻᷎ẍṢⶍ㕟娆䘬䳸㝄䔞ἄ㕟娆㧁㸾䫼㟰炻ẍ忚埴㕟娆㓰傥䘬姽Ộˤ
ㆹᾹᶵẍᶨṃ䵚嶗ᶲ攳㓦ἧ䓐䘬㚱㕟娆㧁㸾䫼㟰ᷳ㷔娎婆㕁炷⤪䓙ᷕ⣖䞼䨞昊ˣ楁㷗❶ⶪ⣏⬠䫱
㍸ὃ䘬㷔娎婆㕁[24]炸⍣姽ỘㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙䘬㕟娆㓰傥ᷳ⍇⚈㗗烉劍⮯䥹⬠Ṣ䫱⮎槿婆㕁㍸ὃ䴎ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙炻
ℵẍ⼿䘬⎬ᾳ㕟娆㧉✳⮵䵚嶗ᶲ攳㓦ἧ䓐䘬㷔娎婆㕁忚埴㕟娆᷎姽Ộ㕟娆㓰傥炻⇯⎗傥⚈䁢⮎槿婆㕁
冯㷔娎婆㕁᷎朆㗗䚠⎴柀➇䘬婆㕁炻⮶农⼿⇘ᶵ䱦䡢䘬姽Ộ䳸㝄烊㬌⢾ᶨṃ䵚嶗ᶲ攳㓦ἧ䓐䘬妻䶜婆㕁
炷冯䵚嶗ᶲ攳㓦ἧ䓐䘬㷔娎婆㕁⎴柀➇炸᷎朆㗗ᷕ劙⸛埴婆㕁炻㓭䃉㱽㍸ὃ䴎ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙⍣⼿⇘㕟娆㧉
✳ˤ⚈㬌ㆹᾹᶵἧ䓐䵚嶗ᶲ攳㓦ἧ䓐䘬㚱㕟娆㧁㸾䫼㟰ᷳ㷔娎婆㕁忚埴㕟娆㓰傥姽Ộˤ
㛔⮎槿ᷳ䓊䓇妻䶜婆㕁䘬㕡⺷䓙㚱ㆾ㰺㚱⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗䘬屯妲⍣嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘ᷳℑ䧖ね㱩⍣冯㚱
ㆾ㰺㚱≈ℍ㛒䞍娆⍲ᷕ劙娆⮵ᷳℑ䧖ね㱩忚埴䳬⎰炻㓭㚨⼴㚱 4 䧖䓊䓇妻䶜婆㕁䘬㕡⺷ˤ妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳
䘬ⶍ℟⇯㗗㚱 LingPipe ᷕ㔯㕟娆☐(ẍᶳ䯉䧙䁢 LPS)ẍ⍲⎚ᷡἃᷕ㔯㕟娆☐(ẍᶳ䯉䧙䁢 SCS)ˤ
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䁢Ḯ㭼庫ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙冯℞Ṿ㕟娆䲣䴙ㆾ㕟娆㧉✳攻䘬㕟娆㓰傥ⶖ䔘炻ㆹᾹ⮯ᷕ䞼昊㕟娆䲣䴙[2]冯㕟
䪈⍾佑㕟娆䲣䴙[27]ˣSCS ᷳ Pku ⍲ Ctb 㕟娆㧉✳ˣICTCLAS 㻊婆↮娆䲣䴙[15]炷ẍᶳ䯉䧙 ICTCLAS炸
ἄ䁢ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㭼庫䘬⮵尉ˤ侴昌Ḯ姽ỘㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙
ᷳ㕟娆㓰傥⢾炻ㆹᾹ⛐ 5.3.2 䭨↮㜸德忶㛔䞼䨞㍸↢䘬
≈ℍ㛒䞍娆⍲ᷕ劙娆⮵ㆾ⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗䘬屯妲⍣嗽䎮

䱦䡢䌯 =

Ṍ普✳㬏䔘䘬㕡㱽傥⏎㍸⋯㕟娆㓰傥ˤ㬌⢾䁢Ḯ姽Ộ妻
䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪≈ℍ⢾悐录℠⮵㕟娆㓰傥䘬⼙枧炻ㆹᾹ⮯

⎔⚆䌯 =

䲣䴙㕟↢䘬㬋䡢娆㔠
ġ
䲣䴙㕟↢䘬娆㔠
䲣䴙㕟↢䘬㬋䡢娆㔠

ġ
⍫侫䫼㟰ᷕ䘬㚱娆㔠

↮⇍⯙妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪≈ℍ录℠冯㛒≈ℍ录℠忁ℑ䧖
栆✳⍣忚埴⮎槿炻侴⛐妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪≈ℍ䘬录℠⊭

F – measure =

2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

(2)

(3)

(4)

⏓Ḯᷕ㔯录℠㧉䳬ᷕ䘬㚱录℠ˤ
ㆹᾹἧ䓐䱦䡢䌯炷Precision炸
ˣ⎔⚆䌯炷Recall炸
ˣF1-measure 忁ᶱᾳ姽Ộ㊯㧁⍣姽Ộ㕟娆㓰傥炻℔⺷(2)-(4)
䁢⎬㊯㧁䘬ᾳ⇍⭂佑烊侴⛐ᶳ枩堐ℕᷕ䘬 P ẋ堐䱦䡢䌯炻R ẋ堐⎔⚆䌯炻F1 ẋ堐 F1-measureˤ

5.3.2 ⮎槿䳸㝄冯↮㜸
ᶳ枩堐ℕ䁢ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙⮵ᶵ⎴柀➇婆㕁ᷳ㕟娆㓰傥ˤ⛐堐ℕ⎬ᾳ⮎槿婆㕁䘬⮎槿㔠㒂ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ⮯ㆹᾹ䘬
䲣䴙ᷳ㚨檀 F1-measure 冯℞Ṿ䘬㕟娆䲣䴙ㆾ㕟娆㧉✳ᷕ䘬㚨檀 F1-measure 䓐䲭刚䰿橼≈㕄橼㧁䣢ˤ⚈䁢⽆
LDC 岤屟䘬⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁㚱䇰㪲⓷柴炻ẍㆹᾹ᷎㰺㚱⇑䓐ᷕ䞼昊㕟娆䲣䴙ˣ㕟䪈⍾佑㕟娆䲣䴙⮵℞忚
埴㕟娆炻侴⛐堐ℕ⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁ᷳᷕ䞼昊㕟娆䲣䴙ˣ㕟䪈⍾佑㕟娆䲣䴙䘬䳸㝄悐↮ㆹᾹ⇯⮯℞㧁䣢䁢Ȩ-ȩˤ
ẍᶳ䁢ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙冯℞Ṿ㕟娆䲣䴙ㆾ㕟娆㧉✳ᷳ㕟娆㓰傥㭼庫ˤ⛐堐ℕ䥹⬠Ṣ悐↮炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙䘬
㚨檀 F1-measure 䁢 0.855炻檀㕤 SCS ᷳ PkuˣCtb 㕟娆㧉✳ˣICTCLASˣ㕟䪈⍾佑㕟娆䲣䴙ᷳ F1-measure炻
㭼㕟娆㓰傥㚨Ἓ䘬ᷕ䞼昊㕟娆䲣䴙ᷳ F1-measure ỶḮ 0.049ˤ⛐㕘倆婆㕁悐↮炻ㆹᾹ䲣䴙䘬㚨檀 F1-measure
䁢 0.787炻㭼崟㕟娆㓰傥㚨Ἓ䘬ᷕ䞼昊㕟娆䲣䴙ᷳ F1-measure ỶḮ 0.1炻Ữ檀㕤㕟䪈⍾佑㕟娆䲣䴙ᷳ
F1-measureˤ⛐⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁䘬悐↮炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙䘬㚨檀 F1-measure 䁢 0.837炻Ỷ㕤 SCS ᷳ PkuˣCtb 㕟娆
㧉✳ˣICTCLAS ᷳ F1-measure炻Ữ冯 PkuˣCtb 㕟娆㧉✳ˣICTCLAS 䘬 F1-measure ᷳⶖ嶅䘮⛐ 0.04 ẍℏˤ
䓙ẍᶲ↮㜸⎗䚳↢炻⛐ᶱ䧖⮎槿婆㕁䘬䳸㝄ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨Ἓ㕟娆㓰傥悥䃉㱽⃒㕤㚱䘬℞Ṿ
㕟娆䲣䴙ㆾ㕟娆㧉✳ᷳ㕟娆㓰傥ˤỮ⛐䥹⬠Ṣˣ⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁悐↮炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨檀 F1-measure 冯㕟
娆㓰傥㚨Ἓ䘬℞Ṿ㕟娆䲣䴙ㆾ㕟娆㧉✳ᷳ F1-measure 䘬ⶖ嶅悥⛐ 0.05 ẍℏ炻ᶼㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨檀
F1-measure 悥⛐ 0.835 ẍᶲ炻⚈㬌ㆹᾹ奢⼿忁栗䣢ḮㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙傥⣈㚱ᶨ⭂䘬㕟娆㓰傥ˤ
⛐堐ℕ䘬䳸㝄ᷕ炻ᶵ婾妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪≈ℍ录℠ㆾ㛒≈ℍ录℠炻⛐䥹⬠Ṣˣ㕘倆婆㕁ˣ⺋㑕㚫娙婆
㕁䘬悐↮炻㭼崟㰺㚱⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗屯妲嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘䘬䳸㝄ᷳ F1-measure炻㚱⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗屯妲嗽䎮Ṍ
普✳㬏䔘䘬䳸㝄ᷳ F1-measure 䘮傥㍸⋯炻侴℞ᷕ F1-measure ㍸⋯㚨⣂䘬䁢妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪㛒≈ℍ录℠䘬ね
㱩ᶳ炻㕘倆婆㕁悐↮ᷳ⇑䓐 SCS 妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳炻ᶼ㚱≈ℍ㛒䞍娆⍲ᷕ劙娆⮵䘬䳸㝄炷䓙 0.762 ㍸⋯军
0.787炸
ˤ⚈㬌ㆹᾹ奢⼿忁栗䣢Ḯ冯㰺㚱⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗屯妲嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘䚠㭼炻㚱⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗屯妲嗽䎮
Ṍ普✳㬏䔘ㅱ傥⣈ἧ㕟娆㓰傥㍸⋯ˤ
䓙堐ℕ㔠㒂⎗䚳↢炻⛐妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪㛒≈ℍ录℠䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻⛐㚱⮎槿婆㕁䘬悐↮炻㭼崟㰺㚱≈
ℍ㛒䞍娆冯ᷕ劙娆⮵䘬䳸㝄ᷳ F1-measure炻㚱≈ℍ㛒䞍娆冯ᷕ劙娆⮵䘬䳸㝄ᷳ F1-measure 䘮傥㍸⋯炻℞ᷕ
F1-measure ㍸⋯㚨⣂䘬䁢㕘倆婆㕁悐↮ᷳ⇑䓐 SCS 妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳炻ᶼ㚱⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗屯妲嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏
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堐ℕˣᶵ⎴柀➇婆㕁ᷳ㕟娆㓰傥
妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪㛒≈ℍ录℠ġ
⇑䓐劙㻊侣
妻䶜 ≈ℍ㛒䞍娆
嬗屯妲嗽䎮
ⶍ℟ġ 冯ᷕ劙娆⮵ġ
Ṍ普✳㬏䔘ġ
㰺㚱ġ
LPS
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
SCS
㚱ġ

㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ

⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁ġ

䥹⬠Ṣġ

㕘倆婆㕁ġ

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

P

R

F1

0.776
0.788
0.778
0.792
0.792
0.808
0.801
0.812

0.809
0.818
0.810
0.820
0.827
0.842
0.832
0.843

0.792
0.803
0.794
0.806
0.809
0.825
0.816
0.827

0.793
0.806
0.797
0.815
0.762
0.781
0.778
0.799

0.834
0.843
0.834
0.847
0.897
0.909
0.906
0.919

0.813
0.824
0.815
0.831
0.824
0.840
0.837
0.855

0.724
0.727
0.732
0.737
0.679
0.689
0.681
0.710

0.801
0.803
0.801
0.803
0.863
0.871
0.864
0.883

0.761
0.763
0.765
0.769
0.760
0.769
0.762
0.787

妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪≈ℍ录℠ġ
⇑䓐劙㻊侣
妻䶜 ≈ℍ㛒䞍娆
嬗屯妲嗽䎮
ⶍ℟ġ 冯ᷕ劙娆⮵ġ
Ṍ普✳㬏䔘ġ
㰺㚱ġ
LPS
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
SCS
㚱ġ

㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ

℞Ṿ㕟娆䲣䴙ㆾ㕟娆㧉✳ġ
ᷕ䞼昊㕟娆䲣䴙ġ
㕟䪈⍾佑㕟娆䲣䴙ġ
SCS ᷳ Pku 㕟娆㧉✳
SCS ᷳ Ctb 㕟娆㧉✳
ICTCLAS

⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁ġ
P

R

F1

0.819 0.791 0.805
0.834 0.805 0.820
0.818 0.790 0.804
0.836 0.806 0.821
0.802 0.832 0.817
0.823 0.851 0.837
0.796 0.826 0.811
0.819 0.845 0.832
⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁ġ
P
R
F1
ȉ
ȉ
ȉ
ȉ
ȉ
ȉ
0.870 0.884 0.877
0.846 0.869 0.857
0.849 0.887 0.868

䥹⬠Ṣġ

㕘倆婆㕁ġ

P

R

F1

P

0.792
0.820
0.797
0.819
0.772
0.792
0.784
0.790

0.805
0.828
0.805
0.822
0.818
0.834
0.822
0.830
䥹⬠Ṣġ
R
0.932
0.739
0.867
0.868
0.841

0.798
0.824
0.801
0.820
0.794
0.812
0.802
0.810

0.742
0.749
0.753
0.762
0.681
0.688
0.682
0.705

P
0.878
0.754
0.839
0.827
0.785

F1
0.904
0.746
0.852
0.847
0.812

R

F1

0.786 0.764
0.793 0.770
0.784 0.768
0.794 0.778
0.863 0.762
0.870 0.768
0.864 0.763
0.880 0.783
㕘倆婆㕁ġ
P
R
F1
0.854 0.923 0.887
0.743 0.753 0.748
0.815 0.853 0.834
0.832 0.878 0.855
0.758 0.848 0.801

䔘䘬䳸㝄炷䓙 0.769 ㍸⋯军 0.787炸
ˤ⚈㬌ㆹᾹ奢⼿忁栗䣢Ḯ⛐妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪㛒≈ℍ录℠䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻㚱≈
ℍ㛒䞍娆冯ᷕ劙娆⮵ㅱ⎗㍸⋯㕟娆㓰傥ˤỮ⛐妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪≈ℍ录℠䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻᷎ᶵ㗗㚱䘬㚱≈ℍ
㛒䞍娆冯ᷕ劙娆⮵䘬䳸㝄ᷳ F1-measure 䘮檀㕤㰺㚱≈ℍ㛒䞍娆冯ᷕ劙娆⮵䘬䳸㝄ᷳ F1-measureˤ
ẍᶳ啱䓙堐ℕ㔠㒂Ἦ㭼庫妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪≈ℍ录℠冯㛒≈ℍ录℠䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙⮵ᶵ⎴柀➇
婆㕁忚埴㕟娆ᷳ㕟娆㓰傥ˤ⛐㕘倆婆㕁ˣ⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁䘬悐↮炻᷎ᶵ㗗㚱妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪≈ℍ录℠䘬
䳸㝄ᷳ F1-measure 悥⎗⃒㕤㛒≈ℍ录℠䘬䳸㝄ᷳ F1-measureˤ侴⛐䥹⬠Ṣ䘬悐↮炻⇯㗗㚱妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳
㗪≈ℍ录℠䘬䳸㝄ᷳ F1-measure 䘮䃉㱽⃒㕤㛒≈ℍ录℠䘬䳸㝄ᷳ F1-measureˤ䵄⎰ẍᶲ⎗䚳↢炻妻䶜㕟娆
㧉✳㗪≈ℍ录℠䘬䳸㝄ᶵᶨ⭂傥⣈㭼㛒≈ℍ录℠䘬䳸㝄㚱㚜⤥䘬㕟娆㓰傥ˤ

5.4 ẍ㻊劙侣嬗䘬侣嬗⑩岒姽Ộ㕟娆㓰傥ᷳ⮎槿
⛐忚埴㻊劙㨇☐侣嬗㗪炻暨天⃰⮵ᷕ㔯婆㕁忚埴㕟娆ㇵ傥忚埴⼴临嗽䎮炻ẍᷕ㔯㕟娆㓰傥䘬⤥⢆⎗傥
㚫⼙枧⇘㚨⼴䘬侣嬗⑩岒ˤ⚈㬌ㆹᾹ`姕⛐⣏⣂㔠䘬ね⼊ᶳ⇑䓐㕟娆㓰傥庫Ἓ䘬䲣䴙㕟↢䘬ᷕ㔯妻䶜
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婆㕁忚埴侣嬗㧉✳妻䶜炻傥⣈㚱庫⤥䘬㻊劙侣嬗ᷳ侣嬗⑩岒炻ẍ⇑䓐㻊劙侣嬗ᷳ侣嬗⑩岒䘬⤥⢆⍣攻㍍
⛘姽ỘㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙䘬㕟娆㓰傥ˤ

5.4.1 ⮎槿㳩䦳姕妰
ㆹᾹ㕤㛔⮎槿ᷕἧ䓐ᶵ⎴柀➇ᷳᷕ劙⸛埴婆㕁忚埴⮎槿炻侴ἧ䓐䘬⮎槿婆㕁㚱烉䥹⬠㔯䪈栆✳䘬 C220ˣ
C300ˣ䥹⬠Ṣ冯㕘倆㔯䪈栆✳䘬㕘倆婆㕁ẍ⍲㚫娙㔯䪈栆✳䘬⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁ˤ䓙㕤 NTCIR-9 PatentMT ᷎
㛒㍸ὃ㷔娎婆㕁䘬㬋䡢䫼㟰炻ẍㆹᾹẍ NTCIR-9 PatentMT ㍸ὃ䘬㚱㬋䡢䫼㟰ᷳ 2000 ⎍⃒⊾屯㕁
炷tuning
data炸ἄ䁢 C300ˣC220 ᷳ㷔娎婆㕁ˤ⮵䥹⬠Ṣˣ㕘倆婆㕁ˣ⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁忁ᶱ䧖婆㕁炻ㆹᾹ⽆婆㕁ᷕ↯
√↢ 2000 ⎍ἄ䁢㷔娎婆㕁炻℞检䘬悐↮⇯ἄ䁢妻䶜侣嬗㧉✳ᷳ妻䶜婆㕁ˤ
㛔䞼䨞德忶䴙妰⺷㨇☐侣嬗䲣䴙ȨMosesȩ[19]⍣忚埴⮎槿ˤㆹᾹ⮯䓐Ἦ妻䶜侣嬗㧉✳ᷳᷕ劙⸛埴婆
㕁䧙䁢劙㻊妻䶜婆㕁炻ẍ嶇ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙䓊䓇䘬ᷕ㔯妻䶜婆㕁ἄ⋨⇍ˤ侴⮎槿䘬㳩䦳⣏䔍䁢烉椾⃰ㆹᾹ
⮯劙㻊妻䶜婆㕁㍸ὃ䴎ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙Ἦ⼿⇘⎬ᾳ㕟娆㧉✳烊ᷳ⼴炻ㆹᾹἧ䓐⼿⇘䘬⎬ᾳ㕟娆㧉✳⮵㷔娎
婆㕁ˣ劙㻊妻䶜婆㕁ᷳᷕ㔯⎍忚埴㕟娆ˤ㚨⼴⮯劙㻊妻䶜婆㕁ᷳ劙㔯⎍ˣ劙㻊妻䶜婆㕁ᷳ㕟娆ᷕ㔯⎍
㍸ὃ䴎 Moses 忚埴侣嬗㧉✳妻䶜炻⮯㷔娎婆㕁ᷳ㕟娆ᷕ㔯⎍㍸ὃ䴎⼿⇘䘬侣嬗㧉✳忚埴侣嬗ˤ
⛐ 5.4.2 䭨ㆹᾹ⮯ SCS ᷳ Pku 㕟娆㧉✳ˣCtb 㕟娆㧉✳⍲ ICTCLAS ἄ䁢ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㕟娆㓰傥㭼庫
⮵尉ˤ⛐ C300ˣ C220 䘬悐↮炻ㆹᾹ⎎⢾⮯ Tseng 䫱⛐ NTCIR-9 PatentMT ⇑䓐⃒⊾屯㕁忚埴姽Ộ⼿ᷳ
BLEU ↮㔠㚨檀䘬䳸㝄炷⛐ C300 䘬悐↮ BLEU ↮㔠㚨檀䘬䁢 Z16炻⛐ C220 䘬悐↮ BLEU ↮㔠㚨檀䘬䁢
Z18*炸ἄ䁢ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㭼庫⮵尉ˤ⛐侣嬗䳸㝄䘬姽Ộᶲ炻⇯ἧ䓐 BLEU  NIST 忁ℑᾳ㊯㧁忚埴姽Ộˤ

5.4.2 ⮎槿䳸㝄冯↮㜸
堐ᶫˣᶳ枩堐ℓ↮⇍䁢 C300ˣC220 冯䥹⬠Ṣˣ㕘倆婆㕁ˣ⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁ᷳ㻊劙侣嬗⮎槿䳸㝄烊⛐堐ᶫ炻
ㆹᾹ⮯ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨檀 BLEU ↮㔠冯 Z16ˣZ18*䘬 BLEU ↮㔠䓐䲭刚䰿橼≈㕄橼㧁䣢烊⛐堐ℓ炻⇯⮯
ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨檀 BLEU ↮㔠冯℞Ṿ㕟娆䲣䴙ㆾ㕟娆㧉✳ᷕ䘬㚨檀 BLEU ↮㔠䓐䲭刚䰿橼≈㕄橼㧁䣢ˤ
ẍᶳㆹᾹ德忶㻊劙侣嬗䘬⑩岒⍣攻㍍⛘姽ỘㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㕟娆㓰傥ˤ⛐堐ᶫᷕ C300 䘬⮎槿䳸㝄悐
↮炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨檀 BLEU ↮㔠炻檀㕤 ICTCLAS ᷳ BLEU ↮㔠炻Ữ㭼⎴㧋㗗⇑䓐 C300 ἄ䁢妻䶜婆㕁
堐ᶫˣC300ˣC220 ᷳ㻊劙侣嬗⮎槿䳸㝄
妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪㛒≈ℍ录℠ġ
妻䶜ⶍ℟ġ ≈ℍ㛒䞍娆冯ᷕ劙
娆⮵ġ
㰺㚱ġ
ōőŔġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
ŔńŔġ
㚱ġ

⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗屯妲嗽䎮
Ṍ普✳㬏䔘ġ
㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ

℞Ṿ㕟娆䲣䴙ǵZ18*ǵZ16
ICTCLAS
Z18*
Z16
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C300
NIST
BLEU
7.3614
0.2371
7.4188
0.2398
7.3496
0.2375
7.3985
0.2393
7.1789
0.2310
7.2094
0.2304
7.3080
0.2357
7.1315
0.2289
C300
NIST
BLEU
7.3104
0.2350
ɡ
ɡ
7.3778
0.2407

C220
NIST
BLEU
7.5545
0.2521
7.5927
0.2541
7.5195
0.2498
7.5962
0.2541
7.4979
0.2496
7.4834
0.2486
7.4267
0.2455
7.4922
0.2498
C220
NIST
BLEU
7.5012
0.2527
7.6120
0.2604
ɡ
ɡ
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堐ℓˣ䥹⬠Ṣˣ㕘倆婆㕁ˣ⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁ᷳ㻊劙侣嬗⮎槿䳸㝄
妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪㛒≈ℍ录℠ġ
⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗
妻䶜 ≈ℍ㛒䞍娆
屯妲嗽䎮Ṍ普
ⶍ℟ġ 冯ᷕ劙娆⮵ġ
✳㬏䔘ġ
㰺㚱ġ
ōőŔġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
ŔńŔġ
㚱ġ

㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ
㰺㚱ġ
㚱ġ

℞Ṿ㕟娆䲣䴙ㆾ㕟娆㧉✳ġ
SCS ᷳ Pku 㕟娆㧉✳
SCS ᷳ Ctb 㕟娆㧉✳
ICTCLAS

䥹⬠Ṣġ
NIST

BLEU

4.1036
0.0746
4.1178
0.0770
4.0959
0.0764
4.1494
0.0778
3.8661
0.0692
4.1493
0.0793
4.1230
0.0775
4.1582
0.0772
䥹⬠Ṣġ
NIST
BLEU
4.2462
0.0806
3.8329
0.0651
4.1883
0.0813

㕘倆婆㕁ġ
NIST

BLEU

3.9775
0.0717
3.9836
0.0719
3.9385
0.0697
3.9588
0.0695
3.8752
0.0685
3.9331
0.0704
3.8653
0.0672
3.9689
0.0695
㕘倆婆㕁ġ
NIST
BLEU
4.1131
0.0720
4.1411
0.0738
4.0367
0.0733

⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁ġ
NIST

BLEU

3.7987
0.0994
3.8622
0.1024
3.7938
0.1002
3.8495
0.1014
3.8250
0.1020
3.8611
0.1035
3.8012
0.1017
3.8306
0.1025
⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁ġ
NIST
BLEU
3.9019
0.1001
3.9263
0.1005
3.9316
0.1067

䘬 Z16 ᷳ BLEU ↮㔠ỶḮ 0.0009烊⛐ C220 䘬⮎槿䳸㝄悐↮炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨檀 BLEU ↮㔠炻檀㕤 ICTCLAS
ᷳ BLEU ↮㔠炻Ữ㭼⎴㧋㗗⇑䓐 C220 ἄ䁢妻䶜婆㕁䘬 Z18*ᷳ BLEU ↮㔠ỶḮ 0.0063ˤ䓙堐ℓ䘬㔠㒂⎗
䚳↢炻⛐䥹⬠Ṣ䘬悐↮炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨檀 BLEU ↮㔠炻㭼 ICTCLAS 䘬 BLEU ↮㔠ỶḮ 0.002炻Ữ㭼 SCS
ᷳ Ctb 㕟娆㧉✳䘬 BLEU ↮㔠檀Ḯ 0.0142ˤ⛐㕘倆婆㕁䘬悐↮炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨檀 BLEU ↮㔠炻㭼崟 SCS
ᷳ Ctb 㕟娆㧉✳䘬 BLEU ↮㔠ỶḮ 0.0019ˤ⛐⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁䘬悐↮炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨檀 BLEU ↮㔠炻㭼
ICTCLAS 㕟娆☐ᷳ BLEU ↮㔠ỶḮ 0.0032炻Ữ㭼 SCS ᷳ⎬ᾳ㕟娆㧉✳ᷳ BLEU ↮㔠䘮檀↢ 0.003 ⶎ⎛ˤ
䓙ẍᶲ↮㜸⎗䚳↢炻⛐䥹⬠㔯䪈栆✳ᷳ䥹⬠ṢˣC300 冯㕘倆㔯䪈栆✳ᷳ㕘倆婆㕁冯㚫娙㔯䪈栆✳ᷳ
⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁䘬悐↮炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨Ἓ侣嬗⑩岒悥䔍ⶖ㕤℞Ṿ㕟娆䲣䴙ㆾ㕟娆㧉✳ᷕ䘬㚨Ἓ侣嬗⑩岒炻
侴⛐ C300 䘬悐↮炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨檀 BLEU ↮㔠嶇℞Ṿ㕟娆䲣䴙ㆾ㕟娆㧉✳ᷕ䘬㚨檀 BLEU ↮㔠ᷳⶖ
嶅⎒㚱 0.0009ˤẍㆹᾹ奢⼿忁攻㍍栗䣢ḮㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙⎗ẍ㚱ᶨ⭂䘬㕟娆㓰傥ˤ

6. 䳸婾
⛐㛔䭯婾㔯ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ⺢䩳ᶨᾳ德忶ẍᶳ䦳⸷Ἦ㍸ὃᷕ㔯㕟娆㚵⊁䘬䲣䴙烉椾⃰德忶㞍娊ᷕ㔯录℠䘬㕡⺷
Ἦ䓊䓇ᷕ劙⸛埴婆㕁ᷳ㚱ᷕ㔯⎍䘬⎬䧖㕟娆䳬⎰炻᷎⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗䘬屯妲⮯拗婌㕟娆䳬⎰⍣昌炻啱ẍ
䓊䓇妻䶜婆㕁烊㚨⼴ℵ⮯䓊䓇䘬妻䶜婆㕁㍸ὃ䴎攳㓦庇橼⍣妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳炻ẍ⺢㥳ᷕ㔯㕟娆㚵⊁ˤ
⛐ẍṢⶍ㕟娆㷔娎婆㕁姽Ộ㕟娆㓰傥ᷳ⮎槿ᷕ炻㛔䞼䨞憅⮵䥹⬠㔯䪈栆✳ᷳ䥹⬠Ṣˣ㕘倆㔯䪈栆✳
ᷳ㕘倆婆㕁ˣ㚫娙㔯䪈栆✳ᷳ⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁忁ᶱ䧖ᶵ⎴柀➇ᷳ婆㕁忚埴⮎槿ˤ⛐䥹⬠Ṣˣ⺋㑕㚫娙婆㕁
悐↮炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨檀 F1-measure 冯㕟娆㓰傥㚨Ἓ䘬℞Ṿ㕟娆䲣䴙ㆾ㕟娆㧉✳ᷳ F1-measure 䘬ⶖ嶅悥⛐
0.05 ẍℏ炻ᶼㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨檀䘬 F1-measure 悥⛐ 0.835 ẍᶲˤ⚈㬌ㆹᾹ奢⼿忁栗䣢ḮㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙傥⣈㚱
ᶨ⭂䘬㕟娆㓰傥ˤ⎎⢾䓙⮎槿䳸㝄⎗䘤䎦炻妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪㛒≈ℍ录℠䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻㚱⇑䓐劙㻊侣嬗屯妲
嗽䎮Ṍ普✳㬏䔘ㆾ㚱≈ℍ㛒䞍娆冯ᷕ劙娆⮵䘬䳸㝄ᷳ㕟娆㓰傥悥傥㍸⋯ˤ侴⛐妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪≈ℍ录℠
䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻≈ℍ㛒䞍娆冯ᷕ劙娆⮵䘬䳸㝄ᷳ㕟娆㓰傥᷎㰺㚱悥⃒㕤㛒≈ℍ㛒䞍娆冯ᷕ劙娆⮵䘬䳸㝄ᷳ㕟
娆㓰傥ˤ㬌⢾⮎槿䳸㝄栗䣢妻䶜㕟娆㧉✳㗪≈ℍ录℠ᶵᶨ⭂傥⣈㍸⋯㕟娆㓰傥ˤ
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㛔䞼䨞⎎⢾忚埴Ḯẍ㻊劙侣嬗䘬侣嬗⑩岒姽Ộ㕟娆㓰傥ᷳ⮎槿炻啱䓙侣嬗⑩岒⍣攻㍍⛘姽ỘㆹᾹ䘬
䲣䴙䘬㕟娆㓰傥ˤ䓙⮎槿䳸㝄⎗䚳↢炻⛐⚃䧖⮎槿婆㕁䘬䳸㝄ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷳ㚨Ἓ侣嬗⑩岒悥䔍ⶖ㕤
℞Ṿ㕟娆䲣䴙ㆾ㕟娆㧉✳ᷕ䘬㚨Ἓ侣嬗⑩岒炻ㆹᾹ奢⼿忁攻㍍栗䣢ḮㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙⎗㚱ᶨ⭂䘬㕟娆㓰傥ˤ
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應用串接方法於連續變化轉速之四行程引擎聲音合成
Concatenation-based Method for the Synthesis
of Engine Noise with Continuously Varying Speed

吳銘冠 Ming-Kuan Wu
陳嘉平 Chia-Ping Chen
國立中山大學資訊工程系
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
National Sun Yat-Sen University
M003040056@student.nsysu.edu.tw, cpchen@cse.nsysu.edu.tw

摘要
在本研究中，我們提出並實做一個串接式聲音合成系統，合成的標的物件是連續變
化轉速之引擎聲音。我們提供一個繪圖的介面讓使用者畫出連續變化的引擎轉速曲線
作為系統的輸入，然後輸出對應的引擎噪音。採用繪圖的方式，不僅能讓輸入更有彈
性，也能減少輸入所需要的時間。主觀測試的實驗結果顯示，合成出來的聲音在自然
度的測試上以及和原始引擎聲的相似度比較上有良好的表現。本論文所提出的方法，
可以推廣到其他物理產生過程機制清楚簡單的聲音物件。此外，也可以應用到虛擬實
境訓練或遊戲等等。
關鍵詞 ： 聲音物件合成、串接合成方法、引擎噪音合成、虛擬實境

Abstract
In this study, we propose and implement a concatenation-based audio signal synthesis system for the engine noises of continuously varying speed. A user simply draws the engine speed
curve through an interface, and the corresponding audio signal is synthesized as output. This
drawable interface makes the input function ﬂexible and reduces the input time. The implemented system was evaluated with subjective tests. Overall, the performance was good regarding quality and similarity. The proposed method can be feasibly applied to the synthesis of any
sound objects which are produced with a clear and simple physical process. Furthermore, the
technology can be integrated to virtual reality, such as in training and gaming applications.
keywords: audio object synthesis, concatenation synthesis method, engine noise synthesis,
virtual reality
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一、緒論
(一
一)、
、研 究 背 景 、 動 機

聲音合成技術在人機介面裡扮演著重要的角色，目的是將聲音用人為的方式產生，
其中串接式合成方式為主要的合成技術之一。此合成方法是從錄製的聲音中找出所需
的合成單元，接著再做一些韻律方面的處理，之後將聲音單元串接。通常使用此方法
得到的聲音自然度和品質都相當不錯。在虛擬實境(Virtual Reality, VR)的機車引擎聲或
是坊間的賽車遊戲，往往用到的引擎聲都是預先錄製好的 [1]，這些錄製好的音檔，
雖然品質較佳，但在錄製時往往需要大量的時間和人力，且缺乏彈性。因此在這裡提
出一個手動繪圖的合成方式，來簡化輸入合成資訊的步驟，以四行程檔車的引擎聲為
例，利用最短時間和最少資源，來合成上述應用程式所需要的音檔。
(二
二)、
、相 關 研 究

1、
、聲 音 合 成
在聲音合成技術裡，基週同步疊加法(Pitch Synchronous Overlap Add, PSOLA) [2]為串接
式合成常用的調整動作。此方法先將波形分解成許多的基本波形，再將基本波形疊加
以得到合成的聲音波形。關於基本頻率和音長的調整，可利用基本波形的重疊間隔和
數目來達到，為現在常見的合成方法之一。但此方法的缺點為，在相鄰的合成單元的
串接邊界上，若建立合成單元庫時採用自動作切割的話，可能會造成共振峰軌跡銜接
不平順，降低合成聲音的流暢度。
除了PSOLA 的方式之外，還有語料庫為主(Corpus-based)的合成方式 [3]。其方法為
先錄製大量的語料，然後在合成時根據演算法從許多候選單元中選出一組會讓合成音
最為自然的組合。由於合成單元的選擇法並不會對錄製的語音作太多的信號處理動
作，此外可供候選的合成單元數目很多，使得語音單元間的不連續被降低很多，因此
合成音的自然度上是相當不錯的。在本文，我們簡化串接式語料庫為主的合成方式，
改以引擎聲音來當作合成單元，因此可以原音重現，具有極佳的合成音質，進而合成
出特定範圍的引擎聲。近年來，上述串接合成方式已應用在不少系統中且都有不錯的
表現，如微軟亞洲公司之木蘭(MULAN)系統 [4]和訊飛中文語音系統。
2、
、引 擎 合 成
在國外，諧波同步疊加法(Harmonic Synchronous Overlap and Add, HSOLA) [5]被使用來
合成引擎噪音。此篇論文提到先採樣一個不斷變化預錄的引擎聲，然後使用諧波同步
累加法的方式。該方法的目的主要是減少階段式的不連續性，使其聽起來更具有連續
性。合成信號的和諧性被保留，提高了恢復原狀的音質。在其他的研究中發現到，車
輛產生的聲波波形，是由兩個部份的總和所組成 [6]。第一個是由引擎旋轉部件所產生
諧波相關的一連串音調，而第二個是由輪胎摩擦所產生的噪音。但在本文的引擎噪音
合成裡，為了減少合成的複雜度，故不考慮輪胎摩擦所產生的噪音。
(三
三)、
、系 統 概 述 及 研 究 方 向

本文的研究重點是嘗試以繪圖的方式輸入所需要的資訊，希望能減少輸入資訊所需
要的時間。也希望能更有彈性的，在特定轉速範圍間，能夠合成出想要的轉速音檔，
本文中的轉速皆以每一分鐘的轉速(rpm)為單位。在此篇論文中，因為採用串接的方
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式，合成出來的聲音在音色的自然度上有不錯的表現。圖1為系統概述圖，一開始可以
選擇兩種使用者介面來輸入所需要的資訊，分別是以文字的方式或是以繪圖的方式輸
入資訊。文字輸入的資訊包括開始時轉速、結束時轉速和合成時間。繪圖輸入的資訊
包括合成時間以及繪圖的曲線。採用繪圖輸入資訊的方式能更有彈性且快速的產生欲
合成的音檔。

圖 1、 輸入轉速資訊和信號輸出系統架構圖

四)、
、四 行 程 引 擎 簡 介
(四

四行程引擎(Four Stoke Engine)完成一次循環，必須經過「吸入、壓縮、點火、排
氣」四個步驟 [7]，其運作的程序分別是：
♦ 吸入行程：活塞往下，進氣閥打開，將空氣與燃料的混合氣吸入汽缸中。
♦ 壓縮行程：進氣閥關閉且活塞往上，壓縮此混合氣使體積變小。
♦ 點火行程：在壓縮的混合氣中點火，使氣體燃燒爆發並推動活塞往外作用。
♦ 排氣行程：此時排氣閥打開且活塞再度往上，將燃燒後之廢氣排出汽缸。
根據以上四個行程，可以發現到當完成一個循環時，引擎轉了兩次。

二、合成單元收集
由於引擎聲的轉速在時域上主要為遞增或遞減的連續性變化，故在錄製音檔時，盡
可能的收錄大量的連續遞增或遞減音檔。在這一節裡主要是說明音檔的錄製、分析和
合成單元產生的過程。
(一
一)、
、音 檔 錄 製

本文所收錄的音檔為野狼125 檔車的引擎聲，音檔共分為兩個部份。第一個部份為
一個長達3 分鐘左右遞增的引擎轉速音檔，將它令為S etA ；第二個部份為評測時所需
要合成的測試音檔，將它令為S etB 。S etA 錄製的方式為，採用人為的方式來線性增加
油閥的大小，以達到線性成長的轉速。但由於是以人為的方式來增加轉速，故很難達
到線性增加轉速，所以合成單元無法依照線性的時間來做切割，故我們將在之後的章
節來解決這個問題。S etB 為2 到16 秒共10 個不同轉速範圍的音檔，且轉速的變化為人
為隨機產生。轉速的範圍介於1000 轉到3000 轉之間，其轉速變化與時間資訊如表1 所
示。
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編號
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

轉速範圍

秒數範圍

1000-2700
(0)-(16)
1160-2990-1530-2379-1250
(0)-(1.8)-(2.7)-(4.1)-(6.6)
1235-2783-1585
(0)-(3.4)-(8.8)
1454-1520-2961-2259
(0)-(3)-(3.8)-(4.1)
1030-2852-1113-2213-1208 (0)-(0.2)-(0.8)-(1.3)-(1.5)-(2.2)
-2786-1123-2570-1213-2790
-(2.7)-(3.1)-(3.4)-(3.9)-(4.5)
-1206-2208-1310-2785-1630
-(4.8)-(5.1)-(5.6)-(6)
1651-2772-1498
(0)-(1.6)-(5.8)
1635-1635-2901-1954
(0)-(1.5)-(1.9)-(2.6)
1628-1736-2493-1978
(0)-(2.3)-(3.5)-(4.3)
1972-1972
(0)-(2.1)
1111-2706
(0)-(2.7)
表 1、 S etB 音檔概要資訊

(二
二)、
、音 檔 分 析

若將引擎的聲音以waveform 的形式表示，會發現到聲音的變換是非常具有規律性
的。將此音檔改以在頻譜上顯示，更容易發現其規律性的變化，因此我們著重於頻譜
的部份。圖2 為S etA 音檔其中一段引擎聲音的片段，所產生的waveform 和所對映的頻
譜圖。

圖 2、 上半部為SetA 其中一片段的waveform ，下半部為其對映的頻譜圖。
根據之前四行程的引擎運作原理，我們發現到完成一次循環，引擎共轉了兩次。且
此一循環也是引擎聲變換的一個週期，故我們可以根據此訊息來計算引擎的轉速。也
就是說我們只需要計算一個週期當下的sample 數，就可以得知其當下的轉速，轉速的
計算公式如下：
cycle per minute =

sample rate
∗ 2 ∗ 60,
sample in the cycle

(1)

其中，在本文裡的sample rate 為44100Hz ，cyclesamples 為一個合成單元的sample
數，cycle per minute 為此合成單元每一分鐘的轉速。
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(三
三)、
、合 成 單 元 的 產 生

根據轉速計算公式，找出S etA 音檔1000 轉到3000 轉的範圍，並以overlap 的方式切
成2000 個一秒左右的片段。但為了方便起見，我們將其編號為1000 至3000 並且只選取
以10 為單位的編號，共201 個片段。
接著將這些片段做頻譜的擷取來分析其頻率，如圖3(b) 所示。根據matlab 頻譜圖的
色度表，能量大到能量小顏色的變化為紅色到藍色，其中引擎聲的能量都集中於黃色
和紅色。黃色的色度值為-25 ，故我們將色度大於-25 的部份設為1 ，小於-25 部份設
為0 。然後將縱軸上的值累加起來，重新產生一個根據能量分佈的曲線圖，如圖3(c) 所
示。
之後，再根據此圖以人為的方式找出橫軸的切值。判斷的規則分別為要能切出最多
週期，並且要能接近最大峰值。將大於此值以上的部份保留，小於此值的部份設為0 。
並重新繪製出多個錐狀的圖，如圖3(d) 所示。
接著將每個錐狀體一開始非零的部分標記起來，最後將相鄰錐狀體標記的值相減，
就可以得出此一編號多個合成單元。

圖 3、 編號1000 的音檔片段所產生的waveform(a)，頻譜圖(b)，經由色度表重繪的能量
分布曲線圖(c)，根據適當切值重新繪製的錐狀圖(d)。

經由以上的方法共切出2015 個合成單元。但根據轉速計算公式，因為重複的關係，
只產生260 個不同轉速的合成單元。令其轉速為U = {ui |i = 1, ..., 260} 。接者，我們
令V為欲找的轉速，如下式所示：
V = {v j |1000 + ( j − 1) ∗ 10, j = 1, ..., 201},

(2)

之後再根據|v j − U|, j = 1, ..., 201 取差值最小的ui 來代替v j 。部分對映如表2 所示。
且其轉速與sample 數的關係為近似一個如圖4 的反曲線。
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表 2、 編號1 至編號10 的轉速對照表
編號

欲找轉速(V)

近似轉速(U)

編號

欲找轉速(V)

近似轉速(U)

...

1
2
3
4
5

1000
1010
1020
1030
1040

1003
1008
1022
1032
1042

6
7
8
9
10

1050
1060
1070
1080
1090

1048
1058
1069
1080
1091

...
...
...
...
...

圖 4、 轉速與sample數關係圖。

三、系統架構
(一
一)、
、環 境 及 介 面

本文的引擎聲合成系統建構在matlab 環境中，其中有兩個使用者介面。第一個使用
者介面為文字輸入介面，可以產生遞增或是遞減的合成引擎聲，如圖5 所示。第二個使
用者介面為繪圖合成介面。當輸入完所要產生音訊的秒數時，會自動產生一個畫布，
以供使用者來繪製引擎的轉速資訊。其中轉速的範圍介於1000 轉到3000 轉之間，如
圖6 所示。
(二
二)、
、合 成 方 式

在文字輸入介面，根據使用者輸入的開始轉速、結束轉速和時間來獲得合成所需
要的資訊，接著我們將對應的轉速合成單元平均分配到適當的轉速範圍，分配方式如
下：
♦ 若在時間內轉速變化大的話，則平均適當的挑選合成單元；
♦ 若在時間內變化小的話，則平均適當的重複挑選所需的合成單元；
♦ 開始轉速 < 結束轉速則為遞增，帶入遞增演算法；
♦ 開始轉速 > 結束轉速則為遞減，反向的帶入遞增演算法；
之後將所有的轉速單元串接起來獲得一個新的合成音檔。
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圖 5、 文字輸入介面

圖 6、 上半部為使用者繪製的曲線(a)，下
半部將此曲線標示mark 並正規化(b)

在繪圖介面，使用者先輸入欲合成的時間資訊t 。之後會產生縱軸為轉速，橫軸為
時間的繪圖介面，如圖6(a) 所示。我們令橫軸為t ，縱軸為y 。當使用者繪製完轉速曲
線時，此時系統會根據以下的演算法將曲線正規化，如圖6(b) 所示。
• t(start) 和t(end) 標示為mark；
• 找出轉折點：
♦ 若t(i) > t(i − 1) 且t(i) > t(i + 1) ，將t(i) 標示為mark ；
♦ 若t(i) < t(i − 1) 且t(i) < t(i + 1) ，將t(i) 標示為mark ；
♦ 若t(i) > t(i − 1) 且t(i) = t(i + 1) ，將t(i) 標示為mark ；
♦ 若t(i) = t(i − 1) 且t(i) > t(i + 1) ，將t(i) 標示為mark ；
♦ 若t(i) < t(i − 1) 且t(i) = t(i + 1) ，將t(i) 標示為mark ；
♦ 若t(i) = t(i − 1) 且t(i) < t(i + 1) ，將t(i) 標示為mark ；
• 將相鄰的mark連接起來，產生欲合成的多個片段；
• 將所有片段根據文字合成的演算法串接成一個輸出音訊。

一、實驗與評測
在評測的部分主要分為聲音的自然度測試，和原始音檔的相似度測試，受測人數
為10 人。在自然度測試中，根據MOS的5分評分制，每位受測者在聽完每句合成的音
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檔之後，隨即在聲音品質上的表現給予1 到5 分的分數。在相似度測試中，評分的規則
也類似MOS 的5 分制度。但將其改成相似度的比較，評分標準如表3 所示：
分數

品質

註解

分數

品質

註解

5
4
3
2
1

優秀
很好
普通
不好
糟糕

聲音相當自然
聲音自然
聲音品質可以接受
聲音不自然
聲音非常不自然

5
4
3
2
1

優秀
很好
普通
不好
糟糕

聲音相當相似
聲音相似
聲音相似度可以接受
聲音不相似
聲音非常不相似

表 3、 左半部表格為MOS主觀評測標準表，右半部表格為相似評測標準表。

(一
一)、
、聲 音 自 然 度 測 試

在聲音的自然度測試上，我們根據曲線繪圖介面隨機產生8 個音檔。其時間為2
到10 秒不等，以便用來做聲音的自然度測試。8 個繪製曲線如下分類：
♦ 2 秒音檔：低轉-高轉、高轉-低轉，共兩個音檔。
♦ 5 秒音檔：低轉-高轉-低轉、高轉-低轉-高轉、低轉-低轉、高轉-高轉，共四個音檔。
♦ 10 秒音檔：多個上下起伏的轉速，共兩個音檔。
以上8 個音檔的曲線繪製和其編號如圖7 所示。

圖 7、 圖中為依序編號的曲線圖。橫軸為秒數，縱軸為引擎轉速。
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(二
二)、
、聲 音 相 似 度 測 試

將S etB 裡的10 個音檔做時間上轉速概要的分析，其資訊如表1 所示。根據這些測試
音檔的資訊來產生合成的引擎聲，接著和原始的音檔做比較並且評分。
(三
三)、
、實 驗 結 果

在自然度的測試上，我們可以發現到普遍都表現不錯，如表4 所示。但是編號7 和8
的音檔分數明顯的低落。分析其原因為，音檔7 為繪製低轉速的水平直線，音檔8 為繪
製高轉速的水平直線，這將導致不明顯的轉速變化，進而使得合成的品質較為不好。
在相似度的測試上，我們可以發現到分數也是不錯的，如表5 所示。但是編號7 和9 的
音檔分數明顯的低落。分析其原因為，編號7 音檔前面部分的轉速變化較不明顯；編
號9 音檔的轉速變化也不明顯，因而導致合成出來的品質較為不好。
編號
分數

1
4.7

2
4.3

3
4.1

4 5
4 3.5

6 7
4 2.8

8
2.7

7 8
3 3.7

9
2.3

表 4、 自然度評分

編號
分數

1 2
4 4.3

3
3.9

4
3.5

5
3.7

6
4.1

10
4.5

表 5、 相似度評分

五、結論與未來方向
本系統為基於串接式合成的引擎聲合成系統，並根據引擎轉速，且採用繪圖的方式
來產生合成所需要的資訊。使用本系統能更有彈性的輸入資訊，且更能加快輸入資訊
所需要的時間。在主觀實驗中，合成的聲音在自然度和原始音檔的相似度上，是令人
滿意的。使用此合成系統，不只可以應用在引擎聲的合成，也可應用在在物理產生過
程較為簡單的物件，例如雨聲、燒開水聲、海浪聲，甚至鼓聲等等。本系統在實作上
也有幾個缺點，雖然串接式合成能有較佳的品質，但在音訊參數的調適上彈性較差。
另外，使用本系統，在長時間相同轉速或者轉速變化較少的合成音檔裡，主觀評測的
分數明顯較差。原因為，串接合成單元間的變化很小，導致音檔聽起來較不真實，這
也是未來要克服的問題之一。在未來的方向裡，為了使合成單元能夠更為準確，在合
成單元的產生部分，也可使用pitch mark 來偵測，以找出較準確的合成單元。另外，我
們也可以將油門把手的資訊繪製成轉速曲線再進行合成，也就是說可以直接轉動把手
來合成出想要的引擎聲，這些都是在可行的應用範圍之內。
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Abstract
Linguistic annotation is the process of adding additional notations to raw linguistic data for
descriptive or analytical purposes. In the tagging of complex Chinese and multilingual
linguistic data with a sophisticated linguistic framework, immediate visualization of the
complex multi-layered functional and discourse structures is crucial for both speeding up the
tagging process and reducing errors. The need for large-scale linguistically annotated corpora
has made collaborative annotation increasingly essential, and existing annotation tools are
inadequate to the task of providing assistance to annotators when dealing with complex
linguistic structural information. In this paper we describe the design and development of a
collaborative tool to extend existing annotation tools. The tool improves annotation efficiency
and addresses certain difficulties in representing complex linguistic relations. Here, we adopt
annotation based on Systemic Functional Linguistics and Rhetorical Structure Theory to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the interface built on such infrastructure.
Keywords: Linguistic Annotation, Linguistic Visualization, Cross-domain References

1. Introduction
Recent years have witnessed an increasing need for large-scale high-quality annotated
corpora on complex Chinese linguistic information where no automated annotators are
available. Annotation on multi-level data complex structural relationships in such linguistic
frameworks as Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG) [1] and Rhetorical Structure Theory [2]
is a difficult task.
SFG investigates texts as intentional acts of meaning, organized in functional-semantic
components known as “metafunctions”. Three primary metafunctions, operating in parallel
and each representing a layer of meaning with a set of options to language users, cover
different functional aspects of human communication and expression: the ideational,
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interpersonal and textual metafunctions. For our purposes our discussion will focus on
analysis and annotation of these three metafunctions in SFG.
Despite the fact that SFG is becoming increasingly influential among Chinese linguistic
researchers, a large-scale, high-quality corpus annotated with SFG has yet to be developed
[3]. Consequently, when trying to conduct corpus-based analysis using the SFG framework
researchers must either 1) spend an enormous amount of time studying an unannotated corpus,
2) embark on the error-prone process of manually annotating a corpus on their own, or 3) rely
on small corpora independently annotated by researchers which may not be particularly
suited to needs of the tasks at hand.
The lack of high-quality Chinese SFG corpora is partly attributable to the lack of a competent
SFG tagger capable of annotating large-scale corpora while ensuring quality. In developing
such a tagger, a number of challenges need to be addressed:
1) Lack of an efficient and sophisticated storage scheme for storing such multilayered
information with complex structures
2) Additional visual cues to facilitate the tagging process
3) Need for collaborative tasking (co-tasking) by different annotators
The most common method to annotate text includes the use of an open standard like XML
document. Provided one possesses the prerequisite familiarity with XML conventions, the
linguist-as-annotator inserts metadata most likely using a plain-text editor or generic XML
editor. This method works well so long as the text is short, and the required linguistic
information is relatively simple. While some special editing tools have been created which
provide a graphical interface for linguists to tag texts, such tools, for the most part, tend to be
stand-alone, primarily oriented to single users.
To facilitate efficient, high quality annotation of a large amount of Chinese text material by a
team of co-tasking linguists, we have developed a new multi-user linguistic information
annotator, which provides real-time cross-domain reference as visual “feedback”, thereby
assisting linguists to tag text data in a highly effective way. Multiple users can work at the
same time on any portion of the text, with their annotations revealed (or selectively not) to
other members as reference. Those responsible for verification, comparison, correction, and
progress tracking can view the work even as it is being carried out. This design is intended to
improve both the efficiency and quality of annotation, while enabling multi-user tagging of
substantially greater text material in shorter time.

2. The Framework
Here, we first review existing tools for annotating texts before discussing the advantages of
our new tool. We also present an application scenario of our tools for annotating text and
explain how visualized cross-domain reference works.
A number of similar tools have been developed for various annotation scenarios. MMAX2 [4]
is a customizable tool for creating and visualizing multilevel linguistic annotations that
allows outputs the results of annotations according to predefined style-sheets. It supports
tagging of part-of-speech tags, coreference and grammatical relations, but is not capable of
representing and visualizing complex discourse level structures. SALTO [5] is a multilevel
annotation tool for annotating semantic roles and Treebank syntactic structures. O’Donnell’s
annotation tool for Systemic Functional Linguistics, the UAM CorpusTool [6], is intended for
annotating multi-layered Systemic Functional Grammar structures by a Single User. Both
tools are restrictive in terms of functionalities and do not support collaborative annotation and
provide no means of representing complex sentential structures.
Our representation model is built on the functionalities of Annotation Graph [7] and the
underlying storage scheme is conceptually similar to Standoff XML format [9], but we opted
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for a relational database structure built with an object-oriented design for efficiency,
reusability and versatility.
Several web-based annotation tools such as Serengeti [10], a tool for annotating anaphoric
relations and lexical chains, are limited to a particular domain and cannot be used for
annotating and visualizing complex structural information without substantial modification.

2.1 Web-based Collaborative Annotation
Traditionally, annotation processes that involve more than one annotator are often divided
into multiple steps where one step is taken up and completed by one annotator before being
passed on to another. This is adequate for small annotation projects where only a linear
sequential procedure is involved. In recent years, however, the growing scale and complexity
of annotation projects have necessitated the collaboration of different annotators who are
often geographically dispersed. In view of these needs, we develop our application on a
web-based infrastructure making it accessible from any web-accessible point and enabling
collaborative annotation on the same data source either synchronously or asynchronously.
One problem that arises in collaborative annotation is that annotators often come with
different sets of skills and have varying, sometimes overlapping responsibilities. Our goal is
provide a user-friendly, intuitive interface, designed to reduce the drudgery of XML-based
annotation, while enforcing annotating standards and quality functionalities for user
management and versioning.
Each stage in the annotation process is divided into several hierarchically structured steps in
which each parent step can spawn child steps to be taken up by one or more annotators. This
gives the annotator fine-grained control over the annotating process and facilitates clear
division of labor among different annotators. In addition, all annotators collaborating on the
same step get notified of the relevant changes in annotation in real time once a modification
has been made.
The tagger is built on a generic, multifunctional relational database similar to the annotation
graph model [7] that has been demonstrated to be capable of representing virtually all sorts of
common linguistic annotations. In the collaborative environment annotators can plug in
certain linguistic resource that can serve as the standardized version assessable to all
annotators, instead of each annotator keeping his own version, which may cause severe
merging difficulties.

2.2 Representation of Complex Linguistic Structures and Relationships
The storage scheme for traditional annotation tools built using XML have been largely
restrained by the inherent limitations of XML, which is suitable for storing written texts that
are continuous, linear and single-layered. For non-continuous, overlapping and multi-layered
linguistic information, XML-based tools typically rely on complex workarounds that
unnecessarily overcomplicate the data model.
Most linguistic structures can be represented with an Annotation Graph interface. In
annotating corpora with linguistic models such as Systemic Functional Grammar, where the
linguistic information is structured in a multi-layered, overlapping hierarchy with references
pointing to the linguistic elements, the underlying representation model must be carefully
designed. The underlying data model of our platform is built on the same principles as
Annotation Graph but adopts a modularized design to cover emerging use cases.
In annotating any sizable corpora, one recurring problem is representing the complex
relations across various layers of linguistic elements. In this paper we have generalized
common linguistic relations on three levels of linguistic elements, namely:
1) Unit Level: single linguistic elements (word, morpheme)
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2) Segment Level: continuous range of linguistic elements (phrases, clauses, sentences, and
paragraphs)
3) Group Level: groups of ranges of linguistic Elements (non-continuous grammatical units,
i.e., clausal relations, hierarchical discourse trees in RST)

Figure 1: Three primary levels of linguistic relations.
Figure 1 illustrates a simplified abstract view of the three-level structure. At the Unit Level,
the basic linguistic elements (e.g. words, morphemes) are either broken up into several
separate linguistic segments, or joined together by an unlimited number of continuous units
into a common segment. For example, the word uncovered can be made up of several
morphemes (i.e., un + cover + ed), each represented by a single segment, or it can be joined
together by another word (e.g. cases) to form a new segment (uncovered cases). At the
Segment Level, segments (e.g. morphemes, words) can be part of a larger segment (e.g.
clauses, paragraphs) in an indefinitely recursive and hierarchical manner. The Group Level is
a generic structure that deals with relations among linguistic units and segments. For example,
in RST there are different discourse relations (e.g. Antithesis, Condition) and roles (e.g.
Nucleus, Satellite). Such relations in the data model are defined as groups, with one textual
segment pointing to another and attaching a relation (function, tag, or role) to the pointed
segment. Similar to segments, the number of segments in each group is unlimited and the
group as a whole can in turn be pointed to by another group with an arbitrary depth of
recursion and hierarchy, but unlike units in segments, the segments in each group can be
non-continuous and overlapping, thus enabling any complex relations to be aptly defined.
In our application scenarios, we focus on annotating hierarchical discourse structures in RST
and the three layers of metafunctions in SFG. These layers of linguistic units and the complex
relations among them are represented using the proposed common structure.
In one-to-many and many-to-many relations, a sequence of ordered linguistic objects may be
linked across different layers. Such interrelationships can form complex linguistic networks
representing intricate linguistic meanings. Due to their inherent complexity, understanding
such relationships can pose challenges to annotators, especially when such relationships are
constantly added or removed in a collaborative annotating environment. The platform
introduces real-time visualization of the structural relations as the annotation progresses,
allowing the annotator to keep track of and make changes to annotations accordingly.
In annotating such structural relations, each unit is given a unique identifying number which
we use for easy grouping of the units and to define the complex, often embedded
interrelations between the units (e.g., in SFG these include logico-semantic relations such as
Parataxis and Hypotaxis, Elaboration and Extension etc.).

2.3 Visualized Cross-domain Reference
While the past decade has seen significant advancement in the automatic annotation of
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functional structures, the automatic annotation of semantic and discourse information has
been largely ignored. One difficulty has been the lack of high-quality corpora to bootstrap the
automation, a time and cost extensive task that has to be done manually. In a collaborative
environment, leveraging the resources of non-expert annotators can significantly boost the
annotation efficiency, as has been demonstrated by recent experiments [11]. The lack of
sufficient linguistic expertise, however, restrains non-expert linguistic annotators from
engaging in more complex annotations. The annotation process can be significantly
accelerated using assistance and reference tools such as a tag dictionary [12]. Different
annotators may form different opinions on particular annotations based on their own
reference to acquired linguistic knowledge. By unifying the source of such knowledge, we
may be able to boost inter-annotator agreement on issues where they otherwise differ. Our
annotation tool is built on a generic infrastructure compatible with various formats of
linguistic information such as Treebanks, multilingual corpora, part-of-speech (POS)
annotation and output from statistical syntactic parsers such as the Stanford parser. These
additional corpora and annotations not only serve to enrich textual data with additional layers
of linguistic information but can be potentially used to assist in annotation. In our current
application scenarios, when annotating a corpus the annotator is often faced with the
following tasks:
1) Divide the text into meaningful segments
2) Analyze the segmented texts for the internal structure, such as functional structure of a
clause or sentence
3) Analyze the functions of each functional/semantic unit, such as the part-of-speech of
each word
4) Refer to a previously annotated section similar to the one being annotated
5) Consult a thesaurus for entries to the words whose meaning is unclear
6) Consult a multilingual corpus parallel to or aligned with the corpus (when annotating a
corpus in another language).

Figure 2: Automatically generated Reference Channels for annotation.
Figure 2 is an example of some of the available information that has been incorporated into
our annotation platform to provide easy access for collaborating annotators. The panel is
made up of three selected components that assist in the annotation task. The first section is
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produced from an automatic part-of-speech (POS) tagger (we use the Stanford POS tagger).
The tagger reads raw text as input and yields the POS tags of each word. This information is
useful as it provide basic disambiguation and guidance when annotating the text. Similarly,
the third section is produced by a syntactic parser (Stanford Parser), which not only parses the
text syntactically, but generates the complete tree structure of the parse. Glancing at the tree
can provide helpful information in understanding the text at a syntactic level. Both the tagger
and parser are highly generic and customizable. They can be used for tagging and parsing
different languages after being trained on data of corresponding languages. The second
section, on the other hand, is specific to texts with corresponding translations. The example is
taken from a text from the Bible, which comes with many different versions that were aligned
to each other using a special mechanism.
With such information integrated with the database, it needs to be easily accessible to aid in
annotation and revision (correcting errors made in the annotation). Visualization has been
found to be effective in helping users process new information [13] so introducing
visualization techniques to our platform should enable users to more effectively process such
information. Each of the above-mentioned layers of extra information is visualized in a
windowed interface that can be customized for the needs of a particular task. The annotator
can decide which of the available layers to use for reference, and at different stages of
annotation different layers may be presented. The visualization is an automatic process
requiring no manual intervention apart from initial settings. When the annotation moves on to
the next section/stage, the contents of the visualization will be automatically updated.
When designing the annotation platform we have several goals in mind: it must be intuitive
and easy-to-use. The learning curve must be kept to a minimum. We reduce the process of
annotation to a two-step process: 1) define the annotation range 2) assign a label. We allow
optional features such as defining the step hierarchy, placing labels in each step, visualizing
and editing existing annotations, defining complex linguistic relations.
In addition, it must provide immediate feedback through visualization. In functional grammar
systems such as Systemic Function Grammar when tagging a particular layer of meaning, the
other layers as defined in the step hierarchy should be immediately visible in a multilayered
structured format. These information layers provide additional references to the current layer
being annotated, especially when they are closely linked in terms of function or meaning.
When errors are made they are visible from the reference panel and appropriate actions such
as deletion or modification can be taken. Figure 3 shows the annotation interface we designed
to meet these requirements.
Figure 3 is an illustration of some of the functionalities currently implemented. The annotator
starts by selecting a range of text to annotate. Visual channels appear to assist annotators in
making the decisions more easily and with a higher degree of consistency. The channels on
the right side of the interface provide a detailed collection of functional and semantic labels.
The label structure for a particular annotation is shown at the bottom right where the structure
of different metafunctions of the selected annotation is shown in a uniform way. The
annotator can operate on the labeled structure directly by adding, removing and modifying
the labels in the visual structure.
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Figure 3: The web-based annotation interface.

3. APPLICATION
The tagger built on the proposed infrastructure can be used for visualizing various types of
analysis. Rhetorical Structure Theory, for example, has been adopted for the tagger to help
visualize the analysis of US President Obama’s speeches.
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) is “an abstract set of convention” which “provides a
general way to describe the relations among clauses in a text” [2]. This theory is widely used
for text analysis for complex multilayer sentence and paragraph relations.
These sentence/paragraph relations are tagged using the proposed tagger, visualized and
presented with the help of the “RST generator” which generates the RST figures, visualizing
sentence/paragraph interpretation pictures.

Figure 4: Visualized textual structures based on RST tagger outputs.
This annotating and visualizing method has already been applied in the analysis of Obama’s
inaugural and victory speeches, rendering ‘the big picture’ for how these speeches were
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constructed (Figure 4).

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a collaborative tool for Chinese and multilingual linguistic structure
annotation with visualized cross-domain references. We begin by a discussion on current
trends in annotating corpora and the requirements for developing a new annotation tool. A
review of existing linguistics analysis tool is presented in our introduction.
We demonstrate with example applications that 1) a large collaborative annotation platform is
necessary for speeding up large-scale manual or semi-automated Chinese linguistic
annotation; 2) annotating complex linguistic information is a difficult and error-prone process;
3) visualized annotation references for language structures can help facilitate the annotation
process, especially in a collaborative environment; and 4) cross-domain references can
further assist annotators in making the right decisions.
Our tool is designed with collaborative tasking and cross-domain analysis in mind. All
linguistic signals are converted into interoperable database structures in real time when users
submit their input. Data obtained from different domains can be stored in the database
structure and used to serve as the basis for cross-domain references. The use of our tools for
handling these relationships requires a minimal learning curve. The same system may also be
used for educational purposes like annotation training and examination marking for students.
Usage examples may include exercises on identifying SFL constituents, translation alignment
and other language analysis.
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䚠斄䎮婾炻ẍ䎦⛐⼰暋姽Ộ⬫䘬㓰傥ˤ⛐ 2011 ⸜䓙 NTCIR-9RITE-1 ㍸ὃ䷩橼⍲䯉橼
ᷕ㔯䘬ℙ⎴ả⊁ᷕ㔯㔯㛔喲㵝䘬㔠㒂普ˤ娚㔠㒂普⊭⏓ᶨᾳ↮ℑ栆炷BC炸↮⣂栆炷MC炸
䘬㷔娎普ˤBC ⫸ả⊁㗗`姕䁢ᶨᾳ䴎⭂䘬㔯㛔⮵(T1,T2)炻㷔娎 T1 ⎍⫸㗗⏎(㍐婾⇘)T2
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⎍⫸炻MC ⫸ả⊁⮯⎍⫸↮栆ㆸ 5 ⣏栆䘬㕡⺷Ἦ㩊㷔㗗⏎㚱(㬋⎹/⍵⎹/暁⎹)喲㵝斄Ὢㆾ
㰺㚱(䞃䚦/䌐䩳)喲㵝斄Ὢ[2]炻⛐堐ᶨᷕ冱↢㗗⏎喲㵝䘬ἳ⫸ˤ
`姕ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ⽆ T1 䘬屯妲⼿⇘ T2 䚠斄屯妲恋湤ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ娵䁢 T1 冯 T2 㚱喲㵝斄Ὢˤ
⛐㔠㒂普ᷕᶨṃ喲㵝䘬ἳ⫸ㆹᾹ⎗ẍ夾䁢慳佑[3]ˤḇ⯙㗗婒炻T1  T2 㗗㍷徘⎴ᶨẞ
ḳ炻᷎㚱姙⣂ℙ⎴䘬⫿娆炻忁㗗㭼庫⭡㖻㩊㷔㗗⏎㚱シ嬗䘬斄Ὢ⛐庫墯暄䘬喲㵝斄Ὢᷳ
ᶲ㕡㱽ˤ⛐㛔㔯ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ䘬↮㜸叿慵㕤㔯⫿喲㵝⓷柴䘬シ嬗悐↮ˤㆹᾹ㷔娎╖婆妨㨇☐
侣嬗㈨埻䘬㕡⺷㗗⏎⎗傥嬀⇍㕤ᷕ㔯喲㵝䘬㔠㒂普䘬㬋⎹喲㵝䘬シ嬗ˤ
堐ᶨˣ喲㵝斄Ὢἳ⎍
栆⇍

ἳ⎍
T1烉㖍㛔㗪攻 2011 ⸜ 3 㚰 11 㖍炻㖍㛔⭖❶䷋䘤䓇剖㮷夷㧉 9.0 ⻟暯炻忈㬣

喲㵝

⣙希䲬 3 叔⣂Ṣ (Japan time March 11, 2011, Miyagi Prefecture, Japan, a
magnitude 9.0 earthquake occurred, causing casualties of about 30,000 people
missing or dead.)

䌐䩳

T2烉㖍㛔㗪攻 2011 ⸜ 3 㚰 11 㖍炻㖍㛔⭖❶䷋䘤䓇剖㮷夷㧉 9.0 ⻟暯 (Japan
time March 11, 2011, Miyagi Prefecture, Japan, a magnitude 9.0 earthquake
occurred)
T1烉湶⦧冯”㬳晄尒”楔⺟⻟䳸⨂(Gigi married with the “disability rich” Mating
Jiang married)
T2烉楔⺟⻟䁢楁㷗”㜙㕡⟙㤕普⛀”∝彎Ṣᷳᶨ楔や⤪ᷳ⫸(Mating Jiang is the
son of Ma Xi Ru, one of the founders of Hong Kong, "the Oriental Press Group")

Ḵˣ䞼䨞㕡㱽
⛐ẍ⇵䘬㔯䌣ᷳᷕ㚱姙⣂ᶵ⎴䘬㕡㱽塓ㅱ䓐⛐ᷕ劙㔯㔯⫿喲㵝嬀⇍ᷳᶲ炻⤪⭂䎮嫱㖶ㆾ
ἧ䓐 WordNet 䫱䫱ᶵ⎴䘬娆シ婆㕁屯㸸[4]ˤㆹᾹ䘬䞼䨞㕡㱽炻▿娎ἧ䓐╖婆妨㨇☐侣
嬗ἄ䁢ᶨᾳ㧁㸾䘬䚋䜋⬠佺↮栆䲣䴙[5]䘬䈡⽝ˤㆹᾹ德忶奨⮇妻䶜婆㕁炻ἧ䓐⎗䓐䘬
妰䬿ᷕ㔯䘬冒䃞婆妨嗽䎮䘬ㅱ䓐⺢姕ㆸ婆妨屯㸸嗽䎮䲣䴙ˤ䘤⯽忶䦳⤪ᶳ徘炻椾⃰ㆹ
Ᾱ奨⮇⇘䘬妻䶜婆㕁炻䃞⼴↿↢䘬⎬䧖⎗䓐䈡⽝ˤ忁ṃ䈡⽝⊭㊔堐朊㔯⫿ˣ婆佑婆㱽
䘬ᾉ〗炻⤪烉娆⿏㧁姣ˣ␥⎵⮎橼嬀⇍(NER)㧁姣╖婆妨㨇☐侣嬗䈡⽝ˤ䃞⼴炻⽆妻
䶜普ㆹᾹ➟埴Ḯ⫸䲣䴙㍸⍾⇘⎬ᾳ䈡⽝ˤ㚨⼴ㆹᾹ⺢䩳ᶨᾳ↮栆䲣䴙炻ἧ䓐⮯妻䶜屯㕁
↮ㆸ 10 䫱ấ 9 䫱↮䓐㕤妻䶜 1 䫱↮䓐㕤㷔娎炻忁㧋ᶵ㕟Ṍ⍱㷔娎䧙䁢”10 Ṍ⍱槿嫱”
㕡㱽⮵妻䶜㔠㒂䘬䈡⽝㷔娎炻᷎䘤䎦⒒ṃ䈡⽝㗗㔯⫿喲㵝嬀⇍㚜䁢㚱䓐ˤ

ᶱˣ䲣䴙㝞㥳
ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙䘬䲣䴙㳩䦳⚾⤪⚾ 1 䣢ˤ䘬➢㛔䳬ㆸ悐↮”⎴佑娆㬋夷⊾”ˣ”㕟娆” ˣ”ᷕ
㔯䯉䷩廱㎃”ˣ”䈡⽝㍸⍾””SVM 䘬↮栆”ˤ
(ᶨ)ˣ⎴佑娆㬋夷⊾
⛐忁墉ㆹᾹ⮯ T1  T2 ⎍⫸ᷕ℟㚱䚠⎴䘬⏓佑䘬⫿娆䴙ᶨ⍾ẋㆸ䚠⎴⫿娆炻⚈㬌⛐⼴
临⎍⫸⋡惵㬍樇㚜⭡㖻➟埴ˤ
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㔯⎍⮵ġ

⎴佑娆㬋夷⊾ġ

㕟娆ġ

ᷕ㔯䯉䷩廱㎃ġ

䈡⽝㍸⍾ġ

SVM ↮栆

↮栆䳸㝄ġ
⚾ᶨˣ䲣䴙㳩䦳⚾
1ˣ 堐䣢㟤⺷㬋夷⊾
枸嗽䎮䘬悐ấ䘬䫔ᶨᾳ䚖㧁㗗⎍⫸ᷕ䘬䫎嘇㬋夷⊾ˤ⛐ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙炻枸嗽䎮㧉⟲㬋夷⊾
ᷕ㊔嘇ᷕ䘬⫿⎗ẍ夾䁢ᶨᾳ⛐㊔嘇⇵⫿娆䘬ᶨᾳẋ⎵娆ˤ䓙㕤㔯ẞᷕ㊔嘇忂ⷠ堐䣢⛐⇵
朊䘬㊔嘇ᶨ娆䘬枛嬗ㆾ侣嬗ˤἳ⤪”干媦㭼㟠ḳ㓭(↯䇦媦居⇑㟠ḳ㓭)”炻㊔嘇ᷕ䘬⫿娆
㗗侣嬗⎎ᶨᾳ䚠⎴⫿娆”↯䇦媦居⇑㟠ḳ㓭”ˤ㗪攻堐䣢㕡㱽ḇ⮯㬋夷⊾ˤ⤪堐 2 ᷕ䣢
䘬ἳ⫸ˤ⛐婆㕁⹓ᷕ㚱姙⣂㕡⺷Ἦ堐䣢婆㕁⹓ᷕ䘬㖍㛇ㆾ㗪攻炻㬋夷⊾⼴䘬屯㕁㚜⭡㖻
塓嬀⇍炻⛐㨇☐侣嬗㕡朊ḇ㚜⭡㖻➟埴㔯⫿⮵滲ˤ
ġ
堐Ḵˣ⎬䧖㗪攻堐䣢㕡⺷ᷳἳ⎍ġ
㗪攻✳ンġ

㗪攻堐䣢㕡⺷ġ

ᷕ㔯ġ

ᶨḅḅᶫ⸜Ḵ㚰⺧ᶱ㖍ġ

㔠⫿ℐ⼊ġ

˞˦˦ˤ⸜˟㚰˟ˠ㖍!

㔠⫿⋲⼊ġ

2::8⸜3Д34㖍!

㔠⫿ẍˬĮ˭昼
攳ġ

2:::.16.18!

䭬⚵ġ

2:::⸜⺞攟军3112⸜!

ĳˣ側㘗䞍嬀䘬㚧㎃ġ
枸嗽䎮䘬悐ấ䫔Ḵᾳ䚖㧁㗗ẋ㚧⬫Ᾱ䘬⎴佑娆ˤ⽆䵕➢䘦䥹㓞普⎴佑娆䘬屯妲ˤ㖶䡢䘬
㗪攻⛘溆屯妲ḇ夾䁢⎴佑娆㚧㎃䘬⓷柴ˤġ
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⎎⢾㚱斄䘬㗪攻堐䣢䘬怬㚱⎎ᶨᾳ⓷柴⛐㕤ᷕ⚳ㆾ㖍㛔㬟⎚ᶲᶵ⎴㛅ẋ䘬⎴ᶨ⸜䘬堐
䣢ˤἳ⤪”Ḧ昮”㗗大⃫ 1735 ⸜”㗕”㗗大⃫ 1925 ⸜ˤ㗪攻堐䣢⺷暨天側㘗䞍嬀ㇵ傥
㬋夷⊾ˤġ
⎎ᶨᾳ栆Ụ䘬⓷柴㗗暨天㒜⯽⇘㔯⫿⋡惵⇵䘬⃭↮堐䣢⛘溆䘬䷖⮓ˤἳ⤪”⎘ˣ⌘ˣ伶”
㗗㊯”⎘䀋ˣ⌘⹎ˣ伶⚳”炻⚈㬌⮯暨天㬋夷⊾䁢”⎘䀋ˣ⌘⹎ˣ伶⚳”ˤ
3ˣ 㕟娆冯ᷕ㔯䯉䷩廱㎃
ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷕἧ䓐䘬㕟娆ⶍ℟㗗 ICTCLAS 䘬㕟娆䲣䴙炻忁㗗䓙ᷕ⚳䥹⬠昊妰䬿㈨埻䞼
䨞㍸ὃˤ娚ⶍ℟⊭䘬≇傥⊭㊔㕟娆ˣ娆⿏㧁姣ˣNE 嬀⇍ˣ㕘⫿娆嬀⇍炻ẍ⍲冒妪⫿
℠ˤ䓙㕤ㆹᾹἧ䓐䘬㕗✎䤷⇾㜸☐⎒傥嗽䎮䯉橼ᷕ㔯ẍ⍲劙㔯炻ㆹᾹ⽭枰⮯䷩橼ᷕ㔯㔯
⎍⮵廱㎃ㆸ䯉橼ᷕ㔯㔯⎍炻䃞⼴ㆹᾹἧ䓐䘬䯉䷩廱㎃ⶍ℟䁢 google 䘬䶂ᶲ㨇☐侣嬗䲣
䴙ˤ
(Ḵ) 䈡⽝㍸⍾
⛐ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷕἧ䓐⇘䘬䈡⽝⛐堐ᶱ↿↢ẍ⇵䘬㔯⫿喲㵝嬀⇍ⶍἄ[9]⣏⣂㔠⎗䓐䘬䈡
⽝ˤ侴㛔䭯㍸↢䘬╖婆妨㨇☐侣嬗⮯⛐ᶳᶨ⮷䭨㍷徘ˤ⛐⇵ᶱᾳ䈡⽝㷔慷T1T2ᷕ㟡
㒂ᶨ凔ᷕ⚳栆Ụ䘬⫿⃫ˤunigram_recallˣunigram_precisionˣunigram_F_measure⎗ẍ夾
䁢⛐T1炻T2䘬⫿⃫㭼ἳ⸦ỽ⸛⛯炻ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ἧ䓐BLEUᶱᾳ䈡溆[7]ˤBleu䔞⇅㗗塓
姕妰Ἦ㷔慷㨇☐侣嬗(machine translation)䘬⑩岒ˤᶨᾳ列⤥䘬㨇☐侣嬗暨天⊭⏓怑䔞ˣ
㸾䡢ẍ⍲ 㳩㙊 䘬侣嬗 炻ㆹᾹ 䘬䲣 䴙㚫⮯ ℞侣嬗 䁢⍇Ἦ 䘬㔯 ⫿T1 T2 ⼿⇘ log Bleu
recallˣlog Bleu precisionlog Bleu F measure valuesˤ
㚨⼴⚃ᾳ䈡⽝㗗 T1  T2 䘬⎍⫸攟⹎ˤㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙㟡㒂㔯⫿⫿娆妰䬿 T1  T2 䘬⎍
⫸ᷕ攟⹎䘬ⶖ䔘炻᷎ἧ䓐Ḯ忁ℑᾳ䈡⽝䘬䳽⮵ῤ⛐ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ᷕˤ
堐ᶱˣㆹᾹἧ䓐⇘䘬䈡⽝ġ
䶐嘇 䈡⽝
1

unigram_recall

2

unigram_precision

3

unigram_F_measure

4

log_bleu_recall

5

log_bleu_precision

6

log_bleu_F_measure

7

difference in sentence length (character)

8

absolute difference in sentence length (character)

9

difference in sentence length (term)

10

absolute difference in sentence length (term)

11

Sub-tree mapping

12

Time mapping
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1ˣ ⇾㜸⫸㧡⋡惵
ᶨᾳ⎍⫸䘬婆㱽屯妲ḇ㗗ᶨᾳ慵天䘬⓷柴ˤ⛐ᶨᾳ⎍⫸䘬ὅ岜䓐㕤嬀⇍シ嬗䘬斄Ὢ
[8]ˤẍ⇵䘬ᶨṃ㔯䌣堐㖶ẍᶵ⎴䘬㕡⺷Ἦ堉慷ℑᾳ妋㜸㧡炻⤪㧡䘬䶐廗嶅暊ᷳ攻䘬䚠
Ụ⿏ˤ⫸㧡䘬⋡惵㗗忂忶㭼庫ℑᾳ⎍⫸妋㜸㧡䘬㕡⺷Ἦ妰䬿ℑᾳ⎍⫸ᷳ攻䘬䚠Ụ⿏ˤ⛐
ᷳ⇵ㆹᾹ䚠ᾉ⫸㧡⋡惵㗗⮵䲣䴙㚱⸓≑炻䃞侴⛐ㆹᾹᷳ⼴䘬⮎槿䳸㝄℞ἧ䓐⼴䲣䴙㓰
傥㚫䔍㚱ᶳ旵ˤ
2ˣ 㗪攻⋡惵
䔞ㆹᾹ奨⮇⇘䘬妻䶜普屯㕁㗪ㆹᾹ䘤䎦炻㚱姙⣂㔯⎍⮵ᷳᷕ⏓㚱㗪攻堐䣢⺷炻䃞侴ᶨṃ
㗪攻堐䣢⺷㗗⎍⫸慵天䳬ㆸᶨ悐↮ˤ⤪堐⚃䣢ㆹᾹ↮㜸↮䁢⚃䧖栆✳䘬⋡惵ˤ⛐ T1
 T2 䘬㗪攻堐忼㕡⺷⎗ẍ㗗烉(1)⬴ℐ⋡惵ˣ(2)悐↮⋡惵ˣ(3)悐↮⋡惵ˣ(4)⬴ℐᶵ⋡
惵ˤ㗪攻⋡惵ᶵ⋡惵䘬㗗㚱䓐䘬妻䶜㔠㒂炻䃞侴⛐ㆹᾹ䘬⮎槿䳸㝄炻㬌䈡⽝㰺㚱㍸檀
㷔娎普㓰傥ˤ
堐⚃ˣ㗪攻⋡惵⹎ἳ⫸
⋡惵䦳⹎ġ
ġ

ἳ⫸ġ

ġ

t1烉㒂Ṿ䞍炻忁㗗㞍䇦㕗椾⹎⍫≈暒㡐Į匟剕
䈡ⶮ凡岥炻侴㞍䇦㕗ᶨ⎹㗗㲐慵⬱ℐˣ朆ⷠ嫡

㗪攻䁢⬴ℐ⋡惵ġ

ヶ䘬Ṣ炻Ṿ㚜゛⍫≈2000⸜暒㡐⤏忳ⶮ凡岥ˤġ
t2烉2000⸜⤏忳⛐暒㡐冱彎ġ

ġ
悐↮㗪攻⋡惵(1)ġ

t1烉劍㛃ᾅ䤧Ḵᶾᶨḅᶫℓ⸜⋩㚰⋩ℕ㖍塓怠䁢
㔁⬿ġ
t2烉劍㛃ᾅ䤧Ḵᶾ㕤1978⸜䔞ᶲ㔁⬿ġ

ġ

t1烉喯⑰㈀ġ 1921⸜6㚰8㖍↢䓇ġ

悐↮㗪攻⋡惵(2)ġ

t2烉喯⑰㈀炷Suharto炻㮹攻ⷠ䓐ˬSoeharto˭炻
1921⸜6㚰8㖍炼2008⸜1㚰27㖍炸ġ

ġ
ġ

t1烉⻝喅媨1987⸜ẍˬ䲭檀䱙˭㊧ᶳ㝷㜿⼙⯽慹
䄲䋶ġ

㗪攻⬴ℐᶵ⋡惵ġ

t2烉㝷㜿暣⼙䭨ㅱ娚㗗⻝喅媨䘬䤷⛘ˤ1988⸜炻
Ṿ➟⮶䘬˪䲭檀䱙˫岷⼿Ḯ㚨Ἓ⼙䇯慹䄲䋶炻
ㆸ䁢ᷕ⚳暣⼙䘬椾ᾳ慹䄲䋶ġ

3ˣ ╖婆妨㨇☐侣嬗
ㆹᾹ娵䁢⛐䲣䴙ᷕ⡆≈╖婆㨇☐侣嬗ἄ䁢ᶨ枭㕘䘬⎗䓐䈡⽝㗗㚱シ佑䘬炻忁枭㕘㕡㱽ᶵ
⎴㕤ẍ⼨䘬㔯⫿喲㵝嬀⇍䲣䴙ˤ
⛐ㆹᾹ䘬⮎槿ᷕ炻ㆹᾹἧ䓐 GIZA++ἄ䁢ㆹᾹ䘬╖婆㨇☐侣嬗䘬䈡⽝ⶍ℟ˤ啱䓙 GIZA++
⮵妻䶜普⺢䩳ᶨᾳ侣嬗㧉✳᷎妰䬿㷔娎普ᷕ㔯⎍⮵普⮵滲䘬㨇䌯ˤ㔯⫿⮵滲㗗䴙妰㨇☐
侣嬗䲣䴙妻䶜⼰慵天䘬䦳⸷ˤGIZA++[10]忁㗗䓐㕤忁㧋ⶍἄ䘬䴻℠ⶍ℟炻GIZA++➟埴
IBM1-5 㧉✳ẍ⍲℞⺞Ỡ䘬䘬 HMM 㧉✳㚜墯暄㧉✳ 6ˤ䓊䓇䘬忁ṃ㚱㧉✳㗗ᶵ⮵
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䧙䘬炻ḇ⯙婒䓙怠⭂䘬侣嬗㕡⎹炻嬻ṾᾹ⣂⮵ᶨ䘬忚埴⮵滲炻Ữᶵ㗗ᶨ⮵⣂䘬嶗䶂ˤ忂
ⷠ忚埴妻䶜䚠⍵䘬ℑ䧖侣嬗㕡⎹⮵䧙炻䓊䓇⫿娆⮵滲㍸檀⫿娆⮵滲䘬⑩岒ˤℑᾳ⮵滲
㧉⺷妻䶜⬴ℐ䚠Ḻ䌐䩳炻⛐ GIZA++ἧ䓐⇘䘬 HMM 䘬⮵滲㧉✳妰䬿℔⺷⤪ᶳ:
m

pD (t1 | t 2 )

H (m | l )¦a  (tD (t1 | t 2 )aD (a j | a j 1 , l )
j

(1)

j

j 1

ㆹᾹ⮯ GIZA++妰䬿↢Ἦ䘬⮵滲㨇䌯ㅱ䓐㕤䘬↮ℑ栆䘬㔯⫿喲㵝ả⊁ᷕἄ䁢ㆹᾹ䘬䫔
13 ᾳ䈡⽝ˤ⛐ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙ἧ䓐䘬妰䬿℔⺷⤪ᶳ烉

^

log i , j

p

i , j max
0

p t1i | t 2 j

`

(2)

n

⛐ᶳ朊冱Ḯᶨᾳἳ⫸婒㖶㔯⎍⮵⮵滲䘬㨇䌯䘬ㅱ䓐烉
U2;ѦҬߏ !चדம !! قڶа ! !୯Γ!Ǵ!Ѡ
!
U3;

!

!ѦҬ!

!Ƕ!

!

!

!

!Ƕ!

⤪堐Ḽ䣢䁢ᶲ朊ἳ⫸➟埴 GIZA++⼴妰䬿↢Ἦ䘬 T1 冯 T2 ⮵滲㨇䌯炻䴻䓙℔⺷(1)妰
䬿⼴⯙⌛㗗ㆹᾹ⮯⡆≈䲣䴙䘬䫔 13 ᾳ䈡⽝ˤ
堐ḼˣGIZA++⮵滲㨇䌯ἳ⫸
T1 ╖娆

T2 ╖娆

㨇䌯

ѦҬߏ

ѦҬߏ

0.9951

傉⽿⻢

傉⽿⻢

0.9512

✎妨

Ѡ

0.2014

⎘㸦

Ѡ

0.9812

Ѡ

㗗

0.0151

P=log(0.9951*0.9512*0.9812*0.0151)/4ɼ-0.46381736

⚃ˣ⮎槿冯妶婾
⛐忁ᾳ䪈䭨ᷕ炻ㆹᾹ⟙⏲䘬妻䶜普冯㷔娎普ᶲ忚埴䘬⸦ᾳᶵ⎴䘬⮎槿姕⭂䘬⮎槿䳸㝄ˤ
ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙⛐䴎⭂䘬 407 ⮵妻䶜普㷔娎普 10 Ṍ⍱槿嫱妻䶜炻᷎ἧ䓐䚠⎴䘬䲣䴙
嗽䎮⎎ᶨᾳ 407 ⮵㔯⎍攳㓦㷔娎普ˤ堐ℕᷕ↿↢䘬⚃ᾳ姕⭂䘬⮎槿䳸㝄ˤ⛐ㆹᾹ⮎槿䳸
㝄ᷕ䫔Ḵ䘬姕⭂⼿⇘㚨⤥䘬㓰傥炻℞㬋䡢䌯䁢 0.69ˤ
堐ℕˣ⮎槿䳸㝄䷥堐
10 Ṍ⍱槿嫱妻䶜 ℔攳㷔娎普
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0.6560
0.6658
0.6461
0.6560

1~10 䈡⽝ [9]
1~10 䈡⽝冯㨇☐侣嬗
1~12 䈡⽝ [9]
1~12 䈡⽝冯㨇☐侣嬗

0.6830
0.6904
0.5577
0.5749

ġ
(ᶨ)⮎槿䳸㝄
⤪堐ᶫ䣢⛐䫔ᶨᾳ⮎槿ᷕㆹᾹἧ䓐⇘堐ᶱ 1 ⇘ 10 ᾳ䈡⽝忚埴 10 Ṍ⍱槿嫱⮎槿炻㍍
叿ㆹᾹ≈ℍ╖婆妨㨇☐侣嬗䈡⽝⤪堐ℓ䣢⎗ẍ㍸㖯℞㓰傥ˤ
堐ᶫˣἧ䓐 10 䈡⽝ 10 Ṍ⍱槿嫱⮎槿䳸㝄
Predicted

Actual

Total

Y

N

Y

70

42

112

N

98

197

295

Total

168

239

407

堐ℓˣἧ䓐 10 䈡⽝≈ℍ㨇☐侣嬗䈡⽝ 10 Ṍ⍱槿嫱⮎槿䳸㝄
Predicted

Actual

Total

Y

N

Y

72

40

112

N

96

199

295

Total

168

239

407

⤪堐ḅ䣢⛐䫔Ḵᾳ⮎槿ᷕㆹᾹἧ䓐⇘堐ᶱ 1 ⇘ 12 ᾳ䈡⽝忚埴 10 Ṍ⍱槿嫱⮎槿炻㍍
叿ㆹᾹ≈ℍ╖婆妨㨇☐侣嬗䈡⽝⤪堐⋩䣢⎗ẍ㍸㖯℞㓰傥ˤ
堐ḅˣἧ䓐 12 䈡⽝ 10 Ṍ⍱槿嫱⮎槿䳸㝄
Predicted

Actual

Total

Y

N

Y

68

44

112

N

100

195

295

Total

168

239

407

堐⋩ˣἧ䓐 12 䈡⽝≈ℍ㨇☐侣嬗䈡⽝ 10 Ṍ⍱槿嫱⮎槿䳸㝄
Predicted
Y

Actual
Y

N

70

42
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N

98

197

295

Total

168

239

407

⤪堐⋩ᶨ䣢⛐䫔Ḵᾳ⮎槿ᷕㆹᾹἧ䓐⇘堐ᶱ 1 ⇘ 10 ᾳ䈡⽝冯℔攳㷔娎普忚埴⮎槿炻
㍍叿ㆹᾹ≈ℍ╖婆妨㨇☐侣嬗䈡⽝⤪堐⋩Ḵ䣢⎗ẍ㍸㖯℞㓰傥ˤ
堐⋩ᶨˣἧ䓐 10 䈡⽝℔攳㷔娎普⮎槿䳸㝄
Predicted

Actual

Total

Y

N

Y

172

38

210

N

91

106

197

Total

263

144

407

堐⋩Ḵˣἧ䓐 10 䈡⽝≈ℍ㨇☐侣嬗䈡⽝℔攳㷔娎普⮎槿䳸㝄
Predicted

Actual

Total

Y

N

Y

174

36

210

N

89

108

197

Total

263

144

407

⤪堐⋩ᶱ䣢⛐䫔Ḵᾳ⮎槿ᷕㆹᾹἧ䓐⇘堐ᶱ 1 ⇘ 10 ᾳ䈡⽝冯℔攳㷔娎普忚埴⮎槿炻
㍍叿ㆹᾹ≈ℍ╖婆妨㨇☐侣嬗䈡⽝⤪堐⋩⚃䣢⎗ẍ㍸㖯℞㓰傥ˤ
堐⋩ᶱˣἧ䓐 12 䈡⽝℔攳㷔娎普⮎槿䳸㝄
Predicted

Actual

Total

Y

N

Y

126

43

169

N

137

101

238

Total

263

144

407

堐⋩⚃ˣἧ䓐 10 䈡⽝≈ℍ㨇☐侣嬗䈡⽝℔攳㷔娎普⮎槿䳸㝄
Predicted

Actual

Total

Y

N

Y

129

40

169

N

134

104

238

Total

263

144

407
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(Ḵ)⮎槿妶婾
ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙䘬柵⢾䘬㨇☐侣嬗㕘䈡⽝㍸檀Ḯ㬋䡢䌯炻䃉婾㗗䘬Ṍ⍱槿嫱ㆾ㗗℔攳㷔娎普
䘬ね㱩炻⮎槿䳸㝄ḇ嫱⮎䫔 11 䫔 12 䘬䈡⽝㰺㚱㓡忚ㆹᾹ䘬㓰傥ˤ⽆㶟㵮䞑昋ㆹᾹ⎗
ẍ䘤䎦炻娚䲣䴙㗗⛐㔠㒂↮Ự㕡朊䘬⻟≩ˤyes/no ⛐妻䶜攳㓦㷔娎普䘬↮Ự㚱⼰⣏䘬
ᶵ⎴ˤ娚䲣䴙⎗ẍ⣏⣂㔠嬀⇍㬋䡢ˤ

Ḽˣ䳸婾
㛔䭯⟙⏲㓡忚ㆹᾹ⍫≈ RITE1 䘬䲣䴙炻ㆹᾹ⡆≈Ḯᶨᾳ㕘䘬㨇☐侣嬗䈡⽝⇘ㆹᾹ䘬䲣
䴙᷎ᷕ⍾⼿Ḯ庫⤥䘬㓰傥炻ㆹᾹ䓐㨇☐侣嬗㕡㱽Ἦ侣嬗⎴ᶨ䧖婆妨ἄ䁢ᶨ䧖㕡㱽Ἦ嬀⇍
婆妨ᷕ䘬シ嬗ˤㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙㗗⮰攨嗽䎮ᷕ㔯悐ấ炻䃞侴⎴㧋䘬゛㱽ẍㆹᾹ䲣䴙䘬➢䢶ḇ
⎗傥ㅱ䓐⛐ᶵ⎴䘬婆妨ˤ
⽆屯㕁奨⮇⼿䞍炻嗽䎮忁ᾳ⓷柴側㘗䞍嬀㗗㚨⽭天䘬㡅ẞ炻⁷ᷕ⚳ㆾ㗗㖍㛔Ṣ䘬㛅ẋ⎵
䧙炻⛐㗪攻⋡惵ᷳ⇵⽭枰廱㎃ㆸ䚠⎴堐䣢炻⛘䎮䞍嬀ḇ㗗⽭天䘬ˤ忁ṃ暨㯪㗗崭↢ảỽ
㬋ⷠ⣏⮷䘬妻䶜普婆妨䞍嬀䘬ℏ⭡ˤ⽆ Web ㊾㍀暨天䘬⽭天䞍嬀⎗傥㗗ᶨᾳ㚱䓐䘬
屯㸸Ἦ㸸Ἦˤ
⛐㛔䭯ㆹᾹ㍸↢Ḯ╖婆妨㨇☐侣嬗Ἦ㓡忚ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙炻⛐⮎槿䳸㝄ᷕ䘤䎦忁ᾳ㕘䘬㕡㱽
䘬䡢⎗ẍ㓡忚ㆹᾹ䘬䲣䴙炻Ữ㗗㓡忚䘬ⷭ⹎᷎ᶵ檀⚈䁢㨇☐侣嬗忁ᾳ㕡㱽暨天䚠䔞⣏慷
䘬妻䶜屯㕁ㇵ傥嬻 GIZA++㔯⫿⮵滲㓰㝄㚜㸾䡢炻ẍ⛐㛒Ἦⶴ㛃⎗ẍἧ䓐㚜⣏慷䘬屯
㕁普Ἦ㍸㖯㔯⫿⮵滲䘬䱦䡢⹎ˤ

农嫅
㛔䞼䨞ὅ䴻㾇悐墄≑屉⛀㱽Ṣ屯妲ⶍ㤕䫾忚㚫ˬ100 ⸜⹎㔠ỵ⋗㳩㚵⊁攳㓦⸛⎘㈨埻䞼
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